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PREFACE.

THE character and scope of this treatise I have en
deavoured to explain fully in the introductory chapter;

it remains f1)r me here to acknowledge my debts
to the works that have chiefly aided me in com
posing it. After J. S. :MiII's hook, from which I first
learned political economy, and on which the present

work must he understood to be primarily founded, I
believe that lowe most to Jevens' l'l,co)'!! of Political

Economy, the leading ideas of which have been con

tinuaIIy in my thoughts-though I have had occasion

to dissent from many of ~Ir Jevens' particular opinions.
I am also considerably indebted-in spite of still more

fundamental dis:tgreement-to Cairnes' Leading Prin

ciples of Political Economy: and also to the Economics

of Industry, hy Mr and ::\Irs Alfred Marshall, together

with some papers hy Jlr ::\farshall on the theory of

Value diagrammatically treated, which have been

privately lent to me. I have also derived valuable
suggestions from j\Ir Hearn's Plutoloqu, and from

Mr F. A. 'Walker's lVaqes .. also from 1\fr Macleod, as
s. E.
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regards the theory of :JIoney, and to some extent in

treating of Wealth and Capital-though I do not

agree with Mr Macleod's views about either of these
fundamental terms, and am obliged to dissent most
strongly from his general treatment of economic science,

I must also express my obligations to the writer of an
articl« on 'lndnstrial Monopolies' in the (1IIa"t""l.'!

Review of October, 1870,

Among foreign writers, I have derived most assist
ance from tho works of Professors A. Held and

A. "Vagner; especially from the latter's elaborate

systematic treatise on the subject.

Finally, I must ackuowledge gratefully the aid
that many friends have kindly given me, by supplying

informnt.ion or sllggeFiting corrections required for

various portions of the work while it was in progress;

among whom I must particularly mention ::\11' F. "V.
:Maitland, of Lincoln's Inn, and JliIr J. N. Keynes,

of Pembroke College, Cambridge. To the latter I

am especially indebted for his kindness in reading

and criticising the proof-sheets of the greater part
of the book; which has enabled me to improve it

in many respects.
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IKTRODUCTIOX.

CHAPTER I.

THF.; FRESE:'-T STATE OF ECO~O:'!IIC COXTROVERSY I~ E:-:GLAXD A~D

'l'H8 SPECIAL AnI OF THE l'RF.SE);l' WORK.

1. During the last thirty years Political Economy in Englund
has risen from the state of controversy 011 fundamental
principles and method into that. of an apparently estab
lished science, and again relapsed into the state of cou
trovcray.

2. ::\[y special aim if'! to eliminate needless polemics by a
guarded restatement of traditiounl doctrines, with duo
rccoguibiou of the advances made in economic theory by
recent writers.

CHAPTER II.

THJ,; ~COl'E OP rOLITIC.\L ECOXO)IY.

1. Is Political Ecouorny a Science, concerned with what is,
or all Art, concerned with what ought to be 1

2. Originally it was conceived as an Art, and is formally so
defined by Adam Smith; but the substance of the latter's
doctrine inevitably rendered hi", exposition mainly that
of a science;

3. but I!Ot entirely, since the doctrine of Iuieser faire, olra
ractcrisl.ic of Adam Smith and Iris school, belongs to
Art;

4. awl, ill the dcp.u-tmeut of Production, Lhc line between
Science and Art is difficult to draw.

5. In this treatise, 1111 questions .'\8 to proper governmental
interference in economic matters are treated separately
(in Book III) as questions belonging to the' Art of
Political Economy.'
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U--18

18-24

27-29
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CHAPTER III.

TIlE METIlOD OF EOOK01l10 SCIE:XCE.
PAGES

1. The ordinary treatment of the Theory of Production is
mainly inductive and annlytical-c-c.g. Mill's treatment
is so.

2. The. traditional method of determining toe Laws of Dis~

tribution and Exchange is primarily deductive and
hypothetical, but obviously requires for application to
concrete cases the aid of induction.

3. Both the general legitimacy of this method and its necos
sary limitations may be briefly shown by considering its
chief hypotheses.

4. In using the method, quantitative precision should be
attained as far as possible; but the limits of attainable
precision should also be carefully not-ed.

BOOK T.

'PRODUCTION.

CHAPTER 1.

'THI<~ THJlORY 0.1:' PRODCCTIQ)l.

1. In this book industry is viewed primarily as a function
of the human community, without regard to the terms
on which its members co-operate.

2. But in order to use the notion of wealth with quantitative
precision, we need a clear view of the measure of wealth,
and therefore of value.

CHAPTER II.

THE DEFIXITIOX A:XD l1EASURE OF YALUE.

1. Search for a definition is often the best way of examining
what has to be defined. The definition often cannot. he
both useful for scientific purposes find in strict conform
it)' with usage.

2. In making the notion of Exchange Value precise, the main
difficulty is to find a measure of variations of value-c.
since Labour is not the measure we require, either in
Ricardo's sense or Adam Smith's.

~. The best attainable measure is liable to inevitable in
exactness.

30-36

36-38

38-44

44-46

49-5\

5\

52-56

56-65

65-69
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CHAPTP.R Ill.

WEALTH.

1. The difficulties of measuring Value apply also to the
measurement of wealth j and other difficulties arise
from the varying relations of purchased and unpul'
chased utilities :

2, however we cannot take Utility a:-; a measure, discarding
value;

3. especially, considering the variations in Needs.
4. (Wealth' cannot include services-c-though 'Produce I

may·-

5. nor Culture or Skill,
G. nor Debts-though used as medium of exchange.
7. \Vc must distinguish Producers' wealth from Consumers'

wealth, being primarily concerned with the latter, in
estimating the wealth of a community;

8, and apply this distinction to the questions whether
Patents, Copyrights, Goodwill, &c., are wealth.

CH~U'TER IV.

CAU~ES OF VARTATTOXS IK l'ROnt:CTIOs.

1. Taking Produce to include Consumable services as well
as Consumers' wealth,

2. variations in amount of produce may be referred to several
di fferen t causes:

3. partly, to differences in men's material environment,
4. partly, to differences in the quantity and quality of their

labour.
5. These latter, again, are largely due to vtu-iouely caused

differences in the strength of motives to labour.
6. Efficiency of labour is greatly increased by cooperation,

especially by Division of Employments: also by Inven
tion-the development of which ha..s at once aided, and
been aided by, that of Cooperntion-c- : also by Capital
largely required in ccnsnqueur:e of Tnvcntiou.

CHAPTER V.

C,\ PITAL.

IX

I'.~OES

70-74

7·~-77

77-jR

79-80
80----82

82-86

86-88

88-92

DB-DS
D9-102

101-110

110-I::!0

1. 'Capital' has to be differently defined from the point of
view of the individual and that of the community j

"individual's capital" is wealth employed 1'01' 111"06t ; l~O -12-1
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2. and therefore includes land; but from the social point of
view we must distinguish the two; 124~126

3. restricting capital to results of human labour, but. not ex-
eluding immaterial results, such as business conuexion, 126-129

4. lind skill; bnt not physical strength, so far as this results
from consumption that is not merely a means to future
production. 120~132

v. Capital that is accnruul-rted oouaists mainly of iustrn-
menta, not food of lubonrera ; . ]32-j~l5

G, which, ill the labourers' possession, is not' cepitul ' in the
narrowest sense, though in n wider ReJI~e it, Iill-ly be
called (consumers') capital; as may all unconsumed
wealth, so far as it is the intermediate result of labour
employed for future utility, and more productive through
postponement, 133-141

CHAPTER YI.

LAW::; OF PHODUCTIOX.

1. By' Lawe '. I mean quantitative statements as to the
operation of different C,U1SCS of greater or lees produc
tion.

2. They cannot generally be hill dOWH with auy exnctuess.
3. )Ialthns" Law of l'opulntiou,' awl Lhc Law of' Diminish

lug Itctums from Land are valid, when dilly qualified,
HB abstract statements of tendcucics ; abo the concrete
statement that in old countries population is limited by
the difficulty of procuring snl.aistence ; but the limit is
not rigid, and depends on a variable Standard of Comfort.

4. The Law of increase of individuals' capital is not definitely
ascertainable ;

fl. still less the Law of increase of social capital.

BOOK II.

lIiSTHIBUTIO~ AI\D EXClf.\NGE.

ellA PTEl{ 1.

142-H4
1·11-1-17

147-157

]57-163
lG3-1G7

I};TIW1H.Tl'LOK.

The question' how if' produce shared among the different
classes who cooperate in production' ia convertible with
the question i what determines the exchange value of
their services.' The theory of Distribution (assuming
free contract) has therefore close affinity to the Theory
of Exchange value of material products ; and it is con-
venient to take the latter first. 171-Ij'!)
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CllAPTEll II.

THEORY OF EXCHASGE VALCE OF )IATERIAL CO)DIODITIES.
PAGES

xi

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
s,

9.

10.

The deductive theory of value depends ou certain cssump
Lions, which require to be carefully stated r-c-maiuly QlI

the assumpt.ious of "conuneroial ' and "indust-ial ' coru
pct.itiou.

Xlill's exposition of the theory is ill the main sound, but
;~JIlle of the cardinal terms-c-cspccially "increase of
demand '-hl'rotvc ambiguities that need to he rc
moved,

"Equation of supply and demand' is formally inadequate
to determine price, if Loth supply and demand vary
with price.

This is exemplified LJ' the iudclinitc number of values
possible in the case of a monopolized article;

compared with that of a' simply scarce 1 article.
III explaining ::\farket Value of wares that have a uniform

cost of production, we have to show how Supply tends
to be determined by prospects of 10SH and gain in hold
jug back ;

null to note the eliverse effects of «peculut.iou.
But cost of production-s-estimated, as it 111mt be in terms

of remuueratian; not xw.''I'f/ice-uaullot he assumed to be
independent of demand.

Hence the Ricardian doctrine of value 1I0el18 important
'1uuliflcatiou.

The dctermiuatiou of values of products industrially
connected is more complex.

CHAPTER III.

THEORY OF ISl'ERX....T10::\.,\L YALt"ES.

180-18:!

183·-100

190-191

192-19:j
193-1DO

] 96-·19.:l
198-200

200-208

20S-211

211-213

1. There arc various causes of economic gain through trade
between distant places. 211- 21i

2, 'Tho peculiarity of the theoretical determination (If the
vnlncs of the products of such trade depends not pri
mru-ilyon the imperfect mobility of labour, but 011 the
cost of carriage. 217-222

3. 'The combined laws of demand of different wares traded ill
determine how much of the double east of carriage is
to be added to the price of each when sold : 222 - 22:1
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4. that is, its 'real price.' The fluctuations of Foreign
exchanges !J1D,Y be used to illustrate this theory, but
need careful handling. 225-228

5. The term 'International' mar bs objected to in this
connexion, but has advantages. 228-230

ell APTER II'.

1.

2.
a.

DEFIL\ITIO~ OF MO~EY.

The denotation of the' tcrm.uioncy- is obscure and- fluctua
ting; but ns commonly used in dtscuasions about the
money-market, it certainly includes Bankers' Liabilities:

though this fact has not received adeqnate recognition.
This denotation seems Oil the whole most convenient,

CHAPTER v.

231-237
237-240
2-10-2·16

1. The value of precious metals is slowly and irregularly
affected by industrial competition: therefore for tolerably
long periods the value of a. monometallic gold currency
may be taken [1,8 determined by the demand for gold
coin, modified by the demand for gold in the arts, 247-2,')4.

2. A double standard with a. fixed ratio will be stable against
minor variations of supply, the fixed ratio causing au
adjustment of demand to supply. 25·1--25U

3. Bankers' obligations have the aamo uobuul value as the coin
they represent j though, of course, a less value than coin
would have if they were not used; and a more variable
value. 256-2t)!)

4. The common confueiou between the- purchasing powor of
mOlley and the rate of discount in the money-market is
to be avoicled ; (the latter, however, is not to be identified
with the rate of interest Oll capital geuerully) . 239 -263

5. but there arc certain connexions between the two former
which explain the common confusion 264-265

Ii, The valuc of inconvertible CUn'eIleY is determined simply
by the relation of supply to demand. 2€o-~8

Gil A PTEll YI_

1. By' Interest', in the theory of Distribution, is-meant the
share of produce obtained by the owner of capital as such 269-274

2. By' rate of interest' is"'nleant the commonly expected
average yield of newly invested capital; which with
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certain qualifications, may be taken as approximately
uniform in a modern community at any given time. . 27'4-279

3. It depends on conditions of demand and dupply combined:
-so far as demand go~s, in a modern industrial society,
it depends mainly on industrial demand. 279-283

4. It corresponds to average additional produce expected to
be obtained by employment of last increment of floating
capital, 111£11/(8 'employer's fcc'; therefore varies with
variations iu recognized opportunities (If profitably using
capital to aid labour. 283-289

rl. The reaction of changes ill the r..ate of interest au the
saving that supplies capital has au uuportaut, but not
definitely measurable, tendency to keep the rate
:::table." 289-292

6. The yield of most-c-but not all-old investments tends to
decrease. 202-294

CHAPTER HI.

REXT.

1. Ricardo's definition of rent, as price paid for 'original
powers' of soil, is unccceptnble: 295-300

2. but his formula. for competitive determination of rent ie
noue the less valid-though needing certain qualiflca-
tious 300 30<1

3. Difflcultiea uriae ill. framing rent-contracts from possibilifiea
of improving 01' deteriorating land; similarly, in the casu
of mines, from deterioration. . 304-307

'1. There are various other extra profits more or less analogous
te rent. 307-308

CIJAPTEH vur,
GE:s"ERAL ·WAGES.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Competition does not tend to give the labourer the real
,v.ages required to make: his labour most effieiell~. •

;\01' can T accept the' 'Vages-Fund Theory',
which professes to determine general wages by 'ratio of

capital to population '.
Wages should not he regarded as paid out of capital.
General Wages, being taken to include the remuneration

of employers' labour, mar be regarded as the share of
produce that remains after paying for the use of capital
and land; awl so depends partly on the efficiency of
labour) partly on the price paid for the usc of c producers'
wealth ', .

309-312
312-314

314-318
318-320

320-324
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rAGES

G. The reaction of the remuneration of labour on the supply of
lnbourers has a certain tendency to counteract changes in
this remuneration. . 324-327

CHAPTER rx.
l'ARTIC"ULAR WAGES AKD PROFITS,

1. The proposition that industrial competition tends to
equalize the rcmuucrutiona of average labourers requires
important limitatious. 328-332

2. The iucquulitjea ill the wages of different classes arc
partly compensation for differences of sacrifice entailed
by their work, or by the training required for it, partly
due to scarcities of persons able or willing to afford the
outlay rcq uired for superior qunlitiea of labour, partly to
aoarcities of natural gifts. 332-340

3. The inequalities of lwernge enrniugs of employers of differ-
ent amounts of capital are to be referred to these two
kinds of scarcity corubiucd. 340-347

ULlPTElt X.

MO~OPOLY AXD cccmrx.vrrox,

1. )[ullopoly resulting from coiubinntion is a.. normal cle
ment- of the industrial society with which our theory
deals 348-350

2. 'Ye have to diatinguiah various Illu(le", uud degrees of
monopoly - extending the term to include 'buyers"
monopoly; 350-3G5

3, and to note epcciul characteristics of monopoly rcsult.iug
from combiuatiou-c-open or tacit-awl different methods
of attaining the end in view. . 355-3GO

4. Under certain conditions, bodies of hired labourers may
increase their earnings by combinnt.ion, without counter-
balancing loss to themselves or to other hired labourers 360-365

Cl LI l'TEll XI.

TR.A~SI.l:l~T AXD T.OCAT, YAIUATIOXS I~ DTS1'RInel'IO~.

1. After 3. summary of the five preceding chapters, ill which
we have discuseed the determination of X annal rates of
remuneration for industrial services, 366-370

~. we notice that these normal rates are exposed to continual
fluctuations-c-eapccially the profits of busiuesa-c- 370-373
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3. nud proceed to analyse the causes of these, as clue to moral
and intellectual shortcomings: to accidents, to iuventiona
and other improvementa : ~73-3i8

-1. to miscnlculationa of dcmnud causing ~f;.o-called)'over-pro-
dnction"; 3,8-380

5. to changes in rate of interest, consequent on "over-produc-
tlou ' 01' otherwise caused, and changes ill purchasing
power of money. 380-383

H. 'I'his leads us to notice local variations ill the ju-ices of
products, due to physical and historical causes com-
bined 383-·386

r, awl couscqueut inequalities in returns to labour and
capital, kept up by obstacles to migration and frequent
industrial changes. . 386-390

CHAPTEI\ XlI,

CC~TO:\r.

1. Distiuguiahing from Custom = the tendency to do as others
do, Hubit>- the tendency to do as oue has done before,
we oh.'i(\nti that Ute eeOIlOHIIe effects of Habit are

various
2. as also (If Custom
3. and that oHI.?, a part of these effects is excluded by the

assurnptious of the competitive sj-stem c-. viz. (1) the
mere blind tendency to follow use and wont, and (2)
Custom as morally obligatory.

ROOK III.

THE AUT OF POLiTICAl. rroxoxrv.

CIIAyrEn. I.

;{91- 393
304 -:19H

396-398

The Art of Political Economy M here treated consists
mainly of the theory of what ought to be done by govern
ment to improve Production or Distribution, and to pro-
vide for governmental expenditure. 401-40-1
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CHAPTER II.

THE S'LSTE~I cs NATl.:HAL UBERTY COXSIDEHED I~ HELATIO~ TO

PllODCCTIOX.

L

"

3.

4.

5.

0.

7.

8.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The general argument in favour of leaving indust.ry alono
has much force, hut needs important qualifications and
exceptions,

even in the most abstract theoretical treatment, owing to
divergence between utility to the individual awl utility to
society; illustrated generally in reference to Bequest
and Contract; .

exemplified further by special cases in which the utility
of socially useful services cannot be adequately appro
priated by the persons who might render them.or whcn ap
propriation and sale of such services would be wasteful:

also where the gain of a change is largely counterbalanced
by loss; and in case of monopoly: .

also from the imperfectly employed labour that competi
tion normally involves, and the labour spent ill attracting
business:

also in the elLse of utilities distunt in tunc.
Hence complete luiseerfuirc is not to be taken as a political

ideal: Ute problem for .the stutcsmuu is to balance its
disadvantages against the disndvnntages of extending the
sphere of govcrumcnl,

The above argument leaves unaseailcd the nsaumptiou that
the individual is a better judge than government of his
economic interests: but this assumption is. not com
pletely true, nor even tending to become 80•.

CHAPTEH III.

THE RELATIO;<;S OF GOVF.R;<;MEST TO ]"XDUSTRY.

The strictly economic interferences of government are to
be distinguished from its interferences with industry for
other ends i

especially in tho exercise of its normal fUlIct.iOJ1S. Snell in
terferences, of various kinds and degrees of intensity,

UJtl.,Y Lake place for national defence, .
for protection of life, health, reputation of individual

citizens, adults or children,
or of property from theft, fraud. Also governments have

importantly restricted their enforcement of contracts-

PAGES

404--407

407-412

412-414

414-415

415-417
417-418

418-421

421-423

424-426

426-428
428-429

429-432
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e. g. by bankruptcy laws-and, under tho guise of judicial
interpretation, have practically determined the oondi-
tions of ordinary engagements. 432-43i

G, Again many important questions as to the limits of the
right of property have to he determined by government.;
e, g. ill the case of land, pnteuts, copyrights, bequests. 437-441

CTIAYfElt IY,

UfPORT,\XT CASES OF GOYEn~~fEXT.AL lJ\Tt~1tFF.RF.XCP. TO r-noxrom

1'1WDUCTTOX.

I.

2.

3.
4.

!J.

(i,

7.

8.

9.

10.
II.

12.

Governments (central or local) have interfered specially in
businesses concerned with transfcr; partly from their
tendency to become monopolies, partly from the import
ance of their indirect utilities:

as in the case of ordinary roads,
of railways and canals
and .the post-office, On somewhat similar grounds they

have intervened in the provision for gas and water.
Coining is obviously adapted for governmental manage

rnentc on vat-ions grouuds ; hut. there see tna no reason
why it should not pay its CXpCIlSCS.

A bimetallic: cllrrt~nc'y limy be rnuintained under certain
conditions and has certain advantages.

The issue of convertible notes should he ttt least regulated,
and there are important advantages in its being under
taken by government;

which render it desirable that government should form a
special connexion with a hank; but not that it should
undertake ordinary banking business-though certain
kinds of lending seem suited to government. .

There are certain other departments in which govern
ments have intervened partly with a vie'» to production:
thus in providing for education and culture they have
partly aimed at making labour more efficient.

They have parbly on similar grounds assisted cmigraiion :
and arranged the sale of unoccupied lands on other than

strictly commercial prinoiplea.
Even in fully occupied countries, there are reasons for

keeping certain portions of land under goverurucntal
management, as forests j for restricting private property
in mines;

and perhaps for interference with the tenure of agricultural
land, in order to promote production.

442-444
444--440
446-.....449

44D-400

4bO-4;12

452-4oG

456-459

459-463

-163-467
467-4G9

475-478

478-~484
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CHAPTEH v.
PROTECTIO::",

P.\r.r:s

1. Temporary Protection, though not practically to be recom
mended, is theoretically justifiable, under certain cir-
cumstances, from a cosmopolitan point of view : 485-491

2. still more from a purely national point of view, ill apitc of
important drawbacks. 401- 49J

3. And Free Trade may tend, in certain CaSE\5, to be ncoorn-
panied by a displnccmcut of population between the
tmtling" corumunitica. 494 -·197

CHAPTER vr.

THE PHl:\CIPLE;" OF mBTRmrTIn; JrfiTICE,

I.

2.

3.

4.

G.

The present iudividunliatic organisation of society cannot
he maintained to be theoretically just, on account of its
long duration, or unjust on account of its origin.

The institution of private property, as extended to land,
cmmot he defended as strictly' realizing freedom', or
-aecuriug the fruits of ]a1'o\1l"; though the gain to lnbotu
ill the aggregate from the accumulation of capital that
the institution has caused vnsf.ly outweighs its 10:>>\

through exclusion froin appropriate\11and,
H docs not however appear thru. private property and

free contract together tend to give each labourer the
wages he deserves. But strict rcmnnerat.ion of desert
seems an unattainable ideal. .

It has been believed that iaieecrfoire gives, 01' will give,
the greatest possible equality of opportunities to labour:
but it certainly leaves room for serious inequality-c-which
might. be prevented by govcrnmcntnl interference, if this
were not harmful to prorlnction-c-from monopoly and
combination, from. fluctuations of industry,

from the unearned increment in the value of land,
from the large earnings of owners of capitnl, and from the

payment of interest which would not he required if
capital were accumulated by the couunuuity.

CHAPTER VII.

acoxccnc DISTUIBrTIO:>:,

498-500

[)OO-r,02

[;02-500

506-509
509-511

511-[>16

1. A more equal distribution of wealth tends primd facie to
increase happincas : 517-519
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2. but we ha \'0 to ,,110\y for 10:::'5 through increased idleness,
decreased saying, lessened efficiency of capital, pressure
of population, checked growth of culture. ,'120-;)25

3. It seems impossible to dispense, as Communism seeks to
do, with the individualistic stimulus to labour and care,
and cheek to population . 52::;-527

4. But the ideal of Socialism is Hot open to the r-amo objcc
tions ; and a gradual ndvuncc in the direction of this
ideal, by a judicious extension of governmental functions,
is not opposed to sound economic theory. f>27-;)~:2

r,. The chief coiurnuuistic institution, actually established
in England, is the provision for poor-relief"; this, how-
eyer might perhaps be made in other ways. 532--537

6. Most other distributional interferences have been designed
also to benefit production, or promote "elf-help. The
proper limits of such interference arc hard to determine i
one impoi'Lant consideration is the efficiency of voluntary
pr-ovision for social uecda. 037-541

('[UFTER YIlT.

P-cDI,IC FIXAXCE.

1. ,re have to heat generally of the provision for public
oxpeuditnre (the amount, of which must paL'Uy de
pend on UIC possibilities of conveniently providing for
i0. 5J2--51,1

2. The commodities required for the usc of government arc
generally obtained by free purchase j though under
certain circumstances it is IllUI'C economical to obtain
scrviccs-c-espcciully of soldiers-c-by direct compulsion [i44-:)47

3. The funds for such purchases may come from (1) Rente,
or (2) Lonns-c-which are under cei-tniu circumstances
legitimate, whether for productive employment, 01' a", It

means of lightening all occnsiounl 111l1';lPll hy ~ll1't'IHIing it
oyer a longer per-iod. ;)47-;)51

4. or (:l) from payments for commodities supplied I,S govern-
ment the pi-ice of' which, when they arc monopoli-cd,
may he determined on various principles. 5:H-t")r,t!

;'). Tuxes, commonly :'I() culled, call he nul ....· to a \"cry limited
extent treated I)::; payments for f-:f'1'\-i.'f'f': 1'('1\(1('1,<'d hy

government t.d';j - tir.a
fl. Dist.inguishing I taxes projcr ' from such payments, we

may note the complexity of considerations, political and
economical, productional and distributional, which ought
t.o have weight in the selection of taxes. [,Gf)---;'i!i:!
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7. We shall Rim at proportioning taxation to that part of the
income ...chich is not spent in necessaries, nor in ways
socially useful, nor invested in any form: the adjustment
can at best he rough, especially if taxes be largely laid
011 commodities-a method however which is on several
grounds to be recommended 562~567

8. The incidence of taxes if'; hard to determine, from the vary
ing degrees of completeness and rapidity with which
their burden tends to be transferred; illustrated by
taxes on Incomes, taxes OIl Land, DGi-t')'j';2

!l. and taxea on .l'roduction-c-which as 'indirect 1 taxes are
comruouly thought to be transferred completely to the
consumers; but the rapidity and even the extent of the

transference really varies ruuch according to circum-
stances. _ 572-574

10. Such taxes are liable to cause au extra loss to consumers,
oyer and above the gain to the treasury. 574-577

11. Taxes on inheritance require special and separate treat-
ment. 5,7-579

CHAPTER IX.

POLITICAL ECO::\O)lY A~V l'RIYATE )[QRALll'Y,

L Political economy tends to influence the common notion
of fair dealing especially in ..espect of taking advantage
of (a) ignorance, 580~584

~. and (b) need, Economic renaoning xloes not tend to
justify a man in exacting much more: tbuu the uormal
competitive price for his service ; but it makes us hesi
tate to condemn anyone for taking full advantage of
competition, except in case of extreme need, when hu-
manity requires some gain to be foregone. 584-586

a. Economic teaching has had a doubtful effect on the current
dislike of 'rings; and other combinations-c-and the severer
censure commonly passed on • making work,' 'scamping
work,' &c, 587-589

4. The egoistic intlucnces of the individualistic organisation
of industry need to be counteracted: hence the moral
value of Cooperation. 589-590

5. Political ecollomy has exploded the fallacy that the luxn-
r-iouaexpenditure of the rich benefits the poor; but it
has also drawn attention to the dangers of almsgiving 590-591
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INTRODUCTrox.

CHAPTER 1.

THE PRESE:\T STATE OF EC01\O:\UC CO~THOYEItSi~ IK E~GLA~D

AXD THE fWECIAT, AIM 01<" THE PHESKIST WOlt1\..

§ 1. SO}l~ twenty years ago, both the Theory of "Political
Economy in its main outlines, and the most important practical
applications of it, were considered as finally settled by the groat
majority of educated persons in England, Two causes appear
to have chiefly cooperated in producing this result. The pros
perity that had followed on the ubolit.ion of the corn-laws had
given practical men a most impressive and satisfying proof of
the soundness of the abstract reasoning by which the expediency
of Free Trade had been inferred; and a masterly expositor of
thought (.J. S. Mill) hall published in a convenient treatise a
skilful statement of the chief results of the controversies of the
preceding- geueration; in which the doctrines of Ricardo were
presented with Inany of the requisite explanations and qualifica
tions, and much of what was sound in the «bjcctious and sup~

plemom.ary suggestions of other writers was duly taken into
account. It seemed that the science had at length emerged
from the state of polemical discussion on fundamental notions
and principles, and that whatever further remained to be d.mc

S. Eo I
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would be building on a foundation already laid. J. S. )Iill's
language had a considerable share in producing this belief.
Since Locke, no English thinker who has exercised so wide and
intense an influence on his contemporaries, has been generally
so little open to the charge of overrating the finality-as regards
either substance or form-of the theories he has expounded:
and no oue since Bacon has been more couccrued to point tho
way to the illimitable worlds of knowledge thai remain to he
conquered. Hence it is all the more remarkable that he should
commence his account of value with the unhesitating assertion
that "there is nothing in the laws of value which remains for
,I the present or any future writer to clear up: the theory of
c; the subject is complete.'! It is not surprising that the
younger generation, to whom his treatise ;;OOl) became the chief-
and often the sole-source of economic knowledge, should be
equally confident; ond that it should become the fashion to
point to Political Economy as unique among :Moral Sciences
for the clearness null certainty of its method awl the admitted
trustworthiness of its conclusions.

Probably lIlauy of the gellenttioll taught by .J. S. jlill are
not aware how very recent i~ the date of this confident tone.
Tn fact, however, during the second quarter of the present
cent111'y almost every 1':nglish writer on "Political Economy
took note in some form (IT other of the rudimentary and UIl

settled condition of II is study. FOT example, Senior, in an
Introductory Lecture delivered before the University of Oxford
in 182G, spoke of the science as "in that. state of imperfect
"development, which... throws the greatest difficulty in the way
H of a beginner and con-cqueutlj- of a. teacher, and offers the
C' fairest scope to the objections of an idle or interested adver
u sary." Malthus- in the following year remarked that u the
II differences of opinion among political economists" have H of
"Tate been a frequent subject of complaint." The Edin
burgh Reviewer of :ThlcCulioch'~ first edition (18:31) cliarac
tcrizcd Political Economy as a. H moral science of which the
" doctrines are not recognised": and M'Culloch himself, through
his successive editions, was obliged to note that" the differences

1 Definitions in Political Economy (preface).
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"
/{ which have subsisted among the most eminent of its professors
« have proved cxcoediugly unfavourable to its progress, and
"bnve gcucrntcd a disposition to distrust it:'> best established
H conclusions." Even in 18.52 when Senior again addressed the
University of Oxford, he announced that his subject was still
<; in a state of imperfect development," and devoted his first
lecture to an oxplanatiou of II the CI111::;Q'-; that hn.vo retarded its
H progress."

Xo doubt many of these writers express a confident hope
that this "rctnrdntiou ' will soon cease. }It:Cl1)\och has no doubt
that «the errors "with which the science was formerly infected
"are fast disappearing," and Colonel Torrens ventures to prophesy
more definitely that ,I twenty years hence there will scarcely
1I exist a doubt respecting any of its more fundamental principles."
And by the time that :J-lill's work hall gone through several
editions an impression began to pre-vail 'widely that this better
time had actually arrived. The generation whose study of
Political Economy commenced about lSGO were for the most
part. but dimly conscious of the clement. of stormy controversy
from which the subject had ::;0 reccul.ly emerged.'. It is

1 Tho following extract from tbc Ediuburvh Rep/flc, Yolo ] H, seems to me
to represent accurately OIC view of the subject which was current about the time
(ltlGl) that it was written: and it is all the better evidence of the general state of
opinion, because it occurs incidentally in an article on I English Jurisprudence.'
"That some departments of human conduct are capable of being classified
«with sufficient exactness to supply the materials of a true science is conclu-
"nicely proved by the existence of Political Economy." « Political Economy
«Is the only moral science in which definitions or fundamental terms suffi
.. cicntly accurate to obtain general currency amongst all llersons conversant
" ...villi the subject have yet been produced. TiH,\ consequence has been that
.. the conclusions of those who understand the science arc accepted and acted
" on with a degree of confidence which is felt in regard to no other speculatlona
"that deal with human affairs, Political Economists can appeal to the only test
"which really mensnu'es the truth of a scienee.i-success -wich as much con
"fideuoo ns astronomers. Tho SOUl·tC of tl.cir success hns been tbnt they have
"uueceeded in nfiixing U pl'eeise moaning to wonL which Lad for ages bonn
'<used by millions who attached to them vivid but not definite notions. such as
"wages, profits, capital, value, rnut, and many othe·r:; of tlle same kind."

The preface to Professor Fawcet-t's Mnnual-c-flrst published in 18(j3~ex

hibits the same undoubting confidence in the established scientific character of
Political Economy. It begins with the following sentences:

"I have often remarked that Political Economy if; more frequently talked
.. about tbau an}' other science, and that its principles are 1:101'13 frequently

1-2
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true that there were still loud voices heard on the opposite
side; but comparatively little notice was taken of them.
For instance, the condemnation of Political Economy by
Auguste Comic was generally disregarded-in spite of the
great. and growing interest that was then taken in the Positive
Philosophy-as being plainly irrelevant to Mill's exposition of
the subject; in fact, it seemed to be bused 011 a misunderstand
ing nearly as palpable Hi3 that. involve t:l in the vulgar dislike of
the political economist as a. preacher of the gospel of Mammon
and selfishness. I hurd lv think that even the eloquent diatribes
of ]".11' Fred~ric Uarriso;) 1 induced nuy considerable number of
readers-c-outside the working classes-a-even to doubt the esta
blished position of economic science. Nor dill the elaborate
attacks made by 1\11' ::\Iaclcod 2 on the received doctrines succeed
in attracting public attention: his Looks were bought and read,
but were valued almost exclusively fOT their information on the
special subject of Banking. .Jlr F. D. Longe's refutation of t1JO
~\Yagcs-Fnnd Theory (1867) fell quito dead: even the QuaTte1'ly
Ren'ew-",vhich in 1871 attacked }Tr Thornton for ignoring his
obligations to JTI' Longe, and sneered at :\1i11 for admitting
wbeu urged by a friend a. hostile argument to the force of
which he 11.11.(1 previously remained deaf-had up to that. date
never found occasion to mention }Ir Longe's name.

In 1871, however, these halcyon days of Political Economy
had passed away. Their termination was of course not abrupt;
but so- far as any date can be fixed for it, I should place it at
the appearance of Mill's notico of :JIr Thornton's book On
Labour in the ~Po}'tn£ghtly Recie» of March, 1860. I do not
think that the work itself, apart from the review, would have
produced so much effect; since JUl' Thornton's criticism of the
Theory of Value showed so serious a. misapprehension of the
general relation which economic theory necessarily Leal'S to
economic facts, that a disciple of Xlill might be pardoned for

"appealed to ill the dlscussious of ordinary life. 1\0 science, 11OWCyel'j is
.. perhaps more imperfectly understood. I believe that profound mathema,
.. elclans, or accomplished geologists and botanists, arc far rnure numerous than
v real masters of the principles of Political Economy." .

1 Cf. Fortnightly Review, 1865.
'.I In his Theon) of Bankinu. 183';-6, nnd his Dictionary oj Economical

Philosophy, 1863.
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underra.ting the real usc and importance of this and other parts
of Mr Thornton's book. But the manner in which 3Iill replied
to this criticism appeared to most of his disciples highly
unsatisfactory, and the facility with which he resigned. a
doctrine (the old 'Wages-Fund Theory') which he had taught
for years caused them an unexpected shock; thus they were
naturally led to give a more respectful attention not only to
)lr 'l'horutcu's assaults, but also to other utterances of dissent
from economic orthodoxy to which they had hitherto turned a
deaf car. .il second shock wus given in loS,l hy the publication
of Professor Jevons' Theory of Political Economy; which took
up in reference to the received mode of treating the subject an
attitude almost similar to that. which each new metaphysical
system has hitherto adopted towards its predecessors. Again,
in 1374, Cairnes' Leading Principles of Political Econonoj,
though written by a. disciple of }IiIl and in fundamental agree
ment with his doctrines, still contributed to impair the unique
prestige which :}lill's exposition had enjoyed for nearly half a
generation. As a controversialist Cairnes, though scrupulously
fair in intention, was deficient ill intellectual sympathy; he
could hardly avoid representing any doctrine thal he did not
hold in such a way as to make it almost inconceivable to his
readers that it could possibly have been maintained by a man
of sense; and when this treatment was applied to some of his
master's most important statements, the expressions of personal
regard for Mill by which it was accompanied only made the
result seern more damaging to a reader who was convinced by
Cairnes' reasoning. Meanwhile the strife between Labour and
Capital had come to occupy more and more of the attention of
cultivated society; and the conviction had gradually gained
ground that Political Economy had failed to ascertain the" law
"that determines t.he stable equilibrium of work and wages!":
and even that ,; the attempt to solve great industrial (Illest-ions
"on the hypothesis which ~Ir :Jlill states to be the fundamental
j( one of Political Econoruy't-c-i.c. that. trion nrc govomcd by
self-interest only-c-" is to confuse rather than to elucidate the
j, problems which it behoves us to investigate."

1 cr. Edinburgh Rcdw', 138, 1873.
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In short, wheu the concluding quarter of this century began,
it was evident that Political Economy had returned to the
condition in which it was in tho second quarter; and that
M'Culloch's melancholy admission that" the differences which
II have subsisted among tho most eminent of its professors have
., proved exceedingly unfavourable to its progress, and have
"generated a disposition to distrust its best established con
,I elusions" was again only too applicable. This unfortunate
result would, I think, have been brought about merely by the
disputes and divergences of opinion among economists who
adhered to the modo of treating the subject which has pre
vailed in England since Ricardo. But a powerful contribution
to it has been supplied by a thoughtful and independent writer,
)Ir Cliffe Leslie; who in 1870, in an article on the Political
Economy of Adam Smith, began that attack on the' Ricardian'
or '"t priori' method which he has continued in several subse
quent articles, recently reprinted in Essays Norul and Political.
One part of J\Ir Cliffe Leslie's work consisted in drawing the
attention of English economists to the movement in opposition
to their method which had fill' some. time been carried on in
Germany, and which, during the last l wenty years, has continu
ally gained strength. The leaders of this uiovemenb, however
widely they also differ amoug themselves, are generally agreed
in repudiating as "Xlanchesterthum "-01' even" Smithianis
j' mus "-the view of Political Economy mainly adopted in
England; and their influence constitutes an additional force
under which the disputes as to particular doctrines among
the English Economists tend to broaden into more fnnda
mental controversy as to the general method of dealing with
economic questions.

At the same time the opposition of influential artisans to
Political Economy has not diminished, as is apparent from
Mr Howell's Conflict of Labour ancl Capital; it has only
changed somewhat from sullen distrust to a tone of more
confident contempt. \YlIilc, finally) the great practical success
of Free Trade-which, as I said at the outset, contributed
largely to the prestige enjoyed by Political Economy during it,
halcyon days in the third quarter of this century-has recently
been called in question by an apparently growing party of
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practical mcn ; and is certainly rendered dubious through the
signal ciisappoiutment of Cobden's confident expectations that \
the example of England would be speedily followed by the
whole civilised world.

§ 2. This brief sketch of the recent history and present
condition of Political Economy in England has seemed to me
nC~CCf:5:1r}' in order to explain the exact aim of the present. work ;
wlrioh on the one hand makes 110 claim to originality, while on
tho other baud it is not precisely un elementary treatise). It is
written in tbp, belief tlJat the reaction above described agf1inst
the treatment of Political Economy as an established science
was iuevituhlc and even salutary; but that it has been carried
too far, so that the waves of disputation are in danger of sub
merging the really sound and valnablo results of previous
thought. 31y primary aim, then, has been to eliminate unne
cessary controversy, by stating these results as guardedly as pos
sible, und with due attention to the criticisms and suggestions
of recent. writers. Several valuable contributions to abstract
economic theory have been made by Cairnes, ,Jevons, 1Ilacleod,
and other English writers; hut ill Illy opiuiou they are gene
rally of less relative importance thun their authors suppu:::;e,
and admit of being stated in n form decidedly less hostile to tho
older doctrines. Iu the same way I think that the antithesis
between the Inductive and Deductive Methods has been stated
by writers on both sides in needlessly sha..1Jl and uucompromisiug
terms, I shall endeavour to show' that there is an important
part of the subject to which economists are generally agreed
in applying a. mainly inductive or "realistic" treatment. On
the other hand, few, I think, would deny the utility and
even indispensability of deductive reasoning in the Theory of
Distribution and Exchange; provided only the assumptions on
,v1l1011 such reasoning proceeds are duly Slated, and their
hypothetical character continually horne in mind. T fully
admit the importance of this latter proviso; accordingly in
those part.s of this work in which I have used chiefly .ioduc
tivc reasoning, I have made it my special aim to state explicitly
and keep clearly in view the limited and conditional applica
bility of the conclusions attained by it.

1 Ci. pOI;!, CLap. III.
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With this view I have been generally careful to avoid any
dogmatic statements on practical points. It is very rarely, if
ever, that tho practical economic questions which arc presented
to the statesman cnu be unhesitatingly decided by abstract
reasoning from elementary principles. For the right solution
of them full and exact knowledge of the facts of the pnrticulur
case is commonly rcquirod , and tile difficulty of ascertaining
these facts is ofton such as to prevent the attainment of posi
tive conclusions by llny strictly scientific procedure.

At the same time the function of economic theory ill relation
to such problems is Hone the less important and indispeusablc ;
since the practical conclusions of the most uutbeoretical expert
are always reached implicitly or explicitly by some kind of
reasoning from some economic principles; and if the principles
or reasoning be unsound the conclusions can only be right by
accident, For instance, if a. prncticrd man affirms that it will
promote the economic welfare of England to tax certain of the
pr(}dncts of foreign iudustrv, a mere theorist should hesitate to
contradict him without a careful study of the facts of the case.
nilt if the practical person gi ves as Lis reason that "one-sided
If free trade is not free t ra.lo at all," the t.hoorist is then in a.
position lo point out that the general arguments in favour of the
admission of foreign products arc mostly iudepeudeut of the
question whether such admission is or is not reciprocated. So
again, if an enlightened farmer argues that, in the present
agricultural depression, a restriction of freedom of contract and
freedom of bequest is imperatively required, it would be pre
sumptuous to affirm dogmatically on abstract principles of laissez
fuire, that such restrictions arc undesirable. But if the farmer
explains that these restrictions are required in order that more
capital may be applied to the land, it then becomes opportune
to show him that if land in England is cultivated, on the ave
rage, with an amount of capital larger than that which would
give the greatest proportiouul produce, and "if the fall in fanners'
profits is due t.o increased facilities of foreign importation, then
his loss would only 1)e aggravated by the mere application
of more capital to the lund. And similarly in dealing with
other questions of the day, abstract economic arguments almost
always come in, and arc almost never by themselves decisive.
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In thus making prominent the hypothetical character of the
deductive rcasouiuga 0(' Political Economy, I am merely follow
ing the lines bid down by J. S. Mill ill his general account of
economic method-as expounded most fully in his J!."'ssays on
Unsettled Questions in Political Economy (184:")). This view of
tho subject rendered his whole treatment of it more profoundly
different from that, of Ricardo and James Mill, than is at first
apparent to hasty readers j though, as was only natural, the
modiricatious which its consistent application required in the
old doctrine were not always carried out, with perfect precision
and completeness. Still, the work that was actually done hy Mill
in supplying corrections, limitations and reserves to the dog
mutism of the earlier Ricardian school, seems to me quite as
important as the work of the same kind which in my opinion
still remains to be done. On this point I regret to find myself
in decided conflict with the deservedly h1g1J authority of Pro
fessor .J0\'0118. In the preface recently published to tho second
edition of his Tlieor» of Politico! ECUJi01ll!J, J[r J cvons announces
as a conclusion to which he is" ever more clearly coming, that
"the only hope of attaiuiug a true system of Economics is to
"fling aside, 011ce and for ever, the llli.tZy and prepostorons
"assumptions of the Hicanlian 8ehooll.~' lIe snbscqncutly
speaks of the docuiucs of this school n.s "Ricardo-1fm .Eco
"nomics," explaining how" that able but wrong-headed man,
"David Ricardo, shunted the car of economic science OIl a
"wrong line, a line) however, on which it was further urged
"towards confusion by his equally able and wrong-headed
"admirer, J ohn Stuar-t .JIi1l2

. "

The expression of opinion in these passages appears to me
exaggerated and violent, even so far as Ricardo is concerned;
while so far as it applies to Mill I cannot but regard it as
cutirclv false and misleudintr. I certuiulv should utrroe with'" c" ,';)
~Ir J evens in dC'pl'ccaling as excessive and overstrained the
eulogistic luugunge ill which mall)' competent judges liuvc
described the work of Ricardo. Though uudonbtedly an original
and important thinker, I cannot perceive that Ricardo was a
thoroughly clear and consistent reasoner; and it has always

1 Theory oj Political Economy, prcfacevp. xlix.
2 r.. c. p. lvii,
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seemed to me highly unfair to the deductive method of eco
nomics to treat Ricardo's writings as a peculiarly faultless speci
men of its application. At the same time I hold that many
of the characteristic doctrines of Ricardo, stated with proper
qualifications and reserves, ought to find a place in any com
plete exposition of economic theory; and I have been careful to
give them, in the present treatise, the place which appears to
me to belong to them: though I equally hold thu.t the state
mcnt of them by Ricardo himself has frequently serious, and
sometimes glaring, deficicuciea'. But when :Jlr .Ievons goes on
to say, in a rather unusual flight of rhetoric, that Mill H urged
<I the car of economic science further towards coufusion " on the
<I '\vrong line" on which Ricardo had shunted it, I urn really
unable to conjecture how he would support a statement which
appears to me so perverse. He cannot, I think, refer to the
general theory of Value, where ~Iill corrects and supplements
Ricardo's view, by giving clue place to the operation of Supply
and Demand in the determination of market-price; and "where ho
quietly gets rid of Ricardo's serious confusion between Measure
of Value find Cnuse or Determinant of Value. S or can he
have been thinking of the theory 01' Rent; for here ~lill's

exposition of the Ricnrdinn doctrine is improved and guarded
in several important rospccts ; especially by the account taken
of Carey's indisputable limitation of the law of diminishing
returns) and by the stress bid on the influence of general in
dustrial progress in counteracting this law. Nor, again, can he
have in "jew the theory of "'ages and Profits; in which, among
other improvements, Mill reduces to harmlessness Ricardo's
dangerous paradox that "wages cannot rise without profits
If falling." Nor, finally, can his statement relate to the theory
of International Values; since he expressly says that this IS

probably the most valuable part of Mill's work. But if

1 It maj' 1)(\ observed that the amount of correction required if> ~Ary different
in respect of different doctrines. In Wille cases, as in the dctcrminntion of
Wages and Profits, while recognising an element of truth in Ricardo's view, I
think that the defects of his doctrine are beyond patching, und that an entirely
new treatment of the subject has to be adopted. On the other hand, as regards
the relation of Value to Cost of I'roduction, Bicardo's doctrine is of funda
mental importance (though requiring to be qualified find supplemented): and
any teaching which ignores or obscures it appears to me fatally defective.
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],II' J'evons' charge cannot be justified in relation to any of the
four topics that I have mentioned, it is difficult to conceive how
80 strong a statement can possibly be justified at all. It must be
admitted that on more than one important point Mill has not
made clear to the reader tIlO interval that separates his doctrine
from Ricardo's: 'which, with J[r Cliffe Leslie, I partly attribute
to that "piety of a disciple" which Mill always manifests
towards Ricardo's teaching. This disposition has had some
unfortunate consequences, and must be regarded as a 'weakness;
still, in a subject where most writers have shown so marked a.
tendency to emphasize the novelty of their ideas, and exaggerate
their divergence from their predecessors, it appears to me a
weakness that H leans to virtue's side."



CIIAPTER II.

SCOPE OF POLITICAL ECOSO),IY.

§ 1. POLITICAL Economy, in Englund at least, is now almost
universally understood to be a study or inquiry concerned with
the Production, Distribution, and Exchange of Wealth. I shall
hereafter try to show that, unless we either inconveniently restrict
the range of our discussions or strain the ordinary use of lan
gnnge, we shall find it needful, in certain important parts of the
inquiry thus designated, to substitute for Wealth otber terms
with somewhat. different dcuotut.ions. TIlls change, however,
will be more conveniently explained and supported in a sl1b
sequent chupter; and, since tho relations of men to Wealth
will in any case constitute the chief uhj(Cj·t uf our study, we
may acquiesce provisionally in the definit.iou above given. A
more fundamental divergence .of opinion relates to the point
of view from v...hich Political Economy contemplates these rela
tions. Is it concerned with <I what is" or with "what ought to
"be " ? 1::; its aim to establish certain general propositions,
either positively or hypothetically true, respecting the coexist
ence awl sequence of facts, or to give practical rules for guiding
the public conduct of statesmen and men of business? Is it,
.in short,-t.o use an old distinction recently revived in this
conuexion-c-a Science or an Art? The former view is that which
has been adopted, I believe, by all writers on economic theory
ill England for the lust thirty years. No doubt an important
part of the subject as treated by Mill and other systematic
writers belongs admittedly to Art rather than to Science j viz.
the discussion of the principles on which Taxation should be
managed and of the general nature and limits of Governmental
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interference, so far as it affects the amount or the distribu
tion of the national wea'th. But these matters arc generally
handled by the writers in question under the head not of
Political Economy strictly speaking, but, of its application to
Politics or the Art of G ovemment. They hold that the pre
cepts or 1'n108 of this department of practice arc properly based,
in it great measure, on the generalisations or deductions of
Economic Science; but. they do not moan these 1'11105 of Art
when they speak of the (Jaws of Political Economy' j and lhey
have frequently censured as a vulgar error the habit of thinking
and speaking of economic' laws' as liable to 'violation,' uud as
needing to be realised by voluntary conformity or even enforced
by public opinion. Still this habit has been found very difficult
to eradicate"; awl indeed, the sharp distiuet.iou which English
economists are at present disposed to draw between Economic
Theory nud its application to practice is almost. confined to
themselves and their more docile disciples : it has not worked
itself into the common thought of even cultivated persons here,
and it has not been gcncrnlly ncocptcd hy Continental "Titers.
When, in discussing the same uialtere, one set of disputants
blend the consideration of "what exisl.s" or 'lends to exist'
with the consideration "what, ollgllt to 1)(\' while another set
carefully separate the two questions, the gravest misunderstand,
ing is likely to result.

Hence it seems very important to examine carefully t.he

1 It would he unfair to represent as typical the following remarks of an Edin
burgh Reviewer on the 'law of supply and demand' as -detenuining the payment
of labour". bns their appearance in a Erst-class organ of opinion is a striking
Illustration of the widespread and inveterate character of the error the}' contain.
"Laws," observes the writer (Ed. Ea. Oct, 1807, 1'. 4·1Gj, "arc of no avail unless
"means are provided for their execution": and he urges that" trade-unions, in~

"stead of :dmpry Clt(orcinfJ the laiCof the niartret, resort to illegal and extortionate
"action in order to strain that laiC to their Olen wlnmto.iJt'j thereby excluding
"the action of suppl.y ned demand by forcibly cutting off supply." This, how,
(,.\"131', is ?,11 extreme case, and probably no inetrueted person would now speak
of economic laws cxnctly in Lllis way. But the same fundnmeul.nl notion is
still olton suggested, though more vaguely and implicitly, by the beRt cducntc l
speakers ana writers. For instance, ill the discussion of bills in the parlia
ment of 1830 there were frequent references to Political Economy: and in
such references it was almost always implied that Political Economy prescribes
"freedom of contract," and does not merely assume it as 11 condition of the
applicability of its conclusions.
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causes and the justification, if there be any, of this widespread
confusion-s-or at least fusion-of distinct inquiries.

§ 2. The causes are partly historical or linguistic; partly,
again, they lie deep in the nature of the subject and the normal
conditions of the application of the human intellect to practice.
To begin with the former, 1\'8 may observe that the generic
term Economy has always denoted an Art. rather than a Science.
awl that it has naturally been round difficult to alter its mean
ing a.lt.ogcther in prefixing to it the epithet Political; especially
since, tho compound' politico-cconomical ' having been found
unendurable, the simple 'economical' has been used to do
adjectival duty both for 'economy J aULI 'political economy.'
Recent writers, it is true, have generally used {economic' as
the adjective corresponding to 'political economy I : but though
they have thereby obviated au ambiguity of language, they
have not done away with the general impression that Political
Economy is one branch of a larger subject which includes, e.g.,
Domestic Economy as another branch. This, of course, was the
relation of the two studies as originally conceived: otherwise the
term Political Economy would never have come inlo use. It
was because a monarch or statesman was conceived to hnvo the
function of nrranging the industry of the country somewhat as
the father of a family arranges the industry of his household,
that the Art which offered him guidance in the performance of
this function was called Political Economy. Let us turn, for
example, to Sir James Steuart, the first of our systematic
writers; who, had he but. seen through the fallacies of the
Mercantile System, would have been deservedly regarded as
the father of English Political Economy.

Steuart's InqHiry into the Principles of Political .E~conomy

(published 1767) commences with the following account of the
subject.

"Economy in general is the art of providing for all the
{{ wants of a family with prudence and frugality The" whole
/I economy must be directed by the head, who is both lord and
"steward; ...... as lord he establishes the laws of his economy, as
(j steward he puts them into execution ......

cc \Vhat economy is in a family, Political Economy is in a
"state, but the statesman is not master to" establish what
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« form of economy he pleases; ...the great art therefore of Politi
"cal Economy is first to adapt. the different operations of it to
H the spirit" manner.", habits and customs of the people, and
"nftcrwards to model these circumstances so as to be able to
"introduce a set of uew and more useful institutions.

« The principal object of tbis science if: to secure a certain
"fund of subsistence for [Ill tho iuliahitants, to obviate every
"circumstance which may render it precarious ; to provide
"everything nocr'ssury for supplying the wants of the society,
"u.nd to employ the inhabitants (supposing them to he freemen)
"in such a manner as naturnf iy to create reciprocal relations
"and dependencies between them, so as to make their several
"interests lead them to supply one another with their reciprocal
Ii wants Political Economy in each country must necessarily
"be different;...... it is the business of a statesman to judge of
"the expediency of different schemes of economy, and by
1/ degrees to model the minds of his subjccts so as to induce
«them, from the allurement of private interest, to concur in the
1< execution of his plan."

Xinc years after Steuart's book was published appeared the
epoch-making' lVealth 0./' A-alions, enforcing- an essentially
different view of a statesman's duties. But notwithstnndiug
the gulf tlrut separates Adam Smith's economic doctrine from
Steuart's, he is equally decided in defining Political Economy
as an Art.'. II Political Economy," he says) in the introduction
to the fourth hook, II proposes two distinct objccts: first, to
"provide a plentiful revenue or subsistence for the people, 01',

"more properly, to enable thcm to provide such a revenue or
I< subsistence for themselves; and secondly, to supply the state
"or common weal with a revenue sufficient f01' the public ser
"vice. It. proposes to enrich both the people and the sovereign."
Accordingly 1)' the "systems of Political EcoIlom,Y" of which he
treats in this book he scems at the outset Lo mean noL systems
in the scientific sense, i.n. connected sets of general statements

1 ~o importance iF! to be nttnehed to the fnr.t that Steuart, Adam Smith,
and others elill Political Economy a Science while defining it as (what we should
now call} an Art. The present gcuorul recognition of the distinction between
the two terms, in its application to economic matters, is due, I think, to the
combined influence of Senior and J. S. Mill, and caunot be traced further back.
MCCulloch, for instance, altogether ignores it.
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of fact ; hut modes of organized governmental interference with
a view to "enriching the people and the sovereign." But each
of these systems was of course based upon certain quasi-scientific
principles, a certain view- of economic facts; for instance, the
"mercantile" system of restraints on importation, encourage
ments of exportation, &0., rested on the supposition that the
balance of gold awl silver procured by any branch of national
industry and commerce was ft. trustworthy criterion of its advan
tage in the country'. Hence in his discussion of the rncrcautile
system Allam Smith naturally expounds and refutes this quasi
scientific doctrine (and the confusions and errors on which it
was founded) along with the practical deductions drawn from it;
though he is chiefly occupied in dceeribiug these latter awl
tracing their consequences. So far there is no particular disad
Yantage in the ambiguity of the term' SystCIH'; as it rnight
legitimately denote either a body of scientific doctrines or a set
of practical precepts, there is no confusion involved in using it
for a combination of the two.

But when Adam Smith pn.~~es in Ch. IX. to treat of
the « Agricultural Systems," till) nmhignous term b0.0(ln108 n,

manifestly awkward instrument for the conveyance of his
meaning, and is certainly liable to C:lUSC n. con'usion in the
reader's mind. For we naturally expect to find in an agri
cultural 'system' tho same kind of organized governmental
interference in the interest of [lgricultul'al producers that we
found in the n.orcantilc system in the interest of manufacturers
and rncrchants ; and in fact Adam Smith's own language

1 A whole series of economic writers, since Adam Smith's time, have
attributed so the advocates of the Meree.utile System the absurd delusion that
"wealth consists solely in the precious metals." It is only due to our ancestors
to say that the charge, in the broad way in which it is ordinarily stated, is a.
manifest exaggeration of n polemical inference of Adam Smith. He expressly
sayR that "same of the best English writers upon commerce SAt out with
v obeerviug thut the wealth of a country consists, not in gold and silver only,
"hut. in its lands, houses, and consumable goods of an different kinds." But
he observes that" in the C011rse of their rcusoulugs, hOWCVH, the lands, houses
v and consumable goods, seem to slip out of their memory; and the drain of
"their argument frequently supposes that all wealth consists of gold and
"silver." '1'he last eeutence is perhaps a fair reductio ad alJsurdlln1 of the
mercantile system: hut it is certainly not a fair statement of its explicit doc
trine.
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expressly suggests this antithesis. He introduces his account
of the views of Quesnay and the other French Physiocrats,
which occupies two-thirds of this chapter, by a reference to
Colbert's protective policy; remarking that H as in the plan of
":hlr Colbert the industry of the towns was certainly overvalued
"in comparison with that of the country, so in their system it
a seems to be as certainly undervalued." lIe paRses on from
his discussion of the Physiocrats to speak of the policy of
China, Iudostan and ancient Egypt, which, as he says, "favours
"agriculture more than all other employments"; he also refers
to the ancient republics of Greece and of Rome, whose policy
U honoured agriculture more than manufactures (though it
(I seems rather to have discouraged the latter employments than
"to have given any direct or intentional encouragement to the
"former)." And he concludes by arguing that « those agricnl
{, tural systems...which preferring agriculture to all other em
"ployments, in order to promote it, impose restraints upon
"manufactures and foreign trade ... really and in the end dis
"coUlTLge their OW11 favourite species of industry ...and arc
"therefore more inconsistent than the mercantile system 11 ;
and that, therefore, /, all systems of preference and restraint
"should be completely taken a."vay.1' Hence the careless reader
might excusably carry R\VUY the impression that. Quosnay's
doctrine, which was certainly a. "system of preference" for
agriculture, was like the" plan of Mr Colbert," a system of legal
regulation and restraint: and even tho careful reader, if not
previously informed on the subject, must be startled when he
suddenly learns that in Quesnay's view a perfect liberty" was
C( the only effectual expedient" for encouraging agriculture;
and that the only positive governmental interference proposed
by the Physioorats, as a deduction from their speculative
preference for agricullurali::-;ts, 'vas the raising of all revenue by
an "Impct unique." on rent.

The trnth is that Adam Smith has really not seen the
extent to which, in the hands of the Physiocrals as 'Yell as
his own, the method of Political Economy has changed its
fundamental character and become the method of a science
rather than an art: since the change is due not to any
difference in the question primarily asked by the economic

s. E.
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inquirer, but to the entirely different answer now given to it.
The question is still the same, U How to make the nation as rich
if as possible": but as the answer now is U By letting each
ftmcmber of it make himself as rich as he call in his own way,"
that portion of the old art of Political Economy which professed
to teach a statesman how to "provide a plentiful revenue or
II subsistence for the pr-op]o" becomes almost evanescent: since
the only service of this kind which the sovereign can render
besides protecting his 811bjccts from the violence of foreigners
and from mutual oppression and injustice-is to "erect and
"maintain certain public works and certain public institutions,
"which it can never he for the interest of any individual, or any
"small number of individuals) to erect and maintain." "That
remains for Political Economy to teach the statesman is merely
how to provide himself ,... ith n. "revenue sufficient for the public
"services" 'in the best possible way: and accordingly such
teaching, since Adam Smith's time, has constituted the sole or
chief part of Political Economy considered as an art. As
regards the '<plent.iful revenue or subsistence of the people,"
Adam Smith, instead of showing the statesman how to pro
vide it, has to show him how Nature herself would make
ample provision if ouly the statesman would abstain from
interfering with her processes: instead of recommending laws
(in the jurist's sense) by which the national production and
distribution of wealth ollght to be governed, he has to trace the
laws (in the naturalist's sense) by which these processes actually
«rs governed. In short, the substance of his economic doctrine
naturally leads him to expound it in the form of the science to
which later writers have applied the name of Political Economy;
before entering (in Book v.) on the discussion of the principles
of the Art previously so called-so far as he allows it a legiti
mate existence-s-that is, the principles of governmental cxpen
diture and taxation.'.

§ 3. But however great the change that was thus made,

I It seems clear that Adam Smith does not mean to call his Inqui-ry ill to
the Nature and Cl1.1LSCS of the Wealth of Nations, as conducted in the first
two books of his treatise, a "theory of Political Economy"; whereas it is the only
portion of his work to which we should give thi,q appellation, according to the
strictest current usage.
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through the teaching of the Physiocrats and Adam Smith com
bined, in the curreut conception and exposition of Political
Economy, it is important to observe that the transition thus
effected from Art to Science was, in the nature of the case, incom
plete. Political Economy became primarily <1 study of 'what is'
rather than of I what ought to be': but this ,vas because the two
notions were, at least to a considerable extent, identified in the
political economist's contemplation of the existing processes of the
production and distribution of wealth. IIc described and analysed
these processcs, not only to show what they were, but also to
show that they were not likely to be improved by human re
straints and regulations. This is true not only of Adam Smith,
but of almost all his disciples and successors for more than half
a century. It should be noted, however, that they have main
tained this identity of the actual with the ideal in yery different
degrees and on very different grounds; and t.hat a considerable
amount of mutual misunderstanding and mistaken inference
has resulted from not observing these differences. Such mis
understanding" has been a good deal aided by the ambiguity of
the term f Natural,' applied by Adam Smith, Ricardo and others,
to the shares of different producers, as determined by the
economic laws 'which these writers expound. For by the term
<natural' as commonly used, the notion of 'what generally is:
or 'what would be apart from human interference,' is suggested
in vague combination with that of "what ought to be' or 'what
is intended by a benevolent providence': and it is not always
casy to say in what proportions the two meanings are mixed
by any particular writer. Indeed it is somewhat difficult to
determine this even in the case of Adam Smith himself.
There is no doubt that-as )fr Cliffe Leslie' has pointed
out-Adam Smith's advocacy of the "obvious and simple sys
" tern of natural Iiberty ' is connected with his strongly marked
theistic and optimistic view of the order of the physical and
social world, ITe is convinced that "all the inhabitants of the
H universe arc under the immediate care awl protection of that
"great, benevolent, and all-wise Being, who directs all the
"movements of nature, and who is detertu ined, by his own

1 In fill essay on the Political Economy of A,lfl~n Smith, recently roprint.ed
in Essays ill Politicnl and .lIoral Pldlosoph!J.
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H unalterable perfections, to maintain in it, at all times, the
H greatest possible quantity of happiness!": and this conviction
gives him a peculiar satisfaction in tracing the 'various ways in
which the public interest is "naturally" promoted by the spon
taneous cooperation of individuals soeking each the greatest
pecuniary gain to himself. At the same time he is too coo] an
observer of social facts to carry this optimism to an extravagant
pitch. He takes care to point out, for instance, that the H inter
cc est of the employers of stock II has II not the same connexion
"with the general interest of society" as that of landlords and
labourers: and even that" the intcrost of the dealers in any
.•particular branch of trade or manufactures if) al \vays in some
"respect different from and even opposite to that of the
"public2

. " So again when he speaks of ,; hands nat'ltrally
H multiplying beyond their employment" in the stationary state
of a. country's wealth, and describes the "starving condition of
"the labouring poor as a natural symptom of the declining
n state," we can hardly suppose that the term "natural" is in
tended directly to imply the design of a benevolent Providence.
The Natural ishere what actually exists or what tends to exist
according to general laws, apart from casual disturbances and
deliberate human interference. In consideration of those and
similar passages we should, I think) refrain from attributing to
AJam Smith" speculative belief in the excellence of the exist
ing arrangements for producing and distributing wealth, to
any further extent than is required to support his practical
conclusion that they were not likely to be bettered by the
interference of government. Still less should we attribute to
him any intention of demonstrating that these arrangements
realise distributive justice, in the sense that each man's remune
ration is an exact measure of tho service that he renders to
society. On the contrary, he expressly affirms the opposite of
this in tho case of the landlord, whose rent "costs him neither
"labour nor care" and is "not at all proportional to what the
" landlord may have laid out upon the improvement of the land,
"or to what he can afford to take; but to what the fanner can
"afl'ord to give." If at the same time, as a Moralist and

1 Theory of Moral Sentiments, Pt. 1.'1. § TJ. ch. iii.
\! Wealth of Nations, Bk. I. ch. xi.
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Natural Theologian, he holds that there is nothing unjust in
tbe established order of distribution, and that each individual is
duly provided for by a beneficent Providence; it is not be
cause he considers that each enjoys wealth in proportion to his
deserts, but rather because he sincerely believes in the delusive
nO&<;-80 far as the individual is concerned-of the common
struggle t.o gd rich, and holds that happiness is equally dis
tributcd among the different ranks of society in spite of their
vast inequalities in wealth 1,

There is therefore a great interval between the position of
Adam Smith and that, for instance, of Dastiat. In Bastiat's
conception of the fundamental problem of Political Economy
the questions of Science and Art arc completely fused; his aim
being, as his biographer says, "to prove that that which is is
conformable to that which ought to be": and that everyone
gets exactly his deserts in this best of all possible economic
worlds. None of the English followers of Adam Smith has ever
gone so far in this direction as Bastiat ; and the most eminent
of them, Ricardo, represents, we may say, the opposi te pole ill
the development of Adam Smith's doctrine. When Ricardo,
using Adam Smith's term to denote a somewhat different fact,
speaks of the "natural" price of lahour, his phrase carries with
it no optimistic or theistic suggestions what.soever ; he means
simply the price which certain supposed permanent causes arc
continually tcnding to produce. Indeed he explains that (lin an
« improving society" the market-price of labour may remain an
indefinite time above the ((natural" price; and he contemplates
with anything but satisfaction the result of the" natural au
{{ vance of society," which in his view tends to the benefit of
landlords alone. He remains true, no doubt, to the f( system of
I< natural liberty" as regards the distribution of produce no less
than the direction of iudustry , but he is further even than
Adam Smith from any attempt to demonstrate a necessary
harmony of interests among the producers whom he would leave
to settle their shares by free contract. In fact, two of his most
characteristic doctrines arc diametrically opposed to any such
harmony: his demonstrations, namely, that marked improvements

1 Ct. Theory of Jloral Sentimau», Pt. IV. ch. i. p.41'J.
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in agriculture have :1 tendency to diminish rent, and that the
substitution of machinery for human labour is often very injuri
ous to tile iuterests of the class of labourers. And though he is
averse to any direct legislative interference with the natural
determination of wages, he is disposed to encourage "some
"effort on the part of the legislature" to secure the comforts
and well-being of the poor by regulating the increase of their
numbers. This last suggestion.indicates a main source of the
difference between Ricardo's view and that of his great prede
cessor. It is Malthus' Theory of Population which has rendered
the optimism of the eighteenth century impossible to English

'economists of the nineteenth. If the tendency of Nature left
alone was to produce, as the ultimate outcome of social progress, a
multitude of labourers on the verge of starvation, it was difficult
to contemplate her processes with anything like enthusiasm.
A less "jaundiced" mind than that of the hero of Locksley
Hall might well feel depressed at the prospect,

"Slowly comes a hungry people, as a lion creeping nigher
.. Glares at one that 110(13 and winks beside a slowly dying tire."

Hence) though English economists huve, speaking broadly, ad
hered to Adam Smith's limitations of the sphere of government.
the more thoughtfnl among them have enforced these limita
tions sadly rather than triumphantly; not as admirers of thc
social order at present resulting from "natural liberty," but as
convinced that it was at least preferable to any artificial order
that government might be able to substitute for it.

Still it remains true that English Political Economy, in
whatever tone it has been expounded, has generally included an
advocacy of Laissez Faire; and that not only in the matter of
Foreign Trade, but in dealing with the deeper and more burn
ing question of wages. Its expositors have not commonly con
fined themselves to tracing the laws that determine the remune
ration of services, so far as it depends on free contract among
persons aiming each at obtaining the greatest pecuniary gain
for a given amount of effort, abstinence, or other sacrifice; but
they have also, for the most part, opposed all attempts to intro
duce, either by law or public opinion, any different division of
wealth. If they have not gone the length of maintaining that
distribution by free competition is perfectly just, as proportion-
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ing reward to service; they have still generally maintained it
to be practically the best mode of dividing the produce of the
organized labour of human beings; they have held that through
the stimulus it gives to exertion, the self-reliance and fore
thought that it fosters, tho free play of intellect that it allows,
it must produce more happiness on the \"']101e tLan any other
system, in spite of the waste of the material means of happiness
caused by the luxurious expenditure of the rich. Or if they
have not even gone ;':;0 far as tlns, they have at any rate taught
that it is inevitable, and that any attempt to deviate from it will
be merely throwing effort away. Thus, by one road or another,
they have been led to the same practical conclusion in favour of
ncn-interference ; and it is hardly surprising that. practical
persons have mistaken this conclusion for a scientific deduction
from the economic doctrines with which it was found in com
pau}\ and have regarded it as a "law of political economy" that
all contracts should be free and that eyery one should be paid
exactly the market-price of his services.

It must be obvious, however, as soon as it is pointed out,
that the investigation of the laws that determine actual prices,
wages and profits, so far as these depend on the free competi
tion of individuals, is essentially distinct from the question
how far it is desirable that. tho action of free competition
should be restrained or modified-whether by tho steadying
force of custom, the remedial intervention of philanthropy, the
legislative or administrative coutrol of government, or the
voluntary combinations of masters or workmen. No doubt in
order to answer this latter question satisfactorily we must as
certain the effects of these modifying causes above-mentioned
-c-law, custom, combination and philanthropy-on the pro
duction and distribution of wealth; and to trace these effects
is strictly within tho province of Political Economy considered
purely as a science. So far as the purely scientific econo
mist studies primarily the results that tend to be produced by
perfectly free competition, it is not because he has allY pre
dilection for this order of things-for science knows nothing
of such preferences-but merely because its greater simplicity
renders it easier to grasp. A knowledge of these simpler rela
tions naturally precedes, in the order of study, the investigation
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of the more complex economic problems that result from com
petition modified by disturbing causes 1. But as the economist's
ultimate aim is to explain and predict facts, he must ultimately
attack those more complex questions, if the actual condition of
society presents them-e-just as he has always concerned himself
with tracing the effects of different. taxes; though in order to
do this scientifically he has found it necessary to understand
first the economic phenomena of a society supposed for simpli
city's sake to be untaxed. In either case '\YO shall gain in
clearness by distingnishing the problems of economic science
from the political or ethical problems that are commonly com
bined with them? and stating the former in a purely positive
,yay; asking not "'Vhat ought government, or workmen) 01'

"masters, or philanthropists to do 1" buc" What will be the
"efiect.s on their own wealth and that of others, if they do
"so and sor' For it should always be borne in mind that the
answer to this latter question can rarely furnish more than
a part of the data required for answering the former ; and .in
some cases it will not supply the most important part.

§ 4. In the preceding section I have been chiefly concerned
with the Distribution of Wealch. in this part of the sub
ject the line between Science awl Art. is not difficult to draw,
however much the two inquiries may actually have been

.blended; and it has, in fact, been pretty definitely drawn by
the more careful among recent writers. Bnt the Distribution
of Wealth is not, as I have said, the sole subject of economic
inquiry: indeed, in the view of the English father of the
science, it is not even the most prominent subject. Adam
Smith's opening paragraphs represent as his main object the
investigation of tho conditions which determine a nation's
annual supply of the necessaries and conveniences of life to be
abundant or scanty. His first book begins with a discussion

I The statement in the text represents, I think, the general view of ocono
mists, which 1 am here trying to giyc; but it does not exactly represent my
own view as regards One of these disturbing causes, via, voluntary Combination.
For Combination among the sellers of any commodity places the perBOIlS com
bining in a position economically similar to that of a monopolist; and though
tho laws that govern prices under the condition of monopoly are different
from those that result from Iree competition, I do not perceive that they are
necessarily more complex. Cf. post) Bk. u. c. it
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of" the causes of the improvement in the productive powers of
"labour"; in his second book he is occupied in considering
tho fundamental importance of (: stock" to production, and
"the different quantities of labour which it puts in motion,
"according to the different ways in which it is employed." In
the third he describes the diverse plans that nations have
followed ill the genera] direction of labour, with the aim of
making its produce as great as possible; and, as we have ROCll,

the" systems of political economy" discussed in his fourth book
were systems framed with a vim",' to the same end.

AmI most succeeding economists, though they have given
continually increasing prominence to the problems of Distribution
and Exchange, have followed Adam Smith so far as to assign the
first place in their treatises to a Theory of Production. In this
department) we have now to observe, the distinction between
H what is" and "what ought to be" has always been less distinctly
drawn than in that of Distribution.' In the original treatment of
Political Economy as an art it was always as an Art of Produc
tion rather than of Distribution that, it. was conceived. Indeed
Adam Smith hardly considers Distribution as a practical pro
blem; and so far as he does raise the question, how a more
'I liberal reward of labour" may be attained, his answer seems
to be that it can only be attained by" increasing tho national
<I wealth," or in other words by solving the practical problem of
Production. So again, in the brief but pregnant treatise on the
Elements of Political Economy written a generation later by
James .Mill) it is noticeable that in describing the scope of his
chapter on Production he puts prominently forward its directly
practical aim: its object is, he says, to I' ascertain by what
"means the objects of desire may be produced with the greatest
"case and in greatest abundance, and upon these discoveries,
H ",'hen made, to form a. system of rules skilfully adapted to the
"end." Whcreae, when he comes to speak of the laws of Distri
bution, it never OCCurs to him even to hint that the process
investigated admits of being improved, awl that tIJ.() student
ought to keep this improvement in view. And in the account
of the objects of Political Economy given ten years later by
M'Culloch, this difference in the treatment of the different
enquiries is equally marked.
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In short, we may say that from the time of Adam Smith to
that of Senior and J. S. MiII the conception of Political Economy
as an Art of N ational or Social Production had never been
definitely discarded; only the main part of its practical teach
ing was summed np in the single negative precept of "leaye
" alone."

But even apart from any Iaissez-faire doctrine it is easily
seen that the relation bel-ween H what is I' and" what ought to
"be)' is naturally much closer in the department of Production
than in that of Distribution. There i~ no obvious and simple
connexion between an investigation of the actual facts of the
division of wealth among labourers, employers, and owners of
capital or land, and a discussion of the principles on which
it ought to be shared among these classes; and there is no
generally accepted axiom of ethics or politics which can be
taken as a. principle for judging of the rightness or goodness
of different modes of division. In fact) we cannot consider
Distribution as a practical problem without entering into the
most fundamental controversies as to the ultimate basis and
cnd of thc political union. The case is (Illite different with
Production, considered from a practical point of view. Hero
the obvious and uncontroverted aim of all rational effort
public or private-is, other things being the aatnc, to pro
duce as much as possible in proportion to the cost. The
extent to which this aim is realised is the most interesting
point to observe in examining the actual process of pro
duction in different ages and countries; and this is also
the criterion which we adopt naturally and without reflec
tion, when we judge different methods of production to be
better 01' worse. Hence the transition from the point of
view of Science to that of Art is, in this part of the subject,
easy ana almost impcrceptible ; the conclusions of the former
are almost immediately convertible into tho precepts of the
latter.

Accordingly we find that even the most careful writers do
not seriously attempt to keep the two points of view distinct in
expounding the theory of Production. Even those who, like
J. S. Mill, have taken special pains to present Political Economy
as primarily a science, give a prominent place in this part of
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their work to the discussion of the good and bad results of
different modes of production. They analyse the gain de
rived from the Division of Labour, and note the counter
balancing drawbacks ; they compare the advantages and disad
vantages of the H grande " and If petite culture." in farming; they
consider what kinds of business are adapted to management by
joint-stock companies-all topics which clearly belong to the
discussion of Production regarded as an Art. I am myself
disposed to think that these practical questions should not. be
discussed at any length in an exposition of general Economic
Theory; but I have found the line somewhat difficult to draw ;
and I certainly think that any" t.heory of production" which
did not deal with the question "how the produce of labour
« may be made as great as possible," would be meagre and
uninteresting.

§ 5. At the same time, though in discussing the conditions
more or less favourable to Production we inevitably approach the
margin which divides Art from Science, I have thought it
expedient here no less than in treating of the laws of Dis
tribntion and ]£xchangc to keep as clear as possible of t.he Art
of Government; even of that portion of the Art of Government
which the term Political Economy ,YUS originally nsed to
denote. Of course the separation thus aimed at cannot be
made quite complete; the industrial society whose phenomena
Economic Scicnce investigates must be conceived as a governed
society; and even if we reduce the functions of government to
the minimum proposed by the advocates of "natural liberty,"
there are still many points profoundly affecting industry and
trade-such as the law of inheritance, the law of bankruptcy,
the law relating to patents, the management of coinage and
cuneney, &0., &c.-on which variations in the action of civilised
governments both actually exist, and may be plausibly defended.
This reason, among others, renders it in my opinion desirable to
conform to the older ana more popular view of our subject so far
as to treat the principles of Governmental interference, considered
in its economic aspect, ua an integral part of the theory of Poli
tical Economy; but it has seemed most conducive to clearness to
confine the discussion of these principles to a separate and final
book on II Political Economy considered as an Art." The
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Science of Political Economy, as it is ordinarily conceived in
England, forms the subject of the first two hooks, on (1) Produc
tion and (2) Distribution and Exchange, respectively. The
precise manner in 'which I distinguish and connect these three
topics, and the grounds on which I have combined the theory
of Exchange with that of Distribution, will be better explained
somewhat later.

Besides the subjects above mentioned, the older economists
generally introduced, as a separate department, a discussion of
the lnws of Consumption; and the indispensability of such a
discussion has been recently urged by Professor J evans; who
goes the length of saying that" the whole theory of Economy
"depeuds upon a correct theory of Consumption." I quito
agree with J\Ir J evans as to the fundamental importance of
certain propositions relating to Consumption; and I also think
that their importance has not been adequately apprehended by
many recent writers. Still, it has appeared to me most con
venient, in such a treatise as the present, to introduce these
propositions ill discussing the questions relating to Production,
Distribution and Exchange which they help to elucidate: I
have therefore not thought it necessary to bring tbem together
under a separate head.

Before concluding I may observe that the current use of
the adjective "economic JJ affords a good illustration of what
has been said above of the essential difference between Produc
tion and Distribution when considered from the point of view
of Art or Practice. For when the word" economic Jl is used
either along with such terms as II gain," "loss," I( advantage,"
U drawback," or as a term of approval implying gain or advnn
tage, it always refers to the relation of Cost or Expenditure to
the quantity of some result attained by it. An arrangement
{{ economically" advantageous is always one that produces the
greatest possible amount of a given result. at the least possible
cost: there is an "economic gain" when either cost is saved or
produce increased, and an "economic loss" when the reverse of
either process occurs. There is no similar usc of the term to
imply an ideal system of distributing wealth; we should never,
for instance, speak of laws relating to property as economically
advantageous or desirable, meaning that they led to a right
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division of property. 'Vc might no doubt speak of an "eco
"nomic" distribution of wealth, no less than of labour j but
this is really a confirmation of the view just stated; since in so
speaking we should be understood to be assuming that the end
of the distribution was to produce the greatest possible amount
of happiness or satisfaction, and affirming that the arrange
mont spoken of as "economic" was well adapted to this end.

This peculiar use of the adjective "economic JJ should be
carefully noticed ; as it is almost indispensable, while at the
same time it is a little liable to confuse 1..11e reader. The im
portance of exactly defining the notion conveyed by it will
appear more clearly in subsequent chapters.



CHAPTER III.

::\IETHOD OF ECOKOMIC SCIEXCE.

§ 1. THEresult arrived at in the last chapter may be summed
up thus. The Science-as distinct from the A.rt-of Political
Economy, of which the general principles will be expounded in
the first two books of this treatise, deals with the laws or general
facts of the Production, Distribution, and Exchange of wealth;
awl also with the general facts of the Consumption of wealth,
so far as these are connected wi th the former. This defiuitiou
of the subject coincides with that adopted hy most writers; but
there exist considerable differences of opinion as to the method
by which the subject should be investigated: differences which
-as was before observed-have been brought into special pro
minence in recent controversies. These controversies have
turned mainly all two fundamental questions, which it will be
convenient to consider together, since they are closely connected.
It is disputed, first, whether Political Economy can be advan
tageously treated separately from the general Science of Society:
and secondly, whether its method is properly deductive and
£1 priori, or inductive and historical.

It does not appear to me that any instructive result call be
attained by discussing either of these points, unless we care
fully distinguish between the different inquiries which, as we
have seen, have been included under the uame of Political
Economy, and examine each separately in relation to the ques
tions above raised. If we attend to this distinction I think it
will appear that, though the divergences of view above noticed
nrc likely always to exist to a certain extent, the controversy
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arising from them may at any rate be reduced to a much
smaller space than it at present tends to occupy.

Let us begin, then, by considering the two questions of method
above mentioned in relation to the Theory of Prodnction. The
subject of this part of Political Economy mi1Y be said to be, in
Adam Smith's words, "the causes of the improvement in the
"productive pmvcrs of labour": or-to state it somewhat more
generally-the conditions or Jaws by which the produce of humall

labour is determined to be, in a given country at a given time,
greater or less than it is in other countries or at other limes.
I have already noticed that this question occupies generally a
less prominent place in later expositions of economic doctrine
than it did in earlier treatises, including the lYealth of .i.Yations:
and this remark applies to )lill's well-known work, if we judge
by the relative space allotted to the different departments. At
the same time I observe that "the question how a nation is
"Inude wealthy" is spoken of at the outset of Mill's treatise
as though it were the most obvious question that Political
Economy has to answer 1; and in his preliminary definition of
the scope of the Science it. occupies as prominent a place as
it does ill that. of Adam Smith. If then we ask whether the
investigation of the causes, by which the labour of any society
is rendered more or less producti ve of wealth, call be properly
separated from other parts of the general science of society,
it is difficult to answer such a question ill an absolute way,
either negatively or affirmatively: and I am not aware that
any economist or sociologist of repute has so answered it. ~ 0

economist, I believe, has refused to admit with ),[ilP "the uni
"vcrsal consensus of social phenomena, whereby nothing which
"takes place in any part of the operations of society is without
"its share of influence on every other part," or, '( the para
"mount ascendancy which the general state of civilisation and
/I social progress in any given society 1111lst exercise over all

1 Cf. xnn, Political Economy, Preliminary Itcmurks, P' 2. "The inquiries
"which relate to [wealth] arc in no danger of being confounded with those
"re1n,ting to any other of the great human interests. All know that the
'<quostlona how a nation is made uealthy, and how it is made free, or 'Virtuous,
"or eminent in literature, in the fine arts, in arms, or in polity, are totally
" dletinct inquiries."

'J I.o!Jic, Bk. Y1. cb. IX. § H.
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"the partial and subordinate phenomena." N or has any
sociologist, so far as I know, denied that economic facts are to
be studied separately, "just as in the natural body we study
H separately the physiology aIHI pathology of each of the princi
"pal organs and tissues, though everyone is acted on by the
II state of all the others: and though the peculiar constitution
"und general state of health of the organism co-operates with
II and often preponderates over the local onuses in determining
/1 the state of allY particular organ." There may no donbt be
divergences of opinion ns to the precise degree in which changes
in the industrial organization of society arc independent of
changes in other factors of social existence: but such diver
gencc3 can hardly amount to a fundamental difference of
method.

::-<or can it be said that ~1ill, at any rate, merely accepts in
n general phrase the interdependence of economic facts with
other elements of social organization, awl neglects it in detail.
For instance, he continually refers to the influence exercised on
the progress of industry by tho constitution of the organs of
Government, legislative, administrative and judicial, and their
relations to the governed. III his sketch of the earlier stages of
industrial development he lays great stress on this point; in
deed a large portion of his introductory survey is chiefly
occupied in pointing out the economic effects of Oriental
despotism, of the political condition of the town-communitics
of modern Europe, of Roman imperialism, and of feudalism.
\Vhile again, in subsequent chapters, when he is analysing the
conditions on which the productiveness of labour and. capital
depends, he emphasizes the important influence exercised by
the political constitution of the community, according to the
degree of protection which this latter affords beth" by the
H Government and against the Government"; and in several
other passages he notices hoyt' the "employment of the pro
"ductive resources of the country to the best advantage" is
impeded by "defective institutions "-such as (e.g.) a had poor
law, a bad system of tenancy, bad laws relating to bequest
and inheritance, &c.

It is true that Mill's general treatment of the Theery of
Production tacitly assumes that, in the existing stage of social
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development, changes in the industrial organiaat.ion of the
civilised part of mankind are largely independent of changes ill
their political organization. But this no sociologist would deny;
indeed the most obvious facts of history sufficiently prove it.
For iustancc, ill the present century, ,YO have seen France paRS

from Absolute Monarchy to Limited Monarchy, from Limited
Monarchy to Republic, from Republic to Empire, and from
Empire to Republic again; 'lull 'yet none of these chauges
except the third during a transient crisis-c-havo appreciably
affected it.s industrial system; whereas this latter has been
materially modified during the same period by causes uncon
nected with politics, such as the invention of railways and of
electric tclcgl'aplls. At the same time I should quite admit
that most English economists a generation ago hardly foresaw
the extent to which political conditions would continuo to
affect industry up to the present date : and, similarly, the rela
tions between the development of industry and other factors
of social life, such as the progress and diffusion of knowledge,
and the changes in national character or ill the habits and
sentiments of special classes, have hardly met. with due con
sideration. The modificutious which appear to be necess~lry

on this score will be indicated herenftcr "; hut they do not
seem to me to allcct the correctness of Mill's general view that
the study of the industrial organization of society may be most
conveniently pursued as a "separate tlH)ugh not independent
"branch of sociological speculation "-though tile amount of
exact general knowledge that can Le attained by thus pursuing
it may have been overrated.

If now we ask whether tho method of such. an investigation
as we have been considering should be 'inductive' and 'historical'
or 'dednctive ' and 'h priori,' it again seems to me clear that there
is not really room for much controversy. At allY rate, 1 kuow
of no ecouomist who hW3 attempted to ascertain the" caUS~8 of
"the improvement ill the productive powers of Jabour " hy a
method purely-or cvoumainly-c-d priori and unhistoi-ical. A
certain amount of deductive reasoning, no doubt, has commonly
been introduced into this investigation; but this seems in
evitable. In particular, we require for the comprehension of,

J Cf. esp. rn. II. ell. o.
S. E. ".,
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economic facts some interpretation of the motives of human
agents; and this has necessarily to be supplied) to a large
extent, from our general knowledge' of human nature-modified,
of course, by any special knowledge that we may be able to
gain as to the peculiar mental characteristics of the class of
persons whom we arc considering. But in the general analysis
of the conditions favourable to effective production, which Mill
and other writers who have followed him have given in the first
part of their exposition) the deductive clement has always been
quite suhordinate ; and so far as tho method adopted is differ
ent from what would ordinarily be called' inductive,' it is not
because it is in any sense an (1 priori method; but because it
chiefly consists in getting a clearer and more systematic view,
through reflective analysis, of general facts which common
experience has already made familiar.

To illustrate this) let us examine briefly the particulars of
Mill's exposition. In the first six chapters he states the requi
sites of production, labour, capital and natural agents: he
defines the notion of labour, considers its relation to the natural
agents on which it operates, and classifies t.he different kinds of
labour and the different species of utility produced by it; he
makes clear the notion of capital, as wealth diverted from the
purpose of directly satisfying its owner's needs, and employed,
whether in the form of instruments or labourers' necessaries,
in producing other wealth: he points out how capital is con
tinually consumed and reproduced, but with various degrees of
rapidity, according as it is fixed or circulating. It is obvious
that all these results, however interesting, are obtained by
merely analysing and systematizing our common empirical
knowledge of the facts of industry. No doubt in discussing the
well-known propositions that H demand for commodities is not
'I demand for labour" and that" increase of fixed capital may be
II detrimental to labourers," some difficult, deduction is intro-

1 How far this general knowledge is itself acquired by induction of some $ort
is not, of course, the question. A.s:Mill explains, in the passage referred to in
the next note, the economic "method a priori" is not a."mode of philosophizing
"which does not profess to be founded on experience at an"; but is merely
distinguished from the" method d posteriori" by not requiring, as the basis of
its conclusions, specific experience of economic facts.
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duced. But these propositions belong rather to the Theory of
Distribution than to that of Production; and at any rate help
us very little towards the required "explanation of tho diver
"sitics of riches and poverty in the present and past, and of
<t whatever increase is reserved ftrr the futuro." For this ex
planation we have to consider tho conditions en which the
degree of productiveness of different productive agents de
pends: and it does not seem possible to obtain au adequate
view of these conditions, without more or less careful induc
tion. Certainly when in Ch, YII. Mill goes on to discuss this,
his method is again merely that of comparing and general
ising from observed facts. Thus he studios quite a posteriori
the differences in the natural advantages of different countries;
the differences among human beings in habits of energetic
work, in capacity of exertion for distant. objects, in keenness
of desire for wealth, and in other intellectual and moral qua
lities; finally-as was before noticed-the differences in the
security afforded "by government, and a.gainst government."
So further, in the discussion of the advantages of division
of labour, and in the comparison of production on a small
scale with production on a large scale, his argument though
partly deductive still relies greatly on specific experience.
Then again, whcu he states the law of the iucrense of labour,
the causes that actually counteract the capacity of increas
ing population inherent in human beings, and the extent of
their operation, are all ascertained inductively (Ch. x.}; and
so of course are the actual variations in tho "effective desire
"of accumulation," which causes the increase of capital
(Ch, XI.). III both these cases we could, no doubt, without
conscious induction, lay down certain incontrovertible abstract
propositions; hut in the former case wo should hardly get
beyond the truths of clomontaryarirhmotic, and in the latter
case we shou Id hardly get beyond such trivial maxims a.s thnt
"wealth is increased by industry and thrift," &c.

I have gone into these derails, not because I wish tolay
stress on JEll's authority, but because none of the" orthodox"
critics of his widely-read book has ever attacked his general
method of treating the 'I'bcory of Production. What therefore
we have to remark is not merely that Mill's treatment of this

3-2
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part of his subject is mainly inductive and analytical; but
that it never seems to have occurred to any" apriori" econo
mist that it ought to hnvc bcon different.

§ 2. Why then, it may he pertinently asked, does JIill say
as he certainly does say I-that Political Economy is essentially
an abstract science, that its method is essentially" the method (1
<lpn'ort," and that it" has been so understood a11(1 taught, by all
" iL8 most distinguished teachers."! The only answer 1 can give
is that in this awl similar passages -JIill is thinking, 110t of the
Theory of Production as he himself conceives and expounds i t,
but of the Theory of Distribution and Exchange: and primarily
of that portion of this latter subject which he distinguishes as
/( statical" and not l( dynmnicnlv'c-ci.e. that "which treats of the
determination of the reward of services and the value of pro
ducts in tho existing condition of industry. This is the part, of
the subject to which, since Ricardo, the attention of economic
theorists has been chiefly directed (though they have often not
distinguished it clearly from other parts): and it is easy to
show how a method largely different from that adopted ill
treating the question of production naturally snggcsts itself
here. The broad and striking fact which originally led and
still leads rofloctivo minds t,0 discuss the question "how a.
<nntion is made wcalthy " is the vast difference between the
amounts of wealth possessed hy different nations and by the
same nation at different periods of its history; especially the
groat increase in the most recent times, in consequence of what
we speak of vaguely as I< advance of civilisation," "progress of
"arts and sciences," "llevelopment of trade and commerce,') &c.
Hence our study in this department almost inevitably takes an
inductive and historical form; becomes, "we may say, a. study of
Comparative Plutology. And of course we Illay examine tho
phenomena of distribution from tho same point of view; we
may ask why the share of wealth annually obtained by an

I Sec ill particular the Essay '<Ou the Definition and Method of Political
"Economy." in his Rss(J!Js 011 some unsettled QlIeMionil in Political l!,:conomy.
The doctrine here laid down is also maintained in his Logic, B. VI. C. IX. § 3 ;
where a long quotation from this essay is introduced.

2 I ought perhaps to say that I do not regard as satisfactory either the line
that lIilt draws by means of this pair of terms, or his manuel' of treating
the questions that he distinguishes as odynomlcal."
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English miner is larger than that obtained by a German miner,
or why au English landlord now- obtains higher rents than he
did 100 years ago. But if we ask questions of this kind, and if
in our nuswcrs we-to use }JiJl's phrase-c." include directly or
"remotely, the operation of all the causes JI that Lave combined
in causing the differences investigated, it seems evident that
our mer.hod of investigation must be, whnf we have seen it to
be by common consent in dealing with the theory of production,
a muiuly iuducti ve uud historical Que. 'Ye shall have to note
nud explain differences and changes in ual iouul character gene
rally, in the habitual energy, enterprise, and thrift of special
classes, in law and administration and other political circum
stances, ill the state of knowledge, the state of general and
special education, and other social facts; and in this explana
tion the" method a priori JJ can evidently occupy but a very
subordinate place.

But such questions are not, I think, those which most
obviously suggest themselves in connexion with t!JO phenomena
of distribution. Here the broad and striking fact, that at once
troubles the sympathy and stirs the curiosity of rellect.i ve
pOl':;ons, 1S the great difference Lctwccn the shares of different
members of the same society at the same time. Thus wha.t
economists have bocn primarily concerned to explain is how
the complicated division of the produce of industry among the
different classes of persons who have co-operated to produce it is
actually determined here awl now ; and what. is likely to be the
effect of any particular changc that may occur in the deter
mining conditions, while the general state of things remains
substantially the same. Similarly as regards the phenomena of
exchange, thc most natural awl obvious question is why each
of the vast. number of articles that make up what in the aggre
gate we call wealth is exchanged an.l estimated at its present
price ; awl how far any particular event, other things remaining
the same, would tend to raise or lower its price.

Tt is in answering these questions that the geueml theor}' of
Political Economy, as commonly treated, uses mainly an abstract,
deductive, and hypothetical method. That is, it considers the
general laws governing the .lctcrmiuation of rcmuncrntious and
prices, in a state of things taken as the type to which modern
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civilised society generally approximates, in which freedom of
exchange and freedom in choice of calling and domicile are
supposed to be-broadly speaking-complete within a certain
range, and in which the natures and relations of tho human
beings composing the industrial organization are supposed to
be simpler and more uniform than is actually the case in any
known community. By means of this simplification we ob
tain exact answers to our general economic questions through
reasonings that sometimes reach a considerable degree of com
plexity. It is obvious that answers so obtained do not by
themselves enable ItS accurately to interpret or predict concrete
economic phenomena; but it is commonly held that when
modified by a rough conjectural allowance for the difference
between our hypothetical premises and the actual facts in any
C:tSC. they do materially assist us in attaining approximate cor
rectness in our interpretations and predictions.

I do not here profess to discuss how far experience has
shown such deductions to be applicable and useful. But it
seems evident that their applicability and utility will depend
largely on two conditions: first on the de,C,'Tcc of success attained
in fnrming 0111' original suppositions, so that, they may correspond
as closely as possible to the facts, without becoming llnmamtge
ably complex; and secondly on the extent to which we recog
nise and attend to the divergence from facts which is-in most
cases-s-inevitable in such abstract reasonings, and the insight
and skill which wo show in conjecturing roughly the effect of
modifying causes whose operation we cannot precisely trace.
To secure success in either of these respects we require an
accurate knowledge of the general characteristics of the matter
with which we arc dealing; and I do not see how we are to
obtain this knowledge without an inductive study of economic
facts. It is not perhaps necessary that the deductive and
inductive investigation of any class of economic phenomena
should be carried on simultaneously. or even by the same
per:::;olls; out at any rate the latter would seem to be an indis

. pensuble supplement to the former.
§ 3. To illustrate the ncc€f>sary place of Induction even in

connexion with the ordinary reasonings of the deductive Political
Economy, it may be convenient to examine briefly the fuuda-
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mental assumptions of the latter. The first and most funda
mental is, that all persons engaged in industry will, in selling
or lending goods or contracting to render services, endeavour
ceteris paribus to get as much wealth as they can in return for
the commodity they offer. This is often more briefly expressed
by saying that Political Economy assumes the universality and
unlimitedness of the desire for wealth. Against this assump
tion it has been urged that men do not, for the most part,
desire wealth in general, hut this or that particular kind of
wealth: in fact, that H the desire of wealth is an abstraction,
H confounding a great variety of different and heterogeneous
"Illatives which have been mistaken for a single homogeneous
H foree '." It does not, however, appear that there is necessarily
any such mistake as JUr Cliffe Leslie supposes. For so far as
the objects of these different u?-d heterogeneous desires arc all
exchangeable and commensurable in value, they all admit of
being regarded as definite quantities of one thing-wealth; and
it is just because the "desire of wealth" may, for this reason,
be used to include "all the needs, appetites, passions, tastes,
Ii aims, and ideas which the various things comprehended under
"the word wealth satisfy," that we are able io assume, to the
extent required in deductive political economy, its practical
universality and unlimitedness. There is no particular species
of wealth of which it would bo approximately true to say that
everyone desires as much of it as be can get. But there is no
class of persons engaged in industry of whom it cannot be said
with approximate truth that they would always like more of
some kind of wealth if they could get it without the least sacri
fice. Even the richest capitalists and landowners, who arc
merely connected with industry as lenders of wealth, are found
to have a desire of wealth sufficiently strong to prevent them
from letting indifferent per30Ils have the use of their property
at less than the market rate.

At the same time it. is equally true that there arc other
things obtainable by labour, besides wealth, which mankind
generally. if not universally, desire; such as power, ami reputa
tion: and it is further uudeuiablc that. men are largely induced
to render services of various kinds by family affection, friend-

1 Eeeave in I'otiucal and Jlorall'hilosoph!f, p. 238.
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ship, compassion, national and local patriotism awl other kinds
of esprit de corps, and other motives. The amount of unpaid
work that is done from such motives, in modern civilised society,
forms a substantial part of the whole: and political economists
arc perhaps fairly churgcnble with an omission in making no
express reference to such work-s-with the exception of the
mutual services rendered by husbands o.nd wives, and by parents
and children. It is however to be said that services altogether
unremunerated by money occupy no important place iu the
organixntion of industry; they belong chiefly to the exercise of
governmental or literary functions, or tho management of
property (trust-funds), or to some part of that complex system
of eleemosynary labour aml expenditure, which actually supple
ments the deficiencies of the industrial distribution. Aud so
far as paid services are concerned, all economists, from Adam
Smith downwards, have recognised the operation of other
motives~as for instance the love of reputation-as a cause of
the difference of remuneration in different employments. All
therefore that they have explicitly assumed is that, other th£ng8
vct'ng equ((l, a man will prefer a larger price or remuneration
to a smaller. This qualification includes, of course, disagrcenblo
things that have to he borne, as well as desirable things that
ma.y be acquired; indeed Adarn Smith draws express attention
to the differences in the agreeableness and disagreeableness of
different employments as a. cause of diversity in wages.

.Arnoug the disagreeable things that Lave to be borne Labour
itself generally occupies a prominent place, in the view of the
doduct ivc economists. Mill, for instance, speaks of C{ aversion to
"Inbour" as a II perpetually a.ntagonizing principle" to the desire
of wealth: and it has been customary to attribute to it an equal
degree of universality; it being affirmed not merely that "every
"one desires (,0 obtain as much wealth as possible," but that
he abo desires to obtain it by "the least possible amount of
'<labour." This proposition, however, is open to the obvious ob
jection thut many persons get more happiness out of their work
than they do out of a good deal of their expenditure. And it
appears to me that it is quite unnecessary, in ordinary economic
reasonings on problems of distribution, to assume that man
kind arc generally "averse to labour." The assumption really
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required is merely that every man will require payment for his
work if he can get it; but this immediately follows from the
desire of wealth, if there is no special and adequate motive for
the gratuitous performance of the work ; since the fact that
a man likes his work is not a reason why he should consent to
do it for nothing, if he can get something by his labour, and if
he 11~S a JCBi1'8 of that something ',

There 18 no doubt au important position, commonly muiu
taiucd by economists, in sllpport of which the assumption of
a widespread "aversion to labour" is useful if not indispensable:
namely th~ justification, as against communism, of the exist
ing individualistic organization of industry. For the purposes
of this argument it is clearly important to show that men
in general would not work without the powerful motive sup
plied by their desire of wealth for themselves and their
families. And certainly lye seem able to infer, from ob
servation of the manner in which even the respectable rich
employ their time, that no important part of tho labour re
quired for the production of wealth is likely to be carried OIl to
uu adequate extent, with adequate perseverance throughout the
.Iay and from day to (lay, by snell beings as men now are, except
under the influence of somo motive more powerful than an
average man's liking for work. Whether any communistic
scheme can be expected to supply such motives adequately is
a question which we rnay afterwards take occasion to discuss.
:Jleanwhile, for ordinary economic reasonings, we may accept
the proposition {( that everyone desires as much wealth as
H possible at the least possible sacrifice," without necessarily
adding that he always regards the mere labour as a sacrifice.

1 It may perhaps be urged that labour, though not necessarily on the whole
dlsagroeable, must hnve begun to have this quality at the point at which the
labourer leaves 011; since otherwise he would not Je:l.YE~ off. provided be could
obtain anything" desired by continuing to v....ork. Ijut the urgumcut is not <;011

<:1u:-;I\'('. .A man may CCftR€ to labour merely (1) because, without disliking 11i$

"Work, he prefers leisure to the additional wealth he could earn Lv udditiouul
labour; or(2)'"L.ecausc it would be bad economy of his powers to continue, since
additional work to-day would came a more t hnn proportionate decrease in cffl
ciency for work he-reafter. I suppose that one or other-cor Leth-e-of these two
explanations would be generally true, as regards the higher kinds of Intellectual
work.
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From this fundamental assumption we may immediately in
fer, that so far as freedom of contract exists, similar exchanges
will be made on approximately similar terms, at least within
the limits of the same market; meaning by a market! a body
of persons in such commercial relations that each can easily
acquaint himself with the rates at which certain kinds of ex
changes of goods or services are from time to time made by the
others. For it, is obvious that, if A prefers a. greater gain to
a smaller, he will not sell his goods or his services to B at a
rate lower than what he thinks he could obtain elsewhere;
allowance being made for any trouble, expense, or other sacri
fice that he would incur in getting the more favourable terms.
This inference is often hroadly expressed by the statement that
II whore there is open competition, there cannot be two prices
"in one market for the same commodity." Such a statement,
as ordinarily understood, implies that the market-price is
determined by the uncoucerted action of individual exchangers.
'Ve have, however, no ground for assuming' (G. priori that the
uncontrolled action of enlightened persons seeking each his own
greatest pecuniary gain may not under certain circumstances
result in a deliberate combination of sellers 01' buyers to dictate
terms of exchange. And 1 shall afterwards show that the ques
tion what price enlightened self-interest will prompt such a
combined body to demand is not out-side the range of the
deductive method; it is only a special case of the determina
tion of the value of a monopolized article, which may be made
the subject of abstract reasoning as suitably as any other de
termination of value. But it is convenient and customary to
use the term I competition' to imply the absence of such combi
nation; and I shall so use it.

The operation of competition above described, by which the
terms of similar exclumges am kept approximately similar,
should be carefully distinguished from that other action of
oompctdt.ion, by which certain inequalities in the remunera
tion of dissimilar services tend to be continually removed,
though more slowly and indirectly. In this latter case we
have to consider the influence exercised by the desire of wealth

1 cr. Jevoua, Theory of Political Economy, c. IV. "Definition of a market."
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and the knowledge of current rates of remuneration not on
the terms of particular bargains, but on men's choice of-or
adhesion to-their respective trades or professions. The ex
istence of this influence may be inferred from the assumptions
already made as immediately and cogently as the influence of
competition on similar exchanges. That is, we may infer that
persons considering what trade or profession to select among
those open to them will, other things being equal, select those
that they (or their advisers) believe to be best remunerated;
aud further that persons will leave a badly remunerated trade
when they think that they can obtain elsewhere a remuneration
sufficiently higher to compensate for the trouble and annoyance
-amI in most cases extra. risk-involved in the change.

To complete our list of the assumptions ordinarily made
by English political economists we should have to include other
propositions relating to several different social facts, such as
Population, Agriculture and Government. But the principles
of competition above given are certainly the chief and cardinal
axioms of deductive economics: and perhaps they will serve
for our present purpose. As I have stated them, tliey seem to
me incontrovertibly legitimate. nut I sec no adequate ground
for assuiniug them apriori, except with the qualifications above
given j and as so qualified, they are incapable of being applied
to explain or predict the economic phenomena of any actual
society without additional data, which can only be obtained by
a careful study of facts. We may affirm apriori that men will
prefer a greater gain to a less, other tktl1gs be-ing equal; but we
can draw no positive inferences from this. without ascertaining
how far other things are equal: and ,ve can only learn by careful
induction the force of the other motives, of which all econo
mists admit the existence and importance; especially of the
powerful but unobtrusive impulses which lead a man to do
what, other people do, and what he himself has done before.
Similarly we may affirm that in a. perfectly organized market,
in which the terms of all bargnjns may be ascertained without
more trouble than average exchangers are able and willing to
take, the price of' similar cornmodi ties will be approximately
the same, allowance being made for the trouble and expense
of conveying the commodity j but we can only learn by a
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study of facts how far in auy given society at any given time
the conditions of sale of any particular commodity approxi
mate to those of a perfectly organized market. With what
degree of prccisiou the required knowledge can be obtained,
what exertions, intellectual or physical, are needed to obtain
it, what the probability is of these exertions being made by
average sellers or buyers of t.hc commodity in question, are all
points that cau 0111y 1,e determined by induction. So again,
it, may he granted that competition tends to equalise the
romuncrctinns, so far as the)' are k uown, of dissimilar services,
involving equal sacrifices and rendered by persons with equal
natural qualifications and opportunities. But before we can
apply this principle in any concrete case, we have obviously to
ascertain how the different persons or classes of persons con
ccrned estimate particular sacrifices, and what their qualifica
tions and opportunities are; that is, to what extent, and by
what expenditure of time and means, they are really able to fit
themselves for each of the different careers that they are legally
free to enter.

§ 4. 'I'hosc limitations to the usc of the deductive method
in Political Economy appear to me obvious and incontrovertible.
I must, admit, however, that. they have Hot always Leon duly
recognise!.l by deductive ecouomisis ; who have in cOllsequBllce
been Jed to make somewhat too sweeping assertions as to con
crete facts. I think that writers of the opposite school have
done good service in criticizing these assertions, and the con
fident and dogmatic tone in which they have been enunciated.
But I cannot accept the conclusion which some of them have
proceeded to draw, that the traditional method of English
Political Economy is essentially faulty and misleading. I quite
admit that the direct utility of the deductive method, as a
means of interpreting and explaining concrete facts-though
not its validity, so long as it is regarded as merely abstract and
hypothctical-c-dcpcuds on its being used with as full knowledge
as possible of the results of observatiou and induction. But its
indirect utility, as a means of lraining the intellect ill the k/:ncl
of reasoning required for dealing with concrete economic prob
lems, depends to a far less degreo on such empirical knowledge;
and I cannot see that this indirect utility is materially affected
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by any divergences that have been shown to exist between the

premises of current deductions and the actual facts of industry.
Ou the other baud, I think that both the validity and the
utility of the current deductions have been somewhat impaired
by a want of thorough explicitness as to the assumptions on
which these reasonings depend, and by a want of clearness in
the cardinal notions employed in them. In order to guard
against this latter defect) 1 have been led to perform with
rather 1I1111slIa1 elaborateness the task of defining the cardinal
terms of Political Economy. Tho precise advantages that I
have hoped to gain by this are explained in the second chapter
of the following book, in which the task is commenced: I trust
that I shall convince the reader that the process, however
tedious, is absolutely indispensable to that exact treatment
of economic questions to which alone the epithet' scientific'
ought to be applied.

Hero I may notice the discussion that has recently been
raised 1 on an issue still wider than that debated between the
advocates of the ({ i1 priori" economics, and the Inductive or
II realistic" school; viz. on the pretensions of Political Economy
to be a science at all. I certainly think the language some
times used by economic writers, suggesting as it does that the
doctrines they expound arc entitled in respect. of scientific per
fection to rank with those of Physics, is liable to be seriously
misleading. But I am not disposed to infer from this that we
ought to follow tho precepts-and example-of Professor Price
in treating Political Economy unscientifically 2. My inference
would rather be, not that we ought not to aim at being as
scientific as we can, hut that we ought to take care not to
deceive ourselves as to the extent to which we have actually
attained our aim: that, for instance, so far as we are treating
Political Economy positively, we should avoid mistaking a
generalisation froIn limited experience for a nnivcrsal Iaw ; awl
so far us we are treating it hypothetically, we should take care

1 See especially Professor Price's Practical: Pottucol Rcollomy.
2 I cauuot Lut observe that Mr Price has nvoldcd scientific precision in his

criticisms of his predecessors 110 lei'S than in his own reasonings. Some of his
polemical references to Mill's book contain the most random misrepresentations
of Ihnt author's meaning that I have yet met with-e-which is ssyiug n great deal.
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not to use words in different meanings without being aware
of the difference, nor snppose our notions to be quantitatively
precise when they are really indefinite. The endeavour to he
scientific in this sense will not lead to hasty and mistaken
dogmatism; on the contrary, it will, I hope, deliver us from
the busty and mistaken dogmatism, caused by loose and con
fused thinking, to which 'common seuse ' or 'natural intcl
qigcncc' is always liable.

At the same time T do not mean to imply that economic
theory OUg11t always to be expounded with scientific cxaotncss :
any more than I would affirm that the topics of distribution
and exchange must necessarily be treated in an abstract and
hypothetical manner. I certainly hold that very few general
statements) aiming at quantitative precision, can be safely made
without careful definitions; and that very few reasonings of the
same kind can dispense with assumptions which ought to be
stated as explicitly as possible. But much useful instruction
may be given by what might be called merely qualitative
analysis of economic phenomena. The discussion of the condi
tions of production in Ch. TTT. of the following book is in
tended to give the results of this kind of analysis.
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CHAPTER I.

TIlE THEORY OF rRODUCTIO:ol.

§ 1. THE fundamental question with which we shall be con
cerned in the present Buok may be simply stated thus: Under
what conditions, or by the operation of what laws, docs a
nation become more or less wee.lthy ! The need of a more
precise definition of this question, and the proper mode of
meeting this need, will be explained as we go on; at the outset
this more obvious and popular statement seems sufficient.

In considering this question the first point which presents
itself is tho difficulty of separating the study of Production
from the study of Distribution and Exchange. lL is easily
seen that the kinds of wealth produced in any society depend
largely on the manner in which wealth is distributed among
the members of the society, In a community where there is
a large middle class, there will probably be an abundance of
cheap luxuries ; while where there arc only a few rich persons
among a multitude of poor, we shall expect to find a production
mainly of necessaries, with a small amount of costly and elabo
rate commodities. Similarly, Distribution cannot. fail to influ
ence the amounts of wealth produced; since both the nature
uud the iutensity of the motives, Ulat normally prompt men
either to labour or to save, yary considerably according to their
position in the scale of wealth and poverty. The precise irn
portance of the influence thus exercised on production is no
JIJUbt hard to estimate. Indeed if we wore able to estimate
it exactly.L-if (e.g.) we could tell ho-...· far the improvement
in industrial instruments and processes would go on as at
present, if the inventors and mnungcra of industry bad uot the

S. E.
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present keen spur of private gain-the controversy between
Socialists: and advocates of laissse-fuire would be much nearer
settlement than it is. But however we may answer such
questions as this, we are equally bound to take note of the
effects of the existing distribution of wealth j as supplying
to the different classes engaged in production the stimulus
that actually prompis the energetic and sustained labour, and
the extensive outlay of wealth for remote results, which we
find them undertaking.

None the less docs it seem to me desirable that we should
practise ourselves in contemplating the process of production
from the point of view of society as a whole, abstracting as
far as possible from the' a.ljuscment of the terms of co-opera
I tion l' among producers; so that the total gain or loss in
wealth resulting from any given change to the aggregate of
human beiugs concerned may he habitually distinguished from
those gains awl losses of individuals which, regarded front the
point of view" of society, arc mere transfers. To mistake the
latter kind of effect for the former is one of the commonest
errors of popular economic discussion ; the effect of a new Jaw,
a tax, a war, or other importaut social event, 011 some particular
class of persons, being specially striking and impressive, at
tracts the attention of ordinary observers to the exclusion of all
other effects. Again, many of the cardinal notions of Political
Economy, such as Capital, Profit, Cost of Production-even the
more elementary notion of Wealth-c-are naturally conceived
somewhat differently from the point. of view of the individual
and from that of society; and it is important to recognise
clearly this doubleness of meaning, so as to guard against the
confusions that are liable to arise out of it.

Accordingly I propose in the present Book, to kcep as con
sistently as possible to the social view of industry. We shall
consider the members of the human family as combining, on
certain terms, the determination of which we do not at present
investigate, in the work of adapting their material environment
to their joint needs and uses; we shall examine the circumstances

1 The phrase is quoted from Hearn's Pllltology. I take this opportunity
of acknowledging the assistance that I have derived from this well-written and
Inetructdve work, in composing this part of my treatise.
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that have been favourable 01' adverse to this combined operation,
and try to forecast, so far as may be, the prospect of greater or
less success in it hereafter. We must take notice of variations
in the amounts of the products of industry, falling to the lot
rcspcccivcly of the different classes of pcrfions who have com
bined, personally or by lending their property. to produce
them ; indeed we shull have to consider these varying shares
from two distinct points of view, both as motives to labour and
saving, and as moans to the efficient performance of functions:
but we shall not inquire how t,]l€ amount of each share comes to
be neither more nor less than it is.

§ 2. But though I thus agree with ~Iill in separating the
Theory of Production from that of Distribution <111<1 Exchange,
I cannot agree with him in separating the discussion of the
fundamental notions employed in the former from the discuss
ion of Exchange Value. No doubt. much useful instruction
may be given, as to the conditions of increase or decrease of
wealth, greater or less efficiency of production, without entering
all. the discussion of value. Rut it. is impossible to form any
precise idea of amounts of wealth, before we have exactly
determined the manner in which wealth is to he measured;
and since wealth is popularly measured by its price-that is,
its money valuc-\ve cannot establish a scientific method of
measuring it without a complete discussion of the difficulties
that meet us when we try to get a perfectly precise notion of
Value. A scientific treatment, therefore, of the Theory of
Production must begin with a systematic attempt to define the
notions of Value and Wealth. This attempt will occupy the
two following chapters. In the third chapter I shall proceed
to what I have called a /qualitative analysis' of the conditions
~~_rrouuctioll; in the course of which the relation of Capital
to other factors of industrial progress will naturally be indi
cated. But to make this relation quite clear, it, will be neces
sary to take up again the task of definition and affix a precise
meaning to the term Capital. Then in a concluding chapter
1 shall examine how far we can determine the general laws of
operation of the causes on which the increase or decrease of
wealth in any society has been found to depend.

·1-2



CHAPTER II.

TIIE DEFIXITIO~ AXD lIIEASURE OF VALUE,

§ 1. J1EFORE attempting to make the common notion of value
clear and quentitati vcly precise, it may be useful to explain
my general view of the work of definition, which will occupy
eo large a space in this part of my treatise. For, in spite
of all that has been written, by authors of deserved repute,
011 the place of Definition in Economic Science, it still seems
to mo that this introductory part of the study is rarely treated
from such n point, of view as would enable us to derive the
maximum of instruction from it. The economists who have
given most attention to the matter seem to me commonly to
fall .into two opposite errors at the same time. They underrate
the importance of seeking for the best definition of each car
dinal term, and they overrate the importance of finding it.
The truth is,-as most readers of Plato know, only it is a truth
difficult to retain and apply,-that what we gain by discussing
a definition is often but slightly represented in the superior
fitness of tho formula that we ultimately adopt; it consists
chiefly in the greater clearness and fulness in which the cha
racteristics of the matter to which the formula refers have
been brought before the mind in the process of seeking for it.
"'hile we are apparently aiming at definitions of terms, our
attention should be really fixed on distinctions and relations of
fact. These latter are what we are concerned to know, con
template, and as far as possible arrange and systematize; and
in subjects where we cannot present them to the mind in
orderly fulness by the exercise of the organs of sense, there is
no \vay of surveying them so convenient as that of reflecting on
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our use of common terms. And this reflective contemplation
is naturally stimulated by the effurt to define; but when the
JJrocess has been fully performed, when the distinctions and
relations of fact have been clearly apprehended, the final ques
tion as to the mode in which they should be represented in a
definition is really-what the whole discussion appears to
superficial readers-s-a question about words alone. Hence in
comparing different definitions our aim should be far less to
decide which we ought to adopt, than to apprehend and duly
consider the grounds on which each hag commended itself to
rcHcctive minds. 'Ve shall generally find that each writer
has noted some relation, some resemblance or difference,
which others have overlooked; and we shall ga.in in com
pleteness, and often in precision, of view by following him
in his observations, whether or not we follow him in his con
clusions. I may observe that there is a natural tendency to
estimate the results of intellectual, as of other, labour in pro
portion to their cost; hence the more difficulty 'YO have found
in drawing a line of definition, the more inclined we are to
emphasize its importance when once dru.wu, and to overlook or
underrate the points of resemblance which objects excluded
by it have to those included. Whereas the very difficulty
of dra;wing the line is most likely due to the importance of
these points of resemblance; and instead of forgetting them
when the work of definition has been performed to our satis
faction, we onght to take special pains to keep them before
our minds.

I have said that in the work of definition, the final ques
tion-the point which we directly raise and settlo-must be
merely a question as to the use of words. In saying this I do
not at all mean to depreciate its importance, or to justify a.
careless treatment of it. Xo doubt. if our view of the subject
is tolerably complete, and onr notions clear and precise, it is of
secondary importance what verbal tools we use in reasoning, so
long as we use them consistently; hut this secondary import
ance is sufficiently great to claim our most careful consideration.
There seem to be two conditions which it is on different grounds
desirable that a definition should satisfy as far as possible; but
we should bear in mind that we frequently cannot completely
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satisfy either-still less both together. In the first place, we
should keep as closely as we can to the common use of lan
guage: otherwise we are not only exposed to the danger of
being misunderstood by others, through the force of habitual
usage overcoming the impression produced by express defini
tion; but we further Tun serious risk of being inconsistent with
ourselves, on account of the similar effect of habit 011 our own
minds. Secondly, our definitions should he carefully adapted
to the doctrine that we have to expound; so that we may avoid
as fur as possible the continual use of qualilying epithets and
phrases. In aiming at the first of these results, we should not
forget that common usage may be inconsistent; on the other
hand, 'YO should Hot hastily assume that this is the case.
Economists have sometimes missed the useful lessons which
common thought has to teach, by deciding prematurely that a
word is used in t,YO or more distinct senses, and thus omitting
to notice the common link of meaning that connects them.
Still, it will of course often happen that we cannot fit a word
for scientific use without cutting off some part of its ordinary
sigIlilication: hence it is vcry important that we should keep
carefully distinct thc two vcry ditrcront questions (1) What do
we commonly mean by the terms, Value, Wealth, Capital,
:JIonay, &c.? and (2) What ought we to mean by them-what
meaning is it, for scientific purposes, convenient to attach to
them? I think that a good deal of unneces3ary controversy has
been due to a want of clear separation between these two very
different inquiries, and tile different methods of discussion
respectively appropriate to them. It seems to be forgotten
that the former question is not strictly an economic question
at all, but a linguistic one; we ma,,}' even add that it is a lin
guistic question which those who are most acquainted with
economic Iacts find themselves least able to solve succinctly and
satisfactorily: since in attempting to give to common terms the
precision which their own view of the facts requires, they inevi
tably raise questions which are not raised in ordinary thought,
and to which therefore it is illusory to suppose that common
usage gives even an implicit answer, Again, in trying to adapt
our terms to scientific purposes, we must remember that, deal
ing as we arc with facts whose relations of resemblance and
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difference arc highly complex, we may often require to classify
them somewhat differently for the pnrposes of different inqui
ries; and that hence a definition which would be most suitable
for one investigation will require SOnIC modification to rendor
it convenient for another. Economists have frequently found
this; awl have been content, to meet the difficulty by using the
same word with slight differences of meaning. This scorns to
me often the best, course to adept, provided the change is clearly
stated and kept before the reader's mind. I find, however, that
e\VCIl careful writers have been too much inclined La slur over
the differences of meaning, and keep them in the background,
especially when they are not considerable in am.ount: 11 proce
dure which dangerously tends t,o encourage looseness of thought.

I have spoken once or twice of the importance of making
our thought precise. I do not mean that we should necessarily
aim at quantitative exactness in all our statements of economic
laws. I quite agree with tho writers (such as Cairnes) who
Lave warned us against the futility of such an aim. But the
more inevitable it is that our conclusions should be merely
rough and approximate, the more important it becomes that we
should be thoroughly aware when and how far they are "mllting
in exactness; and in order that we may bo aware of this, we
should make our conceptions as precise as possible, even when
we cannot make our statements so. Only in this way can we
keep before our minus the inadequacy of our knowledge of
particulars to supply answers to the questions which our general
notions lead us to ask. AmI if, as is sometimes tho case, even
our general conceptions cannot. be reduced to perfect exactness;
it is still desirable that we should know why this is the case,
and what obstacles the fad presents to our efforts to think
precisely about it. This precaution seems to me to have been
specially neglected by economists. Most of the objects about
which they reason are conceived as possessing definite quantity.
Yet (e.g.) some of the most eminent of thorn' huve not always
seen that it is impossible to think definitely of the quantity
of any aggregate of diverse elements, except so far as these
clements admit of being reduced to a common quantitative
standard; and that unless this is done, when we speak of such

1 Cf. post, B. n. C. II.
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an a.ggregate as ha ving increased or decreased in amount, or of
something else as "varying in proportion to lJ it, we are using
words to which there are necessarily no definite thoughts cor
responding.

Bearing in mind then these general considerations, let us
attempt to deal with the much controverted notion of Value
upon the principles above laid down 1.

§ 2. The first point to observe is that economists have usually
followed tho Physiocrnts in noticing an H obvious ambiguity ill
" the term value; ,. which-c-I am quoting from :Thli1l 2

_ " in one
"of its senses signifies usefulness, in another, power of pur
H chasing;" Of, in Adam Smith's language, Value in use and
Value in exchange. Mill goes on to explain that value in use
is the extreme limit of value in exchange: but he does not
expressly try to explain the ambiguity that he points out; he
does not ask himself why the term value should have in com
mon usage two meanings so apparently distinct as usefulness
and power of purchasing. And yet the answer is not only
obvious 3, but it gives an insight, int.o the meaning of Exchange
Value, which might have saved Ricardo and others from serious
errors: iu fact, this is a case ill which economists have missed
important instruction by paying too little deference to common
thought. What. do we mean when we speak of a man setting
value Oil, or attaching value to, things to which the idea of
exchange is inapplicable-whether this inapplicability be due
to circumstances isolating the man, as, for instance, if we think
of Robinson Crusoe on his island; or to the fact that no one
else would buy the things, as in the case of old letters and
other memorials, knowledge of various kinds, &c.1 'Ve do
not, I think. mean exactly that the things are useful to him;
though no dnu bt they are in a certain sense useful, that is, they

1 I max observe Lha.L there is some dispute ns to which if; the most funda
mental conception of Political Economy. Some writers hold that it is Value;
while the received view in England is that it is 'VeaHh. Since, however, it
is also the received view in England that wealth should be defined by the
characteristic of possessing Value, it seems in any case the most logical course
to begin by attempting to get 3. precise conception of this characteristic.

~ Political Economy, III. c. 1. § 2.
a It is implicitly given by Mill in the passage from which I have quoted j but

he fails to see the full bearing of his own statements,
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satisfy or prevent some desire which is or would be felt in the
absence of them 1. But we mean that the man would, if
nccessary,givesometh£JI[J to gain or keep them. This something
may be some useful material thing, or it may be labour' of some
kind; the gOllcral notion of value loaves this quite indefinite,
provided only the giving of the matter or labour would not
OCCUI" unless there worn somotlling to he got or kept by it.
A1I that it distinctly involves is the notion of something else,
presented as a possible alteruutive for the thing valued.

If this, then, be the fundamental conception of Value when
exchange is out of the question, it does not seem to be essen
tially altered in the marc ordinary case when, in speaking of
the value of a thing, 'lye no doubt have ill view its Exchange
Vallie. Only in this latter case '\'0 mean that other people
would give something for the article in question: that it could
be sold for something in open market. If "we only wanted a
quulitutiee definition of the common notion of value, we need
nut press our inquiries beyond this; we need not go on to ask
mluit it is that other people would give in exchange. But if
we use the notion qlutntilall>(,'e!y, as we commonly do, and as we
require to do for the purposes of economic science; if we think
of a thing A as having nWl'e or less value than a. thing H, we
must mean that purchasers in general will give for ..A. more or
less of the same kind of thing that they arc supposed to give
for B. That is, we require a Standard of Value. And further,

1 This seems to be the meaning of the terms "useful,"" utility," &e., in
economic discussions. It is not, I think, quite convenient to say "with Professor
Jevons that' useful" is that which gives pleasure; and to measure 'utility,' in
the Bentbamite way, by the balance of ploasurublc over painful consequences.
For IJriwr [aeie there arc many valued things-caloohol , opium, &c.-whieb
not ouly have an actual tendency to produce a balance of painful conseqncncce
to their consumers, hut arc even known to have this tendency by the persons
who nevertheless value and consume them. An], Its economists, we are not
concerned wlsh these painful oonsoquonces.c.exeept, indeed, so far UR they
iurpair the cfflcicnoy of the persons on whom they fall-what we arc concerned
with, is {llC intensity of the desire or demand lor the mticlcs ill question,
as measured by the amount of other things, or of labour, that their consumers
arc prepared to give for them. Hence it would be clearer to employ some other
WOt'J ror what is now called "utility;" hut the latter word is now 80 firmly
established in economic exposition, that it seems best to retain it, with the
explanation above given.
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if we make our quantitative comparison precise, and think of
one thing as being (e.g.) twice as valuable as another, we neces
sarily imply what economists cull a If perfect. market," in which
there cannot be two prices fur the same thing at the same time.
So long as this market is thought of at a particular place and
time, the conception of a standard of value presents no diffi
culty. Obviously, any thing 'YB choose will serve for a stan
dard; for if cloth (e.g.) will sell in a perfect market for more
of anyone tIling than linen will, it will sell for more of any
other thing.

But a perplexity arises when we compare the values of the
same thing at different times, and speak of things increasing
or decreasing in value. For here we can no longer take any
thing we like as a standard of value; since we do not think a
thing more valuable because it will ::ell for more of something
that has grown clicapcr. When therefore we say that a thing
has risen in value, what do we exactly mean? To this question
one of two answers is commonly given; either (I) that the
thing would Bell for more of thing's in general, or (2) that it
would sell for more of something which itself had not varied in
value. Neither of these answers is ultogetlicr satisfactory. The
first is at once abstract and vague; we cannot actually exchange
an article for' things in general;' and it is not ea8Y to see how
we can state its value in terms of such an aggregate, if the
element:'>. composing the aggregate have in tile mean time
varied in value relatively to each other, as may easily be the
case. The second answer appears to avoid this difficulty; but
t.his appearance is soon dispelled. For reflection shows us
that the notion of 'not varying in value' must be exactly as
hard to define as the opposite notion of 'varying in value.'
The second answer, therefore, still leaves us asking '\Vhat
'·does variation ill value mean and how is it to be measured l'

There is, however, a mode of meeting this difficulty, which
is given in perhaps the clearest form by Cairnes 1. He has
no doubt that when in discussing an advance in the price
of butcher's meat, we ask whether meat has risen or money

I Some Leading Principles, Part 1, C. I. § 1. cr. also Mill, Pol. Been.
n. m. c. I. § 3.
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fallen in value, <f obviously there is a. tacit reference to the
/, causes on which value Jepends: and the question really raised
" is not strictly as to the change in the exchange value of meat
n and money, hut as to the cause or causes which have produced
(' the change. If we believe that t-he change is traceable to a
"cause primarily affecting meat) we say that meat has risen in
II value," &c. I cannot say diaL I agree with this interpretation
of the ordinary notion of change ill value. I think we should
commonly speak of a thing as having fallen in value, when
we found that it had fallen relatively to all other things.
even though we Blight kuow the change to he due to causes
affecting primarily these other things. But, however this
may be, what concerns us most is to observe that Cairnes's
snggestion does not really meet the difficulty above stated,
of giving quantitative precision to our notion of a change
in value. For if we ask, Iiou: much anything has changed
in value, we require, on Cairnes's view, to measure the causes
primarily affecting its value. But, so far as these causes
are diverse and heterogeneous (for e. g. the change may he
due Dither to an alteration in the supply of the article or
in the intensity of demand for it, which latter a6·a1n may be
variously caused), I (10 cot see how we can find a common
measure for them except, by measuring the effect which they
produce: which brings us back to the problem of determining
'val lie relatively to things in gencral.' But. again, it is difficult
to distinguish clearly the causes of change in value that 'pri
'rnarily affect 1 a particular article from those that primarily
affect other things. Take: the case of an article of which the
price hail been raised by an intensification in the demand for it.
This intensified demand may itself be merely caused by an in
crease ill the supply of other things; as when society growing
richer wants more old silver and is prepared to pay more for it.
'Ve can hardly call such a phenomenon a "cause primarily
"uffccting" the old silver; yet no doubt we should commonly
say that old silver had risen ill value under such circumstances.
But suppose that the intensified demand were due merely to
an alteration in social habits, without any increase of general
wealth; still, even in this case, being the expression of an in
creased preference for old silver as compared with certain other
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luxuries, it IS the effect. of a cause simultaneously affecting
these other articles.

It seems then, that strictly speaking, the 'I causes primarily
1/ affecting" a thing that varies in exchange value reduce them
selves to causes affecting its supply. Of such causes the most
important, in the case of most articles, is. a change in the
amount of labour required for producing either tho article itself
or the instruments and materials employed in its production.
In this way we are leu lo Ricardo's view that 1/ all things be
({ come more or less valuable in proportion as more or less
"labour was bestowed on their productiou '." By this Ricardo
docs not 1nerely meau that, with certain qualifications, the
II comparative quaur.ity of labour expended on each" of two
commodities "determines how much of one shall be given in
"exchange for another." This, no doubt is the proposition that
he is chiefly occupied in maintaining, in his discussion of the
relation of value and labour. nut unfortunately he docs not
quite clearly distinguish between a theory of the causes of a
change in value and a view of what constitutes such a change.
He maintains that a "commodity which at nll times required
j( the smne saorifico of toil and labour to produce it" would be
"{nvariable in value j" thus implying, wbat he elsewhere ex
pressly says, that" labour is a measure by which the real as
"well as the relative value " of thing.'> "may be estimated."
But on this view the "real value" of things must be different
from their H exchangeable value;" since an increase in the pro
ductiveness of labour, affecting all kinds of labour equally, would
diminish the" real value" of all products, while it would leave
the ratios in which they exchange for each other unaltered-so
far, at least, as these are determined by the respective amounts
of labour expended in producing them. I am not aware that
Ricardo anywhere expressly takes this distinction between the
"CO!::it or real value" of things and their" exchangeable value;"
but. it is implied, as we have seen, in a. certain portion of his
language aud is definitely stated by his disciple M'Culloch.
.. Real value or cost," the latter holds, H is to be estimated by
the quantity of labour directly or indirectly expended on its

1 Iticardo, I'oliticul Er:O'WIII!I, c. r. § 1., cf. c. xx.
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acquisition \" though it is only under circumstaucos that seldom
or never occur that the "exchangeable value," even of a "freely
produced commodity," exactly corresponds to its real value.

It js a rather perplexing question how Ricardo and
M'Culloch could deliberately adhere to the statements above
quoted. while they at the .sarne time drew attention to the
differences in the value of different products due to the difTerent
degrees of durability of the capital employed ill producing them
-or, which (as Ricardo says) is the same thing, the different
lengths of time required to elapse in each case between the
application of productive labour and the transfer of its product
to the consumer. At any rate all economists-except those
Socialists who have ingeniously perverted Ricardo's inconsis
tency into an argument again;.;t the remuneration of capitalists
-would now agree that in ::\lDCulloch's estimate of cost "labour
and delay n (or some corresponding term) must be substituted
for" labour" simply.

'Yith this qualification, the Ricardian interpretation of the
common notion of "real value" appears to me tenable; espe
cially from the point of view that we are Laking in the
present book. As was before said, in the 'comparison of equi
, vuleuta' which I hold to be essentially implied in the common
notion of value, the exact nature of the equivalents compared
is not deteruriued ; when, however, we think of the value of
a particular product, we ordinarily consider it as exchanged for
money or some other material wealth. But when we consider
the valuable products of human labour (including money) in
the aggregate, this lcind of comparison seems inappropriate,
since there remains no material thing outside the aggregate for
which we could conceive the aggreg-ate exchanged; in this case
then it is natural to compare the agb'Tcgate of products with
the labour (and delay] that it. would cost to reproduce thern
so far, at least, as we should desire to reproduce them. Hence
it does not seem forced or strained to say that t.hings in general
have grown "really cheaper," meaning that society would not have
to give so much labour and time in order to obtain them.
For this reason I am not. disposed to say that the question
'whether a thing costs more to produce' is an inadmissible

I ~IeCulloch, rulitical Ecc/lomy, Part H., c. f.
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interpretation of the question (whether its value has really
"risen j" although, as labour aTIlI delay arc heterogeneous, it is
difficult to make this notion of (cost' quantitatively precise.
Still, however important it may be to know the varying amounts
of labour and time required to produce a given ware, such
knowledge aids us little in measuring its variations in exchange
value relatively to things in general.

'1'1Ii3 doctrine of Ricardo's should be carefully distinguished
-as it is by its euthor-c-from the view taken by Adam Smith
in adopting labour as the « real measure of exchangeable
"value." The reason that Adam Smith gives for IIis view
is that" labour never varies~ltEr own vuluo." In saying
this he does not of course mean thut labour docs not vaTy
in its excluoiqe volue : he is perfectly aware that" it may
t/ sometimes purchase a greater and sometimes a smaller quall
«tity of goods." What he means is that labour is always the
same sacrifice to the labourer : has always, we may say, the
same negative H value in use" for him. But even this statement
if unqualified, is in palpable contradiction to common experience.
An amount of work which would cause no sensible incon
venience Lo a man in health would be a. grievous burden to
an invalid; and almost all Il.10n like tasks, which tbey' arc
conscious of being able to accomplish well, better than if they
could only perform them indifferently. In fact, when we
consider the higher kinds of skilled labour, it must be evident
that the labourer often gets more enjoyment out of his work
than he does out of anything else in Iifc '. So much, indeed,
Adam Smith seems by implication to allow. He is thinking
only of common labour; and even as regards this he only main
tains that "equal quantities of labour, at all times and places,
"may be said to be of equal value to the labourer," iu the
sense that "in his ordinary state of health, strength and spirits,
"in the ordinary degree of his skill and dexterity, he must
H always lay down the same portion of his ease, his liberty, and
"his happiness"." The quulificntions thus introduced arc con
siderable j but even when so qualified, the statement cannot

1 This seems to me a fundamental objection to any professedly exact
measurement of labour by its painfulness such as Professor Jevons proposes.

2 Wealth of Nations, B. I. c. v.
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be admitted. In tho first place the notion of ({ quantity of
"labour" is ambiguous. U Equal quantities of labour" would
seem to menn labour of equal intensity for equal times: but
then how are we to measure intensity? As Prof Jevons says,
"intensity of labour may have more than one meaning: it may
"mean the quantity of work done, or the painfulness of the
"effort of doing it." It is the latter of these characteristics
which J[r .Icvons chooses for measuring labour: but if we
take this view, AUtun Smith's proposition is reduced to the
tautology that equally painful labour is always equally painful
to the labourer; which call hardly be a reason fur taking labour
as a measure of value. If, on the other hand we measure qnan
titj- of labour by quantity of work..done, Adam Smith's proposi
tion comes into glaring conflICt ;vitli facts; as will be evident
if we imagine ourselves proposing to an average Bengalee in his
ordinary condition to raise through a given space in a given
time the amount of weight which would be cheerfully lifted
b~an average English navvy in his ordinary condition.

There seems therefore to be no sense in which Adam.
Smith's proposition can be accepted. But even if it were
granted that. labour has always the same negative /value in
/ use' for the labourer, I cannot see that this would be a auf
ficicuf ground for taking it as tho standard of exchange value.
For since at the same time and place the labour of one class
of mon certainly differs in exchange value from that of another
class, we shall still have to choose which kind of labour is
to be taken fur the standard; and any such choice must
necessarily be arbitrary, as tho reason given applies equally
to all kind" '. And certainly when we ask whether gold or
anything else has risen in value, wo do not mean to inquire
whether it will purchase more of a certain arbitrarily selected
kind of labour; this may be ill itself all interesting question
to invcst.igute, but it can hardly be muintuiued to bo the
real meaning of the former question, and it is no solution

1 ']'his objection applioe prilllli facie to Rienrdu's interpretation of value also :
and is vory inadequately mot by the loose statement that" tlle estimation ill
"which different qualities of labour are held comes soon to be adjusted in the
"market with sufficient precision for nll practical purposes" (Ricardo, Pol.
}:COII. c. 1. § 2\. Cf. post. B. II. c. 8.
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of the difficulties of the first problem to substitute for it the
second.

How then are we to deal with these difficulties? Some
writers would decline them altogether. They 'Vould refuse to
answer the question whether :1 thing has risen or fallen in value
relatively to things in general; and only cons iller whether it
had risen or fallen relatively to some specified commodity. In
the chapter in which :Uill discusses the '~Ieasure of Value' be
seems to adopt this view. II A measure of exchange value"
[of the same thing at different times and places], he says, "is
'( impossible I." But it is evident from other p'1ssages that he
can only mcan-c--what no one, I think, would now deny-that
such a. measure cannot, unless under exceptional and improbable
circumstances, be made perfectly exact: for when the question
is raised in a concrete case, ).IilI certainly holds that such a
measure can be made sufficiently exact for aU practical pur
poses. For instance, in the chapter next but one preceding, he
has no hesitation in pronouncing on the extent of the rise in
the value of gold, during the last five years of our long struggle
with Xapoleon ; whon the notes of the Bank of England 'were,
to judge merely from the market-price of gold, depreciated
thirty per cent, He tells us that" the, state of Europe at that
"time was such.v.that the vnlu c of the standard itself was
{( considerably raised; and the best authorities, among whom it
H is sufficient to name 111' Tooke, have, after an elaborate inves
«ctigetion, satisfied themselves that the difference between
(( paper and bullion 'vas not greater than the enhancement
"in the value of gold itself., ,the evidences of the fact are con
H elusively stated in Mr Tooke's IIistory of Prices?" But if so
definite a variation in the value of gold, between two different
points of time, can be established 011 conclusive evidences, it
seems at least misleading to say that a 1/ mcnsurc of t.he value
f' of the same thing at different times," relatively to things in
general, If is impossible." Indeed it. is clear that unless we can
find such a measure, possessing sufficient exactness for practical
purposes, we ought to abandon such inquiries as }''lr Tooke's as
chimerical.

But further, it seems clear that the default of such a mea-
1 BIJok III. c. xv. 2 C. XIII. § 6.
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sure would seriously affect a good deal rnore of the field of
investigation commonly claimed for economic science. For, as
was before said, we commonly measure quantities of wealth by
their value: we consider that a man has grown richer when the
aggregate of things that make up his wealth has increased not
in bulk or weight but in value. Of course, in ordinary
thought, money is generally taken as an adequate standard of
value for such measurements. Still, it is currently understood
that money itself may rise or fall in value relatively to things
In general j and the recognition of this fact has not been re
garded as constituting any serious obstacle to the comparison of
amounts of wealth at different periods, though it necessarily
introduces a slight complication into such cornparisous. It bas
been supposed that we have only t.o ascertain the amount of
such rise or fall in the standard, and then make the requisite
allowance for it in computing the increase or decrease of wealth
between two different times. But it is evident that, in so far
as we are unable to measure changes in value relatively to
things in gencTnl, all comparisons between amounts of wealth
possessed by individuals or nations at, different times become
proportionally inexact; unless some ot.her measure than ex
change ",11110 is taken, which will involve a serious deviation
from the ordinary view of ' amounts of wealth.'

§ 3. It therefore seems to me fundamentally important
to ascertain hOI'" far we can give a definite meaning to the
question, 'whether the value of a thing relatively to things ill
general,' or its I general purchasing power,' has risen or fallen.
It will perhaps be convenient to take the particular case of
changes in the value or purchasing power of gold between two
points of time; since the Iyay in which we should actually try
to discover the amount of change that had taken place in the
value of anything else would be to ascertain first whether its
money price had risen or fallen, and then to consider whether
any change had taken place in the value of money_ Tn dealing
with this. latter point, if we found that all prices in gold had
risen [or fallen] in the same ratio, we should obviously take
that ratio to represent the fall [or rise] in the value of gold.
But this could only occur by the rarest of accidents: the question
them arises, if lye find the changes unequal. and especially if we

s, K ;j
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find that some prices have risen and others fallen, on what
principle are 'we to combine these different changes into one
result. ? Professor J cvous, so far as I know, is the only
writer who has notic~d the different alternatives that present
themselves at this point of the inquiry. He observes that,
having examined the changes in the prices of commodities
generally between t,YO dates, we may say that gold has
fallen in value, Ii however various and contrary the alterations

u: of prices, provided those rising preponderate ill a certain
"way oyer those falling. It muet be confessed, lunoeier, that the
H exact mode 1~n 'w!l'£ch preponderance of TiS'iJ19 01' falling prices
"ollght to be determined 1.'8 inrolred ill doubt. Ought vve to take
If all articles on an equal footing in the determination? Ought
"we to give most weigll!. to those which are least intrinsically
'I variable in value? Ought we to give additional weight to
H articles according to their importance, and the total quantities
"bought and sold?"

H The question," he adds, "seems to be ono that no writer
"has attempted to decide-s-nor can I attempt to decide it 1."

It seems dear that there are several different ways in which
the vague question as to "general purchasing power" may he
made quantitatively precise; and that in the abstract it seems
somewhat arbitmry to choose one rather than the others. BUl,
if we are guided by the practical interest which m~n take in
asking the question, I think we must adopt Mr J'evons' third
alternative and consider different articles as differently impor
tant in proportion to the value of the total quantities bought
and sold (assuming, for simplicity, that all that is consumed is
purchased}; in spite of an element of inexactness which, as will
presently appear, this view inevitably involves. To make this
clear, let us begin by considering the matter from tho point of
view of an individual. \Vhen a man asks how much gold will
have changed in value twenty ycars hence, what he is practi
cally concerned to know is hOI\' far at the end of this time his
money will go in purchasing tho articles which he habitually
consumes. And if we assume that his consumption will remain
unchanged, the question can be simply answered when the time

1 The quotation is from It pamphlet on ~'A Serious Fall in the Value of
" Cold.'
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arrives-supposing tIle requisite statistics attainnble-c-by sum
ming up the amounts of money paid for the things consumed,
at the old and the new prices respectively, and taking the ratio
of the difference to the whole amount expended. No doubt the
result obtained by this method is likely to be different for
different individuals, even at the same place. Suppose for
instance that at the end of the time corn has risen in price
awl the finer kinds of manufactures g-enerally have fallen i we
shall probably find that a rich man has got to pay less for
his habitual consumption, and a poor man more. But this does
not seem to be ill itself any reason against applying the method
to ascertain the change in the purchasing power of gold for
a whole community"; since we have simply to treat the aggre
gate consumption of the individuals comprising tho community
as if it were the consumption of a single individual. The real
diffieult.y does not lie here, but in the fact that the habitual
consumption) whether of individuals Of of societies, does not
really remain unchanged between any two points of timo. Even
if we leave out of account all changes in habitual and conven
tional needs and desires, the mere lad that men generally buy
SOlflewhat more of things in proportion to their cheapness will
cause alterations ill the amounts of the different elements of
their consumption. Under these circumstnuces the proposed
method presents us with two altcruatives ; we may either take
the total amounts of things purchased at the later period and
consider how much they would have cost twenty years before,
or we lIlay exactly reverse the process. It is manifest) however,
that these alternative procedures might lead to different and
even opposite answers to the question, < \Yliat change has oc
"curred in the general purchasing l)owpr of money?' since it
may easily be that men would hucc both had to pay more
twenty years ago for what they buy now, awl also rnorc now fur
what they bought twenty years ago. ;.J'o\Y I lin not see auy
ground for adopling either of these procedures rather than the
othcr ; hence) so far as their conclusions diverge, we must say

1 In what follows-to the end of the next paragrnph-c-I assume, for sim
plicity's sake, that the community may be considered to he in the Raine place,
and to have only a Ringle market,

5-2
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that the question whether gold has risen or fallen in value does
not properly admit of a single exact answer I, IIowevcr per
fectly the facts might bo known. there must always be a margin
of inexactness in our determination of the amount of change,
corresponding to the difference between the results of the two
proced ures.

But there is a further source of inexactness introduced
into this calculation by tile progress of the industrial arts.
The products of industry keep changing in quality; and
before ViC can say whether (1"ny kind of thiug-s-e.g. cloth-has
really grown cheaper or dearer we must compare the quality
of the article produced at the beginning of the period with
that of the more recent ware. But such a comparison cannot
lead to a.ny exact rcsults ; as we have to adopt the inevitably
indefinite method of estimating the amounts of utility or
satisfaction which either product is calculated to give to people
in general. This difficulty reaches its maximum in the case
where entirely new kinds of things have been produced or
brought into the country by trade. To leave them out. alto
gether might clearly vitiate tho result: for a »ation might
be unable to buy for a given sum of money an equal amount
of the articles that it used to COllSUUle, and set might be able
to procure a completer satisfaction of its wants by spending
the money on newly introduced wares: while, further, the
raised price of the former commodities might be indirectly due
to the production or importation of the latter. Here again there
seems to be no means of attaining more than a rough and
approximate solution of the problem proposed; and to reach
even this 'we have to abandon the prinui facie exact method
of comparing prices, and to substitute the essentially looser
procedure of comparing amounts of utility OT satisfaction 2.

So far we have been considering the difficulty of carrying a

l 'Vc might no doubt take the mean between the two results; hut the
answer so obtained is only made definite at the cost of toeing practical sig
nificance.

~ I do not mean to dell)' that we should generally obtain a sufficient ttp·
proxlmation to accuracy by the simpler method of confining our attention to the
articles of common consumption at both periods. But it is only by accident
that we should thus get the ctoseet pOllsible approximation to the answer that we
are realty seeking.
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standard of value from Oile time to another. But precisely
similar obstacles stand in the way of onr obtaining definite
results, when we compare the different values of gold (or any
other ware] in different ~ces at. the sumo time: and they can
only be partially overcome, by methods similar to that just
explained.

One point of some importance still remains to he deter
mined. Ought 'we, in such a list of commodities as has been
proposed, to include services as well as material tbings ? This
question, T think, will be most conveniently answered after we
have made some progress in the task of defining Wcalth ; to
which we will now proceed.



CHAPTER III.

'YEALTH.

§ L [T is somewhat singular, that while the question of a
Measure of Value has occupied a yery prominent place in
economic discussion-e-wholc treatises having been composed
almost entirely on this one point-no one, so far as I know,
has expressly raised the question of Measuring Wealth. And
this, again, is not because reflective attention has not been
directed to the general notion of wealth ; on the contrary, the
right definition of wealth has, especially in recent times, been
a good deal discussed; but the discussion has almost entirely
related to the extent of the notion, the particular things that
arc or arc not to be considered wealth; the standard of quanti
tative comparison among these different things has not been
thought to require formal investigation.

Yet the necd of such a standard, for scientific purposes, is
tolerably obvious: since throughout a great part of the range
of economic inquiry our object is to ascertain the amounts of
wealth possessed or obtained either by communities of human
beings taken in the aggregate, or by some gl"OUP or class of
persons within such communities. In either case we clearly
want, if possible, some means of exactly measuring wealth; or
if such a measure be unattainable, we want at least to know
how far we can approximate to it.

The difficulties of such measurement hardly appear so long
as we arc merely considering and comparing the wealth of
individuals (or even of classes) at any particular time and placet.

1 By" place" must be understood a region sufficiently limited in size not to
admit of any material variation in the purchasing power of money within it.
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The wealth of any individual is considered to include all useful
things-whether material things, as food} clothes, houses, &0., or
immaterial things, as debts, patents, copyrights, &c.-which
being at once valuable and transferable admit of being sold at
a certain price. This aggregate is suitably measured by its
exchange value; the common standard of value, money, being
taken for convenience' sake. Our object in such estimates is to
COInpare the potential control of any one individual hero and
now, oyer all purchnscablo commodities, with tlmt of any other
individoal ; aud, so far as such control is t.rurrsforable, the
ordinary mode of measurement enables us to make this com
parison with as much accuracy as the imperfection of markets
allows.

Our difficulties begin when we try to compare the amounts
of wealth possessed by persons living at different times or in
remote places ; and they are further increased when wo pass to
consider wealth as possessed by communities taken as wholes,
which is the special object of our present investigation.

'The first class of difficulties coincide to a great extent with
those that have been already examined in the preceding chapter.
So long :18 we are only contemplating sonic one element of
wealth, some particular kind of '\"a111:11>1e m-tinlc (of which tho
quality is supposed to be the sume at the different times and
places considered). we naturally estimate its amount as wealth
by the ordinary measure of number or quantity. But when we
have to compare aggregates of wealth made up of heterogeneous
elements, it becomes necessary to reduce the units of quantity
of these different elements to some common standard of mea
surement; and if "'VB adhere to our original standard of exchange
value, we have to deal with the problem of keeping this mea
sure identical ', in spite of the variations in relative value among
the clements measured. But, as we have seen, this problem

I Some e~0110miRtR have confusedly spoken ns if the problem was to find It
concrete identical etundurd, SOUle actual tlti'll," thut diu not VH,Y ill value. Hilt
the difficulty lies much deeper. L'or our present purposes it would not matter
how much gold, or any other concrete standard, varied in value, if we had the
power of accurately measuring its vuriations : since this power would give us an
idwl invariable standard, which is all that we require for the exact measurement
or wealth. But as it is we are unable to make even this ideal standard exact
beyond a certain point.
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does not admit of a complete solution. Such a measure-except
under purely hypothetical circumstances-is liable to a certain
amount of inexactness, the limits of which we can define, but
which we are unable to remove; and in the effort to make
it as exact as possible, we are reduced in many cases to an
inevitably vague comparison between the utilities of diverse
commodities.

But. again, such comparisons are liable to be further vitiated
by the varying relations of purchased to unpurchased utilities,
at different times and places. 'Ve have already observed that
in ordinary thought wealth is measured by its money value:
thus it is natural that economists, while pointing out the
defectiveness of this measure, should still have retained the
characteristic of "possessillg exchange value" as an essential
part of the definition of wealth; and that in so doing they
should have conceived themselves to be in harmony with the
common sense of mankind. Accordingly they have excluded
from the notion of wealth such unpurchased though useful
things as the sun's light and heat, air, the rain that waters
the g-round, water in ri vcrs and seas, &c. They do not, how
eyer, seem to have observed the difficulties that this view
involves, so soon as lye try to compare the amounts of
wealth posse-sed by human societies, inhabiting different 1'0

gions of the earth's surface. For we find that such useful
unbought things are not merely indispensable, as instruments
or auxiliary materials, to the production of things that have
exchange-value j but-which is the important point-that they
are instruments awl materials of very various degrees of effi
ciency in different regions. Sow since a large part of what is
valued and exchanged as wealth consists in instruments and
materials only useful as means of producing other wealth, it
is paradoxical to draw a sharp line between purchased and
uupurclrased instruments and' material:", so as to call a com
munity "richer" because it posscsscs marc of the former) though
it may actually have less means on the whole of producing
things directly useful. The difficulty becomes greater when
the purchased and unpurchased instruments have a close resem
blance to each other j as in the case where the water-ways of
a country consist partly of canals and partly of rivers and
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creeks. The difficulty extends in range when we observe how,
as civilisation progresses, so important an instrument as Ian (1
tends to pass over from the class of un purchased to that of pU\'

chased utilities. It is manifestly contrary to common sense to
say that a nation's wealth has increased because an instrument
that it previously possessed has become valuable by becoming
SCarce. Thornton t has shown effectively the kind of error that
may thus he introdnocd, in comparing tho averllgc wealth p0:'>
sessed by members of' the same social class at different, periods
of a country's history. He points out that though an English
peasant in the seventeenth century may have only had ;")s.

weekly. wages, he often enjoyed also a rent-free site for his
cottage, taken from the neighbouring waste, and unpurchased
grazing on the neighbouring common for cows, sheep, pigs, and
poultry. These things ought certainly to be taken into account,
no less than changes in the value of money, in comparing such
a peasant's share of wealth with that of an agricultural labourer
now.

There is another case in which, for a different reason, ex
change value is an obviously inappropriate measure of wealth.
This is the case of products which, from their special adaptation
to certain unique uses, could Hot possibly be transferred with
out losing most of their utility: and thorofare of their value.
A good deal of national property is in this condition; for in
stance, the Houses of Parliament in public auction would pro
bably not fetch more than the merest fraction of what it cost
to erect them. Such things are clearly part of the wealth of
the community j but we cannot. measure the gnu,nt/on of wealth
contained in them by the price at which they would sell if
they had to be sold; nor, again, by the price at which they could
be produced, for it may easily be that if they were destroyed
it would not he worth while to reproduce them. In such cases,
then, the standards of the market fail us; we have to fall back
upon I value in use.'

Tbe same considerations apply, ill a minor degree, to any
kind of property that is more useful to the owner than it is to
anyone else. A man's command over the necessaries awl COll

vcnicnces of life is not affected by any fall in the market value
I Oil Labour, Introduction.
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of his property, except so far as he wishes-c-or may wish-to
"ell it: in proportion as he neither has nor is likely to have
such a wish, exchange value becomes a manifestly irrelevant
consideration in the estimate of his wealth.

§ 2. If, then} the common measurement of wealth by exchange
value requires to be thus variously corrected and supplemented
by estimates ofut.ility...would it not be simpler, and really more
consistent with ordiunry tllOught, to take utility as tho sale
standard?

This is the view of Ricardo: who, regarding the value of
a thing as directly proportioned to difficulty of production-or,
as he loosely says, to II the quantity of labour employed in pro
f< dueing it,"-was necessarily led to separate the measure of
wealth altogether from the measure of value ; since, otherwise,
he would have incurred tho absurdity of denying that a coun
try's wealth is increased by an onlargod supply of products due
to increased facility of production. How then are we to measure
utility? Ricardo treats this as a. very simple matter. "A man
If is rich or poor according to tho amount of necessaries and
"luxuries that he can command ;" and therefore, if he gets two
sacks of corn where he could only get one before, he gets
"double the quantity of riches, double the quantity of u_ti1ity:,
"double the quantity of what Adam Smith calls value in use,"
'l'his seems a very natural view, so long as we only contemplate
a single kind of commodity: but as soon as we consider-what
Ricardo does not seem to have considered-c-how to compare the
utilities of different kinds of things, we see the fallacy of the
view. For it is Hot merely the exchange value of l.hiugs that
varies with their degree of rarity or abundance; it is obvious
that their comparative utility or value in use varies similarly
from the same cause. Suppose a harvest of double the ordinary
abundance in a fertile isolated conn try: the additional quantum
of corn will obviously 110t have a corresponding quantum of
utility ; it may cven be of no use except to burn, as is said to
have been the case in the Western States of America. In fact,
as. Mi- -Ievons has admirably explained 1, the variations in the
relative market values of different articles express and correspond
to variations in the comparative estimates formed by people in

1 Theory of Potiticat Fcrmomy, c. 4.
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general, not of the total utilities of tho amounts purchased
of such articles, hut of' their ~6.n(Jl utilities; the utilities, that
is, of the last portions purchased. From the fact that when
things become dearer people generally buy somewhat less of
them, we may infer that they estimate the portion which
they refrain from buying as only just worth the money that
they previously gave for it, while considering what they still
buy to be worth the higher price I. If the price rose further,
a further reduction of purchases would similarly indicate that
anot-her portion of the article was generally judged. to he less
useful than the amount still bought; anti so on, for each rise in
price. Hence when the supply of any article has been in
creased and its price consequently fallen, it is not really correct
to reckon the total utility of the article as having increased
in proportion to the increase in quautity ; any more than it
1S correct to regard it as having decreased ill proportion to the
decrease ill value. "'\Ve ollght to regar.l the additional quantum
-so far, at least, as it is supplied to tho previous coueumers-c
as composed of parts of continually decreasing utility; the rate
of decrease being measured by the fall in price, supposing the
purchasing power of mouey relatively to all other articles to
remain unchanged. If we assume the rate of decrease to be
approximately uniform, we may regard the decrease in the
average utility of the increment of supply as corresponding
roughly to about half the fall in price. In this way we not
only avoid the difficulties that arise in the measurement of
wealth by exchange value; we also obtain a. satisfactory ex
planation of these difficulties. On the other hand it must be
admitted that this measurement by utility Lrings us into au
awkward conflict with common sense, when we consider it as
applied to variations in amount of things of anyone kind; or
even to variations ill an aggregate of things that do Hot vary in
relative value. Suppose that owing to improvements in pro-

I It should be observed that there is one casc-c-not without importance
when we fire denting with Iuxnrles-. to which this principle docs not apply.
This is the case of things desired una valued on account of their runty. or
such things the totcl, nnd not merely the final, utility pro tanto if) d~C'l'eascd by
an Increase of supply. A similar exception must be made in the case of maDAY,
as Is noticed later.
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duction the English nation became possessed of twice the
amount of each kind of commodity that it now consumes; it
would be paradoxical to say that its wealth had not doubled, as
we should be obliged to do according to tho view just explained.

A more intrinsic objection has already been suggested by
the limitation with which I have stntcd }[r Jevons' doctrine.
The demonstration that " final utility" decreases as supply in
creases involves the assumption that the additional supply of
the cheapened article is purchased and consumed by the con
sumers of the previous supply; it is therefore inapplicable so
far as the article is bought by different purchasers in different
pecuniary circumstances. If tea, becoming cheaper, is bought
by a. poorer class, what reason have we for saying that what
they purchase is not as useful as the dearer tea previously
purchased by the rich? Indeed, is it Hot reasonable to sup
pose that a given commodity is more useful when bought by
the poor, because the poor have fewer luxuries and therefore
get more enjoyment out of what they have? Tn fact we are
merely extending to wealth generally the principle established
by Mr .Ievons in respect of pnrt.iculru- kinds of wealth if we
assume that, on the average, each additional increment to the
amount possessed by anyone individual has a decreased utility.
But ill this case, if wealth were measured by its utility,
•amount of wealth' would partly be determined by the manner
in which the wealth is distributed; and we could not say how
much wealth there was in a country, till we kuew how it wus
shared among its inhabitants. Xny, we shall even have to
ascertain bow it is managed ill each separate household i since
a. given supply of material products is less useful in proportion
as it is uneconomicnlly consumed. Here, however, our diver
gence from common thought and common language would
become so great as to cause serious inconvenience; and there
fore, though we shall have hereafter to deal with the difficulties
of measuring social utility, I do not propose to adopt this
standard for determining "amounts of wealth.' in our present
investigation. It seems best to acquiesce in the ordinary
method of measuring amounts of wealth of the same kind by
quantity, and comparing amounts of wealth of different kinds
by their exchange value; being content to get over the diffi-
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culties of carryrng this measure from one time or place to
another, in the imperfect manner above explained; and in
eluding even things that have no exchange value in one term
of the comparison I, if things similar ill kind are included (as
having market value) in the other term.

§:L There is another difficulty lurking in the conception of
Utility as a measure of wealth, which it will be instructive to
diSCH,';';;. By the Utility of material things, at; before explained,
we mean their capacity to satisfy men's needs and desires. And
so long as we regard these latter as constant, it seems easy and
straightforward to say that men arc richer in proportion as they
arc able to satisfy their needs and desires. TInt it is not quite
so easy to deal 'with the case in which their needs and the
rncaus of satisfying them have increased pari passu,. especially
if the additional need is a Heed of protection against some pain
or dangr-r which did not previously threaten. Suppose (e.g.)
that a country is visited by a new peril of iuundation ; and
that, by the extra exertions of its inhabitants, all embankment
is coustructed. Are we to say that it has thereby become a
richer country than before 1 Or again, suppose that climate
renders the inhabitants of one country liable to diseases that do
not occur in another. Are we to say that the former country
is the richer of the two, if its excess of wealth consists merely
in remedies, palliatives, and prophylactics of diseases specially
incident to its climate? A similar question may be raised as
regards means of protection against noxious animals; or, again,
as regards material securities against mutual injury on tho
part of the citizens, Shall we say that one country is richer
than another, so far us the former has castles with battlements
and towers, which civil peace and security render unnecessary
in the la.tter? If, on the other hand, we allow ourselyes to
he led by this kind of consideration to limit the common
denotation of the term wealth, where are 'we to stop? For
the greater part of the material products of any country arc
useful as means of protectiou against the organic pains due
to cold, inauiuon, &c,; and in different regions very different

I The values of snob gratuitously obtuined commodities would of course have
to be supplied from the corresponding articles included in the other term of the
comparison.
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amounts of the produce of labour are required to make such
protection effective. It may be said that inhabitants of cold
climates are not really richer because they require more elabo
rate houses, more clothing, more food, and far more fuel than
the dwellers in warmer regions. I think it must be allowed
that it would be in accordance with usage to call a. country
c: really rjcher" in proportion [,5 it has Hot more wealth on the
whole, but m.o.r~,'''~C2!!:],1 to_~~~r(); and further, that this notion
of '( spare" or "superfluous" wealth is often that which most
precisely represents what a. statesman is concerned to know
when he inquires how far a conimuuity is rich or poor; he
wants to know how much wealth could he safely taken from its
iuhabitants, without interfering either with their health or with
their productive efficiency.

The distinct.ion, however, is not easily applied with <tny
exactness to actual facts. In the first place what the members
of a given socicty ut a giveu lime could spare-in the sense
above dcfincd-c-depcuds in all uncertu.in and varying degree
upon previous habits, and upon mental and social condi
tions that are themselves variously modifiable. For instance,
though the rich could spare a good deal of their habitual con
sumption without injury-or even with positive advantage-to
their health; still, the standard of what is really required, to
keep a man in good working condition, is to some extent higher
in consequence of the habits formed by the enjoyment of
wealth; though it is not easy to sfl:,Y t.o what extent. Again,
we must notice that there is no sharp line to be drown between
the expenditure which increases cfIieicllcy and that which does
not; in most cases, before we come to quite superfluous expen~

diturc, we shall find a certain portion which increases the
consumers' efficiency ill a continually diminishing ratio to the
amount. consumed: thus a labourer may do a better day's
work by eating meat rather than bread, while yet. the difference
between the value of the meat and that of the bread may he
greater than the value of the additional produce of his labour.
Still, in spite of this indeterminate margin, we may with advan
tege mark off-as clearly as may be-the spare 01' superfluous
portion of the wealth of fI, community from that which is
required to keep it:::: members in proper working condition.
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§ 4. In tnk iug this last distinction there is another important
point to be observed. The merest necessaries of life Im~y be
regarded, in estimating the spru'c wealth of the country, as in a
manner superfluous, if they are distributed in remuneration of
superfluous services ; so far, that is, as the perROB!'1 rendering
such services could and 'would supply their own necessities by
the labour that they would h) led to employ ill this way if the
demand for such services were withdrawn. It 'would, however,
be simpler to consider the services themselves as superfluous pro
duds of labour, no less than .if they "were "utilities fixed and
"embodied in material objects." This leads to the question which
came into view at the end of the last chapter; whether, namely,
lye ought. not to define weald! so as to include such services.
There is much to be said ill favour of adopting this definition.
Certainly 'what we commonly want to know 'when we inquire
into the 'real wealth' of any class of persons is, as was before
said, the extent of their cornmund oyer the II necessaries awl
"convonicnces " of life; and it does not seem a fundamentally
important quest.ion whether these conveniences are fixed and
embodied in material things or rendered directly by human
beings. There would seem to be a certain absurdity in saying
that people are poorer because they cure their diseases by medical
advice instead of drugs, improve their minds by hearing lecture!'>
instead of reading books, guard their property by policemen
instead. of man-traps and spring-guns, or amuse themselves
hy hearing ::;ong'" instead of looking at pictures. Again, when
we reflect. on the line drawn by common language between
utilities" embodied" (as :Mill 5:")'8) in products, and utilities
that are merely services, it certainly seems unsatisfactory. In
fact, as Senior pointed out, it appears to depend" on differences
"existing not in the things themselves ...but in the modes in
II 'which they attract our attention \" When our attention is
principally called to the result of labour, in altering the qualities
of matter, 'we call this result a new product; when it is prin
cipally called to the act of altering, we consider this act as a
service applied to a product previously existing. What in
fluences us is Hot, generally speaking, the p(:rmanenec or im
portnn0C of the alteration, but the mode in which payment is

1 flrllitli·.'ll Frill/limy, I). ;j1 (zud edition).
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customarily made. The mending (If shoes we treat as a service
because we pay for it separately; but we consider that the cook
at a restaurant 'produces 1 a dish, because our payment for
his operations is lumped together with our payment for the
material on which they were exercised. A distinction thus
grounded can hardly be maintained as fundamental. Tt may bo

observed too that, in ordinary estimates of the aggregate income
of the inhabitauts of a country, directly useful-c-or, as we might
say, <I consumable "c--eervices are commonly included: for as
such services are reckoned as paid out of income, if 'we add the
nominal incomes, estimated in money, of those who render such
services as well as those who receive them, the result will only
represent the aggregate Terri income ' of the country, if this latter
notion is extended so as to include services. Hence when we
pass to consider, in the following book, how this aggregate real
income is distributed among the members of the community, it
would be inconvenient not to enlarge onr conception of tho
aggregate distributed so as to inclu~e-=s:l~vices as well as
material products. Both the word "commodities" and the
phrase « produce of labour" may, I think, be used in this ex
tended way: and I prop0se hereafter to employ oue or other of
these terms whenever I require to express this wider notion.
But usage, I think, compels us to limit the term wealth to
things that are, if I may so say, stores or sources of utility com
paratively permanent; as contrasted with the transient utilities
derived from thCE;C sources, or furnished directly by human
labour without the intermediation of any material product.

§ ,'5. But this view of material wealth as composed of per
manent sources of utility raises a new question. Suppose we grant
that services are not wealth on account of their transiency; still,
there arc other immaterial things which are permanent sources
of utility, and why should not these be included in the notion
of wealth? For instance, we consider that a chief result of a
truly liberal education is to impart culture; that is to develope
III human beings the capacities for realising certain elevated

I It should be observed that the aggregate nominal income represents more
than the a~!!:regate consumption of material wealth and services; since it
includes also that portion of income which iii really saved, that is, which
rakes the form of ndditionnl inetrumenta. material.., ~·c.
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and delightful modes of mental existence, consisting in attain
ment of knowledge, exorcise of sympathy, or [psthctic emotion of
some kind. Such modes of existence commonly require some
of the material products ordinarily thought of as wealth, sucli as
hooks, microscopes, pictures, &c.; but the capacities themselves
are by far die 1I1Ost dillicult and cxponsive conditions of making
actual the possible utilities II embodied" in these luxuries. A man
cnn buy the- plays of Shakespeare for :1s.Gd. or less; but he cannot
buy tho capacity for eujoying Shakespeare without a vastly
greater expenditure of his own and others' labour than 38.Gel.
would remunerate. Arc we not, then, it may be asked, to regard
this culture, when acquired, as wealth, as much as the less
important source of utility which we possess in the three-and
sixpenny volnmo ? Certainly the facts just indicated should
not. be overlooked by the econoruist; it should he borne in
mind that the expeuditnrc of wealth and labour in imparting
culture is an indispensable condition of rCilli3ing the most im
portant part of the utilities which we commonly but imperfectly
conceive as attached to the material things that we call luxuries.
Nor does the consideration that. culture, not being transferable,
does not strictly possess exchange value, appear to he decisive,
at least when we are considering the wealth of the country;
if 'YO allow the term to include such material things as decora
tive public buildings, &c., which cannot, --;s portions of wealth,
he measured by their exchange value. Still, here again, I regard
the force of clear usage as irresistible; we must not call culture
woalt.h ; but. we must, all the I1)01'e draw attention to its eco
nomic. affiiirties to the material things that we do call wealth.

A still closer relation exists between the acquired skill of
producers and the material instruments of production, It 1S
obvious that a community mn.y increase its means of pro
ducing commodities as much by improving the productive facul
ties of its inhabitants as by adding to its stock of inanimate
instruments 1; and that it depends 011 circumstances which of

I It may he worth while to observe t.hnt, rho nrm-trnnsferability of shill
bas a certain effect in dimlntsliiug the reasonable cxpccuuion of nuuoual ed
vantage from producing it; since it .somcwhut increases tlic danger that the
utility aimed at mn,y not ultimatcl:~: he realised. ,,~c mn,v nssnmn, gcncrclfv
sponkiug, that a machine will be used so lone tl.!-l it is worth u-ing ; s-ince if

s. E. G
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these two conrses is at any time the more profitable employ
ment of national wealth anti labour. Hence the question
whether skill is to be regarded as wealth places us in a dilemma.
It is contrary to usage to call it wealth; and yet we cannot
deny that so far as it results from labour it may be a form of
investment of capital j and yet it is hardly less contrary to usage
to call anything capital that is not wealth. The latter alter
native seems to be 011 the whole the less objectionable; but I
adopt it with some hesitation I.

§ G. There arc, however, other immaterial things, such as
debts, copyrights, &0., which being (unlike culture and skill) ex
changeable, are-as we saw-commonly included in onr estimate
of tho wealth of individuals. The question then arises how far
we should include these in our conception of the aggregate
wealth of the community? \Ye will take first the most im
portant case, that of Debts of varia liS kinds. A debt may be
regarded either n.s the creditor's Right to receive a certain sum
of money or a debtor's Obligation to pay it; the two notions
merely representing two opposite views of the same fact. Such
a right or obligation being transferable is a thing that possesses
a definite exchange value; while at the same time it is not a.
material thing; for the bill, note, bond or other document
by which such a debt is usually represented is mere evidence
of the existence of the debt and not the debt itself. And
the least reflection will show how very large is the amount
of these valuable immaterial articles owned by Englishmcn ;
indeed most of tho wealth of those who are not landowners
or personally engaged in business consists of the debts owed
them by governments, companies, bankcrs.. or private persons.
It is commonly thought, however, that such debts are not
properly included in the inventory of a. cou~-gy's wealth, ex
cept so far as they are debts of foreigners; for the obvious
reason that England's wealth cannot be increased by one Englisb-

ita present owner is too lazy to use it he can sell it; but as skill cannot so
bo transferred, it may remain unused, merely because its possessor can obtain
as much wealth as he wants in some other way.

l cr. prult, c. v. = where it will be shown that the same diffieulbyhas to he
raced with regard to certain other utilities resulting from labour, but Dot em
bodied in material objects.
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man lending some of it to another. This simple statement does
not, however, quite meet the arguments that Mr Macleod has
urged to prove that such debts are a real addition to a country's
stock of wealth. I will endeavour to put what I understand
to be }h Macleod's argument in my own ·way. Suppose that
A has lent B £100 in gold for a. year at 5 per cent. There
moe then two things in existence; (1) the material 100
sovereigns possessed by B. and (~) the 'immaterial obligation
on B to pay 105 sovereigns to A at the end of the year; which
latter, as I have said, Inay equally be regarded as a right pos
sessed by A. Now if 13'8 credit be good, this latter thing has
actually the same exchange value as the former j and therefore
the wealth of the two-if we measure wealth by exchange
value-seems to be doubled by the transaction. The explana
tion of this paradoxical result is not, however, very difficult.
B'g obligation to pay £105 a year hence has really a negative
exchange value corresponding to the positive exchange value
of A's right to receive the £105 ;-that is) B would have to give
anyone else £100 to undertake the obligation-only there is
not strictly speaking fl. market for the obligations of debtors,
as distinct from the rights of their creditors, so that this
negative value does not force itself on our observation. Still
]/'8 obligation would be commonly stated, in any estimate of
his wealth, as exactly neutralizing his actual possession of the
£100: and this is unquestionably the right way of stating it,
if we measure wealth by its exchange value. At the same time
it ought to be recognised that this estimate overlooks the
increase in utility all the whole, which generally speaking results
from the transfers of material wealth effected by means of
debts. A well-organized system of credit increases the pro
ductive resources of a country. just as a well-organized system
of railway communication does; and this effect is especially
striking in the case of certain kinds of debts, viz. those of
hankers and merchants, which arc used oyer and over again
in transfers of wealth; and thus come to be a medium of
exchange, which to a large extent takes the place of gold coin.
Now so far as such debts (or the printed or written acknow
ledgments of them) serve as substitutes for the precious metals
in the machinery of oxchanpc, it seems unreasonable to include

G-2
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the latter in our account of a country's wealth and reject the
former. Suppose a country substitutes an adequate currency of
bankuotes for a portion of its gold currency, and buys goods
from abroad with the coin saved, can we deny that its wealth
has increased 1 The difficulty of doing so becomes more mani
fest if we vary the hypothesis and suppose the notes to be
inconvertible-that is, not obligations to pay coin, hut merely
substitutes for coin to which the government gives legal cui'
rency. Such notes obviously perform the same function as tho
coin they represent and have the same (or nearly the same)
exchange value, provided the amount issued be duly limited.
On what ground then can they be held to be less wealth than
metallic money? for if it be urged that such notes are not
available for foreign payments, it may be answered that the
land and houses of a country are a species of wealth that
equally lies under the condition of being necessarily used
1.oitkin the country. Yet if we admit. inconvertible notes to
be a part of the country's wealth, it scorns unreasonable to deny
this attribute to convertible notes, on account of the obligation
to redeem the latter in coin on demand: since the practical
effect of this obligation is merely to necessitate the keeping
of a reserve of gold equivalent to ~ portion of the notes; and
all economists regard this as a cheap price to pay for the
superiority of convertible to inconvertible notes. And what is
true of bankers' obligations will be admitted to be true of
other debts, so far as they perform the same useful function
of enabling material wealth to be transferred to tile persons
to whom it is most useful.

At the snmc time it is not an easy matter to estimate the
exact value to <1 country of its medium of exchange, when
this consists partly of metallic money and partly of bankers'
debts. For though the actual functions and exchange value of
the two portions are the same, 80 long as the coin is used as a
medium of exchange within the country, 'we ought not to over
look the potential value peculiar to the coin as, being both
available for foreign payments and capable of being melted
down und turned to other uses without any considerable loss.
'Thus the question how far a. counlry ought to be considered as
richer for having more metallic money than another and using
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a smaller amount of bankers' obligations, hardly seems to admit
of a. simple and definite :1n8"',..O[; since we cannot apply the
ordinary standard of exchange value to measure this potential
utility of metallic money.

For these reasons-while it would be absurd to deny money
to be wealth-c-it yet seems to me most convenient to omit the
medium of exchange altogether in our comparisons of the 'wealth
of different societies (or the same society at. different times).
But there arc further arguments for adopting this course. In
the first place we have to bear in mind that a medium of
exchange docs not become more useful in proportion to its
ntnouut. The function of money, so fur as its employment within
a country is concerned, will be no better fulfilled by n larger
quantity than by a. smaller; provided that our habits aud
customs of distribution and exchange arc dnly adapted to the
smaller amount. Again, the amount of medium of exchange
which a. country uses, the value of its metallic money being
given, docs not depend solely all the amount of wealth other than
m.oney that it contains, but partly on the extent to which this
wealth is exchanged. One country may have a. larger stock of
goods than another, and yet have less need of a medium of
exchange, because its goods do not pass from hand to hand to
the same extent or with the same frequency. Under these
circumstances, if we suppose the value of gold to be the same
in both countries) the other country will have to provide itself
with u larger amount of the medium of exchange. But it
would be misleading to say that this latter country is richer by
this addition; because if this extra portion of the medium of
exchange is not really useful to the country, it would be con
trary to common sense to call the country richcr; and if it is
useful, its utility win to a great extent manifest itself in an
increased production of goods other than money; hence, as wo
shall have already estimated the resulting increase of wealth
in considering these other goods, it will be counting it twice
oyer if we also reckon the medium of cxch •mge at its nominal
value, in addition to the goods'.

1 It should perbnps be observed that llo portion of the utility of the medium
of exchange will consist not in u greater production of useful thing.'! but in all
increase of their utility through the better distribution that trade brings about.
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§ 7. This last argument applies, however, to all the instru
mcnts and materials of production, and shows the need of a broad
distinction between the t,YO portions of a country's material
'wealth which we may distinguish as Consumers' wealth and
Producers' wealth respectively. By Consumers' wealth I mean
such material things as, like the "consumable .services' before
distinguished, are directly available for satisfying human needs
and desires; Producers' wealth (and similarly, of course, Pro
ducers' services) being only useful indirectly as a means of
obtaining the former. What is commonly prominent in the
thought of men when they speak of the increase or decrease of
a country's. wealth is certainly its stock of consumers' wealth;
indeed we sometimes find in such discussions t.hat the general
tcrm wealth is used in this more restricted signification '. The
distinction does not naturally suggest itself when ,YO arc con
templating wealth from thc point of viow of an individual:
since an individual may at any moment exchange his laud or
his factory for any portion of consumers' wealth that he may
desire; so that they are to him at least pote·ntia1ly consumers'
wealth to the extent of their market value. But this conside
ration is in the main inapplicable to the whole community,
which cannot similarly sell its land, factories, &c.: hence when
we arc discussing social wealth our attention is fixed in the
first instance on things directly useful. Such things, in short,
seem to be social wealth in a primary and special sense; while
other things, only used and valued as a means to the produc
tion or conservation of these, are ouly to be called weal th in a
secondary and wider signification of the term. It must be
admitted that the boundary line between the two classes can
not be sharply drawn; there is an indeterminate margin of
things which might plausibly be placed in either or both of
these classes. Still this margin does not appear to be of great
importance as compared with the aggregate of either class; and
here as in other cases the impossibility of drawing a sharp line
ought not to lead us to abandon it broadly important distinction,

I Such a view seem.'! to be really implied in Adam Smith's language already
quoted i since the "wealth of nations" into whose nature and causes he inquires
seems to be interpreted in the first sentence (II his work as "all tho necessaries
aud conveniences which a nation Annually consumes."
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provided that 'we bear ill mind the imperfect preCISIOn with
which our classes are defined.

\Yhen this distinction is once taken, it is easy to see that
it is misleading to add the amount of Consumers' wealth in a
country at any time to that of Producers' wealth, and present
the sum of the two as the" total wealth" of the country. For
since there is no constant proportion between the two parts of
the total thus heterogeneously composed, fl. country might thus
fallaciously be represented as having grown richer in proportion
to the number of its inhabitants, owing to an increase in the
number and elaborateness of its instruments, when in fact its
produce per head, prospective as 'well as actual, might have
really decreased. It is to be observed, teo, that the exchange
value of durable instruments (including land) may easily in
crease without any addition to their productive efficiency: since
what people are willing' to give for instruments of production
docs not depend entirely on the amount that they expect to
produce 'with them, but partly also on the relative value of
future wealth generally as compared with present wealth: that
is on the rate of interest. If the rate of iuterest falls, owing to
the decreasing productiveness of the latest additions to the
capital of the country, previously existing iustrumcnts of
permanent utility-among which land is the most important
will rise in value without necessarily becoming more productive:
and therefore if we simply measured the amount of wealth
contained in such instruments by its exchange value, the country
would seem to have received a large increment of wealth,
merely through a fall in the rate of interest, This illusory result
would no doubt be avoided if land and other instruments were
included in the list of commodities drawn up for the purpose of
rectifying the standard of value. But the objection would only
revive in a new form j since tho result obtained by striking a
balance between the change in the value of money relatively
to consumers' wealth, and the change in its value relati v·ely to
land, railways and other instruments of permanent utility, pur
chased for investment, does not really answer any question that
we are interested in asking.

Here, then, we may decide the point left undetermined a.t
the close of the preceding chapter; for it has now become clear
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that the distinction really important to us, when we are com
puriug prices at different times and places, is not that between
'products' and f services'; but rather that between' consumers'
"commodities,' whether material or immaterial, and (products
und services that are only useful as a means of producing con
suruers' commodities '. Any real gain in the latter, since it.
must consist in an increase in their productiveness, must,
ultimately manifest itself by a gain iu the former. Henco in
our endeavours to estimate variations in the standard of value,
iu order to infer from the nominal income of a community its
real command over tho necessaries and conveniences of lifo,
we should confine our attention as exclusively as possible to
variations in the prices of consumers' commodities: and so far
as we estimate separately a nation's material resources for
producing such commodities we should consider not the price
at which they could be sold, but tho amount they may be
expected to produce.

§ H. If tho distinction above explained be admitted, the
question wliethor debts nnd other immaterial portions of the
property of individuals are to be reckoned part of the wealth
of the community evidently assumes a. new aspect j since they
nrc at any rate to be considered as producers', not consumers',
wealth, and nrc therefore to be estimated not by their nominal
exchange value, but by their productive efficiency.

The estimate is often a difficult one to make; but it is at
allY r;lt.e on,sy to see that a knowledge of the exchange value of
such immaterial commodities will help us litLle in making it.
Take, for example, the rights t.o prohibit imitation of one's
inventions and literary compositions by others, known as
Patents and Copyrights. Here, it is obVIOUS that the pri
llla.ry effect of patents and copyrights is generally to decrease

1 As I have already said, the line of definition here is not one that can be
sharply elmwn; nor does it matter much how we draw it, provided that we
draw it similarly in Loth terms of any comparison, and provided that no kind
of utility be omitted or counted twice OVCl'. For example, it docs not matter
much whether in our lists of prices we take wholesale or retail prices; only, if
we adopt the former course (which is obviously more convenient] we must
estimate eoparatcty the services of retail uadcre awl a part at least of the
services of carriers. Lt iR, however, more proper to include these services in our
conception or productive labour. Cf.l'0M, c. iv. § 2.
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the amount of consumers' wealth produced m the country.
The utility of the invention on which the patent is based lllay
be very great; but it would be primd facie greater if there
were no patent at all, so that every producer might use it freely.
Still, we believe that the ultimate effect of the establishment
of patent rights is to increase the stock of directly useful
commodities, through the stimulus given to invcnr.ivo activity.
But what a country gains in this way cannot be estimated with
quantitative exactness, any more than what it gains by any
other point of difference between a good and bad system of
legisbtion; and it would be manifestly illusory to measure this
advantage by reckoning the average exchange value of patents.

So again, there is an important clement of truth in tho
fallacious reasoning by which it has been argued that our
national debt should be included in (he inventory of England's
wealth, us much as capital sunk in land or railways ; as tho
interest paid OIl it is paid for the use of mouey which hus
been Lhoroughly well invested in rearing the historic polity of
which we enjoy the benefits.

"Tante molls orat Romanam condcro gentem,"

and the u civis Rumanus" has naturally to pay, like the share
holder in a railway, for the borrowed capital used in this great
construction. The analogy is undeniable; no doubt money
laid ant in maintaining and improving Government is most
producti vely expended, and should be so rcgardcd ; especially
since anyone who thinks the privilege of being an English
man not worth the price is at liberty to transfer himself to a
less expensive polity. Only we must not infer that Rngland
auy more than a railway-c-is worth more because it has cost us
'-;0 much; still less that it is worth more because we had to
borrow the money. This latter, however, is the inference
implied in reckoning the Funds as a part of the country's
wealth; as Mr Macleod and others are disposed to do.

It. is all the more important to dwell on the real value to a
country of its political organization (including its system of law)
bCCfH1SC, being common to all members of the community, it is not
represented in any ordinary commercial estimate of the wealth or
individuals. The case i~ otherwise with certain elements of that
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more indefinite and spontaneous social organization which, viewed
as a whole, is a hardly less indispensable factor in the actual pro
duction of the aggregate of utilities enjoyed by the community.
The established relations of individual traders and professional
men with other members of the community who habitually deal
with them, arc sources of gain to these individuals,' admitting
of more or less definite valuation. Tbis is the case to some
extent even with relations that. are Duly partially transferable ;
as the Credit of a banker or merchant, which may be Landed
on through the continuity of a firm) but cannot be exactly sold
to a successor. I may observe that in discussing the case of
bankers' and merchants' obligations, employed as a medium of
exchange, I have avoided tile term "credit," as signifying
ambiguously both the confidence which a creditor feels in his
debtor, and the legal obligation to pay mOllcy which the
latter incurs in return for the wealth lent him. Hut when
a merchant's credit is said to be a part of his capital, the
term generally denotes rather the confidence reposed in him
by other merchants and bankers, which induces them to accept
at their nominal value (allowing for ordinary interest) Lis obli
gations to pay money at some future date, rather than these
obligations themselves. If this confidence diminishes, the
merchant has either to borrow less or to pay more for what be
borrows; and in either way is liable to incur a diminution of
profits. In this sense, therefore, credit is a source of wealth
to a merchant, of which the value is mensurable by the addi
tioual profit that it enables him to obtain. The same may be
said of the Reputation of a professional man, so Iar as it increases
the demand for his professional services. But such reputation,
though an important source of wealth to individuals, is yet
not commonly regarded as being wealth, because it is in no
degree transferable; any more than the professional skill on
which-if well-foundcd-i-thc reputation is based.

There is, however] another immaterial source of wealth
to men engaged in business or profession, which has an in
timate relation to their reputation; and yet must be distin
guished from this latter, as it has the economically important
difference of being transferable. This is what is variously
known as Practice, Goodwill or Conncxion ; by which we
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denote the fact that a considerable though indeterminate
number of persons habitually use the services of a particular
trader or professional man, and from the force of habit will
mostly continue to use the services of anyone who obviously
steps into his place. Such settled habits of other persons are
of course a considerable source of profit to the persoll whose
services are employed; and in many industries they give to old
established houses a qualified monopoly of business, in some
respects analogous to the monopoly of well-situated land from
which a good deal of the wealth of rich landowners is derived.
1\0 doubt' Goodwill' is a less durable article than land; it is
easily destroyed by bad management, and some of it is necessa
rily lost in any transfer. But so far as it. is capable of being
transferred at a definite exchange value, we ought no doubt to
include it ill any estimate of the wealth of the person enjoying
it. And I am not prepared to deny that this immaterial wealth
of individuals may to a, certain extent be rightly considered as
a part of the productive resources of the community: for, as
was before said, the establishment of certain definite channels
of business, certain fixed habits of dealing with particular
persons and companies, is a normal element of social organiza
tion i and we cannot conceive it annihilated without serious
inconvenience to society. But it seems clear that the social
utility of the Goodwill or Connexion of individual traders can
not in tho least be inferred from its exchange value, any more
than the social utility of their Credit or Reputation.

It luay be noticed that ill the case of' 'Goodwill' or 'Business
Counexiou ' what is actually bought and sold is commonly the
legal right of using the name (as well as the actual buildings,
&c.) of the dealer from whom the Goodwill is purchased, In
the case of a phj-aicinu's Practice, however, no similar external
symbols of continuous succession are exchanged; what the
physician undertakes to give in return for the money paid him
is merely his absence and his recommendation; and it is a
remarkable illustration of the force of mere habit, even in so
important ..1. matter as the choice of medical advice, that this
recommendation-even when currently known to have been
purchased-should have so high an exchange value as it appears
actually to possess. But in neither case is the habit of dealing,
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on which the profit of the purchase depends, roally secured by
any legal right. I draw attention to this point, because even
in the case of patents, copyrights, &0., considered as portions of
au individual's wealth, it does not appear to me exactly correct
to sn.y with ),f1' Macleod that the wealth consists in the legal
right; but rather that it consists in tho special productive
advnntagc or utility, the means of making extra profit, derived
from the fact of non-imitation, thongh scoured by the legal
right, For if the legal right were uuuihilated, the owner of
the patent would remain just as rich as before, if only a general
habit of non-imitation could be maintained among rival pro
ducers. Similarly in the ease of any portion of material
wealth, that which constitutes a thing wealth is the possibility
of enjoying the utilities or satisfactions to which it is a means,
secured to its owner by his legal right to non-interference on
the part of others ; and not this right itself. Hence in con
sidering material wealth, thongh legal ownership is presumed,
it is hardly necessary to draw attention to it,

We have now examined the chief questions that have been
raised with regard to the definition of wealth. The results
that we have obtained, so far as they are important at the
present stage of our present investigation, will perhaps be most
conveniently summed up at the outset of the fullowing chapter.



CHAPTER IV.

CAUSES OF VARIATIOXS IX PRODCCTJO;f.

§ 1. TIlE lengthy discussion in tho preceding chapter will
not, I trust, have been thrown awa.y, if it. has assisted us in form
ing a dearer conception of the object that we have in view, in
investigating the laws or conditions of Production. 'rho term
Wealth, as we have seen, is variously used in ordinary dis
course, and may with perfect scientific propriety he diversely
defined for the purpose of different inquiries. But. in studying
the 'Vcnlth of :Xations what we are concerned to know is,
Under what conditions different 00111111unitie8 of men, or the
same communities at different- times, come to be {( better or
"worse supplied with all the necessaries and conveniences for
"which they have occasion '." Hence our attention should bc
concentrated upon- those directly useful commodities which I
have called Consumers' Wealth to distinguish them from the
instruments and materials which are only useful and valuable
(1;:) means of producing other wealth. It has to be observed that
this Consumers'<c-no less thuu Produccrs'c-cwea.th is of very
varying degrees of durability ; and the more dnmblo portion
of it has often been left rather out of sight OJ' economists.
'Vhen Adruu Smith, for instance, speaks of the "annual pro
"dncc of labour," the term calls to mind the food that is
eaten from Jay to day or the clothes that. arc worn out in a
few years, rather than the houses, gardens, parks, pictures,
jewels, &l'., that are handed down from generation to genera
tion. At the snme time t.hcso latter must not be omitted in
est.irnaung the couunuuity's conunand over the II convcuieuces 'I

1 Adnm f'lrlitll, Iurro Iuction.
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-an<1 even the "necessaries "-of life. A man's house does
not the less shelter him from the clements because it was built
in the reign of Elizabeth; and if we ask why England now is
richer than England 200 years ago, a part of the answer must
he that each generation has added somewhat to the stock of
such durable wealth as is not, except accidentally, destroyed
in the using.

At the same time, this is no doubt a vcr~y small part of the
answer required j especially since this stock of wealth not only
requires continual expenditure of labour in care and repairs,
and continual additions to take the place of what is slowly
consumed, but is also held to need continual adaptation to the
changing tastes of wealthy consumers. And perhaps it will be
IDORt convenient for the present to neglect tbis small element
of inherited consumable commodities and consider society as
continually supplying what it continually consumes, in respect
of the comparatively durable part of its consumers' wealth no
Jess than of that which is rapidly destroyed and reproduced.',
But we must not forget the amount of error involved in this
limitation of view; and we must also bear in mind that care
lessness in preserving what has been produced, and the insta
bility of taste and fashion which impairs the satisfaction derived
from it, tend practically to reduce the annual supply of com
modities just as much as a deficiency in quantity or quality
of labour.

Further; we have seen that since it is not important to
us whether the conveniences for which we huvo occasion are
"utilities fixed and embodied in material objects" or ser
vices rendered directly by human beings, it is necessary for
completeness of view to consider along with consumers' wealth
what I have called, for analogy's sake, "consumable services" :
and I accordingly propose to extend the terms" produce" and
"commodities," so as to include such services as well as material
products. I also pointed out that, since a portion of wealth
consists of books, pictures, microscopes, and other material

J As will be seen, a different view of this durable consumers' wealth is
n.ttaincd in the following chapter, in which its analogy to Producers' capital is
brought out; bnt the difference is not very important for the present inVf!Rlign_

tion.
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means of literary, artistic, and scientific CUnUTC, and since the
utilities embodied in these objects cannot be realised except by
perROllS who have been more or less elaborately trained, it
would be a. mistake for UR to leave out of sight the culture
that results from this trnining, and the skill that is acquired
and used as a source of immediate enjoyment, as a private
person's skill in painting or piano-playing. Though we do not
call permanent skill and culture, any more than transient ser
vices, by the name of wealth; still, since they resemble wealth
in the two important characteristics of being results of labour
and sources of satisfaction, the economist no less than the
statesman or the philanthropist must keep them in view, in
contemplating the growth of the resources for refinement and
elevation of life which the progress of civilisation tends to
furnish in continually increasing abundance.

At the same time, there is, I think, a decisive practical
reason for not including any reference to culture, or to the
labour by which in each generation it is developed and trans
mitted, in our present. examination of the causes why different
societies arc better or worse supplied with commodities gene

rally: viz. that the most important changes that we have to
note and explain in society's command over material wealth, are
very different in their nature and causes from the most im
portant changes that have taken place as regards the possession
and enjoyment of culture. ~nder the latter head, for instance,
the varying quality and abundance of the services of painters,
poets, educators, even priests would be a prominent object of
investigation; and would obviously take us into regions very
remote from that of Political Economy as ordinarily understood.
On the other hand, fOT very similar reasons, it would be equally
inconvenient to confine our view to utilities embodied with
comparative permanence, in material objects. There are other
utilities not so embodied, but equally derived from the applica
tion of labour to matter, of which the increased supply that a
modern civilised community continually enjoys is due to causes
similar to those that have increased its command over material
commodities; and of which therefore the production is natu
rally and suilahly considered along with the production of UI(>
latter. Such, for cx.unplc, aro the' commodities or CnllvpynHce
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and Correspondence; however important increased facilities of
conveyance and correspondence may be as factors in the pro
duction of wealth: it would be absurd to put out of sight the
utility of' railways and telegraphs as conveying tourists and the
messages of friends, no less than goods, commercial travellers,
and messages of business.

The / produce,' therefore. of which we are to examine the
vurintions in amount must be conceived as something of which
material ....vcalth is the chief but not the sole constituent. For
brevity's sake it will he convenient sometimes to refer to it as
wealth: but we must be understood to have in view all the
commodities derived from the application of the labour of a.
society of human beings to their material environment.

One more limitation of the inquiry-so far, at least, as it is
pursued with any exactness-appears to me necessary. ,Ye
had occasion to notice in the preceding chapter that the siguifi
caucc of comparisons between the amounts of wealth possessed
by different groups of persons is liable to be seriously impaired
by any important variations in their needs and desires. Thus
anything more than a vague and genend comparison between
the annual produce of England and that (e.g.) of a tropical
island would be obviously idle; indeed the assertion that the
former nation is richer than the lnt.ter has hardly any meaning,
except as referring to spare wealth. There is more advantage
ill comparing quantitatively the wealth of England with that
(If Germany or France; as the physical needs of the populations
of these countries may he assumed to he approximately the
same : and a. similar assumption is perhaps still more legitimate
in comparing .11:nghnd now with EnglalHl J1. century or half a
century ago. The primary needs of an Englishman, the food,
clothing, shelter, &c., that his race and climate render necessary
for his health can hardly have changed materially; and though
secondary needs of tea, tobacco, newspapers, &0., may have
developed themselves in him we shall have no hesitation in
regarding the material means of satisfying these needs as a
gam III the aggregate of satisfaction derived from material
objects.

§ 2. 'rho fundamental questions, then, which the Theory
of Production attempts lo answer, may now be precisely donned
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[IS follows : (1) W'h:1J arc the ~auges that make tho average
annual produce per heall l of a. fiiVen community at a given
time greater than that of another whose primar)' wants are
not materially different, or greater than its own p1'O<1\1I-'o at n
previous stage of its history"? an.l (2) Whnt arc the laws of their
.9peration '? The answer to t110 former of these questions is
somevdlaL complicated, hut ill Ttl) \vay doubtful or obscnrc :
it merely requires a little care in reflective anulvsis to dis
tinguish the different clements that enter into tl:e productive
ness of industry; though their mutual COI1IJ8Xion is so close
and intricate that it is a matter of some little difficulty to
expound them in a clear order. But when we attempt to
mensuro accurately the operation of any of these causes in the
past, and still more when 'we Lrv to forecast the extent to
which they may be expected t,1I operate ill the future, we
touch on points "which contl'()vers~y hne found-c-or rendered
-difficult and perplexing. It has therefore seemed to me
desirable to treat these two questions scparately ; nnd to
confine myself in the present chapter to a merely qualiuu ive
analysis of the conditions of Production, reserving fill' a future
chapter the discussion of the mere precise quantitative state
ments, which for distinctness' sake I propnse to call thc ' Laws '
of Production 2.

--11!.~ Production of [l community, t.hcu, in our- present view
of it, may be defined as the a.lnptaeion hy the aggregate of its
labour, of external matter, orgnuic or iucrguuic, to the sutisfac
don of the ag-gregatc of its wants. Aceording to the ordinary
use of the term 'production,' this proce,,,;;,) is conceived as termi
uatcd when the portion of matter to ,vbich it if': applied has
received its final quality and shape; the conveyance and sale of

I We investigate the average Rupply pCI' head, and not the inial supply;
because it is to the former that all nssci tiona as to the greater or less wealth of
fl. society commonly relate-e-we do lint th.nk that It nation has grown richer
merely because, having grown larg-C1', it consumes more food, clothing, (":c.
And we take the snppl)' as annual, because the pnucipnl products of ugj-iculuuc
are ap.tnnil,Y produced at jllt~J'\'alr; of n.hotlt a JP~r; otherc n-e, of l~onme, n,lIY
other period would do equally well.

'.: For the present, therefore, \\(, bnve no occasion to solve the rlifflcultie« thnt
(,lei we bnve !'<cell) stand in the way of our ohteiuing all exact common measure
of amounts of wealth Of pnlllllr.p nt .Hnorent times or places.

t
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such finished products being regarded as separate and subse
quent processes. But it, will be more convenient here, and
more consistent with the extended meaning ,",..hich I propose to
give to the term' produce,' if we also extend the meaning of
'production' so as to include in it the labour of carriers and
traders, no less than that of farmers and manufacturers. It is
obvious that, for a given population, this whole process will tend
to yield more or less of the desired result according as the
labour is (i) applied under more or less favourable circum
stances, or (ii) is grcnter in quantity, or (iii) more efficient in
quality. I include under the term labour all kinds of volun
tary exertion, intellectual as well as muscular) which contributes
directly or indirectly to the increase of produce as above de
fined. The precise distinction, however, between "quantity"
and cc quality" of labour is not very clear in ordinary thought.
On 1.110 whole) it seems most convenient to mean by" qnnntity
of labour" merely ectensice quantity, measured in two ways,
by length of time and number of labourers. On this view we
lllay distinguish four different \yays in which the labour of one
community may be less than the labour of another, in proportion
to the whole number of the population, for (1) the workers may
bear a smaller ratio to the non-workers, or (2) the number of
years during which they work may bear a smaller ratio to the
whole period of life, or (:3) they may work for fewer days in the
year, or (4) for fewer hours ill the day. It may however be
urged that we ought to regard labour as having intensive as well
as extensive quantity; and no doubt we commonly speak of
men as doing more or less work in the same time, meaning not
merely that they produce more or less result, hut that they
make more or less effort. But since I cannot find any satisfac
tory measure of the amount of such effort, applicable to all
kinds of labour alike, it seems best to include this source of
variation under the third head of 'efficiency' of labour. The
question is not of great practical importance; because the varia
tions in quantity and quality of labour respectively arc on any
view largely due to the same causes:..

1 ::\(1' Jevona, in his 'l'luOJ'lI of Political Economy (c. Y.), considers labour
as possessing intensive quantity • bnt hia view of this characteristic does not
appear to me vel'Yclear or consistent. In one passage (p. 185, 2nd cd.] btl says
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§ :~. Let us hegil1, then, lly analysing briefly the difforoncos in
t!w pr:2.ductiveness of labour that arc due to external conditions,
In the first place the" spontaneous bounties of nature 'I (as
they are called) are very unequally disti-ibutccl : in some regions
a much greater abundance is obtainable than ill others of
things directly consumable, or the materials or instruments
required for milking them or the materials of the latter: either
without humuu labour, except the trifling labour of appropri
ation, or (more often) so as to Hoed less labour than elsewhere
to be expended in obtaining or preserving them 01' applying
them to their appropriate uses. These variations are so obvious
and familiar as not to need illustration. Almost equally obvious
are the differences in tho degrees ill which land and water,
the great permanent instruments of production (including con
veyance), are naturally adapted for this purpose or capable of
heing made so. It should he observed, however, that these
material advantages do not remain the same in all stages of
industrial developmeut : hut ,'ary with the varying <111lOUl1t8 of
labour applied and the varying efficiency of instruments and
processes. Thus in newly settled countries the lauds first
cultivated arc counnonly not those that ultimately prove most
fertile: so again the river-system of a country is fundamentally
important for communication till railways are invented, but not

that <, intensity uf Iubonr may have TJ10rc than one menniug ; it may mean the
"quantity of work dono, Or the painfulne~f: of the effort of doing it." But
surely "<quantity of work done 'v-eer, as he afterwards says, "umount of
'vproduccv-c-vurying ns it must with the material to which the labour is applied,
the f\ldll with which it ifl directed, the instrumonta that aid it, &c., &c., cannot
possibly measure the mere quantity (in any sense) of the labour. And though
the v puinfuluess" of labour is a characteristic of fundamental economic
importance, it cannot possibly supply a universal measure of labour; since, as
I have already argued, the assumption that labour is universally painful is in

conflict with facts.
In another passage (1).221) ),11' Jevous says that "we may approximately

"measure the intensity of labour by the amount of physical force undergone
"in a given time." This view appears to me quite different from the one just
discnssed , since by "amount of physical force undergone" must be meant

some effect on the labourer's orguuisiu, not on the material modified by his
labour. But what the precise nature of this organic effed is, or by what.
standard, applicable lo all kiude of labour alike, !III' Jcvons proposel' to measure
it, I cannot. discover from hili examples.

- 01--
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afterwards : and similarly the ocean was long a barrier to
navigators of inland seas.

Secondly, as we pass from one part. of the earth's surface to
another, we find similar variations in the conditions unfavour
able to production or to the preservutiou of what has been
produced: either periodic conditions of inorganic uuture such as
extreme dampness l or extreme heat; or occasional disturbances
as floods, storms, earthquakes, &c.; or plants or insects noxious
in various ways. Here also we may notice the direct physical
effect of climate on the labourer's energy, as well as its effects
in varying the period during which labour can be usefully
employed in agriculture:!: though these might equally be brought
under the other heads.

In short, the external world upon which man operates
requires in its original state yery different degrees of adaptation
to bring it to the same degree of aptitude Ior human uses.
",Ye IHtVe now to observe that, ill the regions of the earth which
have been for some time in the possession of civilised mall, each
succeeding generation receives its portion of the earth's surface
in a somewhat different condition from the preceding gene
ration. For the most part it finds its inheritance in a state
more favourable to labour; the benefits of its predecessor's
work being inextricably mingled with the "spontaneous bounties"
of nature. These benefits may have been to some extent
intentional, as vvhen men plant trees that their children may
reap the fruits; but for the most part. each generation carries
on primarily for its own ends the process ,....hich. from a human
point of view, we Inay call the' improvement.' of the external
world ; only a considerable part of this improvement, being
permanent in its nature, profits posterity as much as the
improvers themselves. The later-born generation finds) along

1 "During the rainy season, in the region of the upper Ganges, mushrooms
., shoot up in every corner of the houses : hooks on shelves swell to such an
"extent that three occupy the place previously occupied by four; those left on
"the table get covered over with a coat of moss one-eighth of an inch in thick
"110SS." Roscher, Political Economy (Lalor's translation), § CLIX.

:l "In the countries on the Danube," sayR Professor Hearn (PlulologU,
pp. 74, 5), "the cultivation of the ground awl the reaping of the crop are
"spread over seven months; in the countries on the north of the Volga they
" must be concluded in four months. "
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with fields originally fertile, others that have become so
through labour spent in clearing and draining, embankments
to ward off floods, tanks or canals for irrigation, &0. It
finds that the beasts of prey that 115cd to inhabit its land
are either extinct, or reduced ill number» and soured from the
haunts of mCII. It finds ri vers tnude navigable and freed from
C snags and rafts, 1'a]1iJ:-: and shallows," hnrbour-, made more
commodious, roads and ru.ilrca-I levels constructod. To main
tain some of these improvements will require, no doubt, some
labour of its own j out indefinitely less labour than was re
quired fur their origilJal construction. So again, it finds
species of plants and onimnls which have not only been tamed,
but also by gradu;d breeding have been rendered more fit
than they oriA'iually were for the satisfaction of human wants.
This improvement, n.lso, is not strictly speaking permanent:
it might conceivably be lost : bu l it is Hot likely to be lost
without a. social catastrophe, awl, gelH:ra.lIy spcnkiug, it docs
not entail any additional labour OH the generation that succeeds
to it.

On the other hand, we have to notice certain respects in
which the earlier generations are liable to render the land
they live ill ,~?rse adapted for tho rcquiromcuts of their
successors. They tend to exhaust the useful minerals that are
most conveuieutly situated for extraction-and also certain
useful organic products accumulated in previous ages, such as
Peruvian guano. Tiley may exhaust the fertility of certain
soils by Frequent (;rop:..;, so that these soils will aftcrw.n-ds
require more labour to render them as fertile as they WOI'O

originally. They tend to diminish tho number of useful wikl
animals aid drive them into places where they are more
difficult to catch; and to carry the clearing of forests beyond
tho point at which the tree is less useful than the ground on
which it stands. But these awl other similar dctcricurtious,
so far as we have yet had experience of them, cannot be said
to weigh heavily in the balance against the improvements
before mentioned.

There it; however one specially important W.1.y in which a
generation tHi~Y fin(l itself with a material environment Jess
adapted to it...; needs, through the act.i..n of its predecessors.
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It, m[lY find that, through the increase in its numbers, the
country it inhabits has become too small for the most
effective application of the aggregate of its labour: that is,
the increase in the advantages of Division of employments
(to he presently noticed) may he more than neutralised by
the diminution in the proportional amount of agricultural
produce that can be annually extracted from the land, in re
turn for the extra labour applied to it.

Then. further, we have to observe that the gifts of nature
are only useful so far as they are known j and that our kuow
ledge of them has coutinuallj- increased. As civilisation.o"
progresses, men discover, OJ' eut.cr into effective communication
with, regions unknown to their anceetors-c-regions coutaining
Hew useful plants and animals whoso products they may
appropriate by exchauge ; they discover new possibilities of
acclunutiziug foreign plants and animals already known; they
TIIl(l new minerals in their own lund. Xew coinbinaticus of
mutter, ag:tin, nrc accidentally produced in the development
of industries, which are afterwards ascertained to possess un
expected. utilities. To a. still larger extent useful properties
previously unknown or a'tucst unknown are discovered in
things already known, or new modes of combining properties
already known so as to increase their utility. In all these
way::; the available bounties of nature come to be continually
increased, by the progress of knowledge, fur each successive
geuerutiou. Here uguiu the hnproveurent is Hot absolutely
rcrmanent; it may be lost through the intellectual inertness
of the later-born inhabitnuts ; indeed, like some of the material
improvements before-mentioned, it requires a continual ex
penditure of labour to maintain it. But this expenditure is
trifling ill comparison with the utility of its results; and is
not likely to be pretermitted by allY civilised society in its
normal condition.

S4. In dealing with the first class of conditions of variable
productiveness, I have been led to include one that might
equally be placed in tile third class. For the increase of our
knowledge of matter uud lis properties, taking effect in what
we call Tnvontions of new industrial proee::;ses, is properly 1'e
gnrdcd as cue of the most important causes of improvement
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ill the efficiency of human labour. Tn another respect, again,
the distinction above drawn between improvements in Man and
in Xe.ture, though on the whole convenient, is somewhat forced .
.For Man is a part of Xature ; the productive qualities of man
IlO less than those of plants and animals, exhibit differences
that are, relatively speaking; original-that is, of which the
origin is lost in prehistoric obscurity ; and at tho same time
they ure similarly susccpt.iblo of improvements that may be
trausurittcd through physical heredity. This is true not only
of such qualities as strength, energy, fineness of sense, &0.,
but also of higher intellectual aptitudes.

Again, as we have already seen, both the quantity and the
quality of labour are directly affected by climatic influences,
which render the labourer himself languitl and inert, or
render important kinds of work impossible fur him at certain
periods.

Pa"sing from these conditions, which are in tho main un
alterable, we ma.y notice variations in tho qunntity and personal
efficiency of labourers which depend on such physical and social
circuuistauces of the labourers' Iives as admit of being at any time
modified by the action either of individu-ds or of the society
to which they belong. In the first place, it is obvious that
the proportion of effective workers to the rest of the com
muuity wi.ll be less, other things being equal, where the
population is increasing rapidly, owing to t,!Je larger number of
children that have to be supportcd ; it will be less, again, the
greater the number of children that die in infancy, O"iving to
want of care or wunt of proper food, clothing, &c. Again,
unsanitary conditions of lite tend in another way to reduce
the quantity of labour performed by a. given population; by
diminishing, through prornuture death or early and prolonged
decrepitude, the average proportion which the working period
of life bears to the whole; and again, by diminishing the
number of working days in the year, through increased fre
quency of incapacitating disease.

Similarly, bad air and water, uncleanliness, over-indulgence
in alcohol, und other unhealthy habits may lower tile physical
tone of the labourer and thus impair the quality of his work
without causing positive illness; on the other hand the strength
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am] energy of the labourer may be largely increased by an
ampler supply of the necessaries of life I.

Even more important than the differences in the physical
strength and vigour of labourers fire the variations that we find
in their "kill and intelligence. their foresight, quickness, vigi
lance, and resource in availing themselves of advantages that
further production and avoiding or removing all that im
pairs it" Superiorities in r.hcse respects are partly, as T have
said, congenital ami trausmi tted through physical heredity:
but to a grea.t extent they arc handed down from genera
tion to generation by conscious uniuing and learning; primarily
oy technical training and learning of special arts and pro
CC~SC'" though the effect of general education in developing
industrial intelligence must not be overlooked. We must
also bear ill mind the extent to which industrial efficiency
IS trau-mil.ted by nssociut.ion and unconscious imitation.
"T]l(~ cllild,l1 ~ays Prof. 'Valkpr, II becomes a better work
"1l1iH} [,iulply by reason lif being ueeustom:«l, t.hrongh the
"yonrs of his own inability to JabOT, to see tools used
"with address, and through watching the alert movement,
"the prompt cooperation, the precise manipulation. of bodies
'of work men. The better part of industrial as of every other
., kind of cducntiou is uncnusciouxly obtained. And when the
"boy is hiursulf apprcuticc.I to a undo, 01' sets himself at work,
"he finds all about him a thorough and minute organization
"of labor which conduces to tho highest production ; he has
"examples on every side to imitate; if he euconntcrs special
<I obstucles, he has only to stop, or hardly oven to stop, to see
v somo older hand deal with the satnc "," 'l'his unconscious
imitation operates powerfully in l\eeping up the habitual
energy of individuals in a society when a high average staud
an] of energetic work 18 maintained.

§."i. Still, in explaining differences in the degree of energy
of iudivi.lual Iabourers 01' grollps uf labourers, as well as differ
c-nces ill the (extensive) quantity of the labour performed by a

1 Hence-as we shall afterwards notice-c-differeuces in CORt of labour to
employers are olton much slighter thun. und sometimes even in opposite dircc
ticn to, diffcrcnoea in the Iabom-era' remuneration.

:: The 11"11[1('.< Question, c. ;j.
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given population, a chief place must be given to differences in
the :-:trcngth of the motives for work presented to their minds.

Among these varying motives the most powerful is un
doubtedly that "desire for wealth." which economists have
often treated as the sole possible spring (If industrial activity.
In a previous chapter" I have argued that the very fad that
this desire is derived from) or is a generalised form of, au
indefinite Humber of more particular impulses, renders it
legitimate to assn me its universal presence; since there is
110 appreciable number of persons who do not desire, either
for their 0\\'11 preacut satisfaction, or as provision for the
future, or for donation or bequest. to others, a largcr supply
of some kind of purchnscable commodity. None the less is it
important to observe the -liffereut degrees of intensity in which
the desire of wealth actually operates, in consequence of
variations ill the strength of the more particu lnr i mpnlscs from
which it is derived or generalised. Of these the most universal
awl imperious are the primary wants of food, clothing, shelter,
and other necessaries. These primary needs, as we have al
ready observed, are considerably modified by differences of
01in11.1te and of the physical constitution of different races; and
also somewhat by the traditional habits of different communi
ties and classes. But even assuming them to he approximately
uniform, the amount of labour required for their satisfaction
must obviously be affected by change;') in the pro.luctivcucss
of Iubcur; aud the stimulus to labour :mpl'li(~d by them wil1
vary accordingly. Thus, for instance, it lUlL)' happen that
improvements in production, of which the benefit accrues to
the bbonrcr~,arc followed by a diminution ill the quan tity
uf labour instead of an increase in the quantity of produce.

It is, no doubt, a general law of human nature, that when
these primary needs are satisfied, other desires requiring more
or less wealth for their gratification tend to be developed, and
to fill up the vacuum of impulso thus created. But the stl'ul1gth
of these secondary impulses, as compared with the aversion
to additional labour which acts as a. oountcrforce, is a far mot-e
variable element than the urgency of the primary needs. 'l'!I\)

1 Introduction. c. iii.
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sensibility to comforts, or the means of warding off slighter
physical annoyances; the taste for sensuous luxuries, that is,
for the means of increasing the positive pleasures that normally
attend the satisfaction of physical wants, by variety and elabo
rateness in food, drink, furniture, &c.; the taste for ornament,
elevated gradually into artistic sensibility; the demand for the
emotional and intellectual gratifications furnished by literature,
science, &0.; all these springs ()f action are operative in
yery various degrees in different communities and classes
at different periods of their history. The progress of civili
sation tenus generally to increase their force-in fact such
increase is involved in our common notion of the complex
change that we call' progress of civilisation '_but the tendency
is not uniform in kind or degree. And tile influence of
these desires as developed in individuals is again modified
by the varying extent uud manner ill ,vh ich custom and social
sentiment interveue ; either as prescribing certain comforts
or luxuries as "decencies" of life ill certain classes, or as
stimulating efforts to rise above the standard socially prescribed
in any class, in order to gain the higher social rank or repu
tation attached to the possession or exhibition of wealth;
or, on the other hand, as reprobating luxury generally or par
ticular species of luxurious expenditure. We have further
to take into account the varying operation of the Affections,
which multiply the attractive force of all objects of desire by
cxteu.liug the rt'Lnge of the persons for whom they are desired;
uud the play of the moral sentiments which variously combine
with natural affections in prompting to such extension-thus
(e.g.) the provision of wealth for children is an eud sought
with very different degrees of eagerness. Nor must we neglect
the influence of the political organization of the community,
iu rendering political power more or less dependent on the
possession of wealth. Again: it is to be observed that several
of the desires above euumemted require leisure as well as
wealth for their full satisfaction; also that very varying amounts
of wealth are required for any given gratification-c-as in the
ease of the prun.rry needs. Finally the resultant force of this
complex play of motives is of course affected by any variations
in the average' dislike of labour j in considering which we may
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especially notice the powerful effect. of social sentiments and
opinions; labour generally, or a certain class of labour, having
frequently been regarded as more or less degrading.

But the stimulus given to labour by the desire for wealth
docs not vary simply according to the strength of this resultant
unpnlso ; it. is modified at least equally by tho extent to which
the labourer is impressed with the belief (1) that addit.ioual
wealth ma.y be obtained aud kepi by additional labour, and
(2) that there is no other more easy and agreeable way of
obtaining it. Here it is to be observed, in the first place,
that the range of opportunities of obtaining wealth has been
largely extended. and restricted by the action of government.
What political conditions are most effective in securing the
proportionmcnt of reward to labour is a much controverted
question, which will demand our consideration later'. But
there is 110 question that this security has often been impaired
by tho fad that adequate protection of earnings from spoliation
has not been provided-as 1'1 ill epigrclmmnlically S8,YS-" by
"tlJe government and against the government." Lack of
protection by the government obviously involves the double
detriment of discouraging honest labour, and cncouraging the
socially unproductive industry of plundering others-effects
which arc aggravated when the plunderers are armed with,
or sheltered by, the authority of government: but f< pro
"tection against the government" must. he understood to
include security not merely against· the arbitrary seizure of
property, but also against such oppressive taxation as dis
courages tho accuiuulatiou of wealth.

On the other hand there is equally little question that
the tutelage of government has often gone too far j that
ill certain communities at certain periods of their .history the
opportunities of obtaining wealth has been seriously diminished
by the restraints which their governments have imposed on
free choice of domicile and calling, and on the processes of
industry and trade; or again that. the sustenance gratuitously
provided for non-workers, HS hy the English Poor-law from
]782 to lk~:}, has dangerously impaired the motives to industry.
This latter ellect may of course he equally produced by india-

I Cf. j!<)!i'/ nook Ill. co. iii. end iv,
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criminate private almsgiving without the intervention of
government. And similarly even when the government leaves
individuals perfect freedom in the choice of calling and domi
cile, ignorance, or routine, or social sentiment, or strong local
attachment may prevent them from choosing the business in
which their exertions would be most productive and best rc
mu norntrxl.

Supposing the specie:"! of industry determined, the strength
of the labourer's motive to exertion and care depends, of course,
partly all the amount of his earnings; but it should be observed
that the relation between the two is not one of simple pro
portion, as is implied in the statements of some economists;
since if a man's earuiugs are already sufficient to satisfy all
his keenly felt needs, the power of earning more by the same
nmonut of labour may operate as an inducement to work less.
It is more important to observe that the connexion between earn
ings and otforts depends greatly on the 1"1"10.10 in which industry
is organized. The conncxiou is most simply ellectivc when it

labourer \\'01'k:-; independently and 0"\\'118 the whole produce
of his labour. So far as this simple arrangement is precluded
by its incompatibility with the full advantages of co-operation,
tho labourer's interest in production will correspond to the
precision with which, in dividing the produce of the com
bined labour, reward is proportioned to work. Different
an-angemcute for attaining this result will be presently con
sidered; here we need only observe that the deficiency uf
stimulus in the case of a. hireling who works for a fixed
wage rnn.y be partially supplied by careful supervision, if his
wages cuu he easily raised 01' lowered at his employer's will,
and if tho competition for work among labourers is keen.
Hence, distinguishing the work of employed labourers gene
rally from that of their mauager (whether the employer or
his agent), we mny draw attention to the special impor
tance of adequate motives for exertion and care in the cafe

of the latter: not merely because skilful management implies
vigilant oversight and prompt command, but. also bCC811SC men
catch skill, promptitude, nnd cnc)'g,y by unconscious imitation
from their chief, and further feel a. certain stimulus from the'
satisfaction of tak ing pnrt in effectively organized performance.
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For thol1g1L) under present oircumst.uroos, the strongest stimulus
to the energy of average men-s-whether employed or employers
-is undoubtedly supplied by the desire of gi1.ining wealth for
themselves or their families; still we ougllt to recognise, as
actual forces, both the desire of turning out good work, and the
esprit de COl'jJS, which the mere fad of cooperating habitually
for a. given end tends to produce in average human beings, if
the tendency is not overpowered by adverse influences, such
as the consciousness of confiict.iug interests.

The foregoing analysis lias led us more than once to COIl

sidcr differences in the moral qualities of labourers, as causes
of variations in production. The economic importance of these
may be briefly summed llP thus; 80 far as it is made each
labourer's interest to 'work his utmost, the more prudence and
self-control lie has, the more he will increase the wealth of the
coimnuuity ; while agaiu, the more he is actuated by sense of
duty and wide public spirit! the rnorc productive his labour 'will
be under circumstances ill which the coincidence between his
own interest. awl that of society is wanting or Oh~C1UC. Tho
dishonest. workman ,,,110 scamps piece-work and is slothful if
paid by the day, the dishonest manufacturer who employs
labour and capital in producing the illusory semblance of utility,
the tradesman 'who spoils his wares by adulterating them, all
diminish produce. But besides self-interest on the one hand,
and the influence exercised by COWIHOll morality and regard for
the general guod on the other, 'we have to take special note of
the narrower e8fJrit de corps fostered by combinations of
persons with similar interests; especially among the labourers
ill particular iudustrios by such organiaatious as Trades-unions.
So far as tho rules of such associations, and the general opinion
and sentiment which they produce or intensify, are directed
towards the maintenance of a high standard of 'Yorkmanship,
their beneficial effect on production is obvious. III soino cases,
however, tile rules ami practices of Trades-unions have acted
in an opposite direction, by resisting measures designed to
economize labour ; it being considered 1.,0 be the interest of
labourers ill any p.nticnlnr industry that the field of employ
ment should he as large as possible. How far this view is sound
we (10 lint. uow considcr ; hero "·C huve IIleu'ly 10 observe that
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the prevalence of this belief causes this narrower esprit de corps
to diminish tho productive efficiency of the aggregate labour of
the coinmuuity'.

§ 6. In examining variations in the personal efficiency of
individual labourers} we bare been led to treat of the indirect.
effects of cooperation awl association of workers, in developing
skill and energy and esprit de COrp8. Let us now pass to con
sider the more obvious and important gains in productiveness
of labour, due directly to the same association and cooperation.

'Ye may notice first the more elementary advantages
obtained by ~l)era1ion in its simplest form. There are
nmny things which one man alone cannot do, hilt which are
readily accomplished by the simultaneous action of several
men. The raisiug of a. given weight, for example, requires a
certain force, which is obtained when the power of two men
is simultaneously applied, but could not be obtained by any
amount of successive effort on the part of a single man. But
further, it is soon found that frequently little or uo more labour
is required to render a given service to several persons than is
required to render it to one. "The fire and the water and
"the care requisite to prepare the food of one person will
"equally prepare the food of three or four. Consequently
c: when two men have to do two different things, if in place
"of each performing his two several acts, they can with the
(, same or nearly the same effort perform for their joint benefit
" each one act sufficient for the two, there is a clear saving of
/, half their labour"." Thus as simple cooperation increases
powel', Division of Employments, or as it has been called by
economists -since Adam Smith, "Division of Labour," economizes
its use; and in this ''lay division of employments would in
many cases cause a most important gain, independently of
any consequent increase of aptitude in the labourers whose
functions are thus divided. Postal communication affords a
striking example of this. There is not much room for increase
of dexterity in the simple process of delivering a letter; the
economic advantage of making letter-carrying a separate em-

1 The loss to production caused by conflicts between labourers and employers
as tu wages 'will be noticed later in this chapter.

~ Cf. Hearn, PlutolOfJY, pp. 124, 20ft
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ployment depends almost entirely on the gre.1t diminution of
labour that each separate delivery requires, when one man
delivers all the letters in the sumo street. In many cases,
again, there is a great advantage in saving the time lost in C':

passing from one set of actions to anotlWr; especially when the
511bdivision of employments is carried-e-ns it is in many modern
manufacturos-i-so far that each worker has only to perform
one very short series of actions, repeated as often as possible,
Still by far tho most striking advantage of the division of
employments is the increased dexterity of the workmen; the
vastly greater eaH8, rapidity, and accuracy which repetition
gives to the performance of any act. or set of acts. This I need
hardly illustrate; since probably no paragraph in Adam
Smith's works is so widely known as t,hat in which he contrasts
the number of pins that a man could make by himself with the ~

number thul, he can make when in combination with others
he confines himself to a single part, of the process; and no
point has been more abundantly exemplified by succeeding
economists. And certainly the degree of additional efficiency
that. a ...vorker can acquire, in work of a tolerably- simple and
uniform kind, under a highly developed system of divided
employment, is greater than anyone without specific experience
would have imagined. There is a further economic advantage
in the fact that tlie training required to bring each labourer
up to full efficiency tends to become shorter and less expensive,
as the work he has to do becomes limited and shuplified '.
A more important ga,in than this last consists in the economy of
aptitudes that, becomes possible. through the continually increas
ing variety of employments; there is thus greater opportunity
of setting different individuals to do what they can do best;
especially all new gifts and talents become indefinitely more
profitable to society vvhen their possessor can be set free from
all work except that for which he is specially gifted'. We

1 To some extent this advantage is purchased by u corresponding risk of the
labourer's being reduced to inefficiency, in case of lris employment failing; but
it may be observod that separation of employments in any particular industry
docs not always involve a oorrospondiug spccialisntiou of labour,

2 Economists, however, have rightly drawn attention to the danger that
threatens the mental development of the lnbonrer through an excesslvo sameness
in his work,
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lllay notice as an instance of this that the chief part of the
knowledge, foresight, and. power of comp'ieatod calculation,
that are indispensable to the successful conduct of UlallY

industries, need only be possessed by the comparatively small
number of persons required for the function of management,
Finally, tho division of employments enables mankind to
utilise to the utmost not only the special qualities of human
br-ings, hut, similarly the superior natural provision of the
materials or instruments of production in different countries
and districts. Through this di vision each article consumed
by allY one may be produced in the place where the labour
of producing it is most effective, due allowance being made for
the labour and time lost in carrying it to the consmner; and
also for certain other disadvantages and risks which I shall
presently notice.

'rho division of cmploj-mcnts has different economic effects
according as the co-operutiug workers are organi~ed under oue
management, or under several different munugements. 80 far
as the simultaneous, or nearly simultaneous, combination of a
number of different acts is required for the accomplishment of
a single result, it is necessary that the labourers should be in
one place, and obviously expedient that their work should be
under the direction of one mind. Awl even when tl:e opera
tions to be performed on the same material, before it becomes
a finished product, are merely successive, there is still a COI1

sidorablc economic advantage ill uniting the labourers under
one managomont, and, so far as is possible, either in one
building or uuildings nearly adjacent. FDr in the first place
the most. difficult and valuable kind of labour, that of manage
ment, is thus both economized and made mom efficient in
important respects; e.i). it is easier to adapt the product to the
changing needs and tastes of society when all the required
changes in production can be carried ont under one direction;
again, a more exact adjustment is possible of the supply of
each kind of labour required, so that every class of producers
can be kept in full work : ann further, there is less loss of
lubour and time in carrying the product in different stages
from one set of producers to another, and laking care of it till
it is wanted.
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For similar reasous, an economy of labour, especially the
labour of management, as well as of the utility of builrlings
and other instruments, tends to be realised, generally speaking,
by a.ny considerable (if well adjusted) increase in the scale
on which a business is organized. A large business, too, can
afford various kinds of expenditure on the whole profitable,
which arc too costly or too uncertain for smaller concerns:
such as the employment of elaborate machinery, or highly
skilled and specialised labour, outlay for experiments, for ob
taining information" &0. The extent of these advantages,
however, varies greatly with the nature of the industry; and.
in estimating it with a view to practical conclusions, we have
to compare it with the drawbacks that attend industry on [t

large scale, especially if the terms of co-operation are adjusted
in the manner that is at present most common.

'Ye have already noticed that tho conditions on which
labourers working under one mnnugernent agree to cooperate
muy differ materially. In most cases, in Europe at tho present
time, the labourers generally sell their services for a 'price in
dependent of the value of their product, which becomes the sole
property of their employer. Under these circumstances the
advantages of division of employment are obtained at the
expense of serious drawbacks. The most constant of these
is the loss in personal efficiency of the labourer owing to
the absence of any direct connexion between his remuneration
and the productiveness of his labour. This loss can be but
partly prevented by watchful supervisiou ; and of course where
overseers have to be hired, supervision is similarly liable to be
less efficient. The detriment may also be to some extent
obviated if payment be made by the" job" or "piece," i.o. in
proportion to the amount of work done. But this plan (1)
does not prevent waste of the employer's instruments and
materials, so far as these have to be entrusted to the labourers;
and (2) it is liable to lead to unsatisfactory performance, except
where tho work can be accurately marked out and its quality
easily tested and estimated. Hence in industries whose produce

1 I do not mention the advantage that 0. large business hit>! in gaiuiuA"
conncxion and cuatom ; ns it is more a private g;lin in Distribution than It

eocinl gain in )lm!llwt,ion.

S. E.
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tends to be largely, yet somewhat indefinitely, increased or
preserved by minute and vigilant attention to details, together
with occasional intensity of effort to meet emergencies, the
keen interest which the employer" feels in the result is a
peculiarly important spring of effective labour. In such
iudustrios, therefore, it may be economically best-even at
a partial sacrifice of the advantages of division of labour-to
organise the separate businesses on a scale so small as to enable
the employer's supervision to be everywhere effective, or even
to render oversight almost unnecessary, the chief labour being
that of the employer himself and his family; especially if the
industry be one in which expensive machinery either is not
profitable, or is only occasionally needed and may be con
veniently hired. This seems to be at present the case in
certain kinds of agriculture ; and it is with regard to these
that the advantage of Production 011 a small scale have been
chiefly llrgc(P. The probability of superior management Oil

the part of the small employer is of course diminished in pro
portion as he has to share witb anyone else the increment
of produce obtainable thereby. This diminution is most simply
and completely prevented when the cultivator is also the OWllel"

of the land he cultivates; where this is not the case, a nearly
equi valent result might be attained by suitable contracts be
tween the owner and the cultivator"; but such contracts have
frequently been wanting.

But the customary mode of dividing the earnings of industry
between labourers and employers involves a further risk of

1 Cf. l1ill, Book I. c. ix, where the kinds of culture mentioned include
"not only t~e vine and the olive, where flo considerable amount of care and
"labour must be bestowed on each individual plant, but also roots, leguminous
"plants, and those which furnish the materiels of manufacture."

~ Some writers, who have followed ::Uill in advocating Peasant Proprietor.
ship, seem to regard it as something more thana means of securing to the
cultivator all the fruits of his labour; they speak as if the mere sense of owner
ship of the land on which a man labours supplied a peculiar stimulus to
energetic labour. Without denying the existence of this sentiment, I may
point out that it can hardly be included in the" desire of wealth," which )1ill
and other economists treat as summing up all the springs of labour attribnted
to men in economic reesoulngs : and the motive is of too refined a kind to
;ustify us, without more evidence than has yet been given, in assigning to it an
important place among the springs of action of average men.
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detriment to the aggregate production of the community,
besides those arising from deficiency of stimulus to exertion;
the danger, namely, of obstinate disagreement as to the price
to be given for the labourers' services, resulting in more or less
extensive and prolonged stoppages of work. Such stoppages
have naturally been more frequent und more prolonged in the
latest period of industrial development, in which Trades'
Unions have been vigorous awl active; awl, whether imme
diately due to 'strikes' of labourers, or to retaliatory < lock
outs' of masters, inevitably cause much loss of wealth to
the community.

With a view of avoiding these various drawbacks other
terms of cooperation under cue management have been pro
posed, and to some extent tried. The loss of stimulus to
energetic and careful work would be most effectually prevented
if the labourers were remunerated by a certain proportion of
the value of the product; but so loug as they depend on the
price of their work for their sustenance from week to week,
this plan would render them liable to periods of destitution or
extreme penury, owing to the fluctuations of the market. A
course intermediate between this and the ordinary arrangement
is to remunerate the labourer by a fixed minimum wage, with
an addition varying according to the value of Hie product. This
latter principle, the adoption of which constitutes what is often
called in a special sense Cooperative Production, has been
applied to various industries in schemes of which the details
differ importantly, Sometimes only a fixed interest is paid 011

the capital employed in the concern; but more often the profit
that remains, after paying both interest on capital and wages
of labour at the current market rate, is shared between the
owner of the capital as such and the labourers. Again, in the
case of what Mr Holyoake calls a "Cooperative Workshop,"
the capital is chiefly owned by the labourers employed in the
business, who accordingly form a joint-stock company, of which
the ma.nager is paid like all the other labourers, ouly more
highly; while in another application of the principle,-some
times distinguished as "Industrial Partnership "-the capital
is mainly or entirely owned by a few per::;~JIls, who retain the
whole lnanagcmcllt of the concern ill their hands, and are in

~-~
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fact merely capitalist employers who have ngr~~!o give their
employes" share of their profits.

To trace fully the economic c.onsequences of these variations
belongs rather to the Theory of Distribution. Here it may suf
fice to point ont that all these varying schemes have in common
-c-though in somewhat different degrees-the advantages of
supplying the lubourers with additional stimulus both to activity
and to economy; but that this advantage seems inevitably
compensated, to some extent) by a diminution in the manager's
motive to activity,-so far as he is actuated by sclf-iuterestc-c
in comparison with the- motives that act on an ordinary capi
talist employer. In many cases too the necessity of proving
to the labourers that the division of profits is just would inter
fere with the secrecy requisite for the most efficient manage
ment of the business. In the H Cooperative \Vorkshops" there
are the further dangers, first that a. body of shareholders re
ceiving little more than the ordiuury wages of manual labourers
may he inclined to the mistaken ecunomy of paying their
manager inadequately, and so buying inferior management
at a price dear though low j and secondly that. their conscious
ness of having the ultimate control of the business may lead
them not to leave him sufficient freedom of deciding large
matters that cannot wait, and not to render him sufficiently
prompt obedience in the ordinary course of the work.

It is to be observed further that these schemes do not afford
complete security against conflicts among the cooperators. Wages,
as I said, are to be paid at the market-rate j but it is precisely
against the market-rate that strikes take place j and the
labourers of any particular class within the concern may easily \
feel their community of interests with members of the same
class outside, more strongly than they feel their community of
interests with the differently paid labourers-including the
manager-of their own business"; especially when the coopera
tive business is 110t sufficiently flourishing to allow them a sub
stantial bonus out of profits. They will no doubt "void one
source of conflict between labour and capital, as their knowledge

'--
I Mr Brassey (Lectures OIl the Labour Question. VI. p. 131) mentions the

occurrence or a "trike in the Ousebnrn Engine 'Yorks, "the most important
qexperiment in cooperative production hitherto attempted in this country."
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of their own business will prevent them from having exaggerated
views of the profits that capitalist employers are at any time
obtaining; and it has been justly urged that in this \yay the
lC Cooperators" (in this narrow sense) may render an important
service to other labourers and employers. It does not appear,
however, that any of the schemes above mentioned has yet
been applied so extensively and successfully as to enable this
service to be realised: awl indeed the whole principle of
Participation of Profits is important rather on account of what
is hoped from it in the future by thoughtful and instructed
persons, than in virtue of the results that have been achieved
by it up to the present time.

r now pass to consider the other mode of arranging the
division of employments; according to which labourers or groups
of labourers work independently and merely cooperate by ex
changing their products. This form of cooperation occurs as
an alternative, in certain industries, to the combination under
one management of the different parts of a complex process
performed on the same material: but it will be evident at a
glance that it has a far wider scope. Indeed we ma.y say
that cooperation, in this sense, is nothing less than the funda
mental principle on which the whole industrial organisation of
society is based. It is manifest that the aggregation of particular
sets of workers in single large establishments, of which we have
been speaking, is only rendered possible through the tacit and
unconscious consent. of the rest of society to employ the ser
vices of these workers by purchasing their products. With
out exchange, division of employment could not be con
veniently carried yery far, so long as the present system of
private ownership was maintained unaltered: through exchange
it might easily embrace the whole inhabited glohe in one vast
scheme of cooperation: and in fact its development only tends
to stop at the point at which its advantages are outweighed by
the drawbacks incident to production for distant consumers.
The most obvious of these drawbacks lies in the additional
labour and time spent in conveyance and communication be.
tween producer and consurncr ; but. we have also to lake into
account the increased difficulty of adjusting supply to demand,
owing to the difficulty that the producer has in obtaining full
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information as to the consumers' needs; which entails normally
an increased expenditure of time and labour in keeping finished
products in warehouses and shops. In some few cases an
absolute waste of such products has resulted from a great over
supply of a particular ware; the demand for which has been
miscalculated. More frequently this kind of miscalculation has
caused wares to he left in the hands of producers or traders for
an inordinate length of time; has rendered expensive machinery
and acquired skill temporarily or even permanently useless;
and has inflicted on the industries thus disorganized, and others
to whom the effect spreads from them, the more indefinite evils
of general depression of energy and enterprise. These draw
backs and dangers, however, are in some cases at least not found
sufficient to neutralize the advantages of producing at the
distance of a great semicircle of the earth's surface from the
consumer.

\Ve must now observe that this wonderful development and
spontaneous orgauization of industries, which we have just been
contemplating, would not have taken place without a correspond
ing and simultaneous development in two other fundamentally
important aids to the efticiency of labour, which we must now
expressly notice. 'Ye may take first the one of which we have
already had occasion to speak; the growth of man's knowledge of
the external world, and also of his ingenuity in applying that
knowledge, which, when combined, constitute what we call the
" Progress of Invention." So long as invention was comparatively
undeveloped, the extent of profitable cooperation, within the
range or each particular industry, was closely limited: since so long
as the processes of production are simple and rude, the economic
advantages of breaking them up into parts are comparatively
soon exhausted: it is not till Invention has rendered these
processes elaborate and complicated that the brilliant trinmphs
of U Division of Labour" can be won. On the other hand,
as cooperation through exchange is developed, and the general
demand for the product of any particular industry extended,
the field of the economic application of inventions is correspond
ingly increased: it may not be possible to use costly machinery,
however ingeniously adapted to its work, unless the demand for
its products is sufficient to keep it in constant employment.
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Division of LabOUT, again, supplies more favourable conditions for
Invention, since when the labourer's attention is concentrated
on it few acts, he is more likely to discover improvements in
the mode of performing them1; while at the same time his
increased skill renders him more qualified to profit by delicate
and elaborate inventions.

In considering Invention as a source of increased production,
'YO must extend the meaning of the term to include all ex
pedients for saving labour or augmenting its utility; whether
introduced in particular departments of industries, or in the
great social organization of industries through exchange j and
whether introduced wid} full deliberation by single individuals,
or through the half spontaneous aud unconscious concurrence
of many. In this sense the transit-ion, in an early stage of
social development, from barter to money may be spoken of
as an invention of the greatest importance; and similarly any
later improvements in tho machinery of exchange, such as the
substitution of a good paper currency for gold and the develop
ment of a good system of banking. So again we lIlay include
the decimal system of measurement as an invention of first
class social utility; and the great economy of labour in the
retail trade effected by working men's cooperative stores de
serves the same appellation: and also all improvements in the
legislative and administrative machinery by which the legitimate
ends of governmental interference are realised. It should be
observed, too, that many of the most useful improvements at
a particular time and place in production are obtained by tho
application of inventions already known, but hitherto neglected
from ignorance, inertness or some other cause. The economic
history of all countries affords abundant instances of this; in
recent times the introduction or development of systems of
canals and rail ways in different countries are particularly im
pressivc examples.

There arc important economic differences between (Efferent

1 It should be observed that most of the striking and (50 to say) rCl.'olllti01wry

improvements in industry have been made by persons of inventive genius not
employed in the industry. But a number of smaller improvements, individually
less noticeable but important in the aggregate, nre continually suggested by
workmen.
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kinds of Invention. In the first place what is invented may be
either a new instrument or merely a new process. In some
cases a great saving of labour may be effected by a new applica
tion of natural forces to produce a desired result, without the
intervention of allY new tools. The application of the sun and
air in bleaching, and of fire in clearing land for cultivation,
exemplify this first kind of Invention. But it mostly happens
that the new process discovered requires also new instruments
OT auxiliary materials which are themselves products of labour.
In this latter case it is important to notice that the use of a
more efficient instrument would not always involve a gain in
the efficiency of labonr on the whole: since the better instru
ment may require more labour to make and keep in repair; and
it is possible that this extra labour might be more productive
if applied in some other way.

Rut further, even when Invention has shown the way to n
manifest saving of labour by the adoption of a new process,
either with or without new instruments, it may still be impos
sible or inexpedient for the labourers (,0 adopt it. For the
TIC'V process may involve an increased delay in producing the
desired result; and the labourers, requiring to support them
selves from day to day, may be unable or unwilling to afford
this delay. Or again, the new instruments may require other
instruments or materials to make them at all, or to make them
economically; and they may not be able to procure these. In
either case we should ordinarily describe the obstacle Ly saying
that the Invention could not be carried into effect for want of
Capital \Vo ure thus led to what economists have commonly
held to be the most important source of increase in the efficiency
of labour; vis., the accumulation of Capital Unfortunately,
this cardinal term is used variously and often ambiguously by
different writers. Hence it seems desirable, before we proceed
further, to make a systematic attempt to obtain a satisfactory
definition of Capital.



CHAPTER V.

CAPITAL.

§ 1. THE terms" wealth"" value," which we have in previous
chapters attempted to define, are in the fullest. sense common
terms: that is, they enter habitually into the ordinary thought
and speech of all civilized men. U Capital" on the other hand
is, when the scientific economist first begins to deal with it,
already a semi-technical term; being habitually used not by
men generally in their ordinary thought, but by men of busi
ness awl others when discussing industrial matters. It will be
found, however, that the difficulties of defining the term are
not thereby diminished: 011 the contrary they are made more
hard and rigid: since the signification which it is natural to
give the term, from the point of view of a man of business, is
different from that which economists have usually given it, and
is not the most convenient for the purposes of most economic
cnqmrres.

In its original use by practical men, "Capital" undoubtedly
means cc wealth employed. so as to yield a profit;" 'whether
this profit be gained by increasing the whole stock of 'wealth
in the country, or by getting possession of the wealth of
others in exchange for services. But English economists, in
vestigating the causes of the increase of wealth in a country,
have been leu to restrict their notion of capital to the first of
the two species just mentioned; and so to define it as H wealth
"employed in production." They 'were of course aware that
they thus excluded from the notion certain kinds of wealth that.
were included in the former definition; such wealth, for instance,
as the money that a usurer lends to unproductive c.msurncrs. But
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they seem generally to have thought that this difference
might easily be settled by regarding these latter kinds of
wealth as capital to the individual, but not to the nation.
Herein they have rightly indicated two essentially diverse
points of vic ...." from 'which capital has to be regarded and
from which it must-to some extent. at Icast-c-bc differently
defined. I 0.0 not, however, thiuk that lhe exact relation
between the two views of capital has been altogether understood:
and hence there has been some confusion in the usc of the
term, which I hope to remove in the course of the present
chapter.

For clearness' sake, it will be convenient throughout to keep
the two points of view as distinct as possible. Let us begin by
asking what is exactly meant from the point of view of the
individual capitalist, by "wealth .vie/dillg a profit." It does
not mean that the wealth is necessarily in the form of instru
incnts or materials for making new wealth, or in the form
of food, clothing, &c., {or the labourers who are using the
instruments: for, as we have seen, it does not matter to the
individual whether his wealth is used productively or un pro
ducti vcly, so long as he gets his profit. It merely means that
the. individual is using his wealth-either personally, or by
lending it to others-s-in such a way that he continually finds
himself possessed of the equivalent of what was originally
devoted to such use, together with some additional wealth; this
something more being what is called profit. Or, more precisely)
we should say that the hope of finding himself possessed of this
profit is his motive for thus using his wealth , since we should
agree that capital docs not lose its essential characteristics by
becoming actually profitless. 'Vo have, therefore, first to
ascertain what portion of a man's wealth is being employed
so that its owner may continually become richer; and then
to distinguish the capital from tho profit. In the case of
wealth that has been lent to some ODe else, there is of
course no difficulty; as the sum which the debtor poys for
the use of the wealth is clearly profit.', and the sum which
hc is bound to replace clearly capitol. And the line drawn'

I J use the term jj profit" here ill a wide sense, including interest as one
species
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in this case can be ideally extended to include the case where
tile wealth has been spent in purchasing a perpetual annnity;
for though here there is no one under legal obligation to
pay at any fixed time an equivalent for the principal, still
actually the annuity can be at an)' time sold at its market.
value, so that we may regard this possible price as the capital.
In this case, however, the price at any time may he less or more
than the sum originally spent; and therefore in calculating
profit we have to subtract from or add to the sums annually
received a. sum just sufficient to compensate for the difference.
This however is a simple matter of arithmetic, provided that
the purchasing power of money may be assumed not to have
changed in the interval. A rather more difficult question arises
when we consider the wealth of a man employed in business.
A good deal of' it is, of course, clearly capital. H A mauufac
"' tnrer, for example, has one part of his capital in the form of
"buildings, fitted and destined for carrying on his branch of
II manufacture. Another part he has in the form of machinery.
/I A third consists, if he he a spinner, of raw cotton, flax or
.. wool; if a weaver. of flaxen, woollen, silk or cotton thread,
H and the like; according to the nature of the manufacture 1.1)

But it is not quite so clear how we arc to regard the money that
he keeps uninvested, or the finished goods that he has in
his warehouses; for though he will partly employ the former,
and the proceeds of the latter; in paying his workpeople, re
plenishing his stock of materials, repairing or replacing his
buildings or machinery, he will also employ part in ~upplying

the consumption of himself and his family. Mill's view is that
this question must be answered by cOllsiJering what the manu
facturer intends to do with his money, and with the proceeds of
his goods when he has sold them. "The distinction between
(( capital and not capital lies in tho mind of the capitalist-in his
.. will to employ them for one purpose rather than another." But
granting that it is the intention of the owner of wealth, rather
than tile consequences of his acts, which determines whether
that weult.h is or is not capitnl ; it yet seems more according
to analogy to regard the wealth as becoming capital, not

1 J. S. Mill, Pooticat Economy,!. c. I v. § 1,
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when the owner's intention is formed, but when it is ex
ecuted: that is, not when the wealth is "destined" for
profitable employment, but when it is actually being so em
ployed. On this principle whatever part of the money that the
capitalist keeps uninvested is required for current use in his
business, should be regarded as capital. It may not be always
possible to determine with certainty how much this is; the
capitalist, may not know exactly what money he keeps for busi
ness purposes and what for private consumption; and if he
docs not know, it is not easy for anyone chic to decide. But
for purposes of general reasoning we may ignore this slight
margin of uncertainty and suppose the line between the two
portions clearly drawn-c-as it would be by a careful man of
business-and regard the money that is kept for current use in
business as a part of the owner's capital. The case of the stock
of unsold goods is somewhat more complicated: but I think we
should regard this as capical-s-if I mtly so say-pregnant with
profit; since whatever part of its value is more than an equi
valent for the value of the materials spent in producing them,
the wear and tear of the instruments used, the wages of the
labourers employed, and any other incidental expenses of pro
unction, should be viewed as potent·ial profit, which will become
actual when the goods nrc sold.

§ 2. It follows that we must, from our present point of view,
reject as too restricted the definition of capital adopted by
Ricardo, James :Jlill, and others, which states it to consist of
"the food and other articles consumed by the labourers, the
"raw material on which they operate, and the instruments
"of all sorts which are employed in aiding their labours 1

" ;

thus excluding the finished products of the manufacturers of
gold-lace, champagne, velvet, &c. For, obviously, such finished
goods are a form in which an important. part of the wealth
employed for a profit by manufacturers and traders must always
exist; and therefore the word' capital' would not express any
useful distinction in its application to the wealth of individuals
if It were used to exclude such goods. Similarly, if we take
the point of view of the community, it is equally true that

1 James Mill, Elements of Political Economy, c. i.; d. Ricardo, c. v.
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some part of the "wealth employed in Production,"-if we use
this term, as we saw reason to do, for the whole process of
making wealth and getting it. into the hands of the consumer
-must exist always in the form of finished goods 1.

On the other hand reflection will show that the two defiui
tions of capital first given are too wide to correspond to tho
ordinary usage of the term; since they clearly include lund as
one form of capital. For land is wealth: and most of it is
wealth employed in production and with the view of obtaining
profit. Yct English economists generally agree in excluding
land from their definition of capital. Partly, perhaps, they may
have been unconsciously influenced by the older "mercantilist"
view of capital (still lingering in common thought and dis
course), which conceived it by preference as mOIley: since land
is the one kind of wealth which-even when the Mercantile
System was in fullest sway-was always broadly distinguished
from Mouey, The mode, however, ill which, for the most part,
they have formally tried to distinguish capital from land, is bv
introducing a new characteristic into the definition of capital;
that namely of being the ,(saved proJuce of past labour." But
so long as we are defining capital from the individual's point
of view, this characteristic seems quite irrelevnnt ; for there is
much other capital that has not been created by the labour or
the saving of its possessor, and it cannot matter to him whether
or not others have laboured or saved to produce it. I think
therefore that a fundamental distinction between land and
capital, extending throughout the whole range of economic
discussion, must be abandoned. Indeed in considering the
various industries in which land is employed, it would often
be equally unusual and inconvenient not to be able to speak of
the producers as having a certain portion of their capital in
the form of land. Take, for instance, the case of a railway
company; it is manifest that an important part of the real
wealth represented by the nominal capital of the company con
sists of the laud all which the lines run.

At the same time it is obviously necessary in the Theory
of Production, wheu capital is considered and defined from the

1 See Note at the cud or this chapter.
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poiut of view of the comu.unity ', to maintain the received dis
tinction between it and land. For in this view as we saw in
the last chapter, we have primarily to consider capital as an aid
in the application of mall's labour to his material environment;
hence we must define the term so as to exclude this environ
ment itself, in its original condition ; though at:. the same time
we rnay recognise the increment of utility which land in its
existing condition owes to past labour, by speaking of land not
as be£n,q capital but as coutn·inin:; capital 'invested' in it. In
[let the continual adaptation of the earth to human uses,
which in the preceding chapter has been stated as one of the
conditions of increasing production, is to be regarded as an
accumulation of capital. Though to what extent the addi
tional aptitude for human uses, acquired by the land in
any j:{iven country within any given time, is due to the ex
penditure of labour "..-ith a view to its improvement, is not.
ea,sy to say.

§ 3. It seems, then, that in defining capit.al from the point
of the view of the community-what \VO may call "social
"cnpital't-c-we must restrict the term to such utilities as result
from the labour of human beings ; whether these results are in
vested in improvements of land, Of in the rails and rolling stock
of a railway company, or in any other form. We have now to
observe that the results of past. labour may be permanently pro
ductive, even if they are not" fixed and embodied in material
(lobjects." The labour of an engineer who plans a line, or of a
consulting chemist whose advice is taken on the processes of a
manufacture, have results really as permanent and as useful to
society as the labour of the uavvies and nrtizans who act upon
their plans and advice; though we could hardly say that the
results of the latter at any rate were" embodied" in the plant of
the manufacture", Still less should we say this of the labour of
the lawyer who defends a railway project before a Parliamentary

] The grounds for a similar distinction in the Theory of Distribution will be
considered in the following book.

o:! It is not easy to draw a clear line between the results of labour that are.
and those that are not, "embodlod " in matter; and I have not thought it worth
while to complicate the discussion by trying to draw it exactly, since the drift of
my argument is that it is manifestly unimportant.
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Committee, or of the 'promoters' who float the shares of a new
eomp:wy; yet if the employment of this labour is either abso
lutely indispensable, or is the most economical mode of starting
the new business, the mere immateriality of its results seems a
perfectly irrelevant reason for ostnblishing a distinction between
it and the labour spent in the physical construction of the
instruments used in the business. Certainly the cost of tho
former 110 less than that of the latter remains permanently
represented in the capital account of the company. When we
ask what the shareholders have got for the money paid up, the
complete answer is not given hy enumerating the buildings
and instruments; we must add that-through the labours of
lawyers, promoters &c.-they have got a working concern; and
if the concern is a profitable one, we have just as much ground
for including the immaterial part of its construction in the
capital of the community, as we have in the case of the material
part.

This leads me to consider n source of profit, noticed in a
preceding chapter, which exhibits the immaterial results of
labour and expenditure as still more clearly separate from any
material capital than in the cases just discussed. I mean the
saleable article, called "goodwill" or "business ccnnexion."
Let us take for example, the business of publishing a nmvspa
per. The sale of a newspaper when it first starts is ordinarily
so limited that its proceeds do not repay the current expenses
of production j so that the business has to be carried on for
some time at. a loss. Hence, in order that the undertaking
should be on the whole a profitable one, it is necessary that
the proceeds of the sale should ultimately be sufficient to pay
profit, not only on the material capital actually employed in
production, but upon all the wealth and labour that has been
spent without return in the earlier years of the undertaking.
The business may be regarded as having capital sunk ill it,
which would be recovered in its price, if it came to be sold;
though it is actually represented merely by a certain habit
of purchasing the newspaper that exists in the community
at large. This potential price is properly reckoned as part
of the wealth and capital of the individual owning the busi
ness; and so far as the ostablishmcnr. of such habits of pUl'-
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chasing are useful to the community,-but only so far-we may
a1,0 regard them as a part of' social capital.'

A st.riking example of the definite value of this source of
profit is furnished by the business of banking; and it may be
worth while to examine it specially, partly on this ground,
and partly on account, of the special prominence that has been
gi von to it, by :Mr Macleod and others, in discussions 011 the
definition of capital, A banker's profit, as we saw, is largely
derived from the tacit consent of the community to use his
obligations to pay mouey on demand as a medium of exchange,
equivalent to actual coin. In ordinary times, until a run 011

the bank occurs, these obligations arc transferred from one
customer to another, without payment being exacted 1. Hence,
though in estimating the banker's wealth these obligations would
be reckoned on the llcgative si.le, still, so long as he is not re
quired to meet them, lin Is able to take as profit the whole or
part 2 of the iutcrcst which he receives on the wealth, elsewhere
invested, hy which he would meet his obligations if required.
Thus he may be only just able to pay what he owes to others,
and yet be, so long as his credit lasts, a wealthy man. Suppose
(e. g.) that he owes in this way £1,000,000 (without interest),
and has debts of merchants, railway companies and the govern
ment, which together could be sold for £1,000,000. If there
were a Tun on the bank and he had to suspend payment, his
wealth would be found. equivalent to zero; but meanwhile he
obtains the interest of £1,000,000, which will leave him
a handsome surplus, after paying the expenses of the bank.
And since there is 110 reason why he shall not continue to enjoy

) It should be noticed that so far as that part of It hanker's obligations called
t. deposits" is concerned, the consent of the community is to use the obligations
of bankers generally as money, not those of any particular banker: since tho
recipient of a cheque on Bank A will in most cases hank with some one else, say
H, and paying the cheque in from A to B will require It nominal transfer of
money from A to B. But as such transfers among bankers, in ordinary times,
will roughly balance each other, the effect is substantially the same as if the
community consented to use the obligations of a particular hanker; as it does
when it circulates hle notes.

e Part only, if he hal'. to fla.y interest on the money that he OWNI. In the
following example I have taken, for simplicity's Bake, the case at' an old.
iaf-;hioncd bauk that docs 110t pay interest on deposits.
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this surplus for au indefinite period, his business l~light obviously
he sold for a considerable price, even though its assets did not
balance its liabilities, provided that the sale were a secret one
so that its credit could be maintained. This fact, 1 conceive, is
what is meant by saying that the credit of such a bank is a.
part of its capital; and the expression seems to me undeniably
correct, provided we arc careful tel point out that such capital
is of fragile nature. liable to sudden destruction in case of a
panic. And, as we saw, there are strong reasons for regarding
bankers' credit generally as an addition to the capital of the
conntry; since the country gains by means of it a medium of
exchange, which it costs ,'cry little to produce and maintain,
and which at tho sumo time is for some purposes as Ilseful
and of course as valuable-as coin. It may be urged that the
credit that is the immaterial source of this useful commodity is
not the result of 1abour1

• But a man cannot get his obliga
lions currently accepted as a. medium of exchange, unless ho
goes into hanking as n husincss ; and a banking business cannot,
be created at one stroke, or unless the placo and time for starting
it be skilfully selected, nor call it be maintained without careful
management-not to speak of the labour of subordinates. Honco
this argument hardly affords an adequate ground for refusing
to regard bankers' credit as a part of the capital of the com
munity: though, as I have already explained 2, the medium of ex
changc-e-cspocially when partly material and partly immaterial,
as in modern civilized countries-is distinguished from the rest
of wealth by such important peculiarities, that it seems most
instructive to treat it as something sui gener-is) and not lump it
under the general term "natioual wealth" or H national capital."

§ 4. Let us pass to consider a third case, differing again from
either of the two previously discussed, to which the notion of

I In accepting the proposition that capital is the result of labour, I must
guard myself from being supposed to accept implicitly the doctrine that the
value of capital or of other wealth is due solely to labour. As we shall here
after see, there are cases when the labour employed is trifling compared to the
value of its product. But if we distinguish capital from man's material
envtronmens in its original condition. as we hnve seen it needtu l to do.
there is nothing properly included under the term which is not the result of soma
labour-s-some exertion, physical or mental, of some human being".

, Ct, c iii. § II of this bonk.

S. E.
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, sunk capital' may be applied. This is the case of wealth laid
lout in education. It is true that such wealth is not commonly

employed for the profit of the person employing it; but this is
often the case with other capital when the owner is advanced
in years: he l( plants trees that posterity may eat the fruit."
The skins and other qua-lities, however, that are the result
of education, not being transferable, lack one of the normal
characteristics of wealth: and I have followed common usage
in not regarding them as wealth. Still, so far as such skill is
the source of extra gain to its possessor, the wealth spout in
producing it may be as profitably laid out for him as if it were
invested in any lucrative business ; and if this outlay has been
incurred with a view to gain, I think we should regard it as a
form of investment. of capital, in spite of the paradox of saying
that something is capital, which W8 yet do not assert to be
wealth ': though it will he well to denote its results by SOUle

such term as 'personal capital,' to express their peculiar cha
racteristic of non-transferability.

Here, however, the question may be raised, whether if 'YO

speak of capital sunk in education at all, we ought not to
extend the term to all the wealth consumed from infancy up
wards, by persons who become producers, so far as it has been
serviceable in developing dICiT productive qualities-including,
of course, their physical strength; and similarly to include the
wealth consumed by them after they come to maturity, so far
as it maintains their productive efficiency. And I admit that
if we define capital, from a social point of view, merely as
wealth employed so as continually to reproduce itself with a.

(social) profit, we ought in consistency to regard the labourers'
consumption of necessaries as an investment of capital, and
the productive vigour that results from this consumption as a
form ill which social capital is actually existing. The chief
reason for not taking this view is analogous to that before
given for distinguishing between capital and land. It seems
desirable in defining capital for the pnrposes of the Theory of
Production to maintain the conception of it to which we were
led at the close of the last chapter; that is, to consider it as a

1 Cr. ante, c. iii. § 3,.
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joint factor with labour in social production, by tho aid of which
the labourers of the community are enabled to produce moro
than they would otherwise do. But in order to keep this view
of it clear, we- must distinguish it from the produce of which it
helps to increase the amount so far as this is consumed merely
with a view to enjoyment or support of life; and therefore from
the bodily vigour and aptitudes for labour that arc the natural
results of this consumption. That is, we must regan} as Capital
not all the results of labour that are employed so as to produce
a profit j but only such results as would not exist in their
present form, or would not be used in their present manner,
except as a means to some further result. On this view it
is only so fur as the labourer's consumption is distinctly
designed to increase his efficiency, that it enn properly be
regarded as an investment of capital. No doubt, if an in
dividual adopts a more expensive diet in order that lIe, may
be cnnblod to work harder without injnrv to health, tho
increase in his expenditure rhus caused L, for all economic
purposes similar to outlay on fuel or other auxiliary materials
in a. manufacture. Similarly if statesmen or philanthropists
are cousidcriug the desirability of increasing the labourers'
share of food, clothing, house-room, &c., they may fairly
recommend this outlay as substantially an investment of
capital for the community, so far as it Ill.a}' be reason ably
expected to lead to more vigorous and effective labour. Still,
generally speaking, we must regard the consumption of produce,
for the preservation or enjoyment of life, as the final end of
the series of changes that make lip the process of production;
and accordingly must distinguish it broadly from consumption
that would not be incurred, except as u means to further
production.

It is not of course denied that the products consumed by
the labourers will, generally speaking, have previously formed
part of the capital of individual capitalists. Indeed it is often
conveuien t for simplicity's sake to conceive a labourer's real
wages as having previously funned part of his employer's capital;
since, for most pnrposes, we may, without material error, sup
pose the employer to have purchased from other capitalists
the food, fuel, &c. which the labourer will 1J115'~ with his

0-2
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money-wages, and to pay the labourer with these commodi
tics, But, obviously, neither the money nor the commodities
can form part of the employer's capital after he has handed
them over to the labourer"; he has exchanged them fur the
results of the labourer's work, whatever that may be j this
latter is now the form assumed by r.he part. of his capital which
up to the moment. of payment was in the form of money or
commodities destined for wages, Even if the labourers are
fed at the capitalist's own table the case is not substantially
altered; only the moment at which the food ceases to be em
ployer's capital is deferred until the time at which it is actually
eaten.

§ 5. Hero I may observe that there is something misleading
in the manner in which economists have spoken of capital
as being "accumulated," and at the sallie time have put forward,
:1::-; the promiueut and typical form of capital, the food, clothing,
and other commodities which the labourer consumes. For
though, as we have seen, there must always he a certain stock
of such commodities, finished hut undistributed, which forms a.

part of the capital of ruanufacturers and traders j still it is nut
this part of their capital that admits of being, in any impcrtaut
sense of the word, "accu1l1111atccl." It is no gain 2 to the com
munity that this store of goods should be larger than is required
for the convenience of distribution; on the contrary one of
the economic advantages which the improvement of the ma
chinery for conveyance brings with it, lies in thc diminution of
the amount of these stocks which it becomes necessary to keep.
Whnt is really accumulated is mainly tile results of labour in
the form of what, we may call generally instruments to make
labour more cffieicnt-including under the notion of instru
ments all buildings used in production, and all improvements
of land.

I Unless in the exceptional case in which the labourer is paid before he hae
done his work; in which ease the payment may fairly be regarded as capital lent
to the labourer until the work is done, and then repaid in the form of this work
done.

~ J need only jnRt notice the exceptional case of ccmrnoditics such as wine
that improve by being kept. It is, no doubt, a gain to the community that
such commodities should be stored up, instead of being at once consumed.
'I'hcse, howevcr, form a very smull part of the whole.
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That this, at ani rate, is the view of capital which properly
belongs to the theory of production, will perhaps become more
clear if we conceive the conuuuuit.y to be organized on a social
istic basis, its industry and the actual distribution of its com
inoditics remuiuing ill other respects unaltered: that is, if
we suppose the instruments and materials (if production to he
owned by a govcrlHuenl, which froui time to t.ime distributes
the finished gt)ods <lHlOllg the cit izeus, giviug to the rich the
luxuries that they now enjoy, on account of their superior
deserts, Such a, community, if governed with wisdom, and
with due regan] for the interest. of posterity, would coutiuue the
accumulation of capital that is at present g'ling on j that is,
it would allot a certain portion of its produce to labourers
employed in improving land, constructing railways, and other
work yielding no immediate return of consumers' wealth. But
it, would be obviously forced and inappropriate to ~ay that the
produce so allotted W[JS "saved" or "nr-cumularod " ana to
call it therefore capital. \Ybat. would really be accumulated,
would be the railways, the machines, tue additional produc
tiveness of the land, &c.; or, to put it generally, the inter
mediate results of labour employed for remote ends, so that 11

possible increase in the immediate produce of consumable com
modities is sacrificed fur a greater increase in the ultimate
produce. That the increase must ultimately be greater, unless
the capital is wasted, is of course implied ill the conception of
capital as auxiliary to labour.

No doubt, in our actual individunlist.ic society, this aocnmu
laticn or instruments is brought about chiefly by the action of
individual capitalists ; who abstain from consuming the whole
(if their profits, in order to get more profit hereafter for them
selves and their heirs. Hence it, is a, legitimate fiction to re
garJ them as taking a part of their share in the food, clothing,
«c.. that constitute the real wages of their labourers : and to
consider this accordingly as the first form ill which capital always
Las existed, although the form in which most of it ulti
mutely exists is, as 1YO have soon, that. of instruments. In
this Sense we may admit, with certain qualifications, )lrJevol1s,l

1 Thf'(lry nf I'oliticat E~orl()Jn!l, c. VIII.
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conception of " free" or 'v uninvested H capital as consisting in
the II commodities which are required for sustaining labourers of
I< any kind or class engaged in work." The qualifications
required arc these. In tbe first place, it seems a natural infer
ence from the statement quoted, that the first st.age of the
process of saving capital always consists in adding to the real
wages of productive labourers an arnonnt equal in value to the
capital saved. And this view has certainly been adopted, more
or less explicitly, by some economic writers (among whom, how
ever, I do not include 111' .Ievons}: but, as I shall have occasion
hereafter to show, it involves a fundamental error'.

Secondly, in admitting that all capital may be regarded
as lW1.'ing existed in the form of <j commodities required for
u sustaining labourers," I do not mean to imply that all
or even a large pn.rt of capital could exist simultaneously in

·this form; or that it would be no loss to the community if the
capital in the form (If instruments WPI'e; destroyed, provided
it were supplietl-c-say from abroad-s-with an equal amount of
capital in the form of the <l current means of sustenance."
No doubt the instruments could all be made over again in
time, provided the labourers could he supported while making
them; but obviously their labour would be of greatly inferior
efficiency during the period that would elapse until the in
struments were mafic: so that a very much larger amount of
"free" capital would have to be consumed, to produce the
U iuvested" capital that l.UI)' civilised. community now possesses,
than would be required to produce an equal result with the
aid of the instruments in which the capital is actually invested.
Hence we must regard the form" instruments "_in the ex
tended sense before mentioned-as that in which the greatest
part of capital must necessarily exist, if capital is to fulfil
the function of increasing the efficiency of labour.

Thirdly, it is important to bear in mind that the applica
bility of Mr J evens' conception depends not on the necessary
conditions of the Production of wealth, hut upon the actual
conditions of its Distribution. As we bavo already seen,
the essential point in the formation of capital is the

I cr. ]~~f, Dook II. e. vii.
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employment of labour fur remote ends, rather than the
saving of sustenance in order that it ma.y be advanced to
labourers and repaid by them in some equivalent product with
a profit. Indeed historically the mode in which a good deal of
the actual capital of ClUy civilized community lias been brought
into existence is to he described by the former phrase rather
than the latter-that is, it is the result of spare labour, hut not
of labour hired with a view to profit, ...\.t the same time
it is quite true that in the existing economic condition of
society the employment of labour in making instruments is
principally due to the voluntary action of persons who, having
the alternatives of "saving" and "spending 1" presented to
them, prefer the former; and a fundamentally important part
of the process initiated by their « sa.:~il~g" consists in the transfer
of food, clothing, &c" from the stocks of traders to labourers, in
return fOT the transfer to their employers of the results of their
labour. Hence it is natural and right. that attention should be
prominently directed to the portion of capital that consists in
finished products of the kind consumed by labourers: though,
as I have said, it is only before such products arc transferred
that they can be regarded as forming part of the capital of the
em players of labour.

§ G. It is, however, a different question whether these pro
ducts, after they have been transferred to the labourers or other
persons who will ultimately consume them, ought not to be
regarded as Capital belonging to these latter persons. Ac
cording to the ordinary use of the term, in its application to the
wealth of individuals, we must (as we hnvc already seen) answer
the question in the negative; and with Adam Smith distinguish
from capital that portion of the" general stock of any society 11

which if; "reserved for immediate consumption, bnt not yet
<' entirely consmned " on the ground. that it <l docs not afford a
f< revenue or profit." At the same time, reflection will, I think,
show that this distinction is less fundamental than has com
m-iulv been supposed by English economists,

This will he most easily seeu if we begin by considering the
class of products which we have already distinguished as "durable

1 That is, spending in luxuries for themselves or their families.
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"consumers' wealth "-houses, furniture, jewels, &c.: especially
if we take the C:1:::€ of things (of which the use is currently
uought and sold separately from the ownership. For instance,
the use of a ron ted house is a purchaseable commodity, which
has to be included in a complete statement of the" real income"
of the man who rents i~; hut, obviously, it has no important
effect on the individual's income, whether he speuda £1000 in
bu ilding a house, or whether he invests the same sum in
railway stock and pa}R a part of the rent of the house with
the interest.

It may be urged, however, that the Louse will be in time
consumed; whereas the capital employed in production, if
prudently invested, is continually replacing itself with a profit.
This difference is certainly imp, rtaut : but it will appear, on
closer examination, that it. does not really exist, from the point
of view of the community. in the case of a large part of the
capital employed in industry. It is no doubt desirable to
distinguish as dearly as we can from the rest that portion of
the accumulated results of the labour of the community that
i-, a permanent source of social profit j Leiug really reproduc
tively used, and thus continually reappcaring with au incre
ment at the end of each period of the process of industrial
changes tlJrough which it i-s continually passing. But we call
hardly use the term' capital' to express this distinction j for we
should tlrus exclude front capital not only all products that are
not, used fur the support 01' labourers, or as a means of rendering
labour rnoreelficieut, but also a Inrge part of the products that,
are so U3,{)(}; viz. all instruments and auxiliary materials em
ploycd in the production of luxuries, and even products cou
surned by labourers if engaged in producing luxuries. No doubt
the greater part of this wealth, at any given time, is in the pos
session of individual capitalists, by ",110m it it; so used as to
replace itself continually with a profit to its owncrs ; because
the price society pays for the luxuries pruduced exceeds the
price of the labour spent, directly or indirectly, in producing
them. But we canm.t Si1) that this wealth continually' replaces
. itself with a profit 1 from the point of view of the community;
since the luxuries it serves to produce, not being a means of
support.iug or assisting labour, cannot Iorm a link in the per~
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petual pl'tJcess of social production. The YUIlle of such capital
is only kept up hy continually appropriating a portion of the
value of its produce to compensate for the consumption of
materials and the deterioration and depreciation of instruments.
And, just in the same way, if we value the annual use of a
house at its market-price, we shell find (if the house has been
ecouoiuicully purchased) that after subtracting ordinary interest
on its «riginal price a sufficient quantum of value will remain
to compensate for its deterioratiou. The house, no doubt, only
furnishes the immaterial commodity of shelter; bnt similarly
railways and steamships, so far as they carry tourists, only pro
duce the equally immaterial commodity of a desired change of
place.

It may perhaps seem forced to carry the parallel further, and
regard the house as an instrument that aids labour in producing
the utility of shelter. But, as we 11:1\"e seen, the essential charac
teristic of the aid that, capital in the fur'm of instruments gives to
labour is that by interposing an interval of time between Lhe
application of labour (i.c, of the labour spent in making the in
atrurneut) and the enjoyment of its result, the utility produced
is ultimately greater than it would have been if the labour had
becu spent in some manner yielding more rapid returns: and
this characteristic is no less present in the case where a curtain
kind of utility, as that of shelter, &c') can only be obtained by
waking a durable article that will be useful for many .years. So
far, indeed, as the alternatives of making a more ur less durable
house are presented, the question whether it will be economi
cally advantageous to spend tlie extra labour required for the
mOTC durable building is clearly similar to the question that
arises (as we have already observed) in considering whether an
instrument that is undeniably useful is also profitable j we have
to consider in either case whether tile additional utility is worth
purchasing at the price of the additional labour, taking into
account the time that, must elapse between the application of
the labour aud the consumption of the utility. It is of course
true that up to a certain point these alternatives are not pre~

scnted ; there is an irreducible minimum of durability which a
house must possess, ill order that the utilities derived from it
rll'l)' he obtained at alL But there scorns 110 more reason for
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excluding this mtmmum from the definition of capital than
there is for excluding such instruments as are absolutely indis
pcnsablo to the production of certain commodities. Either
expenditure of labour yields us equally the intermediate results
of labour employed for remote ends; and in either case, if the
Iabour has been econoruicallj- applied, the utility ultimately
resulting will be estimated as worth the delay that it has cost,
whether derived from the house or the instrument: both these
therefore would seem to be equally forms of capital. And the
same may be said of all durable products from which we expect
to derive continuo'} or repeated utilities in the future; the
thing itself in relation to its future utilities has the essential
characteristics of Capital. The difference between the case of
wealth that yields present enjoyment to its possessor as well
as tho promise of future utility, and wealth that is only valued
in view of produce to be hereafter enjoyed, is no doubt of
importance: we mil,y perhaps represen t it by designating
tho former as .. consumers' oapitul " aud the latter as "pro
f< ducers' capital." But. in taking this distinction we must bear
in mind that many most important instruments that arc" pro
H ducers' capital" from the individual's point. of view are at
least partly" consumers' capital." from the point of view of the
commuuity : such as railways and steamships so far as they
carry tourists \ &c.

But. further; when after observing the analogy between pro
ducers' capital and consumers' wealth, of which the utility is
continuous or frequently repeated, we have to consider the
consumers' stocks of food, fuel and other things consumed in
a single usc, we can hardly refuse to recognise even in these
latter, so far as their amount is economically regulated, the

1 To avoid misapprehension, the reader should be warned that afterwards,
in expounding the Theory of Distribution, the "capital of the community' will
have to be defined differently. It will have to mean the fund on which Interest
is paid; that is, the aggregate of the capitals of individual members of the
community; an important part of which-c-e.g. the national debt-is not to be
counted as capital from the social point of view, from which in the present book
we primarily contemplate the production of wealth. How fm- this aggregate
capital of individuals should- by an extension of the notion of interest-be
taken to include their' consumers' capital,' is Il. question which will be hercaner
considered.
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essential characteristics of capital. It is true that such com
modities do not, generally speaking, increase in utility by
being kept, but are rather liable to deterioration: still, so far
as they are prudently kept they save the labour of multiplied
purchases and journeys which would otherwise he necessary.
The keeping of such stocks therefore is as essentially a labour
saving expedient for the individual as the usc of au instru
ment in production. Tho stocks in tile hands of manufacturers
and traders fulfil the same function for the community; and
the social advantage of having more or less of such stocks is
to be measured by the extent to which their existence either
saves the labour of sale and conveyance, or renders the labour
of making more productive by enabling it to be more con
tinuous and uniform, and organised on a larger scale, than
would otherwise be the casco As we saw, it is only so far as
they are thus useful that the community guius Ircm the H ac
"oumulnr.ion " of such products ; and it is in view of this utility
that they may fairly be regarded <15 capital of the coinmuuity.

It would seem then that the term' capital,' as scientifically
used, is not so much adapted to distiuguish one portion of
accumulated wealth from the rest; as rather to exprcss an
aspect which all such wealth presents-so far as it is pro
duced and used with due regard to economyt--cup to the very
moment of consumption: as being, namely, the intermediate
results of labour employed for future utilities, which in some
way or other are greater in proportion to the labour required
for elljoying them, through the prolongation of tho interval
between the labour and the enjoyment.

Hence, to return to the question raised at the close of the
preceding chapter, when it is said that, in a given society at
a gtven time, an invention tending admittedly to render labour
more productive cannot be carried into effect for want of capital,
the essential fact implied, 1'1'011.1 a. social point. of view, is that
the community cannot or will not spare the labour required
to obtain this increment of produce from work more irnme-

1 J~ should be nImittcd that tlli'l aspect i!l actually presented, for the most
part, ill a less degree by Consnmera' capital than it is by Producers' capital;
inasmuch as the former is commonly managed with a legs strict regard to
economy. 'Fh is difference, however. is by no means universally to be found.
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(lia~el.Y-though less ultimately-s-productive. But in our exist
ing societies the future gain of labour thus socially spared does
not usually accrue to the labourer personally; but to others
who practically purchase the results of his labour with au
equivalent nm onn t of directly consumable commodities; and
in so doing arc said to "save" the resulting addition to the real
capital of the community. How far the laws governing the
extent of such saving admit of being precisely uscertuiued. is
a question reserved for the next chapter.
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NOTE. The mistakes that may arise from not contemplating with
sufficient distinctness that portion of capital which continually exists in
the form of unsold goods, arc, I think, exemplified by the defects of Mill's
argument to prove that "demand for commodities is not demand for
"labour." This proposition, which has occasioned a good deal of polemi
cal discussion, is) r believe, perfectly true when properly explained; and
Mill's argument in support of it Hpl'ears to me to a great extent sound.
I think, however, that it is :111 in form unsatisfactory, especially when we
consider the early stage in his cxpoeitiou at which it apuears. He keeps
too much to the general notion of "capitol I' without closely tracing the
different shapes which the capital takes during the changes j and thus on
the one hand he fails to atate all important-ill my opinion quite legiti
ruate-c-ussumption on which he procceds ; and on the other presents
a vague aud iuisleudiug view of the time at which the results of which
he speaks will be realised. A:)(1 in cousc'ql1ence of this latter defect
I think that a part of the argument- that which compares the effects
of a purchase of luxuries in a shop with the employment of labourers to
produce luxuries-c-is quite erroneously stated.

The puzzling nature of Lhia question (for T think most reflective readers
of Mill lind it puzzling, after all the pains he has taken to make it clear) is
due to the fad Lhnt. it hue two ohvioue a:-<ppef.o;, each of which presents it as
very simple and comprehensible, while at the same time they lcucl +'0 oppo
site conclusions. First, it seems plain enough that purchase being a mere
exchange of equivalents, a man \...ho purchases can only benefit himself.
If a man happens to have a stock of wealth ill a form in which he can
consume it himself, it is obvious that lie does not benefit anyone else by
consuming it; then surely the mere fact that he has it originally in an
unconsumable form, and has to exchange it into some other shape in order
to cousurne it, cannot alter the matte]'. On the other hand, it is said,
consider what actually happens in any particular case. I have £100,
which I may either :-Ian) or spend in velvet. If I save it, I no doubt add
.£100 to the amount of wealth seeking productive ernployment ; and we
will suppose for the aake of argument that it will find employment without
delay, and that a portion of it. will 6"0 to increase the wage,; of labourers.
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But if I buy velvet with it, does not the same result, so far as
the wages am concerned, necessarily follow, at least if we deduct the
percentage which the velvet-maker may add, as fairly earned profit, to his
domestic cousmuptiou ? "'hat remains he will either employ in his
business, or, if he has no room for it, will invest elscwhere ; and in
either ease n.portion, which we have no reason to ;·mppo..so seunller than in
tile former case, 'will go to increase wages. Surely it. i:i mere paying
with words to say that I hnvc not. added to the velvet-maker's capital,
and shut some one else would have Langill the velvet if 1 had nof 'f
Some cue else when he ouuics will lind other velvet to buy, and we may if
we like raise the same question OWl' again, and usk, '\Yhat becomes of his
money IOuI' present concern is with my £10t\ most of which is as likely
to be spent in wages, raw materials, machinery, &c., if I give it to the
vel vet.maker for velvet, as it is if I put it in <1 bank.

I must confess that both these views seem to me perplexingly plausible;
and Xlill's argument docs not appear really hi meet what has just been
urged ill favour of the latter. In order to meet this, it is nccessary to
express an assumption which i.'l obscurely implied in )Wrs reasoning, viz.,
tlmt, the average amount of the velvet-maker's capital which is locked up
ill unsold goods cannot be decreased hy my purchase. This amount is,
of COUI-:"C, continually fluctuating ill the variously caused oscillations of
supply and demand. But it is obvious that it. must tend t.o bear ,,01110

direct proportion to the amount of purchases, so far as it is influenced by
this. Hence we may assume that, caerie paribits, the decrease in the stock
of velvet caused by my purchase of £100 worth, will he balanced by a
rather more than proportionate increase in the stock at dome future time.
'When this latter takes place, the loss to the labourers due to my pur
chasing velvet instead of investing will be fully realised. But it certainly
'will not be realised immediately; un.l hence, as I said, )[il1 is certainly
wrong in supposing thnt if I spend the £100 in employing labourers to
make <til artificial luke instead of spending it. in velvet, the wages-fund is
at once larger by £100 than it would han: been in the latter casco

But, grnnl.iug it. 1.0 be aubatnntially true that the consumers of luxuries
do not ;;demand labour" in )Iill'::: scnsc-, i.c. do not supply the real wages
of the labourers who produce the luxurics-c-thc question romaine, how far
the capitalists as such can properly be said to do this. .A n answer to this
question, differing materially from Mill's, has been implicitly given in the
present chapter ; but. the full statement of it will come more appropriately
in the following book (cc. vi. and vii.).



CHAPTER VI.

TIlE LAWS OF PRODGCTION.

§ 1. 1:-; Chapter IV. "\YC were occupied in surveying the
causes of variation in the productiveness of labour in different
ages and countries. \Ve first distinguished and briefly analysed
tile conditions of man's material environment. that are favourable
or adverse to production; and uoted the differences-whether
original or superinduced hy human labour-in the adaptation to
human uses of the portions of land inhabited by different com
muuitics, and their bordering or intersecting rivers and seas. \Ye
then passed to consider the causes of variation in the quantity
and quality of labour performed, in proportion to the num bel' of
the population supported by it, We observed the important
modifications in hoth quantity and quality due (1) to the vary
ing physical conditions of the labourer's existence, and (2) (,0

the varying strength of his motives for work. "\Ve analysed the
complexity of the elementary impulses that constitute the
"desire of wealth' for self awl family which is undoubtedly the
mainspring of industry in our actual societies: and noted the
manifold and complicated ways in which the strength of this
resultant impulse tenus to be modified by the degree of eivilisa
tion, the political structure, the moral state, the customs and
prevalent opinions of any community considered as a whole, or
again by the moral and social influences predominant in special
classes; and especially by the varying extent and manner in
which the industrial organisation maintains the correspondence
of reward to exertion. \Ye then examined this industrial
organisation in another aspect, analysing the advantage ob
taincd by the combination of labour,-t.hnt is, mainly hy the
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Di vision of Employments-Land noting the attendant drawbacks.
'Ve further observed the (treat variations in tbe efficieucv ofo •

labour that are due to intellectual conditions; partly to differ
ences in the average technical skill of the individuals actually
working; still more to differences in the development of know
ledge in the community; both of the knowledge of the general
laws of matter which we call 'science,' and of tile modes in
which it may be adapted to human uses, which we call the
'state of invention' or of 'the industrial arts.' Finally we have
dwelt on the importance of CapLtE-I; considered either in the
concrete as (mainly) an alreauy-accumulated stock of instruments
auxiliary to labour, or more abstractly as the power of directing
labour to the attainment of greater but remoter utilities,
through the control over the produce of labour possessed by
the owners of accumulated wealth.

\Vc have now to consider how fill' we can establish irnpor
tant general propos-itions as to the extent to which these
different causes operate. It is to such propositions that I
have desired to restrict the term "Laws of Production.' In
a wider sense the mere statement of a cause of the ureat.er or- ~

less producti vcucss of labour might he called t he statement of
a Law of Production; but the description would sound some
what ambitious, and economists \vhe have propounded such
'laws' have certainly been understood to imply by the term
some definite knowledge as to the quant.ity of effect to be
attributed to One or more of the different causes determining
production. H should be observed, however, that the pro
positions thus denoted belong to two \'cry different classes;
they m.ay be (1) abstract and hypothetical, or (~) concrete
and positive. That is, they may either state (I) the amount
of effect that any cause, supposed to be given in quantity as
well as quality, would produce under certain supposed con
ditions, or tends to produce under actual conditions so far as
it is not counteracted or modified by the operation of other
causes; or they may state (2) to what extent any particular
cause has been found, or may be expected, to operate either
in lnnunn communities generally or ill the modern civilised
societies with which we are primarily concerned. It will appear,
I think, in tho COurse of this chapter, that the essential differ-
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ence between these two species of laws has been sometimes
ignored in the discussion of economic questions.

§ 2. Before, however, we proceed to examine in detail the
chief laws (of either kind) that have been propounded by econo
mists, it is necessary to recall those limitations to the possibility
of exactly measuring the productiveness of labour, which our pre
vious discussions on the measure of value and wealth have led us
to notice. \Ve saw that so far as the COIn modities which are COlJ.~

sumcd in different communities-c-or in the same community at
different timcs-s-wcre different in kind, a comparison between the
different ntnounts of produce in the two cases respectively must
necessarily reduce itself to a vague balancing of utilities; and
that even if commodities similar in kind were produced under
such different conditions (of demand, supply, &c.) in the two
terms of the comparison as to vary materially in relative value,
this variation introduced an irremediable clement of inexactness
into any quantitative comparison of the two aggregates thus
variously composed.

These inexuctnesses are not. genernlly of material importance
when we arc considering changes in the amount produced by
any community at short. intervals of time, or comparing neigh
bouring countries similar in industrial and climatic conditions;
but they may easily become very considerable when we are
trying to deal with s_ecular variations, or to include remote
countries in some wide generalisation.

'Ye saw further that, even if our result, were free from this
source of inexactness, it, would still have no real ~ignificance, as
an answer to the question which prompts us to make the COIIl

parison, if there were :l.ny marked difference in the primary
needs of the different sets of human beings whose wealth 'YO

are comparing. This latter point becomes specially important
'when the needs in question arc considered as the needs of
labourers as such. \Ye are thus led to notice an ambiguity
that is latent in our ordinary vague estimates of the productive
efficiency of human beings: it is not quite clear whether we are
to measure it by the total value of the commodities produced or
by the excess of this over the value of what is necessarily" COIl,:"

1 As we have already had occasion to observe, no sharp line can be drawn
between "necessary" and "superfluous" cousmu ptiou. There is II. broad
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sumed. The latter measurement is suggested by the analogy of
the instnullents-espeeially tile liyiug iustruments-c-cmplovod
by the labourers i since in measuring the product.ivcncss of
useful animals we should always consider not their [;rOSS produce
but their net produce, after subtracting the value of the food,
&c" consumed by them, TIJ~ analogy is too obvious and ir
resistible to be iglJor<~d; ~U1(1 we must ndmit this measurement
of the productive efficiency of labourers as valid for some
purposes; for instance. any employer who undertook to feed his
labourers would rightly use this rncasureiucut in reckonings of
his private business". But, for the reason given incidentally in
the preceding chapter, it is Hot, I conceive, the measurement
normally applicable in OUl' present consideration of the matter
from the point of view of the commnnity ; so far, that is, as the
additional consumption which causes tile additional efficiency
is held to he desirable, in itself or in its results of bodily or
mental vigour, as an amelioration of the labourer's lifo, and
therefore all element or the ultimate end to which tho whole;
process of production is a menus. 1 shall therefore in tho
present chapter mean by the 'produce' of which we are to
examine the laws, the [lross produce of consumable cornmo
~s; inc1l1ding along with this whatever now capital Inay be
brought. into existence within the period under consideration.
This latter must obviously be taken into aecou nt ; as it would
be absurd to regard the productiveness of labour, at any given
time and place, as affected by the question whether the utilities
resulting from it are immediate or remote. A certain amount
of enol', as wan before noticed, may he introduced hy includ
iug IlCW "producers' wealth,' compared at its exchange value

margin of expenditure which increases the productive efficiency of the persona
who benefit IJr it, though not sufflc.ently to make the resulting increment of
produce balance the expenditure.

'I'he exact limits of this margin seem to me very rlifficult to ascertain,
'Vho shall say precisely how 11111Ch of the etimulating food and drink, COUl
modious dwellings, expensive amusements enjoyed by the best paid class of
skilled workers (barristers, physician», men of busines«, &-c.) contribute to the
more effective performance of their functions y

1 H should he observed that iIJ the calculations of private employers It diff{'l'
ent measurement again has commonly to be applied; the value of whnt the
labourer produces has to he eomparcd nct with the vnluc of the rnatcrin ls 01' hill
W}l'cssary consumption, hilt with tho WH;:lf'<: ;ha~ ho is \,i!1ing to take.

S, to:. 10
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with directly consumable commodities; in so far as the value
of the former relatively to tho latter may vary from other
causes than the amount of its prospective produce. But this
clement of possible error-s-which we cannot define more exactly
till we have discussed the theory of value-may for the present
be neglected.

Let us then, taking in order the conditions of greater or less
production which have been above enumerated, consider how
far we can lay down laws as to the extent to which these con
ditions either (1) are actually found or may be expected to
operate in increasing or diminishing produce, or (2) would
operate in the absence of counteracting causes.

The first class of conditions examined in Chapter IV. have
not-with one important exception I-been thought to afford
material for the statement of any general economic laws. In
the economic history, oven in the social and political history of
tho human race, it is doubtloss indispensable to note the dif
ferent advantages and opportunities for production (including
trade) presented by (Efferent countries. Thus the historian
will point out how the special fertility of plains watered hy
large rivers, and the facilities of conveyance afforded by these
rivers, furnished the decisively favourable conditions for the
early .establishmout of large societies in China, Bengal, Mesopo
tamia, and Egypt; how, again, to the opportunities of'communi
cation provided in peculiar abundance by an inland sea studded
with islands and invaded by peninsulas, may be attributed that
development of trade in the .lEgean awl the Mediterranean
generally which led to tho Gneeo-Roman civilisation as one of
its consequences. Thuso and similar apeJ'rus are of great interest
and importance. But the differences in the advantages and
drawbacks thus presented to human industry by man's material
environment are so various and complicated) and change so
continually as the pO\vcr of mankind to utilise advantages or
overcome obstacles grows with tho development of knowledge
and of social organisation; that we cannot usefully attempt to
frame nny simple and general quantitative statements as to

1 I refer to tbe efteot of limited space or land in diminishing the productive
ness of the labour of the community exhibiting lt-c as expressed in the Law of
Diminishing Returns, discussed later on in this chapter.
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the various and changeful etlcct of these con.lit.ions on pl''l
duction.

Again, the graclual changes that hnvo tukcu place llJ

the economic relation of man to his environment, through irs
ndnptat.ion by human labour, constitute {at aliY rate to a gn~:lt

extent) merely a spocia.l C;l$P of the ni.l gin:m t.o labour by the
accumuhuion of capital; and will Lc hlOSL approjJriaU~ly ex
aminee] later from this point of view.

I pass therefore to consi.lcr, as causes of variation in atnoun t
of produce, t1H': diffcroncos tbat. arc Found ill the quantity aud
quality of labour applied, in proportion to the uum 1)01' of the
population consuming the produce. Let us take first the dif
ferences in quantity. Here I do Bot lind shot nny economist
lms thought it possible to lax clown C0I1Cl'l'te laws as to the
differences or probable changes either in the proportion of
workers to non-workers ill civilised societies, or in the avcmgo
time for which they work. A small part (If the very complex
influences that we noted us determining these quantities docs
perhaps admit of being proguosticatcllj w« En}' predict, for
example, that civilised society will become more defiuiluly
industrial than it has yet become in European countries, au.!
thus the slight social discredit still attaching to labour will
entirely die away; hut the rate of this change cud the amount of
effect. it is likely to produce appear to he beyond cnlculntion .

.l\gain, as regards the abstract laws of the relation uf" amount
of produce " to" (juanLiLy of labour," we have to observe that
the obvious arithmetical law "tho more work the more woalth "
has undoubtedly to be qualified by tho empirical g('nol'{)li~a.jion

that after a certuiu poiu t, allY increase ill the quantity of labour
performed by a man within a given time tenus to be accom
panied by some deterioration in its quality. But, in the present.
state of our knowledge it is not possible. I conceive, to establish
an even approximate unmcu-icn.l Inw connecting the. deterioration
ill quali r.v with the increase in quantity.

§ :3. Here) however, it should be observed that it is not HIe

proportion of labour to the population supported by it that rc
cent economists have usuully considered, in investigalillg whnt
tlJi':.'{ call t.lrc "Law of the increase of Labour;" hut rather thc'
increase in the tota] uumlx-r of lunnau lli'illg!" in :my country,

10-2
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"The increase of labour," says Mill, II is the increase of man
" kind; of population." Still it seems clear that the determina
tion of the rate of increase in the numbers of a nation does not
come primS facie within the general problem of Production as
I, after Allam Smith, have stated it; for, as was said, we do
not consider that a nation is richer or H better supplied with
"the necessaries and conveniences of life," because having
more members to feed and clothe it produces proportionately
morc food and clothing. It is therefore not primarily because
the increase of a nation's numbers involves an increaso in the
quantity of its labour, that 'YC arc here called upon to deal
with the large controversy raised by :Jlalthus' famous Essay
on Population; but because of the relation which the Malthusian
doctrine maintained between increase of numbers in a given
country and decrease in the proportional productiveness of the
correspondingly increased labour. Or to usc the phrases that
have now become familiar, the' Law of Population' chiefly in
tcrcats us from its oonncxion with the I Law of Diminishing
, Hetums.'

But the connexicn of these two questions is so intimate that
it seems desirable here to sum up briefly the results of the long
discussion started by Xlalthus' essay; especially as it is not,
I think, difficult at the present stage of the discussion to state
these results in a form not open to attack j provided that we
distinguish carefully the different propositions, abstract or con
crete, that have been included in tl.e ')Ialtlllll-1ian theory' by
its author or one or other of his disciples. Some of these propo
sitions when separated from the rest are mere truisms; while
others, though not quite so obvious and though Malthus and
other writers before and after him did good service in insisting
on their importance, are yet hardly controvertible, when stated
with proper qualifications.

Thus that ccpopulation is necessarily limited by the means
,< of subsistence" is a truism: an increasing number of human
beings obviously require a minimum of food, clothing, &c., in
creasing in proportion to the number.

The same cannot be said of the further statement that popu
lation has a constant tendency to increase beyond the means of
subsistence, and is kept to its necessary level either by the
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"preventive checks" of prudence, or sexual vice, or the "positi ve"
checks of "misery" or vice; meaning by the latter the increase
of mortality due to famine or to diseases caused or aggravated
by insufficient nutriment, or to other largely preventible or
curable ciiscnscs, or to wn r. TIJi~ proposition is certainly
not a truism: it, may, ho\vever,1,v}len stated with the requisite
limitations and with due explanation of the rather vague term
" tendency,' he now taken as incoutrovertible : however much it
rn~ hav~ been sometimes overlooked by statesmen, social re
formers and philanthropists generally. Hy "tendency,' as Mill.
and others have explained, we are to understand that the propo
sition is abstract and hypcthetical ; and relates to what would
happen, if the checks in question were removed) not to what
may be expected to happen in the actual future of our own 01.'

flny other community. The proposition, though abstract is not,
of course, demonstrable a priori ; it. rests 011 inductive evidence:
but such evidence has been adequately provided, so far at least
as concerns the European races, while living in Europe (or most
other countries of the temperate zone) under their existing
social conditions.

.As regards this portion of mankin.l it. is now (1) hardly
disputed that if all men and women, observing the rules of
chastity and monogamy, married at the time of life at which,
apart from prudential restraint, they were inclined to do so;
were not in want of the means of subsistence; had the amount
of" protection from death and bodily injury which is actually
afforded by the Goveruments of civilised Europe in time of
ponce; :1.11(1 took such measures to ward off preventible diseases,
from themselves and their children, as ordinarily careful persons
would take in the present state of medical knowledge; the
population would double itself within a certain period. This
period would no douht vary considerably with variations of race,
climate and social condition, and for the purposes of the general
argnment need not be exactly determiued ; but it may probably
be taken to be something between 20 flJ:1I1 30 years 1.

1 There are various diffiel.1lties in the way of determining this hypothetical
period of duplication with any eanctneas. For instance, there seems no doubt
that one considerable cause of tho diminution of the population in England is
the excessive mortality among the infant children of the poor; but it is very
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Am] (2) it is hardly disputed that if this process of doubling
and ro.doubling \VGl'€ continued (in a country as thickly peopled
as England, France, or Germany), the amount of subsistence
obtainable in the present condition of industry would soon be
hardy sufficient to support the population; so th.it the supposed
increase of population COli ld no longer 1.:0Il tinue.

Tho second of these propositions involves tho Law of
Diminishing Hotnrns. Defore discussing this, it should be
observed that the greater rapidity ill the illcrease of popnlntion
which we have supposed would involve necessarily a smaller
proportion of workers to non-workers. Assuming, however, that
the arts of industry were sufficiently developed to enable this
smaller proportion, duly aided by iust.nuneuts, to provide ade
quate nourishment, clotb iug, &0., for the whole population. aud
that no greater proportion of the produce of luhou r took the
form of luxurics ; it 1::; evident thut if the productiveness of
labour did not dnniuish, the increase of population might go
011 until il wa;) checked vy uon-prevcutiblo diseases duo to
over-crowding. The Law of Diminishing Returns, then, affirms
that the productiveness of labour does tcud to diminish, as the
Humber of labourers to a given uuit of land increases, after
a certain degreo of density of population hns been reached.
The degree of density; it should be observed, varies wid! the
development of the industrial arts, awl the accumulation of
capital: it tends to be removed continually further hack by the
prndres:.; of Iuveutiou, provided Llw,L through the accumulation
of capital, the improvement of proecs~cs which Iuveufion renders
possiblo is actually realized. The necessity (If thus limiting tho
scope of the law of diuiiuishing returns to communities of a
certain density, was conclusively shown by Carey, and is now

diflicul t to say how far this is due either directly or indirectly to the difficulty of
obtaining subsistanee Ltlmt is, either to diseases arising from inanition, orto
the neglect of mothers distracted from the care of their children by the necessity
of making a livelihood. Similarly, t11e extent to which either "vice" or
" pru.lencc ' actually diminish our population can only be roughly guessed.
Aecordingly in the numerical estimate given in the tcxt I have allowed a large
mnrgiu on either side of the ~;; years which I find given as the accepted average
rime required for population to double itself, during It long period of gradual
c.olonisatton, in the United States and Lower Canada (allowing for im

ll:i~jrn.tioll).
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generally recognised. In fact, in 11 thinly-peopled country we
Lave to enunciate a Law of Increasing Returns: every addi
tional labourer tends to make labour on the average more
productive, since he enables the whole body of labourers to
realize mere fully the advantages of cooperation. And this
tendency to increasing returns coutiuues to apply, in all
branches of industry except agricultur« and mining, without
:lny limit from density of population, except such as arises from
sanitary considerations. The closer human beings live to one
another, the greater tends to be the guuntt/in of utility derived
from n. given quantum of labour in conveyance and communi
cation; the greater, therefore, tends to be the development of
cooperation by exchange; and as the scale 011 which each par
ticular branch of manufacture may be profitably organised
becomes thus proportionally larger, the production itself tends
correspolHlingly to become more- economical, as has been already
explained 1.

Hence the Law of Diminishing Returns may be used hoth
in a narrower and in a wider signification; and there is some
danger of confounding the two. It may either mean (1) that
the productiveness of agricultural and extractive labour tends,
ceteris paribus, to diminish with every increase of population,
even though capital increases proportionally; or (.2) that, not
wirhstauding increased returns from the labour employed in
manufactures and internal trade, the productiveness of labour
generally tends so to diminish. The degree of density at which
the former tendency would 1egin to operate is of course lower
thu..u that which would introduce the latter. Still tho law,
even in its wider signification, would seem to be applicable
to the present condition of England and of the European
countries most advanced in civilisation. There can be little
doubt that in these the growth of population has passed
the point at which the average efficiency of labour begins to
be decreased by any addition to its quantity, other things
remaining the same; that is, supposing that each additional
increment of labour has ubout <.13 much aid frOIH the nccumuluted
results of past labour as tho previous increment of labour had,

J Cf wltr c. iv. ~ 1,.
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awl no more ; and that there is no progress of Invention, and no
development of Foreign Trade. It is not of course meant that
there is no possible application of labour and capital in England,
according to the methods of industry at present understood,
which would be more productive thnn some applications at
present mudc. Such a statement would be absurd j as there is
a good deal of capital actually employed which is yielding no
return a.t nil. \Vhat, is meant is that, ceteris paribus, any
considerable increment of capital-aided labour, applied with
average skill, would he 10::8 productive than the average of
capital-aided labour actually applied I.

But then as lither things do Hot remain the same, as on the
contrary the development of Invention. and of Cooperation
through Exchange with less densely peopled countries, is con
tinually going on, this law again is purely abstract; it describes
a tendency) not a fact; n. force, whose operutiou is counteracted
by another force. The proof of the existence of this force is
supplied by the greater average produce 01' labour, when it
is equally aided by Capital, Invention and Cooperation, and
employed upon less crowded land; as in our colonies, including
the United States of North America. But such evidence
does not enable us to lay down any concrete law, formulating
the actual effect which the two forces combined mn,y be
expected to produce in determining the average produce
pCI' head for a given density of population. If indeed we
excluded Foreign Trade, we might confidently affirm that no
d(~gree of improvement in industry known to us by experience
could counteract the effect, in decreasing the average productive
ness of labour which the actual rate of increase of population in
England would cause; so that the decrease in average supply
must soon check the rate of increase. But then this exclusion
of Foreign Trade again makes our statement purely abstract
and hypothetical. Supposing Foreign Trade to go on, we have

) It. should be observed that agricultural labour is sometimes liable to
become more unproductive, in consequence not merely of the increase of
population, hilt of a dispropor-tionate employment of the adclitionallabour in
agi iculture : c.g. through an excessive subdivision of farms. But in this case
the l05~ in productive efficiency is not entirely due to the law of dimlnlehing
returns; but partly to the defect of an indnatrial organisation too inert to
respond adequately to u change in ita circumstances.
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to decide whether the region whose production we are examining
is to include all the mutually trading countries or only One. Ell t
on neither view can we frame any definite eoncrete 'law of di
"minishing returns,' applicable to a country like England; on
the former view because the population of the whole region with
which England trades cannot be said to have reached the point
at which returns climiuish , on the latter view because the
possibilities of England's obtaining additional subsistence by
trade have only a remote and indefinite limit. If the dream of
Free-Traders were realized, if all the world were willing to
allow free ingress to our manufactures, it seems to be quite
possible that the whole of England might become almost as
thickly populated as Middlesex, without any decrease ill the
a.verage productiveness of her labour.

All therefore that, we can affirm is (1) that actually the
proportional returns to capital <:In(1 labour in England are less
thnu they would be if England were less densely populated;
and (:-!) that they tend ceteris ]Jaribus to be decreased by any
increase of population, even if capital is increased proportionally.
The question then remains, How far under these circumstances
is population likely to increase 1 This brings us hack to the
more strictly , .Jlalthusian' law which affirms that the popula
tion of countries like England would increase at a decidedly
mere rapid rate than the present, were it not for the operation
of either the prudential or the positive checks. This state
mont, ns T have said, is hardly now disputed, by competent
persons, as regards the European race in Europe. Buf there
is an ambiguity in the phrase '<prndontial restraint" which
it is important to point out. Prudence, in this application,
means the foresight and consequent avoidance of danger;
but Malthus' disciples have not always made it clear whether
the danger to which they referred was the danger of being
in want of the necessaries of life (for oneself or one's
children), or the danger of being in want of comforts, decencies,
or luxuries. It is obvious that the motive which actually
restrains all classes in the community above the lowest is foal'
of the latter, not the former danger. It. is llecessary to premise
this before considering tho concrete law which some writers
have preferred to give as the rnuin ~I:)..lthu:')ian doctrine: the
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proposition, namely, that H population presses closely on the
II limits of subsistence." III a. certain very important sense
this proposition is generally true and generally admitted ill
respect of civilised and fully-peopled countries; in the senSO,

unmely, thal population increases when the means of subsist
once increase in S11Ch a way as will enable the mass of society
to obtain an ampler supply or necessaries. Frour this, however,
it cauuot he absolutely inferred, that even the lowest class in
tho community is on tho verge of starvation ; but only that they
arc in a. position in which the supply of food is an important
dement in the consideration whether or not it is prudent to
rn:HTY. And since an increase in the supply of necessaries is
under ordinary circumstances accompanied by an increase in
the supply of comforts and luxuries; in so far as the increase of
the population takes place in any of the classes above the
poorest, it is to be attributed to the latter kind of abundance
rather than to the former.

Still, it may be stntod as n. concrete law that holds good in
England and other European conn tries, that there is a compres
sion exercised on population by the difficulty of procuring the
necessaries of life, The compression is not rigid: in England
for example populatiou might easily increase with greater
rapidity than at present, if all classes restricted their consump
tion of luxuries-especially harmful luxuries. But a strong
clastic pressnre undoubtedly exists. If any statesman or phi
lauthropist cherished the somewhat old-fashioned aim of increas
ing the population, the best course he could adopt w0111d be to
promote tile increase of t.he average means of subsistence"

I The term" increase of the means of subsistence" is not free from ambiguity
-any more than the term "Iucrcesc of wealth" has been found to be so. For
instance, the question may be raised whether the substitution of a cheaper for
a more expensive food is to be considered such an increase; supposing that it is
abundant in proportion to its cheapness. According to the view taken in c. iii.
of the measure of wealth we should not say that the nation was enriched by the
eliange ; but, if the cheaper food were equally adapted to support life,-or even
if it were merely more adapted in proportion to its cost-c-I should certainly suy
that the nation must he regarded [IS having more command over the means
of snbsietcnce : and that the change oonstttuted a distinct gain in utility.
Economists who have taken the opposite view app,"ar to have assumed the
proposition combated in the next section; namely, that the classes consuming
the cheaper food would necessarily ,; people flown" to the thus lowered limit of
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especially of tue Blass of the populatiou ; since, though this IS

not the ouly meows by which population can be increased, it is
a moans that may be relied on as effectual; and it is the only
means that can be adopted without bringing the population
nearer to the dangor of the varied ::;u(reriugs entailed by iusuffi
ciency uf food.

But it is one thing to affirm that if subsistence increased,
population wou.d iucrcasu abo; it is quite a. different. thing to
maintain that the latter increase will in all cases be sufficieut to
absorb the former. This is what some economists who have
written after Malthus-notably Ricardo-c-have generally as
sumed: and the assumption has considerable importance in the
latter's system, as it is the foundation of the doctrine of a
• natural rate of wage:::;' which occupies n cardinal position in his
theory of distribution ; and t o which attention has recently
been attracted by Lassa.lle and other Corman Socialists, under
the ominous name of tho "{ron law of wages!." \Ye shall have
occasion to refer to this uguiu wheu we come to distribution.
Here I nuy point out that Ricardo docs not fall into the error
of supposing-as Laasal!c am! others appc[~r to have under
stood-c-that the" natural rate"· of wages is that which gives tho
labourer ollly the bare necessaries of life. It is true that he
sometimes incautiously uses htnguago that suggests this mean
ing; as when he says that" tho natural price of labour is that
"price which is necessary to enable the labourers, one with
"nuothcr, to subsist nud perpetuate their 1'ac0

2
." But he else

where repeatedly recoglli::;os that the natural price of labour
.. e::.scntially depends llpiln the customs of tho people," or " the

subsistence. Even if this consequence tollowc-l it would not uecessnrily involve
any snffl'ring, though. it would undoubtedly increase the danger of suffering
from any acculcntul diminn tiou of income; because the consumers of lhe dearer
Ioo.l Wl:IuU under ecrtain circumstances have the r8,,0IH('8 of descending to the
cheaper article. which would he wanting to those who had already performed
the de-cent. Hut., as I urge in the next section, there is no necessity to suppose
tbnt the consumers of the cheaper food canuut raise their standard of living;
and if they do this they will not on~y ha vc more present commaud OHr the
eonvenlonces nf life, hut aho-oll the whole-c-morc security as r8g:1nls the
future, ~111U1 they would othorwiso havo hnd.

I ".EII!:I'lWS (i,[';(;,';cu) Lolmgcecta."

2 Tfus P,\S'-:;lb" and t.h'lse artl'rwanls quoted arc all taken from the rnmc
Cilal'~('r ,V.) of Hic~~l'(lo's Principles Ilf l'(Ili/i('I/{ t<r.mn/1l!J.
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(' quantity of food necessaries and conveniences become essential
fl to them from habit; ,. adding that" many of the conveniences
I< now enjoyed in an English cottage would have been thought
"luxuries at an earlier period of our history." This last sen
tence shows further that lie (lid not regard "the natural price
"of labour estimated even in food and necessaries, as absolutely
"fixed and constant." On the contrary he is careful to state
that H it varies at different times in the sante country;" and he
speaks of the effort to raise it, by "stimulating the taste of the
"Iabouring classes for comforts and enjoyments," as one of the
worthiest aims of philanthropy. But he did, I think, assume that
a mere increase of subsistence had in itself no tendency to produce
this effect; that even though the <i market rate of wages II were
to "remain for an indefinite period above the natural rate" the
latter would not during this period be teneling constantly up
wards towards the former. At any rate this assumption seems
to he involved in the main part of his reasonings on wages. It
is however. as .r. s. Mill has pointed ont, contradicted by his
torical filets 1; and I may perhaps add that it is equally contrary
to what our general knowledge of human nature would lead us
to infer. JEll's own view is that a temporary increase in sub
sistence does tend to raise the standard of comfort regarded as
indispensable by the class of manual labourers, provided it is
(l sufficient to make a great change in their condition-a change
"such as will be felt for many years, notwithstanding any
"stimulus which it may give during one genera Lion to the
"Increase of people." He holds. however, that If it is a much
U more difficult thing to raise than to lower this standard of
"comfort j" from which proposition it is an immediate inference
that! assuming the average efficiency of labour to be stationary,
and casual fluctuations in supply to take place as much in one
direction as in another, there would be a steady tendency down
ward in the standard of comfort, until the limit of bare ncces
sarles was reached-except so far as the labourer's prudence

1 )fill refers (II. c. XI. § 3) to the improvement in the condition of the la
bouring classes in France caused by the Great Revolution. lIe also quotes
Malthus' statement (Prine. of Pol..Rcon. p. 225) thut a " decided elevation in the
'<standard of the comforts and conveniences of the English working classes 11

had been caused by the unusual succession of fine harvests in the fifty years from
1715 to 1765.
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admits of being increased by education and other intellectual
and moral influences.

Whether this be true or not, a point. which I do not myself
feel able to decide, it may be pointed out that here again lye

have a purely hypothetical proposition: since the arts of indus
try, and the adaptation of the earth's surface for productive
pnrpop-es, nrc in a rapidly improving condition ; awl hy their
menus more and more distant sources of supply nre con
tinually opened to the inhabitants of any particular crowded
country, Hence any concrete law as to the tendency of the
standard of comfort to rise 01' fall, must involve a forecast of the
rate of progress of the improvements above-mentioned.

§ 4. 'Ve thus arrive at the question which remains to be
discussed, in order to complete the enquiry proposed for the
present chapter; viz. whether we can determine 1he laws of
variation in the efficiency of labour. So far as the personal
efficiency of the labourers is concerned, uo economist (I believe)
has eyer claimed to possess the knowledge required for this
task. Indeed it seems evident that anyone who attempted to
explain the differences in the physical, intellectual and moral
qualities of labourers, and. in the motives presented to them by
their social and industrial circumstances, sufficiently to enable
us to predict even roughly the future operation of these condi
tions, must in fact claim a prescience of the whole development
of civilized society, beyond the pretensions of the most confident
of living sociologists. While, again, the ultimate causes of
those differences are so complicated and their effects so inter
mingled, thu.t it does nut seem easy to lay down any really
important quantitative statements even as to the hypothetical
effects of an)' given changes; as for instance changes in the
labourer's habits of diet, or in the educational machinery applied
to them, or their social customs and opinions. or the terms on
which they usually cooperate.

The case is different with that element in the productive
ness of labour which depends on the aid afforded it by capital;
since Mill and others do undertake to give the "law of the
"increase of capital." It appears to met however, that in ;:;0

doing they have presented a somewhat one-sided view of the
pro(,l's::; of accumulation of what I have called "concrete capital;'
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i.e, instruments aIHI other intermediate results of labour em
ploycd for remote ends. 'I'hoy have riglJtly pointed out that-
at lea-it in civilized communities as actually organised-this
accumulation depends chiefly on Ute saving of individuals.
But this s:l..ving can only take effect in niding production so far
as iustrurncnt.s or processes have been discovered by which
labour may be made more productive through delay in its Ilnal
result of consumable commodities. Or, to 11:-;0 it current
phrase, there must be a "field for the employment of capital' if
profit. is to be gained j and the existence ::u1<1 coutiuual enlarge
ment of this field depends on Invention-in the extended seuse
in which 1 have before used tl.o term to include all improve
ments in the general organisation of industry, as well as in
special industrial processes.

l\OW 1 conceive that no important quantitative gcneralisa
t.ious call be established as to tile vurint.ions il; this second factor
of tho gl'o\vth of concrete capital \Ve have no means of prc
dieting (he rate at which either our knowledge of the laws of
na ture or the application of this knowledge to industry 18 likely
to progress in the futurc ; it lilay he very much more rapid aud
extensive than it has been cvcu during the last hundred years;
on the other hand it w::ty be very much slower, or lilny even
come almost to a standstill-c-putt ing cut of sight the pos-ibility
of nllY such social disturbances as wight lead to an actual rctro
gression in civilisation. And it is further to be observed that
even if we could predict roughly the amount of improvement
which the: industry of the future may be expected to receive
from invention, it would still be quite uncertain how far this:
improvement will involve the cnlargcmC'llt of the field of E'III

ploymeut fur capital. Hirhertc, inventions have generally had
the effect of complicating and prolonging the proce:::ises of
indu-u-y, while at the same time increasing the ultirnatc pro
ductiveness of labour. But this has not always been the case;
and so far as I know, there is no reason why the inventions of
the future should not be chiefly in the direction of simplifying
and abbreviating industrial prucesses j so that at each step of
improvement the demnnd for capital will be restricted instead
of being enlarged '.

I cr. p.'):;!. B. u. c. vi.
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It remains to ask, whether we Call ascertain the abstract law
of the other factor in the growth of concrete capital j whether,

supposing the field of employment for capital determined, we
call say how far the capital will be furnished. Now the appli
cations of labour, in the making of iustrument.s or otherwise, by
which its ultimate net production is increased, nrc of varying
degrees of profitablcncss ; the increment of produce obtained by
delay is in some cases greater, in others less. 'Ye have there
fore to ascertain (1) how far the community can afford to labour
for remote results, and (2) so far as it can afford this, for what
amount of economic gain it 'rill be willing to postpone iru
mediate consumption. And since, as we have seen, ill a society
organised on the basis of private property, this postponement
is principally brought about through tLe saving of private in
dividuals, an important part of the problem presented will be
solved, if we call detertniue the law according to which tho
amount of this saving tends to vary.

The first point is to ascertain the amount (If Lhe Iuud Iroru

which saving can be made. This takes us back to the distinc
tion drawn in § 1 between the net produce of labour of the
community and its gross produce; since the fund available for
saying is obviously the former and not the latter. Whu.t can
be produced by any society in auy given period, over and above
what is required to supply the necessaries of life to all engaged
in production, and to compensate for the deterioration of the
previously existing capital, giw~s the maximum of possible
saving ,viflrin the porir«l. As we have seen, tho line between
.1 necessary" awl" superfluous" consumption cannot be sllal"p!)'
drawn ; and it is the less necessary to attempt to draw it with
precision, since the maximum above indicated has never been
approached in any community of human beings ; the dispo
sitions which prompt men to save having always proved
weaker than the dispositions which prompt thorn to spend,
long before this maximum was reached. Still, so far as
we limit our in vestigation to cases whore we may assume that
the priinury needs of the human beings considered are all

approximately constant qnantitv ', we lna)' dearly lay down th.u.

1 This nssumptton j~ often m::tnife~tjj' untrue when we arc comparing the
productive otncl-ucy of diffrrr-nt races. E.g. the reason wh.... the competition of
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the possible maximum of saving increases as the gross produce
of labour (per head) increases) but in a greater ratio. Hence,
if the resultant forces of the impulses that prompt men to save
as compared with those that prompt them to spend could also
be assumed to be constant, the accumulation of capital-when
it once had fairly commenced-e-would tend to increase at a
continually accelerated rate.

. But this: latter assumption is manifestly too divergent from
facts to be useful. 1'118 tendency to save, like the tendency
to spend, is the complex result of a number of different
impulses, some self-regarding, some sympathetic; and continu
ally varies, partly in proportion to tho strength of these, partly
from variations in the intellectual condition of human beings
and partly from external causes. Even if we suppose the
desires that aim at the personal enjoyments derivable from
wealth to remain unaltered; any important change either (1) in
the prospects of security afforded Ly the physical or political
circumstances of the community, or (2) in the average indivi
dual's po\ver of foresight and capacity of being moved to action
by the representation of remote consE'quence~}or (3) in the range
or intensity of his sympathetic interests, especially those due
to family affection or patriotism local awl general, must affect
materially the general disposition to save. Now no economist,
so far as I know, has attempted to determine the laws of varia
tion of these conditions. In fact, the only general If law of the
cc increase of capital "c-cbeyoud a mere statement of the above
mentioned conditions of variation-s-that :I\IiIP (c. g.) appears to
lay down, is t.he abstract proposition that, other things heing
equal. the l< effective dosiro of nccumulation " will vary directly
with the H pecuniary inducement" to accumulate j that is, with
the rate of interest", Thus, other things being the same, if the

.. Chinese cheap labour" is so menacing to the English race in America and
Australia seems to lie in the smaller necessary consumption of the averego
Chinaman, as compared with that of an average Englishman; which renders
the net produce of the former's labour greater, though the gross produce is less.

1 Book I. c. xi.
2 In this passage, 3.R in another quoted Boon after, ~lill appears to use the

terms 'interest' and 'profit' &!\ practically convertible. though he elsewhere care
fully distinguishes them. This does Dot seem to me contrary to usage ; as
, profit' is r think ojton used in flo wide sense for all "returns to capital,' M as to
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rate of interest falls, the sllpply of new capital on which the in
terest "ill have to he paid will toud to he less: if it rises more.
This abstract proposition is probably true on the whole; but
even this seems to me less simple and certain than Mill repre
sents it, since the total effect of a fall in interest is the result
of a number of tendencies which to au important extent act
in contrary directions. So far, indeed, as a nnm is induced
to save not by the desire: to attain any particular definite
end, but by a general estimate of future resources as compared
with present enjoyments for himself, his family, or others whom
he may wish to benefit, it is obvious that any diminution
in the yield of his savings must ]lro tanto decrease this in
ducement, Bnt it would seem that in most cases. the motives
for accumulation are not of this general character, In the first
place men in business and the professions save, to a great
extent, with a. view of obtaining a certain income from their
savings ; the amount of which they conceive beforehand with
more or less definiteness, whether their aim is to retire from
business themselves or to provide for their children. It is
obvious that a lower-ing of the rate of interest, as it would
render a. larger amount of saving necessary to obtain a. given
income, would have a certain tendency to 1"Hci"ease-instead of
decreasing-the amount annually saved by such persons. Again
a large amount is annually saved, especially by poorer persons,
not so much for the sake of the interest as in OHler to have the
principal" aga.inst" a. rainy day :.'1 all such saviug will be scarcely

Include rtf; one species •interest,' which always denotes the addifionnl wealth
continually obtained by the mere ownership of capital, or tho price paid for the
temporary nse of it by the employer of capital who does not own it. ~till, it
seems to InC more convenient, when we are endeavouring to ascertain as pre.
cisely as possible the law of the increase of capital. to distinguish the terms as
English economists ordinarily do; and to denote by 'profit' the yield of capital
to the employer who is also the owner, If this distinction is taken, it will
evidently be 'interest' rather than 'profit' which supplies the motive to accu
muletlou, in the case of all persons except those who employ their own capital;
and it will be so even as regards these latter, so far as they nrc able to borrow
what they can profitably employ ill their huainess at the ordinary rate of
Interest, ullowence being made for risk. Hence it seems to me best to use
'illteres~' exclusively in the present discuesdou : though it ought to be borne in
mind that so far as an employer hcli('Hto.; that he, could ndvrllltageoJ1sly use
capital that he is not able to borrow at the ordinary rate, ill; will have all
additiunul stimulus to save.

S E, 11
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at all affected by any change in the Tate of interest. Further,
we have to take into account the great influence of habit and
social custom in determining the apportionment of income
between expenditure and accumulation. .l\Iany persolls have
a nearly fixed standard of living, and so long as their income is
more than sufficient to provide for this, they merely save the
surplus whatever it may happen to be. In proportion as this Is
the case, their saving will only lJC diminished by a fall in
interest so far as their income is diminished by it: and it is in
110 way necessary that a fall in interest should be accompanied
by a decrease in the aver8ge income of individual members
of the community. In fact, as Mill points out, I' a fall in
"the Tate of interest is frequently itself the result of a great.
« accumulation of capital; and the income dcri vcd from a large
"amount of capital at a 10'" rate of interest generally gives a
"groater total power of saving than tho income derived from a.

"slllall amount of capital fit it high rate of intere-t,"
It appears, therefore, that a fall ill the yield of capital is

likely partly to diminish the inducements to save, partly to
increase them, partly to intlncuce saving in a murmer which
we cannot precisely determine till we know the special causes
of the fall. 1 think it probable that the first of these effects
will generally preponderate over the others; but I do not think
that we can say that this will certainly be always the ease, still
less to what extent it will he so.

On similar grounds I should regard as rather too dogmatic
Mill's subsoquont statement.' that "there is at every time and
H place some particular rate of profit which is the lowest that
H will induce the people of that country and time to accumulate
"saviugs aud to employ those savings productively." That. is,
I see no a priori reason why accumulation and productive
investment should not go on, so long as such investment is
found to yield-on the average and after making full allowance
for all losses-any interest worth considering. If a man were
distinctly more likely to lose than to gain on capital invested

1 Book IV. e. iv. Here again Mill must evidently be understood to use the
term 'profit' as COll\'l,,·ti"lJle with 'interest;' since in another paragraph he
spcuhs of n" profit 01' interest of 3 or 4 per eent tt as being" It sufflcicut motive
.; to the increase of capital in England at the !11'CScnt day."
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he would probably prefer to hoard IIi:,; saviugs in some form;
though it must be remembered that any mode of hoanliug
would involve some degree of risk, and some trouble or outlay
or both. But I do not sec why accumulation should not go
011 as at present with average net interest barely above zero:
and I think it possible lhat it may so go all. at some future
stage ill the world's lrixr.ory. T think however thnt if the fall
took place in a community ill. all intellectual, moral and social
condition similar to that of England at the present time, no
cumulation would come to an end at a much earlier point,
though the exact point at which this could take place seems to
me impossible to detcrmiue '.

§ J;. But even if the laws of the s:wing of individual
members of any community, within any given period, could be'
determined more precisely than appears to rue to be the caso,
there arc several reasons wll)' 1118 result would give IlS no oxuot

I III connexiou with this conjectural forecast the Iollowinq point should bo
noticed. 'I'ho new suviugs of iudividuuls arc partly absorbed by ,-,aif'R of cnpitul
alre..(ly invested by persons who wish to spend some of their capital: the saving
of one Ret of people hein~ thus hnlnnced by the spending of others. Now in
what has been said wc hnvc supposed that the counnuuity is adding to it" roal
capital, and therefore that SOlUe part of the savings of individuals huve to take
the form of new instruments of Industry. lJ', however, the rate of interest fall"
through this accumulation of iustrumeuts, such previously existiug iustmmcnts
-cespcciatly laud -cas have not had their utility .mpahcd hy the competition of

the new capital, will las we have nlreudv observed) have their "dling value
Incrcased : and therefore the sales of such in:'ltnllllcnts by persons iutendiug to
COllSUHHJ the proceeds will absorb a courinuully Increasing amount of S<tVillgc1,

This eousidcration bccouica iuiporuuu when vee Iorccast the cousequenees of :~

con tinual Ia.ll in the rate of interest, Its ctfccts will he most easily ehowu by
making all extreme supposition. Let us suppuse that, owing to the steady
increase of savings, ruorc rapidly than the enlurgcmcut of the field of employ
ment of capital through invention, &c" interest by HI.:;O .t.lI. bus fallen to a
third of its present rate in Engluud ; and that reuts 011 the average have been
doubled through the iucrcaaing scarcity of law], It is uln'ioui:1 that laud will
sell at six times its present price; and therefore the sale of any given portion
will be capable 01' absorbing six times the amount of saving that it would absorb
at present. AUll if we earry the supposition of a full ill interest sfill further, it
will be evident-e-still assuming rents at least uot to Ia ll ill value-that before
saving could increase to such an extent as to make the interest 011 capital
merely cover risk, so that invcauncnt \\'<]';, no IwLkl' tlmu hoarding', the vain!'!
of land must have become infinite. Awl the same may be S:lU of the value of
any trredeemeble perpetual nruruities that may huve been sold by govemmont ,
or private corporations.
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guidance as to the increase of the productive resources of the
community within the period.

In the first place-e-lf we mean by a "community" a single
nation, and not the whole aggregate of human beings more or
les!'; united through exchange into one industrial organise
lion-it should he observed that communities may, and in
modern times largely do, lend their capital to otl~er com
uumitics instead of employing it themselves; so that the
~mpply of new capital for home employment may be reduced,
without any fall in the rate of interest, merely because more
attractive openings for investment have presented themselves
abroad. Of course this foreign investment of capital increases
the share obtained by the community of the produce of the
world's labour; but it doe:" not increase the productiveness of
the labour of the community, except in an indirect and uucer
bin WilY~ so fsu- n.s it extends the opportunities and mcrcusos
the a-ivuutages of foreign trade.

But .secondly, even if we confine on r attention to home
investments, it is easy to SPO that the amount of individuals'
capital employed prof tably for the owner", but not so as to
make the labour of the community more productive, may
"ary greatly, 'without any variation in the average effective
desire of accumulation of the individual members of the com
mnuity j in couseqneuce of physical or social emergencies, im
posing large occasional outlays on the community as a whole.
In modern times this ;,.;: most conspicuously exemplified by the
large loans of governmellts for purposes of war; the issue of any
such loan, while it tends to raise the current rate of interest,
tends also La reduce LIte amount of capital contemporaneously
invested for industrial purposes. Thus a large amount of the
ordinary E'avings of the community may be absorbed, ann the
aggregate capital of individuals correspondingly increased, ....vith
out auy real increase in social capi tal '.

13~t again, even if we contemplate only capital productively

1 It may be observed that in the same way the occasional needs of a portion
of the community mav absorb the savings of the rest, so that the addition!'! to
enpit.nl within a given period run}' be much less than usuul , or even non-csistcut,
without any ultcnuion in the average f01'eA of the motives that prompt to
sa.... ing.
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employed, it is evident that the profit of any investment of
p;\.\'ings to the individual iuvesting is a very uncertaiu measure
of its advantage to the conununitj-. For the invesnueut may
destroy or reduce the utility of previously invested capital; as
when a. railway is. constructed which trikes away t.ruffic from an
already existing railway, or a chop with expuusi vc front fit.tiIlg'S,
&e., is successfully deeigued to allra.:t CU;:;t,1JlH from anuther shop.
The progress IIf iuvcntiou. wl.ioh continually modifies tho field
of cmploymcut for capital, continually nfford s opportuuitics for
fresh investments-c-as in newly invented machinery. &c.-in
evitably tending to reduce the value of ptlrtioJls of ea pita.l
already ill existence, to an extent. which, so far as we know,
may vary indefinitely. Improvements may easily be imagined
wh ich wcu ld an Il i h i1<1 te vast portions of the prod ucti vcly in
vested wealth of individnals ; such (e.y.) as a. mechanical
iuvcutiou that super::;eded railwuvs ill Euglaud, UI" a develop
ment. of trade that rendered English wheatgTowing' unprofit
able : and ecouoiuic changes ~Ji' this kind, tllOllgh smaller in de
gree, are eout.inuallv occurring. In such ca.::,es, :hen, the gain
to the community from the lIC\Y iuvest.tuont has no definite
relation to the interest earned by the investing individual;
it limy be obviously much less, whcu we take into account the
destruction of the utility of the previously existing capital.

On the other hand, it is equally })()ssilJle that it may be
much more. For the social profit of an improvement in the
iust ruruents of production can rarely 01' never be entirely appl'o
priuted by the: individuals who use the improved instruments.
How much of this gain they can secure is a quest.ion which it
properly belcugs to the theory of disf rilnu.ion t.o answer; but we
can see without refined analysis that so far as producers using
better machinery are forced by competition to reduce the price
of their products below what was required to remunerate tile
less efficient production which tlicy have nnw su pcr-cdcd, the
ga.ill or the improvement goes to the consumers of these pro
ducts aud not to the owners of t.he capital as such. And. as I
have before obscrvcd , any itnpro vemcn t, in prnces.~es which docs
Hot increase tho whole amount of capit.al CHll'!O}'l'U bouoflta
society without making illlj' 1'0.)Jl1 for new ~avlngs--excelJt at the
('XIH.'Ilse of previously exi:;tillg capital.
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At the same time, as a set. off a.gainst the depreciation of
previously existing capital in consequence of the progress of
industry, it should be borne in mind that durable results of
previous labour productively applied, so far as they are protected
by circumstances from competition, may become continually
more valuable as tho community which purchases their products
becomes more civilised ami more populous. This may either lx

due to an actual increase in the amount of commodities they
are enabled to produce, or merely to an increase in their price;
in either case it constitutes an addition to the value of existing
capital not duo to saving, and of which inc amount is Hot

determined by any cognizable law.
Further, we have to take note of the large amount of results

of labour for remote ends, more or less profitable to the com
munity, which arc not included in the "saving" of individuals
as ordinarily estimated; and which COUle hut vaguely and
slightly (if at all) within the operation of tho 1.1", of such saying,
as above formulated. Under this bead will come a large arnoun t
of the improvements of agricultural laud undera system of small
fannil.lg (especially if the cultivator' be also the owner); the
utility of such land is increased by the extra labour of the
cultivator, wliicb-i-though of course performed for the sake of
profit-is not regulated by any dcfinito consideration of the
current rate of interest. Still less is such a. consideration opera
tive in determining the accumulation of t he durable wealth that
we have called "consumers' capital;" so far at least as such
wealth is commonly owned by the persons using it. H is true
that in societies where security of properly is iurperfectlj- main
ruined, sn:vlngs arc often to n. large extent invested in jewels
and gold and silver ornaments; but this is for the convenience
of concealment or transportat.ion , and not with a view to profit.
Again in more civilised communities, persons who accumulate
ornaments or works of art are sometimes partly influenced by
the prospect of reselling them at a higher price hereafter; and
even apart from this prospect tl:c purchasers of such things may
be to some extent more inclined to buy when interest is low
than when it is high; but the influence of this consideration on
thc whole accumulation of consumers' capital would seem to be
Yc:ry slight and vague.
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Again, a. large part of the labour for remote results, that is
~pellt in utilising the opportunities continually presented for the
successful establishment of new lucrative businesses, can bo but
slightly affected by changes ill the rate of interest;-not to
s-peak of the very partial and varying extent in which such
I'Ci-:.U Its are a gain to the comtuuuity, even when they are a
definitely valuable ana vendible property to the individual who
enjoys their advantages. Funher, 'YO must not leave out of
account the increase of social resources due to labour from time
to time expended in founding and developing institutions of
public utility-educational, sanitary, and the like-by which no
profit is earned fur iudividuals.

And, finally, along with these latter, though vastly above
them in importance, we must reckon the economic advantages
of the greatest of human institutions, the State; in building lip
which so much toil awl other sacrifices have been incurred for
distant results, from motives of patriotism or love of glory,
without any reckoning of pecuniary returns to the individuals
who have laboured. A statement of the Laws of Production is
undeniably incomplete without an attempt to estimate syste
maticallv the economic benefits and drawbacks that spring from
different political institutions and different principles awl
methods of administration. It seems however most convenient
to defer all consideration of the tendencies of different modes
of Covcrumeuta.l interference, until in the concluding book we
come to discuss these tendencies from the point of view of Art
or Practice; awl ask 'IIIHY far (if at all) and in what way
'ollght Government to intervene with a view 1.,0 making the
'pr0<111Ce of indllstry a maximum.' The answer to ibis ques
tion will indirectly supply an answer to the corresponding
question that we should naturally here raise from the point of
view of science; so fur, that 18, as it seems to be 'within the
province of the theoretical economist to deal with this latter
t:uqUlry.
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~ 1. \YE: have now to consider what, in accordance with
usage, I uavc given as the second part of the subject of ceo
nomic science: The theory of Distribution and Exchange.
Before ntt.cmpting to expound this theory, it will be desirable,
in order to avoid misunderstaudiugs, to define carefully the
subject of iuvcstigation.

\Ve may begin by removing fin ambiguity in the term
•distribuliou.' According to die view of Production genera.]1y
taken by the earlier economists, in which only material products
were contemplated, ' Distribution' would naturally snggest the
consideration not merely of the shares in which the aggregate
of these products was divided among the ditforcnt classes of
consumers, but also of the actual process of conveying them in
ditfereut directions from the place in which they had been
manufactured, and retailing them to the final purcha..sers, But
according- to the view taken in the pl'ceeding hook, in which the
commodities furnished by carriers aud traders arc considered as
a part of' produce,' this meaning of . Disu-ibu tion ' is obviously
iuappropriate , and by most recent economists (in England at
least) the term has been uudcrstocd, as I shall exclusively usc
it, to denote the division of the aggregate produce of the indus
try of any society I1I11ong the independent! individuals who,
personally or otherwise, have cooperated in producing it.

I -Independent 1 is inserted to exclude the domeetic division performed by each
head of a family among those dependent on him, It abo 8'<c1w1(,8, generally
speaking. all eleemosynary rlistr-ibntion ; though in Rome ensee.c ns for instance
in investigating the minimum helm.... which wagC'f! cannot permanently Iall-c-tho
effect:" of almsgiving, and of public provision for IJQupcrs, haw' to he taken into
account.
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Secondly, it should he observed that it is not strictly the
Distribution of Wealth, but the Distribution of Produce' or Real
Income with which we arc primarily concerned. \Ve suppose a
society individualistically organised. in which the main part of
tho land and other instruments fur producing wealth arc already
distributed among the members us their private property. This
pro-existing distribution of producers' wealth we do not profess
to explain; nor is it absolutely necessary, up to a certain point
of our investigation, to make any generol assumption with
regard to it. It is however most convenient to conceive it to
resemble in its general features the facts of all existing civilised
societies: to suppose that some perwlls own land and some
capital in varying and sometimes considerable amounts, and
that others have little or none of either; and that in neither
case [Ire the owners and the users altogether coiucideut.

Ag<li[l, we Lave already noticed that certain portions of
consumers' wealth-i-such as land and bniklings, pictures, statues,
jewels and other ornaments, some kinds of books and furuiture,
&c.-are comparatively durable, and [Ire only slowly and acci
dentally destroyed or deteriorated in the using. .1\ large part
of this, as well as of producers' land and capital, has in civilised
countries been handed clown from father to son for many gene
rations; and it is obvious that the manner of its distribution at
the present time cannot be explained even approximately as
the result of abstract economic laws. 'Ye may doubtless trace
to n certain couenrreucc of causes the atnonut of laud devoted
in Rngland to purposes of amusement, in the way of parks,
gardens, S.~e., and the division of this lnud anlong the dcscon
dunts of the old nobility awl gent.l'yand the sons or grandsons
of merchants, stock-brokers, brewers, bunkers, &c.; but the
study of these causes cannot well be separated from the study
of the general history of English society.

It is further to be observed that the utilities derived from
this durable consumers' wealth have not (;OIllHlOU}Y been iu
dueled by economists in the aggregate of which they investi-

1 , Produce,' that is, as defined in c. VI. of the preceding book: it might be
called j Net produce' from the social point of "jew, though not from the point of
view of capitalist employers.
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~;lte the distribution. But, obviously, thoy must he taken into
account in estimating the comrnaml, either of individuals OT of
tho community gcneraJ!y, over the necessaries and conveniences
of life within any given period. As was before said, the shelter
and other satisfactions that a man derives from his house--c-how
ever long it may have been built-c-must be regarded as a part
of t.hc real Income obtained from his capital. It is true, at the
sarnc time, LhaL such utilities cannot for the most part 1 be
included in the 'produce of iudustry ' during the period subse
qucnt to the building of tho house, &c. ; and the amount of
them enjoyed by any individual owner of Consumers' Capital
will not be affected directly by any changes in the rate of
interest that rnay occnr within tho period, Still, as was before
observed. so far as the usc of such durable products is hired, it
is commonly paid for out of the monei] income of the p€rHOn
J.il'illg', fwd mnst therefore bo included in our conception of his
real Wages, Profits, &c,: and it would be obviously inconvcnicu t
to include those pnrohascd utilities in the produce distributed,
and to leave out of consideration other}; precisely similar in
kind, merely becnuso they happen not. to have been purchased :
especially since, during the period iuvcstignto.l, important
changes may take place in thr- comparative extents in which
such durable products as houses arc hired or owned by the
users z.

Further, for completeness of view, just as we include in the
purview of OUf Theory of Di-tribution ntilitios dt"l"i\'E'd front pre
existing' capital, which arc not exchanged nor in <Iny ordinary
sense distributed during the period that we oonrcmplata , SOj on
similar grounds we IlIU~t also take ncconnt (If the unpnrchasod
utilities that a man derives from his own labour or the unpaid
labour of members of' his family ; at least 80 far as the labour is
of a kind that, might-s-and under other circumstances wonld
be employed in producing saleable commodities, whether mate-

I That is, except so far as they are due to the labour required from time to
time for repairing ana keeping in good condition houses and other kinds of
dnrnble eonsumers' wealth.

2 It should also be observed that the (\xrhf:.ngf> vnlu« 01' ;.;11('11 l1t.jlitics will be
modified hy an~· dl:1l1gl:~ in the exchange value of the pioducte that aflora them,
,Inrjn~: till' period iuvcsttzatcd.
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rial 01" immaterial. Of this kind, for instance, is the labour of
cooking food, making or repairing or cleansing clothes and
furniture, teaching children, carrying purchases from shops,
and walking to and from places of work: when we contemplate
the resulting utilities from the point of view of the community,
\Y€ find that a portion of them, varying at different times and
places, is commonly purchased, awl another portion of them
coiuruonly unpurchascd ; hence it would be muuifestly mislead
ing to confine our attention to the former, and to leave the
latter entirely out of sight.

A varyiug portion of this unpaid labour is employed in
appropriating and utilising those " spontaneous gifts of nature"
which at. certain times and places are unpurchascd (except by
the labour of appropriation, &c.) while elsewhere and at other
times they command au extra price through scarcity. We have
already seen 1 that in comparing the wealth of different societies
at different times and places we 1l111~t. include chose unpurchasod
utilities in one term of the comparison, if utilities of the same
kind, haying exchange value, arc included in the other tcnns ;
and the same principle will obviously apply to the comparisons
that have to be made, in considering changes and differences in
distribution.

It is, however, the produce of purchased labour and Pro
ducers' Capital (including land) to which our attention will
be primarily dirccted : including under the term "produce"
all purchascablc conunodiries, whether II embodied in material
,I ohjccts" or HoL. This extension of the meaning of H produce"
was suggested and defended, though not fully adnpt.ed, in the
preceding book: where we saw that the ordinary distinction
between "products l> and "eervices " is not, only difficult to
draw, but apparently based on superficial cousideratious in-de
vnnt to our present enquiry. Our object is to study the causes
of the different extents of command over" necessaries and C011

<venionoos," obtained respectively by different members of the
community, through the complicated system of co-operation by
means of exchange, on which the life of modern society dcpcnds ;
and since some parLion of each one's money income is spent ill
purchasing not material wealth but education, professional

I B. I. c. iii.
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advice, &c., we must regard these utilities, no less thun the
material products of industry, as practically 'distributed' through
the medium of the moncy payments that determine the nominal
incomes of individuals: and the laws that govern the exchange
values of these immaterial connnodities concern us as inucu as
those re:gnJa.ting the values of material products.

Finally, I musf remind the reader that this produce must
not be conceived it:-; cousist.ing entirely of consumers' wealth (or
other utilities). \Vc, have seen that in a society that is growing
richer, a certain portion of this new wealth will be continually
saved and added to the already existing accumulation of capital.
This portion need not necessarily have existed at all ill the
form of consumers' wealth ; indeed it. is simpler to regard the
greater part of it, in such a community as ours, as originally
"prodnccrl ' in the form of new railways, docks, warehouses', &c.;
but such additions to industrial capital must BOlle the less be
regarded as part of the produce distributed; so far at least as
they arc more than sufficient to compensate for the continual
destruction, deterioration, aut! depreciation, of capital.

In a. community in which capital is decreasing, produce as
so defined will be continually exceeded by consumption. In
most cases this result presents no special difficulty for our con
sideration; such a community will naturally and rightly he
regarded as iii a position analogous to that of an individual who
is Iiving beyond his income. But this conception would be
misleading in the exceptional case in which the decrease of the
capital of iudi viduals is tho effect of au industrial improvement.
This case we will discuss more fully iu a subsequent chapter;
meanwhile, to avoid any difticultv, it will be convenient to
suppose the community contemplated to be Due in which in
dustrial capital is steadily increasing.

,rith these explanations, we may state as follows the main
question which our Theory of Distribution attempts to unswcr :
'According to what laws is the increment of new valuable COll1-

1 Though, as was before sui 1(B. I. c. v.] it is a legitimate an] for sonic purposes
a convenient fiction III suppose the iuvei-ting oapitnlist to p;1.r rr-nl wages to the
labourers employed in making the new insn-nments • and accordingly to consi.Icr
the invested "sa.vings ' as l](Ising fil'st existed ill the forui of food ana other com
ruoditics ('oll.~ullli..:d by the Iubourers.
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modi ties, provided by the labour and capital of the community
'within a. given time, shared among the different classes of
'persons, who either by their own exertion mental or bodily,
'or by allowing the use of their property, knowledge, or other
'resources, have co-operated in providing i t ; so far as the terms
~ of co-operation arc determined by free bargaining among
"persons seeking each his private interest l' This last proviso
indicates t.hut our theory is only applicable in a partial and
qualified manner to societies in which the prices of products or
sen ices are to any considerable extent determined by law, cus
tom, or current opinion as to what is just or equitable. It also
excludes from OUf present consideration the important share of
the produce appropriated by Government, so far at least as con
cerns the transfer of this from the possession of individuals to
that of the state, by means of taxation. The redistribution,
however, of the collected taxes :unong the members and em
ployccs of Government. and in the way of governnwntal exper:
diture, proceeds to a, great. extent by free contract, and is similar
in its determination awl effects to the distribution through free
contract of the rest of the produce.

The different shares of this latter are distinguished and
classified in ordinary discourse as (1) '''ages of labour, extend
ing the term to include what are more commonly called the
Earnings or Salaries of the higher kinds of labourers; (2) Pro
fits of persons employing labour together with capital and
sometimes land; (;3) Payments for tho 11::;e of borrowed land
and capital, further distinguished as (a) Rent paid for land and

-buildiugs, and (b) Intorost ' paid for the use of "money,' as is
oonunonly said, or of "capital,' as economists generally say,

Without at present attempting a more exact demarcation of
these different shares, it is easily seen that each share repre
sents the price paid by society for a certain service or utility
contributed by the recipient of the share. In the case of
Wages, Interest, and Rent, this fact is obvious without the least
analysis; since \Vages are paid directly for Labour, Rent for

1 "Iutcrcst ' jf! commonly 11'>c(1 to include all annuities paid in return for
capital formerly borrowed, even when there is no oblign.tion to repay the prin
cipal: and it may conveniently be extended 80 as to include all annuities legally
secured to their rccipicnt>:.
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the use of land, and Interest for the use of money 01' other
capital. A little more reflection is required to See the exact
nnture of the utility remunerated by Profits. Tho profit ob
tained in any year by a. man of business is only ascertainable
indirectly by taking the value of his capital (iIlc1wlillg IflI1LI) at
the owl of the year, adding what he has taken out of his
business from time to time for consumption, and subtracting the
value of his original capital 111 m.1.1'Iy businesses the result of
this calculation will vary ver:r greatly in different years; some
times, doubtless, fallillg considerably below zero. St.ill we may
assume that, all the average, the profit obtained by a business in
which a given amount of capital is employed must he materially
greater than the interest that. could be got by lenJing the same
amount; and that the labour and thought required for the
management. of capital is 110(. given to society gratuitously
by men of business as [t class. This: excess, then, of overage
profit over possible interest (and sometimes rent) is to be re
ganl(~ll as the price "which society pays for the employer's
labour ; and we may call it, after lEll, the employer's Wages of
)Iall'-lgemcllt 1.

It. appears, then, that in all cases thc different shares of tile
produce are obtained by what is, substantially if not formally, all

exchange of certain services for the price that they will fetch :
so that the Theory of Distribution will be in fact a. Theory of
the Exchange Value of these services. It is in order that this
view of it may be kept prominent ly before the reader that 1 ha ve
thought it. best. not to follow Mill ill separutiug it broadly from
the Theory of the Exchange Value of material commodities.
)li1l's procedure was due, 1 think, part1)' to a. view of the laws
governilJg \Vages and Profits wluch I shall presently argue to be
erroncous ; partly to n. wisli to lay stress on the possible-awl
widely actual-c-detcrrniuation of the shares of produce not by
free bargaining, but by custom. Some general discussion of
non-competitive priuoiples and modes of distribution from the
poiltt of view of Economic Science will be given in a. subsequent

1 Mill's own term is "\\'ages of Supcri:ltcndl.'ll(·c"; hilt ,. SnpHintellrl(!11{'C "

seems to me lees uduptcd thuu "~Ltnll.g"rment" tv deuotc the whole uf the
ccinplcx function of the CljI)'l'pfeJ1(!W' (If a bneiucss.

S. E,
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chapt.er 1; and the subject will come before us again ill the Art of
Political Economy, which will be treated of in the following
Book. But in the main part, of the present Book I shall assume
that the terms of all transfers of the use of labour, or the usc of
wealth, or of any other services, no less than the terms of' sale
of material wealth, are left entlrely to free contract, unfettered
either by ellston) or by moral considerations.

It remains to decide whether we shall examine first the
remunerutious of producers or tho prices of products. Two
considerations chiefly have influenced me in adopting Hie latter
course. III the first place, in examining, even by a deductive
method, how the prices of products are determined, we shall
be dealing «pproximntely with concrete facts, phenomena of
iudu-try admitting of statistical investigation ; whereas the
remunerations of different classes of productive services, as
defined by ccouonnsts, are, to an important extent, elcmcurs
arrived at by abstract economic .mnlysis. In:1 synthetic
exposition of oconoiuic theory these more clcmontnry and
al.stract notions would properly OiJ tak cu first ; but since it if)
a chief uirn of the presellt treatise to eliminate unnecessary
cont-roversy by carefully expressing the reserves and quulificn
tions which the' abstract reasonings of Political Economy require,
it seems most convenient to proceed analytically and begin with
the more concrete and complex facts. But I have also another
Inure occasional roaS011 tor commencing with the theory of the
exchange value of tho different articles that. make up the a,:!.{gre
gate which we tall wealth. In dealing with t.lris question T am
able to work on the lines laid clown by Xlill and to take his
exposition as the basis of my owu : while in explaining the
corrections and additions which appear to me uC'cessar.y to rectify
nud complete his statement on this subject, I shall also to a
gre,lt extent explain what I reg.:\.rd as the more radical defects
of his Theory of Distribution.

I shall therefore occupy the two following chapter.s with an
examination of the laws according to which tho Exchange Value
of material commodities tends to be competitively" determined.

1 See chap. xii.
1:: I IJIt\'C adopted this phrase <I.: a convenient ahbreviatiou for "dctcnnlncd

.; nuder llw illnn~llec of free competition."
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The value of Money will require a separate discussion, as the
definition of the term Money has first to be carefully considered,
Accordingly, the fourth and fifth chapters will be occupied
respectively with the Definition of :JIoney, aIH} the theory of the
Value of Money; from which latter subject we shall pass by an
cnsy transit.ion to the determination of Interest, with which, in
the sixth chapter, the exposition of the Theory of Distribution
will commence,

XOl'E. ~1l' Walker, ill his instructive book on The Wages Questton
(chap. i.),::.'tates that" vast amounts of wealth are exchanged which are not
"distributed; vast amounts are distributed which nrc IL,t exchanged."
I am not here concerned to dispute the latter of these propositions; but the
former seems to me to imply a misleadingly narrow view of Distribution.
),11' Walker gives as an example the case of a small American farmer,
proprietor of a farm in one of the Southern sea...board states for which hi)
and his family supply all the labour required. lie sa.ys that all the cotton
produced on such a farm is .. not distributed," though it is "exchanged,
H being sold to purchase breadatuffs, clothing, West..India goods, ec." Tho
cotton, no doubt, is Hot distributed fly tho funucr; but I conceive that the
breadstuffs, clothing, &c. are properly regarded a." distributed to him.
They constitute his share of the aggregate produce of the industrial society
of which he is a mcmber; a share 'which increases or diminishes, according
as the value of the service rendered by him to society in producing cotton
rises or falls-that is, as compared with tbe services rendered by the pro~

ducers of breadstuffs, &0. And similarly, of course, the cotton sold by
him will be distrihutecl through exchange among other producers.



CHAPTEIl II.

'tHROBS OF EX.CIlA~GE YA.LUE OF MATERIAL CO~L\roDITlES.

§ 1. 'I'm; main assumptions on which English Economists
since Ricardo have generally proceeded, in their investigations
of the laws of value, have been briefly discussed in an earlier
chapter'. But before examining the theory in detail, it will be
desirable to state these assumption:'! agnin somowhnt more fully;
because, although the actual facts of industry c.01TcSpOn(! to
them approximately, the degree uf approximation varies very
much in different cases.

1. \Ve assume that every person concerned in the pro
unction or exchange of the article in question aims intelligently
at selling his goods or his services at the highest price which
he can get for them; neither Lew nor Custom nor Philanthropy
j »tcrvening to modify his endeavour. When this assumption
is stated in its most general form, we must understand' price'
to mean' balance of total ad \'antagcs obtained by the trans
. action over any drawbacks that may be incident to it.' But,
gcnernlly speaking, in tho sale of material products, the only
drawback is the expense of forwarding the article to the buyer (so
far as this is undertaken by the seller) which may be simply sub
t.racted from the price; while the advantages, with one import
ant exception, are wholly comprised in the money-price of the
article. The exception is that a dealer frequently has au
interest in dealing with one class of purchasers rather than
another, with a view to the establishment of a business. But
within large limits it is in most cases true that any differences
among purchasers are indifferent to the seller of goods, except

1 Introduction, c. iii.
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so far as one offers a higher money-price than another ; and it
will he convenient in the following discussion to confine onr
attention to such cases'.

The assumption above stated would often be briefly signified
hy saying that we assume '<perfect compcf.ition :" but the
phrase might be misleading, since I do not necessarily assume
opel/. competition in the seuse of excluding nuy combination
of dealers. Such a combination merely places the aggregate of
dealers in a position analogous to that of a single monopolist
of any article, and our theory treats, as a separate case, of the
determination of vnlue under the conditions of monopoly: and
since under certain circumstances it is the interest of each and
all of a group of dealers to enter into such a comhinntion, it
would be an arbitrary limitation of the subject. to exclude it.

2. But, except so far as UOllopoly comes iu, we assume
that the competition of dealers in it market is perfectly free
and upen, the prices at which transactions actually take placo
being readily ascertainable by all dealers; and that, in conse
quence, at the same Lime awl place wares of the same quality
are sold for approximately the same money-price. Strictly
speaking, we have no ground for assuming this identity of price,
except where the quantities sola are approximately the same;
sincc the trouble of the seller, the remuneration of which is
included in the price, does not vary materially with the amount;
so that Vie should expect a reduction of price for large transee
tions. And in fact such a reduction is actually made in certain
dealings both wholesale and retail. E.g. it is partly on this
uccoun t, partly from the importance of business connexion, that
large dealers commonly sell to the retailers of their commodities
at a price lower than that charged to purchasers for consumption.
Hut in wholesale transactions among dealers it is generally
convenient to have a. fixed price (per unit) for all amounts in
which it is worth while to deal at all; and for simplicity's sake
wo will confine our attention to trausnctious where this is the

1 On the other hand, where the commodity sold is Inhour and the sale
Involves the local trnusfer of Ow Iabourcr'e residence, the drawbacks thence
resulting are generally somewhat more than the mere trouble, expense, und
loss uf ti-ne entailed by the transfer. I'liis has been sometimes overlooked in
the deductive dctcrmiuntion uf wages,
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case. We shall assume, therefore, that' the market-price I of
which we speak is at any given time and place the same per unit
for all quantities sold. The market need not necessarily be
:tt one place; only if it extend over a considerable space, the
price cannot be assumed to be strictly the same, but the same
nllowing for expenses of transport.

3. '\'0 further assume that the products whose price we
arc investigating are mude solely to be 801d; and not partly
for the consumption of the producer. In the existing organiea
Hall of industry, the extent to which any producer supplies
his own consumption is trifling in most industries; and so far
as the case is otherwise, 'YO may conveniently avoid complication
OJ' the fiction of supposing the producer to sell to himself at
the market-rate whatever share of his owu products he and his
family consume. Only wherever this share is a considerable
proportion of the whole, as is sometimes the case with small
agricultural producers, it must be borne in mind that the same
individuals have to be regarded in two aspects at onco, as pro
ducers and consumers j and that their gains in the latter
character will partially counterbalance any losses through cheap
ness that may befall them in the former character.

4. A minor deviation from facts which it is convenient
to make is the assumption that variations in pnco are con
tinuous. In reality, of course, the difference between the dif
ferent prices per unit cannot be less than the smallest current
coin; and thus the minimum of change in lnrgc transactions
may be considerable, if the customary unit of salo be com
paratively small. In proportion as this is the case, any changes
in the forces dot.ormining value have to reach a corresponding
amount before they can take effect on actual prices.

5. Besides assuming perfect competition among traders
or, to usc Cairnes' phrase, perfect" commercial competition "
we also assume the existence of t< industrial competition,"
within the region contemplated. That is, vve assume that
labour and capital are mobile or capable of being attracted,
by a higher rate of remuneration, both from district to
district, and from industry to industry ; so that not merely
are the wages paid for the same quality of labour in anyone
industry approximately tile same; but also when the rcmunera-
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tion of labourers or capitalists in any industry is known to be
higller than t.hat of labourers or capitalists in some other indus
try entailillg no more sacrifice or outlay and refJuil'ing no scarcer
quo.lificatious, the difference tends to be gradually reduced by the
attractions which this higher remuneration exercises on nctun.l
or prospective labourers or employers. Tho extent, however,
to which this tendency may be assumed to oporn.tc, witbout
deviating too widely from actual Facts, will require careful
discussion.

The theory of market values or prices, as determined by
Supply and Demand, depends on the assumption of Commercial
Competition (::;0 £[11' as combination is excluded): while tho
theory of "natural." or I' normal" values or prices, so far as
they are determined by Cost of Production, depends on the
cssumpticu of Industrial Competition.

~:!. J. 8. Mill, in the tbird book of his Political Economy,
ell. l--YI..} 11a::; lucidly cxplaiued the manner in which the
operation of these t\VO quite dillereut kinds of competition is
combined. This explanation, in spite of the sweeping attacks
that have beon made upon it, still appears to me in the main
sound, so far as it goes, though re(pliring to be qualified, sup
plemented, and corrected; and for this reason, considering the
wide popularity of Mill's treatise, it seems to me convenient to
take his statement as the basis of my own exposition.

I will begin by giving a snmmary of the theory, as nearly
as possible in Mill's own -"\'Ol'd8

1
:

"The temporary, or l\'1nrkct Value of [\, thing, depends 011 .~

"the demand and supply; rising as the demand rises, and
"falling as the supply rises, The demand, however, varies
'I with the value, being generally greater when the thing is
"cheap than when it is dear; and tile value always adjusts
"itself in such a manner, that the demand is equal to the
H supply.

"Besides their temporary value, things have also 11 pef
"manent, or as it may be called, a Natural Value, to which
"the market value, after every variation, always tenus to
"rctum ; and the oscillations compensate for one another, so

1 'I'his summary is partly taken from )Iilrg own summary in his Book 1II.

r-, vi.• partlv from pa"sagc.s in the preceding chapters of the same hook.
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v that, on the average, commodities exchange at about their
H natural value."

In considering the determination of this natural value, we
lave to distinguish three classes of commodities. First, there
is a. "small class of things which, being limited to a definite
"quantity, have their value entirely determined hy demand and
"supply) save that their cost of product.ion (if they have any)
" couet.itutes a minimum below which they cannot permanently
"fall." Secondly, there is a I< large class" of things which can
Le produced ill [practically] indefinite quantity at the same pro
portional cost of production. The value of such things" does
"not depend (except accidentally, and during the time neces
" sary for production to adjust itself) upon demand and supply;
"on the contrary, demand and supply depend upon it." Such
things "uaturnlly exchange for one another in the ratio of their
II cost ofproduction, or at what may be termed their cost value :"
that is, a value " sufficient to repay the cost of production, and to
j. afford besides the ordinary expectation of profit (regard being
"had to the degree of eligibility of the employment in other
"respects). There is :1 demand for a certain quantity of each
H commodity at their cost value, and to that the supply in the
"long run endeavours to conform ;" through the desire of
capitalists to make the highest possible profits, which causes
capital to be continually withdrawn from less profitable and
invested in more profitable industries. Xcr is it necessary,
in order to make the value of a thing conform to its cost of
production, H that its supply should actnallj- he either increased
<lor diminished .... The mere: possibility often sullices j tho
"dealers are aware of what would happen, and their mutual
"competition makes them anticipate the result by lowering
"Lhe price."

Finally there is a third class of commodities "which have
" not one but several costs of production; which can always
"he increased in quantity by labour and capital," but only at a
continually increasing cost. The natural value of such tbings
is "determined by the cost of that portion of the supply which
" is produced and brought to market at the greatest expense: "
the relation of natural to market value being similar to that
existing in the case just discussed.
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Further analysis shews that (I Cost of Production consists
"of several elements, some of which are constant and urn
"versal, others occasional. The universal dements of cost
"of production are, the wages of the labour, and the pro
j. tits of the capital. The occasional elements are, taxes, and
« allY extra. cost occasioned by n scurciry value of some of the
" requisites.

I< Omitting the occasional elctncnts : things which admit
"of indefinite increase, naturally and permanently exchange
"for each other according to the comparati ve amount of wages
(j which must be paid for producing them, and the comparative
"nmonnt of profits which must be obtained by the capitalists
" \\,110 pay those wages.

" I f two things are made by the same quant-ity of labour,
"[111(1 that labour pai~ at the same rate, and if tho wages
"of the labourer have to be advanced for the same space
"of time, and the nature or the einploymeut does not ro
"quire that there be a. permanent difference in their rate of
"profit; then, whether wages ami profits be high or low, and
"whether the quantity of labour expended be much or little,
"these two things will, on the u\,or;1ge, exchange for one
(I another.

"If one of two things command, on the average, a
"greater value than the other, the cause must be that it re
"quires for its production either a greater quantity of labour,
"or a kind of labour pennnueutly paid at a higher rate; or
" that the capital, or part of the capital, which supports that
" labour, must be advanced for a longer period; or, lastly, that
"the production is attended with some circumstance which
., requires to be compensated by a, permanently higher rate
" of profit."

The critical exposition of the theory above summarized,
whieh I propose to conduct. in the present chapter, may be
conveniently commenced by removing some ambiguities in
t.hc cardinal terms used in stating it. In the first place, I
ol1ght to explain thnt I shall generally substitute the term
'price '-\-vhich, when used without qualification will always
deuote "value in rnoncy'c-cfor tho more abstract term' value'
which ~ri1l prefers; believing that the greater familiarity and
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definiteness of the notion of ' price' will render it easier for
the reader to follow the reasoning; of this chapter. This use
of Price for Value requires us to suppose that the purchasing
power of money relative to commodities in general-exclusive
of the one whose value is investigated-remains unchanged:
but no material error is introduced by this supposition at the
pr(~sent ;;;tagn of our discussion.

Secondly, the reader should bear in mind that in the notion
of Cost. of Production we include the cost of bringing to market
the product in question. In investigating the prices of the
products of International Trude we shall abo take note of the
further expenses that may have to be borne by the seller or
the purchaser of the product, in conveying the equivalent of the
commodity sold back from the market to the place where the
seller wishes to use it. But this consideration may be omitted
in dealing with commodities produced in the country in which
they are sold : to which in the pf(~sent chapter we may con
veniently confine our attention.

Further, the term Demand requires careful definition. if
it. is to be used with quantitative precision. On this point
Mill's language is not quite as clear as could be wished. He
tells us that by i< Demand" he means the "quantity demanded"
of a commodity, and that this "in general varies according to
"the value," decreasing as the value rises and increasing as it
falls. On the other hand he tells us that the "value rises as
"t.he demand riscs ;" but what is meant by the demand-s-i.c.
the quantity dcmandcd-c-vrising," except "increasing!" and
how can it be consistently said (I) that tho quantity demanded
increases as the value falls, awl (2) that the value rises fLS the
quantity demanded incrcascs? To remove this apparent incon
sistency some further explanation of the t ...vo statements seems
desirable. To begin with the first. proposition: in affirming
that 'the demand for a ware increases as its value rises,' we are
considering the changes that would take place in the quantity
demanded of any product, if the price charged for it rose or fell
in consequence of the action of the sellers, while the consumers'
estimate of its oomparativo utility remained the same. We
assume that for any given price there is a certain amount which
purchasers arc willing to take at that price j and that so long as
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all else remains unchanged this amount will be greater when
tho price is lower, and less when it is higher. What the exact
extent of any such variation in demand will be, for any given
change in price, we have no means of knowing" a Iwior£\ and
we make no general assumption with regard to it. J\11 that.
we assume is that for every rise [or fall] in the price of a
commodity, other tlriugs remaining the same, there will be a
decrease [or iucrease] in the amount of it which can be sold
at the price. This assumption, as 1\11' Thornton has pointed
out, is not found to hold in all sales that actually OCCUf; it may
easily happen tLat at a particular time and place a moderate
change in the price of a given ware would not alter the
number of persons willing to purchase it. !\one the less is
the assumption, I think, perfectly legitimate. as a scientific
hypothesis for the purposes of general deductive reasoning.
It is as simple as possible: it represents with approximate ac
curacy the most important facts with which the theory is
concerned, viz., those of wholesale trade universally, and to
a great extent those of retail trade and other exchanges, so
far as regards commodities largely dealt in by purchasers of
various degrees of wealth; and, finally, whatever theory we
frame by means of this assumption will be easily modified
afterwards so as to snit the less important cases in which the
assumption is partially inadmissible.

:UiUJ then, in his account of Demand, contents himself with
accepLing the general fact that people will buy somewhat more
of au article as it becomes cheaper and somewhat less as it
becomes dearer. But we certainly gain a clearer and completer
view of value if we go further ana find an explanation of this
fact in :?\Ir J evons' theory of the relation of Exchange Valuo
or, as he prefers to call it, the /I ratio of exchange"-to «value
"in use!" or "utilit.v"." In the view of JUiU (and, I believe, of

I \Ye may observe that these variations, in the case of most reticles, are
Included within certain limits. That ie, if the price rose beyond a certain point
people could not afford to purchase the commodity at ull ; and if it fell to zero,
the demand would still remain finite. Bn t as the change" tllat ncumlly occur
fall considerably within these limits, we are not called npon to take acconnt or
teem.

:I These two terms arc not exactly cquivalcnt : for as we have seen" value in
usc" implies (just as "exchange vulue " but less dcflnitclv} a compa-lson of the
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all English economists before }Ir .Ievons) the only connexion
between "value in use" and "value in exchange" is that the
former fixes a superior limit to the latter; since I shall nCVf>1'

give l1wre for a thing than I believe it to be worth to me,
though the competition of sellers may cnnhlo me to get it
for much less. But-as we have already observed l_it is im
plied in the general relatiou between Demand and Price as
above stated that some part of what is bold at any price can
not have a higher II value in use" to the purchasers than its
exchange value. For the slightest rise in price, 'would make
some of them huy a little less: hence the" value in use" to
them of just this small margin of their purchases, 'which
they would refrain from buying at a higher price, must be
estimated by them as about equivalent to its exchange value.
In :ThIr J evcus' phrase, the price of allY ware represents the
Final Utility of the total amount. sold, as estimated by the
purchasers generally.

II must be borne in mind that, owing to the unequal distri
bution of wealth, the same price represents very different degrees
of utility in relation to different purchasers. If the price of a.
nCW3paper were reduced from 2<7. to ld., two men, ono rich
and one poor, might be thereby induced to take it in; but the
lel. would represent a much higher estimate of its value in usc
011 the part of the poor man. In fact, the quantity demanded
of a commodity at any givon price is the casual outcome of a
number of very diverse est.imates of its final utility mudc under
indefinitely varying conditions. Ami lienee, while it is interest
ing to see that each variation in demand, corresponding to a
chal.lge in price, is generally a compound effect of it Humber of
different readjustments of these estimates (rendered necessary
by the change in price), it seems unimportant, for the general
theory of exchange value) to investigate further its relation to
value ill usc. It is, no doubt, of the greatest importance, in
practical applications of economic theory, to ascertain as far as
possible the law of variation of the demand for each particular

commodity valued with SOllie other. Hut as it iR only with comparative ntility
lhat. Mr Jcvona' theory is concerned, the difference is here unimportant.

J 1. C. ~ § 2.
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commodity: and in doing th is careful consideration of the (Effer
ent clas,e~ of the purchasers who buy it, and of its probable
value in use to each, may help us greatly ill interpreting or
suppk-mcnting the iuformatiou supplied by trade statistics,
But for our present purposes we may he content with the broad
awl gCliera] statement before given of the correspondence 1Je
tween variations of Demand and variations of Price.

So far, then. in speaking of the relation of Demand awl
Prices or Value, we have been snpposiu:4 a Law of Variation
in Demand-what we may call for brevity a Law of Detnand-c
to reumiu unchanged; and have teen explaiuiug its genera,]
character. But when we speak of I price rit>ing as demand
rises,' \YO are contemplating the effect 110t of a given Law of
Demand, but of a chango in such a law. 'Ye arc supposing
that owing to some cll<_tnge in social needs or desires, or in
the supply of ~OHlU other c.nnrnodity, or perhaps in the geueral
wealth of society, a new law of demand lias come into
operation, and the amount of the commodity deuraudcd at any
g-iven price has increased. This effect, supposing tile supply
of the commodity to remain unchanged, is commonly expressed
by saying that" tho Demand is in excess of the Supply." But
this bciug so) according to our gClleral assumption of a con
tinuous variat.iou in demand corrcspouding, but in an opposite
direction, to auy variation in price, there will be some higher
price at which the do-nand will 1)(: equal to the supply; it is
obviously the interest of the sellers to raise their price till it
reaches this point, find the competition (If tho buyers will
enable them to raise it.

It thus appears that the phrase '<increase of demand" is
ambiguous ; siuce it may either signifY (1) the increase in
quantity demanded which would result from any fall in price,
the la \\' of demand remaining unchanged. or (2) an i ncrease
ill the quantity demanded at any giV(~n price, resulting from
a change ill the law of demand. The phrase is) I think.
more ordinarily used in the second meaning; still it seems
well to have two unambiguous terms to Jii';tillgui~h these very
different Jocts ; awl T think it will be in accordance with USi1.g0

t() speak of the former always as (In eateusion of dem.md, and of
tho latter nlw:iys as a 1"1,')6 in demand, 1 shall therefore always
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lise these terms so; and similarly I shall use "reduction JJ

and "fall" as the opposites of "extension" and /l rise" re
specti vely.

It ought to be borne in mind that not only may the demand
for anyone commodity vary quite differently from the demand
for any other, but also that the demand for the same com
modity may vaTy differently at different times. In fact, the
law of variation of demand f(IT flny given commodity is doubt
less continually varying, as the amount of wealth in any com
munity, the manner of its distribution, and social customs and
fashions chango. But, for simplicity's sake we will assume,
where the contrary is not expressly stated, that the law of
demand for each of our commodities remains unaltered, during
the period that enters into our consideration.

§ :j. Assuming then that the price of, and demand for, any
commodity var.y together continuously but in opposite direc
tions according to a certain law, it is evident that for any
given quantity of the article" supplied JI or ollered for sale,
there will be some price at which (to use Mill's phrase) "fho
,. equation of demand and supply" would be realised-that is, at
which the quantity demanded by purchasers in general would
be just equal to the given quantity. Hence this equation,
according to Mill's theory, will fix the market-price of the
article; and in the case of a. monopolised or scarce commodity
the natural or normal price will be similarly determined. And
no doubt the combined self-interests of sellers and buyers must
tend to produce th is result, if the quantity of the article sup
plied were fixed independently of. its price, and had to be sold
at any price that could be got for it. Bnt it if'; obvious that
this will not ordinarily be the case; in fact, as Mill himself
points out, demand and supply arc frequently equalised, not by
an extended demand resulting from cheapness, but by "with
H drawing a part of the supply." But he does not seem to see
that, on this supposition, his solution of the problem of value
is formally incomplete. If the quantity supplied varies with
the price, as well as the quantity demanded, there may, so
far as Mill's statement of his theory goes, be any number of
different equations of supply and demand for the same article,
corresponding- to different prices,
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It is rather remarkable that )Iill should not have noticed
this theoretic-al possibility; since he has drawn attention to
a similar possibility in conucxiou with his theory of inter
national values, and endeavoured-c-though not yery SllCCc.:SS

fully-to meet the difficulty thence arising. At the same
rimc it is, true that under ordinary circumstances, ill tho cases
which :JIill has chiefly in view, there is 1>11t OTIC price at which
the Demand and Supply of any article tend to be equalized;
and it is further true that the manner in which the sllpply
at this price is theoretically determined is very simple. Still,
it SCl~1ll6 desirable to investigate more fully the influence of
Pi-ice (Ill f3upply: Hot only for the sake of theoretical complete
ness, but because the cases in which a simple answer is not
sufficient arc hardly so exceptional as Mill seems to have
supposed.

Tn making this investigation, it will be couveuieut to con
sider first conunodit.ies belonging tv .Mill's first cbs!', of which
the Xntural no less than the )Ja.rkeL Value is stated to be
determined by Supply and Demand. 1'1Ie:::e are commodities
of which the supply is insufficient to satisfy HIe whole of tho
demand that would exist for them at their cost value. Mill '
sa.ys that such things ure at a "scarcity" or :c monopoly" value.
He thus uses as convertible, two terms which 1 flnd it necessary
to distinguish; since it makes an important difference in the
determination of the value of a scarce article, whether its
supply is (I) controlled by a single seller, or several sellers who
combining act. as «ne, or is (~) in the hands of several sellers,
('(lInpeting freely with one another. It 'will be convenient to
usc tho toI'm "monopoly" to imply the former state of thillgs,
and to call tho latter case that of simple "xcarcity." It shou III
DC observed that a monopolized article will not necessarily bo
scnrcc: since a man may control the sole supply of <lIly ware
and yet be unable to sell it at a price exceeding the cost vnluc :
in.Iced it may easily happen that. he has to sell it for a lower
price st.ill, as is the ease (e,g.) with the authors of unreadable
hooks. But we need not here concern ourselves with n
monopoly of this nnprotitnblc kind.

J Followinu Adam Smith,
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§ 4. Let us then begin by considering how supply will be
determined in the case of a profitable monopoly, Here it SOOIl

appears that the effects of monopoly on value are very different
under different conditions. There are some monopolized
comrnodit.ica for which the demand is keen, while the whole
amouut tlmL it is possible to produce is very limited, and the
additional expense of production involved in producing a larger
amount. instead of [l, smaller, is comparatively small. III the
case of such commodities, the decrease in price required to
extend the demand sufficiently to meet any possible exten
sion of supply will never be so great as to make the total profit
on a larger quantity, less than the total profit on a smaller.
E.g. if the average produce of the Johannisberg vineyard were
increased by one-half without any decline in quality, it would
be necessary to lower the price a little to get all the vintage
sold off; but it would not he uecessary to decrease it by nearly
so much <:18 one-third, so that (allowing for the additional
expense of production), the net revenue of the proprietor of
the vineyard would be considerably increased. In all such
case:'>, then, the law of supply is ycry simple: since self-interest
will lead the proprietor of the commodity to produce and offer
for sale as large an umonnt as he can. But these are not the
ordinary conditions of monopoly. It more commonly happens
til at tile supply of the monopolized article is easily capable
of bciug increased t.o an extent unprofitable to the monopolist:
because in order to produce a corresponding extension in the
demand, he \\-oHM have to lower the price so far as LO decrease
his not revenue. Under these circumstuuces it is obvious
that his interest will lead him deliberately to limit the supply
to some definite amount. It is not (Illite so obvious, but it
must be evident on reflection, that the law of variation in the
demand) may be such as to make it equally his interest to
limit it to each of several different amouuts. Take (e.g.) the
case of the publisher of a new book likely to be tolerably
popular. The expenses of production in this case will be
partly the same however many copies arc printed, and partly
proportional to the number of copies, I.ot 11S suppose that
they will amount to £100 and one shilling per copy. It is
clear that he will gain the same net amount of £100 whether
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he sells an edition of .000 at 98., or of 1000 at Ss., or 2000 at
:18. ; and it is quite possible that the demand may he of such
a nature, that it would take off each of these three editions
in about the sa-me time. Thus there will be no economic
reason' why the publisher should choose one of these numbers
rather than either of the other tWI): the II equation of supply
.. and domand " may be established indifferently at any of the
three different values. And the same may of conrse be true
of any number of values, in the case of any monopolized com
modity of this class".

So far the articles considered have been luxuries; for vvhich
the maximum price obtainable is closely limited and could not
exceed an amount, small in proportion to the whole resources
of the purchasers. But it is quit-e conceivable that an article
absolutely necessary to subsistence might be thus monopolized;
in which case the possible pecuniary gain of the monopolist, on
the assumption of perfect commercial Freedom, would theo
retically amount to the whole spare wealth of the region
affected by the monopoly. In practice, no doubt, the fear of
popular indignation or legal interference would generally keep
the monopolist's charges far below this theoretical maximum.

§ 5. Let us now consider the cnso of what I have called
t< simple scarcity value;" i. e. where the scarce commodity is
sold by a number of persons who do not combine, Here,
generally speaking, the amount of supply will be practically
settled by the dealers selling all that they call bring to mnrkot,
But it may happen, as in the ease of strict monopoly, that
if each individual seller aimed intelligently at obtaining the
greatest possible profit, and were able to rely on nn equal
exercise of enlightened self-regard on the part of all the rest,
each would artificially limit his supply yet further; and tho
smaller the number of dealers, the more this is likely to be
the case to a material extent. Here too the same maximum
of profit might conceivably be attained by anyone of several
different limitations. 'Ve must observe, however, that these

1 For Rimplif'ity's sake I have not taken iutc consideration the gain in the
way of counexion that would probably accrue from selling the larger amount.

~ Some Inrthcr rem Irks on tho different modes and degrees of monopoly will
be found ill a subsoqnont chapter (0, x.).

s. E.
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limitations will generally be different from those of a strictly

monopolized commodity. For a point ott which it is thc
combined interest of the sellers to stop the supply, if only
each could rely on all the others doing the same, will generally
be a point at which it is any individual seller's immediate
interest to add to his supply; since the fall in the price of his
commodity caused by this fI(1(lit1011 will generally he more than
compensated by the profit on the extra amount that. he sells;
although (ex h!JjJuthesi) this would Hot be the case if he had to
share this profit equally with tho other sellers.

Let us suppose, for instance, that there are two springs of
mineral water of the same quality, possessed and worked by
two different persons. Let us suppose' that the necessary
expenf.:c of working each spring is £50 a month (including ordi
nary profit on the capital laid out in the original purchase) and
that the expense of bringing to market. ouch additional dozen
bottles 01' the wntcr- mny be estimated al. Is. Let lIS suppo:-:e
the demand to 1Je of such a kind that 500 dozen bottles a
mouth can be sold for Ds. Gd. a dozen, but that the price must
be lowered to 58. to take 0/1' 1000 dozen a month; while if the
supply were increased, as it might be, to 1500 dozen, the price
per dozen would l.ave to be reduced so much that the guin
on the ndditioual amount sold would not compensate for the
loss on the rest. Under these circumstances it would obviously
be more profitable for the two, if they could act in concert, to
produce only 500 dozen a monLh: as in this case they would
divide all extra profit of.£1 B. 10-,. (.iOO X Rs. Grl. - £100), while
if they sol.I IO!)!) dozen they won.d only divide £100 (lOOO X 4.<.
- £100). But if there is WI concert, between them, it will not
be the interest of each to limit his production to 2;50 dozen:
for if either were to do this it would obviously be the interest
of the other to increase his own production to 750 dozen; since
by that means he would gain an extra profit of £100 (7.00 X -ls.
- £50), while it would be a matter of iudifference-or even
satisfaction-to him that his rival's extra profit was simulta
neously reduced to zero.

Heuce, where there is no combination among the sellers,

1 For the convenience of readers, I huvo taken the figures so as to corrc
spcud as closely aa possible to tho~e of the. previous example.
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self-interest without concert will prompt each and all to en
lnrge the supply until it reaches the point at which each would
immediately lose by going further. Indeed-as I before said
I thiuk that ill practice such sellers would be likely to go
beyond this point, and to sell as much as they cnn. For t.hongh
each would immediately lose somewhat by so doing, his O\Y11

10~s would be much less than the loss he would inflict on tho
rest; since the price would fall for all alike, while he alone
would be partly compensated by his profit on the extra amount
he sold. On the other hand, if one seller were mistakenly to
limit his supply, he would injure himself alone, while slightly
henefiting his rivals. Under these conditions) the coolest self
interest would be likely to err in the direction of extending
supply; so that each would probably find it better on the whole
to guard against the danger of such error on the part of others.
by extending his own supply: so long, that is. as it remained
at a scarcity value. Hence in the case of a scarce article sold
under free competition, the equation of supply and demand is
practically likely to be realized by the simple process of selling
the whole supply' for 'what it will fetch.

In the preceding examples I have supposed that the mono
polized or simply scarce article has to be produced at a certain
expen~e, which I have taken to be partly a constant quantity,
partly a. quantity simply proportioned to the whole amount
produced. But, in order to represent approximately all actual
cases, other suppoeitincs would have to be made. For instance,
We must take nccouut of the case of finished products of which
the supply is absolutely limited, such as old editions of books
Of the pictures of deceased artists. Here reasonings similar
to the above may be used; only simplified by the omission of
expenses of production. So again, in the case of monopolized
products of agricultural Of extractive industry, the cost of pl'O

ductir.n will generally increase in a greater ratio than the
nmoun t produced. In this case the calculations of a monopolist
aiming at the maximum of gain would be somewhat more

1 I imply in lIf'illl; tho term «ncarce ' that the supply cannot he increased :"0

much JJ$ to bring: down tbc price of the art.ide to the point to which it would fall
if it could he pro.luced in unlimited amount.

13--~
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complex than those above given; but they would be framed
on similar principles.

§ 6. Let us pass to consider how the market-price will be
determined in the case of Mill's second and (as he says) "large"
class of commodities: those of which the supply can be inde
finitely increased by labour and capital, the cost of production
for any given amount rcmnining tho 811mc. \V'e have Reell that
what Mill calls the" natural" price of any such commodity
(Ii.·e.) that to which its market value is always tending to ap
proximate-c-is, in his view, very simply determined: since
industrial competition must tend to prevent the price of any
such article from being, in the long run, either less or more
than is just sufficient to repay the cost of its production, includ
ing average profit on the capital employed in producing it.
Assuming for the present that this cost of production is definite
and known, there is obviously hut one price that satisfies this
condition, which }liU therefore calls the "cost price;" accord
ingly, industrial competition tenus to keep the quantity supplied
just equal to the quantity which people wish to buy at this
price. But the market price at any particular time may be
above or below the natural or cost price; and the exact point
which it at auy time reaches in its oscillations is determined
entirely, as Mill says, by Supply and Demand. Bilt hovv
precisely will it be dctcrr»i ned? This question requires a
careful answer; since it is clear, as was said, that the quantity
offered will depend on the price as well as the quantity
demanded: dealers are continually decided to sell 01' hold
their stocks by the price prevailing in the tum-lent. If such
dealers can at, any time combine, they mny manifestly secure
a. temporary monopoly of the article, so that its market value
Inay be determined in the manner which we first investigated.
But under the more ordinary conditions of open competition
the determination is quite different; and it will be convenient
to consider this case first.

Let us assume in the first instance (1) that production and
consumption continue at a uniform rate: through the year, and
(2) that the commodity is not one that will deteriorate through
being kept. Theil, if we take any single dealer who has a
stock of the commodity, we see that he will gain 1Iy selling it,
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unless he has reason to expect that the price at some definite
distance of time will be higllcr than t.he present price by an
amount more than sufficient to compensate him for his loss of
interest or profit.' on the capital locked up in the unsold stock
together with the expem;e and trouble of taking care of the
goods. Hence, if we suppose that all the dealers have full
iufonuatiou and perfect foresight, and that none of thorn would
have to pay more than ordinary interest Oil borrowed money, we
may infer that competition will keep the price at the point at
which there is equal expectation of advantage in selling or
holding back: i.e., Itt which allY expected rise in prices is esti
mated as just sufficient to compensat.e for expense and loss on
the stock kept back. Thus, so long as the price at aliY time is
raised above cost price, these hypothetical dealers will sell all
their stocks, unless they foresee in the proximate future a
rise in demand more than sufficient to conn tcrbaluuce the
increase of supply:! which the high price will tend to cause.
If, on the other haud, the market-price should fan below cost
price, owing to a temporary over-prodnet ion, the action of the
dealers in keeping back supply will check the fall itt the point
ut which the difference between cost price and market-price is
estimated as about equal to the probable loss on the stock
kept back, during the time expected to elapse before the price
rises again to cost point. Such would be the result under the
simplified conditions that we have supposed; and such will tend
to he the result, in proportion as these conditions nrc approxi
mately realised in practice. But actually. of course, the supply
that. is kept back in any market part,!y depends on differences of
opinion on the part of different dealers as to the future prospects
of supply (or demand). It also depends, to a perhaps greater
extent, on differences in another condition in which the theory

1 Whether the dealer will require to be compensated 1'01' Iose of interest
merely, or for loss of profit, depends upon the condition of hi" business. If he
floes not see his way to using money profitably in his own line of business,
he will only conelder that he hag to be compensated for loss of interest; but if
business is Houtisbing, he will consider that he could be earning traders' prof t

on the mmlf~y locked up.
2 TIJi.;; increase may bo caused either by stimulating production within the

area from which the market in question has previously been supplied; or by
crtending this area, and attracting supplies from more distant producers.
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as above given assumed uniformity. \Ve have spoken of "loss
of interest II as if there were a uniform rate of interest for all
dealers; but it commonly happens that any trading body in
cludes dealers in very different pecuniary circumstances, and
some who would have to borrow at. a higher rate than others.
Hence these dealers ",iII gain by selling off their goods at a.
price at which others will gaill by keeping them back.

It may be observed that, under onr hypothetical conditions,
a rise in the general rate of interest will tend to increase the
oscillations of market-price, by rendering- it more difficult. for
dealers to keep back supply. A similar effect will be produced
by any liability to deterioration in an unsold couuuodity. In
au extreme case the deterioration might be so inevitable and
rapid thnt it would never be the dealer's interest to keep auy
part of the supply longer than a single du..y; in which case the
Ill-icc would always tend {O be fixed so that the day's demand
should take off the day's supply.

Finally, the same general principle-s-that supply will on
the average tend to be held back to an extent, just sufficient to
repay the loss of interest involved in holding back-s-will enable
118 to solve the slightly more complicated problems presented by
commodities of which the supply and demand are not uniform
and continuous. Suppose (e.g.) that an. article is produced only
in one part of the year: while the demand for it is uniform
throughout the whole year, as is the case with the chief agri
cultural products. Floro the competition of producers and
dealers will tend to adjust the supply actually brought to murket
80 as to keep the p1'ice throughout the yelll' nearly hut. not quite
uniform; n. slight rise being necessary, as the time of completion
of tbe last harvest recedes into the past, in order to compensate
for the interest lost l)y keeping produce unsold-c-apart from
..my further rise or fall that may be caused by good or bad
expectations of the corning harvest. But here again we shall
find considerable deviation from this result in practice, on
account of differences in the knowledge, foresight, and pecuniary
circumstances of different dealers.

§ 7. So far I have uot expressly adverted t.o the effects of
speculative sales and purchases. Hilt in facti in discussing the
problem of tuurkot-value in its more abstract and simplified
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form, it was tacitly assumed that the legitimate work of speCll
lation, ill rcdllcing the fluctuations of price that would otherwise
result from fluctuations of supply and demand, would be
completely performed without any special class of speculators;
through the enlightened self-regard of ordinary dealers, prompt
iug them to hold stocks when the price fell ;.111(1 sell when it rose.
And of course, even under the conditions of' actual business this
assumption is largely realised; an.I, so far as this result of
speculation is coucerned, the only consequence of the develop
mcut of a. special class of speculators is that-as in other cases
of eli vision of Iahourc--thc work is likely to be more expertly
performed. Hilt the question still remains, how far speculation
tends uorrnally to produce only this moderative effect. Accord
ing to Xlill, this is necessarily tho case so far as the specula
tors themselves profit by their operations. He admits, of course,
that these have sourel.imes the opposite erred of causing or
a.ggTaYatiug fluctvut.icns : but he holds that, whenever this
happens, the speculators themselves are the greatest losers.
Thus he concludes that "the interest of the speculators as a
"body coincides 'with the interest of the public:" and "they can
"only fail to serve the public interest in proportion as they miss
H their own 1."

If we exclude the supposition of monopoly effected by com
bination among the speculators, this conclusion seems to me in
the main sound. at least so far ~)S markets for material products"
are concerned; since those who purchase these products for use
geuernlly consider themselves as goo.l jndges of their quality as
the speculators can lie, awl n rc not, likely to he deluded into
buying bad or useless wares through any operations of the latter.
But even with these limitation- 1.1ill's doctrine is not alto-

1 PoT. ReMI. Book 1\'. c. ii. § 5.
2 If the reasoning is intended to npply to actual markets for eccurince, it

involves the important error of neglecting the intlucncc exorcised by the example
of the speculators on a p.iblio consnions or its Ignorance of the articles par
chased. III such markets it often lmppens that nrtiftcial fluctu.rtions in the
values of sound securities, and even nr-ti!icial elevations of the prices of worth.
less ones, when once ctnrtcd u.)' speculative sales awl purchases, are carried
considerably further by the blind imitnfion of b01l1i fide iuvestors , and so become
a source of profit to the speculators who are able to sell nt ~hc inflated, or buy at,
the lowered, rates which they have tuus indirectly caused.
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gether true; since so far as the changes in value which the
speculator foresees and profits by are not alternations but com
paratively permanent steps in one direction or the other, his
gains arc often made at the expense of the public; inasmuch
as his operations do not render prices more stable, but merely
antedate the rise or postpone the fall in price that would have
occurred without them.

If however, the possibility of combination be admitted,
Mill's rensouiug obviously fails as regards all commodities for
which the demand diminishes hut slig'htly as the price rises, so
that (within the limits that we have practically to consider)
the total price of the amount that can he sold at each rate
continually increases as the amount itself diminishes. In the
case of all such commodities it is quite possible for a combina
tion of dealers, by buying up the ,...-I101e or a great part of the
stock in the market, to gain, through the high price obtained
for a portion of what they have engrossed, more than enough to
compensate them for any 10:-;s on the remainder. Food and
other necessaries of life) a:-; }[iU himself explains, are commodi
ties of this class. There is no doubt ((.,g.) that a combination
to raise the price of corn might be a source of great profit at
the public expense, if only the combining dealers could secure a
sufficient hold of the stock in the market! and if an outburst of
public indignation against such "forestalling and regrating"
did not interfere with the operation.

The famous "gold ring" in New York in 1869 is a striking
instance of a successful combination of this kind: for, as all
wholesale trade was carried on npon a gold basis, the metal was
indispensable to solvency though not to life ; while as the ordi
nar)' currency consisted of inconvertible paper, the amount of
gold easily obtainable was small enough to admit of being
monopolized.

§ 8. So far it has boon assumed that tho cost of producing
the article considered is uniform! whatever changes may take
place in the demand for the "'3.1:8, awl consequently in the
amount produced to meet the demand. But how far is this as
sumption legitimate? In order to answer this question we require
to analyse carefully the general notion of j'~.ost of productio.!}~

And first we must observe that as Mill's theory of value "con-
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.. templates a system of production, carried on by capitalists for :1

"profit," he naturally considers cost of production from the cnpi
talist's point of view: that is, he regards it as consisting chiefly of
the '{oages that the capitalist has to pay-either directly, or in
directly in buying instruments and materials. Against this pro
ccdure Cairnes.' hus made strong objections. He considers that
"cost of production" onght to mean the "sacrifices undergone hy
(j producers," and that Mill's use of die term "confounds things"
so "profoundly opposed to each other ns cost and the reward
</ of cost." It is certainly important to draw attention lo the
difference between the amount of effort and sacrifice involved in
production, and the amount of remuneration which this. effort
and sacrifice obtain: and if our theory had merely for its object
to state the kind of causes which determine value, we might
admit the greater clearness of Cairnes' view, But if we profess
to use the notion of cost with quantitative exactness-s-and such
profession is certainly implied in Cairnes' own statement that, if
competition be perfect. "commodities will exchange in lu'upm'
"tion to their costs of production.' -c-wo obviously require a
common mensure for the different elements of cost of produc
tion: as we cannot definitely t.hink of anything being "in pro
t< portion to" an aggregate of incomuieusurables. Now what
common measure call we find for the heterogeneous sacrifices of
labourers and capitalists? How (e.g.) are we to conceive a pro
portion between (a) the sacrifices of twenty unskilled labourers
and n. capitalise employing £10,000, and (b) the sacrifices of ten
skilled labourers and a capitalist employing £20,000? The
only measure I can conceive is that which :Jlill's theory adopts:
viz the price thnt has to he paid for these efforts and sacrifices.
That is, in Mill's language, omitting "occasional elements," stroh
as "taxes, and any extra COot occasioned by a scarcity value of
v soruo of tho requisites of production," the "universal clements of
l( the cost of production arc the wages of the labour and the pro
I; fits of the capital." And in "profits of capital," we must include
the profits of the capitalist who finally brings the ware to market,
::IS well as those of the other capitalists whom he reimburses in
his payments for materials and machinery, or in his purchases

1 Some Lelfdin[/ Principles Part J. e. iii.
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of goods where they are produced 1. It is, no doubt, apparently
paradoxical to include in cost of production profits that are not
yet realized. But the paradox 1S merely apparent, at least so
far as the theory of value is concerned: since it is not the actual
profit, but the expectation of profit, which-ceteris paribus
lid-ermines the flow of capital to one industry rather than
nnother: and which is thus the efficient cause- of tho variations
in sUPPlY which raise or lower the ruurket-price. And, as Mill
explains, owing to the different periods of time for which capital
lies invested in different kinds of production, this expectation
of profit enters into the calculations of different capitalists
in very different proportions to the remuneration of labour:
so that any estimate of relative costs of production which
omitted profits would be liable to serious errors.

Rut a more serious difficulty 1m') (.1) he faced. If cost of
production is thus estimated in terms of reniu.neruiiini and not
sacrifice. it is not----at any given time-independent of demand.
For any rise of demand that causes a rise ill. the price of an
article of course increases both actual awl expected profits ;
while again, as it generally raises the demand for the skilled
labour required to produce thc article most profitably, it thus
indirectly increases wages. Hence we have to add, that by
If wages and profits," considered as elements of the cost of pro
duction which determines" natural price," we do not mean the
actual wages and profits in any particular case: in fact, in this
sense, as Cairnes pointedly observes, wares would always ex
change ill tile exact ratio of their cost of production: since what
remains over of the price of auy ware, after reimbursing outlay,
is the actual profit of the capitalist who finally brings the ware
to market. The rates of wages and profits that enter into the
determination of natural value, must be the normal rates to
which, under the influence of industrial competition, the
wages and profits of any industry tend to approximate.
But the question again arises, Can these normal rates be
assumed to be independent of the demand for the product 1
Let us take first the case of wages. It is no doubt natural to

1 It if! a pity that Mill docs not present a more decided and consiatent view as
to the relation of «profits of capital" to «cost of production." cr. c. iii. § 1, as
qualified by c. i v, § ".
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suppose, that under a system of perfectly free competition no
known differences in tho reward of labour could be permanently
mni ntained except such as are required to remunerate dif
ferences in the efforts and sacrifices made by the labourers ; and
mUll)' of the disciples of Adam Smith have followed their master
iu making this general assu ruptjon ', But this is not .:\Iill's
view. He has pointed out, in a noteworthy p:u;;sagc 2

, the con
clusions (If which Caimos has adopted and developed, that
there are important differences in normal wages, which are
due to scarcities of various kinds: chiefly to scarcities arising
from the unequal distribution of wealth, which limits the power
of performing certain kinds of services to tile minority of per
sons whose parents have been able to afford the expense of
prolonged training and sustenance for their children. The
freest competition has not in itself any tendency to remove these
scarcities. unless the present iuequalities in the distribution of
wealth are first removed: and it. seems clear thut ::;0 far as the
labour of anyone social grade is thus purchased a.t a scarcity
price as compared with that of the grade beneath-i.e. at a price
more than sufficient to compensate, with interest, for the above
mentioned outlay on prolonged training and sustenaneo-c
the average remuneration of such labour will not tend, even
in the long run, to be independent of the demand for its
product". For suppose the demand to fall. According to
1I1ill's general theory, the decline in profits caused by such a
change in demand, will reduce production until the decrease of
supply restores the price of the product to a point at which
the expenses of production are remunerated as before. But, in
the case that we are contemplating, the decrease in production
which is the first stage of this process, ,...ill involve a. fall in the
demand for the scarce services, and a consequent fall in their
price. The amount of the fall will no doubt be ultimately
much reduced by industrial competition: but the effect of the

I Cf. WNdth vf iYati()JI.~, c. x. first page.
:I 1'01. Eccn, 13. II. e. xiv. § 2.

3 Of course this division of society into grn Ies, 1/'ithin which induatrinl eom,
peutton is supposed to be perfect, and Ilelw{'cn which it is supposed 11011.

existent, docs not COIT6Rpond ll"l'cl~d!l to the facts of modern industrial COIn_

muni ties ; hut it corresponds to tbcso tncts m:JCC closely tuun the older
hypothesis of generally effective competition.
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lowered demand will still remain, though decreased in intensity
by being distributed among all the labourers of the same grade:
unless the lowering should happen to have been compensated by
a. rise in the demand for some other labour belonging to the same
grade. Hence, the normal price at which the equation of supply
und demuud will be ultimately re-estublisbcd, supposing the
lowered demand to continue, will be slightly lower, as cor
responding to a slightly decreased cost of productiou ',

Let us now examine how the matter stands with the other
element of cost of production, profit. In Cairnes' view, nor
mal profits-unlike normal wages-may be rightly assumed to
be independent of demand. "The competition of capital," he
says, H being effective over the entire industry of each commer
a cial country, it follows that so much of the value of com
t< mollities as goes to remunerate the capitalists' sacrifice will
., throughout the range of domestic industry lJ be proportioned
to that sacrifice. This stateuieut, however, seem::; to me to
Heed restriction ill more than vue respect. It follows, of course,
immediately from the assumption of industrial competition that
the profit obtained by employing capitals of equal amount
cannot be permanently known to be different in different indus
tries, except so fax as the sacrifices required in any of the indus
tries arc greater, or the qualifications scarcer, than those required
in the other. But economists have sometimes written as if the
profits of manufacturers and traders wore published in statistical
tables open to the inspection of all persons desirous of employing
capital. H is therefore necessary to remind the abstract rea
soner that the most observant man of business can only attain

I It may he observed that Itlcerdo avoids the conclusions above given by an
assumption of a different kind. He seems to have supposed, that the differences in
the remuneration of diffcroiJnt kinds of labour are fixed and "table; in which case
they would of course he independent of changes in demand. "The estimation,"
he says, "in which different qualities of labour are held, comes soon to be adjusted
<. in the market witb sufficient precision for all practical purposes ... the scale when
" once formed is liable to little variation." And no doubt, in respect of many kinds
of labour, the demand for which is not subject to great and sudden chang-es,
such fixity is often approximately maintained hy custom. In any practical
application of the theory of value the extent to which this is the case should he
carefully noted; but to assume such fixity as normal is obviously inconsistent
with the hypothesis of perfect competition.
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a rough approximation to tho truth, in calculating the profits
made in other industries and districts; and hence that the
equalizing force of competition can only be assumed to act
strongly and certainly upon industries in which profits arc either
considerably above or considerably below the average. Within
a somewhat broad margin on either side of tho average its
operation cannot but be "ague awl feeble ; and hence the
normal cost of production that, regulates supply must be con
ceived as having a similar indefiniteness.

But a more important qualification of the proposition that
profits tend to equality remains to be pointed out. It is com
manly assumed by Mill, Cairnes, and other economists that the
rate of profit tends to be the same, not only on capitals of the
same amount, but also on capitals of different amounts. Hew
far this assumption corresponds to the facts I do not now pro
pose to enquire ; but it certainly does Hut seem to be reconcile
able with the proposition before quoted. that the remuneration
of tho (employing") capitalist tends to be proportioned to his
sacrifice. For if not only Ute rate of interest, but also the rate
of prufit is the same whateyer be the amount (If capital on
which it is obtained, it is obvious that the element of profit
which we have agreed to call the employers' i c wages of manage
" ment," must \'ary with the amount of capital managed : but it
can hardly be held that the trouble of managing "aries in the
same ratio. Granted that there is more labour and anxiety in
conducting a large business than in conducting one of half the
size ; it call' hardly 1e said that the fonner occupation imposes
twice the amount of sacrifice. In short, if the rate of prof t in any
industry is really the same on l:l.rgc and small capitals alike! .it
must be because the services of large capitalists are at a scarcity
value, so that they can exact from society a higher rate of re
muneration for their trouble. But it certainly cannot be known
a priori, a.s a corollary from the principle of industrial competi
tion, that this scarcity value will be exactly sufficient to equalize
the average rates of profit on different amounts of capital.

:\01', again, can it he known that this advantage of large
capitals will bo cqunl in different industries: indeed we have
already had occasion to observe that it is not equal, and that in
some cases-as e,g, in certain branches of ngricultnrc-c-tlio small
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producers have important counterbalancing advantages. But so
far as the opportunities of large and small capitalists respee
tively vary from industry to industry, it is obviously impossible
to argue (t priori that average profits per cent. of capital tend to
an equality in different industric..9; since on the contrary it if;
probable that this rate will be higher in such industries as are
fuvourable to production on a small scale. And the same condi
tions must abo preclude the assumption that the normal rate of
profit in any industry is independent of the demand for the
product of the industry; since any considerable enlargement of
this demand is not unlikely to increase the advantages of the
larger scale of production in the industry in question.

But there is another and more obvious ·way in which the
increase of production caused by an increase of demand will
tend to modify the cost of production: viz. through the increased
scope that will be given for applying the principle of division of
labour. The extent. of the economic gain that Inny be expected
to result from this will, of course, be \'ery different in different
cases; nor can we even assert that there will be in overy case
some gain. But 'lye may affirm that, generally speaking, a
material increase in the amount of capital and labour which is
applied in any process of manufacture is likely to diminish the
expense of producing any given amount of the product.'.
Hence, so far as this tendency operates, it seems clear that
the determination of Natural Value by Cost of Production is
theoretically incompetent to giYC 11S a single definite result
even assuming "ordinary profit" to be as definite and uniform
as 1.lill suppm;es. For, if cost of production tends Lo decrease
as the mncunt supplied increases, while, again, demand extends
as price decreases, there may obviously be a number of dif
Ieront amounts which can be produced with the ordinary
profit at prices at which the corresponding demand will just
take thcm off.

1 The opposite tendency of cost of production to increase in consequenpe of
a reduction in the aggregate amount required to be produced is slighter and still
mere uncertain; since the advantages of a higher organisation of industry arc
not likely to be given I1p without a errnggle, when they have once been gained;
and ill nH\UY cases the probable result would be to concentrate the manufacture
ill a few hands. rather than to diminish the average scale of production.
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It will he evident from what has been said that products, of
which the cost of production remains uniform while the supply
is increased indefinitely, cannot form (as Xlill supposes) a
" large" class, It appears, in fact, that this uniformity can only
result from the accidental balnucing of hYO opposite tendencies;
tile tendency to diminution of cost throngh division of labour,
awl lite tendency to increase of cost, through increased scarcity
either of lite labourers best qunlific~l for the industry in qlles~

tion or industries subsidiary to it, or of the materials or instru
ments best adapted for such industries, so far as they are supplied
by nature. The former of these tendencies is generally predomi
nant ill the case of what nrc commonly distinguished as:' manu
"f,\ctufc-d H articles; the latter in the case of the so-called H raw
"products" (If ngricultufe 1

• The land that is the most important
instrument for the production of these latter is not absolutely
limited in amount. cxeq:lt ill the case of a few corupar.uivcly
unimportant products; but ill an old country, when an addi
tional supply of agricultur:11 produce is required in any place,
it has generally to be obtained either (1) from land worse in
quality (relatively to the product in quesrion) or less conveniently
situated than that from which the market has been previously
supplied; or (2) by a less product.i \'0 application of Capital and
Lal.onrf.o the land already cultivated. In either case, of course,

'there will he an increase of cost., which will not, generally
speaking. be compens.cteu by consistent saving from division
of labour. Hence Mill rig-Iltly places agricultural produce in
his Third Class of conunodiries, or which the supply may be
increased indefinitely, but at nn iucrcnsing cost of production.
Though even here there is fl. formal incompleteness in his
stutcmcut (If tlrc muuncr ill which the natural value of such
products is cletertn int-d. It i15 determined, he FillyS, by the cost

I It is desirable here to distinguish two different kinds of deviation from
unifonnity : (1) the cost of production way tend to be uniform for all pro
ducers, 80 long as the total amount produced docs not vary materially, but at
the same time may tend to vary with any material variation of the biter; or
(2) what is produced may be normally produced at different C03t~, and there
mny nlso be further vnrinfion as the amount produced varies. The second case
ia that of agricultural products genorally ; tho tir"t is approximately the case of
lJlHlIY mnnutaeturcd articles, so fur at least Il" all elements of r-ost c-xccpt the
f 11:l'f"}Il'('lIf'lI r',~ remnncrat ion arc COllc('n Ih1.
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of production of the most costly portion supplied: but, obviously,
this is only determined when the whole amount is determined:
therefore the question still remains. What is the whole amount
that it is the producers' interest to produce? This incomplete
ness, however, is easily removed ; since the general answer to
the above question is very simple: because, 1:;0 long as the
conditions of industry and the law of demand remain un
altered, there is only one normal price at which the equation
of supply and demand will be realised. Competition will obvi
ously lead the producers to extend the supply until the price is
brought down to the point at which the most costly portion is
only just remuneratively produced. And it is further evident
that there can bo only ono such point: for after one such
point has been reached, any further increase of average supply
would involve an increased cost of production of the most
costly portion of tho supply; while the extension of demand
necessary to take off the increased supply, would involve fl

decreased price: so that the producers would lose doubly.
§ D. To sum up; the Ricardian theory of the determination

of Value by Cost of Production appears to me incontrovertible,
at least as applied to modern civilised communities, if it is
understood in a broad and vague sense; i.c, if it is understood
merely to affirm that industrial competition is a force constantly
acting in the direction of equalizing the remunerations of pro
ducers of the same class in different departments of industry,
by increasing the supply-s-aud so lowering the price-of com
modities of which the producers are known to be receiving
remunerations above the average of their respective classes,
and similarly diminishing the supply and raising the price of
the products of less profitable industries. But in the more
exact and definite form in which the theory is stated even by
Mill, it appears to me open to grave objections. It is the least
of these objections that the suppositions made are too simple
and uniform to correspond closely to the facte ; defects of this
kind beset all hypotheses framed for deductive reasoning on
social phenomena, aTHI all that we can do to remedy them is to
note carefully the errors thut thus come in and make a rough
allowance for them. Of this nature is the error before pointed
out ill the supposition that industrial competition tends to
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establish a definite normal rate of profit in each industry, even
when the statement is limited to capitals of about the same
amount. As I have said, it is true that industrial competition
fends to produce this result; but in admitting this wo onght to
note how much the mutual knowledge of profits actually ob
tainahle hy producers falls short of the mutual knowledge of
prices actually obtainable by dealers in a tolerably well
organized market of material products; and how in COIl~e

queuce the tendency to a normal rate of profits begins to act
feebly and vaguely. at a considerable interval from the attain
ment of the supposed definite result. In tbe case of wages this
particular source of enol' is of less importance, since the actual
rate of wages in any industry is easier to ascertain than the
actual rate of profits; but here on the other hand the propor
tion between remuneration and sacrifice that industrial com
petition tends to establish is actually subject to more serious
retardation and interference from various causes; especially
from the difficulty of attracting labour from district to district
and from industry to industry, and the different degrees in
which custom and combination together operate in keeping
wages up (or down) in different employments. So far, however,
as the operation of those causes is independent of the demand
for the product of the labour remunerated, they are more im
portant in tho theory of distribution than in the general theory
of exchange; since they do not necessarily prevent the establish
ment, at any given time and place, of a normal cost of produc
tion towards 'which the market price tends to return after any
variation temporarily caused by changes in demand or acciden
tal excesses or deficiencies in supply. But so far as differences
of wages are admittedly due to causes of which the operation is
necessarily affected by variations in the demand for different
kinds of labour-and we have seen that this is the case accord
ing to )Iill's own view of industrial grades-it is manifostly
illegitimate to regard cost of production as independent of
demand; and equally so, wherever increased aggregate pro
duction tends lo economy in the amount of labour required for
a given amount of product. Hero then, in my view, lies the
gravest theoretical defect in the doctrine of (I value depending
II all cost of production," as stated by Mill and other Ricardians.

&& 14
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It is not merely inconsistent with facts, but with other parts of
Mill's economic teaching, to say broadly that "the value of
H things which can be increased in quantity at pleasure does not
"depend (except accidentally, and during the time necessary for
"production to adapt itself) upon demand." Even where the
cost of production can be assumed to be approximately the
same for all producers, we should generally represent the facts
best by supposing that in any given social and industrial con
ditions this cost of production will vary with the amount pro
duced according to some la no', just as we suppose that the
amount demanded will vary with the price according to some
law; though the former variation will no doubt be generally
much slighter than the latter. The proposition, therefore, that
the natural price of any product of this kind is equal to its cost
of production, is certainly a true statement-on the assumption
and with the qualifications already explained-hut it is in
almost all cases an insufficient one. Our formula must rather
be, that it is a price at. which the amount demanded is equal La
the amount that would permanently be produced at a cost
equal to the price, supposing social and industrial conditions
unchanged'.

In the case of products of Mill's third class, of which the
cost of production must be taken to bo different for different por
tions of the aggregate amount produced, and to increase steadily
as the aggregate increases, the formula becomes somewhat more
complicated; the natural price must he stated to he that at
which adequate remuneration could just be afforded to the pro
ducers of the costliest portion that it would be permanently worth
while to produce, if social and industrial conditions remained
unaltered.

,Ve are thus enabled to show the close relation, which Mill's
phraseology certainly tends to obscure, between the formula for

1 It is quite possible, as we have seen, that there may be several such prices;
in which case it is a problem of some delicacy to determine which of these prices
the force of industrial competition w:i1l, in any particular instance, be actually
tending to realise. This problem-like the oue discussed in the next section-s
cannot, ill my opinion, be satisfactorily attempted, even in its simplest and most
abstract form, without the aid of geometrical or symbolical methods; and in the
present state of our knowledge of the fact!! of industry, I hardly think that onr
grasp of these facts is likely to gain much from a solution of this problem.
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competitively determining Natural Price, and the corresponding
formula for Market Price. Jlarket Pricc~sllpposillgit definite
and single as it would be in a perfect market-was explained
to be the price at which the demand for the product in question
would be sufficiently extensive to take off the actual supply
(allowing for the possible withdrawal of a part of this supply in
view of a prospective rise in demand or diminution of supply);
while ~atural Price (as we have seen) is similarly determined
as the price at which the demand would he sufficiently exten
sive to take off the supply which, assuming social and industrial
conditions unchanged, might permanontly ' be expected to be
produced at that price. There is, in fact, no sharp line to be
drawn between the determinants in the two cases; prospective
changes in cost of production, if their effect may be expected to
be rapid and considerable, will enter into the calculations of
dealers tLat influence market-prices through supply, as much as
any other conditions of prospective supply or demand.

§ 10. So Iar we have conceived each product as the
result of a separate process of production. But, as Mill
points out in a subsequent chapter', it frequently happens that
two or more products arc produced in the course of the same
industrial process. "For example, coke and coal gas are both
H produced from the same material, and by the same operation.
H In a more partial sense, mutton and wool are an example; beef,
H hides and tallow," &c. In such cases the determination of the
prices of the articles thus industrially connected, by Cost of
Production and Demand conjointly, is: necessarily mom compli
cated. All that can he stated generally is that the prices and
amounts of any such set of products, under the action of indus
trial competition, will tend to conform to two conditions. Firstly
the prices will tend to he such that the sum of them will repay
their joint cost of production, including normal profit 3 on the

1 "Pcrmanently't-c-becausc Irom the risk of starting a new business, cspeci
ally in industries where production is on a large scale, from the difficulty of
removing capital durably Invested in forms specially adapted to particular in
dustrics, nnd other similar causes, market prices, however perfect competition
became, would often be liable to remain long above or below their corresponding
natural prices.

2 B. !II. c. xvi.
:"I lly "normal profit" I mean" profit not much above or below the average

14-2
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capital employed: secondly the amounts will tend to be such
that the demand for each article at the price will just about
take off the supply. It is quite conceivable that theso condi
tions may be equally satisfied by several different adjustments
of prices and amounts; whether this be so or not in any
particular case cannot be ascertained 'without a knowledge of
the laws of demand of the particular articles. It should be
observed that in the examples abovo given the products are so
connected that their amounts must increase or decrease to
gether: but often they are wholly or to some extent alternatives,
so that an increase in the production of one will, in the first
instance at least, be attended by a diminution in the production
of another. For instance: veal and milk, chickens and eggs, &0.,
are connected in this latter way_ In the former case any rise
in the demand for one only of the connected products, since by
raising the joint price it will increase the supply of both, must
obviously tend to lower the price of tho other; as the sale of
this latter will have to be extended without any rise in the
demand for it. In the second case, on the other hand, any
sudden rise in the demand for either product is likely to raise
the price of the other temporarily-c-and perhaps permanently
-by causing restriction of its supply. A more indirect con
nexion of this second class is that which subsists between
commodities of which the production requires the same kind
of raw or auxiliary material. In all such cases a rise in the
demand for one of the connected commodities will in the first
instance tend to increase the cost of production of the other;
but whether this increase will tend to be sustained will
depend on 'whether the production of the material in question
becomes more costly, in whole or in part, by being increased
in amount.

Finally, it should be noticed that the values of two com
modities may be connected through Demand, as well as through
Supply; so far as one of the two is, either in ordinary con
snmption or in any kind of production, a substitute for the
other. Thus (e.g.) an extension in the demand for mutton, due
to a fall in its value, would have the effect of restricting the

H profit to be obtained on equal amounts of capital in other industries that do
I. not impose more sacrifices or require scarcer qualifications;"
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demand for beef, and would lend thereby to affect its cost of
production and value. Indeed this kind of cormexion may be
said to subsist! in an attenuated form, among commodities
generally; since such an extension in the demand for anyone
commodity as makes the aggregate price paid for it a larger
share of the income of the community, tends pro tanto to
reduce the demand for all other articles of consumption. The
actual extent to which anyone commodity may thus become
an alternative for any other is of course extremely different.
in different cases; and a careful examination of these varying
connexions is a fundamentally important element in any in
vestigation of the specific laws of demand of different com
modities.



CHAPTER III.

TIIEOllY OF INTERKATIO~AL VALlJES.

§ 1. I~ the preceding chapter the cost of carriage of com
modities to the markets in which their price is actually deter
mined, has been cursorily noticed as a normal clement in the
cost of production. It is almost superfluous to observe that it is
an element to which the development of industry has hitherto
tended to give continually increasing importance. Though
the progress of invention has steadily operated to reduce the
average cost of conveying a given weight of goods over a given
space; still the amount of goods carried and the distances over
which they are convoyed has continually increased in a greater
ratio to thc reduction of the proportional cost of conveyance;
so that, in the most civilised part of the world, the proportion
of the labour and capital of mankind at present employed in
the business of conveyance is larger than it was at any earlier
period in thc history of civilisation. This is so strikingly tho
case that the growth of a nation's foreign trade is sometimes
vaguely spoken of as though it constituted absolute and un

questionable evidence of advance in industrial prosperity. It
may thcreforc bc useful to point out-what might otherwisc
seem too obvious to be worth stating-that it is ceteris
pa,ribu8 an economic disadvantage that any commodity should
be produced at a distance from the market in which it is.
normally sold; and that if in any ease this disadvantage can
be got rid of-without incurring auy equally serious drawback
-t.hrough the production at home of some commodity hitherto
exported from abroad, the resulting diminution of trade would
obviously be a mark of industrial improvement, aud not of
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retrogression. And a priori we have every reason to suppose
that, in the continually changing conditions of industry, oppor
tunities for this kind of improvement. will continually present
themselves ; and that the vis ineriice of custom is no less liable
to maintain the importation from abroad of goods which might
be advantageously produced in the proximity of their market,
than it is to keep any other part of the process of production
in all economically backward condition. And therefore while
the progress of industry, under the stimulus of alert and
enlightened self-interest, may be doubtless expected to ex
tend and enlarge trade continually in some directions, it is at
the same time probable that it will reduce and diminish it
in others.

As in the present chapter I propose to consider the special
conditions affecting the value of commodities produced at 3.

considerable distance from their consumers, it seems expedient
to obtain a clear view of the cases in which such production
is likely to be remunerative, and may accordingly be assumed
as a normal element of a competitively organized industrial
society. The following are the chief cases which it is important
to f1i~f;illguish.

Some commodities for which there is a general demand
cannot be produced at all except in certain localities, removed
at a considerable distance from other parts of the habitable
world. This is the case, generally speaking, with metals and
other products of extractive industry; 3.11d also with certain
agricalturnl products, such as wines of special quality.

Thoro arc other staples of international trade which
could generally be produced at a moderate distance from their
consumers, at least over a large part of the region inhabited by
civilised man; but which can be produced, even in distant
markets, at a less expenditure of labour and capital if they are
grown or manufactured in certain places which offer special
natural advantages for their production. This is the case, to
a varying extent, with corn and other important products of
agriculture.
~ In other cases, again, commodities can be produced

for distant markets with an economy of labour and capital,
not on account of any special advantages afforded by the place
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in which they are made, hut because the cost of carriage is
outweighed by the economic gain through co-operation and
division of labour, obtained by the concentration of a manu
facture-or of several connected manufactures-in one locality.
To some extent this gain consists merely in the substitution of
a more important saving of c,'1rriagc for a less important; the
cost of conveying raw and auxiliary materials required in the
manufacture, or of conveying- the product itself from one set of
workers to another, being reduced by the local concentration of
connected industries to an extent that more than compensates
for the additional cost of conveying the finished product to the
consumer. But besides this, various other advantages, pre
viously noticed \ of production all a large scale arc obviously
only obtainable if a correspondingly large normal demand can
he secured for the product; and in the case of commodities of
which the amount consumed by anyone individual is small, an
extensive demand must necessarily be the demand of consumers
scattered over a wide area.

IV. The gain thus derivable from co-operation rendering
it economically advantageous for men to aggregate themselves
in the large closely packed masses which we find in continually
increasing size in modern industrial towns; it becomes physi
cally impossible to obtain the supply of food, fuel, and certain
other commodities required in large amounts for the ordinary
consumption of any such mass otherwise than by bringing a
large part of it from a considerable distance. And, through the
operation of the Law of Diminishing Returns from Land, of
which we have spoken In a previous chapter, the area from
which it is economically advantageous to obtain any given
amount of such products will always be decidedly less than
that from which it is physically possible to do so.

V. Finally, we have to notice the important case in which
a commodity is most economically obtained from a distance,
becanse though it could he produced in the neighhourhood of
its market with no greater-or even less-expenditure of
labour nod capital, still its cost of production as estimated in
wages and profits would be so much greater as to more than
counterbalance the saving in cost of carriage, A striking

1 cr. Book t. e. iv. § 6.
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instance of this was furnished by the gold discoveries of
Australia; one consequence of which was that Australia began
to import cheese and butter largely from abroad, although the
pastures of ::\ow South Wales and Victoria offer unusual
facilities for dairy-farming. The high average remuneration
obtainable by labour in gold-mining had raised the wages of
Australian ·labour generally-and therefore in dairy-farrning-c
so mnch, that the consequent additional expense of making
butter in Australia was greater than the expense of conveying
it from Ireland 1,

§ 2. It is evident that this last cause of foreign trade can
only operate, so far as physical or social obstacles render the
mobility of labour temporarily or permanently imperfect. Had
it been as easy to draw over Irish labourers to Australia as it is
to bring them to England, their influx would soon have brought
down wages to a point at which it, would have been Jessexpensive
to produce the butter required by Australia in AUl3trnJian dairies.
Now, according to Mill and his most. influential disciples, it is
only on account of this imperfect mobility that a special formula
is required for determining the values of commodities brought
from distant places; it is owing to the differences which this
imperfect mobility allows to subsist between the remuneration
of labourers or capitalists or both in different countries, that cost
of production is prevented from determining the normal value
of snch imported commodities. To take )lill's illustration: sup
pose England imports wine from Spain, giving doth in exchange:
then" if the doth and the wine were both made in Spain, they
II would exchange at their cost of production in Spain; if they
"wero made in England, they would exchange at the cost of
"production in England. But"-we are told-Hall the cloth
"being made in England and all the wine in Spain, they are
C( in circumstances to which the law of cost of production is not
"applicable. We must accordingly fall back upon an antece
"dent law, that of Supply and Demand;" and take, as tho for
mula for determining the values of the commodities in question,
what '(may be appropriately named the Equation of Interua
"Lienal Demand;" the law, namely, that, "the produce of a
"country exchanges for the produce of other countries at such

1 cr. Cairnes, E8says in Political E<.:QllOmy, I. p, 38,
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" values as are required in order that the whole of her exports
"may exactly pay for tho whole of her imports '."

I agree with :\1ill in regarding this as the true formula fori
determining the values of commodities exchanged between dis
tant countries; but he docs not appear to me to have given the
right reasons for adopting it, nor to have taken note of its
theoretical Iimits. His enol' is most conspicuously manifested
in the earlier part of his argument, in which, to exhibit most
simply the "elementary principle of International Values," he
omits the consideration of the cost of carriage; and supposes,
for the sake of argument, that the carriage of commodities from
one country to the other could be effected without labour andl
without cost. It is easy to show that, under the circumstances
thus supposed, cost of production must determine the value of
exported commodities just ns much as the value of commodities
consumed where they are made; except we make the further
hypothesis, rarely likely to be reulised in fact, that, after the
trade is established, there. is no product common to the trading
countries. For let us take :Jlill's case of England exchanging
cloth for thc wine of Spain; and let us supposc that there is at
least one other commodity-say com-which is produced both
in England and in Spain. According to Xl ill's general theory
of value, discussed in the preceding chapter, the relative values
of cloth and com in England must be determined by their

.£..?mparative costs of production; and, again, the relative values
of wine and corn in Spain must be determined in the same way.
But if we suppose cost of carriage to be eliminated, there is no
reason why the value either of wine or cloth should be altered
by exportaticu ; hence, the values of both wine and cloth rela
tively to corn, and therefore relatively to each other, must be
completely determined by the principle of cost of production;
although the wine and cloth may not exchange for each other in
proportion to their respective costs. The "Equation of Inter
"national Demand" will still be maintained, but it will have no
effect in determining the value of wine or of cloth; since, if we
leave cost of carriage out of account, there can be no reason why
the wine should be entirely paid for in cloth, or nice 'versa; there
can be no reason why any debt remaining on either side, after

1 Mill, Pol. l.'COIl. D. Ill. c. xvlii. § 1.
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balancing the wine against the cloth, should not be liquidated
in corn or some other commodity.

It is clear, then, that cost of carriage cannot be left out of
account in any exposition of the need of a special principle for
determining International Valuos. A nd in fact it appears to me
that this need depends fundamentally on a condition to which
Mill has not adverted: viz. that in explaining the determination
of international values we have to take into account not rnorely
the expense of conveying wares into the foreign country, but
also the expense of bringing home their value in some form or
other. And if in "Cost of Production including carriage" we
include this double carriage-carriagc of goods, say, from England
to Spain, and also carriage of what is paid for them back from
Spain to England-then it is inexact. to speak of cost of pro
duction as having no relation to the determination of the price
of English goods in Spain; hut it enters in merely as giving the
limit, the maximum which the competitive price can reach, not
the exact point which it actually does tend to reach in ordinary
cases.

This "will become clearer if we consider an exceptional case
in which cost of production, thus understood, would determine
tho value of the products of foreign trade, 011 the assumption of
free competition, as definitely as it can determine the value of
commodities produced at home.

Suppose there are two countries A and B, precisely similar
in their conditions of production as regards all commodities
except silk, which is produced in A by labour and capital
which A Las in excess of B, and which is incapable of being
produced in B, though it would be eagerly consumed there; and
suppose that a trade previously prevented is now opened for
the first time between A and B. Silk will undoubtedly be
carried from A to B, but as the trader could take back nothing
which would have a higher value in B than it had in A, he
must to recoup himself sell the silk permanently at a value
which will pay not only the whole expense (including normal
proiiV) of carrying it from ".1 lo B, but also the whole fJXIJfnHiC

1 For the pnrpo~c of th0 highly abstract and hypotbeticnl reasoning reqnirod
111 this chapter, it is necessary to suppose "normal profit.' lo be more definitely
fl.1I~1 siml-'l,r detcnuiued than we hu ..o been lo be nctualty the case.
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of carrying back something else-whatever can be most con
veniently carried-from B to A. He must charge this, in order
to get the ordinary profit; and competition would prevent him
from charging more. In this case the normal value of silk in
B will evidently exceed its value in A by exactly the double
cost of carriage between the two countries; and will therefore
be determined by tho cost of production in the special sellse
above defined.

The case supposed is no doubt highly improbable ;-and
even if it existed at the outset, it would most likely be modified
in consequence of the trade itself. It is almost certain that
there would be some commodity in the production of which
the second country R had a certain advantage-which if pro
duced in A had to be produced at a higher relative cost of
production. Let us suppose that there is one such commodity;
which we will take to be hardware. Then, even though the
advantage were comparatively slight, and less than 'would be
required to pay the cost of carrying the hardware from B to A,
it is evident that the trader who exported the silk to B would
gain something extra by bringing back the proceeds of its sale
to A in hardware rather than any other article. And this
extra gain-like any other diminution in the expenses of
bringing an article to market-indnstrial competition will tend
to transfer to the consumers. But the question still remains,
To which set of consumers will it be transferred? to those
of A or to those of B? If the amount imported from n is not
sufficient to supply the whole demand for hard ware in A, at the
price at which it can be remuneratively produced in that
country, the uormal price of hardware in A may be kept np by
its home cost of production; so that the consumers of silk in A
will reap the whole extra gain. But if we suppose that, when
the trade is fully established, neither of the wares exchanged
is produced in the importing country; the principle that (price
{must correspond to cost of production' does not determine
in which of two different ways the traders' profits will tend to
be bronght down to the ordinary level whether by selling A's
wares a little cheaper in B or B's wares a little cheaper in A.
The combination of these two results that the competition of
traders will tend to bring about will be determined, ceteris
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paribus, as I shall presently explain, hy the relation of the
demand for A's wares in B to the demand for B's wares in
A. But at any rate it must be a combination that will make
the quantity of A's wares sold in B equal in value to the quan
tity of B's wares sold in A', And since the tendency to this
rcsnlt win operate equally, however ma.ny wares arc exchanged
on either side, we thus arrive at ';\1i11'8 f: Equation of Inter
l' national Demand" as the formula for determining normal
international values. When this equation is realised, the trade
may be said to be in equilibrium; and under the action of
industrial competition it must always be conceived as tending
towards equilibrium; though actually, as the laws of demand
no less than the conditions of supply are continually varying,
the point of equilibrium must be conceived to undergo corre
sponding variations; and, at any given time, the tendencies
towards equilibrium may easily be less strong than tendencies
in the opposite direction, due to unforeseen changes in trade or
industry 2.

'Ve may now observe that in the above reasoning it has not
heen explicitly assumed, that labour and capital do not move
freely between the trading countries; and we have only made
this assumption implicitly so far as we have ignored effects on
labourers and capitalists, regarded as purchasers, of any changes
in the value of the wares exchanged in the trade. And it is
only to this extent that, in my opinion, the assumption of the
imperfect mobility of capital is required to give scope for the
operation of the law of international values above stated. It is
doubtless true that if we suppose a mobility of labour and
capital within a nation so perfect and delicate that every
change in the price of articles brought from a distance to any

1 I assume for the present that there arc no payments to be made between
the two countries on account of other transactions than those of trade.

2 ::'trill is right in pointing out that there may possibly be several points of
equilibrium: the laws of demand for the commodities exchanged may be such
that the equation of reciprocal demand may be equally well established at any
one of a number of different pairs of prlcce. But he dOlJS not seem to be aware
that this kind of indoterminatenees is not peculiar to the theory of International
Value; in the course of the previous chapter we have had occasion to notice
mora than one case in which it occurs in dealing with the values of products
sold in the country in which they are produced.
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locality must be conceived to have a certain effect in attracting
or repelling inhabitants from that locality; then certainly the
equation of reciprocal demand will have no place in determining
the rate of interchange between t,,·vo places within such a nation,
since its effect would he overborne hy the tendency to equalize
the aggregate of utilities obtainable by similar sacrifices in
different localities. But if we merely assume the mobility of
capital to IJ€ so far imperfect, that capitalists will not transport
themselves from A to B. in ordcr to get B's exports cheaper
at the cost of getting A's exports dearer; then, so far as trade
between distant places exists, the Equation of International
Demand must he the formula for theoretically determining the
values of the products of such trade.

§ 3. It thus appear8 that, as was before said, the most im
portant part of the reason 'why the theory of determination by
cost of production. even in the modified form in which J have
stated it, cannot be applied without qualification to the products
of international trade, is that a, double cost of carriage has here
to be taken into account; and, that owing to the comparative
advantage that each trading country usually 1)a8 over the other
in. some article, each can normally obtain the wares of the
other at a price lower than what corresponds to expenses
of production plu« double carriage. In fact, we have here
a special case of the kiud discussed at the close of the pre
cecling chapter, in which the values of two commodities are
causally connected through their being the joint products of
one process of productiou ; the one process here being the
process of double carriage, each half of which is commercially
inseparable Irom the other.

No doubt the imperfect mobility of capital has the im
portant effects that Ricardo ant] 1Iill attribute to it, au the
course of international trade; since it is thereby rendered
profitable for a country to buy wares from abroad which it
could produce with less labour and delay at home; because
it can employ its labour and capital still more advantageously
in some other way. Still, though the imperfect mobility of
capital largely determines what wares nrc exchanged between
the two countries, the question which a special theory of in
tcmntioual values has to answer relates to the division of the
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double cost of carriage which trade involves between the two
sets of commodities. What the equation of reciprocal de
maud between two countries A. and B will dctcnnine,-sup
posing for simplicity's sake that they are restricted to trading
with each nthee,-is how much of the double cost of carriage
between A aud B will be added to the price of A's products
in B, awl how much to the price of B's products in A. It, may
happen, of course, that each product is sold at such a price that
it exactly pays its own cost of carriage; but there is no general
tendency to this result. The price of .A.'s imports from B may
rise beyond this up to the point at which they pay the whole cost
of carriage of B's imports from A; and similarly they may fall
below this downto the point at which they pay no share at all
of the double cost of carriage. Thus the homo cost of pro
duction together with double cost of carriage gives us a nuuni
nwm value, and home cost of production without cost of carriage
a minimum. value ; between which the normal value of wares
in a foreign country may 'vary indefinitely with thc varying
conditions of trade; but no wares (except such as arc scarce
naturally or through monopoly) can rise, unless very tempo
rarily, above the former point, and only under -very excep
tional circumstances can any fall below the latter. In the
limiting case which I first discussed, of two countries exactly
alike in all their conditions of production, except that one
product consumed in both was produced only in one, the price
of this product would, as was shown, reach the maximum just
meutioued in tile country which did not produce it: while the
price of whatever equivalents were taken in exchange for it,
obviously could not rise above the minimum; since by hypo
thesis the conditions of production of all other wares are exactly
alike in the two countries, and therefore their exchange-values
(measured by any other standard except the single exceptional
product) must be the same. In actual trade it never happens
that either extreme is reached, at least by the aggregate of
a country's exports; there are always some products to be
found in producing which <.1. country has at least a. relative
advantage as compared with SOUle of the countries with 'which
it trades; accordingly most (if not all) of the wares of inter
national trade are normally sold in the countries importing
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them at prices which will pay at least some part of their
cost of carriage, as well as their home cost of production.

The determination of the exact share of the cost that would
normally be added to the price of each commodity would be a
very complicated problem, even if treated in the most abstract
form, and even supposing that we knew the precise law ac
cording Co which the demand for each commodity would extend
or contract as its price fell or rose. In default of any such
knowledge we can only say generally, that in proportion as the
demand in either country for the foreign wares of the other is
more extensible or elastic than the corresponding demand on
the other side-i.e. in proportion as the law of demand for the
foreign wares is of such a kind that a comparatively small fall
in their prices causes, ceteri-s paribus, a comparatively large
extension in the demand for them-the larger will be the
share of the double cost of carriage that will tend to he added
to the imports of the country in question. For, under these
conditions of demand, a comparatively small fall in price (per
unit) is required for a large increment in the total amount of
the wares sold; and therefore through the oscillations of supply
that practically determine, at any given time, the division of
the double cost of carriage, this elasticity of demand will keep
up the prices on the one side as compared with the otber; so
that tho equilibrium of trade will tend to be attained at a rate
of interchange favourable to the country where the demand for
foreign wares is less elastic.

So far vve have not taken into account the effect of changes
in demand on the cost of production of tho wares exchanged.
It, is important to bear in mind that the expense of producing
such wares-estimated separately from the expense of the
trade itself-will often be materially altered by the extension
of their sale which the trade brings about; and their prices as
imports will of course be altered in the same direction (though
not necessarily in precisely the same ratio). On the one hand,
in the case of manufactured articles, the extension of sale is
sometimes the cause of a material cheapening in their cost of
production, by enabling the manufacture to be carried 011 upon
a larger scale ; while, on the other hand) in the case of ugricul
tural produce, we can often observe that the initial rise of
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price which the foreign demand causes is sustained by a per
manent increase in the cost of producing the costliest portion
of the article. Still, if we suppose the trade to be fully
established, so long as its extension, and the general conditions
of demand and supply, remain unaltered, the reaction of casual
oscillations of demand 011 the respective costs of production of
the wares exchanged can hardly be important enough to affect
materially the normal equilibrium of the tradc ; and therefore
we need not take them into account in the special theory of
international values.

§ 4. I may here observe that, even in this abstract treat
ment of the theory, lye ought. not to ignore the inevitable inex
actness of the measnrements that lye are secking to determine.
This seems the most convenient place to explain a proviso,
which I should have placed at the outset of this chapter, only
that the explanation of it is more easily understood at the point
of the discussion which we have now reached. 'Vo cannot, in the
theory of international trade, use the notion of I price' exactly
as it was used in discussing the values of wares sold in the
country in which they are produced. In the latter case we are
only required to assume, as was stated in the preceding
chapter, that the value of money remains unchanged. But
we cannot similarly suppose, in treating of international trade,
that the value of gold or silver bullion-the metallic money
of commerce-remains unchanged as we pass from one country
to another; since bullion is itself all article of trade, and
therefore, like any other article of trade, it will normally have
a. value in the country which obtains it by trade higher than
that which it has where it is produced, by some portion of the
C05t of its own carriage and of that of the equivalent brought
home in exchange for it. Hence in considering the pheno
mena of International Trade we must always conceive money
as something that varies in value from country to country;
and therefore we must eonceive price as estimated not in the
actual money of either country, but by a standard of value
common to the countries, obtained by estimating and allowing
for the differences in the value of actual money. For con
veuieuce sake we will distinguish the price ::;0 estimated -as
• real price: The manner ill which this common standard of

s, I';,
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value is to be obtained, has been explained in an earlier
chapter'; in which also the degree of inexactness to which
it is liable has been carefully noted. It must therefore be
borne in mind that the reasonings in the present chapter are
to be taken as subject to a similar inexactness.

It is especially important to bCfI,T in mind this meaning of
(price' when \VO examine the facts of the Foreign Exchanges by
the light of the abstract theory of Iuteruatioual Values; other
wise \\'8 may be led to trace in these facts a more simple and
patent manifestation of the law above expounded than they
really exhibit. For it is plainly by means of the fluctuations of
the exchanges that the transactions of Importation and Exporta
tion are economically connected. At first sight each process
appears quite separate from the other; the importers and ex
porters respectively have to bear their own costs and take care
of their own profits; hence no hasty reasoner might conclude
that competition would tend to make the value of imports in
either country correspond to the cost of production, including
the cost of conveying the imports to market, and of course
ordinary trade profits. But this inference would manifestly
leave out of account the fluctuations of the exchanges. It
is true that when exchange is at par between England
and the United States the (money) price of English wares
in the United States tends to correspond to their cost of
production in England, estimated in money, together with the
cost of carriage of the wares. But the exchange may vary
On either side to (specie point': for instance, the premium in
England on bills on the United States may reach the point
at which it would be as cheap to send money. At this point,
then, the cost of supplying American wares in England must
substantially include the cost of conveying money back to
America. On the other hand, ,....ben the opposite extreme of
the fluctuation is reached, the cost of carriage of the wares
themselves is at least partly paid by premiums on bills'.

These fluctuations accordingly exemplify and in a sense
represent the fluctuations in the rate of interchango of which

• Hook T, c. ii.
~: I say 'at least partly,' because in most cases thc expense of conveying goods

is greater than the expense of conveying money.
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our theory gave an account. But, for the reason explained
in the preceding paragraph, they do not exactly correspond to
them. For if money have a. greater purchasing power in tho
United States than in England, the addition to the real
price of English goods in tho United States, over their real
price in England, will be correspondingly greater than it
appears; and vice cered. Henco,.in order that the real limit
of fluctuation ill the rate of interchange between the two COUll

tries may be actually reached, it may he necessary that money
should pass from one country to another so as to alter its value
in the former'.

In the preceding discussion I have supposed for simplicity's
sake that only two countries are engaged in trade, and that
their mutual indebtedncss arises only from the exchange of
their respective produce, In applying the theory to concrete
facts it must be borne in mind, first, that the mutual indebted
ness of nations results "from the relative totals of all the
"umouuts expended by each upon (he other, whether in
"payment of produce and manufactures, or for the purchase
c of shares and public securities, or for the settlement of profits,
"commissions, or tributes of any kind, or for the discharge
« of the expenses incurred in foreign residence or travel: in
"fact, from the entire payments (or promises to pay) which
" pass between the respective countries. The liability incurred
<I is identical in its effect, whatever its origin may be";" every
such liability has to be liquidated by the transmission either

l It may be thought perhaps that, in case money is Itt it different value in
the two countries, the fluctuation of the exchanges might carry the real fluctue
tions of the rate of interchange between the countries beyond the points indicated
by the theory before explained. For if bullion has a higher value in England
than in the United States, then when the premium on American bills is about
equal to the cost of sending bullion, American products in England, if their
sale is to be profitable, must have their real price increased by more than the
double cost of carriage. And it is no doubt true that the increment of real
price under these circumstances might conceivably exceed the cost of carriage of
the American exports +the cost of carriage of the v-ullion required to pay for
them. But. it could not pernw:nently exceed the cost of carriage of the American
exports -i- the cost of carriage of the most conveniently transported English
goods , fur if it did exceed this it would become profltnble to export these goods
to America, nod they would he exported.

~ GOSChCll, Foreign EiCchallues, c. 2.

15-2
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of money or of an order to receive money payable in the
foreign country, Still the greatest part of the transactions by
which debts are incurred between countries, and the means of
paying such debts obtained, are the importations and expor
tations of produce.

And secondly, it must be borne in mind that the condition
of the Foreign Exchanges of any country, and consequently
the share that it pays of the cost of its foreign trade, depends
on its relations of debit and credit not with each country sepa
rately, but with all countries taken together; since, through
the process technically called arbitration of exchange, a pay
ment due from country A to country B may be made by
assigning to B a debt due from a third country C to A.
"There is some little additional expense, partly commission
H and partly loss of interest, in settling debts in this circuitous
"manner, and to the extent of that small difference the ex
"change with one country may vary apart from that with
"others; but in the main, the exchanges with all foreign
"conntries vary together, according as the country has a
"balance to receive or to pay on t.he general result of its
U foreign transactions 1."

§ 5. Finally, a plausible objection may be brought not against
the substance of the theory as above expounded, but against
the title which I have retained. It may be said that it should
bc called a 'Theory of the values of wares exchanged between
'distant places,' instead of a Theory of Intemational Values.
The reasons why I have kept the term International are partly
theoretical, partly practical. 'I'hcorctically, I do not wish to
discard altogether the economie conception of a nation adopted
(implicitly) by Ricardo and Mill ; i. e. a community inhabiting
a region within which labour and capital are perfectly mobile.
And, as we havc seen, the assumption of absolutely perfect
mobility of capital and labour, supersedes the necessity of con
sidering the equation of reciprocal demand. So far as we do
not assume this degree of mobility, the theory above expounded
applies no doubt to trade within a country, as well as to
foreign trade; only it applies in a less degree, in proportion as
the distances arc smaller and the expense of transmitting

1 Mill, Book III. c. xx. § 3.
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money less, It is true that in a country where the same paper
currency was used throughout, the facts that we have been
examining would generally escape notice; because as the cost
of transmitting money would be trifling, there could be no
manifest fluctuations of inland exchange. Still, none the less
would money be more abundant and prices at a bigher level
in tOWIlS or districts for whose products there was a keen
demand in other parts of the couutry : so that the former
would really bear less than an equal share of the cost of the
trade that they carried on with the latter. Accordingly, there
is no broad line to be drawn-apart from the effects of govern
mental intcrfcroncc-i-l.otwccn the la \\'8 actually governing the
values of products sold within the country in which they are
produced, and the laws governing the values of imported wares.
All that can be said is that in dealing with a modern civilised
country, duly furnished with means of communication and con
veyance and substitutes for coin, the error involved in our as
sumpt.ion that the market values of domestic products tend to
be everywhere the same, allowing for the cost of their carriage
to market, will generally speaking be comparatively slight;
whereas in considering the values of the wares of international
trade, a similar error 'would not unfrequently be material.'.

At the same time, it is only in the ease of Foreign Trade
that the investigation of the conditions of favourable inter
change excite practical interest; because it is only in this
case that there has ever been a serious question of govern
mental interference with a view of making the interchange
more favourable. Whether such interference can ever be on
the wbole expedient I do not now propose to discuss; but it
may be observed that the theoretical determination of the divi
sion of the expenses of Foreign Trade does not enable us to
determine the total amount of the gain resulting from such
trade to either nation. To know this, we must know what
each nation would have produced with the labour and capital

1 Hence, in tho discussion of the preceding chapter, we neglected, for sim
plicity's sake, the differences in the purchasing power of money in different
localities within the same country. 'I'hese differences, as we hnvc before seen,
it is theoretically Impossible to estimate with perfect emctncss ; but it should be
observed tllat so far ::1.8 they actually exist, a further theoretical imperfection is
introduced into the determination of value by cost of production,
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now employed in producing for foreign trade: which generally
we can but vaguely guess.

Nor, again, docs it in any way follow that the nation that
pays the greatest share of the double cost of carriage is the
one that gains least. Indeed the very opposite may very likely
be the fact; as will appear if we look again ut the hypothetical
case considered in § 1, where we supposed an entirely unre
ciprocated demand in one country B for the products of another
country A. Under these circumstances, as we saw, the trade
tends to be carried. on under the most unfavourable condi
tions possible for B, as far as the division of expenses is con
cerned; since the consumers in B have to pay the whole of the
donble east. of carriage. On the other hand it is not improbable
that the consumers in B will have the greater gain in utility;
since they obtain access by the trade to an entirely new com
modity, whereas the inhabitants of A. only obtain at best a
somewhat more economical ,yay of acquiring commodities pro
ducihle at home.



CHAPTER IV.

DEFI~ITIO~ OF ::HO~EY.

§ 1. Ix the course of the preceding chapter we have been
led to see the importance, in the theory of I: international"
values, of a clear view of tho nature and causes of variations
in the vnluo of money. But. the very denotation of the term
mOHey is so fluctuating and uncertain, Lhat before we discuss
the laws by which its value is determined, it seems desirable
to make a thorough and systematic attempt to define the term
itself'.

I )'Ir Je....one, in his excellent little book on "Xlouey, " tells us that the
ingenious attempt"! that have been made to define money "involvc the logical
"blunder of supposing that we may, by settling the meaning of a single word,
H avoid all the complex differences and various conditions of 111l1n,y things, re

-vqniring each its own definition." Without denying' that this blunder has been
sometimes committed, I think it misleading to suggest, as ::\Tr Jovons docs, that
the attempt to define a class.name neceeserlly Implies a neglect of the specific
differences of the things contained in the elnss. Indeed, when he goes on to
say that the many things which are or may he called money.-v-bullion, standard
" coin, token coin, convertible and Inconvertible notes, legal tender and not legal
"tender, cheques of various kinds, mercantile bills, exchequer hills, stock ccr
vtiflontes, &c."-"l'equire each its own definition," he apparently maintains tho
rather paradoxical position that it is logically correct to give definitions of It

number of species, hut logically erroneous to try to define their common genus.
It is easy to show that several at least of these more special notions present just
the same sort of ditucnlties when we attempt to determine them precisely as the
wirier notion "money" does. For Instance, the distinction between bullion and
coin seems ut jh~~ sight plain enough; but when we ask under which head we
are to cJasRif~' gold pieces circulating at their market value in n country t.hat
has u single silver standard, we soc that it is not after all so easy to define coin.
The characteristic of being innterially ccincd-c-tlnu is, cut and stamped by
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Here, as in previous attempts to obtain definition, it
seems best to begin by a careful and unbiassed consideration
of the actual usage of the term. And here we are met at the
outset by a rather remarkable phenomenon. There seems to
be a tolerable accord among persolls who write about monoy in
England at the present time, as to the denotation that ought
to be given to the term whon they directly attempt to define
it; at any rate) the margin of difference is inconsiderable in
comparison with the amount of their agreement. Unfortu
nately the denotation so given is in palpable discrepancy with
their customary use of the term when they are not trying to
define it; and this discrepancy is not of a minor kind, but
as fundamental as call well be conceived. When the ques
tion is expressly raised they have no doubt that by money
they mean what they also call currency, that is, coin and
bank-notes, They see the need of distinguishing the latter
as paper money or paper currency; and they recognise the

a.uthority-thongh it has always been combined in our OW11 experience with the
characteristic of being legal tender, is capable of being separated from it; so
that we have to choose between the two in our definition. Similarly, we may
inquire whether by calling notes converrible it is merely meant that their issuer
has promised to convert them into coin on demand, or whether a belief is
affirmed that he would so convert them if required? If the latter alternative be
chosen, it must be evident that the legitimacy of such a belief must depend
upon the nature and extent of the provisions made by the issuer for meeting
demands of coin; so that in order to define convertibility precisely we shall
have to determine what provisions are adequate, and whether all possible
demands should be provided for or only such as may reasonably be expected.
Then further, how shall we treat. the case-cwhioh used to be common in the
United States-c-or notes for which coin will almost certainly be paid if demanded,
but not without a serious loss of good-will to the demander? In shor-t, we cannot
escape the proverbial difficulties of drawing a line, if we attempt to use any
economic terms with precision; and instead of seeing in these difficulties-as
Mr Jevons seems to do-a ground for Dot making the attempt, I venture to
take an exactly opposite view of them. I think that there is no method so
convenient for bringing before the mind the "complex differences and various
.. conditions" of the matters: that it is occupied in studying, as just this effort to
define general terms. The gain derived from this process (as I have urged in a
previous chapter) is quite independent of its success. We may find that the
reasons for drawing any proposed line between money and things rather like
money arc balanced and indecisive. But since such reasons must consist in
statements of the important rcsomblenccs and differences of the things that we
are trying to classify, the knowledge of them must be useful in economic
re&"lflning, whatever definition we mar ultimately adopt,
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existence of a narrower definition which restricts the term
money to coined metal, on the vlmy that bank-notes are mere
promises to pay money, which ought not to be confounded with
money, however currently they may be taken for it. But they
are generally disposed to reject this view as a heresy; and
though the narrower sense is that adopted by several econo
mists of repute, I imagine that it would be regarded as at least
old- fashioned by practical men; except so far as the word is
quite technically employed in relation to the details of banking
business. Again, though in the 'Resumption' controversy
in the lJnited States it ...vas maintained that inconvertible
notes ought not to be regarded as money, I do not think
a definition excluding such notes-but including convertible
notes-c-has ever found favour in England; although English
financial authorities are of course agreed that Inconvertible
paper is a bad kind of money. Further, our authorities allow
that there is a certain resemblance between bank-notes and
bills of exchange, letters of credit, promissory notes issued by
private persons, &c.; but though they may regard these latter
as constituting an "auxiliary currency," they do not consider
them to be currency in the strictest sense, and therefore do not
call them money. The only important point on which their
utterances are doubtful or conflicting is the question whether
notes issued by private banks and not made legal render should
be considered as money; the importance of this question, how
ever, so far na England is concerned, is continually diminishing,
BuL when bankers and merchants, or those who write for them,
are talking of ,( money" in the sense in which, generally speak
ing, they [Ire most practically concerned with it-of money
"which (or, more strictly, the temporary usc of which) is COIl

tinually valued and bought and sold in the money market,
\\"111Ch is sometimes ,I scarce lJ and II (lear" and at other times
(I cheap" aTHI If plentiful "-they speak of something which
must be defined quito differently. For though coin and bank
notes form a specially important part. of money-market money,
still) in such a country as England where deposit-bunking is
fully developed und payment by cheques customary, the greater
part of such money must consist of what has been called "money
"of account 11: that is, of bankers' liabilities or obligations to
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pay coin I on demand, not" embodied" or represented otherwise
than by rows of figures in their hooks.

What has just been said will appear to some of my readers
a truism. But there are probably others to whom it will
appear a. paradox; and for the sake of these latter it will be
weU to pause and illustrate pretty fully this use of tho term
Money. For this purpose I shall take Bagohot's Lombard Street
ns my anthority; as it has tho advantage of being written on
the one hand for practical men, and on the other hand by a
master of abstract economic theory, thoroughly acquainted with
the criticisms that theorists have passed on the common lan
guage and ways of thinking of dealers in money.

Now it is true that TIagehot never says that in speaking of
the money of Lombard Street, the possession of which makes
England I( the greatest moneyed country in the world," he
means a commodity of which the greater part exists only in
the form of bunkers' obligations to pay money on demand;
such obligations being not even embodied in bank-notes. But
thero arc many passages in which it is clear that he can mean
nothing 01s0 2

• Take, for example, the following:-
"Every one is aware that England ...has much more immc

"diately disposable anti ready cash tban any other country.
f< But very few persons are aware how much greater the ready
"balance-the floating loan-fund, which can be lent to anyone
II for any purpose-is in England than it is anywhorc else in the
H , vorld. A very few ligures will show Low large the London
a loan-fund is, and how much greater it is than any other. Tho
"known deposits-tbe deposits of banks which publish their
(j accounts-are, in

"Loudon (:31st December, 1872)
"Paris (27th February, 1873)
"Kew York (Fehruary, 1873)
"German Empire (31st January, 1873)

£120,000,000
13,000,000
40,000,000
8,000,000

1 It may be said that English bankers are not strictly liable to pay their debts
in coin, as they muy tender Bank of England notes Instead. But as these notes
are only legal tender so long us the Issue Department of the Bank of England
gtves coin for them on demand, the phrase in the text is substantially accurate.

2 Thoro arc, no doubt, other passages in Lomba,rd Street-as will be 1)1'6'
scntly noticed-where 'money' is used in the narrower sense of 'metallic money'.
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C' And the unknown deposits-the deposits in banks which do
"not publish their accounts-c-are in London mach greater than
"those in any other of these cities. The bankers' deposits of
(( London are many times greater than those of any other city
I: those of Great Britain many times greater than those of any
"other country 1."

1101"0 Bagchot clearly regards these bankors'xlcposits as "jm

t'mediatelydisposable and ready cash." But if we ask ourselves
where and in what form this" cash" exists, it must be evident
that, at any given time, most of it exists only in the form of
liabilities or obligations, acknowledged by rows of figures in the
bankers' books; and that it is transferred from owner to owner,
and thus fulfils all the functions of a medium of exchange,
without ever assuming it more material shape. 1I10st persons,
no doubt, who have not specially considered the matter, have it

vague impression that these figllre~ in hankers' books II Tepre
"sent" sovereigns or bauk-notes ; which, though they are not
actually in t.ho hanker's possession, have yet passed through his
hands, and exist somewhere in the commercial world. But if
this view does not vanish on a few moments' reflection, it must
at any rate be effectually dispelled by a perusal of Lombard
Street; since the main drift of tbat book is to bring prominently
forward the fact that, in consequence of the 1/ one-reserve sys
v tem " upon which English banking is constructed, but little of
this immense" loan-fund which can be lent to anyone" could
possibly be presented in the shape of coin 01' bank-notes. Of
course some portion of the mone.y lent by London bankers is
continually taken from them in this shape. But a little reflec
tion on the mode in which it is borrovved and used will show
how comparatively small this portion is. Such loans are chiefly
made to traders, either directly by the bankers or through the
agency of the bill-brokers; find when a trader borrows from his
bank, he almost always does so by having the loan placed to
his credit ill his banker's books, and drawing against it by
cheques; and the effect of such cheques, for thc most part, is
not to cause the money to be produced in the form of coin or
notes, but merely to transfer the claim on the banker to some
other customer of the same- or some other Lank. The bank-

1 Lombard i;"/1'cct, c. I. p. 4.
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notes and gold are merely the small change of such loans; and
it is only when money is lent to manufacturers and farmers,
who have large sums to pay in 1vages, that the amount of this
change bears even a considerable proportion to the whole loan.
It may seem that when cheques on one bank are paid into
another, material money must pass between bank and bank.
But by the system of the Clearing House the mutual claims of
the different banks are set off against each other; so that, even
when the halance daily due from each bank to others was paid
in notes, the amount of these required was very small in pro
portion to the amount of liabilities transferred; and now no
notes are commonly needed at all, as such balances are paid by
drafts on the Bank of England, where the other bauks keep the
main part of their reserves.

But we may reach the same result more briefly by means of
a few statistics) which T take from Jlr Palgrave's Notes on
Rank-tn.g, published in 187:3; as J am not aware that any
equally complete study of OUf actual medium of exchange has
appeared since that date. }Ir Palgrave estimates the whole
amount of deposits held by English, Scoteh, and Irish hanks
(exclusive of the discount-houses) on the 12th of March, 1873,
at about 486 millions, the liabilities of the London banks alone
being about 170 millions: while he estimates the metallic
circulation of the whole kingdom in 1872· at about 105 millions,
and the note circulation at 43 millions. If we consider that
more than 10 millions of notes and coin, on the average, were
kept as reserve by the Bank of England, and that the provincial
banks require a considerably larger proportion of coin for their
daily business than the London banks, we shall require no
elaborate proof to convince us that. the greater part of the
"unequalled loan-fund" of Lombard Street can never emerge
from the immaterial condition of bankers' liabilities.

The difficulty, indeed, is not to prove this, but rather to
explain why this obvious truth is overlooked, or even implicitly
denied; not merely, as has already been said, in all formal
dofirritious of mane.)', but ill most of what is said and written
about the functions of bankers. Mill, for instance, implies:
over and over again that the medium of exchange, which it is
the business of bankers to collect from private individuals and
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lend to traders, consists altogether of coined metal-or at least
of coin and paper substitutes for coin made legal tender by
Government.'. A similar implication is contained in much of
Bagehot's language". And indeed I hardly know a single
English writer on the subject, with the exception of Jlr Mac
lead, who does not continually present this view to his readers".

§ 2. The explanation of this serious and wide-spread in
accuracy of thought and language is, I think, two-fold. In
many cases it is due to an inadvertent inference from a part
to the whole, of the kind that has caused so many economic
fallacies. A practical man is aware that (in ordinary times)
he can convert any portion of his banker's liabilities into gold
or notes at will, and that he only leaves it in its immaterial
condition for his own convenience-c-being less afraid of the
failure of his bank than he is of having his gold or notes
stolen. Hence he naturally come, to think and speak of all
the "money at his bank l' as cc ready cash"; and thus, with
Bagchot, conceives England as having" more ready cash " than
any other country. When, however, he comes to consider
possible crises and collapses of credit, the difference between
bankers' liabilities and their means of meeting them becomes
only too palpable ; the same thing that he has jnst called
"cash" appears to him in its opposite character of «credit";
and-again with Bagehot-he views England's" cash in hand"
as being "so exceedingly small that a bystander almost trern
"bles at its minuteness compared with the immensity of the
H credit that rests upon it," These two views of (/cash ' or
I, money" exist side by side in his miud, without being brought
into auy clear or consistent relation to each other; and thus
we get the paradoxical result which I noticed at starting, that
when such a practical man is called upon to give an express
definition of lUoney, he formally ignores t.hc greater part of the
actual medium of exchange, of which in the ordinary course

1 Compa.re, among other passages, B. III. c. xi. § 2, and c. xil. § 2.
2 Cf. (e.g.) Lombard ,':l'lreet, c. VI. P. 143.
:I I take this occasion to acknowleagc IllJ obligaficns to lIr Macleod's Theo)'!J

I~" DiIllhillY, which contains, so fur as 1 know, the ttrst clear and full exposition
of the nature and funcl.iona of bankers' deposits. In saying this, 1 must guard
myself uguiust being understood to approve uf Mr Macleod's general treatment
of Economics.
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of his busiuess he is coutinually thinking and speaking as
" money."

So far, however, as this inadequate representation of the
facts is common also to theoretical economists, it is rather
because the existence of this immaterial rnoncy is obscured to
their view, not by the material money into which the banker is
bound to convert it, but. by the goods other than money which
the bankers' customers purchase by meaus of it.

For instance, jlill begins his chapter OIl the Value of Money
by "clearing from our path a formidable ambiguity of language,"
by which, as he explains, money is commonly confounded with
capital.

"When one person lends to another," he says, "what he
"really lends is so much capital; the moncy is the mere instru
r, ment of the transfer. But the capital usually passes from the
"lender to the receiver through the means either of money, or
H of an order to receive money, and at any rate it is in money
H that the capital is compuled awl estimated. Hence, bor
U rowing capital is universally called borrowing money; the
"loan market is caned the money market .... and the equiva
"lent given for the nsc of capital, or, in other words, interest, is
"not only called the interest of money) but, by a grosser per
a version of terms, the value of money."

Now, I do not deny that there is a confusing ambiguity in
the phrase, "value of money"; bnt the language that Mill
uses in exposing it seems to me open to a similar objection.
It is true that 'when the value of money is mentioned in
Lombard Street, it is not the purchasing power of money,
measured in commodities, that is intended; but neither is it
exactly the rate of interest, as Mill elsewhere uses this phrase,
i.e. the averagc annual return to capital, subtracting insurance
for risk and wages of management. It is, as was before said, the
value of the temporary use, not of capital generally, but of money
(including bankers' obligations) in particular"; estimated, as other
values arc commonly estimated, in terms of money. Of course,
a man only bOlTO"\YS money in order to buy something else, or

] The causes which tend to make 111<: rate or Interest or dtsoount paid for the
use of money diverge somewhat from the rate of interest on capital generally will
be discussed in the next chapter.
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to pay for something already bought , but what he actually
borrows is the medium of exchange, and it is materially inexact
to represent him as borrowing anything else. The bad effects
of this inexactness arc, indeed, latent so long as \1'0 are dealing
with. metallic money; for when commodities are bought and
sold for hard coiu, it is impossible to .ignoro the fad that they
arc transferred by means of an instrument which is equal in
value to the wealth that it is used to transfer. But when
bankers' credit is the medium of exchange, it is easier to let
this fact drop out of sight j and 31i1l continually does so. Thus
he speaks contemptuously of au "extension of credit being
(( talked of .... as if credit actually were capital," whereas it is
only" permission to use the capital of another person." Now,
in a certain rather strained way, 'V8 might sa,y this of gold
coin; its function is to H permit" or enable its owner to obtain
aud usc other wealth. And it is only in this sense that Mill's
statement is true of the credit or liabilities which a banker
lends to his customers, whether in the form of notes, or under
the rather misleading name of "deposits." This credit, no
doubt, is a comparatively fragile and perishable instrument for
transferring wealth ; but that is no reason for ignoring the fact
that, in a modern industrial community, it is the instrument
mainly used for this important purpose. The instrument,
of course, is not strictly indispensable; commodities might
be exchanged directly for each other, or borrowed with
out the intervcutiou of a mcdium , indeed some important
commodities, such (c.g.) as h0l1203 and laud, actually are so
borrowed. And it may be useful 3JDlCiiIUOS, in giving a gene
ral view of economic facts, to omit the medium of exchange
altogether from our consideration; and to represent the per
sons who purchase goods with' money' borrowed from banks
as sJ.lustantt·ally ben-ewing the goods from the bankers' cus
tomers. But. in so doing we should bear in mind how much
this simplified view of the facts diverges from the reality; and
uot mix it up with any statements that aim at. representing the
fact" of exdwngc as they really are. It is undeniable that, in
EnglalHl now, wealth is chiefly transferred by the intervention
of a medium of exchange complex iu composition ; consisting
partly of gilid and silver colu. l!~lltl'y of bauk-uotes, lm t to a
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greater extent of bankers' obligations to pay coin on demand,
not represented by notes; and it is chiefly this medium that is
actually lent and borrowed in commercial and industrial loan
transactions. And it is no less undeniable that the immaterial
part of this instrument has functions precisely similar to those
of the material portion; that it is as effective in purchasing
goods; and that borrowers pay the same interest or discount for
the use of it.

\Vhat part of this composite medium of exchange should be
classed as II money," and what part (if any) should be classed as
"capital," arc important questions of definition and classifica
tion; 'but whatever answers wo may give to them ought not to
prevent us from kecping a clear view of the facts just stated.

§ 3. With the latter of these questions, which has come
before us in a previous chapter) we are not here concerned.
I have already expressed my opinion that the very important
peculiarities of the medium of exchange render it desirable
that we should set it aside as something sUo'/, gener'/'s when we
are comparing amounts of capital at different times and places.
What we are now to consider is the selection to be made
for the purposes of economic science among tho different uses
of "money" which we find to bo more or less current. 'Ve
may conveniently arrange them in order, according to their
width of meaning. First will come the narrowest use, which
is also the earliest, to denote coined metal. Secondly, we
may include besides coin inconvertible paper money which
the authority of Government makes equivalent to coin
"fiat-money," as it hus been called; OT, again, we may take
in also bank-notes which arc legal tender, under the condition
of being convertible into coin on demand. Almost all defini
tions of money at the present day extend the term so far;
while some go further, and include bank-notes that are not
legal tender. Finally, there is the still wider signification,
which we have found to be current in the language of Lombard
Street, though it is not usually recognised in formal definitions,
according to which bankers' liabilities not represented by Dotes
constitute the larger part of the so-called money. All these five
metallic money) paper money of aU three kinds, and If money of
Ci accouut.l'c-chave the same exchange value, are lent and bor-
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rowed for the same interest or discount, and in ordinary times
are currently accepted in final settlement of an debts-except,
of course, the debts of bankers. It seems to be the absence of
this latter characteristic especially that prevents bills of exchange
from being regarded as money; as the liabilities represented by
these lutter are always ostensibly to be Iiquidarod at some
definir.c time, so that they are not looked on as finally settling
transactions. 'Tho aume remark applies 10 exchequer bills, as
these are not absolutely convertible into legal tender to the
amount they nominally represent, except at certain definite
times. Still less, again, are securities, snell as Government
bonds or railway debentures or shares, regarded as ready money,
since there is no time at which they are convertible into coin
for a fixed amount: when taken in liquidation of a debt they
must always be first sold like any other goods, or at least esti
mated at a continually varying market value; thongh, no
doubt, as being more conveniently carried and kept, and more
readily exchanged than most commodities, they are better fitted
for taking the place of money.

Which of these definitions then shall we adopt.! It seems
to me that, in accordance with the general opinion as to the
essential characteristics of money, it is most convenient to take
the widest, and include all bankers' liabilities. If the funda
mental function of money, upon which its other functions
actually' depend, is that of being a Medium of Exchange,
currently accepted in the settlement of all claims arising out of
transfer" of wealth; if money is H that which passes freely from

1 Mr Jovons distinguishes "four functions which money fulfils in modern
"eocietles." It is (1) a medium of exchange, (2) a measure of value, (3) u
standard of value [i. c. as Mr walker says a "standard for deferred payments"],
(-1) 0. store of value. It is obvious that the second and third uses naturally
though not, a" )Ofr Jevons points out, necessarily-follow from the first.

As regards the fourth function, I agree with ::Ur walker in declining to
attribute it to money. In a certain sense, of course, uny medium of exchange
must be also a store of vuluc ; that is, each man must keep somewhere, so as to
be obtainable without material delay, a sufficient quantity of it for his ordinary
purchases. And most of the language ill which 1fr Jevone explains what he
ureuns loy a "store of value" uppcars to me merely to describe a medium of
international exchange. "It is worthy of inquiry," he auys, "whether money
"elOC3 not also serve a fourth diatinct purpose-that of embodying value in a
"convenient form for conveyance to distant places ... at times Do person needs to

S. Eo J0
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" owner to owner throughout the community, in final discharge
" of debts and full payment for commodities, being accepted
"equally without reference to the character or credit of the
It person who offers it, and without tho intention of the person
H who receives it to consume it, or enjoy it, or apply it to
If any other usc than, in turn, to tender it to others in discharge
U of debts or payment for commodities";" then, in all ordinary
conditions of modern commercial societies, bankers' liabilities,
however acknowledged and transferred, are money.

In the above quotation I have altered a single phrase:
I have said "from owner to owner" instead of II from hand
"to hand." It appears to be the difference between the two
phrases which renders the acute and clear-headed writer from
'whom I have quoted unwilling to recognise deposits in banks
as money; since they cannot Ie pass from hand to hand," as
notes d0 2

• But surely when payment is made by means of
notes (not being legal tender), the important fact is not, tho
mere physical transmission of pieces of paper, but the transfer
of claims on the banker: which is equally effected when pay
ment is made by cheques. No doubt the receiver of the cheque
might demand payment in notes: but similarly the receiver of

II condense his property into the smallest compass, so thut he may carry it with
«him ou a long journey, or transmit it to a friend in a distant country." But
so long as the journey or transmission is within the range of "modern societies"
what a. man carries or sends is commonly some document transferring to a.
foreign banker a portion of his home banker's obligations to pay him money on
demand; the foreign banker being ultimately repaid by having transferred to
him some foreign merchants' debt that has been purchased by the home banker.
The whole transaction is obviously one of international exchange. But Mr Jevona
also explains a "store of value" to mean something that a person "may hoard
"away for a time;" i.o. something which he does not intend to use for current
purchases, but keeps for a remote occasion. In this sense-undoubtedly most
appropriate to the term "storev-c-I must deny that metallic money is adapted to
be e.U store of value," or is ordinarily used for this purpose in modern societies.
Debts payable before the remote occasion arrives (or portions of capital be
lieved to be readily saleable) are tho commodities chiefly used in this way by
modern men of business.

1 Walker, Money, Trade, and Industry, p. 4.
\I It is to be observed that the question whether bank deposits are money

must not be confounded with tho question whether chequesnrc. I have nothing
to say against Me Walker's reasons for answering this Intter question negatively;
as I regard cheques merely as instruments for transferring the acknowledged
bankers' liabilities which, in my view, ere the true money.
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notes might pay them in and have tho sum added to his
account. The former, again, might ask for payment in gold;
but so equally might the latter. From neither point of view
does there appear to be any essential distinction between
the two '.

Hence it appears to me that one at least of tho definitions
which we have considered-c-that which includes bank-notes
generally and cxclndes tho rest of bankers' liabilities-may
bo rejected; as the distinction on which it is commonly based
is quite trivial and superficial, and whatever really important
differences exist between the transfer of bankers' obligations
by notes and their transfer by cheques are important only in
certain special questions". If we are to have a definition of
money which excludes bankers' deposits, we must either take
the characteristic of being legal tender as essential, or we must
fall back on the oldest and narrowest usage, and restrict the
term to metallic money. Legal currency, however, hardly
gives an essential distinction in the case of notes convertible
into coin on demand; since the equivalence of such notes to
the coin they nominally represent is sustained not by their
legal CUlTency (which is of course no protection against de
preciation by over-issue), but by the belief that they can be
exchanged for coin at will. And though in some countries
this belief may be firmer and better grounded where the
credit of government is pledged to conversion than in the
case of notes issued by private bankers, we cannot affirm this
as a universal law: and at any rate the difference of security

1 In saying this, I do not mean to ignore the important practical differences
that exist between payment by notes and payment by cheques. Cheques do not
circulate as notes do: the receiver of a cheque commonly pays it in without
delay and thus selects the hankel' whose liabilities he consents to take as money,
whereas the receiver of It note usually exercises no such choice. Thus the transfer
of bankers' liabilities is more complicated in the former eR8C than in the latter;
since, as was before observed, there is n change of bankers as well as a change
of bankers' customers: but none the lESS is the essence of the transaction a
transfer of bankers' obligations" in final discharge of debts and full payment for
U commodities."

2 E,g, in considering the need of governmental interference for the protec
tion of the creditors of' banks. Here the fact that, so far aa the note-system pre
vails a man does not practically choose the banker WhOM obligations he accepts
as money, is undoubtedly important.

16-2
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is only a difference of degree'. This kind of insecurity of
course does not affect inconvertible notes issued by govern
mcnts ; but that is only because they are exposed to the
more serious danger of depreciation from over-issue: which
renders their inferiority to convertible notes so palpable and
so universally recognised that it would be practically very
awkward to dignify the former by the title of mouey while
refusing it to the latter.

Metallic money or coin is no doubt distinguished from the
other constituents of our actual medium of exchange by the
important attribute of being composed of a material that has a
high value for other purposes; and also because, except iu the
case of an inconvertible paper currency, the value of all the
rest of the medium of exchange depends on the belief that any
given portion. of it could be exchanged for coin at will. This
fact is sometimes expressed by the statement that metallic
money alone has "intrinsic value." But the phrase seems
to me misleading; since it is not the difference in the source
of the value of coin, confusedly expressed by the word "in
"trinsic," which is practically important, but the difference
in its range and permanence. It is not because coin is made

1 It is sometimes forgotten that the notes of tho Bank of England, though in
a certain sense "legal money," ate not so in the sense most important to the
political economist; since their legal currency would cease, if the Issue De
partment ceased to give gold Cor them, and therefore could hardly be effective in
sustaining their value, if this ever came to he seriously doubted. 1'\0 doubt the
quali ty of these notes is unique; in the severest crisis they would he taken as
readily as gold. But this is not due to the fact that they are legal tender, but
to the special provision made for maintaining their convertibility: and perhaps
even more to the general belief that the credit of the English Government is
practically pledged to maintain it. And here again it must be observed that
she unique position of the Bank of England has now practically an almost
equal effect in sustaining the currency of the liabilities of its banking depart
ment; in the worst of panics everyone bas considered" money deposited" with
the Bank of England as safe as its bank-notes in his own strong chest.

Hence it seems to me that, in relation to English flnence, the definition of
money that includes bank-notes generally, and excludes the rest of bankors'
liabilities, ill specially inucccptable , since it ignores the profound distlnotion
that separates the credit of the Bank of England Irom the credit of all other
banks, while it unduly emphasizes the more superficial distinction between the
liabilities of provincial banks that are transferred by notes awl the liabilities of
the London joint-stock banks that are transferred by cheques,
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of a more expensive material that it is a better money than
notes; but because it could be used as a medium of exchange
over a wider area, and because its value is not liable to sudden
destruction through the insolvency of the issuer, nor to sudden
diminution in consequence of excessive issues. And it should
be borne in mind that these distinctions are not of absolute
and unvarying imparlance; there is no reason why we should
not have an international circulation of bank-notes; and the
progress of science and industry might so enlarge the supply of
gold as to make it possible for a wise and stable government
to devise a paper currency of more durable value than gold
coin would then be, if still issued as at preseut.

Still, under existing circumstances, the distinction between
metallic money and bankers' obligations-espccially in a com
munity that abstains from inconvertible paper-remains funda
mentally important; and I should have no objection to restrict
the term money to the former, if any short word, sanctioned
by usage, could be found for the whole medium of exchange.
Since however this is not the case, it seems best to use
" money J' in the wider signification which it has in the money
market, and refer to metallic money as Cl coin."

And it must be borne in mind that even this definition is
not wido enough for certain purposes; as it docs not cover the
actual medium of exchange used in foreign-and to some extent
interna.l-trade. The metallic money of commerce is properly
bullion, not coin; the latter is used for the payment of foreign
debts only so far as it is the most convenient form of bullion.
Aud the non-metallic medium of commercial exchange still
consists to a great extent of merchants', not bankers', obliga
tions; that is of bills of exchange; so far as they still circulate
among traders, and are not at once discounted. Again, there
are certain widely accepted securities-the bonds of some
governments, of some railways, &c.-which are su much more
convenient for transmission than bullion that they arc fre
quently used as substitutes for bullion in the payment of inter
national debts. \V11811 such securities have come to be hought
and sold with a. view to the fulfilmcnt of this function, to deny
that they possess pro tanto the most essential chu..ractcristio of
BlOllOY, WQulJ. be to make ourselves the slaves of lengnage.
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Since, however, neither merchants' debts nor the debts of
governments form a medium of cxchange currently accepted
by society generally-within a certain local range-in final
settlement of debts; it seems to me most convenient to call
them not money, but' substitutes for money.'

This leads me to notice an objection that is likely to be
brought against the view above expounded. It may be said
that what 1 have called Money is merely a part of what other
economists have called Credit, and that it is more convenient
to keep this term as indicating its real quality. And I should
quite admit that for some purposes it is important to insist
on the fact that bankers' debts are after all debts, no less than
those of private individuals. But in a general consideration of
the manner in which the functions of money arc performed,
it seems to me more important to point out that there is as
much difference between one kind of credit and another, in
respect of its currency, as there is between gold and" goods."
If a private individual (A) obtains any valuable article from
another (B) by promising to pay for it hereafter, and does pay
for it, the credit he receives obviously does not operate as a
substitute for money at all, in the long run, Only if Buses
A's debt to him as a means of purchasing another commodity
from C docs this credit begin to be a substitute for money:
if C uses it similarly in a similar transaction with D, its
efficiency as a substitute is doubled. But it is not nntil such
a debt bas come to be taken without any idea of using it
otherwise than as a moans of payment that it has completely
acquired the characteristics of Illoney. That this is, in ordi
nary times, the case with bankers' obligations taken in the
aggregate, is undeniable; though (as 1 have said) the fact is
obscured by tbe continual liquidation in gold of small portions
of such obligations.



OHAPTER V.

§ 1. WE have seen in the preceding chapter that the me
dium of exchange, in a society like our own, with a fully
developed banking system but without inconvertible paper,
should be conceived as consisting partly of metallic money, but
to a much larger extent of bankers' promises to pay metallic
money Oil demand j such promises being partly represented by
bank-notes which pass from hand to hand; in England, however,
the greater part of these obligations are merely acknowledged in
the bankers' books, and transferred by means of cheques. The
extent to which bankers' obligations take the one form or the
other is determined iu Eugland partly by legislation and partly
by general convenience; but whichever form they take they are
accepted-if they arc accepted at all-as of equal value with
the gold coin into which they are nominally convertible on
demand'. When depression and mutual suspicion pervade
the commercial part of the community, the amount of this
immaterial medium of exchange is liable to shrink suddenly,
through the distrust and consequeut rejection of certain portions
of it; so that the superiority in stability of other portions be
comes of great practical importance. This superiority may be
due to a special connexion between the Government of the
society and a certain bank: for instance, we have already noticed
that through the special relations existing between the Govern-

1 It should be observed that many banks pay interest on that portion of their
(lcbt~ to their onstomcra which is not notunlly used aa a medium of exchange
....ithin a givcu period; so that a customer gains by keeping his store of money
in this form, instead of keeping it in gold or Doles in his own etrcug box
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ment and the Bank of England, the promises of the latter
occupy a unique position among the promises: of English bank
ers ', But however important such differences may be, the
most fundamental distinction of all is that between metallic
money or coin and promises to pay this money on demand;
and it will be convenient to follow this line of division in our
investigation of the Value of Honey. Accordingly, we will
begin by considering how the value of coin is determined.

We have already noticed that the term Value is used in two
ways in relation to money j it may either mean (1) the pur
chasing power of money, or its exchange value measured in
commodities other than money; or (2) the rate of interest paid
for the temporary use of money. Though economists have
sometimes erred in overlooking or misconceiving the connexion
between the two facts thus distinguished, they are undoubtedly
right in insisting on the importance of the distiuction ; aud it
seems best, in a theoretical discussion, to avoid ambiguity by
using the term 'value of moncy' in the former significa
tion only.

On what conditions, then, does the purchasing pmver of coin
depend1 In the first place, it should be observed that when the
privilege of coining is, as it commonly is, monopolised by Govern
ment, it would be possible for the latter to raise the value of
coin above what would be sufficient to defray the expenses of
production, by limiting the amount coined. In fact this course is
adopted by most modern Governments, in thc case of coins used
for very small payments only; to these a value is assigned, as
representing a certain fraction of some lligher coin, considerably
above the value of the metal used in making them. Such coins
are' accordingly called < tokens. ' But no civilised government
now adopts this plan in the usc of coins current for larger
payments: since on the one hand any money of which the
value depends upon the limitation of its amount is always
liable to be suddenly depreciated by large issues, and the result
ing danger of violent derangement in the pecuniary relations of

) A8has already been noticed, this is true not merely of the notes issued by
the Issue Dcpnruucnt, but also of the obligntious of the Banking Department:
though the confidence ill tlw latter does not rest on the same grounds as the
confidence in the former, and cannot exactly be placed on a par with it.
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all debtors and creditors has an injurious effect on commerce
and indnstry; while on the other hand if governments, through
necessity or cupidity, are driven to disregard this consideration,
they now prefer the far more profitable and hardly more dan
gerous course of issuing inconvertible paper-money'.

The question, indeed, t,lw.t is now practically discussed in

reference to coins is of the opposite kind; viz. whether it
is not on the whole most advantageous for the community to
coin not only freely but gratuitously for all individuals who
desire it, defraying the expenses by taxation. This, however,
together with the further question, how the inevitable loss
through wear of the coins in use is to be made good, belongs
rather to the Art of Political Economy', Here wo will merely
assume that standard coins arc coined freely for any person who
brings gold to the government mint at a charge that at any
rate docs not exceed the cost of the process j while any serious
depreciation of the old coinage, in consequence of 10:;;s of weight
through wear or ill-treatment, is prevented by prohibiting the
me of coins materially lighter than those issued hy the Mint,

Under these circumstancos we maYl without material error,
neglect the cost of coinage in considering how variations in
the value of coin will be determiued ; and regard these as

1 :\.fany economists appear to me, in condemning this practice of «Iowocing
"the standard," to usc language calculated to mislead, For instance,:Mill speaks
of Governments" robbing their creditors by the shallow and impudent artifice...
"which consists in calling a shilling a pound, that a debt of a hundred pounds
II may he canceller! hy tho payment of a hundred shillings." These phrases
certainly suggest tho ~pnlur error that a debased coinage necesearily falls ill
value in proportion to its dobaeement, even though the supply of the coinage
is altogether under the control of tho Government. Whereas such fall, as I
have said, depends upon its being issued in excess-but it is to be observed that
an amount rna)" be excessive after debasement which was not so before; as a
certain dislike of the coin is produced by the knowledge of its debasement, and
this, together with the impossibility of using it for foreign payments, tends to
diminish the demand for it.

It should be added that the value of token coins is not liable in the same
way to depreciation through excessive issue; since the value of u token is
intended to be determined entirely by that of the more "alliable coin, to a
certain fraction of which it Is iledar~(l oquivnleut. If however such coins \VCI'(~

issued in I-':reat (~XC()"fI, they might p€l'k),I)~ hi} 1l~f'(] to :WJlW extent ill paymen ts

of a larger amount than that for which flu":" nrc kgl\ll,)' ClilTCII~; aud as so usol.
tlH''!y would have a dcp.cciutcd value.

~ cr. jlo):;t, Book 111,
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depending entirely on variations in the valne of the metal
used for standard coins. We will assume in the first instance
that only one metal is so used; which we will suppose to be
gold, produced within the country that we are considering.
Gold, like other products of extractive industry, is a commodity
produced simultaneously at very different costs; the cost of the
least remunerative portion of its production tending to increase
-so long as other things remain the same-with every increase
in the amount produced. As we have seen, so far as industrial
competition operates, the normal value of such commodities will
be affected by any chango either in the conditions of supply or
in those of demand; a rise in the demand, other things remain
ing the same, tends to raise the value because the supply cannot
be correspondingly increased without having recourse to more
expensive production; and on similar grounds any increase in
cost of the least remunerative part of the production, demand
remaining unchanged, will have a similar effect. It should be
observed, however, that the action of industrial competition is
likely to be particularly irregular in the case of gold; owing
partly to the gambling nature of the industry, of which the
returns are extremely various and uncertain ; partly to the fact
that a large part of it can be carried on with very little capital,
so that the calculations of profit that influence its production
are likely to be less exact than those made in a busiuess carried
on by larger capitalists. Again, in consequence of the great
durability of gold, together with the fact that nearly all the
gold used as money is practically in the market at any given
time, any chauge in the cost of production is likely to take a
long time to produce its full effect on value. u Hence the
"effects of all changes in the conditions of production of the
"precious metals are at first, and continue to be for many
H years, questions of quantity only, with little reference to cost
Hof produetion '."

Let us suppose then that the quantity of gold supplied is
given, and that we have only to consider how its value will be
affected by the law of demand. The total demand for gold is
composed of two clements, which have to be kept distinct ill

1 ~Iill, Ill. c. h. § 2.
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considering the law of its variations; (1) the demand for coin,
and (2) the demand for ornamental or technical use. Any rise
(or tall) in either demand must affect the value of the whole;
but it will obviously affeet it to a less extent than if there were
only onc kind of demand, as its effect will be partly counteracted
by the reduction (or extension) in the other domund, consequent
on the change in value. 'Ve IHay assume of course that both
demands alike exhibit the general relation of demand to value,
extending as the latter falls and shrinking as it rises; but so far
as the demand for ornamental or technical uses is concerned we
have no reason to assume any particular quantitative relation
between a given change in value and the consequent change in
demand.

The case is different with coin. Ooin is au instrument for
effecting a particular work, that of mediating in (mostly) small
exchanges of commodities; and within large limits that have
never been practically overstepped, its utility for this work is
not affected by any change in its amount. Supposing the
amount of work-s-that is the aggregate of exchanges made
within a certain period for which coin is the medium-to be
given, we may assume that the proportion of the coin in the
country actually used in doing the work, and the average
number of times that the same coins arc used over again, will
be the same, whether the total quantity of coin be great or
small; at least if we put out of sight the transient disturbing
effects that may be caused by a sudden and considerable change
in the supply of gold. Hence the exchange value of the aggre
gate of coin will, on this supposition, remain the same, whatever
be its increase in amount; and accordingly the exchange value
of any particular coin will vary in exactly inverse ratio to the
variations in quantity of the aggregate.

Now the work that coin has to do is of course continually
varying; it obviously tends to vary with every variation either
in the total amount of commodities, or in the extent to
which they are bought and sold, or in the exteut to which
bankers' obligations or other substitutes for coin aTC used in
mediating exchanges. But) so far as we assume persons en
gaged in industry to act upon accurate calculations of profit
and loss, I conceive that in a country where the use of gold
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com is already generalt, a mere change ill the quantity of
coin in the country-withont :1 concomitant change in the
distribution of wealth-c-would have no tendency to cause a
change in the amount of work that it has to do; except tran
siently, before prices generally have completely adjusted them
selves to the changed amounts. A fall in prices occasioned by
scarcity of coin cannot, if it be equally distributed, make
rational people produce less; nor can it influence them to
substitute barter for buying and selling, since neither side has
anything to gain by such substitution; nor, finally, can it have
any tendency to make them use bankers' obligations instead of
coin, since these obligations, being at any moment convertible
into coin, must obviously rise in value pari passu with the
latter. It appears, therefore, that coin forms an exception to
the general rule that a scarcity of any commodity extends the
demand for its substitutes ; and accordingly the law of demand
for coin is the exceptionally simple one that the amount
dcmmuled varies ceteris paribus in exactly inverse ratio to the
exchange value". This knowledge, of course, can go but a little

I A considerable influx of gold coin into a country with a gold currency
imperfectly developed would probably extend the usc of coin into backward
districts where barter was formerly the custom.

2 I may here note an inconsistency, pointed out by Cairnes (Some Leading
Principles, c. ii. § 2,3), in Mill's explanation of tl:c term Demand. After laying
down generally (Ill. c. ii. § 3) that "by demand we mean the quantity de
v manded," he states, in the special case of money, that "the demand for
"money conslsns of all the goods offered for sale." This incoueiatency must be
avoided ; and the best way of avoiding it, in my opinion, is to measure demand
for money as for other things by quantity demanded. I admit that it is rather
a strain on language to speak of a fall in prices aa resulting from an "increased"
(or, as I should my, "raised ") «demand for money;" when the fact that the
phrase denotes is not that the sellers want more money for their commodities at
the old rata of exchange, but that there are more commodities to be sold for
whatever money they will fetch. But it seems better to submit to this strain on
ordinary language and thought in the one case of money, rather than adopt
Cairnes' alternative, and measure demand for commodities generally by "quantity
"of purchasing power offered for them." For this involves an equally
marked, and a more extensive and inconvenient divergence from ordinary
usage, 'Vbut men commonly understand by an increase or rifle in the "demand
H for a commodity" is that all Increased uuiount 01 it is demanded at the price
at which it IVa\:! selling before the increase. No one voluntarily offers to give
more for anything than he i s asked for it; if he thinks it cheap, he asks for
more of it. It is true thnt the result of such asking, on the part of himself
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wa.y towards enabling us to forecast the effects of given changes
in the supply of gold; since, as we have seen, this concrete
problem contains several other elements, much less easy to
ascertain with precision: but, considered abstractly, the law
above given is perfectly clear and definite.

It is to be observed, however, that the change supposed in
the preceding paragraph is hardly likely to occur in the isolated
manner SUPPOS(~J. Any change in the quantity of coin in a
country sufficient to affect sensibly its purchasing power is likely
also to affect sensibly the distribution of wealth; since it must
diminish the real value of all dehts contracted and all incomes
fixed in amount before the change; and therefore be propor
tionally favourable to all creditors and all persons whose income
varies continually as the market value of their services varies.
X ow it is quite possihle that this change in the distribution
of wealth may cause a chnnge in the need of the community
for coin: e.g. it may increase the share of produce that is
divided into small incomes, whose possessors chiefly use coin
in making their purchases, at the expense of the share of the
wealthier classes who chiefly use bankers' obligations l

•

Hitherto we have, for simplicity sake, only considered the
value of gold in countries where it is obtained directly from
mines. 'Ve have next. to investignto its value where it is a
product of foreign trade. As we have seen in the last chapter
but one, we cannot exactly say that' gold tends to have the
'same value cvorywhoro ' allowing for the cost of carriage from
the mines j since we have to consider not a. single but a double
cost of carriage, which, in this as in other cases, may be di
vided unequally between the tra-ding countries; nnd we have also
to take account of the fact that a country docs not merely
receive gold as an export from conn tries where gold-mining is
carried on; it may also receive it in payment of debt. from any

and others, may be that the price is raised instead of the supply being increased ;
but this result does not seem to me an adequate reason for altering our definition
of •Demand.'

1 Cairnes has argued (!<:SSIlYS in Political Bconomu, p. 130) that the addition
of ,10 }Jur ccut. to our gold currency between 1851 and 185fJ wus prevented from
affecting prices u.s much us it would otherwise 11<1\'c done, owing to the Increase
in the real incomes of the industrial cl.1M'CS in England that tools place eimul ,
taneouely with the increased production of gold.
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other country with which it is in commercial relations. Under
these complex conditions, all that we can say generally is (1)
that the value of gold in a country where there are no gold
mines will tend to be in excess of its value in a country from
which it is profitable to import it, by some portion of the double
cost of carrying golJ. one way and some kind of goods the other
way 1; and (2) that in proportion as the products of a count.ry
are keenly demanded abroad, this excess will tend to be re~

duced,
§ 2. So far we have assumed that there is only one metal

used for coin, in payments beyond a certain low limit. Let us
now examine the effects of using two such metals. In the
first place the purchasing power of either will obviously be
less than it otherwise would be; so far as the use of the t,....o
metals actually takes place and is not merely permitted by law.
Secondly, unless either the causes of variation in the supply of
both metals are precisely similar, or one metal is more liable
to such variation than the other, the chances arc that there will
be somewhat less variation in annual supply when two metals
are used than when one alone is used.

These two effects are independent of the question whether
the two kinds of coins are both legal tender, or whether only
one is legally current, but the other also is coined and allowed
to pa..c;s at its market val ue,

When both metals arc coined into legal tender in unlimited
amounts, a rate has to be fixed at which they circulate together;
since a law enacting that all debts of mOliey IIlay be liquidated
by payment in either kind of coin, provided that there is no
special contract to the contrary, would be obviously incomplete

1 Assuming, that is, that the required transfers of gold can be made in
uncclned metal, or that the additional value given to gold, through the charge
for coining in the country where it is current, is insignificant. This extra value
is of course lost when the coin is sent abroad; and therefore so far as the transfers
of gold between two countries: have to be made in coin, and the seignorage in
either country is high, the possible difference between the values of gold in the
two countries respectively may be correspondingly greater than is stated in the
text j while, again, if the coin transported has to be obtained from the ordinary
circulation, the difference in quesrlon may he still further increased, so far ns the
average amount of metal in coins thus obtained is less through wear and tear
than the average amount of metal in fresh coins.
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without a precise determination of the equivalence of the two
metals.

So long as this legal rate docs not vary materially from what
would otherwise be the relative market value of the two metals,
they will obviously tend to be coined and used indifferently;
except so far as the choice between them is determined by the
convenience of carrying or handling them. But when changes
occur in the conditions of supply or demand for either metal,
their effeets will be importantly different from the effects that
would have been produced apart from legal interference. To
trace these effects in their proper order, it will be convenient to
contemplate a particular case of change; which, for simplicity,
we will first suppose to occur in an isolated country, entirely
supplied with both metals from its own mines. Let us assume,
therefore, that gold and silver are coined freely by Government
and made legally current in unlimited amount at a fixed rate
throughout this region; and let us assume that this rate in the
first instance accurately corresponds to the relative market
values of the two metals, as they would exist apart from legal
interference. Let us then suppose that. the supply of silver
becomes more abundant, the conditions determining the values
of all other products remaining unaltered. Then, apart from
legal interference, the gold price of silver would rise; but under
the circumstances supposed this cannot take place, in the first
instance; for no one will exchange his silver in the market for
a smaller amount of gold coin than he could get by taking the
silver to the mint to be coined. Hence what will happen will
be that all the additional supply of silver, which the non-mone
tary demand will not absorb a.t the legal rate, will go to the
mint; the purchasing power of the whole mass of coin will fall
correspondingly, gold and silver being maintained at their legal
relative value. As the exchange value of bullion relatively to
other wares must of course fall equally, an extension will take
place in the non-monetary demand of bullion-s-gold as well as
silver. But as no change is supposed to occur in the conditions
of supply of gold bullion, there must be a corresponding dimi
nution in the gold sent to the mint for coinage. If the increase
in the supply of silver were not, very great 01' permanent its
effects might stop at this point, so that no difference would
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manifest itself between the market-rate and the mint-rate of
interchange of the two metals; the demand having in fact,
under the pressure of governmental interference, adjusted itself
to the change in supply. And it must be borne in mind that
any such change tends to be transient, not merely through the
exhaustion of the now sources of supply, bnt also through the
check given to production by the fall in the value of bullion
and coin relatively to athol' oommoditios. But if the addition
to annual supply be sufficiently extensive and prolonged, the
process above described may be carried on until no gold at all
is sent to the mint j and then, for the first time (if tho process
still goes on), the market-price of gold bullion will begin to
rise. \Vhen this rise has gone so far that the gold coins still in
use have actually-through the continued depreciation of silver,
which necessarily drags down with it the value of the coined
gold as well- become less valuable than the bullion which
they on the average contain, it will become profitable to melt
them down ; and if the same causes continue to operate, this
process will continue (unless prevented by lavv-or even, if the
difference between the two rates be great, in spite of legal
interference) until the coin used in large payments is entirely
composed of the metal that has fallen in value.

It thus appears that the adoption of a double standard will
prevent slight variations in supply from affecting the relative
market-value of the two metals, as it will tend to prodnee
changes in demand sufficient to absorb their effect. But vari
ations of a. certain magnitude cannot be thus connteracted; on
the contrary, such variations will nullify the formal adoption of
a. double standard, and render the currency practically monomc
tallie.

If now we suppose the country contemplated to be in com
mercial relations with other countries in which the double
standard is not adopted, the nullification of the double standard
will be accelerated; since then the 'non-monetary demand' for
gold in the country with a double standard will be partly a
demand for exportation to other countries where the value of
gold is not legislatively tied to that of silver.

§ :3. It remains to COli sider how the value of that other part
of the medium of exchange, which consists of bankers' obliga-
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tions to pay metallic money on demand, is normally determincd.
The answer to this question is, however, comparatively simple;
since so long as this ideal money is currently exchanged by
bankers and other traders for the coin that it uominully repre
sents, it cannot bo currently believed to have either less or
more value than the latter. And since tho value of coin, us
we have seen, is completely determined by (1) the supply, (2)
the non-monetary demand for bullion, and (3) the work that.
coin has to do, it clearly cannot be raised by any issue of
bankers' obligations except so far as this affects the third of the
above-mentioned determinants by diminishing the customary
use of metallic money. Now of course this diminution is a
great permanent result of the existence of banks; bankers' ob
ligations being used where metallic money would otherwise be
required, tho demand for, and therefore the value of, the latter
is correspondingly less than it would otherwise be, This seems
almost too obvious to be worth stating; but it, would appear to
have been imperfectly apprehended by the majority of writers
on cUlTency a generation ago, who agreed in insisting on the
importance of regulating the bank-note currency so as to make
it "conform exactly to a metallic standard'." For if they
meant that the value of bank-notes must conform to the actual
value of the coin they nominally represented, the result would
seem to be sufficiently secured so long as the convertibility of
the notes is maintained; while if they desired to make the
value of notes awl coin conform to what u'o,tdd haie been the
value of coin if 110 notes had been used, their attempt was
manifestly chimerical. It is impossible to estimate the extent
to which the value of gold would have been greater than
it now is, supposing that bankers' (and merchants') obligations
had never been used as substitutes for coin; because it is
impossible to say precisely how far the actual development of
exchange, which would have occasioned this rise in value, would
have taken place if the more convenient medium of exchange,
afforded by these obligations, had never come into usc.

It is clear) then, that that increased use of notes or ChC(}1lCS

in the place of gold, which accompanies the development of the

s. E.

1 cr,Mill, n. III. c. xxlv, § 3.
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banking system, must by diminishing the demand for metallic
money render its value less, and prices consequently higher,
than would otherwise be the casco But this change in the com
mercial habits of society will generally be gradual ', and cannot,
I conceive, be promoted by the direct action of banks at any
given time. Where bauking expedients are familiar and easily
accessible, a banker cannot, by the mere act of making a large
loan in his own notes, induce anyone to usc notes who would
otherwise have used coin; any more than he call induce traders
to give more bank-money for goods than they believe them to
be worth in gold. I conceive therefore, that at any particular
time, all that banks can do in the \Vay of raising prices is simply
to enable merchants to act on mistaken beliefs that goods are,
or arc about to he, worth more in gold than will prove to be
the case; and in consequence to make extended purchases and
raise prices. In this way, no doubt, they render possible alter
nations of inflated and depressed prices, which could not occur
if everything were paid for in hard coin and no credit were
given, awl could not occur to 80 great all extent, even if mer
chants gave credit as at present, if there were no such possibility
as the banking system affords of increasing the generally
accepted medium of exchange", How far it is desirable that
Government should control tho operations of banks, with the
view of preventing these fluctuations in prices, is a practical
question that does not now concern ns; but it may be ob
served that n,L allY rate the bunks have no interest in producing
the mistaken beliefs that tend to inflate prices. ~o doubt they
profit by them directly through the greater demand for their

I If bankers in any country have been prevented by law from issuing
notes at all, or notes below a certain nominal value, a removal of such legal
restriction may no doubt cause a sudden eulergement of the medium of ex
change, and a consequent rise in prices generally. Such a rise will be chiefly
only temporary, as it will tend to be reduced, ceteris paribus, by a reduction
in the amount of coin; still its effects will be to some extent permanent, as the
increased use of bank-notes will make the demand for coin less than it would
otherwise have been.

2 It is to be observed that as all purchases in wholesale trade arc customerily
made on credit, any extension of purchases involves in the flrsf instance chiefly
an extension of tl'aders' obligations to pay money at a. Future date. Hence the
extended usc of bankers' obligations occurs somewhat later than the riae in
prices, which it sustains rather than produces.
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commodity; but the danger of tho collapse when the mistake is
discovered decidedly outweighs this gain.

§ 4. It may be laid down, then, that the amount of bankers'
obligations which the banks can get accepted and generally
lise(l as-uwney is determined by the real and supposed needs
of their cnstomers ; who want as much of this money as is
required for all purchases too large to be conveniently mediated
by gold. TIle aggregate amount of such money, so far as it
constitutes a substantial addition to the medium of exchange
at any given time, might be ascertained by [HIding the au.:.ount
of bank-notes in the possession of other persons than hankers
to the 'current' or 'drawing' accounts of the customers of banks
-excluding the accounts that some banks keep with others in
the way of business-and subtracting an amonnt equivalent to
the bank-reserves of gold t. One important way in which this
aggrega.te is increased", iu the present state of English banking,
is by the bankers discounting hills of exchange for their CIlS

tamers, or advancing them money on securities; since the money
that thus comes into the customer's possession is generally at
first money of account, and therefore constitute" an addition to
the liabilities of the w1101e aggregate of banks; and it will not
necessarily cease to be such an addition when it has been trans
ferred by cheque to some other customer of the same, or some
other, bank. :No doubt in any particular instance the whole sum

1 This subtraction is necessary, because, so far M the banks keep gold, a
corresponding amount of their obligations should he regarded rather as expedients
for saying the wear and tear of coin, than as substitutes for coin in mcdiuting
exchanges. I may observe that all but SOUle 15~ millions of the Holes of the
Dank of England are in this pOSiti011, so long as the restrictions of the Act of
18H are maintained.

:1 According to the ordinary view, the current accounts of hanks are increased
by persons 'depositing money' there. And no doubt, so faJ' as coin and hank
notes arc deposited, this effect is produced: and in the earlier stages of develop
ment of the banking system such deposits are of primary importance. But in
England, at present, the money is chiefly deposited with bnukers by means of
cheques, dividend warrants, &c,; and it is evident that by depositing these a
man merely transfers to his own banker the obligations towards himself that
other bankers have incurred, ioc-ether with the I'ight of collecting corresponding
sums of money from these other bunkers. And the total effect of this process
on the aggregate of bunks cannot possibly be to increase the amount of "money
'I of nccoun t " which the hanks snppl,}'.

17-"2
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may be drawn out in gold or notes of the Bank of England';
still, on the average of a number of such transactions, in a society
in which the amount of exchanges made, and the corresponding
need for the medium of exchange, is continually growing, a cer
tain proportion of these additions to the aggregate of bankers'
liabilities will tend to be permanent. This will take place
especially in times of marked activity of trade, since an un
usually large amount of the medium of exchange is required for
the more numerous and extensive purchases of goods that arc
then made. At snch times, therefore, the demand of traders for
bankers' obligations rises: and here as in other cases the rise in
demand tends to cause at least a temporary rise in value of tho
commodity demanded. But it must be observed that the value
that thus rises is not the if value of money," in the sense in
which we have been using the term-since the trader does not
commonly purchase with goods the money he requires; - it
is what for distinct.ion's sake I have proposed to call tho" value
of the use of money," i.e. the rate of interest on loans of money",
I have already noticed that in the discussion of this latter
value we are liable to find a double confusion; or rather two
different confusions, made by two different sets of pcrsons.
The exchange value of the use of money, estimated in money,
is more or less vaguely confounded by practical men with the
exchange value of money relatively to goods; and it is more
definitely and deliberately identified by Mill and other econo
mists, with the rate of interest on capital generally. In favour
of the former fusion of meanings there is somewhat more to be
said, as we shall presently sec, than economists have generally
allowed; still, it is impossible to justify it completely; and, so
far as I am aware, it has never been expressly justified by any
writer. There is no reason why the rate of interest OIl loans

1 The notes would not usually represent bankers' debts. cr. p. 259, note (1).
2 The money given for a bill of eachango-c-that is, for an obligation to pay

money at a future date-is substantially lent by the banker: though Mr Mac
lead is no doubt correct in pointing out that the transaction is formally a
purchase and not n loan. The uncommercial reader should take note that 80S

the money paid for such a bill is equal to the amount of the bill witb the
discount subtracted, the Tate of interest obtained by the banker on tide money
is a little higher than the rate of discount.
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of money, and the power of money to purchase goods, should
always rise and fall together; indeed, it is not difficult to
shew that, to a considerable extent, they tend to vary in op
posite directions. For an active demand for disconnts on bills
or advances from bankers tends, as I hnvo said, to raise the
value of the use of money; but so far as such money is
mostly wanted to pay for extended purchases of goods, the in
creased supply and more active employment of it is generally
accompanied by a rise in the price of the latter and therefore
by a fall in the purchasing power of money relatively to goods.
Similarly in slack times, when bankers have to make loans
at yery low rates, the purchasing power of money, relatively to
goods, is likely to be high; for though at such times money
is said to he "plentiful," what is meant is that the amount
that bankers have to lend is larger than usual relatively to the
demand; but since at such times there is a general lack of enter
prise in trade and in the industrial investment of capital, the
demand for loans is still likely to be small in comparison with
the amount of production of goods.

On thc other hand, the grounds for identifying the rate of
interest or discount in the money-market with the rate of
interest on capital generally are obvious and plausible, and at
first sight may easily appear conclusive. Since it is the
essential characteristic of money that it is continually being
exchanged for all othcr kinds of wealth-how, it may be
asked, can competition possibly lead to the payment of a price
for the usc of moncy, different from that which is paid for the
usc of any portion of such capital; supposing, of course, that
the capital itself is estimated at its money value 1 The answer
to this question is somewhat complicated. In the first place, it
must be remembered that interest on capital generally, as it
was before defined, has to bc kept carefully distinct from the
other element of profit which goes to remunerate the labour of
managing capital. \Vhen money is borrowed from the public for
a long period or for permanence, by governments or great joint
stock companies, the price paid to the lenders for the URe of it
mu.y be regarded as entirely interest in this technical scnsc ; since
such lenders do not generally obtain any remnneration for the
trouble of looking after their investments. nut loans made for
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short periods by professional lenders of money must yield the
latter some" wages of management" as well us strict interest; on
this ground, therefore, we might expect the rate of discount Oil

bills of exchange to be higher than the rate of interest on capital
generally. On the other hand, we have to consider that the
banker to a great extent produces tho money he lends, viz.
1Iio3 own obligations, which so long as his business flourishes
he is practically never compelled to redeem ; and that 118 may
easily afford to sell the use of this commodity at a price mate
rially less than the rate of interest 011 capital generally. Hence
so far as he increases the extent and security of his business
by lending his money chiefly to traders for short periods, com
petition may force him to make such loans at a rate not above
-c-or even below-that of ordinary interest on capital penna
nently. though not less safely, invested. And this seems to be
actually the case; partly, perhaps, because traders are specially
important customers of buuks ; but chiefly because it is con
vcnicnt for bankers to lend money which the borrowers arc
bound to repay after definite short intervals, in order that they
may at any time reduce easily the amount they have out on
loan, if exceptionally large payments are required of them.
'l'hus we have no ground for saying ((, priol~i that the rate of
discount charged by bankers on mercantile bills will bc-i-cvcn
on the average awl after all allowance for differences of risk
the same as the rate of interest on capital generally; there is
110 economic reason why it should not be more than this, since
the banker has to be reuruneruted for his trouble : and on the
ether hand there is no reason why it should not be materially
Iess, if the value of the advantages above-mentioned is consider

-:'1.ble; since a comparatively low rate of interest 011 the medium
of exchange inexpensively produced by the banker himself would
be sufficient to give him normal profit on his banking capital'.

I The average Bank of England rate of discount on first-class short bills for
the ten years 186D-1878, inclusive, was £3. Ss. 7d. which is equivalent to a
rate of interest per cent. of £3. lOs. Cd.: and I understand that the average
market-rote of discount on first-class bills was decidedly less during the same
period. (See I'algrave, Bank-rete in En91111ld, France and Germany, c. 5.)
It would seem, therefore, that the interest obtained by bankers generally 011 the
money invested in such bills has been materially less than the interest obtnlnable
llnl'ing the flame period on permanent investments of as high a degree of secu-
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It should be observed that, so [U· as money is lent profession
ally by persons outside tl:c bunking system, interest on loans for
short periods will generally be higher than interest on capital
or t money invested' permanently, because it must furnish the
money-lender with rcmuuornt.ion for his trouble as well as inter
est. on Iris capital. And further, so far as industrial competition
operates, the discredit that has often been attached to the
money-tender's business must, tend to raise the price of his loans
still further; such discredit being largely due to the fact that in
au early stage of iudustrial development borrowing is not carried
on regularly by producers as a matter of business, but is rather
an expedient to which producers and consumers alike resort in
occasional emergencies or in consequence of unthrift ; the money
lender therefore is in the invidious position (If making a profit
out of the calamities or vices of his fellow-men.

,Yo mny conclude, then, that even the average rate of
.iutorcst or discount current. in the monoy-murket will Hot

generally tend to coincide with the average yield of invested
capital. And the divergences between the fluctuations of the
two rates ,,·in probably be still more marked , since the rate of
discount is immediately acted on by vicissitudes of trade which
only affect the other rate secondarily, and, in ordinary cases,
comparatively slightly. The two Tates, however, will ceteris
paribu« tend to rise and fall together; since a fan in the yield
of invcstin'cnts generally, other things remaining the same, wilt
.inducc bankers to purchase bills at a lower rate of discount,
us they will gain less by investing in other securities, aud will
render the borrowers of their money less disposed to pay the
old price for its usc; and similarly a fall in the rate of discount,
occurring independently of a fall in the yield of capital gene
rally, will increase the inducement to buy and decrease the
inducement to sell securities of which the interest has not
risen; and therefore will cause a fall in the rate of interest
ou such investments actually received.

rity-c-such as first-class mortgages or the bonds of the great railway companies.
And so far as hanks IC1ll1 muncy for lougcr or IDOl'C indefinite periods, as" ad.
vances ou securities," they ulwuys, I believe, cllllorg" interest considerably ubovo
that charged in discounting the befit mercantile bills. Hence in the argument
in the text I have confined my rtutcmcnts to the rate of discount on bills.
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§ 5. ITere we may conveniently take note of certain eon
nexions between the purchasing power of money and tho rate of
discount, which go some way to explain, though hardly to justify,
the common confusion between the two meanings of H value of
money." It mnst be borne- in mind that money is largely
employed not in buying the consumable products and mate
rials of production which we call 'goods,' hut in purchasing
land, houses, 01' other portions of capital with a view to in
terest; especially the debts of govemments or joint-stock com
panies, or shares of the capital owned by such companies,
which we call by the general name of 'securities.' Now a
fall in the rate of discount will, as we have seen, tend to be
accompanied by a rise in the selling price of such invest
ments; that is, by a fall in the purchasing power of money
relatively to securities generally (varying in degree, according
as the securities are more or less negotiable). Thus when
mono)' is I cheap,' in the ordinary commercial sense, i.o, when
discount is low, securities will ceteris paribus be dear; and
thus the rate of discount and tho purchasing power of money
will naturally be blended into ono notion in the minds of
persons whose attention is especially directed to the market for
securities.

In the same way when the rate of discount rises the selling
price of securities tends to fall correspondingly, under ordinary
circumstances. This tendency, however, is likely to be much
intensified if the rise in discount is occasioned by the arrival of
tho first stage in a commercial crisis.-that. is, if it is duo not
merely to the keenness of the demand for loans but to a positive
restriction of credit owing to a more or less wide-spread fear of
bankruptcies. For under these circumstances the difficulty of
borrov....ing money is likely to cause an extensive sale of secu
rities, as tho easiest way of obtaining what is required for the
payment of debts; and oonsequently the selling price of securi
ties tends to fall; and may even fall more than in proportion
to tho rise in the rate of discount.

But again, under the same circumstances, traders who arc
in pressing need. of money to meet their liabilities arc likely
to try to obtain it by selling commodities as well as securities;
consequently at such times commodities generally are likely
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to be cheap, so that It money" will be ((dear" both in the
economic and in the ordinary commercial sense.

Finally, it should be observed that those who eonfound the
two meanings of "value of money" arc not wrong in supposing
that the value of the usc of money tends to be lowered by an
unusual influx of metallic money or bullion, and raised by an
efflux; they are only wrong in overlooking the transitoriness of
these effects. An increased supply of gold, uot accompanied by
a corresponding increase in the work that coin has to do (or a
rise in the demand for gold otherwise caused), tends ultimately
to 100vo1' tho purchasing power of money relatively to commodi
ties generally; but, in the first stage of the process that leads
to this result, the increment of coin-or in England of notes
represeuting the new gold in the Issue Department of the
Bank-must pass through the hands of bankers, and so increase
the amount of the medium of exchange that, they have to lend.
Hence the price paid for the use of money will tend to fall,
and this fall to cause increased borrowing, and consequent
extended use of the medium of exehange; and then through
the resulting rise in prices generally, the greater part of the
nev...' coin or bank-notes will gmdually pass into ordinary circu
lation. Thus the fall in the purchasing power of money, conse
quent on an influx of gold, will normally establish itself
through an antecedent and eonnected fall in the value of the
usc of money.

In the same way, when gold has to leave <1 eountry where
the banking system is fully developed, in payment of commer
cial and other debts to foreigners, it will generally bo taken
chiefly from the reserves of banks; and the need of filling up
the gap thus created will make it expedient for bankers to
restrict their loans, and so tend to raise the rate of discount.
This effect will generally be greater, the smaller the reserve of
metal kept by the aggregate of banks, compared with the
amount of the medium of exchange that they snpply: hence
it will be especially marked in such a banking system as
our 0\"11, in which nearly the whole reserve of gold is kept by
the Bank of England.

§ G. It remains to discuss the determination of the value
of' fiat-money'; i.e. inconvertible notes issued by government.
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and purporting to be equivalent to a certain amount of coin.
Such notes arc sometimes said to have a "forced currency"
(COUTS force); by which it is not meant that the members of
tho community arc legally compelled to use them as a medium
of exchang(~-no civilised community would tolerate such an
interference with freedom of contract-but that they are made
legal tender at their nominal value for the payment of all debts
of money not contracted Huller the express condition that they
are tu be paid in coin. By this measure, and by undertaking
to receive such notes at their nominal value in payments of
taxes and other debts owed by private individuals to the
public treasury, governments- arc able to secure for this kind
of money practically complete currency as an internal medium
of exchange.

The exchange value of such money-of which the cost of
production is of course iusiguificaut-c-depends entirely on the
relation 01' the supply to the demand. If the amount coined in
flny country exceeds the amount. of convertible notes of similar
nominal value, which the Coulltry ill question at the particular
time would use ', the purchasing power of the whole medium of
exchange will tend to fall just as it would if there had been an
equivalent addition to the amount of coin in the country. The
rise in prices! which is another aspect of this fall, will tend to
increase the imports and decrease the exports of the country,
and thus to cause an exportation of the standard coin-which
for simplicity's sake we will Sllppoi-ie to be gold-to pay the
balance due. If the excess in quantity of the currency still
continues, the pressing Heed of gold to pay commercial debts
abroad will cause it to be sold at a premium, When this
premium has once established itself the gold coins used in
ordinary payments within the country will have a premium
also: but, as the above reasoning explains, and as experience

1 This supposes that the government does not withdraw from circulation any
part of the coin in use. If the amount of such coin be diminished by the
action of the government, a corresponding additional amount of room will be
made for the inconvertible notes. It is to be observed, moreover, that the
govemmcut Issuing such notes ia likely to be waking unusual 1)111'e113.S0S l)y

means of them j which even if made without inconvertible notes would have
occasioned It temporary rise in prices end thoretore a temporarily greater roow
for convertible notes than would otherwise be the casco
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shows, some time may elapse before an excessive issue of incon
vertible notes produces this result. It should be observed, too,
that strictly speaking the increase of the medium of exchange
through the issue of fiat-money docs not tend to canso tho
premium to be established, until this increase has gone beyond n.
certain point; since so far as such issue cuts off a. portion of the
ordinary demand for gold) it has a. certain tendency to lower
its exchange value perumneully. But this tendency will be
practically slight so long' as the issue is confined to one
counlry.

In the above reasoning I have supposed the region over
which the fiat-money is current to be Iunited, and to huvo
commercial relations with other countries outside it. But even
if foreign trade were excluded-or if we suppose an issue of
inconvertible notes cnrrcnt over the whole civilised world-the
cstuhlishmnnt of a premium on gold would still take place, if
the issue of inconvertible notes were extended beyond a certain
poiut ; only it would talco place more slowly and ill a different
way. What would happen in this case would be, first) a general
rise in prices not extending to gold bullion) which would pre
serve its previous price in coin, and therefore in inconvertible
notes. This would lead to an extension of the non-monetary
demand for bullion; on the other hand) as the exchange value of
bullion rolati voly to commodities generally would have fallen, its
supply would tend to be reduced; and unless these two changes
together were so slight that their effect was balanced hy the
simultaneous reduction of the monetary demand for bullion,
a. rise in the money price of bullion must ultimately take
place. When this rise becurnc so great as to make it worth
while: to melt down the coin, it would be checked by such
melting, until the standard coin had been withdrawn from
circulation; but) after this, the premium OIl bullion would
correspond exactly to the gonerul fall ill prices resulting from
the excessive issue of notes.

~01'E. It h:I,f; bocu nlrcndy noticed that )11' Jcvons' theory of tlw reln
tiou between the 'final utility' or final value ill use-of a conunodity und
its value 111 exchange can Hot be applied to the case of money. For since
11l0ncy is only used 1Iy being exchanged, the value in nee of nny portion of
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it is simply its value in exchange and can be nothing else. Hence, though
it is true as we have seen that the value of money tends to fall when its
supply is increased, just as the value of any other commodity does; this is
not because the new increment of money furnishes an increment of utility
or satisfaction less than that still afforded by the previously existing
money; but rather because, speaking broadly, the utility of tho whole
aggrega.te remains unaffected by the additdou to its quantity.



CHAPTER VI.

IKTEREST,

§ 1. I~ the preceding discussion on the' Value of Money'
in the sense in which economists usc the tcrm-c-i.c. the pUI'

chasing power of money relatively to other ,vealth,-it has
seemed desirable to include a consideration of the value of
money in the ordinary commercial sense, or the Rate of Interest
on loans of money; and this, again, has inevitably led us to
speak of the rate of interest on capital generally. It is con
venient, therefore, in passing from the theory of the value of
products to the theory of the remuneration of servie-os,-or the
theory of distribution of wealth, as we at first conceived it,
to commence by examining the competitive determination of
Interest; that is, by examining the conditions on which the
Rate of Interest would depend in a community like our own,
supposing that no one was prevented by Law, Custom, Com
binauou, or a philanthropic regard for the community a.t large,
or for the other party to any bargain, from exchanging his
products or services at the highest price obtainable'.

It is necessary to commence by clearing a.way some contro
versy as to the precise nature of the service remunerated by
Interest, English economists, since Se-;;:wr; 'have generally

I The divergence from the facts introduced by this hypothesis docs not.
0.>3 we shull presently ace, como prominently before us in the case of Interest;
we shall, however, flud it :lo very important consideration when we come to
Wages.
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agreed to regard Interest as the' reward of abstinence': but the
phrase has been criticised by socialists and semi-socialists, who
seem to have understood it as having an ethical import, and
implying that the sum paid to a capitalist for the use of his
wealth was )ttst compensation for the sacrifice he makes in not
immediately consuming it. It does not hovvever appear that
either Senior, 01' his chief followers in the use of the phrase,
intended any such ethical assertion. All that they meant was
that as any individual capitalist could, by the aid of exchange,
consume in some form adapted for immediate enjoyment the
wealth which he actually keeps in the form of capital, he by
abstaining from such consumption renders a service to indi
viduals, or supplies an aid to industry, for which he is paid by
interest. The phrase no doubt sllggcsts~what manyecono
mists have expressly maintained-that this remuneration is
neces::;ary to induce the owners of wealth to postpone their
enjoyment of it. And I have ItO doubt that this iuduccmcut is
required, under the present social conditions, to keep in existence
the actual amount of individuals' capital. But it seems to me
better not to imply this belief in our general definition of in
terest; since circumstances arc at least conceivable under which
the quantity of capital supplied would bc practically independent
of the price obtainable for the use of it. It is obvious that the
competitive rate of interest on auy given amount of borrowed
capital would be kept above what lenders might be willing to
take, if a suflicieut number of borrowers were willing to give it:
and it. is at least conceivable that the proce~s of saving might
be carried on to an adequate extent for no other 'remuneration'
than the satisfaction derived from having u provision for the
future needs of the person who saves, or of his family or others
whom he may desire to benefit.

'Ve will therefore begin by simply reganling Interest as the
share of produce that falls to the owner of Capital as such;
including under the t.erm not merely the price that is actually
paid to the owners of capital which they do not personally
employ; but also what employing capitalists earn as capitalists
and not as employers. In this latter case) however, such
interest is only distinguished by abstract analysis from tllat
other element of an employer's profit, which we have called his
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II ·wages of rn.anagement"; to learn what part of the earnings of
a man of business is to be called interest, we have to ascertain
how much he could get for the use of his capital, supposing he
withdrew it without loss from his business and lent it to other
per30ns. Thus it is tho rate of interest actually paid on bor
rowel! capital which immediately derermiues the theoretical
intorcst-c-us distinct from employer's proGL~or the capitalist
who is also an employer: it is therefore couvcuicnt to begin by
investigating the conditions that determine the fonucr'. Such
interest-so long as the rate remains unchanged-will vary in
direct proportion to the nmount of the loan, if its duration is
fixed, and to tho Erne, if the amount. if; fixed; but we shall
follow usage in signifying by the 'rate of interest' the pro
portion of the price paid to the value of the capital borrowed
for a certain fixed time, which we will take (according to
usage) to he a year.

'I'his definition, however, requires further explanation or
qualification in two points. In the first place) we have already
seen the need of distinguishing the rate of discount or interest
in the money-market from the rate of interest on capital
generally; since the two rates, though connected, arc not
identical, nor altogether determined by the same laws. Of
course, when a loan is made, what is actually borrowed is
in most cases the medium of exchange; but it is only when
it is borrowed from persons who do not. make a business of
dealing in lTlOlJOYJ that the price paid for the loan may ho
regarded as substantially paid for use of the capital purchased
with the money borrowed. The interest paid to professional
lenders of m.oney must, as was before observed, include ruumue
ration for the labour of such persons; and this remuneration is
obviously not Interest in t.he sense with which we are concerned
with it in the theory of Distribution : while on the other hand
so far as such lenders are also producers of the greater part of
the medium of exchange at a C05t considerably less than that
which maintains the valuo of the coin that forms the remaining
part-as we have soon to be the case with bankers-competition

I As will prcncutly appear, the course of this Inquiry itself will lead 11S to
extend our 'dew to the capital that is employed by its owner for a profit no less
than to tlmt. which only yields Interest.
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may force them to make loans for short periods at a rate even
lower than that at which money or capital is borrowed from the
public generally. It must therefore be borne in mind that our
present investigation relates primarily to this latter rate; awl
only secondarily and with the qualifications already noticed to
the former.

Secondly, we have to take into account that there is a large
amount of capital not formally lent, of which, nevertheless, the
yield is to be regarded as- interest and not profit; since the
capital is owned by persons wbo spend no labour-or at least
no remunerated labour-in managing it. This is tho case
(e.g.) with the capital of railway companies, water companies,
gas companies, and many other large masses of capital owned
in joint-stock: no one who becomes a shareholder in such
companies considers any trouble IIC may take in electing di
rectors and criticising their report as it sacrifice requiring
remuneration; hence the dividends of such companies are to
be regarded as merely interest on the capital owned by the
shareholders, IlO less than the mOIley auuuully paid to the
bondholders ',

Again, it has been before observed that what we commonly
speak of as the C capital' of such companies frequently includes
portions of land: and that the distinction which, in considering
social production, we drew between capital and land in its
original condition, has pr'inux facie no application when we arc
considering the question of distribution. The real capital of an
individual is rarely to nny great extent the actual results of his
own labour; and so far as he has purchased or inherited it,
there is no obvious reason why he should concern himself to
inquire whether it was the result of the labour of the person

) It may be said that though ordinary shareholders in [oint-stock companies
obtain no remuneration for the labour of managing the business of the com
ponies, they do obtain the remuneration of higher dividends for the labour spent
in careful selection of investments. And this is no doubt true, so far as such
labour results, on the average, in a more accurate estimate of the risks of
different iuvcstmcnte. But eiuce the remark applies aa much to different in
vestments of money formally lent 8.S it does to money employed in purchasing
shares, it seems more convenient to draw attention to this remuneration of
labour at e lutcr point of the discussion. Cf'l)OIlt, pp. 278, U.
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who sold or bequeathed it. Awl in fact, though the yield of
land is more ordinarily called Rent than Interest, still when
anyone buys land: he regards the rent as interest on tho money
iuvestcd ; and it seems best to adopt tlris view for the present,
reserving for the next chapter the task of examining any
important characteristics peculiar to the determination of tho
yiclrJI ofland.

80 again, the rent paid for tho usc of houscs.c-ut least when
the tenant belongs to the richer classes and the house is let for
a. considerable period of ycari'l,-is ofton merely interest on the
capital invested ill the house, together with compensation for
its deterioration dlll'ing usc, and for tho risk of loss from various
CaU.38S t.

III considering the rate of interest on land we lmvc to deal
with a point of some subtlety as to the right rnodc of measur
ing the amount of Iln individual's capital \Yc ordiuarily
measure capital, as we measure wealth genel'idly, by its exchange
valuc ; so that if any pru-ticulur invcsrmcut rises in value dur
ing the period investigated-as land, on the whole, has contiuu
ally done-e-we ought (nssurniug that there is no cognizable change
in the purchasing power of lHOlH;.\) to consider the additional
increment of value as a part of the annual yield of the invest
ment, no less than the rent or interest nominally received,
Similarly in the case of investments of which tho price has
fulleu, we ought to subtract the difference from the interest or
dividends which have bccu paid to tile investors. But when we
examine the conditions of such ohangos in the selling vnluo of
iuveetments, we fiud that one important cause is a change in the
rate of interest itself, If the rent of a piece of land were to
remain the same while the current rate of interest fell from

1 Af', will presently arrre:u, in dealing with the (approximately) uniform rate
of interest with which we are concerned ill the present chapter, the chiof cou
troversies fl8 to the theory of rent do not come before us.

a In the case of the small houses let, ottcn in portions, to })oor tenants, the
rent gencrnlty includes a considorncle rcumncrntiou for the trouble and alllloy
nnce of collection, as "ell as a higher insurance ngeinst risk of 108s. And a
srecutativc builder expects-s-and on the average, we may RUl'pose, is ahle-to
geL somewhat more than ordinnry interest·;n HIP net returns on the part of his
capital Invested ill finished houses; the extra yield being gniuc.l I))' his skill in
seleottng situauona in which houses will be likely to find a speeinlly keen
demand.

s. E. 18
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3 to 2 per cent., the price of the land would ceteris paribus rise
50 per cent. Ought we then to regard this as constituting a
real increase of wealth -? \Vhcn I was considering a similar
question from the point of view taken in the preceding book, I
answered it in the negative: since the command over the neces
saries and conveniences of life possessed by the community is,
speaking broadly, no greater because the exchange value of its
instruments of production has rison in consequence of a fall in
the rate of interest. But from the point of view of the Theory of
Distribution the correctness of this answer is at least doubtful;
for though it is true that the real income of the owner of the
capital is not increased by the change, his power of purchasing
consumable commodities has certainly increased, though he can
only exercise it by spending his capital. At any rate this kind
of increase of nominal wealth should be carefully noted and
distinguished from other kiuds ; but for the present we may
conveniently avoid any complication arising out of it by consider
ing our problem statically; not dynamically : that is, by assuming
that the rate of interest remains the same during the period
investigated, and analysing the forces that determine it to this
stable condition. Similarly, for simplicity's sake, we may
assume that there is no appreciable change in the purchasing
power of money.

§ 2. Here however another question is forcibly suggested,
which it is desirable to answer fully before proceeding further:
viz. how far, and on what grounds, we have a right to speak of
rc n rate of iuterest " as current at any given time. It is noto
ri;;lS that capital is borrowed contemporaneously at very differ
ent rates by different individuals and companies; and such
differences are still more striking when we include under the
notion of interest-as we have seen reason to do-the dividends
paid on the joint-stocks of companies. For such dividends
actually vary from 20 per cent. or more down to zero: and
when we include changes in the selling value of the investments
during the year, the variations are increased manyfold, since the
lower limit becomes a considerable. negative quantity. In what
sense, then, can we speak of a, tendency to a. uniform rate of
interest at a given time and place?

Here, firstly, it is to be observed that in RO speaking we do
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not mean by "rate of interest" on any investment the proportion
of the annual yield to the capital originally invested. but thc
proportion between the dividends or interest actually pain and
the present selling price of the stock 01' bonds upon which it is
paid. 'Ye call affirm no general tendency to uniformity iu tho
Iormer ratio. ~o doubt if 'YO supposed all capital to have been
originally invested with equal knowledge and foresight, we
might infer that the yield of eq ual portions of capital would in
the long run be equal, if they were invested contemporaneously
or at times at which the current rate of interest was the same.
But in order to draw even from this hypothesis any inference
with regard to the proportion of present annual yield to capital
originally invested, we should have to know in every case the
amount received in previous years; since some forms of capital
arc more liable than others to dcpreciatiou through various
cnnscs, so that their yield in the earlier years after investment
has to be proportionally greater; while other investments again
take some time to rise to their full height of profitableness.

And this leads us to the further qualifications required even
for the proposition that the rate of interest on new investments,
or old investments estimated at their present value, tends to be
the same, '\That the statement means is that, all differences in
the rate of interest so estimated, on securities currently sold in
open market, correspond to differences ill the general estimate
of the probabilities of fall or rise in the future yield or the
selling value of such investments'. So explained, the pro
position follows jJrimd fade from the principle that in all
pecuniary transactions each person concerned seeks the greatest
pecuniary gain to himself ; and there is scarcely any broad and
simple deduction from this principle which approximates so
closely to the actual facts of existing societies. It is generally
true that men in buying debts and shares are solely influenced
by the desire to get tho greatest amount. of interest that they
can on the whole; so that if anyone prefers an investment
that at present yields a 10·we1' interest than another, it is because
he either considers it safer or cXpC:CT.S it. to rise hereafter.

The chief exceptional cases may be classed under the fol-

I Mills phrase" indemnity Iur risk" is not rmfliricntlr general to cover all
C<15ICF!.

18- 2
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lowing heads. (1) Some kinds of securities arc purchased at
a higher price than would otherwise be the case, on account of
some indirect pecuniary advantage obtained by the possession
of them. E.g. securities widely known and esteemed safe, for
which the demand 18 extensive and steady, and the 'vahle in
con~cqllcnce comparatively stable, have a special utility for
bankers and merchants, as a means of obtaining money in au
emergency; again such securities (as we have noticed) are, to a
certain extent, used for the payment of commercial debts in
foreign countries, and have thns a special utility as an inter
national medium of exchange. Either of these causes will have
a certain tendency to raise the average price of the securities
affected by it. (2) To some extent, again, the price of certain
investments is raised through the operation of motives which
though self-regarding, act counter to the desire of pecuniary gain.
Thus the price of land in Rngland is undoubtedly kept up by
the social cousidcratiou awl power that its possession confers:
and again, it is probnhlc t.hat investments reputed especially
safe arc purchased at a rate of interest lower, us compared with
that of somewhat less trusted securities, by a difference some
what. greater than what would exactly represent compensa
tion for the extra risk of the lattcr; because most persons "who
live chiefly on interest "would suffer from a decrease of income
more than they would be benefited by an increase; and again.
the freedom. from anxiety that safe investments give is itself a.
utility which has a certain price. It is to be observed, on the
other hand, that the excitement of fluctuations of gain and loss
is a source of keen pleasure to many minds , as is shown by the
extensive existence of' lotteries, gaIning, betting, and speculation
in stocks by private persons. It seems to be the fact that on this
ground, indemnity for risk is not even sufficiently represented
in the price of some very fluctuating investments'. (3) Again,

1 If we had only to consider investments made in view of the investor's
personal interests, it would perhaps be a delicate matter to balance the influence
of the pleasures of excitement against that of the pains of anxiety. But in the
investment of savings for posterity the former motive does not come in; here
therefore it sccius likely that, on the whole, security will be rated somewhat
above its exact peeuniary value. And the Sl"l.U1C would, 1 think, be true of in
vestments made by trustees, even apart from the legal Iutcrterence that actually
restricts them to certain funds and stocks; since trustees are much more likely
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the effect that would fellow from a spontaneous willingness to
pay an extra price for specially safe invcstrncuts will equally
tend to be produced, if a. certain portion of the capital of the
community is kept in such investments by legal compulsion; as
is the case in England with a large pan of the funds held by
trustees. CI.) Finally, in some cases, .1 diminished rato of
interest is accepted out of r.:~gard for the public wellbeing or
sympathy with private individuals. Thus considerable sums
are from time to time invested in undertakings of a semi
commercial, semi-philanthropic character, which are not. found
by experience, and not expected, to bring in even ultimately
interest at the average rate; and money is often borrowed
from relatives or friends by struggling men of business, at a rate
which very inadequately represents the risk of loss,

The two latter causes of variation in the yield of capital are
or the kind that we are now supposing absent j but even if we
lake them into account, it. still remains true that the differences
iu the rates of interest obtainable aL any gi\'en time on dif
ferent tresh investments of capital arc mainly! due to differ
ences in the generally estimated prospects of change ill the
interest or selling value of the respective securities, This
varying prospect is in the majority of cases a prospect of
possible loss: the interest accordingly is above what would be
paid for a IO<.Ul of which the repayment was considered abso
lutely secure. In this way, for example, the interest on the
ordinary stock of a proSpel'OUN railway cOTnpany, taken at its
selling value, CUl1leS to be generally somewhat. higher at ordinary
times than the interest on its 'Prd~rence' stock or shares;

this latter again being somewhat higher than the interest paid
on the debentures of such a company"; while the interest on

to be blamed for diminishing the funds entrusted to them by hazardous pUl'

chases than praised for increasing them by lucky hits.
1 Even the high price of English land and Con sols, though partly attributable

to the motives above-mentioned, is to 11 great extent due to the common belief in
the special security of both, and to the expectation, founded on past experience,
that the value of the former will rise hereafter.

!l Jolnt.stoclc companies frequently lay hy a CErtain part of their proceeds to
form an iusuruucc-fuud ugulw;L risks. In tuis way they diminish the ha?::'tl'd
of their investments, end proportionally raise the rauo which tlre selling value
of their shares bears to the annual yield; but they do not profess to make such
investments ., as safe us the Funds t ' there still remaiu indefinite risks of
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the debt of the English Government would undoubtedly be less
than this last, even apart from the other influences which, as
we have seen, tend to raise the price of c consols.' In such
cases, evidently, the surplus receipts represent the general esti
mate of adequate insurance against the different risks of loss.

So far as such expectations of probable loss (and in some
cases, of increased. yield) arc on the average well founded, it is
evident that, 011 the whole, after a sufficient lapse of time, the
differences in the original yield of different investments will
have been compensated by the realisation of the expected gains
and losses; so that the aggregate interest on the whole capital
"Till prove to be about as much as would have been obtained
if it had all been lent on perfectly good security-allowance
being made for any extra price currently paid for special
advantages of safety (as before noticed). Persons of superior
knowledge and foresight will of course tend to get considerably
more from their invcstmcure. by estimating more accurately
than others the risk of undertakings which, from their novelty
or some other cause, are rightly regurded ns hazardous by
prudent persons without special knowledge. Such investors,
in fact, obtain a certain return for the skilled labour that they
perform in estimating the prospects of novel or other-wise
hazardous nndertakings ; and if we could assume that this
labour is, on the whole, undertaken by fairly competent persons,
we should infer that the yield of such undertakings would on
the average cxceerl that of safer investments "by an amount
sufficient. to provide adequate remuneration for such labour.
But it seems very doubtful how far this iufereuce would be true
of any actual society; since ignorant, rash and credulous per
sons investing in novel undertakings are believed to get, on the
average: considerably less interest than if they had lent their
capital on perfectly good security-in fact will not unfrequently
be found to have lost capital as well as interest. At any rate
we may sa.y that the rate of interest on newly borrowed capital
which was generally believed to be perfectly secure, would at
any given time be nearly uniform, aud-after allowing for the
extra price of special snfcty-c-would represent approximately

extraordinary losses through depreciation or destruction of capital, which Inves
tors undoubtedly take into account.
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the common expectation of the average yield of all capital that
was at that time being invested; supposing that there was no
general expectation of a permanent rise or fall hereafter in the
fate of interest, or in the purchasing power of moneyl. It is
then with the rate of interest. so understood, the expected
average yield on freshly invested capital, that we are now
primarily concerned. Of course in the case of allY particular
individual who is not an employer of capital, a fresh investment
will generally be effected by purchasing some debt already
contracted, or a share of some capital already in existence. But
such investments are mere transfers which disappear when we
are considering the aggregate of individuals' capital; from this
point of view a fresh investment. on which interest is paid must
imply either the contraction of a new debt, or the formation by
a. joint-stock cornpany of new real capital in addition to the old,
the value of this latter being assumed to be kept up.

~ ~1. Lel us now proceed to analyse the causes which
determine the rate of interest as above defined. In considering
this question, we may apply, mutatis mutandie, the principles
laid down in investigating the general theory of the value of
products. In the first place, we Inay assume that the_ use of
capital is a commodity of 'which the amount demanded and the
exchange value will vary inversely according to some law, so
long as the causes of the demand remain unchanged. The
legitimacy of this general assumption will probably not be
questioned; but the grounds for making it will become more
explicitly plain when we examine in detail the different kinds
of demand. So far, then? 8,S we may assume the amount of
capital seeking employment at interest to be determined inde
pendently of the rate of interest, the price obtained by the

] If either the rate of interest or the purchasing power of money were gene"
rally expected to rise or fall in the future, the relations of the rate of interest on
loam; of money 'with perfect security to the expected average yield of capital
would become more complicated; since the twice paid for the use of money
would vary with the length of time for which it is borrcwed ; and the price of
investment" expected to yield a high profit at once for a short time would vary
correspondingly lL8 compared with the prioo of those of which the yield was
likely to remain mora uniform or to rise hereafter. But since it WOI1)([ seem
that no such general oxpectntlon has ever yet influenced ordinary investors, it
is hardly worth while to develop these more complicated relations in detail.
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owner for the use of his capital must vary with the intensity of
the demand for it. So far, however, as the supply of such
capital varies with the price obtainable for the usc of it, the
determination of the rate of interest will depend on the con
ditions of demand and supply combined, just as the normal price
of a material product docs. Under these circumstances, we may
conveniently begin by examining first the conditions of demand
separately: then, having ascertained these, we will consider the
conditions of supply and the resultant effect of the two combined.

There nrc two broadly (Efferent kinds of demand for loans;
which we may distinguish as Industrial and Xon-industrial '. In
the former case capital is bcnT~\vedto replace i'tself with a profit,
and will therefore-except where wasted through accident or
error-continuo to exist; in the form chiefly of improvements
of [a.ur], buildings, machinery, and raw or auxiliary materials.
But the money of A m~),.r also be borrowed by H merely
in order t» increase his expenditure; ill which case U1e COlH

iuodit.ies purchased by it will be consumed without replace
mcnt ; and the interest that B subsequently pays to A will be
taken out of his share of the produce otherwise obtained 2.
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I A CilS6 intermediate between the two is the case of capital borrowed to
prevent the ruin through temporary pro%Ul'C or SOllie individual's generally
profitable industry, and the consequent destruction of some or all of his calli tal
inw3ted in the industry. This case resembles industrial borrowing in being
favourable to the production of tho community taken as f1 wholc ; but it is rather
to he claaeed with non-industrial borrowing, when we am consldoring the general
Economic laws determining the rate of interest that such borrowers will have 10
pay.

2 It is, of C011r8C possible that the Interest of tho debt thus contracted rna)' be
from the first paid uUL 01' the yield of some kind of capital, which for some
reason 01' other the debtor does not wish to sell. In this case tho payment will
for "orne purposes be properly regarded not as [en addition to interest, but as a mere
transfer of interest from the borrower to the lender. But the difference is not
important for our present enquiry: since the loan when made will be a new
investment of the lender's capital, while its interest will be paid from the yield
of an old investment of the borrowers, eo that the fanner will operate in deter.
mining the current rate of interest just as much as if the borrower owned no
capital.

The dispute whether the debts contracted by individuals, or by the govern
ment of a community as far as it borrows from it"! subjects.c.-iu excess of any
capital that the borrower may cwn-c-coustitute an addition to the whole aggregate
of (Individuals') capital in the community thatincluJes both bono,....crs and lenders,
turns on a merely formal-if nol exactly ll. vorbal-c-pciut. 11' we allow the con-
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Loans of this latter kind do not increase the social capital
of the community; but they absorb the savings of the lenders
no less than loans for productive purposes, and therefore the
demand for them operates in determining the rate of interest
at any particular time, just as HInch as the industrial demand.
And, obviously, so long as t110 balance of motives for" saving "
and « spending II respectively remains uuuh.ered, the amount of
capital thns nou-industrially demanded will tend t.o b(' somewhat
greater or less, according as the rate of interest is high or low.
X ow it is quite conceivable that the wealth loaned in any
society should be chiefly of this unproductive sort ; that the
employers of the wealth used in production should be almost
exclusively owners of it; and that borrowing should bc chiefly
a resource adopted to meet temporary deficits of income or
occasions of exceptional expenditure, or by pcrsons living

ceprion of il(,[I(tlh~,; Ifwwlily to be applied tu capital, we may legitimately say
lhut it borrower without (positive] capital who ts under the obligation of paying
interest Oil a debt owns an amount of negative capital equal to the value of the
debt to tile Iender, and therefore that the aggregate capital of the two 1Snot
augmented by the transaction. If, however, this conception is rejected as too
unfamiliar, we must certainly admit that the capital of the community-in the
sense of 'agg-regate capital of individual members of the couununity'- is iu
creased hy the kind of loans that we arc considcring ; only we must add that
such increase involves a corresponding prospect of diminished income to some
other members of the same community.

It should be observed, however, that among the debts which form part of the
capital of iudl vlduals, that pert of the medium of exchange which oonslsts of the
obligatlous of hunkers to pay coin on demand, occupies a peculiar position.
So far [H! this money is used not iu mcdiatiug the truusfur of commodities to the'
cousumcr , but in the business of pr0{ILtd1UIl--SO Iur, thai is, as tho current
account {If a rnnu of business is kept for the purposes of his business-it would
ordinarily be included ill an estimate of his wealth employed in production, no
less than the coin that he requires for similar purposes: and there seems no
reason why it should not be so Included. At the same time, so far as no interest
is paid by the banker on these current account", he receives without «eduction
the interest of the investments ,,-hicIJ tliis acceptance of hie; obligations as money
has enabled him to utuke. Thus the nominal amount of capital on which
interest is puid or earned is undoubtedly Increased by the creation of this medium
of exebange : and this increase is not bnlnnced.c-us it is in the case (just dis
cussed) of ordinary debts-by a correspondingly diminished prospect of income to
the 1[\,n1;:c1', Hut, as hns ulrcndy been said, t}l<~ intere-t n~ec:vcd li,Y the bunker is,
from om' present point of view, to he l"I~g"'ll'd('d n-, renlly the price paid by ROeiety
fur the labour of himself and his servunta : except 50 far as it is interest on his
own eapil.al .
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habitually beyond their means. In such circumstances the
only general economic forces determining the price that bor
rowers will pay and the amount they will demand, would be
similar though opposite in direction to those that determine
the supply of loanable wealth : here therefore there would be
no advantage in separating the abstract investigation of the
Law of Demand from t.hat of the Law of Snpply : the rate of
interest will express the average estimate formed in the com
munity of the comparative advantages of present and future
enjoyment of wealth: though the amount of interest actually
paid will depend mainly on the extent to which the practical
impulses of members of the community diverge from this
average estimate. But in a thrifty and progressive com
munity, in au advanced stage of industrial development,
the borrowing of producers with a view to profit-including
under this term the formation of joint-stock companies in which
the public invest-is much more extensive than the borrowing
for expenditure: an<1 since the amount of the latter borrowing
is to a large extent fixed independently of the rate of interest ',
we may without material error consider r.his kind of demand to
affect the rate of interest merely by absorbing a portion of the
savings continually accumulated, and so diminishing the supply
of capital available for industrial uses,

Under the general notion of 'non-industrial borrowing' we
must include the hiring or renting of the durable wealth which
we have previously distinguished as Consumers' Capital; of
which private dwelling-houses may be taken as a principal
example. The proportion of the price paid for tho usc of such
things to their selling value will tend to vary with variations
in the rate of interest-including, of course, besides interest
lU'oper, adequate compensation for gradual deterioration ;-and
the increased need of such articles which accompanies the growth
of wealth and population in a community will absorb a certain
portion of savings which would otherwise have been invested in
industry. The amount thus absorbed will tend ceteris paribus
to be somewhat greater when interest is low than when it is high;

1 Thc borrowing of govcnnncnte for wars uud other emergencies 1l'l generally
thus fixed: and most of the borrowing of individuals for unproductive cxpendi
hue would be unaffected by an)' moderate changes in the rate of iukl"cst.
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thus (e.g.) a low rate ofiuterest will give a certain inducement
to build more houses and to build them more durably. This will
be true, to some extent) of the consumers' capital that is owned
by tho user, no less than of that which is hired: in either case
such wealth is :1 form of investment of sayings which, so far as
it is managed economically, must be affected by changes in the
yield of investments generally. But the economic comparison
of present to futuro utilities, made by purchasers of such durable
wealth for personal, usc) has not commonly the exactness of
commercial calculations: and on the whole the changes in
extent of demand for increased consumers' capital that would
result from changes in the rate of interest are probably not
great in proportion to the whole demand; ;;:;0 that the rate of
interest on capital held in this form, in a modern industrial
society, may he regarded as mainly determined by the relations
of supply and demand of capital industrially invested, no less
than the rate on loans of mow",,}' for uuprodnctive expenditure.

§ 4. I pass, therefore, to examine the nature and opera
tion of the industrial demand for capital in any community.
This demand, so far as it leads to the actual payment of
interest, is the demand of persons wi~hing to employ the
capital of others. But its ulterior cause lies in the existence,
and recognition by such persons, of unoccupied opportunities
for profitably employing capital in industry: and since a
portion of the aggregate of such opportunities is continually
turned to account 1)' the savings of capitalists who are them
selves in business, and employ their own new capital ; it seems
best to include this portion in a general view of the whole
industrial dcmand ; and similarly to include the savings
employed by their owners, in our view of the whole supply
offered at any time to meet. the industrial demand. It should
be observed, however, that the actual employment of capital in
industry is likely to be somewhat different, according as the
employer is or is not also the owner. Employers may some
times invest their own saviugs when they would not borrow:
either because they are reluctant to incur the relatively more
serious loss of income that would result from borrowing' if the
investment failed, or because! if they call ouly borrow on
personal security, tlJuy may be unable to obtain a loan except.
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at. a rate too high to leave them an adequate remunera
tion for the trouble of managing the borrowed capital. On
the other hand, the field of appaTently profitable employment
tends in one way to become greater the more the capital
is borrowed: since euterprisiug employers awl promoters of
companies will-s-without any bad faith-s-be more inclined to
run risks with other people's money than they would be
with their own, And on the whole, in a broad view of the
determination of interest we may neglect these opposite ten
dencies, and consider the extent and field of employment of
savings as independent of the ownership of the savings.

A further important modification seems to be required in
our view of the relation between the snpply of capital and
the field of employment, regarded as determining the current
rate of interest. In the first place, we cannot properly con
sider tho whole addition to the stock of capir-I made within
any given time to operate as a new investment, from this
point of view; but only that pert of it with regard to which
the investor's choice was perfectly free and unfettered. That
is, we must exclude all the capital that is from time to
time required for the completion of industrial undertakings
already begun, so far as such completion is necessary to prevent
the 105s or diminution of tho yield expected on what has already
been invested, On the other hand, we must, for a similar rea
son, include that portion of the capital already illvested in any
business, which its employer could withdraw without affecting
the productivoncss of the remainder: since such capital is mani
festly just as available for fresh investment as capitol newly
produced. \Ve may perhaps designate what. we have in view by
speaking of the portion of capital-s-old as well as new-that is
'fluid J or' floating' at any given time. The portion of what is
already invested to which this term call be applied may be very
different at different times in the same business; and the
average proportion of floating to non-floating capital varies very
much in different branches of industry; such variations depend
ing partly 011 the different lengths of time for which capitol is in
vested, pnrely on the extent to which it exists in a form adapted
solely for the usc of the particular industry in which it is
actually employed, or is available for one or other of the new
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opportunities for investment. that present themselves'. It
should be observed that there is no broad separation between
"floating" and cc non-floating: 11 that is. the loss thut would be
incurred by the removal of non-float.iug capital from a business
]3 different for different. portions; and, in fact, may vn.,ry from
zero upwards to the whole value of the capital, Hence allY
rise in the rate of interest, caused by all increase of opportuni
ties of Hew profitable investment. would ceteris paribus tend
to increase the amount of capital that it would be on the
whole profitable to withdraw from old investments; and this
increase of supply would tend somewhat to check the rise.
Still it is only the supply of capital actually floating that can
be regarded as directly operative in determining the rate of
interest

Let us consider, then, that at a.ny b';vcn time there is a.
'l)((mtuin of float-iug capital, of which-s-in t.hc sense before
explained-t.he rate of interest tends to bo the same; and
that LIte industrial demand for this is Iuruished Ly the whole
aggregate of recognised opportunities for employing it profitnblj-,
which. at any given time, the existing aggregate of non-floating
capital leaves open. As we have before seen", the general
function of capital employed in industry is to enable tho
uh.iuiate net produce of labour to be increased by processes
which postpone the time of obtaining it; for the adequate
realisation of which function the skilled labour of employers,
managing' labour and capital in combination, is geueraily

I 1'11(\ distinction drawn in the text between" floating" und "uou-rtcnting t.

cll.pi~ul appears to me to require to he substituted, in this and similnr discusaions,
for the received untithosis of" fixed" and "circuluung" capital. I do not deny
the importance of this latter distinction-c-as illustrated (e.g.] by the difference
between instruments that aid in making many successive products of the same
kind, and m~teTials that are spent in making a single product and of which there
fore the cost hes to be repaid from the price of that one. But for our present
purposes this is not the distiuctiou required. Capital In this sense "fixed"
IHay easily have, in a given case, the quality that I have expressed hy
"floating;" buildings, for insrcncc, may be transferable without loss from a
less to a. more profitable business: whereas materials runv be non-transferable,
ns they may be only useful for making a particular species of product-nor can it
be said that when one set of materials has been exhausted another uccd not be
purchased ; since the purchase may be necAssary to utilise capital fixed in
macluuce, &:c.

2 Book I. c. V.
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required''. Now the most profitable manner of effecting this
combination in any community tends to vary continually, as
the available labourers increase in number, and the -capital
in amount, 'while the a.rts of manufacture, communication and
conveyance progress and spread; but we may lay down that.
in a given state of tho industrial arts in f\, given country) the
amount of capita,l that employers will find it expedient to
combine with a given amount of labour, will tend LO be some
what greater or loss, as the rate of interest falls or rises.
When interest is low, other things being the same, the culti
vator has an inducement to employ more instruments in pro
portion to his lubourcrs ; the trader can afford to hold stocks
of goods for a longer tirne : there are more profitable openings
for new lines of railway and other investments involving large
outlay for distant returns. And so, conversely, if we snppose
the amount of capital seeking industrial employment to in
crease. while the recognised modes of employing it, profitahly
remain unchanged, we may infer that the rate of interest will
be lowered, until it reaches the point at 'which it 'will seem just
worth the omployers' while to use the additional increment of
capital. In this way the rate of interest on floating capital
generally will tend to be equal to the ratio borne to the
lust increment of such capital by the value of the average
additional produce expected to be obtained by employing it,
allowing fur the varying interval that may elapse before the
produce is obtained, and subtracting what we may call the
( employer':" fcc'; i, o. the portion of produce that the employers
of capital will retain as their remuneration for the labour of
mauugemeut, How the urnuunt of this portion is competitively
determined we will consider more particularly in a subsequent
chapter": moanwhilo we may lay down that) given the supply
of floating capital, and the 'employer's fcc' for the last incre
ment of capital, the rate of interest will depend on the extent

1 Some capital is employed by individual labourers, working on their own
account ana not employing any hired labour; but most industrial capital is
now managed by persons employing some Iabour,-though the proportion of
labour to capital in different businesses varies indefinitely. I may observe that
under the term employers we must include the promoters-cas well as directors-c.
of joint-stock compantea.

2 Or. posi, c. ix. § 3.
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of industrial opportunities Tecognised as such by cmployers
which we may call the effective field of employment.

It remains to analyse further the conditions that determine
the effective field of employment in any country. These are
somewhat complex; since, in fact, there is no one of tho con
ditions of production analysed in a previous ehaptcr ' which
may not exercise some influence on it. As the chief clements
we may note (1) the natural resources and capabilities of the
country, not yet fully turned to account by investments of
capital- including in "natural resources' the faculties of
labourers not yet utilised; (2) the insight into these resources
afforded by the existing condition of industrial knowledge;
(:l) the industrial and political organization of tlic community
so far as it affords more or less inducements and facilities for
acquiring and effectively exercising this insight-as (e. g.) hy
a better or WOrse administration of justice, governmental inter
ference more) or less wisely directed! a better or worse banking
system, provision for general or technical education, &c. &c.
The more obvious and striking cause of an ample field of
employment is found in the natural resources of a territory,
thinly colonized by an advanced industrial population, where
the amount of capital already invested is proportionally small.
But. in considering this cause we must avoid the mistake of
supposing - what the metaphor in our term 'field' perhaps
sllggcst:;-that each new investment of capital tends, in pro
portion to it." amount, to diminish the remaining ficld : no
doubt it has this offoct so far as it occupies a particular
opportunity; but it may easily operate to a. considerable
extent the other ,yay, by creating new opportunities. For
instance, in the present state of industry, after a certain
amount of capital-mainly agricultural-has been invested in
a now country, it becomes profitable for the first, time to invest
further capital in a railway; and then, the railway being
made, further investments of agricultural capital become pro
fitable, which were not so before. Similarly. when agriculture
has developed to a certain extent, ext.eusive employment of
capital in manufactures becomes profiluble, then, in conse
quence, further developments of agrioult.ure. awl 80 forth.

1 J. c. iii.
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But again, supposing that the available natural resourccs

as at present understood-e-wers fully turned to accouut, and that
population did not increase, the field of employment, as recent
experience has shewn, might be enlarged 1 indefinitely by
the progress of Invention, opening out new ways of obtaining
economic gaiu by expending labour for remote fCSU lts. While,
again, if we suppose that the arts of iuveut.iou-c-iucluding
under this term the discovery of new lines of trade, and any
other modes (If improving the whole system of cooperation
through exchange-c-remaiu stationary; and also that the liabits
and faculties (If the working part. of the population, so far as
these are important in production, undergo no material change;
the industrial demand for new capital at the existing rate of
interest could only be kept IIp by increase of population. If
this increase did not itself tend to alter the average efficiency of
labour, or the 81u'L1'e of the produce of labour that the employer
of floating capital is able LO secure, there would obviously be a
demand of uniform intensity, so II)llg ns other conditions of
production remaiucd stationary, for an increase of capital pro
portioned to the increase of population. But we cannot assume
generally that such an increase of capital would have no effect
on the productiveness of labour. Indeed. as we have seen", ill
a country so thickly populated as England it rnay be assumed
that, aport. from improvements in production due to other
causes, the economic 10:-:',) through diminished return from
agriculturnl labour w0111d outweigh the economic gain from
increased facilities for coopem.tion ; while a. part of this last
meutioncd gain wo11}(1 he appropriated by t.bo owners of land
nnd other capital so invested as to be pan..iallv exempt Irom
the depreciative effects of Fresh competition j so that each in
crement of capita, accompanying and proportioned to an incre
ment, of population would be somewhat less productive to its
employers than the preceding' increment, and would therefore
tend to yield a somewhat lower rate of interest. On the other
hand in the societies economically the most advanced, improve-

1 It should be observed that T speak of the field of employment as "enlarged,"
when there is room for more capital than before ld, the same rnte of profit;
not when more is employed at 1\ lower rats.

2 1. C. vi. § 3.
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mcnt in the arts of industry is actually progressing continuously
and rapidly; and the new inventions that are continually made,
including the extensions of international trade, fire mostly of such
a kind as to enlarge the field of employment for capital. It is
not easy to ascertain the balance of these conflicting tendencies
in any given country at, any purticulur time ; still less can we
predict with any dofinircncss their probable operation in the
fut.nre; especially since, as I have before said, the progress of
invention may conceivably take a decided turn in the direction
adverse to the employment of capital.

§ 5. Lot us now pass .from considering the factors of the
demand for capital to investigate the conditions of its supply.
Here we have to notice a new element of complication. In
inyestigating the demand for capital in a.ny country, it did not.
seem necessary to go beyond the limits of the country in
question. H is, no doubt, a problem interesting' in itself, to
compare the different, fields of employment. for capital furnished
by different countries, fl,1111 to examine how far these differences
are due to each of the various causes which, as we have seen,
co-operate in producing them. But there is no necessity to dis
cuss these topics, in order to answer the question considered in
the previous section; since the field of employment for capital in
one country is not directly affected hy the co-existent field in
nnother : though it is no doubt indirectly affected by the actual
increase of capital elsewhere, through the now opportuni ties of
trade thereby presented. \Vhen, however, we come to consider
Supply, the case is differeut , since. (he attraction exercised on
capital by foreign fields of employment is, in an economically
ad vanced country like England, one of the most powerful causes
of variation in the supply for home investment. In the present
state of the machinery of communication unrl international
exchange, the most enormous masses of capital can be trans
ferred with tho greatest facility from one country to another:
find it is quite conceivable that this mobility of capital may
before 1011g reach a point at which the rate of interest will 1Jo
approximately the same in all civilised countries, for equally
safe investments; so that the whole civilised world will
admit of being regarded as ODe community, for the pnrposes of
the present investigation, And we may conveniently begin

s. E. 10
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by supposing that this consummation has been attained;
UTItl accordingly examine the conditions of supply of capital
in an -isolated region, out. of which issues no overflow of
wealth for foreign investment, while over the whole range
of it money can be borrowed at the same rate of interest on
equally good security.

The iuvcsfigation, thus defined, is one which we have already
had occasion to make in examining the Laws of Produc
tion 1. We then saw that the conditions of more or less rapid nc
cumulation of capital are extremely complex. III the first place,
the amount that may be saved by any community within
allY gi von period tends to he increased, ceteris paribus, by any
cause that increases the real income of the community during
that period; that is, by anvthiug that increases the proportion
of the number of effective workers to the whole population,
or the average: productiveness of their labour. Secondly, tho
proportion that is actually saved of the whole amount avail
able for saving depends on tl1C resultant effect. of the very
various motive forces, that prompt respectively to present COH

surnptiou of wealth and to provision for future consumption.
For instance, tho proportion between 'saving' and 'spending'
tends to be affected by any variation ill the degree of foresight.
and self-control, of capacity for being inHueuced by remote
pleasures and pains as compared with those ncar at ham], pos
sessed by average members of the community; or, again, in the
habits and sentiments LlJaL move men La provide for posterity ;
or, further, so far as men save (as many in the wealthier classes
would seem to do) not for any definite end hut because their
income is lnrger than is needed to dcfrny their habitual ex
pendit.urc, allY iuaterial change in the various habits of
luxurious consumption prevailing ill different. classes is likely
to affect saving materially. It did not seem possible to
determine, by allY simple awl definite formula, the general
result of the combined operation of these and other causes;
there appeared, however, to be reason to believe that ceteris
paribus saving will increase or decrease in amount, as the
rate of interest rises or falls. The amount of effect thus pro
duccd within a short period is not likely to be great in com-

1 cr. ante Book I. c. vi. § 4.
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parison with the whole amount of floating capital: so that there
will be uo mn.terinl error in taking the rate of interest during
any such short period to be determined entirely by the dernnud
for capital. But when we consider the dctcrrninntion of the
average rate of interest over a cousirlerublo ~pace of Lime, it is
clear that the effect produced on saying- by cha,nges in the rate
of interest wil! tend to give this average rotc a steadiness
which it would not otherwise possess: since any rise in tho
rate of interest, due to a CJWIJgC in the conditions of de
mnnd, lias a certain tendency to bring about <t subsequent fall
through the increase in the supply of capital which it causes;
uud similarly allY full in the rate has a certain tendency
to 0:111;;;0 a subsequent rise'. This compensatory or equilibrator'Y
action of Ch::UlgE'S in the rate of interest Illay be assumed to
become more powerful, in either direction, as the changes them
selves increase ill lli<l,s'uitude; awl it is probable that, actuufly,
ill every existing community thoro is a. point considerably above
zero below which the rate of interest could not long rcmn.iu
without seine great chnnge in the intellectual, moral, or
economic condition of the community, as well as it higher
point above- which it c0111(1 not pcrmnncntly 11.3e, unless we
suppose a. development of the arts of industry quile beyond
precedent. Where, however, these points will be we have no
means of determining a priori; and T may add that I am
awnrc of no allequate empirical reason for supposing with )lill,
Cairnes :1.1H1 others. thn.t the rate of interest in England at
the present day is very Heal' the minimum point.

\\Te luwe thus obtained a general view of the manner in
wl.ich interest would be determined in [1,11 iso'atcd region, over
the whole of which the rate was ~ with the qualifications before
given] approximately uniform. Actually, however, we find ma
terial differences in the rates of interest maintained in different
rcgiollf:>; even where an uninterrupted trade renders it easy to
transfer capital from any one of these regions to any other.

I It should be observed that exporionce show.'; nnotber WI1~' in whic1l a fall in
the rate of interest tends f,o llrin6 about a subsequent risc : I.c. by leading- to
rash "peculations, which result in it destruction of capital , 'l'ilis effect, IIOWCYCL'
is due to au irrational impntlonce of illt(,l'e,:t below a customary level, which can
lmr.Il r 1,(' taken into account in n theory of ('ompC'ti~i\·c distribution.

10--2
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The explanation of these differences IS threefold. First, the
general security of capital in some countries, owing to inferiority
in political organization or other causes, may be materially less,
even for their inhabitants, than that maintained in others.
Secondly, there is a certain extra risk incurred by investing'
in a. distant region, owing to the greater difficulty of a8(;81'

t.aining and estimating the dangers that from time to time may
threaten the yield of any particular investment, and in taking
measures to ward them off. Thirdly, there seems to be a
general tendency in the members of any society to estimate
the risk of investments in a foreign country more highly, ceteris
paribus, than that of home investments ; owing to their greater
confidence either in the morality or in the good fortune of their
own community. The extent to which each of these causes will
operate, as between different countries at different times, will
of course, vary indefinitely. We can only lay down as a general
rule, that the yield of capital in any onc country (1\) docs not
tend to differ from the yield of capital in any other country (B)
which is in permanent commercial relations with the former,
by an amount more than sufficient to compensate for the extra
risk of investments in B to the iuhabitauts of A, as estimated
by the latter. Thus any new cause that operates primarily to
increase the supply of capital, and consequently to lower the
rate of interest, in A, tends to have its effect extended over the
whole aggregate of countries with which A is in commercial
relations; the intensity of the effect being, of course, diminished
in proportion to the extension of its range.

§ G. So far we have considered interest as the share of
produce expected by the capitalist as such ; since it is the
expectation of profit that determines the action of borrowers and
investors; and not, except indirectly, the profit that has been, or
is being, earned. If now it is asked how far the actual average
yield of newly invested capital is found to coincide in the long
Tun with the expected yield, no precise answer can, I conceive,
be given. Indeed, even if we could obtain accurate statistics
as to the interest actually received, it would still be impossible
to say exactly Low much was expected. ; since no investment
is thought to be absolutely secure; and if there were any such,
its price, for reasons before given, would probably exceed that
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of the less secure by more than adequate compensation for risk:
so that there is no means of measuring precisely the amount of
risk commonly recognised in those esteemed tolerably safe. We
can onlv say that we have no positive grounds for supposing that
the ave~'ag~ actual yield of capital already invested tends in the
long run to differ materially from tile yield expected at the time
of investment. Since, however, the yield expected during the
first years after investment includes, in most cases, a more
or less considerable compensation for risk, it follows that the
actual average yield on investments made some time ago will
tend to decrease year by year, as the date of original investment
recedes into the past. An important part of this decrease, in
the case of capital invested in industrial instruments, is due to
depreciation through the progress of invention; in consequcnce
of which the yield of such investments-provided that they are
completely exposed to competition-tends to be «qual to interest
at the cun-cnt rate (allowing for risk) not on the sum originally
invested) but on the prcscnf cost of producing instruments
equally useful; which may, of course, be indefinitely less than
the cost of the original investment.

There is, however, an important part of the capital of in
dividuals previously invested at any given time,-espccially in
a.community increasing in numbers and wea.lth,-which enjoys a
total or partial exemption from the depreciative effects of com
petition; being so invested as to give the employer who uses it,
independently of his own skill and foresight, advnutages in pro
duction unattainable by other employers. In this case there is
no reason why its owner should not obtain- from it a. yield eon
sidcrably abovc ,.....hat interest ou the cost of production of the
capital would amount to. The most conspicuous case of this
is that of capital invested in land. The yield of this to the
owner, as we have already seen, goes by the special name of
Rent: and since the determination of this. share of the produce
of industry has attracted the special attention of English
economists, and is for various reasons peculiarly important, it
will be well to devote a separate chapter to the examination
of its distinctive characteristics.

X(ITE. It may be said that the Interest received by members of anyone
community on capital employed by the members of uuy other, ought not strictly
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speaking to be included when we arc discussing how the aggregate produce of the
industry of the first community is distributed. But there are two reasons for
not leaving it out of account in such a discussion. In the first place even if this
interest were merely to be regarded as so much additional income for certain
capitalists, the transmission and consumption of which did not directly affect
the shares received by other members of the community, it would still tend to
nrtoct the latter indirectty: since the mere possession of this extra income. from
whatever source derived, tends to givo its possessors and their children certain
ndvautagos in the coinpetition that determtnos the relative rewards of the higher
kinds of Inbonr.c.as will be herearter explained (Ch. IX). BuL, secondly, elncc
this'; tribute," if it may be so called, of interest is actually paid by trans
muting the produce of the country in which the capital is invested, Us payment
has a direct effect on the whole foreign trade both of the country that sends and
of the country that receives it. The exact nature and extent of this effect depend
upon the particular conditions of supply and demand of the wares in which tire
trade is carried 011: but, ill most cases, it will be bcncflcial to all the ill.
habitants of the country receiving the tribute, so far as they are consumers of
imports: since the necessity of selling the commodities in which the tribute is
paid, in the markets of the receiving country, will tend to establish the equation
of international demand at a rate more favourable to the latter than would other,

wise be the case. Thill cheapening of i1H~)tHt.S may of course be detrimental to
certain producers in the imporfiug country; hut only ns any improvement in
industrial processes is liable to be detrimental to some possessors of previously
invested capita! awl acquired skill.

These effects are of course, for the most part, indifferent to the capitalist him
eclf, who may wry likely not consume any portion oi the commodities in which
his interest is paid: and who, if hie! capital has been lent at a fixed rate of
interest, only feels the effects of changes in trade so far as the fluctuations of the
exchanges alter the value of the foreign money relatively to that of his own
country.



CHAPTER VlI.

REXT.

§ 1. THE theory of ront commonly known as Ricardo's,
:1n(1 accepted, with more or less modification, by the majority of
English economists since his time, appears to InC to combine, in
,I somewhat confusing ·way, propositions that rest on different
kinds of evidence, and rclnto to diffcrcnt-c-nu.l not nocossru-ily
connected-enquiries. This combination seems to be par-tly
the effect and partly the cnusc of the pooulier meaning given
to the term Rent in Iticardo'» exposition; accordingly, to avoid
needless controversy it seems best to begin by considering care
fully the right definition of this term.

The term Rent) as oommouly used in English ', denotes the
payment, made for the usc of "immo~'QQ-I;J)e_<:""i.~. either of the
surface of land as used in agriculture, or of buildings erected
on it, or of the minerals it contains together with the right
of removing and selling them. Of course these do not ncces
sarily .~;o together; the proprietor of land docs not necessarily
own the houses erected Oil it" and the use of the surface is
COHlll1011ly let without the right or removing any minerals: but
tile term reut is applied to all three.

The question then arises, 'what (if nny) arc the economic
'grounds for distinguishing this from any other payment for the
, usc of property.' In the first place we may note a difference
in the nature of the obligations imposed in the lending or letting
of lund. houses, &c., as compared with ordinary loans for which
interest is paid. In the latter case, as what is actually borrowed

1 It may be worth noticing that ill French " rente " is n.;c'"/, more widely, to
denote allY income that accrues without labour on the part of the person to
whom it. i-s paid,
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is money, there is no particular thing which has to be returned
when the loan is repaid, hut only an equioalent fOT the sum
borrowed; so that here the possibility of deterioration or ame
lioration of the wealth borrowed does not come III ;1 whereas in the
cases where rent is paid;th'is' possibility"has" to be taken into
account; and sometimes) as we shall see, leads to important
complications. Still, rent is not the only case of payment for
the use of wealth, where the same thing that was originally lent
has to be restored when the contract terminates. Such pay
ments (e.g.) are made for the use of carriages, boats, plate
pianos, and other durable articles. The amount of such pay
ment (commonly called "hire"), as regulated by free competition,
is not difficult to determine, supposing Interest and Profit de
termined. Ordinary hire will include compensation for ordi
nary deterioration through wear and tear of the thir:g hired,
together wid.. interest on its cost of prodnction-including in
surauce against possible depreciation through invention or
change of fashion, and other risks-and such amount of
remuneration for the owner's labour of management as in
dustrial competition may allow him.

Why should we not treat the rent of land similarly?
The popular answer to this question is that, since land is

not made as carriages are, its value cannot depend upon its cost
of production. This answer, however, is obviously suporficial :
since the material of a carriage is not created by man, any more
than the material of [\, farm; and on the other hand a farm, no
less than a carriage, is an instrument that has been adapted to
its uses by human labour. Such a farm, in England, commonly
contains fences, roads for economiaing the labour of conveyance,
and buildings for housing cattle and iustrumeuts, accumulating
manure, awl performing the first processes of manufacture on
the produce: awl further, in many cases, when it was originally
made, the lund had to be wholly or partially cleared of stones,
trees, excess of water, or other encumbrances. W'"hy, then,
should not the price paid for the usc of land thus prepared and
adapted depend upon the cost of such adaptation no less than
the price of any other durable product?

To this question Ricardo and others answer that so far as
tho utility of a farm is the result of labour, the price paid for
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the use of it shall 1(1 in strictness of economic language be
.counted profit or interest "; the term Rent being restricted to
the price paid for the use of the "original and indestructible
'<powers of the soil," or the 'yield obtained by the owner from
this source, where the owner is also the cultivator. There
appear, however, to be serious objections to this definition. III
the .!i0l. place, tho line that. it. indicates is one impossible to
draw vvith any exuctuess in concrete cases, n.t least in n country
that has long been cultivated; and, as Ricardo himself urges,
it is in such a oount.ry that rent is of most importance, To
make this clear, n. distinction has to be drawn between the
recurrent and the non-recurrent parts at' the expenditure of
labour in making a farm. The cost of maintaining the farm
when once made, by the repairs needed from time to time to
keep buildings, fences, drainage, &0. in good order can be
approximately ascertained; and so long as it is profitable to
cultivate the farm at all, its produce must yield at least interest
on this cost, as well as adequate employers' profits on the
movable capital employed on the land. nut this recurrent
cost is, on the whole, materially less than the total expenditure
that wonld now be required to bring the farm from its original
condition up to its present degree of utility ; only, as we cannot
restore the original condition, we have no means of estimating
definitely this non-recurrent expenditure.

This ...vill appear more clearly when it is considered that
we should have to include in such an estimate, besides the
labour spent on tho farm itself, a certain part of what has gone
to the making of the roads, canals and railways that connect it
with the markets of its produce, and with the places that supply
the materials and implements of its cultivation; since the
existence of these means of communication is generally neces
sary to the maintenance of the present value of the pro
duce of the land, and therefore to the maintenance of the
rent 2,

1 In England this price is hardly, if at all, more than ordinary interest,
with a slight allowance for risk; the landlord who spends the money requires
little or no remuneration for his trouble.

~ It is true, aF:l xnu argues (rr. xvi. § .':I) that the rout of a. farm tends primarily
to he reduced by the roads, &c, that connect with its markers other mom distant
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At the same time I do not doubt-s-in spite of tho difficulty
of obtaining exact infonuauon-i-that the Tent of land in England
is materially in excess of interest (at the present rate) on the
cost of bringing it from its original condition to its present
degree of efficiency for supplying its markets with agricultural
produce. The ranson for this I;; thnt there is no unused supply
of what WE' Inny call the 'raw material of farms,' viz. land in its
original condition, as good-taking both fertility and distance
from markets into account-as that of which most of our existing
£;1..1'1115 were made. There is a. good deal of land in Great Britain,
Hot less conveniently situated for supplying markets than much
of the lund actually under cultivation; but most of it is so infer
tile that its produce would not }lay ordinary profit on the capital
required to get out of it anything more than the game or meagre
pasture that it at prc~cnt affords. Similarly there is land in
CalliHh or the Tnitcd Stetes, not yd Imltlght under cult.ivat.ion,
as fertile as-or more fertile t.han-c-any luud in England; out
its distance places it under tho same dismlvantngc, for s11pplying
Englinll mu..rkets, as a lower degree of Jerfility would do. Hence
land in England, of any quality above the lowest, is at a scarcity
value; so that a portion of the rent paid for it is nndou btcdly
due not to the labour spent in fitting it for agricultural uses,
but to the appropriation uf the raw material to which snell
labour has been applied. It appears to me, however, misleading
to say t.hat this portion is a price paid for tho "original and in
dcstructiblc " qunli tics of the soil; since, so far as it depends on
situation, it is plainly due not to the original qualities 01' the
land hut to the development of tho human community inhabiting
it, and tho manner in which this community has disposed itself
O\-C1' the surface of the country.

farms; since these arc thus enabled to enter into competition with it and to
lower the prices of its produce. But though this is no doubt the immediate effect
of making snell roads, it is not, I conceive, likely to be the ultimate effect in this
case, any more than in the case of a.ny other kind of agricultural improvement:
since the increase of population und wealth in the country which these more
extended means of oommnuioation render possible, tends ultimately to raise the
price of the produce of the nearer farm to at least it s former height. And,
at any rate, the lahour spent on the rands that connect a farm "with its markets
must be admitted to have contributed to raise irs solfjng value and the rent
payable for it.
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But even if the historical doctrine implied in Ricardo's
definition were hue, and if the distinction it presents as funda
mental could be applied to eoncrete facts, it 'would still, I
conceive, be hardly relevant ill a discussion of the quantitativo
dctcrmiuatiou of rent, as un clomouf of the existing distribu
tion of produce. The market-price of a fa.rm-or of the use of
a farm-e-at any gi VOl time, does not depend in any wayan the
ult.itunte source. of its utility; its dctenuinatiou will be just the
same whether this utility results from the unturo of the soil, Of

the growth and distribution of human society, or from labour
spent with the view of producing it, or from labour ,employed
with other aims.

And even in determining the normal value or rent of such
a farm the question of origin only comes in hypothetically, just
because such value is raised by scarcity above the influence
of Cost of Production. On this ground, while udmiuing the
importnnco of recognising that ordinary agricultural rent
generally contains an clement that, is to be regarded as interest
on the present value of the results of labour previously ex
pended, and another element due to the appropriation of a
scarce raw material, it does IH,t seem to me desirable to follow
Ricardo in deviating from common usage so widely as to restrict
the term rent to the latter. AUtI for similar reasons I shall
not follow jjiU in separating from agricultural rent whatever
part of the price paid for the use of the farm is interest on
the recurrent expenditure on buildings, fences, s:«, necessary
to muintuin the fitness of the farm for agricullural uses; since
the capital thus invested from time Lo Limo is, under ordinary
circurustanccs, as little available for investment elsewhere as
the capital spent once for all. The owner of the farm cannot
avoid speudiug it, unless he wishes to sacrifice a large part of
the value of his land; the yield of this capital therefore does
not vary-as Mill seems to suggest-\vith the current rate or'
iutcrest; aud there seems 110 adequate reason for separating
it from the yield of the land in which the capital is invested,
when we nrc considering the laws determining normal rent
and interest at an,Y given time.

It is, iu fact, Oldy when we arc considering all altogether
.liffcrcnt point/ the tendency of the value (and rent) of land
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to increase as civilization progresses, that it becomes practically
important to analyse its utility into different clements, due
respectively to the different causes above-mentioned ;-ihongh
it should be observed that what we are chiefly concerned to
know with regard to any particular increase of rent is not
whether it is due to labour gonomlly, but whether it is due to
labour employed by the owner or occupier.

§ 2. Meanwhile in considering the competitive determina
tion of the rent of land, at any given time, in such a country
as England at the present time, we need not generally consider
the cost of preparing the land for agricultural and other uses,
but only the relation of the supply of prepared land of a
certain quality and situation to the demand. So far as this
demand is non-industrinl-c-Le. so far as land is used for purposes
of direct enjoyment and thus belongs to the class of things
before distinguished as 'durable consumers' wcalth.t-c-thoro IS not
much usc in attempting any minute analysis of the causes that
affect its value or rent. 'Ye have no simple formula for de
termining generally how much will be paid for the use of (e.g.)
a deer-forest. We can see that it depends partly on the amount
of actual and possible deer-forests, partly on the possibility of
making a profit out of such land in other "~rays, partly on the
number and wealth of the rich persons who wish to shoot deer _
and on the comparative utility of deer-stalking and other forms
of amusement, as estimated by these persons: but it is hardly
worth while to attempt to get further than this.

In the case, however, of land cultivated by farmers for a
profit, we can determine- normal rent as the surplus which the
price of its produce would be expected to afford to a farmer
of ordinary ability and industry, after subtracting the farmer's
'''ages of management, together with interest at the ordi
nary rate on the capital employed by him upon the land->
assuming, for simplicity's sake that the pToccsses by which
ouch produce is obtained do not materially affect tho utility
of the land, as an instrument of future production. If the
produce in question is of a special kind, of which the supply
is naturally limited) while the demand for it is stronc :

0'

every part of it may have a. value above what corresponds
to its cost of production (including interest on the landowner's
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capital that has to be from time 10 time reproduced), Of such
produce it. may be said .that the price of every portion yields a.

certain proportion of surplus to the owner: or-though the phrase
rather tends to confuse cause nucl effect-s-that "rent enters into
"Its price." BuL in the case of ordinary agriclIltural produce the
supply thu..t can lJC produced is practically unlimited; only, in
com:eqncne(: partly of differences in the fertility of land, partly
(as we have seen) of differences in its situation relatively to the
markets supplied with its produce, different portions of the latter
are supplied at different costs. In this case, if we assume (1)
that variations in fertility arc continuous, so that there is
no sudden transition from one grade of fertility to another,
as the variations in situation clearly are for the most part;
and (2) that there is some land in the couut.ry worth culti
vuting that pays no rent-e-which is upproximntely true of
portions of land actually let, along with otlicr land, to farmers
--\V8 may express the law or ordinary agricultural rent in the
' vell-known formula of Ricardo, and say that the :::--rormul Rent
lW)' acre of any piece is the surplus of the value of its produce
over the value of the net produce per acre of the least "advan
tageous land that it is profitable to cul tivatc j provided the
amount of capital employed is the same in both cases.

This lust proviso indicates an ambiguity in this formula
which has to be removed with some care. It is evident that
the surplus remaining, after providing interest 011 the farmer's
capital and remuneration for his labour, will vary with the
amount of capital employed. Ur to n. certain point, which
is liable to change with any chang-es either in the art of
agriculture, or in the demand for agricultural produce, the
more capital a man employs the greater! will be the net
produce pel' cent. of the capital employed : but after this
point. has been reached, tlie lavv' of diminishing returns
comes into operatic», and the net produce per cent, tends
to diminish as the total amount of capital employed in
creases. Xcw it is evident that in a. state of thoroughly
active and enlightened competition and abundant capital we

1 In using this: term of quantlty, I assume that amount of produce if!
measured hy ita value. < :'-IOHt producrivc ' is alterwards used with fl. similar
meaning.
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may assume that the amount of capital employed on any land
yielding rent would be at least sufficient lo make the net
produce pel' cent. a maximnm; for if it were not so, it would
be obviously profitable to leave the less productive land unculti
vated, and apply the capital thus set free in increasing that
employed on tho more productive. Hence if in any actual
t'IlSC tho more fertile land is not generally cultivated up to
the voi~lt at which the produce per ecnt. is greatest, it must
be either (1) from custom, or (~) from want of enlightenment,
or (:.l) because the Lest mode of cultivation requires amounts of
capita; under single managements, larger than average fanners
cnn provide themselves or procure by borrowing. Should these
causes operate, rent will actually tend to be determined not by
the surplus of the produce of the capital that. it would be most
profitable to employ, but by the surplus of the produce of
what all f\.Tcrnge farmer would employ.

EuL further, if, when the most productive land is cultivated
so that its HeL produce per ceut. of capital employed is greatest,
it is still profitable t,o employ capital less productively on other
land, it must also be profitable to cultivate the more productive
land ueyond the point at which tho law of diminishing returns
begins to operate; assuming, as we may for purposes of
general reasoning, that the diminution in returns is con-.
tinuous ; so that, at the point up to which the net produce
}Jer cent. increases, a small increment of capital would but
slightly diminish the uvcrugc net produce on the capital
employed. For obviously the extra capital employed on the
marc productive laTHI will still yield n larger net produce per
cent. thall capital employed loss productively on other Jand ;
hence it will be bad econOlf1Y to employ the latter a11<1 not
the former, and we may assume thnt it. ,... iIl not be done, if
competition be active and enlightened and capital abundant.
And obviously, again, the larger the amount of capital that
is thus employed the greater 'will be the surplus produce, and
the greater the rent.

Under these circumstances we may say that the last portion
of the capital employed pays no rent ; meaning that. the fanner
does not get, by employing i l., any additional surplus which
active competition would force him to rosigu to the landlord.
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And 'we may give the following formula-e-which is substnn
tially Ricardo's-i-for the competitive det.ermiuntiou of Rent
under the conditions snpposed : 'The rent of any unit of'
"land (supposed homogeneous. in quality) tends to be erFliva-'
L lunt t,o tho surplus amount of its average annual produce,
"when cultivated with a~ much capita! as ann 1)0 profitably
'applied to it, over the produce of all equal amount of capital
'applied to land, under the: least favourable circumstances
"under which it is profitable to apply it.' Tho capital snp
posed to be applied under the least Iuvouraulc circumstances
may be either. as Ricardo generally conceived it, capital
applied to the least fertile lauds ill cult.ivation ; or it may be
the additional capital applied to good land ill high fanning,
which it is just profitable to apply, though :'1 lower kind
of' farming would yiul(l a larger proportional return for tho
smaller capital it would require. And it should bo observed
that the proposition above stated is all immediate deduction
from the, hypothesis of perfect competition, taken together with
the fact that different portions of agricultural capital are un
equally productive from causes independent. of the variations
of SCfI.,::'OIlS au.l differences in the fanner's skill: and is in no
way necessarily connected with any theory as to tho origin of
tho different (logrces of' productiveness.

X or again, as we have already seen, is it necessarily cou
nected with the further proposiriou laid down by Hicardo,
that rent tends oontinunlly to increase with the growth of
the wealth awl population of a country. This proposition,
however. appea.rs to TIle uu.loubtcdly true when taken merely
(as Ricardo pnts it forward) ..B the statement of a tendency,
liable to be counteracted by improvcmcm.s in the art of agri
culture, or in the machinery for communication and convcy
nncc, or by any other cause that facilitates the introduction of
foreign supplies, and when limited to n· connt,ry" in which pOp1..l
lat.iou has reached a certain p0ilJt of density. In such a country
every increase of population increases the demand for agricnl
rural produce, without bringillg' 'with it a counterbalancing gain
in production through the increased facilities of cooperation
among tho denser populntion ; and therefore, so far as it goes,
it tcu.ls to raise pormancntly the price' of such pro-lur-e, since the
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demand can only be met by applying capital under less favour
able circumstances than before'. But how far rent, in any
particular country is likely to increase hereafter from tbis cause,
is a question which we can only answer by a conjectural fore
cast of tho future operation of several economic forces combined;
such as (1) the tendency of population to increase, in the country
in question and elsewhere, (2) the mobility of labour, and (:3)
the tendency of Invention to increase the produce obtainable
from a given area and to cheapen conyeyance; in which calcu
lation the last two clements at any rate must be taken as highly
uncertain.

§:1. Hitherto we have as-sumed that the value of the land is
not materially altered by the process of production, It may how
ever happen that by using the land in the way that is econo
mically most advantageous on the whole, the producer will
either improve or deteriorate it. No difficulty is thereby intro
duced in tho abstract determination of economic rent, where the
producer is also the owner; we have merely in calculating the
whole amount of produce to include the increment of value
added to the land, along with the value of the products
taken from it; and similarly to deduct from produce any
decrement due to deterioration. \\':'"hcn, however, the producer
does not own, but merely farms, the laud, this possibility of im
provemont and deterioration renders it a matter of some difficulty
to fra.me a rent-contract which shall gi ve the farmer adequate in
ducement to treat the land in the manuel' most economical on
the whole. To illustrate this difficulty let liS suppose first that

1 For clearness' sake it may he worth while to distiuzuisb by different names
the three distinct theories, relating to quite different subjects, which are
included in what is commonly known as Ricardo's doctrine of Rent. we might
call them respectively

(l) Historical 'J'beory as to the origin of Rent;
(2) Statical Theory of the actual determination of Bent;
(3) Dynamical Theory of the causes which continually tend to increase

Bmt.
The first of these we have seen reason to abandon, on the ground that

we have no means of separating from error the element of truth that it con
tains: the second is as incontrovertible as any part of pure economic theory can
be , the third is equally Incontrovertible, when regarded merely as the abstract
statement of a tendency: but when put Iorward as a prediction of ucteul ceo
nomic change it is merely an uncertain gcncrclization from experience.
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the improvement of the land is economically desirable. Here
we have to distinguish two different cases. (1) U the farmer.
while: using the land in the way most immediately profitable, at
the same time augments its: utility [LS an instrument of future
production, the matter may /be simply settled by allowillg the
incre-ment of value to he appropriated by the landlord; since.
in this case) such appropriation has 110 tendency to prevent the
improvement from being made" But (:2) if as is more ordi
narily tile case, the outlay required for the improvement will
110t be profitalile to the fanner, unless he secures tho whole, or
the main ]xtrt., of the gain resulting from the increased utility
of the lnud ; it will be his interest to leave the land unimproved
unless either he is bound under penalties to improve it, or this
gain is somehow secured to him. The former alternative can
hardly be made effectual without hampcriug the fanner's free
dom of action to an extent disa-Ivautageous to his industry.
Hence, in order that such improvements lllay he duly made, it
will he: needful that either C!) adequate compcn-at.ion he secured
to the farmer generally for whatever incrementof utility rnay
remain uuexhnusted when his tenure enrls ; or (:!) a lease be
given him-and continually renewed-of such length as always
to allow him adequate prospect of reaping the benefit of Iris im
provcments j or (:_~) each improvement be made the subject of
special agreement between farmer and lnndlord-c-which prac
tically requires the latter, or his agent, to take a certain share
in the mnuagemeut of the farm.

A somewhat similar problem is presented in the case where
the land is deteriorated by tho most economic usc of it. 'I'his
case but rarely occurs In agriculture I; but it is the ordinary con
dition of the mining industry, and of certain other branches of
production which take from the land products that are not re
newed 2. In such cases the total amount of the produce in question
that can be profitably taken from any particular piece of lund

I Land used for agriculture might doubtless often be deteriorated by trent
meut which, though uneconomic on t-he whole, would Increase its produce for
oue or two years. And there wO~11d seem to be some practical dill1cnlty in
framing a contract to 1)l"CVCllL lhis effectual!..r, without interfering dieadvun
tagecusly with the f,u'mcl"s freedom of uction-c-but it if> hardly within the scope
of the present chapter to discus:'! this difficulty adequately.

:-::inch:1'; ('i.:;.) Peruvian ~U!IiI", timber from nntnml torests, ,~:~.

S. E. 20
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is generally at least so far limited in prospect, that every portion
brought to market diminishes proportionally such possibilities
of future production as have a definite market value.'. The
problem, then, in letting land for the purposes of any such
industry is to frame a contract which shall render it not the
interest of the lessee to remove and sell an amount of such
products g'l'cnter than what it would he profitable for him to
bring to market if he wore also the owner. Xow if the land in
question is leased at a fixed rent, this coincidence of interests
will only occur under certain special conditions. Thus, if owing
to the state of competition in the industry the owner would be
unable to raise the price of his product materially by limiting
his supply, if he has no ground for inferring a rise of any im-.
portanco from the general prospects of supply and demand, and
if the cost of production does not become materially greater as
the amount, produced within any given time increases-it would
then be the owner's interest, to produce as much as possible,
provided that the priee of the product were sufficient. to pay at
least the working expen~es of production, including adequate
remuneration for the labour of management.; and under the
same circumstances it would be the interest of a lessee paying a
fixed rent to do the same. If, however, the owner would either
have reason to expect a rise in price, or be able to produce such
a rise by limiting his supply, either alone or in combination
with other producers; then it would obviously be expedient for
him not to produce beyond the point at which the probable rise
in price, present and prospective, would more than compensate
for the probable loss incurred by deferring production. TInt,
under these circumstances, it would not generally ho expedient for
a lessee to adopt the same limit of production; unless the period
of the lease were long enough to make it practically certain
that. the mine would be valueless before the end of it: since
otherwise, by stopping at any given point, the lessee would lose
the whole gain obtainable on t118 extra amount that might have
been produced, whereas the owner would Duly lose the interest

1 This is true even in the case of mines where the prospect of actual ex ,
baustton is too remote and indefinite to be cconomieully important; owing to
tbe prospective Increase in difficulty of extraction, at least ;'trier a certain amount
hue been taken.
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on this gain for a certain number of years. In the 8au1O way it
may 1e shown that if there is a certain amount that can be
produced within a given time by the most economic application
of labour and capital, whilc it is still possible to produce more
but at continually increa~ing cost, it would generally he ex
pedient lor a mere lessee to extend production beyond the limit,
which it would be expedient lor an owner to adopt. III either
of these latter cases it seems impossible. without more foresight
of the conditions of the market than can he hoped for, to frame
a rent-contract which will have the effect of making it always
most profitable for the lessee to treat the laud in question in
the manuel' most profitable to the owner: but a. rough recon
ciliation of the divergent. interests is attained by the ordinary
practice of making the lessee pay-either with or without a
fixed annual payment-a certain 'roya.1ty'; that is a sum pro
portioned either to the amount of material extracted, or-which
is the more suitable arrangement-to the price obtained for it.

It may be observed that. a rich mine affords one of the most
striking instances that can be fouud of wealth of which the value
is due not to labour-or at least not to labour spent on the
valuable thing itself-out merely to its scarcity and utility;
since the land containing such a mille rises to a price far ex
ceeding that of agricultural land, as soon as the existence of its
contents is known, before the application of any part of the
labour that will ultimately be needed to extract them. Another
case where the element of labour is practically absent is that of
ground employed for dwelling houses in towns ; the high rent
of which is entirely due to tho utility attaching to such ground
from its situation.

§ 4. There are various other uses to which land-including
the permanent results of labour applied to land-s-may be turned
so as to yield the owner a surplus which might be classed as
economic rent. Thus a railroad favourably situated or cheaply
constructed is, no less than a farm, an instrument of which
land in its preexisting condition may be regarded as raw
material; by ineuns of which the commodity of conveyance
between certain places is produced and sold a.t a price that
yields its owners considerably more than ordinary interest. on
the cost of making the railway (including the purchase-money

20-2
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of the land): because it is either not possible owing to legal
obstacles or otherwise to construct an equally effective instru
ment for the same uses, or at any rate such a construction
would be too costly to be profitable. A similar exemption from
the ordinary effects of competition is enjoyed by certain other
portions of industrial capital, such as the capital of water
companies and gas companies; whose dividends an: in con
sequence considerably higher thau current interest on the
original outlay. So, again, the immaterial results of the labour
of Invention, protected from imitation by patents, frequently
yield a similar surplus. Evon when the extra profit obtained
by using the patent does not amount to more than a fair interest
on the value of the labour and materials expended before the
invention was perfected; still, as the intellectual result when
once achieved does not require renewal, such extra yield is in
any particular case determined-like economic rent-e-without any
relation to the value of the inventor's labour. And if it is still
possible for persons excluded from the udvautngc of the patent
to use profitably inferior processes of production, the extra yield
obtainable by those who use the patent will be determined in a
manuel' exactly analogous to ordinary agricultural reut.

So, again, the extra profit obtained by the Goodwill or
Counexion, which gives firms of long standing an advantage in
the competition for business, is often very analogous to rent; for
though it may broadly be regarded as interest on the cost in labour
and outlay incurred without adequate immediate return, during
the earlier years of the business; still it is often mainly due to
a favourable concurrence of social conditions, and when once
acquired it tends to maintain itself by the mere »is inertias of
habit, without any extra exertion of skiU or energy on the part
of those who enjoy the advantage.

In many cases, however, it is difficult to separate the extra
yield obtained merely by such established eonnexion from that
which is due to general belief in the excellence of the cotn
modities furnished by the firm in question; and so far as this
belief is really founded on the skilful conduct of the business,
the additional income obtained hy it-whatever may he its
ultimate Analysis-will be more naturally discussed under the
head of Wages.



CHAP1'EH VIII.

GE:XEHAL WAGES.

§ 1. \VE HOW approach the part of our subject 'which,
ospecinlly in recent years, has both excited the keenest prae
tical interest and given rise to the most perplexing theoretical L.

c(,ulrorel'f::y-thc competitive determination of the \'lages of
labour. Lt seems to me most convenient-as it is not unusual
-to separate the investigation into two parts; to commence
first by <1:o::king how the amount,' of General or Average Wages is
determined; and then to proceed to seck an explanation of the
ditfereuces of wages in different employments. This course is
further recommended by the fact that the first of these ques
tions. taken separately from the second, is the one on which
English political economists hnvc best-owed most attention 2.

In the first chapter of this book I proposed to extend tho
u-nn Wages so as to include the remuneration of all kinds of
labour, and T shall ultimately adopt this more extended defini
tion of the term. But since other economists geuerully denote
by < wages' (when used without qualificunon ) the remuneration
of labour hired by employers, it seems convenient to adopt this

1 It should be observed that this is not the same thing as asking what
l'rDpoi'/iolt of the total produce is allotted as wages. My reason for taking the
queseion as stated in the text will appear later on.

2 The reader should bear in mind that throughout both pads of this Investt,
pat ion Competition is understood to exclude Combination, whether of employed
labourers or employers. In a r.uhsoqncnt chapter (ch. x.) I shall consldcr to
what extent this competitive distribution is liable to be abrogated or modified in
r-ousequeuce of the action of ... uch combinations with the view of raising or
l,!\\rriug: \'I:a,::O:"-.
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meaning in the critical discussion which will occupy the first
part of this chapter'.

\Va may begin this discussion by notlclllg one way of
dealing with tho question of wages which ycry naturally and
obviously suggests itself to the mind of reflective persons, and
is therefore liable M mix itself more or less unconsciously with
any other theory that they may adopt" unless it is openly and
dearly expressed and discussed. I moan tho viow in which
labourers are considered as productive instruments requiring a
certain quantum of food, clothing, lodging, &0.) to keep them
in the most efficient condition from birth to death ; and this
quantum, whatever it may be, including whatever is similarly
required to maintain the wives and mothers of labourers, ]S

regarded as their normal share of the social produce. That
this is the share that they ought to receive in an ideal state
of society is an ethical proposition which rnay, perhaps, be
plausibly maintained; but it is easy to show that there is

:>10

] It should be observed that ~.fill, in the chapter [Book II. chap. xi.] in which
he heats of ,; the cause" which determine or influence the wages of labour
.. generally," expressly proceeds" as if there were no oilier kind of labour than
"common unskilled labour, of the average degree of hnrdnoss and disagreeable
'<ness." But I am not sure that he quite realises how widely this hypothetical
procedure diverges £1'0111 the actual facts, in such a country as England-in 18(i7
1ILl' Dudley Baxter estimated the persons engaged in '<agriculture and unskilled
"labour" in England as little more than a third of the whole class of manual
labourers (2,l:l13,OlJO out of 7,78,).000), and their net annual earnings as C011

Fidcl':l.!ll;r less than 1\ third of tbc aggregate earnings of mauunl labourers
pO,I);)fLOOO out of 254,72\1,UOO). At any rate I think that in the course of
llis discussion the very hypothetical ehametcr 01' the assumption on which he
is proceeding, rather drop" out, of his own mind, and is certainly liable to drop
out of his l"cU'lcr's mind. Thus I obsorvo thut, when he passes (in chap, xiv.]
to treat of the difference of wage" in different employments, he speaks of his
previous discussion aa having been concerned with the" lnws which govern the

"remuneration of ordinary or fiyemge labour," without any notice of the great
difference between the average remuneration of labour generally, and the
average remuneration of unskilled labour. I observe too that in the cbapter
in Prof. Fawcett's Manual (TIk. rr, oh. iv.}. the doctrine of which is mainly
derived from Mill, the treatment of the ,; average rate of wages" makes no
reference to Mill's expressly hypothetical procedure, but refers apparently to
the average of actual wages, Aud since it seems best to devlnte as little na POR
sible Irciu actual faots in the assumptions on which our reasoning proceeds, I
shall mean, at first, by general wages the avcrugo remuneration of all the hired
labour that is actually supplied ill U modern elvjflsed community; afterwards,
in § ;', extending the term to include all remuneration of labour.
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no necessary tendency in a system of free competition to
give them just this share and no more. For if the labourer
can produce more wealth than he and his family require for
necessary consumption, he Inay obviously, being a free agent,
keep and eojoy the remainder; and \YC must. assume that
he will do this if he cnn. It is hue Ihnt in such a, country
as England, labourers without any capital could not produce
enough to keep themselves alive; still, as capital could not any
more be used without labourers, if the combinat.ion of the two
produces both more than is necessary to keep the labourers in
efficient couditiou (and also more than is necessary to induce
the owners of wealth to keep up capital, to the extent required
to make labour thus productive), there is no general reason 'why
the labourer should not by free contract secure a share of this
extra produce.

.:\01' call. it. even be maiutaiued that at any rate the food,
clothing, &e., llece::)::)ary to keep the labourer in the most,
eiIicient condition will give us a. '1n£n£mwn below which the
self-interest of employers) if duly enlightened, will not sutler
wages to fall. This \VOU ld no doubt be true if the present
labourers alone were concerned and if the employer could
actually feed, clothe and shelter his labourers just as he
feeds) covers and shelters his horses. But when we consider
the labourer as a free and independent citizen, and also as the
father of a family, spending at his own discretion a consi
dcrablc portion of his wages in roaring :1 future generation
of labourers, the case is altered. Suppose that the employer
knows that his labourer is under-fed and that half-a-crown a
week, spent on nourishing food aucl warm clothing, would
result in more than half-a-crown's worth of extra value in the
produce of his week's labour. It does not follow that it is
his interest to gi vc him the extra half-crown : for in the first
place the labourer may spend a large portion of it in alcoholic
liquors, &c., which will impair rather than increase his efficiency;
aud secondly he may spend a large portion of it in providing
better food and clothing fur his family; 'which though it may
be amply repaid to society in tlie additional efficiency of the
future labourers whom he is rearing. will not necessarily afford
any pecuniary advantage to the employer who may have no
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means of securing to himself any of the value of this future
efficiency.

Hence it is only under special circumstauces-c-i. e. if the
employer has adequate empirical grounds for believing that the
higher ' v·f1ges will actually be spent, in increasing the efficiency
of labourers 'whom he will himself employt--that his self
interest alone can he relied on to secure such provision for
the labourer as would make the excess of his produce over his
consumption a maximum.

§ 2. The view just discussed has not, so far as I know,
eyer been adopted by professed political economists. In fact,
until recently, these latter, instead of making the efficiency of
labour n prominent element in the theoretical determination (If
gt.:1ieral wages, have maintained a doctrine "which appears to
leave it altogether out of account. This is the doctrine cur
rcutly known as the Wazes-Fund Theory; 'which ill lB()!J WIl;-;

v prcsumed " by John Stuart. .i\Iill to be "found in every ~J5

"lelllfttie tu-atisc on Political Economy,') and which remains
unrctracte.l and unmodified ill the latest edition of his own
treatise. The theory is stated by Mill in an essay, in which
its inadequacy is admitted, as fallows.

"There is supposed to be at any given instant a sum of
"wealth which is unconditionally devoted to the pa')'ment
"of wnges. This sum is Hot regarded as uualtereblo, for it
., is augmented by saving and increases with tho progress of
.( wealth j but it is reasoned upon as at auy given moment a
" predetermiued arnounL 310re Ulan that amount it is assumed
,; that the 'wages-receiving class cannot possibly divide among
"them; that amount and no less they cannot but obtain. So
" that the sum to be divided being fixed, the wages of each
"depend solely on the divisor, the number of participants';"

On this view, then, if we say-as those who adopt this

I It is to be hoped that many employers, in modern civilised societies, would
incur the extra expenditure in the case supposed, even if the chance of securing
to themselves a remunerative share of the resulting addition to the wealth of
the community did not seem quite worth purchasing at the price, on strict
celculntiona of probable gain and loss. But our deductive reasonings are con- .
cerned primarily with the' economic man.'.c-who, though he may be allowed to
La philanthropic, must be assumed not to mix philanthropy with business.

~ Mill, Di,<.,. I,. p. 4~, in a review of Thornton 011 Labour.
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theory commonly de say-that wages are detcnuiucd by the
relation between the supply of labour and the demand for it, it
must be observed that the term "demand OJ must receive a.
signification different from that which was given to it in the
Theory of the Value of Xlnterial Products: since a. rise in
the deinuud for labour will not correspond to any change in the
goncrnl estimate of the fiuul utility of the commodity demanded.
but merely to an increase in the funds devoted to the purchase
of labour, determined without. any regard to the utility of the
labour. And wages being thus determined, the determination
(If general profits is similarly simplificd : profits in the aggre
gfltc are simply the excess of what the productive labourers
produce over what is required to replace their wages. And
thus, as was before remarked, the theory of Distribution comes
to he treated by "Thrill and his followers as though it had but
~lig!Jt anal<lgy to the theory of the Exchange Value of products.

The discussion in the 1'1't2.ce(lillg chapters will already have
shown the reader that T do not adopt this method of treatment.
But the \\~ages-Fund theory has been so widely accept-ell, and
by writers of so much authority 1, that it seems desirable to
examine it, carefully, and try to fix as precisely as possible the
nature and source of the error that, in my opinion, it contains.

In the first place, however, some care is needed to get the
doctrine itself quite clear; as the language in which it is ex
pounded by :M.ill in his treatise is certainly liable to be mis
1111(1(:I'i5tood; and has, in fact. exposed him to the charge of
presenting an aritlnnetical truism as an economic law", III the
pas:,::age (B. II. e. xi, P: 1) in which he first speaks of the wcges
fund he seems rather to describe the clements of which the
whole sum paid in ,vages is composed, than to state the law
hy which the total is determined. "What may be called
"Lhe wages-fund of a country," he says, is made up of I< that,
I, part of the circulating capital" of the country" which is
"expended in the direct purchase of labour," together with all

1 Ai; I have noticed, Mill himself partially renounced this theory (in the
review before quoted). His leading disciples however, declined to follow him
in this renunciation. Sec Cairnes, Some I.ending Pvincipte» of l'otiticot Economy,
Pt. 11, e. I. ; and compare Fawcett. JI'lll'llJl o/r!.!lirical E(·owml:l. Pt. II. c. IV.

~ cr. Cairnes, I()~. rit.
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other funds that arc paid in exchange of labour. But obviously,
if we knew no more of the wages-fund than that it is a total
thus heterogeneously composed, the statement that" the general
"rato of wages cannot rise but by an increase of the aggregate
"funds employed. in hiring labourers or a diminution in the
"Humber of the competitors for hire" w0111d he as unimportant
as it is undcniablo ; it would be merely :-mying that a quotient
can only be made larger by increasing the dividend or diminish
ing the divisor.

\Vhat Mill, however, was really concerned to assert was
something much more important than this elementary arith
metical proposition. He meant that, since the great majority
of the 'wage-earning class are labourers hired by employers for a
profit, the amount of wealth devoted to the payment of wages is
mainly determined by the cclaw of increase of capital," that is,
by saving. It "vas of course always recognized, by himself and
his followers, that, strictly speaking, the "capital.' of which the
increase is important to the labourer is H only circulating
"capital and Hot eveu the 'whole of that, but the part which
"is expended in the direct purchase of labour." Notwith
standing this, it was thought a sufficient approximation to the
truth to say for shortness that «wages depend on the proportion
"bet.\yeen population and capital:' ::\lill certainly warns his
readers that this is an "elliptical not a literal statement": but
this and equivalent phrases are used without qualification in the
popular manual of oue of his most distinguished disciples. "It
"has been shown," SflyS 1[r Fawcett ', <I tha.t capital is the fund
"from which lahonr is reunmcratod. It thus becomes obvious
"that wages in the aggregate depend upon the ratio between
"capital and population _.. cyery law concerning wages must be
ccdeduced from the fundamental conception of a ratio between
f( capital and population ... if the number of the labouring
"population remain stationary wages cannot rise, unless capital
« is increased." From these premises the immediate and ob
vious inference is that the only two ways of increasing each
labourer's share of the annual produce are either (1) to add to
capital by saving, or (2) to decrease the number of labourers.*:1. Now J am not prepared to dispute the efficacy either of

I .l[an1wl of PoTilical EClillomy, Book II. c. rv.
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increased saving or of decreased population, for the attainment
of the desired end of increasing the average rate of wages in
England at the present time. But the abstract doctrine from
which these practical conclusions are deduced appears to me to be
based upun a wrOll.g' conception of the nature of the need which
Inhom-ers have of capital; and in (;onsequeuce to concentrate
attention too exclusively Oil the ubove-rnentioued expedients
for rflisillg \vages. I shall endeavour to ::;11I)w this first without
rejecting the received view, according to which a. portion of the
capital of the country is conceived, while remaiuiug capital, to
constitute the fund that is paid in wages of productive labour;
though, as I shall afterwards explain, I cannot but regard this
view as inconsistent and confusing.

To begin; it is obvious that any theory, in stating which
it is deemed legitimate to use the general term' capital' to
stand for the portion that is paid in wages, treats the ratio
i41 which any given amount of savings may be expected
to be divided between wages-fund and other capital as some
thing that may he left undetermined. K ow tho theoretical
incompleteness of this treatment can hardly be donied; but to
make clear the practical importance of the point thus passed
over, it will be well to consider how large a proportion of the
actual capital of this country, in any yenr) exists in some other
for-m than that of real wagC's of the labourer. "Te shall over
stnte the annual income of the wage-earners by taking it at
400 millions: and wo shall much understate the value of tho
other capital of tho employers of these wacc-eamers if we take
it at :2000 millions; LuL iL is quite sufficient for my argument
to assume that tho proportion of other capital t.o wages-fund
is as 5 to 1. Suppose now that in a year l~O millions are
saved and added to the existing capital. In what proportion
are we to suppose this to be divided i Xlill seems to have
tacitly assumed that it would be approximately in the same
proportion of [) : 1; i.e. that out of the 120 millions saved
about 20 millions would be added to the wages-fund and about
100 millions to other capital: so that there would be about
100 millions more of improvements in land, machines and
other instruments, aud raw and auxiliary materials. Hut then
we are met. by this difficulty. If the number (If machines, &c.
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are increased, must not the number of labourers employed
upon them be increased in the same ratio? bnt on the other
hand, if the number of labourers arc increased in the same
ratio, there will be no increase in the fate of wages, unless the
progress of industry has increased produce in a greater pro
portion than the increase of capital, which Mill certainly does
Hot assume-and in fact, as we have seen, Mill's chief recom
meudatiou ttl the labourer 1S to avoid increasing in tho same
ratio as capital. Suppose that the labourers carry out this
recommendation so effectually as not to increase at all, what
will 1J8 the rcsult ? Will the former proportion of what I will,
for brevity's Fake, call' Xon-wages capital' to 'wages-capital'
be still maintaincd ! The answer that Cairnes, in his develop
ment of :Jlill's doctrine, gives to this question is rather startling.
He assumes" that the proportion that non-wages capital bears to
labour is determined by the nature of the national industries,
so as 110t to vary with the rate of wages, H would seem to
follow frc..m this that, supposing capital to be increased by 120
millions aud labour not at all; the whole of the 120 millions
would be added to the wages-fund. But then unless the
labourers became personally more efficient in consequence
which Cairnes docs not assumc-s-thcro would be no increase in
the annual produce, awl therefore the whole increase in the
wages-fund would according to this theory be taken out of profits
within the year after the rise. Xow, though I do not consider
saving to depend so entirely on tho prospect of profit as Mill
and other economists, still 1 cannot doubt that a reduction of
profits by an amount equivalent to the whole amount saved
would very soon bring accumulation to a stop; hence the con
elusion from Cairnes' assumptions would seem to be that under
no circumstances can capital increase to any considerable extent
unless the numbel' of labourers increases also.

In view of this paradoxical result I scarcely think that
Cairnes. would have maintained the arbitrary hypothesis from
which I have inferred it. He would hardly, on consideration,
lmvo refused" to admit the general assumption made in the

1 Some Let/dill!! rrinc;ple~! Part n. c. 1. § $,

u Cairnes nrtcrwards recognises (l. c. § 9') that the" industrial development
" r)f a progressive commnnitv follows a well-defined course," according to which
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last chapter but Due, that, given the extent of the industrial
demand tor capital, the amount that may be profitably employed
in aid of labour will not be a fixed quantity : bnt will tend to
be greater or less as the rate of interest falls or rises. It follows
that if we :-mpposo an increase to take place in the proportion
of total capital to number of labourers, other things remaining
unchanged, ill consequence of which the rate of \\ages begins
to rise and tho rate of interest to fall, we must also suppose, as
a concomitant effect, an increase in the proportion of non-wages
or 'auxiliary J capital to labour. And again, from this increase
in the aid rendered by capital to labour, we must further infer
an increase in the average productiveness of labour, and there
fore in the annual produce, Hence the increase in the wagcs
fund that accompanies the increase in the l}()ll-wagcs capital
will not be taken entirely, nor perhaps even chiefly, out of the
shares of other members of tho conuuuuity; and therefore the
accumulation of cnpitnl may still go OIl, though at a somewhat
decreused rate. Say, further, wl«,u we are considering the
matter from a purely abstract point of view, and not in relation
to the special circumstances of a crowded country like England,
we must not exclude the possibility that new investments may
tend on the average to enlarge the field of profitable employ
ment for capital in SOIne ways as much as they contract it in
others j so that, in fact, the increase of capital may increase the
efficiency of labour in as great a degree as it increases the
\\'.'l.~·L's-fuIlJ; and thus HOt. cause twy penua.nent full in the- rate
of interest '.

If this reasoning he sound, it is manifest that we cannot
regard the rate of wageR US determined merely h,Y taking the
" ratio between capital nnd population;" since this alone helps

"it constant growth of the natiouel capital is accompanied with a nearly
"equally constant decline in the proportion of this capital which goes to suppor-t
«jabour." Hut be treats this change ail "the inevitable consequence of the
vprogress of the industrial arts"; he does not anywhere recognise that thc
mere increase of capital through saving must haw a ceituin tendency to
produce this result, independently of all}' change in the arts of industry.

1 In this case the limit for enrh employer of the amount of capital employed
would be detCl'minp,d not by decrease in prospective profit, but by increase
ill disndvnn mges of borrowing.
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us but Elide towards ascertaining the ratio between wages-fund
and population.

§ 4. Bnt, as was before said, I am myself unable to adopt
the view that wages are normally paid out of capital at all.
It is no doubt true that a certain port.ion of capital is always
-to use Bagehot's term-Remuneratory and not Auxiliary
in its nat.urc : that is, it docs »ot consist of instruments that
make labour more eflicieut, hut of finished products, destined
for the consumption of labourers and others. This part of
capital continually becomes real wages (as well as real profits,
interest and rent) being purchased by the labourer with the
In-oney wages he receives from time to time. But it does not
seem to me therefore correct to regard the real wages as capital
,( advanced P by the employer to the labourer. The transaction
between the two is essentially a purchase, not a loan. The
employer purchases tho result of a week's labour, which thereby
becomes a part of his capit.al , and may be conceived-if we
omit. for simplicity's sake the rnediutn of exchange-to give
the labourer in return some of the finished product of his
industry. Wheu this transaction is complete a portion of
the capital of the country has undergone one of the trans
formations through which capital is continually passing; and
exists now in the form of the results of a week's labour, having
previously existed in the form of finished but unsold products;
while by the same transaction the labourer has obtained a share
of tho produce of industry in return for his labour. This seems
to be the only clear and consistent view that can be taken of tho
payment of wages, according to the line before drawn between
(i capital" and" produce ": which line, again, appeared to be the
only one by which we could make precise the meaning commonly
attached to the two terms. Economists who have not adopted
this ViC1Y are liable to fluctuate confusingly between two u n
reconciled conceptions of wages; at one time speaking of them
as <I paid out of capital;' whilst at another time calling them
the labourers' <I share of the annual produce of labour and
«capital," and implying in this and other phrases that (I capital "
aIHI " produce" are two distinct portions of wealth, This con
fusion seems to be beet avoided hy considering the, assistance to
production rendered hy lahour-c-whatever form it may take-
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as constituting the real capital of the employer w110 purchases
it; and the commodities that- continually pass into the con
sumption of the labourers as their share of the produce.

To put the matter briefly, n remuneratory capital n does not
remunerate while it remains capital. The products consllme~

by the labourers so long us they are capital, are a part of tho
stock of traders; when they have passed into the labourer's
possession, in return for the results of his labour, they con
stitute his share of the produce-and if, as we have seen, they
may in a certain sense be regarded as capital after that, they are
merely l consumers' capital' of the labourer. Thus we should
not regard each addition to the total stock of capital in the
country as containing an addition to the wages-fund; but only
as tending to increase wages indirectly so far as it (1) increases
aggregate produce by supplying industry with additional in
struments, and (2) increases the labourers' share of produce, in
consequence of the lower rate of interest obtained on the in
creased snpply of capital.

The adoption of the other view proceeds-c-like so many
other economic errors-from a one-sided attention to the more
obvious and striking results of investing capital. It is of course
true that when a new investment of capital is made, a large
portion of the mouey employed is generally paid in ...vages to
labourers; and the inference is natural, that if it were not for
this investment, the labourers in question would not be rc
ccivlllg' wages during the period in which tho process of in
vestment is going OIl. But the inference is mistakeu ; for we
must assume, speaking broadly and generally, that the labourers
if 110t employed in this way, would be earning a share of the
produce-though a somewhat smaller share-in some other
work. It is possible indeed that some of them would have been
idle; and no doubt the suoden cessation or depression of any
particular branch of industry ...vould throw many labourers out
of work; so that, under certain circumstances, the withdrawal of
a given amount of capital might conceivably involve a diminu
tion in the real wages of the employed not. much less ill extent.
But this result is very cxcoptional : ann, so far as it occurs,
the loss 1I1U,') caused to the labourers should be regarded as a
transient result of the disorgtmisation of industry. not a per-
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manent consequence of the diminution in the amount of capital.
Speaking generally, there is no reason for snpposing that a
larger percentage of labourer!'> will, on the average, be unem
ployed in a community with small capital than in one with
large; only in the former their labour will tend to he ceteris
paribus less productive, and their command over the necessaries
and conveniences of life will generally be less iii consequence '.

§ l). IIo"\\' then is tho share of the produce that, during a
normal period, falls to labour, competitively determined? if a
mere consideration of the numerical rat-in between amount of
capital and number of labourers does not help us to determine
It. In answering this question I follow, n.s was before said, the
common practice of economists in investigating first the genera.l
or (uerage share that falls to labourers taken in the aggregate.
But in one important point. I propose to deviate from the com
mon practice, in COmpall), with one or two recent writers, and
include in the notion of the labour that curus ·wages all rc
numerated employment of time and energies; and therefore
the exertions, iutallectual and muscular, of the employer _flO

less than those of the employed. The reasons why this course
is not commonly adopter} by English economists seem to be
twofold j first, the remuneration of the employer's exertions,
so far as lie employs his own capital, is actually received hy
him blended in one lump with the returns to his capital) and
can only be artificially distinguished from it by economic

I Agniu, it. i" of course true that if wag-e" rise the capitalist employers have
to spend a huger sum in purchasing the results of n given amount of Iebour:
but then since t,heile results have, by suppo-uion. I'i"cn in mnrbct value, their
capital (estimated at its market value) is correspondingly increased, That thus
tbc capitalists' wealth is not decreased, while the labourers' is increased, by a
simple exchange of equivalents, is certainly a paradoxical result ; hut J have
already noticed that this paradox is an inevitable consequence of measuring
Producers' and Consumers' wealth together by a common seaudard. In fact the
capitalists' increase of nominal wealth is greater than hag just been indicated;
since the)' will obtain an equal rise ill. value on all similar results of labour
which the)' havo previously purcbesed, so far as their value depends on the coat
of reproduction. No doubt, if the labour grown dearer is not really more
efficient, their nominally increased capital may not bring them in any more
Income. lint this result will not surprise us when we reflect that, if the labour
grown dearer is not more productive, the rise in wages must involve a fall in
interest; and it is implied in the very notion of a fall iu interest that a larg-er
amount 01 capital is required to brill!; in a given income.
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analysis ; and secondly it is the employer's share that in 01"

dinarv thoucht is most obviously contrasted with that of the"e. ,,'
employed, as tending to rise when the latter falls and 'trice cersd.
As regards this second point) it cannot he denied that the
interests of employers arc ;::0 far opposed to those of their em
ployces, that an increase duo to corbin causes in the share of
either dU3S tends to be accompanied by a decrease in the
share of the other. But this in no way places the Iormer class
in all exceptional position: since similar oppositions are con
tinually liable to occur between the pecuniary interests of dif
ferent gronps of employed workers. :XOI', again, is there any
prima, focie ground for assuming that the rate of employer's
remuneration and the price paid for the use of capital are
governed by the same luws ; and there is certainly more
affinity between the return a man gets by working in aile
way and the return he gets hy working in some other way,
thuu there is between remuneration for work of any kind.
und the gains obtained through the mere ownership of the
wealth used in industry. Indeed the rnaHager of a joint-stock
company) or even of a private industrial establishment, docs
chiefly tile same kind of work as Dlany employing capitalists;
and if, as is very likely, he hus capital invested somewhere else,
he is practically induced to remain a manager, instead of setting
np 011 his own account, by the consideration that he will be
better remunerated for his labour in the former position than
in t ho latter.

It may be urged, however, that the ascertainment of the
nrnouu t of aggregate or <lver:tge wages, in which we lump
together the earnings of employers and employed, will not really
answer any question of practical interest; for what both labourers
and employers arc concerned. to know is the amount of remunera
tion that the two classes respectively may look for, not the
amount of produce that is somehow to he divided among them.
But here again we may rejoin that any particular labourer is
only concerned with the average wages of the whole aggregate
of hired labourers in a very indirect. way; RO far, that is, as
changes in this average rate may bo expected to extend their
effects to the purticulur branch of industry to which he belongs.
AmI ill the same way he is indirectly concerned, in only a

s. E. 21
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slightly additional degree of remoteness, with the remuneration
of the aggregate labour of the society of which he is a member.

The chief advantage of presenting first this more general
question is that it brings into prominence an element in the
wages-problem which the discussion of particular wages is apt
to leave in the background. 'Yhcn we are considering variations
in the wages of this or that group of labourers we commonly
assume, as it is convenient to do, that the real contribution of
these labourers to the whole produce of the community is given,
and that what we arc concerned to investigate is merely the
variation in the amount of the equivalent that society is willing
to giye them for this contribution. But when we arc con
sidering the reward of labour in the aggregate, it is obvious
that it tends to be increased, ceteris paribus, by any cause that
tends to make labour more efficient.

In fact, in tho determination of Interest and Rent, as ex
pounded in the two previous chapters, we have by implication
'indicated how general wages are determined; so far as the
supply of labourers is assumed to be given. For what remains
after subtracting tho aggregate price paid for the use of capital
(including landj-c-whethcr this be ordinary interest, or extra
payment due to any kind of monopoly or scarcity-c-is obviously
the share of labour in the aggregate. As I have already said, I
agree with English economists generally in holding that, in such
a country as England, this share tends to bear a smaller pro
portion to tho total number of labourers as that number
increases; supposing other things, including the amount of
capital used ill their aggregate industry, to remain the same.
nut I should state the reasons for this conclusion quite'differ
ently from those who adopt the "wages~funJ" doctrine, and
determine ,vages simply by tho arithmetical ratio between capital
and population. In my view this result is due to the fact that
if labourers increase in number, capital remaining stationary,
the industrial demand for the aid of capital will tend to rise,
and therefore the portion of the total produce paid for the use of
a given amount of capital will tend to be greater; at the same
lime the proportion of total produce to the number of labourers
will tend to he less, as the loss of efficiency of the capital-aided
labour, due to the diminished returns from land, is likely to be
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greater than the gain in efficiency from the increased advantages
of cooperation \ while, again, tho owners of land and any other
employers whose capital is partially exempted from competition,
are likely to absorb a considerable share of this latter gain.
Ou this. latter ground, again, even if capital increases pari
lJa.sSU with labour, the reward of labour will tend to de
crease ill such a country as Engl:m(l, as its quantity increases;
unless some improvement takes place, through invention or
otherwise, in the average efficiency of the capital-aided labour.
On the other hand any such improvement is on the whole
likely to increase the labourers' share of the produce ; though it
should be observed that different kinds of improvement operate
in very different modes and degrees to bring about this result.
Improvements in the physical, moral, or intellectual qualities of -
labourers tend primarily to increase the share of the produce
that falls to labour, leaving t lie share of capital unaltered; and
the same is true of all inventions that economize the labour
nccm;;sary to produce a givcu result of utility-c-whether they
are discoveries of new proccsscs in industry or new lines of
trade-s-provided that they do not require the use of an in
creased amount of capital. The great majority of inventions,
however, do require additional capital; and in this case it is
possible that nearly the whole gain of the invention may
become an addition to the share of the capitalist; it is even
conceivable that, owing to the rise in the rate of interest due to
the keener demand for capital, tho owners of capital gcncr.nJly
Inay obtain an addition to their share exceedinq the whole extra
produce due to the invention. In this ,,~ay we reach the con
clusion that the introduction of machinery, though profitable to
the community taken as a. whole, may conceivably, in a state of
free competition, be temporarily injurious to the interests of all
members of the community who are not owners of capital.
This conclusion however has little practical application; most
important inventions, while increasing the field of employment
fOT capital, have at the same time effected a saving of expense
to the community much greater than the addition they have
caused to the capitalists' share of the prod nee. Still the essential

1 On account of this loss through crowding it is of course possible that
interest nHQ' not rise even though the average remuneration of labour falla,

21- 2
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difference, from the labourers' point of view, between inventions
that merely economize labour without requiring extra capital,
and those that enlarge the field of employment for capital,
should be carefully uoted.

§ G. Since, however, variations in the number of labourers
within a given country tend to ha\'c-on whatever ground
important. effects not, only on the average produce per head of
the industry of the country, but also on the proportion in which
the produce is shared between labour and capital; it is neces
sary, in order to complete our view of the determination of
general 'wag€s, to take into account the extent to which the
supply of labour is itself affected by its remuneration, and
examine the reaction on the price of labour of this influence
exercised by price on supply. As we have before observed, the
quantity of labour in a community rnay vary independently of
~lllY variations ill the aggregate of its population, from changes
either in the proportion of workers to non-workers, or in the num
ber of hours devoted to work in the year. Such changes actually
occur to an extcut not uuiinport.ant, awl are often at least partly
LIne to variations in wages : but I do not think that we can say
generally that a rise or fall in the price of labour has a definite
uniform tendency to increase or dimiuish the quantity of labour
supplied Ly a fixed quantity of population. \\'e will accord
ingly confine our consideration primarily to the influence of high
or low wages on the increase or decrease of population in the
aggregate; only taking note of the effect on the proportion of
workers to non-workers, so far as this is inseparable from the
effect on aggregate) population. \Yc will further snppose, in the
first, instance, that changes in tho remuneration of labour do not
materially tend to affect its efficiency.

\Ye may begin by noticing an important case in which the
action of price on supply ll1:ty be neglected without material
error, in investigating the determination' of wages-the case,
numely of a thinly-peopled peaceful country, cultivated, as a
new colony is, by methods belonging to the most advanced
stngo of industry. Here no considerable number of persons are
prevented from marrying by lowness of wages; and there
fore, so far as native labour i3 concerned, supply may pro
perly be treated as independent of price. Still even in such
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a country the total supply of labour will actually depend to
some extent on immigration; alH.l this will be affected by the
rate of \yuges-tlwugh probably not to an extent sufficient to
react materially on the rate itself. Rut in it thickly-peopled
country-c-nccordiug to the Law of Increase of Population as
stated in Book 1.1_ \ \'0 m115t. r('ga.nl the; lnwuess of the real
reward of labour as a ccntiuually active check to the increase
of population; the force of which is no doubt. diminished, but
not actually removed, by emigration to other countries where the
wages of labour [Ire higher.

The check is actually applied in several very different ways;
thus in England, among the upper classes of labourers, it takes
almost solely the form of abstiuence-c-prudent or vicious-from
matrimony; while 10"''1'01' down in the social scale the restriction
of numbers results, to a certain extent, from the mortality among
young children in (:O\1Scqllcnce either of insufficient provision of
uecessuries, or of the absence of due maternal care, in case the
mother of the family has to earn W:lgCR for its support. In other
countries, again, the reduction is said to be partly effected by
voluntary limitation of the number of children in a family; and
sometimes by legal obstacles to early or imprudent marriages.
However, in ono way or another, it may be laid down that an
effective chock is exercised on the great majority of labourers in
all European countries by tho actual lowness of the remunera
tion of labuur : and under such circumstauccs, it is evident that
if general wages rise the force of the check will almost certainly
be diminished, and a stimulus will be gi\:en to population of
which the ultimate tendency will he to lower wages again.
Similarly, if wages fall through allY cause, the check will he
come more stringent; aud so, other things remaining the same,
wages will tend to rise again, when population has been thereby
reduced. In either case, too, the temporary variation in the
reward of labour, being partly absorbed by an increase in the
number of non-workers requiring to be supported by the
workers, i.,> prevented from affecting proportionally the style of
living of any class". And if we could assume that the average

I Cf. r. c. vl. § H.

e The ('(HI.,!.'>! thaL tend to ma intnin different grades of tabourers with
different standards of comfort, (:\"(']1 in a society where competition i:-; unre.
etrtctad, wi:! be discussed ill the following chapter.
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standard of household expenditure in any grade of labourersJ

the amount of income on which a. man of a.verage prudence
would think himself justified in marrying-remained approxi
mately constant; then so long as population was effectively
checked by want of means, this habitual standard would give us
a normal rate of wages in. each class-and therefore ceteris
paribus! of general wages,-ronn,l which actual wages would
slowly oscillate, just as the murket-vuluc of a material product
oscillates about its cost of production. In fact we might regard
this habit-ual standard as, so to say, a 'Quasi-cost' of Produc
tion of labour; being as closely analogous to the cost of produc
tion of a material product as is compatible with the labourer's
freedom of choice.

But it need hardly be said that this supposition is only
useful to facilitate our general conception of the mutual influ
ence of Supply and Remuneration of labour. The assumption
of a fixed standard of living is, of course, quite unauthorized as
regards labour taken in the aggregate_ If a fall takes place in
the ordinary wages of any class of labourers above the worst
paid, from which they cannot be relieved to any material extent
by industrial competition, we can hardly douLt that while it
will partly cause a diminution in the pel' centage of marriages,
it will also take effect in a lowering of the standard of living;
the "Quasi-cost of Production" of the labour in question will
he somewhat lowered and therefore though the diminution in
the supply \\'i11 tend to raise wages again) i~ will only raise them
to a somewhat lower point. Similarly, a temporary rise in the
rnurket price of labour will have a certain tendency to raise the
quasi-cost of production up to it.

Hence we cannot say that the' standards of comfort' of
different classes tend to give us a definite normal rate of wages
in each class-still less that they tend to give us a normal rate
of general wages; but merely that they tend to counteract, to
an extent not definitely ascertainable, the causes operating, at
any given time and place, to alter the amount of produce com
petitively allotted to labour,

The doctrine however of a normal-or, in Ricardo's phrase, a

1 The average would of course be altered by any social changes that tended
to alter the relative numbers of labourers in different grades.
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"natural '-rate of ,;"ages is more plausible as applied to the
case of the worst-paid class of labourers-or, strictly speaking,
the "Worst-paid class of which the supply has to be mainly self
mnintaiuod'. If in any country this class is on the verge of
stnrvatiou, any reduction in their wages can be only very
transient. And it is probable that a rise in the wages of such
labourers-though it must, I conceive, have a certain tendency
to raise their standard of cornfort-would have a stronger ten
dency than it would in the case of any other class to cause a
subsequent increase in the supply of labourers and so ceteris
paribus to depress ·wages again. On the other hand, we ought
here to take account of an element hitherto omitted from the
discussion; viz. the cffect.9f variations in the labourers' remu
neration on their personal productiveness. I have so far not
introduced this consideration, because, though some effects of
this kind are doubtless produced hy any considerable chango in
the wages even of Letter paid labourers, such effects in the case
of these latter are liable to be in diverse directions: high wages
increase the inducement to work, out they also enable the
habitual standard of living to be maintained with less energetic
work, and also tempt to unsalutary indulgences: so that on the
",1101e there does not appear to me adequate reason for assuming
as regards labour generally that high wages tend to increase either
the quantity of labour per head, or its efficiency. But when we
are considering the case of labourers scantily provided with the
means of maintaining phj-sieal health and vigour, we can hardly
doubt that a material rise In wages would partly Lake effect in
improving the productive powers of present and future labourcrs ;
and this improvement would tend materially to sustain the rise
in wages that caused it. But to attempt an accurate balance
of these different tendencies would, I conceive, be idle, so long
as we are confining ourselves to this abstract. treatment of the
question; such a problem could only be satisfactorily dealt with
by the help of statistics, and in relation to a particular country
at a particular time.

1 'I'he 'Worst-paid labour of all is that of classes in towns kept np to a
considerable extent hy the degradation of members of other classes, una there
forc unhappily exempted from the economic necessity of keeping up their own
numbers.



CHAPTER IX.

PAItTlCULAn "'-AGES AXD PROFiTS.

§ 1. IN the attempt to show how the average wages of
labour taken in the aggregate tend to be determined, 'iVC have
been inevitably led to take nole of the differences which nor
really subsist, even where competition is Iognlly quito open,
between the wages of different branches of industry. As has
already been observed, it is this latter question which is 1I1Ost

interesting to any particular labourer: .the variations in an
average found by dividing the aggregate of workers' remu
noration among the aggregate of workers do not practically
concern him, except so far as he ll1rty infer from them the
variations in the wages that he lllay himself expect. It might
be added that even the average rate of wages in his own
industry only concerus him indirectly, unless he is conscious
of being an avcr8ge worker, There is hardly any brunch of
iudustry in which a labourer stronger, more industrious, more
skilful, or more careful than 11 is fellows is not likely in one
way or another to obtain more thnn the average rate of
remuneration. The limit:'), however, within which such varia
tions in the earnings of individuals are confined vary very much
in different industries: they are naturally greater where work
is paid for hy the job or piece, than where the payment is
customarily made for a day of customary length; and they tend
to increase as labour becomes more skilled, except so far as this
tendency if; checked by custom or counteracted by combination.

When the superior labourer works on 11;;;; O'IVTI account, the ad
ditional remuneration that he will obtain will correspond partly
to the greater quantity of work that he is enabled to do by
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the more urgent demand for his services, partly to the superior
quality of his work so far as this is gcnmally recognised. Similar
considerations determine the extra wages that an employed
labourer will receive; only that in most cases general recog
nition of the superiority in quality of 'York is more difficult to
obtain : there is commonly a difference between tho real value
of a superior labourer to 1Ii.-: actual employer, and his market
value as estimated by employers generally, which difference is
the natural remuneration of the superior insight of the employer
,..,.110 secures tbe superior employee.

In the first instance, hOW8\'e1', we will confine our attention
to the case- of the worker of average ability and industry, who
cannot reasonably expect more than the a.verage rate of wages
in his department of work. It may be thollght perhaps that
what such an average worker may reasonably expect, under a
system of free competition, may be stated still more generally as
the average net ad vantages 1 obtained by a,verage labourers gene
rally within the region over which the competition is eflectivei-c
that, in tho words of Adam Smith, "the whole of the advan
"tages and disadvantages of the different employments of
"bbonr aIHI stock must in the same neighb01uhood be either
"perfectly equal or continually tending to equality...at least in
"a society where things were left to follow their natural course."
For "if in the same neighbourhood there was any employment
((evidently either more or less advautageous than the rest, so
'f many people would crowd into it in tho one case, and so Ini.tuy
(C would desert it in tho other, that i1..:3 advantages would soon
"return to the level of other employments."

..And, in fact, in Adam Smith's careful analysis of inequalitie,s
of wages (l arising from the nature of the employments them
/(selves," independently of v the policy of Europe," there is no
express recognition of any differences inconsistent with this
general statement", Nor call it reasonably be doubted that

I I usc this term-taken from the Econmnice of Industry-to denote what
Adam Smith calls" the whole of the ndvuntages and disadvantages." of the
different employments of lnbour : which is II souwwhut loose phrase to eX!ll'CS8

the' hnlance of ndvnntages after compensating for extnl. disudvantagcs.'
2 Whcn.Jiowever, we look at the details of this aunlysia, we ohscn'c tlmt

Adam Smith does distinguish one case Iu which this tendency to equality clearly
docs not operate: that is, where 0; trus.t" is required. As Mill justly remurka,
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industrial competition has, within certain limits, the equalizing
tendency attributed to it by Adam Smith; or that in the ab
sence of the counteracting forces of Custom and Combination,
this tendency would be more strikingly manifested than it has
yet been ill any European community. But tile further discus
sion which }lill and others have given to this point has brought
iuto view important inequalities in the real reward of certain
kinds of labour, which are in no respect compensatory for in
equalities in the sacrifices entailed, and which yet the develop
ment of competition has no necessary tendency to remove,
except in a very indirect and remote way.

The importance of this consideration we have already had
occasion to notice ', But as the nature and conditions of these
inequalities have hardly obtained sufficient recognition from the
followers of Adam Smith generally, I propose to devote fuller
attention to them in this chapter: confining myself fur the
present to the causes which would still operate, even under a
system of complete" natural liberty," provided that tho cxi~tjng

inequality in the distribution among human beings of wealth,
and of marketable natural qualities, moral and intellectual,
were not materially changed by some cause other than free
competition.

First, however, it is to be observed that what industrial
competition directly tends to equalize is not the price of equal
quantities of labour, but the remuneration of labourers of equal
skill nne] energy. Hence it mny have no visible effect on
the price of a partiouJar kind of labour, if all the labour of
this kind required to satisfy the demand of society can be
sufficiently supplied from ULe spare lime of energetic persons
regularly employed in some other way. Secondly, we may
note that, in the passage above quoted from ALlam Smith, this
equalizing tendency is only supposed to take effect, so far
as the ad vantages and drawbacks of different employments
are (1) "evident" and (2) "within the same neighbourhood."
We have already had" occasion to take account of the first

the superiority of reward in this case is not in any way compensatory for special
sacrifices: trustworthiness lies an extra value due to what I call '<scarcity,'
and )[ill" natural monopoly."

1 df. a,ute c, II. § 8 of this hook. : C. II. § 8 of this book.
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limitation in discussing tendency to equality of profits ill
different industries: and in any application to concrete cases of
abstract reasonings based on the assumption of industrial com
petition it is fundamentally important to hear in mind that
inequalities of remuneration only tend to be removed so far as
t.hey are "evident" to the class of persons detrimentally atl'ectecl
by them. Such "cvidcnoc ' is more likely to exist where the
unequally remunerated employments are "in the same neigh
"bonrhood"; but a large amount of knowledge about the wages
of labour in remote places is now everywhere attainable in
civilised communities; anr] is actuallyat.tained to a considerable
extent, which, however, varies a good deal according to the differ
out intellectual dovclopmeut of the classes affected. So far as
this knowledge exists, industrial competition will tend to remove
any appreciable differences in the real remuneration of labour
of the same quantity and quality! in different localities, that arc
more than sufficient to compensate for the expense :.LIlU other
losses and sacrifices involved ill migration from one locality to
another-supposing that the expense is not actually beyond the
means of the persons affected. The obstacles presented by such
expense and sacrifices va.ry indefinitely at different times and
between different places; but we may say generally that the
range within which their effect is comparatively slight tends
to become continually larger as civilisation progresses.

Thirdly, however, it must be borne in mind that, even with
in such a. limited range, the equalizing tendency of Industrial
Competition can only take ellect gradually; and, to a great
extent, through the influence exercised by changes in wages on
proepedioe rather than on present labourers. At any given time
and place the price of the services rendered by labourers depends
on the relation of the supply to the demand no less than the
price of any material product of labour. There is thus no

1 In comparing qualities of labour it should be borne in mind that the
processes of (nominally) the same industry are somewhat different in different
places: so that Iobourera cannot migrate between such places without a certain
Ioss of acquired skill. Again, if the labourers in U!l,}' district have a low average
standard of physical efficiency in consequence of their low wages: then, however
easy migration may be to a neighbouring district where both the wages and the
efficiency are greater, the difflculty au immigrant would have in earning the
higher wages would be a serious obstacle to equilizafion.
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reason, so far as industrial competition goes, why a sudden fall
in the demand for any particular kind of skilled labour 811OU1J
not reduce its remuneration to the level of that of altogether
unskilled labour: or even below the average of this latter so far
[IS the skilled labourer's previous habits of work have unfitted
him for uuskillcd labour. Nor, indeed. is there any economic
reason why all extensive change in proccsse~, or local displace
mont, of any particular industry might not reduce the rcmunc
ration of any kind of labour in a particular district even below
the point sufficient to furnish the labourers with necessaries of
life; unless an outlet for the labour thus rendered redundant
were adequately and promptly supplied. by emigration 1.

§ 2. Let us llOW proceed to explain and classify the in
equalities in particular wages, which industrial competition
does not directly tend to remove, even within the limited range
and in the gradual manuel' j list described.

First we lIlay place such dillereuces as are apparent rather
than real: 811Ch as the higher rate of wages in SOIOO employ
ments, due to "inconstancy of employment" and "uncertainty
"of success." In this case even the ayerage money wages of
average workmen during long periods may not be higher in such
employments than they are in others with which we compare
them; and it is, of course, only such nu average that competition
tends to equalize. In other cases an inequality in money
wages merely balances some opposite inequality in advantages
not purchased by money, or compensates some extra sacrifice.
For it must be borne iu mind that the r, real rC\vard" or H net
ccadvantagcs " obtainable by labour, which industrial competi
tion tends to equalize, huve to be taken to include not merely
commodities actually unpurchased-c-such as the free grazing
and free cottage-site that an English agricultural labourer often
enjoyed a century ago-but all appreciable utilities whatever,
whether generally purchasable or not, which any particular kind
of work affords special opportunities for obtaining. Thus, for
instance,-as Adam Smith notices-the fact that any calling
stands higher in social repute than another, will tend ceteris
paribus to attach to it a lower average income. Similarly we

1 Some further discussion of these local and temporary variations in wages
and their causes will be found ill a subsequent chapter (ch..xi.).
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must include OIl the negative side of the account not only
snerificos that indirectly involve pecuniary loss-i-ns 'when a
certain kind of work tends from its unhealthiness to shorten
the avcrage working period of life-hut all drawbacks and
sacnficcs whatever. It, should be ObSClTCd, however, that there
is no tendency to compensate special disad vantages felt, by par
ticulur labourers owing to special social oircumstnnccs or physi
cul coustitntiou, if equally competent labourers who do not feel
these ciiscdvautages could be readily obtained ill their stead.
Nor.ngain are the sacrifices, which thus tend to be compensated,
exactly the average sacrifices made by the whole body of
labourers in allY given curploymcut ; but rather the average
sacrifices made by that section of the body in which the strong
est aversion is felt to the employment, provided that they are
not compensated by auy advuntuges similarly peculiar to such
person::.;, and that society finds it worth while to huy their
services at the price required to overcome this aversion, Tt
would be quite possible that souie members of the class m.ight
have no dislike at all to their work,-or might even derive much
positive pleasure from it; still, their self-interest would prompt
them to demand the highest price obtainable for their services;
and cornpetition would enable them to obtain as much remuue
ration as was found necessary to compensate the sacrifices of
their fellows. Similarly the special advantages attaching to
any kind of work huvc no tendency to lower the wages paid
for it, if they are only felt to be: advantages by c. number of
person,') 3U limited us to be unable to supply more than a frac
tion of the whole labour that society is williug to purchase at
the higher rate which, independently of these advantages, it
would tend to command.

Secondly, no exception is constituted to the general rate of
equality of net acivautcges in different. employments by any
differences in wages, which merely compensate for differences in
the cost of time and money; entailed by the previous training
which skilled labour requires. If wealth werc equally dis
tributed and competition perfectly free, this cause would still
(Ip(~l'ate to raise the not :vlva.ntngcs earue.I by a given arnount
of skilled work above those of all equal amount of unskilled
work : though the general correspondence of remuneration to
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sacrifice would still be maintained. Under such circumstances,
supposing the rate of interest given l we could determine exactly
the normal differences of wages due to this cause in any given
case: it would be sufficient, if continued for the average working
period of life of such a skilled worker, to replace with interest the
wealth expended in teaching the worker and maintaining him
during the extra years of Ills educat.ion-c-subtrncting, of course,
whatever wu.s earned by the pupil before his education was
completed. III short. the sum so expended would tend to yield,
precisely in the same way and to the. same extent as any other
capital, a return proportioned to the amount and the period of
investment. And there can be no doubt that a. considerable
part, of the higher wages of skilled artisans and professional
men in England is actually to be referred to this cause; and
to be regarded as a replacement with interest of the" personal
H cnpital ' which they possc~s in their expensively acquired skill,

But thirdly, in H, society in which wealth is distributed as
unequally as it is in our own, it is likely-quite apart from any
influence of combinut.ion or govennuental interference-that
certain kinds of skilled labour will normally be purchased at
an extra price considerably above tbnt required to replace, with
interest at the ordinary rate, the expense of acquiring the skill;
through the scarcity of persons able and willing to spoud the
requisite amount of mane)' in training their children and sup~

porting them while they are being trained.
In explaining how precisely this scarcity is maintained, we

are met. with a question to which political economists generally
have given ruther vague answers: viz. what general assumption
may legitimately be made as to the limits of parents' willingness
to sacrifice their own present comforts and satisfactions to the
future well-being of their children. Probably it ,vould corre
spond fairly to the facts as they exist in England at the present
time if we assumed that average parents in all classes are
willing to make considerable sacrifices in order to give their
children the training required to enable them to remain in the
same grade of society as the parents themselves: but not to
make the greater sacrifices required to raise them above their
own class. If so, it is easy to understand 110"\-v the labour of any
grade above the lowest should be maintained at a scarcity value,
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But even if parents generally in tile lower grades of labour were
desirous of doing their utmost to give their children a better
education, it might easily be out of their pO'wer to do this
consistently with the maintenance of their own industrial cffi
cieucy and the health of their families-c-except by borrowing j

from w hich resource they would ordinarily be cut off by their
inability to give adequate security for ropaymont. For the
parent, even if he had confidence that his child would be able
and willing to repay out of his future wages the capital borrowed,
is rarely likely to find a lender 'who will share this confidence.

In this 'way we are led to the couclusiou that inequalities
in the distribution of proclnce so considerable as: those which
exist in our own society have a certain tendency to maintain
themselves which is quite independent of the mere 'vis inertia:
of custom. Snch a society is likely to organize itself in grades
or strata distinguished by differences of income; and so far
separated rbat-c-though in.lividnn!s arc continually ascending
and descending-the transition is yet not sufficiently easy
to prevent the labour of any superior grade from being kept
at a scarcity value. That this is largely the case in England at
the present time will appear }Hinut facie from a cursory com
parison of the actual differences between the wages of unskilled
labourers and those of different classes of skilled labourers, with
the interest on the additional outlay ordinarily required ill train
ing a child to become a. member of any of these latter classea'.

These higher rates will of course be liable to continual

I The statement in the tcxL ma.y appear paradoxical to ninny readers, who
arc accustomed to hear that nfl the profes-sions are Over-crowded. But the
cxplnnatiou of this current report is trmt custom, supported by open Of tacit
combination, keeps up the price of professional services so high that a pro
Iesaionul mun-c-burristcr or physician-whose time is fully employed, obtains
an income considerably above the average. Competition-as we shall presently
notice-under these circumstances, so far as it operates, brings down the
uvcrugc remuneration of the members of the profession by increasing the
number of the unemployed and. perdally employed. I conceive that, though
precise statistics are unattainable, it can hardly be doubted that the average
income carried by perRons of ordinary skill in flny of tl:e learned professions in
Euglnnd exceeds the average income uf an unskilled lahOl1rcr by a sum
rnntcriully greater than interest at the ordlnc.ry rate on the capital neces
em-ily expended on the eduoauon of tl:e professional muu , and his SUPIJOrt
during thc years in which he is being educated.
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fluctuations from changes in the relation of the supply of the
labour of each grade to the field of employment for it; and it
should be observed that. the limitation of supply necessary to
maintain the higher wages of any grade requires genera:ly
speaking [In effective restriction on the natural increase of
population within the f,frade, as well as an effective barrier
against intrusion from below. But. such a restriction tends to
result, in a general way-as we have had occasion to note-from
the habitual standards of comfort. prevalent in the respective
grades; though, as was pointed out, the resistance offered by
any such habitual standard to changes in ,vages is by no means
rigid.

It has further to he observed that IIlany classes of skilled
workers not. ordinarily rcgnrded as capitalists use more or less
expensive instruments and materials j which adds, of course, to
the total amount of capital which their labour requires'. A
further quantum of capital, in a different shape, is employed
by artisans of the classes of shoemakers tailors, the species
of carpenters called cauinot-enakers, and others, so far as they
produce goods for sale on their own account. Such persons are
in fact. small traders as well as manufacturers; and their earn
iugs, like those of other small traders, partake of the nature of
profits in a varying degree, proportioned to the amount of
capital that they usc.

It is not improbable that the average profits made by such
artisan shopkeepers, or by retail traders generally, may be suf
ficient after paying ordinary interest on the capital employed.
to afford an extra rate" of reunmcration for the services of

r I may remind the reader that the line between outlay for production and
outlay for consumption cannot always be sharply drawn : and that in some
cases a portion of the expenditure ordinarily paid out of income must be partly
reckoned under the former head-c-e.g. the expense of a physician's carriage, or a
literary man's books. In other cases, again, instruments which would ordinarily
be reckoned as producers' capital are partly also used unproductively-,.c. g.
farmers' horses.

2 I avoid speaking of this as a scarcity rate, since it might be somewhat
misleading to suggest that any extra remuneration of retail trader", as compared
with labourers not possessed of capital, should be referred to the' scarcity" of
such trndcrs-c-although in a certain sense it would be true. Por-n.s I shall bu vo
occasion to urge hereafter, when considering the ddicienc:efl of laissez [aire as a
means to the most economic producnon.c-Industrial competition, in such a cnsc
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these classes, as compared with the lower grade of skilled
labourers 'who work for hire. But it is not ca~y to say how
far this is actually the case, at any particular time and place.
For, as I have before observed, the average returns to employers
of capital in any branch of industry are much harder to ascer
Lain even approximately than the average remuneration of any
class of hired labourers. Numbers of small tradesmen are con
tinually passing through the bankruptcy court; others, again,
arc continually extending their business and becoming large
tradesmen; while tho majority appear to struggle on with
considerable fluctuations of income, avoiding complete failure
but not adding importantly to their capital. 'Ve have no such
statistics as would enable us to estimate the avera.ge earnings of
this class of workers. Even if we had them it would still he
doubtful whether an average obtained by dividing the total
amount of profits earned by the number of persons employed in
retail trade would give us approximately the remuneration
which an ordinary trader might reasonably expect. For such
an average would be raised by the large gains of the successful
minority: and these large gains are probably in most cases due
to the possession by the successful trader of special aptitudes
for his business. The skill required in retail trade is partly, no
doubt, of a kind that an ordinary man can acquire by a certain
definite outlay of time and instruction; so far as it consists of
the arts of reading, writing, book-keeping and adequate know
ledge of the qualities of the articles traded in, But for success
in trade it would seem that qualities arc required which instruc
tion cannot ordinarily give in the required degree, such as pelle
tration, vigilance, quickness of resource in meeting emergencies;
by which the trader is able to seize the opportunities great
and small, and avoid the dangers of loss, which the changing
conditions of supply and demand are continually bringing in
the modern industrial world. Hence the earnings of traders
adequately gifted with these qualities will tend to be kept

as this, has no sunlcicnt tendency to reduce the number of competitors down to
the limits that economy requires; its effect is too often merely to divide the
nggrcgetc employment nnd earnings of the class among it larger number of
individuals.

S. E.
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high by the rarity of their talents relatively to the field of
employment for them.

'Ve are thus led to notice the only remaining important
cause of inequalities in the remuneration of different kinds of
labour-the scarcity of the natural gins required for the most
effective performance of their function. I have already pointed
out that in almost every branch of industry to some cxtent
but to very different extent in different branches-wages above
the average can be earned by labour of superior quality; such
superiorities, speaking generally, being partly due to training
and partly to the possession of natural and inherited aptitudes
above the average. 'Yhere such superiority is exhibited in
producing more easily and abundantly commodities of the same
quality as inferior workers can supply, the extra remuneration
obtainable by it is III a manner analogous to the high rent of
fertile land used for ordinary agricultural purposes; since, as
we have seen, the superior productiveness of land from which
rent arises, is due partly to outlay and partly to natural dif
ferences independent of labour '. On the other hand, where
the commodity produced by rare skill is valuable on account of
its special qualities, real or supposed} the reward of such skill
may be compared to the high rents obtained by the owners
of famous vineyards and other portions of land of which the
produce is peculiar and keenly desired: while again, so far
as the services of anyone individual have-or are believed
to have-unique qualities, his remuneration is, of course,
determined under the conditions of strict monopoly. Both
these latter cases arc exemplified by the rewards of the
finer kinds of intellectual work, such as Literature, Painting,
Mechanical invention: where the results which command sub
stantial remuneration, cannot be obtained by education alone,
without natural gifts so exceptional that the reward of their
possessors is but partially affected by competition. To a less
extent the same cause is operative in determining the distri-

1 Even in employments where the differences in skill and its remuneration
ere Iesa marked, it Is still to be observed that the outlay 00 cduention, eo. which
constitutes Personal Capital, yields a profit varying" importantly in amount ill
consequence of tho different intellectual and moral qualities of the children
educated.
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bution of the large incomes which constitute what are called
the H prizes 11 of the professions of Ad vocate and Physician. The
workers who earn these large incomes are believed by those
who use their services to possess such exceptional skill as cannot
be acquired by mere training and practice without rnre ' natural
gifts.

Even when the skill required is not sufficiently exceptional
in fact to command a scarcity value, the difficulty that people
in general have in ascertaining the fact of its existence often
secures a scarcity rate of remuneration to the professional men
who have special means of obtaining good recommendations;
such as kinship or Friendship with persons who enjoy public
confidence, &c.

This leads me to notice another cause of a different kind
which renders the incomes of individual traders and professional
men larger than they would otherwise 1e; and which, like the
scarcity of natural qualities just discussed, ought to be specially
noted and partly discounted in estimating the average remune
ration of the classes to which they belong. I mean the impor
tant economic fact that we have already more than once noted \\
under the names of Goodwill or Connexion: i.e. tho widespread
disposition to uso the services of a particular individual rather
than his competitors, not necessarily on account of any belief
in their superior quality, nor even through kinship or personal
acquaintance with the individual himself or his friends, but
merely from tho force of habit. \Vo have already seen that
this Goodwill is to a certain extent a saleable commodity; BO

far then as it has been purchased, the extra remuneration
obtained by it is, from the point of view of the iudividuul, in
terest on capital laid out. It is evident that in estimating
the average return for labour in any employment in which
earnings are largely increased by such Goodwill or Connexion

1 H should be observed that when we speak of "raro ' skill, the term is
always used relatively to the demand for the products or services of the skilled
worker. It is quite possible that a given kind of skill may be confined to an
extremely small minority of the members of any community, and yet may be
AQ abundant rolutivcly to the demand that no one possessing i~ is able to earn
extra remuneration for his labour, This is the MSC {e.g.} with the Iuculty of
writing second-rate poems.

2 cr. Ol1rl', Book r. c. Ill.

2 ·) .).-.
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we ought not to reckon the whole of the extra earnings due to
this cause, but only the amount that an average man with
proper training and industry may fairly expect to acquire for
himself.

§ :·t We have now come to the point at which it is desirable
to concentrate OUT attention on that important portion of the
produce of industry which is frequently but erroneously in
cluded in. the" capitalists'" share : that is, the element of the
profit made by the employers of capital which is in excess of
tho interest that they might have obtained without working,
and which accordingly I have distinguished as Wages of
)Ianagcment. It is an important defect of English Political
Economy that it has not, fOT the most part, conceived this
clement of the employers' gains with sufficient steadiness and
clearness as a species of remuneration of labour-s-which it un
doubtedly is. Even ~ ill's exposition-c-in spite of his careful
analysis of profit into interest, risk, and "Ymges of super
.. intcndence,"-exhibits in important parts of the argument a
want of distinction between profit and interest, and a tendency
to identify" returns to capital" with the former instead of the
latter, which seem to me highly confusing '. If we consider the
large amounts of capital possessed by joint-stock companies,
as well as all that is lent to private men of business, it must
bo evident that the greatest part of the capital of England is
now really owned by pel'sons other than those who receive the
remuneration for mannging it, \Vhon Ricardo and M'Culloch
wrote this was far less the case than it is at prescnt; so that
the identification of capitalists and employers was marc natu
rally suggested by the facts of industry.

It is, I think, partly in consequence of this confusion that so
many political economists have found no difficulty in assuming
that the rate of pl'ofit'-allowing for difference of sacrifice and
risk" in different employments-tends, on the average, to be

1 My attention was first drawn to this point by Prof. F. A. Walker's
excellent book on "'Vages."

~ It ma;}' be worth while to point out, with Mr Macleod, that throughout this
discussion, •rate of profit' muet be understood to mean 'rate of profit earned
•within a given period of time,' uot "rate of profit earned on each transaction.'

3 When we are considering what average profits generally tend to amount to,
the element of •indemnity for risk • disappears.
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simply proportioned to the amount of capital on which it is
earned, just as the rate of interest does j without feeling called
upon to explain how the employers' u\vages of superintendence"
come to vary precisely in the same ratio as the capital superin
tended. For, as I have briefly argued in a previous ohaptcr ',
this latter result certainly docs not follow as an immediate and
obvious deduction from the hypothesis of unrestricted industrial
competition. On the other hand, it does follow from that
hypothesis, that if this proportion between employers' earnings
and capital is really maintained, it must either be (1) because
the trouble and anxiety of management increase in exact pro
portion to the amouut of capital managed; or (2) because, in the
competition of employers for the profits of business, the owners
of large capitals arc somehow able to obtain from society re
muneration for their services on a higher scale than that of
smaller capitalists. The former of these causes can hardly
be regarded as adequate to produce tho effect. III trade,
for instance, it seems no more trouble to order £2000 worth
of sugar than to order £1000 worth ; and though it is more
troublesome to manage a large factory than one half the
size, it can hardly be twice as troublesome. It may be said,
however, that the personal sacrifice which a capitalist makes in
enduring the labour and ,vorry of business increases with the
size of his capital, and the extent of the opportunities con
sequently open to him of enjoying life without working. And
this is perhaps true, so far as we estimate sacrifice merely
relatively to the individual who makes it: no doubt a certain
number of large capitalists prefer to live on interest alone rather
than increase their income by labour, and we may assume that
a somewhat larger number would make this choice, if the addi
tional income obtainable by labour were materially reduced.
But this is not in itself a sufficient reason why free competition
should provide large capitalists with the extra wages of manage
ment necessary to induce them to work , since, as we before noted,
the competitive remuneration of any kind of labour does not
tend to include compensation for the extra aversion felt to it by
some of the labourers, except so far as such compensation is
required to obtain the whole amount of the labour in question

1 c. n. of this Book.
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that society is willing to buy, even at the raised prlOe. If
large capitalists withdrev.... from business, because their average
wages of management were insufficient to induce them to work,
they must still leave their capital to be employed in some way,
in order to get. their interest; and though their withdrawal
might, by increasing the supply of capital offered for loan or
joint-stock investment, temporarily lower interest and there
fore increase wages of managemeut, there see ms no reason
why this latter rise should be permanent" supposing that an
adequate supply of equally good managers is obtainable at the
lower rate of remuneration which the discontented capitalists
were getting. Hence if the strict proportion of employers'
earnings to capital employed is, on the average, approximately
realised, it must be on the second of the grounds above men
tioned: the large capitalist. who enters into business must be
somehow able to sell his services to industry at u, price graduated
in proportion to the magnitude of his business. Let us examine
how far, and in what way, this is likely to be t.he case.

In the first place, it is obvious that the employer's wages of
management will be proportioned to his capital so far as the
pecuniary cost of production to the employer, in any branch of
industry, does not vary materially with the scale of production:
since, under free competition, the market-price of the product
must be the same-assuming that there is no difference of
quality-however it may have been produced. We cannot how
ever assume generally that cost of production is approximately
the same for small and large employers alike; each class, as we
have seen, has certain special advantages as compared with
the other, bet-ween which a. balance has to be struck, varying
according to the nature of tho iudustry. For instance in cer
tain kinds of agriculture, where much is gained by minute
and vigilant tcndance, tile small producer is thought to have
a decided advantage: in other industries, again, the balance of
advantage would seem to incline the other way, the large pro
duction being on the whole more economical; so that in these
latter cases the remuneration of the employer would normally
increase ill even a greater ratio than the capital employed.
Now it is manifest that, under a system of free competition,
"here production on a small scale is 1I1€ more economical, the
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small employer ought to be able to keep his rate of profit
(per cent. of capital) above the rate current in other indus
tries, by keeping up the price of his commodity. Thus
if retail trade is more effectively carried on in small shops)
the retail trader will tend to receive a proportionally larger
annual profit on his capital than the wholesale tracIer-inde
pendently of any additional profit on each transaction, that may
he necessary to compensate for the less rapid turn-over. And it
may be urged that self-interest will in the long rnn prevent
business from being conducted on a small scale, except when it
is economically advantageous; that the small capitalist will
either (1) become a large employer by borrowing money, or will
(~) unite his capital with that of other small owners, and become
a. shareholder in a joint-stock company.

The first of these expedients, however, can only be adopted
to a limited extent. The owner of a small capital cannot ordi
uarily borrow' beyond a ::;m:111 amount, except at an unremunc
rntive rate; his whole capital being exposed to the risks of
business, he cannot give adequate security to the lender. Hence
the owners of large capitals are partially exempt from competi
tion in the management of private businesses on a large scale;
from causes similar to those which, as we have just seen, partially
exempt each of the different grades of labour from the competi
t.ion of the grade below. It is true this exemption from compe
tition can only be partial, in a society with an alnmdant supply of
capital continually available, and an active competition for cus
tomers on the part of banks and other lenders. In such societies,
as Prof. Walker says, if a small capitalist has a "genius for busi
"jicss, want of capital is not likely to keep him under." A man
who as manager for another, or as employer on a small scale, has
given conspicuous evidence of skill, prudence and probity, will be
able to borrow gradually increasing amounts of money; so that,
Ly the augmentation of both his own and his borrowed capital,
he may end by rivalling the largest producers. Rut such men
are likely to be rare, no less than versons who start with large
capitals; so that either class is likely to be able to obtain a
scarcity price for its services, so long as industry is organised in
private businesses.

II remains to ask why this scarcity value is not reduced by
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the association of small capitals into joint-stocks, for carrying on
production on a large scale. In the first place, even supposing
the rate of profit to be strictly proportioned to the capital em
ployed, it is quite possible that tho wages of management even
of the comparatively small capitalist may be higher than the re
muneration he would obtain for his labour in auycther career; and
that consequently there may not be a sufficient amount of capital
owned bynon-cmployerstooffer, when aggregated into joint-stocks,
a formidable competition to the large private employers. Where
this is not the case, where, as in our own society at the present
day the annual savings of professional men, &c., supply con
tinually a large stream of capital that has to be managed by
persons who do not own it; there can, I think, be no doubt
that the competition of joint-stock companies does tend some
what to reduce the rate of profit of private employers. Still,
this tendency is strictly limited, For, firstly, assuming the
two modes of management to be equally effective and cconomi
cal, the private capitalist would still have an advantage, as
he would avoid the trouble and expense generally involved in
collecting the capital of a joint-stock company. And secondly
-\vhat is more important-the private employer has the econo
mic advantage of being impelled by a stronger stimulus to exer
tion than the manager or directors of a company; for "no con
H trivance that has yet been invented can supply the place of
'I the feeling that the workman is labouring not for another but
II for himself"." On thesc grounds, other things being the same,
a mall of sufficient business talents to obtain employment as the
manager of a company, is likely to earn, 011 the average, a higher
rate of remuneration if he is the owner of the capital he employs
than if he is a hired manager; though his advantage varies
very much with the nature of the business, being (as Adam
Smith observed] less in proportion as a business is simple and
can be reduced to "what is called a routine,"

Nor has it yet been shown that this advantage can be
materially diminished through the adoption of the principle of
"Co-operative Production" or Industrial Partnership, by which
each employee ill u. business has a share of the profits allotted
to him. It is true that by this means that part of the em-

1 Ilcnru's l'llttolvgy, C, xnr. § 9.
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player's function which consists in superintendence or overlook
ing, may he partly rendered superlluous through the pecuniary
concern that each has in the efficiency of his own work, awl
still more through the concern. that all have in the efficiency
of the work of each. TInt, generally speaking, the more im
portant part of the work of management consists in organising
aIHI directing the operations of a business considered as a whole:
-e.g. in the case of a manufacturer, settling what is to be made
and ill what manner, where materials, Taw and auxiliary are to be
bought, when finished products are to be sold, &0" &c.-alld in dis
tributing functions among the workers employed in the business.
This work cannot be superseded or reduced by industrial part
nership; and it is even liable to be made more difficult; since
the secresy necessary to the success of many operations of
business is liable to arouse jealousies and suspicions among the
workers who arc to share the profits 1.

It seems, therefore, that industrial competition does not
necessarily tend to prevent the services of large capitalists who
engage- in business from being remunerated at a rate- consider
ably higher than that obtainable hy similar labour on the part
of employers who own smaller capitals. And that this result
is actually produced in England and similar countries at the
present time, m:1Y be inferred with tolerable certainty from
the general unquestioning acceptance of the traditional eco
nomic doctrine, that employers' earnings, as well as interest,
tend to be proportioned to umouut of capital employed. There
does not, however, seem to he any adequate ground for rc
gardiug this generally accepted proposition as at all a close
approximation to actual fact. It is, no doubt, a natural in
fcrenco from the fact that large and small businesses exist
prosperously side by side) so far as the respective economic
advantages of the different scales of production may be- assumed
to be evenly balanced. But even in cases where this assump
tion is legitimate, the inference that the rate of profit per cent.
of capital is uniform overlooks, I conceive, the real nature of

1 III the above remerks, I 1111lSt not be understood to imply a judgment on the
whole adverse to the efforts that are now being mede to extend the application of
the principle of 'Participation of Profit",' I shull have occasion, in the course
of the following Book, to show tho importance that I attach to these efforts.
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the source of income which I have several times spoken of
as 'Business Conucxion.' On the average, a large capitalist
cannot obtain a large business by merely investing his money
in certain kinde of real capital j he can only obtain it gradually
as his conuexion extends; and therefore, when obtained, a cer
tain portion of the surplus income derived from his business,
after subtracting interest on his material capital, is not properly
remuneration for present work, but interest on the outlay of
labour or wealth made during the earlier years of the business.
And secondly there are certain important cases in which the
received economic theory, confirmed by experience, regards an
employer as tending under competition to obtain 'ordinary profit'
not ou the whole amount of capital used by him, but only on a
certain portion. In agriculture, for instance, the farmer uses,
besides his own capital, a certain amount of capital belonging to
his laudlord: yet he is never supposed to obtain i.-my consider
able wages of management for this latter, but ouly to get ordi
nary profit On his own or borrowed capital. And it may be
assumed that a farmer owning the land farmed-granting that
the 'magic of property' might make him earn somewhat more
-c-would not become so much more efficient a labourer as to
earn 'ordinary profits' on the whole of his capital. But if this
be admitted, I sec no adequate reason for drawing so broad a
distinction between agriculture and other kinds of business as to
assume generally that an employer tends to earn ordinary profit
on all parts of the capital employed by him. It scorns indeed
highly improbable that this is the case wherever the trouble
of managing different parts of the capital is materially different.',

1 The difficulty involved in tho COllman assumption that the employer tends
to earn the same profit on every portion of his capital, may be illustrated by a
passage in Cairnes' I.oJical J[ethod of Political Rconomu (ch. 8), in which the
'writer is arguing in favour of the Hicnrdian theory of rent. lIe says that" in
" order to induce the cultivation of inferior lands and the forcing of superior
" lands up to such a point as shall secure to the community the quantity of
"food required for its consumption, the price of agricultural produce mnst riso
"at least sufficiently high to indemnify with the usual profits the fanner for
<; this-the Ieaet productlve-c-porticn of his outlay. If the price were not
,; sufficient for this, the farmer would withdraw his capital Irom uic production
"of that portion of his crop which is raised at greatest expense, and would
"invest it in eome other business in which he bad a. fair prospect of averagfl
"profits." But it must be obvious that: generally speaking, it farmer could
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To sum up: a portion of' the fund which, in the preceding
chapter, we regarded as the share of labour, in the aggregate
has been found, on closer examination, to be really interest on
personal capital, by which the wages of various kinds of skilled
labour tend to be increased by an amount proportioned, on the
average, to the expense of time and money ordinarily needed
for the aoqnisitiou of the skill. As regards the division of the
remainder, industrial competition tends to equalize the shares
obtained by ordinary labourers in different callings, provided
they are not materially unequal either in natural qualifications
or in respect of the amounts of capital possessed by themselves
or their parents, except so far as differences in wages arc com
pensatory for differences in the sacrifices entailed by different
employments, or in tho unpurchascd ad vantages incident to
them, But the possessors of capital, real and personal, as well
as persons endowed with rare natural gifts, arc likely to have
by reason of their limited nnmbers-important advantages
in the competition that determines relative wages; in con
sequence of which the remuneration of such persons may
and in England actually does-exceed the ·wages of ordinary
labour by an amount considerably larger than is required to
compensate them for additional outlay or other sacrifices;
such excess tending to increase as the amount of capital owned
by any individual increases, but in a ratio not precisely de
terminable by general considerations.

only obtain ordinary interest, not employer's profit, on capital invested elsewhere
than ill his bnsincss r and in considering whether it is worth his wbilo to invest
an additional portion of capital in his business, the question which enugbtcncd
self-interest will suggest is not, surely, whether he will obtain "the usual
"profits" on this portion of capital, but whether he will obtain enough beyond
ordinary interest to compensate him for his extra trouble of management. And
similarly in other businesses besides agriculture it may easily happen that the
only opportunity for extending production as presented to au employer is such
as mar reasonably be expected io yield more than ordinary interest, yet not so
much as ordinary profu , while at the same time the excess above ordinary in
terest is quite sufficient to compensate for his extra trouble.



CHAPTER X.

MO:;OPOLY AKD coxmxarrox.

§ 1. THE effects of Combination in increasing profits and
wages have attracted much attention in recent years) owing partly
to the action of Trades-1.:nions, partly to the large gains made by
successful combinations of merchants for the temporary mono
poly of some indispensable or keenly demanded product. Such
combinations, when manifest and manifestly profitable, have
commonly excited dislike) as the gain accruing from them is
prima facie obtained at the expense of the rest of the com
munity, and frequently with some loss to the community as a
whole: and in the particular case of Trades-Unions, some writers
have spoken of them as "interferences with the laws of Political
"Economy." But if this phrase is intended to denote the laws
investigated by Economic Science, the statement appears mani
festly incorrect, even according to the view of economic method
generally accepted ill England. The price of a monopolized
article has its own economic laws, and can be theoretically
determined on the hypothesis that every individual concerned
intelligently seeks his private pecuniary interest, no less than
the price of an article sold by competing dealers: and the only
effect.' of a Trade-Union or any other Combination is to bring
the supply of the commodity of which the sellers combine under
the conditions of a marc or less perfect monopoly.

lIenee-though I have followed usage in conceiving free
competition to exclude combination-it seems desirable, in
working out the consequences of the general assumptions on

1 Provided, of course, that the combiners attain their end by purely peaceful
nud legal means.
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which the theory of competitive distribution proceeds, to include
an investigation of the conditions under which self-interest will
prompt to combination, and of the extent of gain which the
persons combining may realise.

In a preceding chapter I have briefly explained the general
laws of monopolized supply, in the Ca.'38 of material products.
The monopolist, so Iar as he aims singly at his own pecuniary
interest, will endeavour to sell the precise amount which will
yield him the maximum net profit, after defraying the expenses
of production. \Ve may assume generally, that, in order
that a monopoly may be a. source of gain, the amount sold
must be somewhat less than it .....could be if there were no
monopoly 1

j for otherwise, whatever extra profit tho monopolist
ma.y make by the high price of his commodity cannot be
strictly attributed to the monopoly, since the price would have
tended to be the same if the supply had been iu the hands
of a number of sellers competing freely. The restriction in
amount sola may he brought about either directly by limit
ing the amount brought to market, or indirectly by keeping
up the price. In the latter case the restriction may not be
intended by the monopolist, and he may possibly be even igno
rant of its existence; but according to our geuernl assumption
as to the relation of Value to Demand, the maintenance of
a high price of any commodity must ceteris pm'1.7JUs render the
amount sold less than it would have been if the price had been
allowed to fall; though in the case of necessaries of life, awl
other commodities of which the demand is inelastic, the reduc
tion in sale may sometimes be comparatively slight, even for a
considerable rise in price. The extent to ,vhich the restriction
of sale has to be carried, in order to realise the maximum profit
attainable, depends primarily on the precise nature of the law of
demand for the commodity; and, as 'vas pointed out, it may
easily happen, in the case of some articles, that several different
amounts of supply would bring in about the same net profit

1 That is, if the price offered for the commodity is not influenced by open
or tacit combination among the purchasers. As will hereafter be stated, the
determination of price resulting from a struggle between a combination of
sellers and n combination of purchasers, lies beyond the scope of the theory
here expounded.
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to the monopolist. 'Ve further noticed certain variations in
tho conditions of monopoly: as (1) that it may either be
permanent (so far as can be foreseen), or more or less definitely
limited in time; and (2) that the supply may either be absolutely
incapable of being increased-as in the case of pictures of n
deceased artist-s-or the monopolist may control the indispensable
means of increasing it" In this latter case he will have to cal
culate not only the variations of demand corresponding to varia
tions of price, but also the variations of cost of production
corresponding to variations in the amount supplied.

Similar considerations-mutatis 7nutand·is-may be applied
to the case of monopoly of particular kinds of labour. 'Ve have
already observed that in the highest grades of skilled labour,
the repute of exceptional skill frequently confers such a mono
poly: and, as has been said, no fundamental difference is intro
duced into the theoretical determination of monopoly values, by
the fact that the monopoly results from a combination of several
individuals, seeking each his own pecuniary ad vantage. At the
Same time, the great practical importance of combinations to
raise wages renders it desirable to pay special attention to the
extent of their possible success and the conditions of realising it.
Accordingly, in the present chapter, I shall be especially
concerned to trace out the economic effects of this kind of
combination, regarding it merely as one mode of constituting
monopoly: and I shall suppose here, as in the preceding chap
ters, that neither party in any exchange is restrained in the
pursuit of its own interests by any regard to the interests of
the other party. I do not here consider how far this supposition
has been actually realised in the operations of Trades-Unions
for the purpose of raising or keeping up wages, or in those of
the counter-combinations of employers which have at various
times and places kept down '''ages. Nor, again, do I consider
here how far it represents a right principle of conduct, or one
conducive to the economic wellbeing of the community. This
latter is a question to which our attention will be drawn in the
course of the next book.

§ 2. nut before we proceed to discuss this particular species
of combination, it will be desirable to obtain a fuller definition of
the notion of Monopoly-c-as we shall find it convenient to usc
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it-and a more complete view of the different modes and degrees
in which monopoly generally, and especially monopoly resulting
from combination, admits of being renlised '.

"Monopoly,' if we adhere strictly to the derivation of the
word, should denote the control exercised by an individual seller
or combination of sellers, over a commodity that no one else can
hring to market. But, in the first place, it is convenient to
extend tho term to cases in which a person or union of persons·
whom, for brevity, I will call 'the monopolist'-cannot control
more than a portion of the whole supply of the commodity;
since such a partial control may render possible and profitable
an artificial rise in the price of the commodity, even though the
remainder is supplied by several sellers freely competing; if only
the proportion controlled is so large that its withdrawal would
cause a serious scarcity, ann thus considerably raise the competi
tively determined value of the uncontrolled remainder. Such a
partial monopoly confers, of course, only n limited power of
raising the price of the commodity controlled; tho limit of
possible elevation being fixed somewhere below the price to

1 Throughout the discussion that follows I shall assume that the special
gains of the monopolist or of the combination of sellers are realised by raising
the price of the commodity monopolized. I ought however to notice the fact
that in tho markets for securities comblnntlona of eellera are sometimes formed
which are designed to have, and actually do have, the opposite effect of lowering
the price of the commodity sold.

The motive for forming such combinations is the hope of gaining ultimately
by purchasing nt the 10W61'£11 price oonsidernbly more than is lost by the sales
that force the price down. Then.' would, however, be no reasonable prospect of
realising this hope, except by accident, if sneh sales produced no further fall in
price than that which resulted directly from the increase of supply by the com
bining speculators: since, ceteris pllrilms, their purchases would tend to raise tho
price again in precisely the same proportion as their sales had depressed it.
The reason why such operations are profitable lies in the imitative proceedings
of other persons holding tho same securities, who infer from the sales that the
stock is expected to fall further, and therefore are induced to sell their own
stock, in order to avoid the further fall, instead of buying. A similar ex
planation applies, mutatis mutandis, to the parallel case in which combinations
of buyers are successfully made wlth the view of raising ju-ices.

Such operations arc of doubtful legitlmacy, even according to the ordinary
standard of commercial morality: since the speculators do not merely expect
to profit by the mistakes of others, 1Ju~ lly mistakes that they hnvc themselves
intentionally caused. I hn vc .not thcrcr«rc thought it !lrccss:ll'y to give them
more than ulis paOlSling notice.
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which scarcity would raise the unmonopolized supply, if the mo
nopolized portion were withdrawn from the market '. Further, if
the commodity is one that can be produced in unlimited quan
tities, such a partial monopoly can only be effective temporarily,
and only so far as purchasers of the commodity cannot postpone
their purchases without serious loss or inconvenience. And
where the monopolist produces as well as sells the commodity,
he will have to take into account the future loss likely to result
to him from the stimulus given by the rise in price to the pro
duction beyond his control; unless he can reckon on withdraw
iug his capital from the business without loss, before this stimu
lus has so much increased supply as to render it impossible for
him to sell his own produce ev'en at an ordinarily remunerative
pnce.

Secondly, even where the control exercised by the monopo
list extends over the whole supply of his commodity available
at any particular time, we may still distinguish different degrees
of completeness in the monopoly. Thus (1) the monopoly may
be-so far as can be foreseeu-c-indcsuuct.iblc, either perma
nently or for a certain determinate period: that is, it may be
impossible to obtain the commodity in question at all, except
from the monopolist. An artist or author of repute enjoys a
monopoly of this degree; as also docs the proprietor of a spring
or vineyard of unique quality. Or (2) the monopoly may be
merely secured by the prospective unprofitableness of the outlay
of wealth or labour (or both) that would be required to provide
the commodity from other sources; whether such outlay were tm
dertakeu by an association of the consumers of the monopolized
commodity, or as an ordinary business ventnre on the part of
other persons. In case (2) the monopolist's calculations will be
more complicated than in case (1); since he will not only have to
consider tbe law of the demand for his commodity, but also to
calculate how far any rise in his charges may seriously increase
the danger of an attempt to break down the monopoly. And
it will often be prudent for him to keep lois price well below the

I In the above reasoning it is assumed that the other sellers do not enter
into the kind of taeit combination with the monopolist of which I shall speak
presently. In practice they would, under certain circumstances, be very likely
to do this to some extent.
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point at which this danger become:') formidable, especially when
he has much capital-personal or non-personal-invested in his
business: since an attack on his monopoly, even when it docs
not turn out profitable to the undertakers, may easily have the
effect of not only annihilating his extra gains, but oven reducing
the returns to his capital considerably below the average. This
second degTee of monopoly often remits from the occupation of
a limited department of industry, ill which production on a large
scale is necessary or highly expedient, by a single large firm or
jointetock company, or a few such firms or companies acting in
combination.

Thirdly, it will be convenient to extend the term 'mono
poly' to include the case w-hen it is in the power of a com
bination of buyers,-or a single wealthy buyer.c-Lo control the
price and extent of sale of a- certain commodity. In speaking of
this ..1,8 a case of "buyers' monopoly," we are not, of course to
he understood us implying that the whole medium of exchange
in any community is under a single control. All that is required,
to make such a monopoly practically complete, is that a single
individual or combination may furnish the only effective de
manu for some particular commodity: i.e. that no one else may
be willing to pay anything for it. Under these circumstances,
if the commodity is supplied by several persons competing
freely, the buyers' monopoly may obviously exercise a control
over the price substantially similar ill kind and deg-ree-tllOugh
of course opposite in direction-to that exorcised by a seller's
monopoly. If the purchaser has not to consider fnture
needs, and if the product cannot be kept, or if the prospect
of selling it is not likely to improve, the purchaser's power
of profitably reducing tho price is not definitely limited
except by the utility of the commodity to the seller-allowing
for any disadvantage that may result to the latter in future
transactions from the precedent of a low price. J.lore ordinarily
the purchaser's need will be continuous or recurrent ; and in
this case his reduction of price will be checked by tlie danger of
ultimate 1038 through the diminution of future ~npply which the
lowered price may he expected to cause.

It should bo said that, generally speaking, a combination of
buyers will be more difficult to establish awl maintain than

s. E, 23
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a combination of sellers, since the former are likely to be both
more numerous and more dispersed. But there are important
exceptions to this rule. For instance, the wholesale merchants
who deal in a particular product will generally be less
numerous than the producers from whom they buy. And it is
probable that combinations of such dealers to keep down the
prices paid by them have often been successfully effected,
especially in early stages of commercial development. When,
however, producers as well as merchants belong to a community
commercially advanced, such a monopoly of merchant buyers
will be rather hard to maintain long, owing to the ease and
rapidity with which capital can be turned into any branch of
wholesale dealing".

Another case of buyers' monopoly, specially important when
we are considering the action of Trades-Unions, is that of
a combination of employers to reduce (or keep low) the price of
labour in a.ny industry. Here again the limit which the em
ployers' interest will fix to such operations will vary considerably
according to the extent to which the labourers in question are
active and intelligent in the pursuit of their own interests.: If we
assume industrial competition so perfect, that labourers change
their residence and employment when it is perceptibly their
interest to do so, the highest limit of the employers' possible
gain through combinat.iou would tend to be fixed by the point
at which the corresponding loss to the labourers .would outweigh
the disadvuutages, pecuniary and sentimental, of migrating to
some district bey011(1 the reach of the combination, or the loss
of acquired skill involved in change of work. And so far as
the employers lUay be assumed to be interested in the future
returns of their industry-as will practically be almost always
the case-it will be dangerous for them to reduce wages to
a point that would drive the rising generation to other employ
ments, even if it did not affect their supply of labourers already
trained. But in proportion as the habits of the labourers, or
the limitations of their intelligence or of their resources, operate

1 It may be observed that such n. combination of dealers may exercise
monopoly-in the extended sense above proposed-on two sides; Lc. in relation
both to the producers from whom they purchase and to the persons to whom
they sell.
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as a bar to change of place or employment, the limit of the
employers' possible gains through combination is obviously
extended; since, supposing such change excluded, this limit
would be fixed, so far as the present supply of labour alone is
concerned, by the amount of necessaries required to keep the
labourers in fair 'working condition ': while so far as future
supply is taken into account, it would similarly be fixed by the
rate of real wages which will enable and induce the labourers
to rear a sufficient supply of future labourers.

So far we have supposed that the monopoly, whether of sellers
or of buyers, is not met by a connter-monopoly. 'Vhere this
is the case, there is no economic formula for determining the
rate at which exchange will take place, even on the assumption
that either party is governed by a perfectly intelligent and
calm regard to its own interests: provided, that is, that there
is a considerable margin between the least favourable rates of
oxcbnngc that it would be the interest of each side respectively
lO accept: if n8ces::;ary, rather than not come to terms. Under
these circumstances it is obviously the interest of both to divide
this margin in any proportion, rather than not effect an ex
change: but there are no general economic considerations that
enable Ui5 to say what proportion would be chosen. Similarly
we cannot say to what extent or for how long it is the interest
of either side to suffer loss or inconvenience rather than accept
the terms offered by the other party.

§ :~. The points that we hnvo hitherto discussed are such as
belong to monopoly generally, when considered from an abstract
point of view ; though ill practice some of them are not likely
to arise: except in the case of combinations. Let us now pass

I 'Fair working condition' is rather a vague phrase ; but it is rather difficult
to say how far an employer's self-interest will prompt him to add to his
labourers' wages, when such additions. if properly spent, would increase the
efficiency of the labourers themselves OJ' of their children. If the employer could
make sure that the extra wages would be properly spent, and that he would be
able to purchase at his own price the improved labour, self-interest would
obviously prompt him to give his labourers such wages as would make t.he
excess of value 01 the results of their labour Over what they consume (allowing
for interest Oll the latter) as great a:i possible. But it will be ad}' under special
circumstances thal he can feel even approxi.nutelv sure on these points. Cf.
ante, c. viii. ~ 1.

2:1-2
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to consider some characteristics that arc theoretically found only
in this latter case.

In the first place, it is important to observe that a com
bination, however effectively it. may restrict the supply of the
commodity monopolized, will yet not be able to count on main
taining permanently the average earnings of the members of
the combinutiou perceptibly above the average earnings 00
tainable by perSOIlH of the same industrial grade in other
employments imposing no greater sacrifices and requiring no
scarcer qualifications, unless the number of the combining
persons is also limited artificially. If entrance to the com
bination is left perfectly free, the only ultimate certain effect of
limiting the supply of the monopolized commodity will be to
alter tho mode in 'which competition may be expected to reduce
the earnings of the combining persons; instead of bringing
down prices, competition "\... ill in this case merely tend to de
crease the average amount of business or employment that the
combiuiug persous are able to obtain.

Secondly, we have to take note of the various ways in which
tho interests of the combiners in the aggregate may be related
to the private interests of individuals. alllong them. From the
point of view of general theory, Combiuatiou presents itself
primarily as a consequence of the unconstrained pursuit of

private pecuniary interest by each individual who combines;
but in dealing with actual fads we have also to consider cases
ill which a combination is imposed by social pres!:\ure UpOll
individuals who find it onerous. Even in the former case
where each may expect to gain if fill keep thoir compact to
restrict supply-iL may easily happen Um.L the share of the gain
of the monopoly accruing to auy one member of the combination
within a given period will he materially less than what he might
obtain hy increasing his own supply in violation of the compact;
especially if such violation can be kept for some time secret.
And the temptation to such breach will be still more strong if
the members of the combination have to submit temporarily to
positive loss in order to realize ultimately the gain aimed at;
either hcc:al;S() it is confronted by a counter-combination. which
entors into a contest of endurance with it, or because its customers
individually hold buck, in the hope of making a better bargain
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hereafter. In such cases it will be necessary for the combination
to provide for the enforcement of its rules by substan tial pe
cnniary penalties, or strong social sanctions; and, in some cases,
it may be necessary to take precautions against secret evasion
of rules, as well as against open violation. And such provision
will, of course, have to be still more stringent, when the com
bination generally profitable to u given class of labourers has
been only joined reluctantly by some individual members of
the class; either (1) because they have special reason to dread
the initial loss which the artificial restriction of supply will
involve, or the sacrifices which a struggle between opposing
combinations would entail; or (2) because the regulations ne
cessary to ensure the carrying out of the combination-of
which I shan speak presently-arc specially unfavourable to
them.

'The consideration of social sanctions for the maintenance
of a combined monopoly leads me to observe that besides the
express combinations which we ha ve hitherto had in view, in
which resolutions are formally taken by a whole body of com
bining persons or by a council representing and obeyed by the
whole body, similar results may be to SOllie extent produced
by more informal communications-or even without any com
munication, through the acquaintance that each member of the
class has with the sentiments and habits of action of the rest.
Such tacit combinations, indeed, are hardly likely to be
effective for the attainment of a rise in the price of the corn
modity exchanged; except, perhaps, where such a general rise
is obviously necessary to prevent a definite loss to the whole
class, in consequence of some chuuge of circumstances. .But
where the price of a.ny product or service has acquired a certain
stability through custom, the resistance which the mere 'V'is

inertiai of custom would present to any economic forces operating
to lower such price is likely to be considerably streugthencd by
the consciousness of each seller of the commodity that other
sellers will recognise their common interest. in maintaining the
price, and that substantial social penalties are likely to be
iufl.ict.ed upon any one who undersells the rest. It is ill this
way. for instance, that tho cuswma,ry fees for professional
services and the prices charged by retail traders, are sometimes
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maintained above the rate to which a.perfectly open competition
would reduce them t.

In order to sec more fully the effects of this necessity of
imposing sanctions for the maintenance of monopoly resulting
from combination, let us examine more in detail the steps
which the holder of a monopoly will have to take, in order to
realize the maximum of possible gain. 'Vhen the monopoly is
complete, it obviously confers the power of fixing exactly both the
amount and the price of the commodity supplied within any given
time. But from the difficulty of forecasting the demand exactly,
it can rarely be most profitable to do this-s-except for very short
periods, determined by the custom of the trade and the con
venience of purchasers. And such a course will generally be
still less expedient, where the monopolist has not complete
control of the market. Thus an individual monopolist who
wishes to approximate as nearly as is practicable to the
possible maximum of gain, will in most cases find it best to
leave the actual total of his receipts to be deterrnincd within
certain limits by the demand; either (1) fixing the price aud
letting the amount sold vary with the state of the market, or (2)
fixing the amount to be sold and letting the price vary-so long
as the variations are not very great. Which of die two courses
he will adopt will depend a good deal on the nature of his busi
ness; which may be such as to render either frequent changes
in amount supplied, or frequent changes in price, especially
inconvenient, Hut ceteris paribus he win probably prefer to
elfect Lhe limiLation of his supply indirectly, by keeping up the
price, so that the sacrifice of his customers' interests to his own
may be less palpable and offensive. When, however, the
monopoly results from combiuatiou, another consideration may
sometimes determine the choice between the two alternatives;
viz. the respective facilities that either affords for practically

1 The actual extent of the operation of these unavowed, and more or less
tacit, combinations is, from the nature of the case, very difficult to ascertain.
Hence the mistake may easily be made of attributing to 'free competition' un
favourable effects on wagp.R which nrc really due to comblnuiions of ntis kind 00

the part of employers. And I am inclined to think that this mistake has some
times been made by students of economic history, in dealing with states of
society in which custom has ceased to determine wages, while yet manual
labourers generally have not learnt to combine.
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holding individual members of the combination to their com
pact. An agreement as to price would seem to be ordinarily
both the simplest and the easiest. to enforce. In some cases,
hOWE'Ter, though a direct reduction of price is easy to detect
and prohibit, it is more difficult to secure that, rtonc of the
combining suppliers shall attract customers by indirect con
cessions, equivalent to a. reduction of price. On these and other
grounds it has sometimes been found more etlective to limit the
amount supplied by each seller, leaving the price to be regulated
by the demand '.

The method by which Trades' Unions, and other combinations
of labourers have endeavoured to increase the earnings of their
members has been mainly that of fixing a price fOT their labour.
To a smaller extent, however, they have also adopted measures
tending to restrict the amount of the labour that they control.
Regulations fixing the normal amount of hours of each week's (or
day's) work of each labourer, so far as they have been due to
the action of the unions, must have bad this result; though
such regulations have been chiefly advocated as a means not of
increasing the aggregate returns of labour, but of diminishing
the labour itself; and, actually, they have in some cases been
not much more than a particular mode of fixing the price of
labour, as there has been no regulation prohibiting work beyond
the normal time, and such work has in fact been common.
Again the restrictions which some unions have imposed on the
Humber of apprentices taken on by the employers seem to have
been mainly designed for the end of limiting supply, and must
have had some effect. in this direction. As I have before ob
served, a union open to all properly qualified workmen in any
trade must in some way limit the number of those entering the
trade, in order to secure permanently for its average members
wages known to be higher on the whole than those earned in
similar industries of the same grade. Otherwise, though the
rate of wages paid to anyone in actual employment might be
maintained, the average wages earned from year to year would

1 Thus, for instance, "the g-reat coel companies of Pcnnsylvanta and New
England have at ....ar'ious times bound thems('lvf'~ to one another under pecuniary
penalties not to exceed a certain output, which is fixed from time to time lly a
central committee." Ecunumics uf !wlnstry, p. lS2.
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tend to be gradually reduced by an increase iu the number of
workmen out of employment, until the advantages of the higher
price of labour were lost 1.

Hitherto we have not expressly considered the case of several
products different in quality, under the control of the same
monopolist. Where such differences are clearly defined, this
plurality does not present auy uew economic problem, as the
monopoly value of each separate quali ty of product may obvi
ously he determined separately. But, in the case of labour,
differences of quality are frequently not marked off by snch
definite and unmistakeable characteristics as would render it
easy to frame a tariff of wages accurately corresponding to
them; and especially where the processes of work performed are
the same, and only the manuel' of performing them varies, it
would be yery difficult for nn aggregate of workers varying in
efficiency to agree upon such a tariff One way out of this diffi
culty, which is that commonly taken by Trades' Unions, is to fix
it minimum rate, below which the ordinarily skilled craftsmen
in the trade are not to accept employment".

§ 4. Let us now inquire under what conditions of Supply and

1 It may be observed that actually Trades' Cnicns arc not merely associations
for procuring to their members the highest possible return for their labour, but
also aim at providing mutual assurance for their member'; by means of pecu
ninrv assistance, against the loss caused by want of employment. The" out of

"worll: pay" thus provided is, however, considerably less than the lowest wages
earned by an ordinary worker in the trade. Hence nuy addition to annual
wages 8CCUTlctl by such a union, if admission to the trade were practically unre,
strictcd, would be liable to be diminished in two ways; pa.rlly by the increased
coutribntion that would be required from all member", to insure effecti vely ag;dnst
want of cuiploymcni, : and purfly by the iucn-ascd numbcr of days during which
each workman, on the average, would have to content himself with the out of
work pay_ If, as I am informed, no such effects as these have been observed in
the case of Trades' Unions ,,-11;c11 do not practically restrict entrance into their
trades, I should he disposed to infer that no such union has as yet raised the
net advantages obtainable by its members above those obtainable in other indus
tries that nre on the same level as regards the outlay and the natural qualifi
cations which they require-or at least that. it ha-, not done this to an extent
generally perceptible for nny cousideraole period. So far as this inference is not
in accordance with facts, we umst conclude tlnu the mobility of labour is actually
imperfect through the wuuu of active iutclligcncc on the part of the labourers

concerned.
:: Thi,; rute 1,; tl'('4l1I"ntJ.y dmereuc in different localities. \Jf. Howell, /...'(~jJit(/l

and l"fllJollr, c. iv. Sill.
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Demand it will be possible for a combination of labourers to
raise their average earnings by an opportune increase of the
price charged for their labour. In this inquiry, however, I do
nut propose to take into account the loss that may be incurred
t.hrough strikes, or any expense involved in carrying on tho
work of combination. Of course, in calculat.ing the actual loss
and gain that have resulted La labourers from. Trades' Unions,
the loss through strikes is a vory iuiportnnt item; bu l. 1 do
not think there would be any use in attempting to estimate
generally the probable amount of such loss. Moreover in the
cases that \VC consider it will vel',\' rarely be the interest of
employers to run the risk of a strike, unless either they
combine, or a single business is so largo relatively to the par
ticular combination of labourers as to enjoy a partial' buyers'
monopoly.' And I have already said that the normal terms of
exchange between two mouopolies do not appear to me capable
of being solved. by the methods of deductive Political Economy.

Putting strikes, then, out of the (1 uest.ion, we may say
generally that the combining labourers will gain by raising the
rate at which they consent to sell their labour, so long as this
does not cause the demand for their labour to fall off so much
as to reduce the total amount spent in purchasing it. Such a
fall in demand may (1) be expected to occur rapidly, if an
adequate substitute for the monopolized labour can be obtained
from other sources, at a cheaper rate (all things considered) than
that fixed by the Union: this contingency, however, it will bo
not. difficult to exclude teuiporarily, if the combination corn
prises the majority, or even a large minority, of the labourers
in the country, trained to perform the pnjcesses of the particular
industry; provided the rise in wages demanded be kept within
such limits that the labour controlled by the Union is still
cheaper, considering its superior quality, than any other labour
which the employers are able to draw from other industries, Of

import from other countries'. But (2j even if this contingency

1 In the case of labour imported from (nominally) the snmc industry in other
countries we have to COllRidcl' llOt merely tlH' actual CfIf,t of «nn-iage, the (Jxp(;]1fte

incurred ill pn,enrillg lite labourers hy advcruscuicnte, l.l;.!()n~.~, &0.:., IUlll Ow c"xtm
remuneration required to compensate for exputriutiou ; but also the extent to which
they \\ ill he ilWX!Il'rl in \he ludllUtl;; antl};'l occsscs of the i1ll111"t£.} as prnct iscd iu
tile o.;ouutry to which ti1l'Y are )'l'otloht: awl further, where the Ianguuges an)
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be excluded, the fall in the demand for the monopolized labour
may be expected to occur, though more gradually, through the
defection of employers, if the average profits of the latter are
reduced by the rise ill wages perceptibly below the profits
obtainable on equal amounts of capital in other industries.
There are, hOVlCV01', several cases in which this effect is,
e-ither permanently or temporarily, unlikely to occur to any
important extent: as (a) jf the employers, being wholly or
partially exempt from competition, were previously able to make
profits in excess of the normal rate; or (b) if, apart hom tbe
rise in wages, they would be in a position to do so temporarily
owing to a simultaneous riso in the price of their commodity
through intensification of the demand, or to a fall in its cost of
production through invention, cheapening of material, &0. It
is to be observed that in t.he latter cases, an ultimate rise in
wages might be expected to OCCUT, even if there were no combi
nation of labourcrs , since the increase in employers' profits that
would then take place would tend to cause an extension of
business and an intensified demand for the appropriate labour.
Still, the gain that would thus accrue to the labourers might
easily be loss on the whole (as well as later in time) than the
increase in wages obtainable by combination.

Again, if the commodity sold by the employers is of such a
kind that an increase in its price tends but slightly to reduce
the consumers' demand for it, so that the aggregate expenditure
on the commodity is increased, the additional cost of production
due to a rise in wages may be entirely thrown on the consumers,
without ::Iny material reduction in the amount produced, or in
the employers' demand for labour. And this is likely to be the
case with any commodities which arc regarded by the consumers
as indispensable, except so far as the employers of the com
bining labourers arc closely prossed in the markets which they
supply by the competition of producers who are unaffeoted by
the combination.

Further, a rise in wages may often be temporarily secured,
without a corresponding reduction of business, even though the
employers' profits be thereby reduced considerably below the

different, the cost of Interpreters, and the loss occasioned by inevitable misun
deratnndiugs on the part of fellow-labourers and others. CI. Howell, c. ix. § 13.
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normal Tate) if their industry is one that uses a large amount of
fixed capital. For in this case the employers are often unahie
to diminish their employment of labour materially, without
proportionally reducing the yield all their fixed capital: and
the loss thus incurred may be greater than thu..t involved in
paying the higher wages to their full complement of labourers.
Indeed, in certain oiroumstunces-c-as for instance, if an employer
has contracted to do a certain amount of work under heavy
penalties, or if he has a large stock of raw material that will
deteriorate by being kept, or even merely if he is seriously
afraid of losing his business counexiou-c-it may be expedient
for him to continue his production, even if he earns less than
nothing for his labour and the use of his capital. But under
such circumstances the gain to the combining labourers can
obviously be only temporary, the period during which it can last
being limited in proportion to the severity of the employers'
loss; and it is not improbable that. the ultimate loss to the
combining labourers from the diminution of employment may
decidedly outweigh the immediate gain.

In all the above cases it is possible for a combination of
workmen to secure, either temporarily or permanently, a rise in
wages j while in none of them, except the last) has such gain
any manifest tendency to be counterbalanced by future loss.
And it does not appear that these cases are in practice very
exceptional: or that the proposition that "trades' unions
"cannot in the long run succeed in raising wages" corresponds
even approximately to the actual facts of industry. I am not,
however, aware that allY economist of repute has maintained
such a proposition-whatever may be the case with indiscreet
disciples. All that Mill and his chief followers have argued
is, that if one set of labourers obtain an increase of wages in
this way, there must be a corresponding reduction in the wazes·00

of other labourers. Even if this were SO~ there hardly seems
to be any reason why the labourers in any particular industry,
supposing them to be "economic men" of the ordinary pattern,
should be expected to sacrifice their interests to those of certain
other labourers unknown. Still the conclusion, from the point
of view of the philanthropist, is so important that it is worth
while to show in detail that there is really no ground for
drawing it.
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The doctrine is, in fact, a deduction from that combated in
Chap. VIII., under the name of the "Wages-Fund Theory,"
according to which the share of labour in tho aggregate was
"taken as predetermined" in the aggregate bargaining between
(employing) capitalists and labourers, and therefore as incapable
of being altered by the successful bargaining of anyone set of
labourers. According to the viev... that I have maintained of the
relation of capital to labour, \'{O have no ground for supposing
this" predetermination." It is no doubt true, according to my
view, that any increase in the wages of hired labour not accom
panied by an equal increase in its productiveness, has some
tendency to cause a reaction and subsequent inevitable reduc
tion in the remuneration of such labour, so far as such increase
involves a reduction of the rate of interest in the country; since
any such reduction must tend to check the supply of capital for
home investment, and so 11Itimatoly to raise interest again, at the
expeIl~e of wag-es. But there is no reason to snppose that this
ulterior loss to hired labourers ill the aggregate will generally
tend to counterbalance their previous gain; and there are
several possible cases in which 1:,110 above-mentioned effect 011

interest will either not occur at all, or be slight in comparison
to the rise in ·wages. Thus in the first place, when the
increase in the remuneration of any class of labourers causes a
corresponding increase in their efficiency, through their being
more amply supplied with the necessaries of life, the gain of
these labourers involves no corresponding loss to any other
class. Again, S'O far as any rise in wages diminishes the extra
profits which a particular class of employers, having certain
special advantages, were previously able to make, the loss
caused by it falls primarily on the wages of management of
these employers; and whatever ultimate effect it may have in
reducing the rate of interest is not likely to be great in propor
tion to its primary effect. Finally, so far as the addition to
particular wages is entirely or mainly paid by an increase in the
exchange value of products consumed chiefly by the rich,
though there will be a consequent loss to capitalists as C011

sumers, and LhHS a diminution in the real income derived from
capital, there will not therefore be any diuriuutiou in interest
regarded as i1. motive to nccumulation.
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In none of these cases, then, does a gain obtained through
combination by one set of hired labourers tend to cause any
thing like an equivalent loss to some other hired labourers.
There are, no doubt, many other cases in which such loss tends
to be, ultimately considerable, aud may outweigh the imine
.liato gnin, from the point of view of labour gcncmlly, even if
we leave the effect of strikes out of account. The loss in
question is produced chiefly in three ways; (1) au increase in
the cost of any particular kind of labour, so far as it CaU:ci8S a
rise ill the price of products consumed by other hired labourers,
tends to diminish the real wages of the latter; (2) any red uc
tiou in the sale of the labour furnished by a particular class of
workers, accompanying or resulting from a forced rise in their
wages, tends PI'O tanto to prevent some actual or possible
labourers of the same class from consuming as much as they
would otherwise do; (3) the same cause: tends more indirectly
to reduce the demand for other kinds of labour employed either
in the same industry, or ill other industries cooperating directly
or indirectly to produce the same consumable product,

So far I have been considering the operation of Trades'
Unions. or other combinations of labourers, in restricting the
supply of labour either directly or indirectly by raising its
price. But. before concluding this inquiry, it should be ob
served that combinations of workers, avowed or tacit, have
sometimes sought with more or less success to increase their
earnings through an onlnrgcmcut of the deruuud for their work ;
by enforcing the use of more laborions pTocesses of production
than are necessary for the result desired by the COIlS1HllCTS of
their products. Such arriflcial enlargement of demand IS mare
obviously injurious to society than au artificial restriction of
supply; since the extra labour of which the usc is thus enforced
is, From a social point of view, palpably and undeniably wasted.
Hence this mode of increasing the agf,l'J.'egare wages of <1 class
of workers seems to be rarely adopted iu an avowed and 11n
qualified way: that is, the more laborious process maintained
by combination commonly produces, or is believed to produce,
a result sourcwhut superior ill quality to that which could be
obtained hy less labour, t,hough the difference in quality by no
means compcnautcs fur tho additiounl cost.



CHAPTER XI.

TllAXSIENT AKD LOCAL VAB.IATIO~S IX DISTRIBUTION.

§ 1. THE more important. conclusions reached in the five
preceding chapters may be broadly summed up as follows:

The whole produce of the labour and capital employed in
any country, the whole increment of its wealth in a.ny given
year, will he greatm or less-other tJringR being the same
according to the quantity and efficiency of i ts labonr : while the
supply of labour, in a thickly peopled country, will be greatly
iuflucnced by the amount of produce pel' head that falls to the
labourers; and again the efficiency of the labour will depend
largely on the amount- of aid thnt it receives from capital, the
accumulation of which is materially influenced by the rate of
interest. The earnings of labour in the aggregate (including
the labour of management) may be most conveniently regarded
as consisting of this total produce, after subtracting whatever
payment has to be made for the use of the accumulated results
of previous labour and appropriated natural agents. Industr-ial
competition operates couciuually, with certain qualifications and
within certain limits, to equalize the shares in which such
aggregate earnings of labour are divided among the labourers;
still, tho wages of different classes are characterized by vcry
striking inequalities which industrial competition has no direct
tendency to remove. These inequalities are partly compensa
tory for inequalities of sacrifice or outlay undergone either by
the workers themselves or their parents; bnt, in such a society
as ours, the most striking of them-if we exclude the effects of
monopoly-will probably be due in a great measure to the
senrcity of perseus duly qualified, through their own wealth or
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their parents', for the performance of certain kinds of work.
The limitation of numbers necessary to this result would not,
however: be generally speaking maintained, if the standard of
comfort habitual in each grade of society did not place an effec
tive chock upon increase of population within. the grade. This
check may be importantly aided by the attractions which the
prospect of higher wages abroad exercise Oil different classes of
lnbourcrs ; since the average real wages of any class can not
remain below the real wages which the labourers in question
believe to be obtainable by them in another country, by an
amount materially more than anfficieut to compensate for the
prospective cost and trouble of obtaining it, and the sacrifices
involved in expatriation, as estimated by tho persons concerned;
provided that the outlay required is not actually beyond their
meDUS.

Another cause of variation in the 'wages of different kinds of
labour is the fad that certain classes of persolli; possess natural
qualities, physical and intellectual. which arc scarce relatively
to the demand for their labour; and this 18, even more mani
festly, a cause of differences of remuneration among individual
members of the same class. Skill peculiar to a single in
dividual renders its possessor a monopolist of the special com
modity produced by his skill; and this monopoly may enable
him to increase his income very considerably, if there be a
keen demand for his commodity. Similar advantages, varying
in extent and duration, may he gained by n. combination of
persons specially skilled. If the labour controlled by such a.
combination were strictly indispensable t.o the production of
some strictly indispensable commodity, the combined labourers.
would have it in their power to exact such a price for it as
would strip the rest of the community of all their superfluous
wealtb-s-that is, if we can suppose freedom of exchange to be
Iegully maintained under these hypothetical circumstances.
Practically such a case has nO\'81' occurred: even whero the
need which the monopolized labour supplies is one which must
be satisfied, some substitute can always be found either (1) for
the labour or (2) for the consumable commodity which it 1S a
means of producing ; and this possibility of substitution fixes a
limit to the price which the monopolized labour can obtain.
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A specially remarkable instance of inequality in the remune
ration of labour is fumishod by the earnings or wages of manage
ment of the employer as such , since such wages tend to increase
with the amount of capital employed to an extent more than
proportioned to the consequent increase in the labour of man
agcmcnt; owing to the scarcity of employers individually con
trolling large capitals, as compared with the field of employ
ment for such capitals, awl to the superiority, 011 the average,
of the work done by an employer who labours for himself alone,
as compared with the manager of a jointstock company.

Turning to the yield of capital itself, we observe that the
returns from certain investments may be kept above the ordinary
Tate of interest on the original outlay-just as the remuneration
of labour may-through the operation of monopoly or scarcity.
A chief case of this is the rent of agricultural land in thickly
populated COUll tries, which is kept above ordinary interest on
the outlay of which its utility is the result, by the limitation of
bud equally available for supplying tho same markets with
agricultural products: the excess of yield being due partly to
the natural qualities of the soil, partly to the distribution of
the population that purchases its produce. In some cases c-such
as the ground ill towns or the ground containing rich minerals
(supposing no outlay to have been incurred in c1iscoveringthem),
the payment of rout is wholly to be referred to the appropria
tion of a scarce natural agent. A similar operation of monopoly
or scarcity is exhibited by the high dividends often paid on tho
stocks of water-companies awl gas-companies, and other invest
ments which, either throug-h legal intcrforeuco or the force of
circumstances, are wholly or partially exempt from competition.
In all these cases, the normal extra yield of the land or capital
in question is determined merely by the excess of the price of
whatever amount of its produce it is found most profitable to
bring to market, over the cost of producing it-c-allowance being
made for any rise or fall in tho value of the land (or fixed capital)
employed, which may be caused by the process of production
itself. An analogous extra yield, again, is obtained by manu
facturers who use processes protected from imitation by secresy
or lcgnl monopoly, awl by houses of business that have an
established oonnoxion : and thongh such extra profit may be
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properly regarded as interest on the results of the labour applied
in inventing and perfecting a new process or establishing a
business, it is often much in excess of ordinary interest on such
outlay, when tho labour has been applied under specially favour
able social or industrial conditions.

On the other hand the yield of capital fully exposed to
competition, and not capable of beiug transferred without loss
from the investment in which it has been placed, cnnuot 011 the
average he higher than ordinary interest on the original outlay;
and is liable to become indefinitely less than this, through
changes in the arts of industry or in other social conditions.
K or is this liability absent, even in the CMe of capital partly
exempt from competition.

Current interest, or the price obtained for the use of capital
continually available for H€'W investment, tenus to be approxi
mately the same for equal amounts of such capital invested for
equal periods, allowance being made for differences in the
security of different investments, and in the- expectations of
their future riso and fall. Such interest is partly paid for
wealth employed in production, and partly for consumers'
wealth previously lent and consumed, either by Eying indivi
duals or those 'whose obligations they inherit, or by the com
munity to which they belong; in this latter case the debts on
which the interest is paid are to be regarded as invested capital
of indici.luals, though not of the community. The ratio of this
payment to the value of the principal is rnuiuly determined, in
a modern industrial community in which wealth is continually
accumulated, by the utility to industry of the last increment of
the capital productively invested; this utility, again; depending
on the relation between the supply of available capital and the
field of profitable employment for it, which latter tends to grow
larger as population increases-though not in proportion to
such increase after a certain point of density has been reached
and which, in recent times especially, has been continually and
greatly enlarged by the progre~s of invention. Since, however,
the accnmulutiou of capital in a eonntry is influenced by the
rate of interest, it may be assumed with great probability that
there is, at f\ny given time, a certain minimum rate necessary to
induce saving sufficient to balance the waste of capital that is

s. E. 2·;
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continually going all; and that as current interest sinks towards
this minimum, accumulation will be more and more retarded.
The supply of capital in a country, 11O\\'8ver, tends to vary from
many other causes besides changes in the rate of interest there;
in particular, owing to the international mobility of capital,
the supply in any oue C011l1tr)' tends to be affected by any
material changes in the field of employment for capital else
where; and also by any change-due (e.g.) La increase or
decrease of mutual confidence-in the general estimate formed
in anyone country of the risks attending investment in another.

§ 2. The rates of remuneration fOT different industrial
services, as they tend to be determined by the operation of the
general economic causes above analysed-except Combination,
which requires exceptional treatment from the difficulty of fore
casting its effects, if we suppose it generally adopted-may be
designutod as tho Normal rates. At any particular time and
place, tho actual shares of produce received by members of the
different industrial classes as such arc likely to vary somewhat
from the normal shares, under tho influence of transient or local
causes which I now propose to examine;-confining myself mainly
to causes actually operative in the most advanced industrial com
munities, and not incompatible with the general assumptions
on which our theory has proceeded. 'Vo ought, however,
to begin by noting that the normal shares themselves are
likely to be continually fluctuating; since there is no reason
to aSSUIne that any of the general causes that influence them
operate in precisely the Same manner or d(~grec for any length
of time. Wc have ahead:' observed that both the total pro
dnco of industry, ana the prcportious thu.t fall respectively
to labour and to capital, tend to be continually altered by
the changes that constitute the normal growth of a. prosperous
community-tho accumulation of capital, the increase of popn
lation, improvements in the arts of industry due to invention,
and the development of cooperation, especially cooperation
through exchange. Vire have seen, too, that the growth of
population within a given area tends on the one hand to increase
Lhe ::ulvantages of cooperation; but that on the other hand, after
a certain pitch of density is reached, it tends to diminish the
efficiency of labour in agriculture, through the increased difli-
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culty of agricultural production, while at the same time the
proportion of the produce paid for the use of land tends to
increase. Then, turning to the normal distribution of the
aggregate earnings of labour among tho different classes of
workers, we can easily see that it win be modified in various
complex wa.ys; by changes ill the distribution of wealth, altering
the supply of persons capable of making a given amount of out
lay; changes in the processes of industry, altering the demand
both for natural qualities and for the results of training,
and also altering the sacrifices required for the production of
certain utilities; changes in the cost of production of certain
kinds of skill, through the spread of education, &c.; changes in
social habits and opinions, modifying men's estimate of certain
kinds of sacrifice, and further altering the relations of the de
mands for the different grades of labour respectively; and other
changes too numerous to mention.

Again, the continual oscillations in the market-price of com
modities which we have noticed must be accompanied in most
cases with corresponding oscillations in the profits of those who
supply the commodities in question; owing to the inevitably
unstable adjustment of supply to the generally varying de
mand. The forecast of the demand for a commodity-at any
supposed price-can at best be only approximative; though
with some commodities-such as a staple of food-the approxi
mation can be made much more close than with others; in most
cases, however, besides the larger alterations in demand which I
shall notice later, there will be continual small tides of change
from complex causes that defy calculation. AmI even supposing
the demand for any product exactly known to all suppliers, it is
still highly unlikely that at any given time supply should be so
adjusted as to give the suppliers the exact remuneration that
industrial competition tends to allot to them. Indeed in agri
culture, hunting, and some kinds of mining the produce obtain
able by a. given amount of labour frequently varies very consi
derably on either side of the average; and it may be remarked
that, supposing such variations to affect all producers about
equally, it depends OIl the precise nature of the demand for the
product whether an abundant supply will be profitable or the
reverse: since if the demand is inelastic-as it is (e.g.) for

24-2
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com-the producers may easily gain hy dearth and lose by
plenty.

Finally, even the larger fluctuations that affect different
branches of production-which we have now to examine more
in detail-have already been noticed incidentally in considering
the general determination of Interest; since we had to distin
guish that portion of the returns actually received from invest
ments of capital which is practically compensation for risk.
Now it belongs to the very notion of 'risk' that we cannot
predict when or how far the loss, of which we recognise a
certain probability, will actually be incurred i hence even if
such expectations of risk were altogether well-founded, it would
be in the highest degree improbable that all owners of capital
should incur the same proportion of loss in any particular year.
Similarly we have taken note of ' uncertainty' as one cause of
the difference in the actual remunerations of labour. Floro,
however, it should be observed that tilere is practically a much
more exact comparison of prospective remunerntious made by
persons investing capital than by persons selecting a line of
labour. Very slight differences in the prospective security of
interest, which would have no effect on the choice of a trade
or profession, find expression in the different prices of different
investments of capital-thus) for instance, the faint additional
chance of the non-payment of interest on the preference shares
of a first-class English railway causes such shares to be sold
at a somewhat lower price than debentures of the same rail
way yielding the same interest, Similarly if a small capi
talist is considering whether he shall go into a business, he
takes into account indefinite and remote risks which can hardly
enter into the view of an ordinary labourer choosing a trade for
his son: for the uncertainties of which Adam Smith speaks,
that tend to be compensated in the higher wages of particular
trades, are dangers frequently incurred in the course of the
ordinary experience of such trades. Accordingly the exceptional
losses of different classes of capitalists and employers tend to
be compensated by higher incomes in ordinary times to a
greater extent than similar losses incurred by hired labourers.
On the other hand, the fluctuations in the profits of capital
employed by the owner, and even in the mere interest of
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capital that bears the full risks of industry, appear to be
decidedly greater on the average than the fluctuations in the
remuneration of hired labour: because 1.1llUCf the existing con
ditions of industry profits are the "leavings of wages," so that
the capitalist employer mostly bears the first shock of unfore
seen losses, and only passes on a part of the blow to his
employees; and, iu the same wa.y, he mostly SCCUTCS the lion's
share of unforeseen gains.

§ 3. Let us then proceed to consider more in detail the causes
and effects of the more important. fluctuations in the profits of
different industries: and, since the danger of loss occupies a
larger place in the common view of industrial capital than the
chance of extra gain) we may conveniently begin by directing
our attention to the former phenomenon. Of course so far as
we are merely dealing with changes in distribution, 106s and
gain-to different sets of persons-arc corrolntive effects of the
same onuses. But important changes in distribution are mostly
accompanied by some increase or decrease in the aggregate
wealth of the community; and it may be observed that in esti
mating this aggregate effect, we arc often liable to strike the
balance wrongly between gain and loss; since the lesser of the
two correlative effects, being the more concentrated, is often
more obvious and striking.

Losses in business which impair aggregate wealth as well as
the wealth of individuals may be due, firstly, to dishonesty; or,
'without distinct dishonesty, to the pursuit of private interests
by the employers of borrowed capital, 'with more or less culpable
indifference to the interests of the persons who own the capital.
Or, secondly, they may be due to mere mismanagement of the
routine of business-want of care and punctuality in. meeting
requirements, want of vigilance in supervising subordinates, &c.
These causes, however, are hardly likely to affect specially any
particular branch of procluction; and therefore most of the
damage due to them will remain with the owners or employers
of the capital in question. But a third class of losses, which arise
from want of the higher kind of business talent,-viz. foresight
as to important changes in supply or demand, and inventiveness
in adapting production to meet such changes-being liable to
affect whole classes of employers simultaneously, have a much
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greater tendency to be passed on to the classes of labourers
employed by them. It is hard to draw a line in any case de
fining how much of this kind of loss should be regarded as the
normal penalty of unskill, and, similarly, how much of the cor
responding gain from favourable changes is the normal reward
of superior ability; since it is difficult to place definite limits to
hurnau foresight and ingenuity. But at any rate there is a
good deal of actual loss and gain which we must place beyond
the line, and consider-economically speaking-as beyond the
scope of prescience and provision; and it Y{QuId seem that the
development of industry and trade tends to increase both the
number and magnitude of such unmerited fluctuations of in
come; though it also tends to mitigate their worst effects on
human life and happiness.

In examining further the operation of such accidents, we
may notice first those that strike industry, so to say, from
without; that is Irom causes independent of the conditions of
its own normal progress under a system of free competition.
Such are the calamities of unusually bail seasons, plagues of
noxious animals, epidemic diseases among useful animals and
vegetables, extensive damage from flood or fire, &c. Losses caused
in this way almost always fall with unequal weight on different
portions of the community; ill most cases they are borne
primarily by employers engaged in the branches of industry
affected; a varying portion of the loss being passed on to the
consumers of their products, tho labourers whom they employ,
the owners of the land and borrowed capital which they usc,
and the other producers whose products they consume '. The
same may be said of the destruction of property caused by ·war;
though it is to he observed that so far as 'val', disease) or other
calamity destroys human life, its effect on the amount of wealth
per head possessed by the community is of a mixed kind: since
the survivors, whatever they may lose by such calamities, will at
any rate gain relief from the economic disadvantages of over
crowding.

1 It bas been observed that the producers of commodities lor which the
demand is of such (\, kind tbat-c-within certain limits-each diminution in
supply tends to increase the price paid for the total amount sold, may actually
gain as It ,la.$& by any such disaster; the consumers suffering, through the
rise in price, a loss greater than that which falls on the community as a whole.
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Accidents of this kind favourable to production also occur,
though more rarely; the most striking of those are chalice
discoveries of natural products suitable to human usc, as in the
finding of rich mines. Such discoveries however, are more
commonly made by minds that have spent time and energy in
searching for them; in which case they como under the general
head of Invention, the great. spring of industrial progress.

More ordinarily, important changes due to invention consist
in the discovery not of new sources of raw material, but new
modes of adapting known materials or forces to the needs of in
dustry. Such improvements in industrial processes of course
tend to make the community ultimately richer, inasmuch as they
increase the amount of a given kind of commodity obtainable
by a given amount of labour. But, generally speaking, they
tend also to reduce the value of a. certain amount of the capital
already invested in instruments of production. Hence their
effects on tho wealth of the community at the time of their
introduction are necessarily mixed; nnd may be, on the whole,
of a negative kind. It is even conceivable that some vcry im
portant invention might reduce the value of previously existing
instruments and stocks so much, tlmt the total capital of the
community would actually be diminished by an amount ex
ceeding the value of tho new commodities produced within the
year; so that the community would appear to be spending its
capital, in consequence of what was really a great step in tho
advance of material 'wellbeing. This paradox is the inevitable
result (in tho case supposed) of including in one aggregate of
wealth, along with things immediately consumable, products
that are only useful and valuable as a means of producing the
former: but, since most of that part of real incomes which is
saved exists normally in the form of such merely instrumental
products, I do not see how we can conveniently adopt any other
view of wealth, in discussing Distribution. 'Yo must therefore
be content to note the possibility of this paradoxical result, and
to guard ourselves against being misled by it.

So great a destruction of the existing value of capital aa
that above supposed is highly improbable; but minor effects of
this kind arc, as I have said, ::t normal incident of industrial
progress; and, in considering the effects of now inventions on
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distribution, must be set down as losses, which may temporarily
more than counterbalance the economic gain of such inventions.

This gain itself will be distributed in very various ways
according to circumstances. Supposing that the invention can
be monopolized, through a patent or otherwise, the extra profit
that its possessor can secure-a-which is, of COt'trSE\ to be 1'0

gnrdcd as the normal reward of the inventor's labour-may
oonccivnbly be equivalent to tho whole of the economic gain
obtained by the improvement. But, generally speaking, the
monopolist will pass on a portion of this gain to others, and
ultimately to the consumers; since, if (1) the improvement
consists in cheapening the manufacture of some old product, it
will generally be his interest to sell this at a lowered price, ill
order to secure. possession of the market; while if (2) it leads
to the production of some new' consumable commodity. it will
be necessary to sell this to the consumers at such a price as
will give them a, share of the additional utility obtained hy it,
in order to induce them to alter their habits of purchase.
Supposing, on the other hand, that the invention is not pro
tected from imitation, competition will tend ultimately to
transfer the whole gain to the consumers; but generally speak
ing a. certain portion of it will, during an interval varying ill
length, be retained as extra profit by the employers who first
usc the invention, who may either be some or all of the persons
whose fixed capital has been depreciated by the improvement,
or a quite different set of persons-according as the industrial
change in question is more or less sweeping iu character.

The effects of such a change on the remuneration of manual
labour are similarly complex and various. It is obvious that
the value of what we have before called the 'personal capital' of
skilled labourers-a-their acquired dexterities-is liable to be
diminished or annihilated by improvements in industrial pro
cesses, just as the value of material instruments is. On the
other hand, the fall of price caused by an improvement frequent
ly extends the consumptiou of the products of the industry
affected so mnch, as to increase considerably the total employ
ment offered to labourers engaged in it, and to raise the price
of the kind of labour required to work the new process, If,
however, this extension of consumption does not take place, the
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introduction of a 'labour-saving' improvement in any branch
of production must necessarily diminish the total amount of
labour employed in it; and since if the change takes place
rapidly the labourers thus turned adrift will often find it diffi
cult to obtain work elsewhere, it is not surprising that improve
ments in industrial procc~ses sh01l111 have been thought to
diminish the whole field of employment for labour; and that at
various times not unenlightened persons should have fancied
that they were acting for the interest of the community in
endeavouring to prevent this result. But, it is obvious that, if
of two processes equally efficient the more laborious is chosen,
the utility to the community of the extra labour thus employed
is simply nil ; and there must always be some other department
of the industrial system in which it could be applied produc
tively, though probably with a diminished (final utility', and
therefore at, a lower rate of remuneration.

·What has been just said of the effects of newly invented
improvements in the process of manufacture, applies equally
to the application of inventions already published, but neg
lected for want of knowledge, enterprise or capital; except
that the element of possible mouopoly is absent in this case.
Similar effects are also produced by improvements in com
munication and conveyance, and the opening up of new lines
of trade I ; but a full consideration of these would bring promi
nently into view local variations in industrial incomes, which
I reserve for discussion later OIl.

Again, it may be pointed out that improvements in any
branch of production, if they materially increase or decrease
the value of its aggregate products, tend to cause secondary
changes in the demand for the products of other ind ustries,
which Dlay in some cases be important; thus if corn be
materially cheapened, the demand for the luxuries of the poor
may rise to such an extent as to raise temporarily the profits
and wages of the producers of such luxuries above their normal
amount. The new investments of capital to which invention

1 At an earlier period of our industrial history it was usual, and perhaps
userul, to encourage and protect developments of trade b,}' legal monopolies,
no leas tha.n improvements in manufacture. But in the present state of com
mercial enterprise such artificial encouragement would seem quite superfluous;
and is universally condemned by modern maxims of economic policy.
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leads arc similarly a source of temporary extra gains to the
prodneers of certain kinds of instruments and materials; thus
(e.g.) the introduction of railways benefited employers and
labourers engaged in the production of iron.

§ 4. Further important changes in demand continually
occur, with effects similar to those just mentioned, indepen
dently of any amelioration in the processes of manufacture.
To a certain extent, indeed, such changes are, in a larger sense,
to be regarded as economic improvements; that is, when a
general preference on the part of consumers for some com
modity different from what they have previously been in the
habit of purchasing is occasioned by the fact that a better or
cheaper means of satisfying some need has become more gene
rally known or appreciated. But some alterations in demand,
that affect production materially, are due to the mere caprice of
fashion, and thus involve no real advantage to tho community.
Either kind of such changes when abrupt and extensive
may inflict the same kind of loss on certain portions of real
and personal capital that lye have seen to be an incidental
effect of many industrial improvements; and may similarly
affect the relati ve demands for certain kinds of labour.

Even if we suppose no change either in the arts of industry
or the habits of expenditure corresponding to different grades
of income, many important changes in the relative demand for
the products of different industries must continually result from
the increase of wealth and population, and from the larger
changes in distribution which these tend to bring with them,
through the operation of the normal conditions already investi
gated.

As I have already said, the highest kind of busiuess talent is
shewn in forecasting rightly all these various changes and con
tinually adapting supply to demand; bnt the forecast tends to
become more difficult as the range of cooperation through ex
change extends. Producers are more and more led to manufac
ture for markets too numerous to watch carefully, too remote to
understand adequately, and exposed to modifying influences of
continually increasing complexity; and hence fluctuations in the
adaptation of supply to demand, and consequent fluctuations in
the incomes of producers, tend to become greater and to contain
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a larger element of mere luck. Manufacturers and traders
working under these conditions have frequent and important
occasions of gain through unexpected developments of demand;
but they arc also in continual danger of loss through over
supply of their commodities. Indeed any considerable gain is
liable to tend indirectly to subsequent loss, by the exceptionally
eager competition excited in the business that has suddenly
become profitable. Tho excess of production thus caused some
times leads to such 11 fall in the price of the over-abundant
products that their market-value does not exceed that of the
materials spent in making them-or, in the case of trade, the
value of imported goods does not exceed their value in the
country from which they were brought-thus allowing no return
whatever to the labour and capital employee! in the production;
or father, as the employed labourers will generally have received
their wages, a proportionate amount of the employer's capital
must in such cases he wasted in the purchase of valueless work.
Over-production of this kind-even if it does not reach this
degree-is a. striking feature of the modern competitive organ
isation of industry, extended as it is by worldwide trade; and,
owing to the intimate connexion of different branches of produc
tion) fluctuations of this kind rarely affect one branch alone,
and frequently occur nearly simultaneously in a considerable
number. This experience has in former times led even professed
political economists to the conclusion that general over-produc
tion is a danger against which society has to guard; that the
n.ggregate of labourers cooperating through exchange arc liable
to produce not only too much of a. certain kind of commodity,
but too much altogether. Now it must be admitted that this
result is a possible one; an individual may obviously be leu,
from an over-estimate of the utilities obtainable by his labour,
to work harder than he would otherwise think it worth while to
do; and what is possible in the case of anyone worker is possi
ble in the case of the aggregate of workers. AmI I think
further that this result may be expected to occur; to a certain
VCl'y limited extent, when any branch of industry is abnormally
stimulated by high prices; since under these circumstances the
energies of employers and employed are often strained to an
unusual degree, and a certain margin of extra labour is likely
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to be called fortb, which would not have been exerted except
for the high rate of remuneration which it is mistakenly sup
posed to be worth. But this margin-even supposing it not to
be counterbalanced hy an equal or greater reduction of labour
elsewhere-will generally be so small a pnrt of the whole labour
thus employed that it may for practical purposes be neglected;
practically the over-production of certain commodities of which
we have actual experience may be regarded as merely mis
directed production. Indeed we may lay down, that, owing to
the defects in the actual organisation of industry, which result
inevitably from the limited knowledge and imperfect mutual
communication of its members, society is always in a condition
of under-production; i.e. there is always a considerable amount
of available labour unemployed, for which the conditions of
industry might actually alford remuneration sufficient to bring
it into employment.

Still, however they may be caused, the extensive miscalcu
lations of supply that produce the effect of general over-pro
duction, tend equally to depress the remunerations of employers
and employed in certain branches of industry below the normal
rates, and to depreciate the capital, real and personal, that has
been invested in them. Indeed, when the miscalculation has
been great, it may even annihilate the value of large portions
of such capital, if it is of a kind that cannot be turned to
other uses without great loss.

§ 5. 'Ve have now to observe that such over-production will
often be accompanied by important fluctuations in the rate of in
terest, and therefore "rill produce effects on distribution beyond
the range of the special branches of industry in which the
miscalculation has taken place. This will be especially found
to be the case if the over-production has been due to a wide
spread over-estimate of the profit to be obtainedby new invest
ments of capital-whether in the form of additional stocks of
consumable goods, destined for new openings of trade, or in
railways, ships, machines and other durable instruments. We
have already noticed that the demand for new capital to be
productively invested depends at any particular time not upon
the actual productiveness of such capital, but upon the general
estimate of y·..-hat it will produce. There seems, indeed, no
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ground for supposing that this estimate tends, on the average
and in the long run, to diverge decidedly from the facts in
either direction. But experience shews that the general view
of the possibilities of profitable employment of capital is liable
to marked ebbs and flows. Sometimes there is a general dis
position to overrate it, II times of confidence," ill which the
oyer-production of which we have been speaking takes place.
At such times the employers who cause tho over-production
avail themselves largely of the capital of others; borrowing is
extended, and an unusual number of joint-stock companies are
formed; in consequence of which the rate of interest rises to an
unusual height. Then when the miscalculation has become
manifest, numerous bankruptcies and wide-spread depreciation
of the new investments occur; really sound investments are
affected by the ruin of the unsound; the general confidence is
succeeded by general distrust; and the rate of in terest falls
again, not merely down to, but below, the normal rate.

In these fluctuations, the rate of discount or interest charged
by hankers for the usc of the medium of exchange commonly
fluctuates more than the rate on investments generally, as the
demand for loans made by bankers increases more in proportion
than the demand-made mainly by joint-stock companies-for
the capital of private investors. AmI if the transition from
confidence to distrust is sudden and sharp, it is liable to cause a
very violent fluctuation in the rate of discount; bankers refuse
to make loans on conditions which they would ordinarily consider
acceptable, partly through fear of the bankruptcy of the appli_
cants, partly Irom the necessity of protecting themselves against
the eonscqllcnces of <1 similar distrust; and thus the extreme
scarcity of trustworthy medium of exchange forces up the price
of it to an abnormal height; money being everywhere wanted,
not for enlargement of purchases, but for the payment of debts
already incurred. At such times there will also be a rise in the
rate of interest on invested capital generally, not from au
increase in the total amount of interest received, but from a
fall in the selling value of securities; which arc extensively
sold owing to the urgent need of ready money and the high
price paid for the use of it, This latter change, of course, docs
not affect the real income of persons who continue to hold these
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securities j but it involves an accidental gain to all who are at
the time investing, at the expense of those who find it needful
to sell their investments.

Again, other causes besides miscalculation of prospective
profits on the part of employers of capital may produce a tran
sient rise in interest. Thus the commencement-c-or merely the
fear-of a drain of gold from banks, for the payment of a balance
of debt 011 the hade of the country or eomo other cause, lllay
lea.d bankers to raise the rate of interest, in order to bring back
the gold or turn the balance the other way. Sneh a rise iu the
rate tends to have the desired effect in two ways: it tends to
lower prices,-because it makes holders of commodities or securi
ties prefer selling to borrowing money, and similarly diminishes
the willingness to purchase-and thus encourages exportation
and discourages importation; and secondly it increases the dis
position of foreign creditors to allow the debts due to them to
run on, in order to obtain the higher interest.

This leads me to notice another important class of variations
in Distribution, that tend to accompany critical changes in the
rate of interest charged by bankers; viz. those due to varia
tions in the purchasing power of money_ I have before ex
plained how the .price paid for the use of money and its
general purchasing power tend to vary concomitantly to a
cert-ain extent, and under certain circumstanccs-c-though under
other conditions they are more likely to vary in opposite
directions; and I have shewn how this concomitauco comes to
be especially marked at financial crises. Indeed in a country
where the use of bankers' obligations as a medium of exchange
is general, and where the dangerous resource of inconvertible
notes is eschewed, the most rapid and impressive variations in
the purchasing po,ver of money arc those due to the vicissitudes
of the banking system; but the more durable, though slower,
variations caused by changes iu the relation of the supply of
bullion to the demand for it, also produce very material effects on
tho distribution of incomes. 'These effects arc of a somewhat
complex kind. It is obvious that a rise in the purchasing
power of money is advantageous to all creditors, including all
annuity-holders, and all persons whose incomes arc legally fixed,
and disadvantageous to all debtors; but it should be noted that
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it is also at least temporarily advantageous to all persons whose
rates of remuueration haw a partial stability through the mix
ture of custom 1 and informal combination of which I have before
spoken; that is, to large classes of labourers. For both reasons,
therefore, it is disadvantageous to employers of capital who are
generally borrowers, 'and at the same time employers of labour.
It thus acts as a. discouragement of industrial enterprise, and
in this way may cause some detriment indirectly even to the
labourers whom it primarily benefits. Similarly a fall in the
purchasing power of money causes a sensible diffusion of good
fortune among employers of capital and labour; the benefit of
which is not unlikely to be ultimately shared by the labourers
whom they employ. though immediately these latter tend to
lose through the comparative immobility of their money in
comcs ; while all who are legally entitled to fixed money
payments lose, of course, without compensation.*G. In considering changes ill the purchasing pO\ver of
money, it is important to observe that such changes arc only
gradually transmitted, and with unequal rapidity from one part
of the country to another; and also that in the same district
some industries are slower in feeling their effects than others.
Such inequalities are obviously due to differences in the nature
and extent of the traffic carried on, directly or indirectly, between
the districts in which money is produced-or the emporia of
foreign trade through which it is obtained from abroad
and other parts of the country. TInt ill order to understand
these differences thoroughly, it will be convenient to take a.
view of the variations that tend to be found normally in the
prices of any commodity, and in the genera] purchasing powcr
of money, as we pass from district to district. These variations
are due primarily to the localization of different branches of
production (incluJing exchange) in different places; which is
itself traceable to a combination, sometimes rather intricate, of
physical and historical causes. The most obvious of such causes
are the natural economic advantages which some parts of the
earth's surface offer for certain industrics : thus minerals will

1 It should be remembered that we arc contemplating a. society in which
Custom pure and simple is supposed not to interfere materially with the aotlon
of Competition.
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evidently tend to be produced where they arc most abundant
and most easily extracted, and agricultural products where soil
and climate arc most favourable: large centres of trade will be
formed near the mouths of navigable rivers, and manufactures
will flourish where the row or auxiliary materials employed in
them are easily obtainable. But in any explanation of the
actual distribution of industries in the complex group of com
munities HOW more or less united by trade into one industrial
system, a large place must be given to the influence of dif
ferences of race, social condition and political circumstances
among the persons inhabiting different localities. It would
take us too far afield to analyse these historical conditions:
what we are rather concerned to observe is that when once an
industry has been successfully established in any place, through
whatever combination of causes, there is a certain economic cis
inertios tending to maintain it there-c-und to increase it in
extent, if the increase of population and wealth increases the
demand for its products within a given area, or if improvements
in communication enlarge the area which can be profitably
supplied from one centre. This vis inertice may be analysed
into several elements, variously combined in different cases.
Partly, a manufacturer 'who started elsewhere would have more
difficulty in obtaining 11 market for his commodities, from the
established reputation attaching to the locality in question:
(e.g.) equally good hardware made at Halifax would not com
maud the price of Sheffield hardware. Partly, again, he would
have more difficulty in obtaining the requisite skilled lnbonr :
while further, especially in departments of industry in which
the subdivision of employments has been carried to great lengths,
anyone branch of production tends gradually to have collected
in its neighbourhood auxiliary and connected, but separately
organised, industries; so that a producer by settling in this
neighbourhood has superior facilities for obtaining the materials
or instruments he requires.

Through this combination, then, of physical and historical
conditions it comes to pass that the main part of the demand of
a region often very large, for commodities of a certain quality,
tends to be supplied from a district or districts, the extent of
which is but small-sometimes insiguificaut-c-in comparison
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'with the whole area '. AmI, to meet the expense of carriage,
the money-price paid by consumers for such commodities tends
to increase, roughly speaking 2

, in proportion to the distance
that separates the consumer from the centre of diffusion. But
it is to be observed that the real exchange-value of the com
moditics 1ll<1Y vary somewhat differently from the money-price;
since money itself tends to have somewhat different values in
different districts. For instance, in a country which obtains its
coin ami bullion from abroad, the purchasing power of money
will tend to be appreciably higher in districts unfacourably
situated for exchanging commodities, directly or indirectly, with
the emporia of foreign trade ;-that iS 1 districts between which
and the places with which they trade the cost of carriage is
high, while there is no such keen demand for their products
outside as would enable them to throw the greatcr part of this
cost on their customers, The theoretical maximum of possible
difference between the exchuuge values of lllolley in any two
districts compared is coustiturcd, as we have seen, by the cost
of carrying money onc way and S0111e kind of goods the other
way; but in an advanced industrial community with a fully
developed banking system, the cost of carrying money itself
may be neglected, at least in comparing districts not very re
mote, and we need only consider the cost of carrying goods. This
cost and the resultant differences will of course vary with the
facilities, natural and artificial, for transport; hence prices may
be more nearly equalised at comparatively remote places in the
neighbourhood of a coast or a railway, than at places com
parativcly ncar each other, but connected only by indifferent
roads.

Further, it is to be observed that local variations of prices
will be more marked in the case of commodities that arc either
heavy in proportion to their value, or liable to injury during

] Where, as in all industries except agriculture, this development of trade
leads to the close aggregation of a large number of labourers, tho resulting
inequality in the distribution of population is increased by the further aggrega
tion of retail traders and artisans to supply consumable commodities to the
other aggregate.

2 The interest that manufacturers and traders generally have in extending
their business, induce them sometimes to take a part-or even the whole-of
this cost on tbemselvee, in transmitting their products to distant consumers.

S. E. 25
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transport, than in the case of lighter and more durable or more
safely portable articles. And since in these various ways the
differences in the exchange value of money, as between any two
districts compared, will tend to be different in relation to differ
ent commodities; it m:1Y easily happen that the practical
purchasing pmvcr of m01wy will have different local variations
for different classes of incomes. Thus nn unskilled labourer's
money wages may go further in a remote rural district, owing
to the cheapness of the food, fuel and Louse-room which they
are chiefly spent in providing; while to a professional man living
in the same class tho gain in this ,vay may be more than out
weighed by the increased cost of certain luxuries.

All these differences havo to be taken into account in con
sidering the normal effects of industrial competition; since, as
we have seen-c-qnitc apart from any obstacles to the mobility
of labour-c-thia does not necessarily tend to equalize moncy
W3gCS, but only to get rid of ..LIlY considerable and generally
recognizable differences in the net advantages obtainable, on
the avemge, by equally efficient and industrious labourers in
the same industrial grado.

§ 7. The tendency to such equalization, however, is-as we
have already noticed-e-still further limited by the existence of
obstacles that impede the migration of labourers. These ob
stacles would still exist to a certain extent, even if the
influence of mere inertia and easily removable ignorance, as
well as the more definite hindrances to migration that have
sometimes been interposed by law, and the barriers against intru
sion sometimes raised hy oombinutious of labourers.', were alto
gcthcr eliminated. There would always be f\ certain expense,
trouble, and loss of time involved in transporting an individual
and still more a family-to a distant place; there would generally
be a loss of indefinite advantages derivable from the kindly
regard of neighbours, and a. loss of useful knowledge of the
special conditions of industrial and social life in a giveu locality
-which would be greater if the change involved the learning of

1 It should be observed that in other way'" Trades' Unions tend to aid the
mobility of labour Crow place to place; by developing hnbits of concerted action
among labourers, elevating the average leyel of their intelligence, collecting and
diffusing information as to rates of wages in different localidcs, &c,
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a new language, or of new modes of work; and there might
still be a general avorsion to expatriation, and even to leaving
familiar scenes and breaking social relations. If however, we
supposo the distribution of industries and industrial population
to remain without material change foe a considerable time,
these obstacles alone could hardly hold permanently in check
the forces tending to equalization) at least within the same
country-c-oxcopt in the case of a class of labourers so poor that
the mere expense rendered migration impossible, without very
severe privations; since the influences above...mentioned would
not commonly affect strongly more than a part of the popula
tion of any district; and the prospect of higher wages elsewhere
would continually attract the more migratory element-e.g.
young unmarried or newly married persons of an enterprising
turn of minrl '.

Such obstacles to migration affect the more highly-paid
lnbonrors, including tho employers of labour awl capital, in a
less degree than others; and, though the greater part of capital
already invested is, at best, far less mobile than labour, still,
in an industrially advanced country, where wealth grows
rapidly, floating capital tends to flow rapidly and in large
volume into localities specially favourable for production.
Hence, supposing no material change to take place in the local
.distribution of industries, the not advantages generally believed
to be obtainable by the employment of equal amounts of new
capital in different localities would before long be roughly
equalised. This equalization would not, of course, affect rent or
any extra profit analogous to rent, accruing em capital partially
exempted by circumstances from competition. Such extra.
yields tend rather to become more unequal, as the concen
tration of labour and capital in certain places becomes more
intense through the growth of population and the specialisation
of industries.

) It is assumed in this argument tlmt the average personal effioiency of
labourers in tho same industry is the same in different localities. The tendency
to eqnalization is impeded, so far as the average efficiency in different places is
different, even if the diD'crencc be such as is likely to be gradually removed by
migration. An important case of this lund is the low average efficiency of
labour in certain places which results Jrom the vcry lowness of Its remuneration
causing an inadequate supply of the necesearlcs of healthy life.

25-2
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\Ve may conclude, in short, that under the influence of indus
trial competition, the special economic advantages attached to
different localities, supposing them to remain substantially
unaltered, would ultimately express themselves in the distribu
tion of industrial incomes mainly in the form of reut or some
extra yield similar to rent, TInt in fact such local advantages
are continually undergoing changes so rapid and extensive, as to
balance-c-or more than balance-during a considerable period,
the equalizing forces of industrial competition. Sometimes
(1) the extension of an industry already established in a certain
district is so rapid, owing to the extension of the demand
through improvements either in processes of manufacture or
means of communication with other districts, 01' perhaps to a
rise in demand in consequence of a change of social habits or
industrial needs, that in spite of the continual increase in the
supply of labour and capital employed in the industry. tho
remuneration of both labourers and employers continues for
many years to remain at a sonrcity height.. (2) Sometimes
again, the extension of our knowledge of localized natural 1'0

sources, or the discovery of new means of obtaining or using
materials already known, may alter importantly the relative ad
vantages of different districts for a certain kind of production,
so that large new centres of industry may be rapidly formed in
new districts, and old ones deserted. The development of the
cotton manufacture in Lancashire after the inventions of Ark
wright and Watt is an instance of the former kind of change;
the discoveries of new valuable mines most strikingly illustrate
thc latter.

The effects of such changes on other inhabitants of the dis
tricts in which they occur are complex, and vary somewhat
according to the precise nature of the change and the conditions
of the industry primarily affected. If these latter are such that
an additional amount of produce cannot be obtained except at a
higher cost, a rise in demand or improvement in communication
that leads to a larger sale of the produce in question outside the
district must ceteris paribus through the consequent rise in price
inflict 1053 on all inhabitants of the district except the producers
who gain by it. In tho case of the products of manufactures
as distinct from those of agriculture and mining-this result is
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not likely to occur, except very transiently; here, as we have
before seen, increased production generally leads to greater
cheapness. In all cases, however, the rise in the wages of labour
in the industry primarily affected has a certain tendency to
raise wages generally throughout the district j at the same time
the flow of labour and capital to a district where a maoufacturing
or mining industry is grO\villg tends to bring gain to other in
dustries of the same district by increasing the local market for
their products. Thus (c.g.) the development of a manufacture
in a town, increasing its population and demand for food, tenus
to benefit the agricultural producers in tho surrounding country.
If, however, the products thus locally raised in price are easily
transportable, and consequently the producers in the district are
closely pressed by the competition of similar producers outside,
they are not unlikely to lose more by the general rise in wages
than they ga.,in by the rise in demand for their commodities;
in which case the capital invested in these other departments
of production will be gradually reduced, and may even be with
drawn altogether. In this way the successful establishment of
anyonc great centre of industry in any district has a tendency
to promote indirectly the conceurrntibn of other industries in
other localities.

On the other hand the development of one kind of pro~

duction-c-say tho production of cotton-in one district (.A) in
consequence of an increased sale of its products in another dis
trict. (B), 'will be accompanied by a decline in the production of
cotton or some similar product in B, unless the commodity that
thus loses its market was previously obtained by B from SOl1:e

thin} place. This change will of course benefit the consumers
of cotton in B, while causing temporary loss to 11 particular
class of producers; and, in all ordinary cases, it will be ulti
mately a gain on the whole to the larger region including
the two districts; since the labour that would otherwise have
produced cotton may be employed more advantageously .in some
other way. But it should be observed that if the labour thus
dispensed with is a considerable part of the whole labour of H,
the probability that this new remunerative employment will
he found within tho limits of B is proportionately diminished.
This point is Hot of grant, importance so long as A and R nrc
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within the limits of the same country; but when, in the next
book, we come to consider the arguments for perfect freedom of
trade between different countries, we shall have to take note of
the displacements of labour that, under certain circumstances,
tend to accompany the development of such trade.
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CUSTO)1.

§ 1. Ix the preceding chapters we have been endeavouring
to ascertain the general way in which the Exchange values of
material products and the remuneration of different classes con
cerned in industry would be determined in a society, whose
members enjoy perfect freedom of contract aud freedom in the
choice of domicile and calling, and further possess the charac
teristic of always seeking to obtain for the commodity that they
exchange the largest real return that they know to be obtain
able-taking all kinds of gain and loss into account. It is
only in respect of the assumed universal presence of this charac
teristic, not in the absence of any ordinary human impulses
compatible with this, that the ideal individual to 'whom our
economic deductions directly relate-the "economic man" as
he has been called-a-should be conceived to differ from an
ordinary member of a modern civilised community. That such
a difference exists, to n, not uuirnportant extent, hus been in
cidentally noticed several times in the preceding chapters ; but
it seems desirable, before concluding this part of the treatise, to
analyse its causes rather more fully than has yet been done.

The main part of these causes is, by many writers on
Political Economy, designated broadly under the general term
Custom. )Iill, indeed, goes so far as to say that H under the
"rule of individual property, the division of the produce is the
"result of two determining agencies, Competition and Custom."
And if we leave Combination.' and Covcrnmcntal intcrference

I A;; I have before observed, Comhinntiou, though opposed to Competition as
the term is ordinarily used, is not excluded l.y the fundamental assumptions of
the theory of Competitive distribution.
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out of account, and take Custom in a comprehensive sense, the
assertion is approximately true: but it is important to dis
tinguish the very different motives and economic forces whose
operation is thus summed up, in order to ascertain clearly how
far they can properly be said to conflict with competition.

In the first place the word Custom is commonly used to
designate two quite distinct tendencies of human nature: the
tendency La do what one has done before and the tendency to
do as others do. Both these tendencies equally operate to pre
vent that continual modification of action in order to adapt it
to the continual change of men's circumstances and oppor
tunities, which is required to realize completely the greatest
possible economy in production, and the scheme of distribution
that economic science contemplates. )len continually get
less for their money,.goocls or services, because they exchange
them not in the best market but in the market they have boon
used to frequent; and they continually produce Jess than they
might do by a given amount of labour, because they follow not
the best methods that have been invented and published but
the methods followed by their neighbours. At the same time
each impulse has economic effects of very different kinds and
blends with and is sustained by very various motives.

To obtain a clear view of these it will be well to denominate
each of these tendencies separately. For convenience' sake we
will speak of the former as Habit, and reserve the term Custom
to the latter (though by the usage of language it is equally
applicable to the former).

T will begin by noticing the obvious fact that both Custom
and Habit, though they often interfere with an alert and vigilant
pursuit of amelioration) arc also to a great extent economically
useful in sewing time and labour. By doing what he has done
before, or what others do, a man avoids the trouble of deciding
anew on each occasion,where the advantage that can be gained
by the best decision is Hot worth the time and trouble spent in
making it. Hence the Goodwill of a business would remain a
valuable possession, however intelligently all purchasers aimed
at the maximum of economic gain in their purchases; especially
if we add to the advantage of trouble saved, the further ad
vantage 'which the purchaser of any commodity obtains through
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fixed habits of dealing, in a general disposition of the seller
with whom he deals to oblige him.

~ext, in explaining the obstacles which Habit continually
presents to the adoption of economic improvements, we must
distinguish between the mere blind adhesion to an accustomed
routine, and such rational aversion to the expenditure of labour
and waste of acquired dexterity involved in. learning now pro
cesses as would be felt by the most perfectly 'economic' man.

Further, so far as the breach of habit involved in a change
of work or residence causes actual discomfort, it is possible that,
on the strictest calculations of self-interest, this drawback may
outweigh the pecuniary gain that would result from the adoption
of the proposed change. The ties of mere association formed
by a man's previous life, no less than the ties of social or
patriotic affections, constitute an economic force operating to
keep a man where he is, the action of which is in no ,vay ex
cluded by the frmdamentul assumptions on which the theory of
competitive distribution proceeds.

Finally, it should be observed that a man's habits of dealing
arc frequently sustained, even when they have become econo
mically disadvantageous to him, through his sympathy with the
expectations that they have excited in the minos of others, and
the disappointment that would be produced if they were dis
continued. The tendency to do what onc has hitherto done
has its counterpart in the tendency to expect to be treated as
one has hitherto been treated. Indeed, some claims generated
in this way have legal validity; as when a right of way is
established without express permission of the landowner, merely
by his continued indulgence. And even in cases where such
expectations obtain no legal protection, the breach of them, if
the loss caused by it is considerable, is often felt to be a hard
ship, if not exactly an injustice; and consequently moral and
sympathetic motives co-operate in preventing such a breach of
habit. Perhaps the most conspicuous effect. of these mingled
motives is seen in the case of domestic servants; men con
tinually endure a moderate, nud not rarely a large, amount of
incompetence in an old servant rather than inflict the hardship
of dismissal; and that even when they do not feel any speein.l
affection for the per::;oll thus benefited.
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§ 2. In the cases just mentioned the grievance is much
greater, and the motives preventing divergence much stronger,
when the habitual conduct has been also customary-in the
sense in which we have distinguished this term from 'habitual.'
Customs thus operating vary indefinitely in usage and duration:
for instance, English landlords have often allowed their farms to
be let at rents below the market rate, merely because their nnces
ters-e-perhaps only their tathers-e-did so before them. 110re
widely-extended customs are often regarded as morally binding
even where they do not carry with them any legal obligation. It
is thought to be inequitable to refuse to pay a man what persons
of his class usually receive for a given service, OI, by taking ad
vantage of special circumstances, to make him pay more than is
ordinarily paid for any service that he receive-So Indeed when a
man speaks of" fair wages" for his work he often seems to mean
no more than customary \',"ag(~s; and when he complains of being
charged "extortionate" prices, he can only defend the epithet
by an appeal to custom. How far such an appeal is founded on
reason, we will hereafter consider: here we need only observe
that even in the most economically advanced of existing com
munities, material divergences from purely competitive distri
bution arc to be referred to Custom conscious or unconsciously
determining notions of equity: while in other ages and countries
the influence of this principle has predominated so much over
that of Competition, as sometimes to reduce the operation of
the latter within very narrow limits.

It is to be observed, however, that customs determining
remuneration may be effective without assuming the dignity of
moral rules. For instance the customary payment of fees for
certain professional services-such as those of physicians and
solicitors-is not, I think, supported by any general sense that
the sums paid are just what the services in question are fairly
worth. Rather, as I have already suggested, the effect of
custom in such cases} at least in the existing condition of such
a society as our own, blends with that of tacit combination, e.g.
the fact that it is customary to pay a physician a guinea for
his professional advice tends to produce a general acquiescence
ill the charge, which it is the interest of physicians generally to
maintain and which it might not be quite so easy to gain {or u
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revised tariff of fees; and therefore unless physicians as a body
form a decided opinion that their average earnings would be
increased by a different charge, the existing custom is not likely
to be disturbed. Still if it appeared to be clearly the interest
of physicians as a class to raise or lower the customary fee, it
can hardly be doubted that the union of the profession is suf
ficiently strong to impose such a change hoth on the public and
on any recalcitrant members of their own body. We may say
therefore that the existing fcc is determined by custom, but
under the condition of not differing materially from what would
be determined by express combination,

Again, there are certain customs of expenditure which, with
out being morally obligatory, are yet supported by effective
social sanctions; 80 that the breach of them is either certain or
likely to be n bar to employment, or at any rate to success, in
certain callings, or otherwise to entail pecuniary loss. The
obligations thence arising' are in part strictly professional
such, e.g. as the necessity of wearing a. certain costume imposed
on barristers, clergymen, waiters, &c.; partly, again, they are
attached to the social grade from which the class of labourers in
question is chiefly taken; thus a clerk would incur disfavour by
wearing the dress of a mechanic; no physician would not succeed
who did not appear to live in no style above that of an ordinary
clerk; it is even considered a part of the duty of certain highly
paid officials to give costly entertainments. So far as such
customary expenditure is generally felt to be burdensome, it
should not be regarded us n part of the spender's consumption,
economically speaking; but rather as a part of the cost of pro
duction of his services, which will therefore tend to be returned
to him in the remuneration received for them. If) however, the
custom corresponds to-and is, in fact sustained by-the general
tastes and inclinations of persons of the social grade from which
the labourers in question. arc chiefly drawn) it will only tend to
raise the wages of such labourers so far as it. constitutes an
additional obstacle to the competition of aspirants from the
grade below.

In some cases) again, the neglect of received customs of ex
penditure would hardly either prevent a man from obtaining
work of a particular kind, or detract froIn its pecuniary emolu-
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ments; it would merely diminish his share of the social consi
deration that commonly attaches to these functions. This leads
us to notice that the actual allotment of social rank to different
callings itself depends to a great extent on the stability of
custom; being often materially different from the allotment that
might be expected to result from an intelligent consideration of
the importance of different social functions, or of the qualities
required for their efficient performance. At the same time this
influence of custom, however irrational it may seem, is yet
a rnotive force which an intelligent pursuer of private interest
cannot disregard. For oven if such a person were so exception
ally constituted as to derive no immediate satisfaction from
social consideration, he could hardly fail to find it useful indi
rectly in various ways.

§:i. It thus appea~·s that only a part of the great and
varied influence of custom can be regarded as a force opposed
to competition and which the fullcr development of the latter
must necessarily diminish. 80 far as the maintenance of fixed
habits of dealing, and rates of remuneration not frequently
changed, leads to economy of time and labour, the development
of competition has of course no tendency to modify it. So far,
aguin, as custom determines the social consideration attaching
to certain kinds of work. or imposes certain modes of outlay as
a condition of obtaining such consideration, its effects should,
I conceive, be treated merely as a part of the pre-existing
social circumstauces in which the laws of competitive distribu
tiou are supposed to operate. Customs in this latter sense Illay
be altered, indeed are continually being altered to some extent,
D.y the progress of civilisation; but tile mere development,
intensive and extensive, of the intelligent pursuit of private
interest has not in itself .any tendency to alter thcm. Nor,
again, can we say that such development will necessarily tend
to obliterate the effect of customs that fix the money-price of
sen-ices} so far as they are really supported by a veiled or tacit
combination of the persons to whom they are profitable; t.hough
it will probably tend to strip off the veil awl render the com
bination open and nvowed.

There remain two important awl fundamentally different.
wa.ys in which the influences of custom and habit undoubtedly
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counteract, to some extent, the force of competition. Firstly, so
far as the mere tendency to follow use and wont operates
blindly, without consideration of the consequent gain and loss,
its force combines with that of simple iuert in and carelessness
in diminishing-c-or, still more oftcn.o-ctardiug-c-the chang-eo in
wages or prices, corresponding to changes in the conditions of
industry, which competition tends to bring about.'. Secondly,
so far as men's sense of Justice or Fairness is consciously or
unconsciously determined by Custom, its influence may be con
sidered as a part of the aggregate effect. of moral or quasi-moral
sentiments in modifying the competitive distribution of produce.
Besides the sense of Justice-which, be it observed, has some
times acted powerfully in a direction opposed to usc and wont
we may note Patriotism, Philanthropy, Pity, Friendship, Re
ligion and other forms of devotion to all ideal, as emotional
forces that come in various ways into conflict 'with the desire of
private gain. So far, iudcc.l, as such motives merely iuduce
men to devote income or time and energy to other pnrposes
than those of private enjoyment: their effects need not be in
cluded among the phenomena with which economic science is.
concerned. Thus almsgiving of all kinds-extending the term
to include all donations to individuals or public objects-may
be considered as a secondary redistribution of wealth, valuable
as supplementing the defects and mitigating the rigours of the
primary competitive distribution, but not necessarily to be taken
into account in economic reasonings. But in applying such
reasonings to tho facts of any particular community, we shall
find a Ino1'O or less extensive region in which no such sharp
line between 'economic' and 'eleemosynary' expenditure of
wealth or labour can be drawn, except by a rather useless fiction;
since a considerable amount of the labour from which men
obtain their livelihood is performed for remuneration less than
might be earned in some work no more fatiguing or disagreeable,
from a deliberate postponement, of tho Inbonrer's pecuniary
interests to other aims. I do not, however, propose here to

] It is solely to this diminution and retardation of tho effects of competition
Ly the mere vis inertia: of custom that I should be disposed to apply tho
metaphorical term" friction" i which ISOmc economists have used more vaguely
and widely.
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examine in detail the actual effects of these elevated senti"
ments in modifying the action of economic forces; any more
than I pro})ose to investigate systematically the actual eco
nomic effects of governmental interference, in England or other
civilised communities at tho present duy. Both investigations
are highly interesting and important; but to make them at all
complete would nacossitnto the introduction of a largor amount
of economic history, and of the general history of society, than
the scope of the present treatise admits. I prefer, therefore, to
confine what I shall say on either subject to such topics as may
be most conveniently treated in connexion with the discussion,
to which we are now to proceed, on the principles which ought
to regulate the economic intervention of Government.
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CHAPTER 1.

THE AnT or POLITICAL ECOXO)[Y.

Ix this third hook of my treatise I propose to discuss briefly
the principles of Political Economy considered as an Art, or
department of the general Theory of Practice, It has been
already observed I, in the introductory portion of this work, that
the" principles of Political "Economy" arc st.ill most commonly
understood, even in England, and in spite of many protests to
the contrary, to bo practical principles-rules of conduct public
or private. This being so, it seems to me that confusion of
thought on the subject is likely to be most effectually prc
veuted, not by confining the Theory of Political Economy to
economic science in the strictest sense-i-the study, whether by
<'1 positive or a hypothetical treatment, of the actually existing
production and distribution of valuable commodities-but by
marking and maintaining as clearly as possible the distinction
between the points of view of t.hc Science and the Art respec
tively, and the methods of reasoning appropriate to each.

How then shall we define the scope of Political Economy
considered as an Art 1,

If we follow the indications of language, it would seem to
be fl. branch or application of a more general art called
, Economy' without qualification. Another branch of this
more comprehensive art is commonly recognised as "Domestic
Economy" or "economy in household matters." Here tho
object with which the economist, is concerned is wealth 01"

money; bul we equally speak of {( econo.niziug " time (or labour
measured by time), economizing mechanical force, &c., &c.

1 Introduction, c. n. § 1.

S. E. 26
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Comparing these different uses, we may define 'Economy'
generally as the art or method of attaining the greatest possible
amount of some desirable result for a given cost, or a given
result for the least possible cost; (cost' being of bYQ kinds,
either (1) the endurance of pain, discomfort, or something else
undesirable, or (2) the sacrifice of something desirable, either
as au end or a means1.

The Art of Political Economy, then, would seem to be
Economy applied to the attainment of some desirable result
not for an individual but for a state or aggregate of states.

So far we may hope to avoid controversy. But when we go
au to ask what the desirable result is which Political Economy
seeks to realise, we find the question less easy to o..11S"'I'er.
It has already been noticed' that Adam Smith aad his
earlier successors, so far as they treated Political Economy
as, an Art, conceived its end to be that the national produc
tion of "wealth should he as great as possible; "and hardly
appear to have entertained the notion of aiming at the best
possible Distribution. But this limitation of view is hardly
in accordance with the ordinary use of the wider term
'economy.' The idea of au economic expenditure of wealth,
of which the aim is to make a given amount of wealth as
useful as possible, is even more familiar than that of economic
production of wealth: in fact Domestic Economy, as ordinarily
understood, is simply the Art or Faculty of "making wealth
Cl go as far as possible." And it seems most in accordance with
the received division of economic science, adopted in the
present treatise, to recognise at least a possible Art of Distri
bution of which the aim is to apportion the produce among
the members of the community so that the greatest amount
of utility or satisfaction may be derived from it.

It may be said that this latter inquiry takes us beyond
the limits that properly separate Political Economy from the

1 I have before urged that labour is not necessarily to be regarded as some
thing disagreeable; all that we can infer from the fact that any kind of labour
has to be paid for is that some out of the whole number of persons required to
furnish all the labour that society is prepared to purchase, either dislike thls
labour, or desire wealth obtainable by some other kind of labour marc than they
dislike that other kind.

~ Introduction, c. II. § 4.
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more comprehensive and more difficult art of general Politics;
since it inevitably carries us into n region of invostigation in
which we can no longer usc tho comparatively exact measure
ments of economic science, but only those far more vague and
uncertain balancings of different quantities of happiness with
which the politician has to content himself. But the discus
sions in Book 1. on the definitions of wealth awl value seemed
to lead to the conclusion that the real exactness of economic
as compared with ordinary political estimates is generally over
rated. For it there appeared that, though we could measure
all wealth at the same time and place by the ordinary standard
of exchange value, i.e. money, still in comparing amounts of
wealth at different times and places neither this nor any
equally exact standard was available j and wo were accordingly·
obliged to some extent to fall back on a necessarily more
indefinite comparison of utilities. Since, theu, even in tho
reasonings of economic science, all estimate of the utility of
wealth is to some extent indispensable, no fundamental change
of method is introduced by adopting this estimate more syste
matically in the present part of onr investigation.

It may however be questioned whether.so far as ,YC regulate
t.he distribution of produce, we should do so on the principle
that I have bid down as 'economic.' ltlallY would urge that
we ought to aim at realizing Justice or Equity in our distrilnt
tion. Hence it seems desirable to examine the principles of
Justice or Equity that have been proposed as supreme rnles of
distribution j and, so fax as any such principles approve them
selves on examiuation, ro consider how far their application
would coincide with, and hew far it would diverge from, the
pursuit of the' coonomic ' ideal.

}leanwhile we may take the subject of Political Economy
considered as an Art to include, besides the Theory of provision
for governmental expenditure, (I) the Art of making the
proportion of produce to population a. maximum, taking gene
rally as a measure the ordinary standard of exchange value, so
far as it can be applied: and (2; the Art of rightly Distributing
produce among members of the community, whether on any
principle of Equity or Justice, or 011 the economic principle of
making the whole produce as useful as possible.

26-2
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Here, however, it may be asked, Whose conduct the Art is
supposed to direct? and some further explanation on this point
seems certainly to be required. First as regards Production
-the term I Art of Production J might be fairly understood to
denote a systematic exposition of the rules, by conforming to
which individuals cngagell in industry may produce the muxi
mum of commodity with the minimum of cost. But Political
Economy is not usually supposed to include such nn exposition j

and it apIJears to me that it would be difficult to give any
general instruction of this kind, if it is to be more than a collec
tion of common-places, without entering more fully than would
be convenient into the details of particular kinds of industry.
At any rate I do not propose to attempt this in the present
book; I shall follow tradition in treating as tho main subject of
Political Economy, regarded as an Art of Production, the action
of Government for the improvement of the national production:
but it seems desirable, for completeness, to include in our con
sidcration the action of private pcr;:;ons for the same end, so fat'
as it is not prompted by the ordinary motives of pecuniary self
interest or regulated on commercial principles. This extension
of view is still rnorc clearly called for in dealing with the Art of
Distribution; where gratuitous labour and expenditure have,
especially in modern times, largely supplemented the efforts of
governments to mitigate the distressing iuequnlities in the
distribution of produce, that are incidental to the existing
competitive organisation of society.

Finally, I have to observe that, in defining tho scope of
the Art of Production, I have implied that the mere increase
of population is not, an end at which it aims. This is, J think,
now the generally accepted view of political economists. A
statesman, however, will generally desire, ceteris paribus, a
large population for his country: and we shall find that some
important kinds of governmental interference with industry
such as the regulation of land-tenure-have been partly advo
cated with a view to increase of population rather than of
wealth. I propose therefore in one or two cases to consider the
effects of governmental interference in relation to this end.



CHAPTEH II.

THE SYSTKU OF XATGHAL LIJ3ERTY COXfllDERED IX RELATIOK

TO PIWDUCTlO~.

§ 1. 0" the very threshold of the subject of enquiry
defined in the preceding chapter we find ourselves confronted
by the sweeping doctrine tlta~ the sale function of an ideal
Government in relation to industry is simply to leave it alone.
This view in some minds seems to be partly supported by a.

curious confusion of thought; tho absence of governmental
interference being assumed for simplicity's sake in the hypo
thetical reasonings, by which tho values of products and ser
"ices arc deductively determined, is at the same time vaguely
regarded as a conclusion established by such reasonings. Still
it is true (as was before pointed out '] that political economists
since Adam Smith-to whom no such confusion of thought can
rensouubly bo atm-ibutcd-c-havo commonly been advocates of
Laisser Fuire. And since this doctrine, so far as it is sound, is
evidently the most important conclusion of Political Economy
considered as all Art, it will be convenient to begin this depart
ment of our investigation by examining carefully the grounds
on which it is advocated.

Throughout this examination it is desirable, for clearness'
sake, to keep distinct the two points of view 'which we have
taken separately in the two preceding books. For the pro
position that what, after Adam Smith, I shall call" natural
(, liberty" tends to the most economic production of wealth,
]1)' no means necessarily implies the further proposition that it
also tends to the most economic or equitable distribution of

1 Introduction, c. 2,
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the aggregate produce. It has no doubt been commonly main
tained by the more thorough-going disciples of Adam Smith
in France and Gennany.c--of whom Bastiat may be taken as
a type-that_uatural Liberty tends to realise natural Justice:
and a similar view has been frequently expressed or implied
in the utterances of subordinate members of the" Mancheater
'ISchool." ill England. But I am Hot aware that it has been
expressly inaiutnined by allY leading economic writer in
England from Ricardo downwards : and since the influence of
J. S...Mill has been predorninent, I do not think it has been
the prevailing opinion even unJOng the rank and file of the
II orthodox" school of Political Economy. Many, at any rate,
of those who in England }1[1.\'e held most strongly that it is
expedient for Government to interfere as little as possible with
the distribution of 'wealth resul Ling from free competition, have
not maintained this on the ground that the existing inequalities
are satisfactory; hut rnthc" in the belief that any such inter
ference must tend to impair aggregate production more than
it could increase the utility of the produce by a better dis
tribution.

It will be convenient therefore to commence with an exa
mination of the arguments by which the system of Natural
Liberty is justified in its relation to production. The following
is a. concise statement of the reasoning to this conclusion which
-c-thougb I do not know tIM.t it is anywhere very distinctly
and completely stated-is implied, and more or less expressed,
in numberless passng(;s of the ...vorks of Adam Smith and his
successors.

Assuming as universal an intelligent and alert pursuit of the
interest of self and family, it is argued that wealth and other
purchaseablo commodities will be produced in the most econo
mic. way, if every member of society is left free to produce and
transfer to others whatever utilities he can, on auy terms that
may be freely arranged.

For the regard for self-interest on the part of consumers,
will lead always to the effectual demand of the things that are
most uscful : and regard for self-interest on the part of pro
dnocrs will lead to their production. That is, the production
of each commodity will stop at the point at which an extra
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qua.niuJn would be socially estimated as less useful than
f:.omcthiug else that could be produced at the same cost.
The self-interest of producers will also lead to the produc
tion of everything at the least cost: for the self-interest of
entrepreneurs ...vill lead them to purclmso services most cheaply,
taking account of quality; and the self-interest of labourors
including its expansion, through parental affection, into domestic
·il/lere.st-will cause them to be trained to the performance of
the best-paid, and therefore most useful, services for which they
arc, or arc capable of becoming, adapted; so far as the cost of
the training docs not outweigh the increment of efficiency given
by it. Any excess of labourers of any kind will be rapidly cor
rected by a fall in the demand for their services; and, in the
same way, any deficiency will he rapidly made lip. Thus the
only thing required of government is to secure that everyone
shall really obtain the utility he buys, and shall have perfect )
freedom to sell what he can furnish.

This conception of the single force of selt-interest, creating
and keeping in true economic order tho vast and complex
fabric of social industry, is very fascinating; and it is not
surprising that, in the first glow of the enthusiasm excited
by its revelation, it should have been unhesitatingly accepted
as presenting the ideal condition of social relations, and final
goal of political progress. And I believe that the conception
contains a. vcry large clement of truth : the motive of self
interest docs work powerfully and continually in the manuel'
above iudicated ; and the difficulty of finding any adequate
substitute for it, either ns an impulsive or 11.3 a. reglllating
force, is an almost invincible obstacle in the way of recon
structing society on any but its present individualistic basis.
At the same time, before we accept the system of natural
liberty as supplying the type to which a practical politician
should seek to approximate, it is important to obtain a clear
view of the general qualifications with which the argument
nbove gi von has to be accepted, and of the particular cases in
which its optimistic conclusion is inadmissible.

§ 2. I propose, therefore, in the present chapter, to concen
trate attention On these qualifications and exceptions. And,
in so doing, I think it will be most instructive to adhere, in the
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main, to the abstract deductive method of treatment which
has been chiefly employed in the preceding book; since many
persons who are willing to admit that the principle of Laisser
Faire ought not to be applied unreservedly in the actual con
dition of human societies, yet seem to suppose it to be demon
strably right in the hypothalical community contemplated in
deductive economics. This suppusitiou appears 1..0 me seriously
erroueous ; hence in the present chapter I am specially cou
corned to show that even in a society composed solely of
<i econom.ic men ", the svetem of untural liberty would have,
il~--ce-rtai;l respects and u~dcr certain conditions, ;10 tendency to
realise the beneficent results claimed for it.'.

I may begin by pointing out that the argument for laisser
fa£Tc does not tend to show that the spoutaucous combination
of individuals pursuing self-interest will lead to tl,1C production
of a maximum of mnterial wealth, exc.:q)t 80 far as the indivi
duals in question prefer material wealth to utilities not em
bodied in matter. So far as their choice falls on the latter
so far (e.g.) as the wealthier among them prefer the opera and
the drama to the arts of painting and sculpture, and a greater
abundance of servants, to a greater elaborateness in food,
clothing, and ornaments-the result of their free action will be
to render the production of material wealth less than it would
otherwise be. And even taking' produce', as I proposc to do,
in the wider sense in which it has been taken in the preceding

1 It is from this point of view that Cairnes' Interesting and persuasive easay
on "Political Economy and Laissez Fnirc ,. (in his ESI'IJ!Js in PoliiieolIseoncnoj
Theoretical ami Applied) appears to me most defective. Cairnes reaches the
conclusion that Laissez Faire, though the safest "practical rule," yet" fall"
"to the ground as a scientific doctrine," by pointing to actual shortcomings
in the production and distribution of social utility, and tracing these to the
mistaken notions that men form of their Interests. But this reasoning seems:
to me palpably inconclusive, according to the view of Political Economy as a
hypothetical science, which Cairnes elsewhere expounds (Logica,l 11fethod of
Political Economy, Led. II). What on this view he has to prove is that
there is any Jess reason for regarding Laissez Fairc as a doctrine of this hypo
thetical science than thoro is for so regarding those deductive determinations of
the values of products and services which might equally well be shown not
to correspond exactly-c-ncr, in all cases, even approximately-to the actual
facts of existing societies. This, then, is the point to which I chiefly direct
attention ill the present chapter.
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books, to include immaterial utilities as well as material, we
have still to observe that men may prefer repose, leisure, re
putation, &c., to any utilities whatever that they could obtain
by labouring. Thus the freeing of a servile population may
cause a large diminution of production (in the widest sense of
the term); because the freedmen nrc content 'with what they
can get by a much smaller amount of labour than their musters.
forced them to perform. III short' natural liberty' can only tend
to the production of ruaxiqnun wealth, so far us this gives more
satisfuctiou on the whole than any other employment of time.

THe importance of both these qualifications becomes more
clear when they are viewed in counexicn with a third. In
the abstract argument, by which the system of natural liberty
is shown to lead to the most economic production, it has to be
implicitly assumed that all the different parts of produce arc
to be measured, at allY one time und place, by their exchange
value ', That is, 'we have to assume, that utilities valued
highly by the rich are useful to the community i~l proportion
either to their market price, or to the pecuniary gain foregone
in order to obtain them. And among these utilities, as we
have just seen, we must include the gratification of the love of
pmYer, the love of ease, and all the whims and fancies that arc
wont to take possession of the minds of persons whose income
is far more than sufficient to satisfy ordinary human desires.
It is only by this strained extension of tho idea of social utility
that the production of such utility under the system of natura I
liberty can be said to hnvc even a. general tendency to roach
the muxiuium production possible. Thus, for iustanco, there is
no reason why, even in tl, community of most perfectly economic
men, a few wealthy landowners, fond of solitude, scenery or
sport, should not find their interest in keeping from cultivation
large tracts of land naturally fit for the plough or for pasture;
or why large capitalists generally should not prefer to live all

the interest of their capital, without producing personally any
utilities whatsoever.

The waste of social resources that might result in this ,yay

1 A certain margin of uncertainty is introduced, EO far as the interference of
Government has any effect in altering Exchange-value. But this, for our
present purposes, muy 'be neglected.
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is likely to be greater the nearer a man approaches the close
of life, so far as we suppose self-interest to be his governing
principle of action. Unless he is sympathetic enough to find
his greatest happiness in beneficence, it may clearly be his
interest, as his end draws ncar, to s-pend larger and larger sums
on smaller and smaller enjoyments. So far, indeed, as a man
has any descendants to inherit from him, it is perhaps legi
timate to assume, as political economists generally do, that he
will generally wish to keep at least his capital intact for the
sake of his heirs; bnt it is difficult to see what ground there
is for making any such assumption in the case of persons
unmarried or childless. Snch persons, again, even if they
do not spend their accumulations on themselves, may (and
not unfrequently do) make an almost equally uneconomical
disposal of them by whimsical or ill-judged bequests. And
this leads me to another difficulty that stands in the way of the
consistent realization of the system of natural liberty, if ex
tended to include freedom of bequest, Granting that men ill
general will extract most satisfaction out of their wealth for
themselves, if they are allowed to choose freely the manner of
spending it; it does not in a.uy way follow that they will
render it most productive of utility for those who are to come
after them if they arc allowed to bequeath it under any con
ditions that they choose. On the contrary, it rather follows
that any such posthumous restraint on the use of bequeathed
wealth will tend to make it less useful to the living, as it will
interfere with their freedom in dealing with it. How far it
would therefore be generally useful to impose restrictions on
bequest is a question which can only be decided by a balance
of conflicting considerations; we have to weigh the gain of
ntility that may be expected from the greater freedom of the
heirs against the loss of utility that may be feared, not so much
through the diminution in the satisfactions of the testator
which perhaps need not be highly estimated-but from his
diminished inducement to produce and preserve wealth. But
however this question may be decided, the theoretical dilemma.
in which the system of natural liberty is placed is none the less
clear. The free play of self-interest can only be supposed
to lead to a socially advantageous employment of wealth in old
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nge, if we assume that the old are keenly interested in the uti
lities that their wealth may furnish to those who succeed them:
but if they have this keen interest, they will probably wish to
regulate the employment of their wealth; while again in pro
portion as they attempt this regulation by will, they will
diminish the freedom of their successors in dealing with the
wealth that they bequeath; and therefore, according to the
fundamental assumption of the system of natural liberty, will
diminish the utility of this wealth to those successors. Of this
difficulty there is, I think, no theoretical solution : it can only
be settled by a rough practical compromise.

A somewhat similar difficulty arises in respect of the en
forcement of contracts. If all contracts freely made are to be
enforced, it is conceivable that a man may freely contract him
self into slavery; it is even conceivable that a. large mass of
the population of a country might do this, in the poverty and
distress caused by some wide-spreading' calamity. In such
a case Freedom of Contract would have produced a social
state in which Freedom of Contract would be no longer al
lowed to large numbers, and therefore its effect ill keeping
production economic would be correspondingly restricted. It
may be said that such contracts would not really be in the
interest of the enslavers; and it is no doubt true, that accord
ing to the fundamental hypothesis that we are now considering,
it cannot be A's interest to make a contract with B which will
tend to diminish D's prospective utility to A, takiug every
thing into account. It may, however, be possible for A to
make a contract, which though it will tend to diminish B's pro
ductive efficiency on the whole, will tend in a greater degree
to increase A's prospect of sccuring to himself the results of
this efficiency: and, if so, A's self-interest will clearly prompt
to such a contract. It is quite possible, again, that the most
valued utility which B can provide for A is the gratification of
the love of power or superiority which A will obtain by a more
complete control over B; so that it will be A's interest to
obtain this control at the cost of rendering B's labour less pro
ductive-in any ordinary sense of this term.

On similar grounds it may not be A's interest to expend
wealth or labour in increasing the efficiency of B, even when
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such outlay would be socially most remunerative, if it is either
impossible, or at any rate a difficult and hazardous business,
for A to appropriate an adequate share of the resulting incre
ment of utility.

§ :J. This leads me to notice a specially important way ill
which the inequalities in Distribution-which natural liberty
has no manifest tendency to diminish-may react unlavourably
on Production. So far as the most economic production involves
present outlay for remote results, it may be prevented by the
fact that the persons coucernecl do not possess and cannot pro
cure the requisite capital. In the preceding hook we have been
led to ObSeIT€ how the poverty of the masses tends to cause
the services of the higher grades of skilled labour, including the
labour of large employers, to be p~dd more llighly than would
be the case if wealth were more equally distributed. But this
result, is also prinul fucie evidence that such services are
rendered less abuudantly than would be the case if tho labour
and capital of the community were most productively em
ployc.l ; since it may be inferred that society would purchase
an additional increment of such services at a price more t.han
sufficient to repCLY the outlay necessary to provide them,
while at the same time it would not bo profitable for any
one else to provide the money) with the view of being repaid
out of the salary of the labourer educated; not only on account
of the jural difficulty of making contracts with children, but

. because-even if this difficulty were overcome-the interest
required to compensate for the trouble and risk of the deferred
payments would be practically prohibitive. In this way it may
he profitable Ior the commuuity to provide technical and pro
fessional education at a cheap rate, oven when it would not be
profitable for allY private individual to do this.

The above is only one of a large and varied class of cases in
which private interest cannot be relied upon as a sufficient
stimulus to the performance of the most socially useful ser
vices, because such services are incapable of being appro
priated by those who produce them or "rho would otherwise be
willing to purchase them. For instance, it may easily happen
that the benefits of a well-placed lighthouse must be largely
enjoyed by ships on which no toll could be conveniently im-
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posed. So again if it is economically advantageous to a nation
to keep up forests, on account. of their beneficial effects in
moderating and equalizing rainfall t, the advantage is one which
private enterprise has no tendency to provide; since no one
could appropriate and sell improvements in climate. Scientific
discovories, again, however ultima-tely profitable to industry,
have not generally speaking a market value on the same ground:
the inventions in which the discovery is applied can be pro
tected by patents; but the extent to which any given discovery
will aid invention is mostly so uncertain, that even if the secret
of a law of nature could be conveniently kept, it would not be
worth an inventor's while to buy it, in the hope of being able
to make something of it.

An important case that comes under this head is that of
Protection to nat.ive Industry, so far as this is hypothetically
justifiable iu abstract economic reasoning. Such protection, of
course, so long as it continues necessary, imposes an extra. tax all
the consumers of the article protected. But there uro conceiv
able cases in which the loss to a country thus caused might be
compensated by the ultimate economic gain accruing from the
domestic production of a commodity now imported; while yet
the initial outlay, required to establish tho industry 'without
protection, would not be likely to be compensated to the private
capitalists' that undertook it. This would be the case if the
need of the outlay were of such a kind that when once ade
quately met by the original entrepreneur, it. would no longer
exist for others or would exist in a much less degree: since
(in that case), almost as soon as the industry began to be profit
able, competition would tend to reduce profits again, bringing
prices to a point at which they would be remunerative to tho
later comers, but not to the introducer of the industry who
had borne tho initial sacrifices.

There are other cases again, in which there would be no
difficulty in appropriating and selling a commodity, but in
which the waste of time, trouble, and expense involved in such
sale would render it on the \V1101e a less economical arrangement
for the community than the alternative of providing tho corn-

1 or, Han-Wagner, Fil!(uwcls.s.cnsc!wjt, lIer Theil, § 193.
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modity out of public fuuds. For instance, this is likely to be
the case with much frequented roads, such as streets and
bridges in a town,

§ 4. Ou the other hand, private enterprise may sometimes be
socially uneconomical because the undertaker is able to appro~

priatc not less but more than the whole net gain of his enter
prise to the community; for he may be able to appropriate
the main part of the gain of a change causing both gain
and loss, while the concomitant loss falls entirely upon others.
Thus a company A having made an expensive permanent
instrument-c-say a railway-to the advautage both of them
selves and of their fellow-citizens, it may be the interest of
nnother company B to make a new railway somewhat more
convenient for the majority of travellers-s-end so likely to draw
the lion's share of traffic from A-even if the increment of
utility to the community is outweighed by tile extra cost of
the new railway; since B will get paid not merely for this
increment of utility, but also lor a large part of the utility
that 11 before supplied.

This last instance leads us to notice another case in which
the most enlightened private enterprise has no general tendency
t.o produce a maximum of social utility. The private producer
may be in the position of a monopolist; and, therefore, as we
have before SeGD, his interest may diverge materially from that
of the community; since he may increase his maximum net
profit by restricting his supply of his commodity to an amount
considerably less than the maximum that could be remunera
tively produced and sold. At the same time, though n. monopoly
in private hands is thus economically dangerous, there is in
certain cases a decided economic gain to be obtained by that
organization of a whole department of production under a single
management, which inevitably leads to monopoly; either be
cause the qualities required ill the product are such as unity of
management is peculiarly qualified to provide-as in the case of
the medium of exchange-or merely from the saving of labour
and capital that it renders possible. Aud it may be observed that
cases of this kind tend to increase in number and importance,
as civilisation progresses and the arts of industry become more
elaborate. Thus the aggregation of humau beings into large
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towns has rendered it economically important that the provision
of water for the aggregate should be under one management;
and the substitution of gas for candles and oil-lamps has had a
similar economic effect on the provision of light.

Thc practical importance of tho conflict of private and social
interests just mentioned is much increased by the extcnt to
which total or partial monopoly may be effected by Combina
tiouc-ccspccinlly when we consider that it may be the interest
of the combining producers not only to limit the amount of
the utilities that they produce, in order to raise their price,
but also to resist any economies in production which may tend
to decrease the demand for them '. It should be observed that
wherever payment is not by results, it may easily he the
interest of any individual labourer in any particular ,job, to
extend uneconomically the amount of labour required, or to
give as little work as he can in the time (supposing that harder
work would be more irksome). But it is only where some
combination of labourers exists, or custom partially sustained
by combination, that it can be anyone's interest on the whole
to do this; since if the price of his services were settled by
open competition, a labourer so acting would lower the market
value of his services.

§ 5. But even apart from combination, avowed or tacit.
and without any deliberate effort on the part of individuals to
make their labour less useful in order that more of it may
be required, it is quite possible that open competition may
cause •.1 similar uneconomical effect, while fulfilling its normal
function of equalizing the remuneration of producers. For
suppose that the services of any particular class of labourers
receive on the average a disproportionately high remuneration
as compared with those of other classes; there arc two ways in

1 Combination is no doubt often tacitly excluded in the reasoning by which
it is argued that the most economic production tends to result from the play of
individual self-interests. But I do not see hov... it is legitimately to be excluded.

2 It is one of the most serious of economic objections alleged against Trades'
unions, from the point of view of the community, that the regulations of some
of them are partly framed to carry out this unti-eocial rnethod of increasing the
romunemtton of a particular class. How far this allogntion is true I do not wish
to decide. Of. Thornton on Labour, Pt. iii. c. 5. and Howell, Capital and
Labour, c, viii.
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'which this excess can be reduced, either (1) by lowering the price
of a given quantum of the utilities produced by the workers in
question, or (2) by increasing the number of persons competing
to produce such utilities, without augmenting their aggregate
produce, owing to the increased difficulty that each has in
finding customers. So far as this latter result takes place, tho
effect of competition on production is positively disadvanta
gcous, In nctual experience this effect seems to occur most
conspicuously in the case of services of which the purchasers
are somewhat deficient in commercial keenness and activity;
so that each producer thinks himself likely to gain more on
the whole by keeping up the price of his services, rather than
by lowering it to attract custom. An example of this kind
is furnished by retail trade, especially the retail trade of the
smaller shops to which the poorer class chiefly resorts; since
the remarkable success of the coopcra.tivc stores of artisans
implies a considerable waste of shopkeepers' time and labour
under the system previously universal. Still even ill it

community of thoroughly intelligent and alert persons, the
practical advantages of established good-will or business con
nexion would still remain: the economic man would find it
his interest. under ordinary circumstances, for saving of time
nud trouble, to form and maintain fixed habits of dealing
with certain persons. There would always be many dealers
who would be trying to form, and hall as yet imperfectly
succeeded in forming, such connoxions. 'rhus it f},ppcars that a
oonsidcrablo percentage of unemployed or half-employed labour
is a necessary concomitant of that active competition for busi
neS3 by which industry is self-organised under the system of
natural liberty: and the greater the fluctuations of demand
and supply, the greater is likely (,0 be this pereeutage of
waste.

.J..\ somewhat similar waste, of labour and capital employed
in manufactures, &c., due to the difficulty of adapting supply
to an imperfectly known. and varying demand, has been
not.iced in the last chapter but one of the preceding book, in
discussing the phenomenon of (so-called) "over-production,"

But again; the importance to each individual of finding
purchasers for his commodity also leads to a further waste
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socially speaking, ill the expenditure incurred for tho sale
purpose of attaining this result. A large part of the cost of
advertisements, of agents and ({ travellers," of attractive shop
fronts, &0., como under this head. .A similar waste, similarly
incident. to the individualistic organisation of industry, is in
volved in the initial expenses of forming joint-stock companies,
in the case of undertakings too largo for ordinary private
capitalists-expenses which could not be avoided, oven in a
community of economic men, though the skilled labour required
for launching such companies would not be remunerated quite
so largely as it is here and now.

§ 6. Hitherto 'YO have not made any distinction between the
interests of living men and those of remote generations. But
if we arc examining the merits and demerits of the purely
individualistic 01' competitive organisation of society from the
point of view of nuivorsal humauity, it should be observed that
it does not necessarily provide 1.0 an adequate extent for
utilities distant in time. It was shown before that an outlay
of capital that would be useful to the community may not be
made because it would be unremunerative to individuals at the
only rate at which they could (owing to poverty, &c.) borrow
the money. But we may go further and urge that an ontlay
which would be on the 'whole cdvnutageons, if the interests of
future generations are considered 1 as much as those of the
present may not be profit.able for any individual at the current
rate at which wealth can be commercinllv borrowed,

1'1113 ma.y he merely because the return is too distnnt ,
since an average man's interest in his heirs is not sufficient
to make him buy a very long deferred annuity, even if its price
be calculated strictly according to the market-rate of interest.
But, speaking more generally, I do not. see how it can be
argued from the point of view of the community that the cur
rent interest, the current price that individuals have to be paid
for postponing consumption, is tho exact condition that has
to be fulfilled to make such postponement. desirable; though

1 There is 110 abstract reason why the interest of future generations should
he less considered than tlmu of the 1:0W existing human beings; allowance being
made lor the greater uncertainty that tho hrncfitc; intended for the former will
autua.lly reach them and actually be benefits.

27
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of course it is a. condition inevitably exacted in a society of
economic men organised on a purely individualistic basis.

§ 7. So far I have left unquestioned thc assumption-s
fundamental in the system of natural liberty-that individuals
are the best judges of the comrncdities that they require, and
of the sources from which they should be obtained, provided
that no wilful deception! is practised; as I have thought. it
importaut to make quite clear that" even if this assumption be
Hl'anted, what may be called the' scientific ideal' of economists
-the political conditions of industry which they assume in
abstract reasoning with a view to the explanation of economic
pbenomcrm-c-crumot legitimately be taken as the practical ideal
of the Art of Political Economy; since it is shown by the same
kind of abstract reasoning to be liaLle to fail, in various ''lays
nud to all indefinite extent, of realizing the most economical and
effective organisation of industry. It rnay perhaps seem that
these results arc of merely speculative interest; since all but a
few fanatics admit that the beings for WtlO111 complete laisser
[oire is adapted are at. any rate not the members of any
cxistin« community. But I venture to think that the thee-

a "
retical conclusion above reached has considerablo, though in-
direct, practical importance. Jf it were demonstrable only
from blind adhesion to custom and habit, or from want of
adequate enlightenment, that the concurrence of self-interests
could not actually be relied npon to produce the best aggregate
result for the community, n.t any rate the direction of social
progre~<;j would seem to be fixed and the goal clearly in view;
the pflce at which we ought to try to advance towards complete
laisser fairc would still be open to dispute, bnt the sense that
every diminution of govemmeutal interference was [l, step in
the righ t direction, would be .a strong inducement to take the
step) if the immediate effects of taking it appeared to be mixed,
and the balance of good and evil doubtful j while optimistic
persons would be continually urging society to suffer a little
present loss for the sake of the progress gained towards the

1 'rhe prevention of auoh deception is included in the functions attributed
to gO\'CMlUH<nt hy the cxtrcmcst advocates or Lalsscr Fuirc ; though, as we
shall see in the next chapter, it is :l. disputed question how far government
should he allowed to interfere even for lhi.'5 preventive purpose.
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imliyidualistic ideal. But if, as I have tried to show, this is
not the case; if on the contrary in an ideal community where
the members generally were duly enlightened and alert in the
pursuit of their interests, it might still be in various cases and
on various grounds desirable to supplement or correct the
defects of private enterprise by the action of the community in
its collective capecity.c--wo shall view in a. somewhat different
ligllL the practical questions of the present time as to the
nature and limits of governmental interference. That is, in any
case where the present inadequacy of luisser faire is admitted
or strongly maintained, we shall examine carefully whether
its defects are due to want of general enlightenment', or rather
to (lUC or other of the causes discussed in this chapter; and in
the latter case shall regard governmental interference as not
merely a temporary resource, but possibly :t normal element of
the organisnt.ion of industry.

It docs not of course 1'0110\...· that wherever laisser [aire falls
short governmental interference is expedient; since the inevit
able drawbacks and disadvantages of the Inttcr may, in any
particular case, be worse than the shortcomings of pri vato
industry. These drawbacks depend in part on such political
considerations as lie beyond tho scope of the present discussion,
and vary very much with the constitution of the government
in question, and the state of political morality in the country
go,"ol'ncd. Of this kind are (1) the danger of increasing the
pO\Hlr and influence capable of being used by govmnment for
corrupt purposes, if we add to the valuable appointments at its
disposal; (2) the duugcr. on the other Iuuul, that the exercise
of its eCOn01TJ1C functions will be hampered awl perverted by
the desire to gratify inllucutial sections of the community
certain manufacturers, certain landlords, certain classes of
manual labourers, or the iuhnbitants of eel tain localities;
(:1) the danger, again, (If wasteful expenditure under the in
flucnce of popular sentiment-since the mass of a people, how
over impatient of taxation, are liable to be insufficiently con
scions of the importance of thrift in all the details of national
expenditure. Then, further, there is the danger of overburden
ing the govermnentul machinery with work-which can hardly
be altogether removed, though it may be pnrtty obviated, by

27-2
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careful organ isatio n ; since the central and snpreme organ of
government must exercise a certain supervision over all sub
ordinate departments, and every increase in the variety and
complexity of the latter must make this supervision somewhat
more laborious and difficult.

Other disadvantages, in part, economic, in part purely
political, attach to particular modes of governmental inter
ference. Thus when the action of government requires funds
raised by taxation, we have to reckon-besides the financial cost
of collection and any loss to production caused by particular
tcxos-c-the political danger of adding to a burden already
impatiently borne; 'where, again, it requires the prohibition
of private industry, we must regard as an item on the wrong
side of the nCc01111t uot only the immediate irksomeness
of restraint, but tile repression of cucruy and self-help that.
tends to follow from it; where, on the other huud, the inter
ference takes the form of regulations imposed on private
111ISiH(,~SCS, ill addition to any clctrhuentul effects on industrial
proccsse3 tbut may inevitably accompany the observance of
sncli regulations we may often have to calculate on a certain
amount of economic and political evils due to successful or un
successful attempts to evade them.

AmI, lastly, in all cases, the work of government has to
be done by persons who-even with the bost arrangements for
effective supervision and promotion by merit-s-can have only a
part of the stimulus to energetic industry that the independent
worker feels, who may reasonably hope to gain by any well
directed extra exertion, intellectual or muscular, and must fear
to lose by a.llY indolence or neglect. The same, however, may
be said of the hired labour used by private employers, to an
extent which the development of industry has hitherto continu
ally tended to increase; including even the specially important
labour of management, in the case of businesses conducted by
joint-stock companies. And, on the other hand, government can
apply cer-tain kinds of stimulus which private employers have
either not at their command at all, or only in a less degree; it
can reward conspicuous merit by honours and distinctions, and
offer to faithful service a more complete security of conti11l1011H
employment and provision for okl age. Still the IOHfl, in govern-
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mental service, of the enterprise and effort that is stimulated
and sustained by a fuller souse of self-dependence, must be set
down as very serious; and, on the whole, there seems no doubt
that even where the defects of laisser faire are palpable and
grave, they may still be outweighed by the various disadvan
tages incident to governmental management of industry.

But, even so, it is important to observe, first, that these dis
advantages arc largely such as moral and political progress may
be expected to diminish; so that even where we do not regard
the intervention of government as at present desirable! we may
yet look forward to it, and perhaps prepare the way for it. And,
secondly, even where we reject govemmentnl interference, lye

may yet recognise the expediency of supplementing or Iimitiug
in some way or other the results of private enterprise: we may
point out a place for philanthropic effort-as in the case of
educational foundations; or for associations of consumers to
supply their needs otherwise thuu by the competition of inde
pendent producers-c-as in the case (If the highly successful
cooperative stores managed by ortisnus.

§ S. What has been snicl above would be true, however fully
it is granted that social progress is carrying us towards a con
dition in which the assumption, that t he consumer is a better
judge than government of the commodities that. 110 requires and
of the source from which they may be best obtained, will be
sufficiently true fur all practical purplJses. But it seems to me
VCl'y don btfnl whct.hor this can he gr.-mtcll ; since in some irn
portant respects the tendencies of social development seem to be
rather in 811 opposite direction. As the appliances of life become
mere elaborate and complicated through the progre,::;s of invcu
tion, it is only according to the general law of division of labour
to supposo that all i1voragc mnu's ability to judge of the adapta
tion of means to ends, even as regards the satisfaction of his
everyday needs, is likely to become continually less. 1.\0 doubt
an ideally intelligent persoll would under these circumstances
be always duly aware of his own ignorance, end would take the
advice of experts, But it seems not unlikely that the »oo.l of
such advice, and t.he difficulty of finding the right advisors. may
increase 1110re markedly thuu the average consciousness of such
need and difficulty, at any rate where the benefits to 1Jc obtained
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or the evils to be wardell off are somewhat remote and un
certain; especially when we consider that the self-interest of
producers will in many cases lead them to offer commodities
that seem rather than are useful, if the difference between seem
ing and reality is likely to escape notice.

How far Government can usefully attempt to remedy these
shortcomings of self-help must of course be doubtful, for the
reasons discussed in the preceding section. 'Ve may, however,
notice one important class of cases where the aid of Government
is especially likely to be effective, and where the coercion either
of law, or of the social sanction wielded by a deliberate and
vigorous combination, is primd facie indispensable, except in a
perfectly ideal community of economic meu. I refer to the
cases in which a certain rule of conduct is recognized as ex
pedient for all members of the communitv-or all of a certain
class-if nll adopt it, but not othcrwisc , while at the same time
its adoption by a umjority renders it decidedly the immediate
interest of indi viduals to break through it, The observance of
the Sunday holiday by traders may be taken as an example of
this class, supposing it were not sustained by traditional custom
and religious sentiment, but had to be introduced de novo from
a mere conviction of its advantages. However flrrnly all were
convinced that the gain t even economically speaking, of a wcclclj
day of rest universally observed would outweigh the inconveni
ences of the weekly interruption of business, still these incon
venicnces would be so seriously folt that any individual could
gain valuable custom by violating tho. rule; so that except in a
community where cvery one could rely completely on the
intelligence and foresight of everyone else, the general obser
vance of the rule could hardly be introduced without the inter
vention of law, or of an express convention supported by strong
social sanctions.

To sum np: the general presumption derived from abstract
economic reasoning is not in favour of leaving industry altogether
to private enterprise, in any community that. can usefully be
taken even as an ideal for the guidance of practical statesman
ship; but is on the contrary in favour of supplementing and
controlling such enterprise in various ways by tho collecti v-c
action of the community. The general principles on which the
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nature and extent of such collective action should be determined
hare becn given in tho present chapter; but it would hardly be
possible to work out a system uf detailed practical rules on the
basis of these principles) by the abstract deductive method here
adopted; owing to the extent to which the construction of such
system ought reasonably to be influenced by the particular social
and political conditions of tho couut.ry and time for which it is
framed. In passing thorcforo from nbetrnct principles to their
concrete applications-so far as the limits of lily treatise allow
me to discuss the latter-it seems best to adopt a more empirical
treatment: the exposition of which will be more conveniently
reserved for another chapter.



CHAPTER III.

THE UELATIQXS OF GOYER~ME:-iT TO IXDUSTRY.

§ 1. I" the chapter that fo110,,"8 this I propose to discuss
some of the chief cases of Governmental intervention to benefit
production which form a part of the policy and practice of
civilised communities at the present day: not. with the view of
deciding dogmatically how far such interferences are right in
any particular cnsc ; but rather in order lo examine the general
principles on which they are-c-or may be-maintained, awl to
see how far they illustrate the general exceptions to the
sufficiency of Natural Liberty vv-hieh we have just been con
sidering from au abstract point of view.

But before proceeding to this examination, it seems desirable
to obtain a somewhat clearer demarcation of its range: since
there are many cases of Governmental interference with private
industry, where 111e increase of production is not the primary
aim, and where, accordingly, considerations as to productional
effects cannot be put, forward as decisive, though they must
always be allowed some woight. It is, indeed, not always easy
to decide whether a particular governmental measure or in
stitution is to be classed as interference for Production or for
Distribution, 01' for some other of the ends for which Govern
ment exists; since different reasons arc given for it by different
persons, among which the Government is not called upon to
make a formal selection. Thus even in cases like those of the
Poor-law and Elementary Education in England, in which,
pri1ful fade, the interference is distn:butional-that is, in which
pecuniary sacrifices are exacted from one part of the community
for the benefit 01' another parl,-arguments are earnestly used
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to show that the persons taxed gain indirectly private advan
tages of some sort, worth purchasing at the price that they
arc compelled to pay. Thus the provision for the poor is
maintained to be a fairly cheap insurance against the additioua!
danger of crime, private and public, that is to be apprehended
from persons rendered desperate by starvation: and similarly,
elementary education has been advocated as a protection against
crime> and also as tending to make the labour of the perSOll~

educated more useful to others. I do not mean to say that
either the Poor-rate or the Education-rate is mainly main
tained by the force of arguments such as t hese ; but they have
probably had considerable effect in enabling humane adherents
of the system of natural liberty to shut their eyes to the
socialistic aspects of these measures.

Still, notwithstanding the difficulty just pointed out, it is
important to draw as dear a distinction as possible between
measures designed to remedy the economic defects of natural
liberty, and those of which the primary eud is the maintenance
or promotion of other elements of social well-being: and
especially to distinguish the former from such action on tho
part of Government as is either inevitably involved in the
exercise of those indispensable functions which even the
most thoroughgoing advocates of laisser faire attribute to
the state, or at any rate adopted with a view to the efficient
performance of these functions. These latter interventions,
I conceive, we should regard as lying either beyond the scope
of our present investigation, or on the ambiguous confines
separating the special Art of Political Economy from the
wider ..Art of Politics!. It is, indeed, difficult to over-rate the
general importance of executing efficiently the necesfmry
functions of Government, for the economic prosperity of the
community governed; but the exact nature and limits of this
indispensable work have to be considered in relation to social
well-being generally, and not merely in relation to the most
economic production of purchaseablc commodities. I propose,
therefore, in the present chapter. to take a brief survcy of the

1 As will presently appfl:tr, I allot to this border-ground the chief question"
raised as to the limits of governmental intervention for the protection of pro
perty and the enforcement of contract.
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normal action of Government in relation to private industry ill
order to exhibit the complex difficulty of distinguishing what
we may call strictly economic interferences, and at the same
time to make tho distinction as clear ns we conveniently can.

§ 2. Government, by those who restrict its sphere most
rigoronsly, is still generally admitted to have the following
antics; which arc sometimes called its "l1CCCSSftl'Y)) as distin
guiohell from its" optional JJ functions.

1. Protection of the interests of the community generally,
and individual citizens so fill' as may be llcccs::ary, from the
attacks of foreign enemies.

2. Protection of individual citizens from physical injury,
insult, constraint, or damage to reputation, caused by the action
of individuals.

:t Protection of property from detriment caused 1)y others
whether intentionally or throngh neglect; which involves the
function of determining doubtful points as to the extent and
content of the Right of Property and the modes (If legally
ncq uiring it.

4. Enforcement of contracts made by adults in full posses
sion of their reasoning faculties, and not obtained by coercion
or misrcprcseutntion, nor inj urions to other persons.

;j. Protection of persolls unfit, through age or mental dis
order, to take care of their own interest. ()f this kind or
protection the most important case is that of children; and
here il should be observed that the protection lllay be either
direct, or indirect thn111gh

(L negllb,tion of the relation of the 8e.xe~, so fur at least as
to make generally adequate provision for the care and nurture
of children.

7. To these may be added the function of self-support by
taxation or otherwise, and so far 3.5 neccs::;ary self-defence
against individuals. The limits of such self-defence have
always been drawn with special care in free countries, and
therefore form the subject of an important chapter in the
Theory of Constitutional Law ; but the discussion of them
docs not come within t]IO ~COr() of the present treatise,
On tho other hand, thc theory of the provision for goyern
mental expenditure, by taxation or otherwise, constitutes the
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chief part of the art of Political Economy in the view of most
economists since Adam Smith; and 1 accordingly propose to
deal with it in a separate chapt er ',

We may begin by observing that the interference of Govern
ment with private industry, for whatever purposes, may be
exercised ill different ways. Thus, apart from (1) interference
by direct prohibition or command-i-whieb ma.y, of course, vary
indefinitely in gravity-c-the Government IIl<ly (2) indirectly
prevent or discourage certain kinds of contract by refnsing to
enforce them; or (:3) it may give to the obligutions involved
in certain common kinds of ngreements, such as Sale and
Purchase, Letting and Hiring, 8.~c" a precise definition, interpreta
tion, or presumption, which will be held to be valid in all cases
where there is no special contract to the coutrary ; or t~galll

(4) certain kinds of business HI:l)' be undertaken Ly the
State, though at the sauie time it may remain opell to
private individuals or joint-stock companies to enter into
competition with the governmental agenl:)' if they choose.
In this latter case the only element of compulsion consists
in the coercive levying (by- taxation) of funds required for
carrying on the business in question: and where the business
can be made to pay its own cxpen~es, even this clement of
coercion vanishes.

Which (if any) of these different modes of intcrfereucc
should he adollted in any particular case is a question 'which
cannot be entirely decided by economic considerations, Even
'where the more intense interference by direct prohibition 01'

command is both cheaper and marc effective, a statesman may
reasonably decline to employ it from fear of the displeasure and
discontent which it is likely to cause; while, again, the pro
bable amount of displeasure and discontent varies greatly with
the nctual state of custom and opinion in any particular COll1

ruunity. And it should be observed that the magnitude or
different kinds of interference will be very differently esti
mated, according as we take a political or nu econorn ic point
of view. Thus, politically speaking, iutcrfcronco is at its

1 Chap. VUJ. It should be observed, however, thut fiscal considerations
necessarily enter into the discussion or certain kiuds of govemmentul inter
Jerence, designed mainly for other purpol'les.
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minimum, when government, without any legal prohibition
or restriction of private industry, merely prevents its develop
ment in a certain direction, by taking some new kind of
business-such as the construction and management of rail
waya-c-cntirely into its own hands. But, economically con
sidered, this interference is greater than when government
places private businesses under legal control and regulation;
since in the latter case some of the effects-good or bad-of
private enterprise are retained, whereas by the former method
they are altogether excluded.

§ 3. Let us now consider briefly the economic bearings of
the action of government in the fulfilment of the indispensable
functions above enumerated. Under the first head, of Defence
against Foreign enemies. the most important economic questions
-ifwe pass over the abnormal and violent disturbances of produe
tion awl exchange which actual war may render needful or ex
pcdicut-c-rclato chiefly to the best way of securing an adequate
supply of the personal services, materials, or instruments required
far war; aml will therefore be more fitly discussed later, when we
come to treat of the theory of the provision for national wants.
Here I would only point out that the needs of war may furnish
decisive considerations in favour of measures which would other
wise be incxpedient-although they are not unlikely to be
advocated all other than military grounds, Thus a govern
ment l11ay reasonably undertake for military reasons the con
struction of rail ways commercially uurcmnncrutive ; or may
control the arrangement of a. sj-stcm of railways which it
would otherwise leave to unrestricted private enterprise. Again,
similar reasons have often been urged for the protection of
native industry in certain departments; and certainly, where
there is a reasonable probability that a. government would find
serious difficulty in obtaining, should it be involved in war, any
part of the supply of men or things required for the efficient
conduct of the war, it is obvious that some kind of provision
should be made in time of peace for meeting this difficulty:
and we cannot 8fty a prim'i how far it win ill any particular
case be better to meet it directly, by a more extensive and
costly organisation of the army or navy. or indirectly by the
encouragement of certain branches of private industry. Thus,
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for instance, it may be questioned whether Adam Smith was
right ill commending the English :Navigation Laws of his
time which U endeavoured to give the sailors and shipping
of Great Britain the monopoly of the trade of their own
country j" but the question cannot be answered without
a. careful investigation of details. The restrictions thus
imposed 011 trade must of course have increased the cost of
foreign commodities to the English consumers; but they
may nevertheless have been the least burdensome mode of
securing a due supply of sailors and shipping for our maritime
wars. On similar grounds we cannot say positively that it can
never be expedient for a country situated as England is to
secure itself by protection to native agriculture a.ga.inst the
dangor of having its necessary supply of food cut off by a
maritime blockade.

§ 4. It is, however, of more general importance to consider
the various kinds of the interference with industry which Inay
be necessary 01' expedient for the due protection of the life,
health, physical comfort, freedom and reputation of in
dividuals from harm inflicted, intentionally or otherwise, by
private persons. It does not fall within the scope of this
treatise to enter at any length into the controversy as to
the proper limits of this int.erference: but we may dis
tinguish as the two questions chiefly disputed (1) how far
(if at all) government ought to interfere to prevent harm
inflicted on any individual either by himself or wi t.11 his own
consent; and (2) how far it may legitimately go in preventing
nets that are not directly or necessarily harmful, on the gronnd
that, they are likely ill. some. indirect way to havo harmful
consequences to other persons besides the agent. These two
questions :11'0 in practice closely connected; since in most cases
where a man harms himself so seriously as to suggest a need uf
gon:rnmental interference, he also indirectly harms others: but,
viewed abstractly, they are of course, quite distinct. The sccond
qncatiou would be generally admitted to be one of degree: and
it, docs not appear to me that the answer to it in concrete cases
can reasonably bc decided by allY broad general formula": bnt

I For instnucc. I do nut see on what grounds it CAn be maintained that" it
"is not n merclv constructive 01' nresumpuve injnr,r to (lUIl'I'R which will jllRtif',)'
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rather that every case must. be dealt with on its own merits, after
carefully weighing the advantages and drawbacks of intervention.
On the other hand, the former kind of interference seems un
deniably opposed to the fundamental principle that every man
is the best jndge of what contributes to his own happiness, on
which (n,') we have seen) the economic rule of laissez fail'e is
commonly supported; on this principle each individual ought
to set his owu value on life and health, and lo choose freely the
means of maintaining them, just as much as in the case of other
things commonly esteemed and sought as good. Actually,
however, modern civilised goverumen1,s have always conceived
themselves justified in punishing attempts nt self-destruction,
and also in interfering in various ways to prevent serious injury
to life or health, even when the risk of such injury would be
vcluntm-ily incurred, for gain 01' enj0.YlnCIl t 1: nnd the range wi thin
which such interference is called for, on empirical grounds, has
been largely increased hy the extensive 1Be of dangerous rna
cliincry in modern industry. J\nd here :lgain T am of opinion
that the expediency of such interference in any particular case
can Duly be dcci.lcd by the 11ght of experience after a careful
bnlunce of conflicting considerations.

Tn some cases the burden is :20 triflillg that no one would
he-irate to impose it, if cxporionce shows it to be at all effi
cacious for the »ttninrueut of either of the ends above distin
gl1i"hed. Of this kind arc the rcgub.tions that printers' and
publishers' names Rho111d be nffxcd to published documents,
in order to secure punishment or rodrcs.., in case of libels; that
poisons when sold should be manifestly def:iignntcd as such ; that
vehicles should CftITY a light nt lllght, &c. But actually, in our
own legislation, a. oonsidcrablo umou nt of more serious iuterfer
cuco with the production or sale of certain commodities is main
tained, in order to protect from disease ann. other physical damage
either the persons voluntarily purchasing such commodities, or
the per.sons engaged in making them, or other members of the

" the interference of the law with individual freedom " (Xlill, On Libert!!. c. 4).
H appears to me that, on utilltarla» principles, all we can sny is tbat tho
pl'CSUmpli011 must bc st.rong enough to outweigh the direct 1:.u:1 indirect mischief
of coercion.

IE,'.!. 11,Y prohibiting dangerous pastimes an.l exhibitions.
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commuuiry. Thus regulations are made to secure that tl.o
lucrative occupations of phvsicinn, surgeon, apothecary and
chemist shall only be carried on by properly qualified persons;
restrictions [\1'8 placed on the manufacture and carriage of
explosive substances. and on the sale of stimulants that affect the
reason and tcmp()r <111<1 thus teud indirectly to canso crimes of
violence. III disturbed states of society tho sale of fire-arms has
frequently been prohiliitcd ; and, in other couuuies, g'llllpowder

and saltpetre have been monopolized by government. So
again, in industries exposed to special dangefS-\vhcthcr for
the Inbcurers only or for other persons also-c-such as milling,
uavigatiou, chimney-sweeping, onr government endeavours in
various \yays to secure that proper precautions arc taken against
these dnngers ; partly by regulation of processes, partly lly in
spection of instruments, partly by the exclusion of all but
properly qualified persons from din porfonnance of certain
Iuuctious, partly by the invalidnti..n uf contrs.cts tending to

diminish tho protocti.:n given in these other way::;\
In eonsitlcring ho-w far s-uch intervention is expedient, any

exucnse, trouble, or loss of utility caused by tho action of
government. forms, of course, an item to be taken into account;
fit the same time we can hardly ~a'y that the decision of snell

points falls mainly within the sphere of Politicn! Economy or
is to be arrived at by strictly economic methods; taking the
received view that life and health are goo(Is which it is not
possible to estimate at it definite pocnniarv value".

And tIl<' ~<Ul\(:may 1)(~ said (of tho interference of gorcrn
mont, for t.hc protection of children, whether directly, as by
limiting the amouut of labour that may IHl exacted from thorn.
and securing to them a certain amount of cducation ; ('II' iudi
rcctly hy placing restrictions on tile labour of married wouiou
(or women who have borne children) so far as these appear
llCCC"5Sary in order tu secure the proper performance of th~ir

1 Thus a merchunt-eonman cannot dopi-ive hinl',df of the right to sue the
Sllip-Ol\'llOl', in case the latter does not take all proper means fOT securing tho
sen-worthiness of the ship.

~ I S~~.V '<definite," because ::1I l'c,u:'(Jnal,lc persons would ndmit that. at n
certain poi r-t the mncbinm-y 1'01' saving OH'n lifo and health mny become too
{:o.';~]~·; nn I tbcrofore the: ]1l'C'ldie:t1 nef·,~~~j(y or j'a:lllll';n:; ll]('~c ~~(lorh in SOIIlC

,,-ny ncaiu ... t wcnlth cannot )W {,";1iINl.
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maternal functions. As the system of Natural Liberty is, even
by its most vehement advocates, regarded as only applicable to
adults, it is not in any way opposed to the principle of such
regulations; and though the immediate economic loss caused
by such restrictions, and the ultimate economic gain to the
community from the improved health awl t,raining of its chil
dren, rue important considerations in determining the nature
awl extent of this kind of interference, they are not by them
selves decisive.

§ 5. In close analogy to the regulations above noticed that
indirectly protect the person, stands another class of govern
mental interferences which have for their object the indirect pre
veution of theft, Of this kind arc the regulations that hamper
the easy disposition of stolen goods; such as the English law
that a dealer in old metal may not at one time buy less than
certain miuiurum quantities of lead, copper, Lin, &c., and some
of the restrictions imposed on pawnbrokers. With these, again,
WI' may class re(fulfl,tion~ that aim at the indirect nrevontion of• u O' - L

fraud in exchanges j such as: the prescription of standard weights
and measures, and the more recent prohibition of "trnck ' (that
is, of the payment of wages otherwise than in moneyj.c-eo far
as this is desio ned to secure to labourers the amount of realv

wages that is by contract fairly ..lue to them. If we could
extend the notion of 'fraud' to include all cases in which one
of the parties to an agreement' impnses ' upon the ignorance
of the other, several other important interferences with industry
might be brought under this hcad , such as the regulations
enforced on joint-stock companies-whether imposed to protect
the interests of the individual members of such companies
against. their directors, or to protect other persons who may
deal with them-e-the taxing of solicitors' bills, [\,TId some of the
regulations of the b118111c8'O of cRrrying emigrants.

It is to he observed, however, that the element of active
misrepresentation is not. necessarily present in all. cases of
what is commonly called I imposition.' In fact, the notion
of 'imposition 1 affords us a transition) hy which we gradually
pass from exchanges in which positive deception is practised to
«xchangcs which arc merely held lo be inequitable through thc
ignomnee on one side of the quality of the article exchanged,
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even though there may be no fraud or active misrepresentation
on the other side, and no implied contract or general under
standing that. the other party will furnish the knowledge that.
is wanting. Now, in ordinary buying and selling, a purchaser
is expected to protect himself against loss incurred under these
latter conditions; and though experience may show that the
intervention of Government to protect him is in certain cases
urgently required, it must be allowed that such intervention is
hardly consistent with the fundamental assumption of the
system of natural liberty, that the sane adult individual is
likely to be a better judge of his own interests than his govern
ment is. At any rate we may say that at this point we
approach the rather delicate theoretical line that separates
govemmcntal action for the ma-intenance of real freedom of
contract-which is impaired by successful fraud-from action
that iniades this freedom. Various regulations tending to
prevent contracts from being made under misapprehension as
to material circumstances may be regarded as lying on this de
batable margin: such as the rules of law obliging vendors
with special opportunities of knowledgo-i-c.g. vendors of land
and promoters of joint-stock companies-to disclose any
material circumstances affecting the value of what they offer
for sale: or again, the compulsory registration of contracts like
mortgages or bills of sale, which are liable to render the real
financial position of one of the parties to the contract so
materially different from his apparent position that third
persons dealing with him are in danger of being seriously
misled.

1\.. somewhat similar margin presents itself when we try to
define the other main condition required for the validity of con
tracts according to the principles of natural liberty: viz. that.
they should not have been procured by coercion-that iSI if we
extend the notion of coercion to include not merely physical
injury Or constraint, but also the moral pressure which is some
times called' undue influence'.' It is, of course, in accordance
with the strictest limitation of the sphere of government that it
should prohibit and invalidate agreements procured by the

t The term' undue influence' is also used to denote what I have previously
called 'imposition.'

S. E. 28
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infliction or threat of any illegal harm; and further, if in any
case one party to a contract is able to cause pain or alarm of
a kind which the law does not generally attempt to prevent,
but which is not likely to be inflicted or threatened except as
an iuducemeut to make the contract, a special interference to
prevent such undue pressure ma)' fairly be regarded as a mere
defence of freedom, Thus the special protecticu given by
our law to merchant seamen, by the invalidation of contracts
alienating part of their claims to '>vages, may be justified by
the special opportunities of undue influence which the needful
discipline of a ship gives to its master. So, again, the restric
tions placed on the labour of women generally, in the English
factory legislation, arc commonly and plausibly defended on the
ground that women, owing to their normal domestic depen
dence) require to be protected against the undue influence
of the men with whom they Iive. "Then, however, the law
interferes to prevent a contract in which A moroly I takes
udvuutage of the distress' of B, without being in any way
responsible for it-c-or, otherwise, when the pressure which A
puts on B is merely the threat of not rendering some service
which he is in no ·way bound to render independently of the
contract-it seems plain that such interference must be viewed
not as a. protection of freedom of contract, but as a limitation
of it in the interests of disadvantageously placed members of
the community.

I have spoken of the enforcement of contracts voluntarily
entered into as a kind of protection to freedom: and there can
be no doubt that a. refusal to enforce such contracts is an inter
ference with the spontaneous organisation of industry which the
system of natural liberty contemplates; in which enforcement
of contract is tho one elementary process by the repeti
tion and complication of which the whole fabric is bound
together. At the same time there is certainly something para~

doxical in calling the refusal of government to enforce certain
contracts; altogether or in part, an 'intorfOTonco I with the
freedom of the individuals left alone: and it is probably for
this reason that the very important restrictions, by which the
enforcement of contract has actually beeu limited, have not
commonly been treated as violations of laisser faire. Thus in
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England hardly any enga.gement to render personal services gives
thc promisee a lcgal claim to morc than pecuniary damages ;-to
put it otherwise, almost all such contracts, if unfulfilled, turn into
mere debts of rnoncy so far as their legal force goes. And it
should be added that even t.he payment of debts is to a very
large extent not exacted, even from persons who arc now per
fectly able to pay thew; provided that at some previous Lime
such person::; have proved their inability to pay, given up their
property for division among their creditors, and thus obtained as
bankrupts protection against any future exaction of past debts.
This very important limitation of the effects of contract is, I con
ceive, mainly to be justified as tending to promote the interests
of production; being designed to restore to the bankrupt the
stimulus to useful industry which an indefinite prolongation of
his pecuniary liabilities would take ",w"'y from all but the
most energetic minds. It is thought that t.his can be done
without any material sacrifice of the interests of creditors;
since the latter, even if their claims were kept legally valid,
would still have no effective means of compelling the defaulting
debtor t.o cam the money required t.o satisfy them. It may be
observed, however, that the same line of reasoning that thus
justifies the geneml principle of a bankruptcy law also shows
us that this kind of interference may easily be carried too far
for the real interests of industry. For-even assuming that the
details of such a law can be contrived and administered so as
La prevent waste of the bankrupt's estate, secure its e(111<11
division among the creditors, and adequately punish not only
common dishonesty on the bankrupt's part, but nlso such reck
less and improper dealing with his borrowed resources as sub
stantially amounts to dishonesty,-the danger still remains that
the prospect of relief through bankruptcy rnay tempt men to
run risks with borrowed property which they would not t.hink it
expedient to run with their own; and which, therefore, it is
the interest of the community to prevent, although such deal
ing may not admi t of being proved to be criminally reckless.
And further, granting that a bankrupt should he exempt from
legal obligation to pay his creditors in full, ir. still seems right
that society should emphatically recognise the superior morality
of the bankrupt who does pay them, so Iar as circumstances

28-2
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enable him. To attain this end, and at the same time reduce
the danger before-mentioned, it seems desirable to impose on
the bankrupt certain disabilities which would not seriously
interfere with his earning an honest livelihood, while yet they
would express the coldness that society should feel towards
a man who has failed to satisfy just claims-coldness rising to
disapproval if he makes no effort to l-ia,tisfy them. Thus the
bankrupt-so long as his debts remain unpaid-should, T think,
be deprived of all political franchises, and his name should be
kept in a register open to the inspection of all persons in the
place in which he trades. This latter provision, indeed, seems
expedient on a. different ground, of which we have before taken
note: viz. for the due information of all persons who may here
after have dealings with the bankrupt.

I have distinguished as 11 special mode of governmental in
terference that which operates by giving a definite interpretation
to customary engagements. Here again a line rcquiros to he
carefully drawn between au impartial effort to ascertain and
define the probable meaning of the contracting parties,-which
is obviously an indispensable fuuot.ion of the judicature in case
of disputes-and an attempt to modify what is held to be a bad
custom j especially since in the development of our own" judge
ccmade" law, the latter attempt has often been made in the
guise of the former. Such interference by mere interpretation,
which will only be operative if the persons affected do not bar
it by express contract, is obviously of the very lowest degree of
intensity, politically spen,king, and hardly amounts to a sensible
restriction on liberty; and it cannot be effective if the persons
concerned are decidedly averse to the change sought to be in
troduced; but where there is no such aversion it may some
times have important economic effects by overcoming the
" friction JJ of mcro carelessness and ignorance, or by forcing the
tacit combination of persons who gaiu by the old bad custom to
become open and aggressive, and so pointing it out for success
ful resistance.

This interpretative or quasi-interpretative intervention of
law has been largely extended to the implied contracts or un
derstandings involved in different economic relations. Thus the
Law of Partnership and the Law of Agency largely consist of
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definitions or interpretations of this kind, designed to prevent
the disappointment of normal expectations. So far as such
legal definition of rights and obligations merely imposes on tho
person:'> concerned the necessity of making express contracts and
nnnounocmcnts, if they 'wish to avoid rho obligations that the
law defines as normal, it does not inuterially restrict natural
liberty; it is only where this avoidance is not allowed, that
the restriction becomes palpabl« and serious. For instance, the
legal obligation on common carriers to receive the goods of all
applicants on similar terms is merely an interpretation of a
common understanding, if it can be evaded by giving fnll
public notice; but if it cannot be so evaded, it becomes a
material interference with laisser fuire.

§ G. Similar delicate questions as to the line to be drawn
between the intervention of GOYCI1Ullcmt to protect, and its inter
ferencc to control, the freedom of individuals, arise when we try
to determine exactly the Iimits of the right of property according
to the system of natural liberty. Grant.iug that the nutural right
of property includes the power of absolutely excluding others
from the use and enjoyment of any material thing over which
the right has been acquired, it still remains to he asked what
kinds of things natural liberty would allow to be thus appro
priat.ed-how far, in particular, it should be allowed with regard
to land, the great permanent instrument and store of material
for human industry, The oxtremcst advocates of laisser faire
have never disputed either the justice or the expediency of
keeping in common ownership certain portions of land obviously
more useful when freely used in common-such as roads, rivers,
and other portions required for communication and conveyance.
Further, in modern European countries even such land as has
been allowed to pass completely into private ownership has been
held liable to special burdens to public purposes; and tbe right
of the community to take from individuals land specially needed
for important public objects, at a price corresponding to the
market value tbat it would have had independently of such
special need-s-which in recent times has been generally admitted
and to some extent exercised ill the important case of railways
--may perhaps fairly be regarded not as an encroachment on
private ownership, but as a reservation tacitly understood wheu
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such ownership ...vas allowed. Agaiu, so far as a community
owns land as yet nnappropriated, but likely to be more useful if
allowed to pass into private ownership, it is a difficult and
subtle question to determine whether the principles of natural
liberty prescribe a,ny one method of effecting this transition
rather than any othcr : and whether any of the various com
plicated and elaborate regulations of the sale of public land
which in English and other colonies have been adopted or
proposed with a view to improve the process of colonization
can properly be regarded as species of governmental interference',

A different kind of problem has somewhat perplexed and
divided the adherents of natural liberty in respect of property
in the results of iutellcctual labour. Ou the oue hand it has
seemed clear that the luau who works witil his brain has as
much right to have the fr-uits of his labour secured to him as the
man who works with his hands. On the other hand since the
only effective way of protecting such fruits is to prohibit imita
tion on the part of others, it is not surprising that this very
exceptional interference with the freedom of action of those
others should have been thought hy some persons to conflict with
the principles of natural liberty. In the case of copyright,
however, this latter view appears to me superficial; so far at
least as the protection is limited to results which persons other
than the author protected could not conceivably have produced
by independent effort-. -as is mainly the case with copyright.
It can hardly be an intorfcrcnco with A's natural liberty to
«xolndc him, in the interest of B, from the gratuitous use of
utilities which he could not possibly have enjoyed except as a
result of B's labour. Hence I should be disposed to regard any
limitation of copyright to a period falling short of the author's
life '.\ as a distinct encroachment on natural liberty in the inter
ests of the community. But I should hesitate to take a similar
view ill the case of patents; since here the difficulty of prevent
ing the protection of A from interfering with the independent
action of n seems practically insuperable. It is almost always
within the limits of human probability that in protecting a tcchni-

I Cf. pOl;f, ch. iv. § 11.
Z As I shall presently point out, the right to control any kind of pl'Opel'tyafter

death is a doubtful point in the system of natural liberty.
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cal invention we may be suppressing the possibility of a similar
invention which might otherwise have been made by some one
else; indeed such coincidence of inventions may even be said to
be positively probable, whenever several ingenious minds arc
simultaneously pondering over tho best method of meeting ROIllO

definite toelmical need, (hying to this inevitable danger of con
flicting claims, and to the undeniable lmmpcring of industrial
progress that is consequently liable to result frorn the protection
of the first inventor, it seems hardly possible to frame the regu
lations of a patent law on any other principle than that of care
fully balancing opposite expediencies. Indeed some able men
who nre not generally socialistic in their views, nor in any way
opposed to the principle of C011)Tight.; have yet thought it best
on the whole to do away with patents altogether, and to leave
inventors to he rewarded bj- the state. While the majority of'
competent judges, who consider it Pl'f\ctlcflJJy impossible to give
tho inventor sufficient inducement. to work except by securing
him a legal monopoly of the results of his labour, arc yet gene
rally of opinion that the duration of this monopoly should be
limited to a comparatively short term of years, in the interests of
industrial progrei::is: and many of them think it further desir
able that a patentee should be compelled to allow his inventjon
to be used by others, at a price fixed by government, under
certain circumstances j that is, either (1) when the patentee does
not use the invention himself) or (:2) when any other inventor
hn-, made substantial improvements in it.

Another doubtful point in the definition of the rights of
private property, on the principles 01' laisserfuire, relates to tho
right. of bequest. Jlany even among the jurists of an earlier age,
in which the hypothesis of a Law of X ature was generally <1C

ccptcd, preferred to treat the right of bequest as established by
Positive rather than Natural law; ami in fact, it is difficult to
maintain that we interfere with a man's natural liberty by not
letting his wishes determine the relations of other men to a
material world in which he is no longer living. There are,
indeed, two obvious and forcible reasons for allowing free
bequest in a general way, independently of the actual sentiment.
in its favour; first, that <lIly law prohibiting it would be likely
to be frustrated by gifts before death; and secondly, that- such
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a law, so far as effective, would tend to diminish seriously the
inducements to productive labour and care during the closing
period of a man's life. But arguments of this kind cau hardly
be pressed to prove the inexpediency of all restrictions on free
dom of bequest; and any such restrictions that tend to increase
the ntility of the wealth bequeathed hy enlarging the freedom
of action of those to whose management it is left, may fairly be
advocated in the name of Natural Liberty, no less than in the
interests of production. And in fact the tendency of modern
English legislation has bccu to introduce, to a continually
greater extent, two different kinds of limitations on the indi
vidual's right of disposing of his property after death; first in the
case of bequests for public purposes, by treating the testator's
dispositions as liable to an indefinite amount of revision and
modification in the interests ofthe public, after a certain interval
of time has elapsed; and secondly, in the case of private he
quests, by restricting the testator's power of preventing the
alienation of the property bequeathed, on the ground that such
inalienable ownership is liable to lead to inferior management,
especially in the case of land.

Again, since through accident, neglect or indecision a certain
number of persons die without exercising the right of bequest,
the government has the strictly necessary function of deter
mining in such cases the devolution of the property left
behind. Ceteris paribus the ohvious end to be aimed at in dis
tributing such intestate inheritances is to satisfy as far as
possible any definite expectations which the general habits of
bequest may have created: but the guida,ncc of this principle is
liable to be obscure and ambiguous, even on fundamental points:
and even where it is not so, it cannot be regarded as an inter
ference with natural liberty to deviate from the ordinary cus
toms of bequest, in order to adopt an economically preferable
rule of distribution-s-as (e.g.) by abolishing the law of primo
gcnitm'e in a country "where it is found to have an unfavourable
effect on agriculture.

In short; neither II protection to property" nor" enforce
I' ment of contract" turn out to be in practice the simple matters
that some theorists appear to suppose them. The determina
tion of substantive or primary rights under either of these heads
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involves disputed questions of great moment, in the settlement
of which the effects of different rules on the production of
wealth have to be carefully considered; and further questions
of hardly less importance arise in the regulation of procedure
and penalties, especially in respect of enforcement of contract
e.g. as to the nature of the penalties for non-payment of debt,
and the order of priority in claims to be allowed to different
classes of creditors. The consideration of economic conse
quanoes should. in my opinion be generally paramount in
deciding important issues in these departments of law: as for
instance in determining the law of Bankruptcy, the law of
Patents, and the main restrictions on Request. Since, however,
this view has not generally been taken by jurists and legisla
tors, it has seemed to me best. to treat these questions as lying'
on a kind of debateable border-ground where the Art of Politi
cal Economy merges in tho wider Art of Politics,



OHAPTER IV.

I!l[PORTAXT CASES OF GOVERX:\IEXTAL I~TEB.FER.ENCR

TO PRO)10TE PRODlJCTIO~.

§ 1. I xow pass to the discussion of the chief actual cases
in which modern governments have distinctly encroached on
the system of laisser faire in the interests of production,
either by taking into their own management certain depart
ments of industry, or hy r{~glIlatillg 01' assisting tho under
takings of private individuals or companies. I ought to premise
that in speaking of {governments' I include both t/ central" and
"local II or" provincial" gOYCflllnents aud do not generally take
note of tho division of functions between the: two kinds of
orga.ns. Jf my limits allowed, it would be interesting to discuss
the economic considerations that have to be taken into account
in determining this division. 'Ye might notice in the first
place the analogy between the general arguments for or against
ceutralisaliou of governmental functions and the urgurnenrs for
"la.rge-scale" and" small-deale" produc..tion ill private industry:
in either case we have to balance the advantages of more special
experience in mauflgers and more keen concern for details of
the result, against the advantages of more systematic manage
ment and generally more comprehensive views and a higher
quality of skill. Again, for governmental work in which parti
cular districts are solely or mainly interested, it is natural to
select the local governments of such districts ; on the other
hand, care has sometimes to be taken that the local government
does 1101, exercise its functions in the interest. of its locality
where that is opposed to t.he interest, of the whole country-e.g.
if a single town or district has the management of an important
railroad or waterway, it may be tempted to make the greatest
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net profit out of its monopoly by a rate of charge inconveniently
high for the rest of the community. Those and other general
considerations might be illustrated under more than one of the
heads that we are about to discuss; but on the whole I have
thought it best to avoid all questions relat.ing to tho structure of
goverl1l1l€nt, and confine myself to the determination of its eco
nomic functions.

If we put on one side (1) the promotion of Education and
Culture, which it would be paradoxical to treat simply, or
even mainly, from a productional point (If view, and (2) the
( burning question' of protection to native industry-c-which I
reSCTYC for a separate cbapter.c.-we fiud that the dcpartmonts of
production with which governments have actually concerned
t.hcmsolves arc chiefly various branches of what mny be called
the machinery of transfer j including under this term, not only
Conveyance an (1 Conununicution-c-the estublislnuentund rnanagc
mcnt of roads and bridges, canals and railroads; harbours and
lighthouses, the organisation for sending' letters and telegrams,
&c.-hut also the machinery of Exchange; i.e. the issue of
metallic and paper currency, and the business of banking so far
[IS it is connected with currency. The universality of the need
of the commodities furnished by these various businesses has
been sometimes put forward as the justification for governmental
iuterventiou ; it has been said that the provision for such com
modities, being a matter of common concern, is properly under
taken or controlled by the community through its government.
But, on reflection, this reason can hardly he maintained as
conclusivc ; since the needs of food, fuel, clothing, and shelter
the provision for which is almost universally left to private
enterprise in modern communities-c-are even more urgent and
universal than the needs of conveyance and coinmunioation :
and, again, this reason would uot explain why governments
should so largely leave the provision fOT the moveable instru
merits of convoyance-carriages, ships, &.c.-to private enter
prise, while undertaking the establishment of the permanent
and stationary instrumnnts-c-roads, canals, harbours, &c.

It would rather seem that the chief arguments for govern
mental interference in these departments are,firstly, that organi
sation on a very large scala-e-and in some cases organisation
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under a single control-is either necessary or obviously most
expedient in important parts of the businesses concerned with
transfer; so that if they were left to private enterprise, either
(u) some important utilities would not be provided at all, or
would be more expensive or inferior in quality; or (b) the
business of provirliug them would become the monopoly of
private persolls, whose interest would not generally coincide
with the interest of the public. Secondly, there is a special
probability that the advantage to the public of improvements in
the machinery of transfer may exceed very greatly the direct
utilities to the persons who primarily benefit by them; which
latter aro generally the only utilities fur which the provider is
able to obtain remuneration in the way of free exchange.

There are besides certain special drawbacks or obstacles
incident to the production of some of these commodities by
private enterprise, which will appear when we consider some of
the businesses in detail.

§ 2. O"dhw,'y Roads. Both the above reasons for govern
mental intervention apply forcibly to the case of ordinary road
making. The indirect advantages derived from good roads,
both in the improved organisation of national industry which
results from the development of internal trade, and in the
general spread of intelligence, are universally recognised; while
yet the utilities of transit, as estimated by the individuals who
would purchase them, would not be sufficient to enable private
undertakers to construct remuneratively the less frequented roads
-at any rate ifthe land had to be boughi-: so that to make the
road system of a modern civilised community as complete as is on
public grounds to be desired, the intervention of Government
central or local-would seem to he almost indispensable. On the
other hand, the more frequented roads which it would undoubt
edly be profitable to construct, would always he in the condition
of partial monopoly; and therefore there would be no general
prohahility that it would be most profitable for the monopolist
owners of the roads to charge such a prico for their usc, or to
keep them in such a condition, as would afford the maximum of
public utility. The monopoly, no doubt, would always be partly
controlled by the fear that excessive tolls or gross neglect would
lead to the construction of a new road; hut if the new road were
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less convenient to the majority of those who used it, and were
therefore liable to be at any time abandoned in favour of the
old road if the charges and condition of the two were equalised,
its construction would be too hazardous an undertaking to be
easily entered npon.

Further, we have to observe that the use of roads managed
by private enterprise must necessarily be sold; and the expense
and inconvenience involved in this transaction is a serious draw
back in the case of much frequented roads. In the extreme
case of the streets of a town no one would propose that the ex
penses of construction or maintenance should be defrayed by
tolls ; and this arrangement is now regarded as being on the
whole undesirable in the case of highways generally-in spite
of its obvious equity from the point of view of distribu
tion.

The question, hOWCVHl', whether ordinary roads should be
generally managed by private enterprise has never been a.
practical one; chiefly because the portions of the earth's surface
now employed for this purpose, have, to a. great extent, been
used in common from time immemorial, and so have remained
the property of the community using them, while the rest of the
land has gradually passed into private ownership.

In England, when the importance of keeping the roads
themselves in good condition carne, in the 18th oentnry, to be
more fully recognised, the expenses were at first defrayed by
tolls; the management being what may be called ·quasi-govel'n
menial": but the expense and inconvenience of collecting tolls
has led to the gradual abolition of this system, and the defray
ment of expenses out of the rates. The bridges that form part
of roads have for the most part been similarly dealt with; in a
few special cases, such as the bridges over thc Thames, the con
struction has been undertaken by private enterprise on the.
security of tolls; but even these have, for the most part, been
subsequently bought up by public bodies.

I I refer to tho system of "turnpike trusts," uy which the management of
different turnpike I'OaaS was plal':ed in tho hands of different bodies of trustees,
partly public and partly private, who obteiued private capital on loan, paring
the interest with tho proceeds of the tolls, but derived no personal profit from
the business.
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§ 3. Canals and milwaps. The case is otherwise with
canals and railways. }Iany of these more artificial and elaborate
ways of communication have been constructed and managed by
private enterprise. Still in some of these cases the funds for
their construction have been partly obtained by the aid of
Government, in the form of a guarantee of interest or other
wise; while even where the capital of railways has been
raised without any assistance from the national exchequer,
the companies providing it-in fully peopled eountriest-s-have
usually had to obtain from Coverument exceptional pO'vers
for the compulsory purchase of land, ill return for which they
have had to submit to a certain amount of governmental regu
lation. In many other cases railways and canals have been
altogether constructed at the public expense, and managed by
Government officials. The actual motive for these various kinds
and degrees of governmental intervention has generally been
that otherwise it did nol seem likely that the improvements in
question would be executed at all; the prospect of profit to
private undertakers not being sufficiently brilliant and certain
to overcome the difficulty of collecting capitals of the large
amount required. In the case of railways in particular, the
power of compulsory purchase of land has almost always been
found indispensable j without it) the most enterprising com
panies would have shrunk from the task of bargaining with
a large number of private landowners, each able by his refusal to
increase the expense and diminish the utility of the line very
materially. The practical issue has therefore not been between
private enterprise pure and simple, and any form of govern
mental interference, hut merely as to the kind and degree of the
latter. ]!'OY, on the very principles of natural liberty, it is due
to the owners of property on whom a forced exchange is imposed,
that the power to compel such exchange should only be granted
after careful investigation has shown a decided prospect of public
advantage from it; while Jet the necessity of making this
investigation, by whatever machinery it is conducted, renders it
difficult to exclude altogether the kind of illegitimate influences
that we before noted as a danger incident to governmental

l In the United States and the Dominion of Canada, the construction of
great railways has been subvented hy lru'ge grants of land fir; ycL unoccupied,
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management.'. So again, when a railway has been constructed,
the more or less complete monopoly which it is sure to have of
the facilities of conveyance between certain places on its line is,
in part at least, due to the necessity of obtaining governmental
sanction for any rival undertaking; hence Government is specially
called upon to take care, if possible, that the interests of the
public are not sacrificed to those of the monopolists. Further,
the large amount of capital required for the construction of a
railway or a canal, generally excludes the independent enter
prise of individual capitalists from this department: the choice,
therefore, lies practically between (1) governmental agency and
(2) the agency, under governmental control and regulation, of
large joint-stock companies; and \YO havo before observed that,
the: latter is likely to exhibit somewhat the same defects as
governmental agency, in comparison with management by
private employers. The cxpcrionco of different European
countries, during the last fifty years has afforded considerable
means of comparing the two systems: and the drawbacks that it
has shown to exist in the system of management by regulated
joint-stock companies may be stated as follows-taking for
simplicity the case of railways, which has now the greatest
practical importance.

1. In Construction, want of system, leading to unnecessary
outlay; while yet gaps are left which it would be for the interest
of the community to nil up; since local lines not likely to bring
additional profit to shareholders might often pay their own
expenses and greatly benefit their districts.

2,. In respect of l1Ianagemcnt, again, so long as the separate
companies are fighting each other for traffic, the public loses by
the incoherent organization of its railroads-through difficulties
of through-booking and imperfect correspondence-probably
more than it gains in cheapness by competition. Competition,
hov.... ever, tends to be continually reduced by the' Fusion' or
I Amalgamation' of companies, which it is decidedly the interest
of the latter to effect ;-though until it is effected the desire that
each company naturally has to arrange the arnalgarnution on

1 It may be added that the English system (ofquuei-litigious investigation by
pleadings before I'nrliurnentary Committees introduces an important new item
of cost into the original outlay.
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the best terms to itself tends to intensify rivalry, and prevent
any effective cooperation in the meanwhile.

3. Amalgamation, however, increases the danger of diver
gence between public and private interests, that "'VB have seen
to be involved in monopoly. Nor has anything been gained, in
England, by the attempt made to secure the public interest,
when the construction of the line is authorized, by imposing
limits on the fares charged; and attempts of this kind scorn
generally likely to fail, since the difficulty of forecasting the
future conditions of a business like railway travelling would
render it necessary to fix the limits of charges at the outset so
high that it would probably not be the interest of the com
panies to come up to it, in case the undertaking was successful.

Again, any attempt to keep down the profits of such a
monopoly, by fixing a maximum dividend, is open to grave
economic objections; since when the maximum is reached, the.
company ceases to have any interest in preventing waste in
management. In England, however, t.he profits of railways have
not as yet reached a very high figure: here the actual divergence
of private from public interest lies rather in the fact that the
fanner excludes the possibility of such a reduction of fares as
might greatly increase the utility of the railways at the risk of a
sUght loss in net revenue-a risk which it would ohviously be
expedient for the community to run under the circumstances.
but not for private shareholders.

On the other hand, in a country like our own, in which large
accumulations of capital are continually being made, and any
opening for its profitable employment is eagerly seized, there arc
great counterbalancing advantages in leaving the field to joint
stock companies: and there seems no reason to doubt that this
agency has actually supplied us with railways both more amply
and at an earlier period than governmental agency would have
done, and probably with a closer adaptation of the order in time
of their construction to the needs of industry.

On the whole the conclusion would seem to be, in the case
of undertakings of this kind, that where the work is likely to be
done by joint-stock companies if Government docs not interfere,
it should be left to the former during the first and more tenta
tive stage of the undertaking, and even that private enterprise
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shou kl be encouraged hy concessions tolerably liberal as to
dmrges, &c. lor n. limited period; but, thaf tlie u Itirnnte interests
of the conuuuuity should be secured by giving the Uovcnunellt.
the right of either (1) freely rovising the charges at the end of
lhL' period, (,1' C~) taking the business cntjre ly iuto its lll,ulage
rneut 011 the payment of a fuir price for the material capital
employed, but without any extra sum in consideration of actual
or expected profits".

In the case of railway» it I:::: nut practically possible to SCPtl

rate the general munagcment of the mnchincrv of convcyallct.~

from the man:lg(;ment of the roads over which it works". But,
as I l.nvc before O1."(,1'\'CI1. tho cnsc is different 'with ordinary
malls and canals. Here the provision and mnnagcmcut of the
mOH.:a1J1e iustrurncuts uf cutr:uyancc hns been gcncrnJly left to
private enterprise, without uuj- gl)\'ormncllta1control for l'CI)110111ic

pnq)iJse.c.:, except as regards the prices charged fen- tho usc of
vehicles plying in the streets of towns. Tho gl'Olllltl for this
lnt.rer exception lies ill the greal convenience to the COI1!''':llllWI'

of a uniform and stable price: otherwise the usc of hncknoy
carriage.s would seem to be a commodity of which the value
might be left to be dctcnnincd by ul'(;n competition. as advau
lngcfiu",ly Q'j the value of any ocher article.

§ ,to The rost- (~(fice, {C·I). The cUIlVf:yallGC of letters is t.1IC:

dcp.u-nncnt ill which tho n.lvs ntngcs and success (!f govern
mental i utcrfcrencc arc: most genera};.Y ad mi ttcd-c-with the uxccp
t.ion. }lcl'hap::, of, coinage. The reason is that, while the business
is in the main of a routine kind, :uhpt(~(l to gOVclTlllH.mtnl agcncy,
both the gain in convcnicuco :11111 the "aving' of labour secured
by unity of m,llmgcrnellt is specially grcflt: since trw cost of
carrying letters from office to office is but slightly increased hy
any increase ill their number. 'while the reduction in the ratio
of labour to utility in the work of distribnt.iou, obtained by the
monopoly of it within each area of disuibution. is vcry cnusidcr
able. The saving through unity of management is less (a) in

1 As T shall presently point out, the smue princ-iplr-s an' rtpplir.aiJlfJ to other
busiucssca h(,."jdcR those connected with transfer. provided they are of a kind that
t.-nd to become monopolies.

~ Wlrcu railwnva WC!I'" tlret introduced. it was Intended that tho lise 01' tl1011;
~lwlI]11 he mnde available to the carriages or private individuals.
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the case of bulky or heavy parcels, since each additional parcel
tends materially to increase the aggregate of carriage; but when
a national machinery exists for the distribution of letters and
light parcels, there seems a clear advantage in using it also for
the distribution of larger parcels.

Before I pass to consider the other department of what I
have called the machinery of' transfer-viz. pxchallge-it may
be convenient to notice a case of governmental interference
which does not come under this head, but which in other respects
has important economic affinities to the case of railways: I mean
the provision of light and water, The analogy consists in the
fact that these commodities have to be brought to the consumers
by means of a special kind of path (pipes, wires), which can only
be constructed by obtaining the partial use of long strips of land;
these must either (1) be public roads (as is ordinarily the case),
or (2) be obtained by compulsory sale: so that in either case
some degree of governmental interference would be indispen
sable. Further, the expense of constructing any such special
paths of conveyance, in a town or any thickly inhabited district,
would be to a great extent the same whether the consumers
supplied by it were all the inhabitants of the district in ques
tiou or only a scattered portion of them ; hence the saving of
cost obtained by keeping the whole supply of a certain area
under one management is so great as to render a practical mono
poly manifestly the most economic arrangement, On these
grounds it is generally agreed that unrestricted competition,
though it may be transiently useful, is not to be regarded as the
norma] condition of these brunches of production: the issue is
rather between governmeutal requlation and governmental
"management, and is to be decided; I conceive, in much the same
way as the similar issue in the case of railways.

§ 5, Metallic Currency. The claims of the State to the
monopoly of coining have been so generally admitted that the
most uncompromising advocates of laisser fuire have rarely
thought it needful even to explain why they have not ques
Lioned it": however, the abstract economic reasons for it may

I So far as I know, !III- Herbert Spencer is the only writer of repute on thig
bide, who has seriously Pl"OPOSt:u to lease Lhc business of coining to private
enterprise. I may observe thl\t Mr Jevons in replying to 111' Spencer's arguments
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be stated as follows. In the first place the ordinary advan
tage to the community from competition, ill tho way of im
praying processes of manufacture, is hardly to be looked for in
tho case of coin. It is the interest of the community that coins
should he as 1'::-I,r as possible liard to imitate, hard to tamper
with, and qualified to resist wear and tear; but the per~on

who procured the coins from the inunufacturcr-c-who would
want, of course, to ]JrtSS the money, and not. to keep it-would
be prompted by no motive of self-interest to aim at securing
excellence ill these points.

Secondly, the admitted governmental duty of giving protec
tion against. fraud would under any circumstances have to be
performed with special vigilance in the case of coin, owing to
the extremely transitory interest that each individual has in
tone quality of the motH:y he uses i and though this might con
ccivably be managed, if free coinage were allowed-by making
it criminal to issue coins of the kind ordinarily used, containing
less than the ordinary weight of metal-s-still the prevention of
fraud would be far more difficult than it is at present, when all
coining is illegal and all coins of the same value uniform in
shape.

A supplementary argument in favour of governmental
coining-in the abstract I_lies in the difficulty of otherwise
securing a fair allotment of the loss through weer and tear
of standard Z coins. The convenience of circulation would in
any case lead to the establishment-by C01111110n agreement if
not by governmental regulation-of an allowable margin of
deficiency in weight: out coius reduced through "wear find tear
below this margin would ultimately have to be rejected: and

pIoney ell. vii.) refers to "Gresham's law, t}l:\~ better monoy cannot drive out
"worse," supported by the experience of the time when ., the cappel' cUlTency
"e,f Engla11tl consisted mainly of tradef'mcn'i! tokens, wbicb were issued Yel"y
"lii!ht in weight and excessive in »umber." But t11:8 reference is not quite a
satisfactory urgumcnt., for sueh issue appears distinctly Irau.lnlcut : nud Mr Jcvons
docs not explain why, if government allowed free coining, it should not still
interfere to prevent Iruud, ua it docs ill the parallel case uf I\"eighls and
measures.

: 'I'Iris a-lvnntage il' not actually eecured nndev our present «vstcm.
~ "I'oj«-n ' colns would. I suppose, be convertible by she issuers U11 demand,

like bank-notes.

29-2
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it is obviously unfair that the consequent loss should fall on
the individual who; in the pasi)[l.gc of a coin from hand to
hand, happens to possess it at the exact point of the process
of gradual attrition at which it falls below the accepted standard
of weight, There seems, however, no effectual way of avoiding
this result except that government should undertake the loss
and regularly call in light coin.

It is to be noted that if coinage were len to private enter
prise, the expenses of producing coins would not really fall on
the consumer: since, in fact, they would not fall on anyone:
they would merely have the effect of rair.;ing the exchange value
of the coin proportionally above Hie value of the metal con
tained in it. Hence prifiul, fa-de; the same result ought to be
brought about, where coinage is monopolized by government:
sincc, if government boars the cost. the public loses collectively,
without any corresponding gain to tho members of the com
munity. On the other hand the advuutuges of grutuitous
coinage are (l) that it gutlnls :lgainst the danger of slight
fluctuntions iII the value of coin relatively to bullion, through
temporary over-coinage and stoppage of mint; and (:2) thitt
otherwise merchants engaged in fnreign tnHlc--\yhcre coin is
merely used as certified bullion-s-would necessarily lose the
mint charge ill exporting the coins; and would therefore have
to raise Hie price of foreign goo.Is in order to transfer the loss
to CODSl..UhCl':->. But 1 know of no evidence from experience to
show that lbngcr (I) is consi.lcrahlo : aud :.\',"i regards (~) there
does 110t appear to be any gcncrn] reason why fOrl)lgn t,r.'1Ah~

should he t lnts specially subsidized at the public expense-s-in
fact" as J CVOllS nrges, the argument. rather shows the desirability
of establishing an international clllTcncy, if it, he possible.

The general consideratious, therefore, seem to La in favour of
defraying the whole cost of coining by reduction in the weight.
of the coius ; and, for the reason before given, this cost ought
to include the loss through wear or tear, which should be borne
hy government calling in the coins that have become too light
t,hl"011gh usc-provided that fraudulent. removal of tho metal
can be adequately prevented.

§ G. f:)t1 far we have considered (1) uniformity, and (2) pro
tection against (a) fraud and (0) unequal incidence of loss, as the
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points at which government should aim in regulating coillnge.
But in considering the vexed question whether one metal or two
should be used for standard coins, the importance of another cha
raeteristic-Stabilt'ty of value-has to be recognised. Instability
in value of the medium of exchange is commonly admitted to
be au evil, since the pain of unexpected 10:-:5 on the whole
outweighs the pleasure of unexpected gain, and uncertainty in
calcnlacing returns awl renmuerations is unfavourable to steady
industry. 'Ve may take it for grrmtell, then, that the State
ought to guard so far as it can against fluctuations in the
value (If the medium of exchange. It can only do this, how
ever, to a very limited extent : as it cannot of course control the
conditions of supply of allY metal it uses. But there seems to be
no doubt that the prospect of stability tends, u.t. any rate, to be
somewhat improved, if the metallic CnlTCllCY is, to a 311 bstantial
extent" ninde of two metals instead of one: since the probability
is that changes in the supply of the two metals respectively will
Hot be coincident, and therefore the extent of Iluctuutiou caused
by the changes in supply within any given period will be less, if
the mnss of coinage affected is bimetallic than if it consisted of
either metal alone l

,

Nor- call I agree with Jcvons that. the weight of this general
argument is really counterbalanced by the past experience of
the greater liability to change in the value of silver; since vve
know so little of the distribution of the two metals that this
empirical law affords slender ground of inference for the
future.

l therefore conclude thnt a substantially bimetallic currency
-c-that, is, a currency in which both metals arc used to a consi
derable cxtcnt-c-must be taken to have au advantage in respect
of stability, Let us now consider how it is to be maintained
and how far counterbalancing disadvantages arc inevitable.

....\5 3.1il1 points out, there arc two distinct ways in which t\VQ

I It is sometimes enid that the Jluctuatioua will be more numerous though
less violent. But (I) I1n Iucrcnsc in UIl) number of sfi(Jht fluctuations seems
to me quite unimportant, aH such changes do not produce in n aonsib!o degree
the evils of loss OJ" uuccrtalnty: ana (:!) I ahould think that the II.lImber of
slight tluctnnuons ought to be regarded QS ill fllly case infinite, rdncc the
c"ntlit:r'l1;; 1"JI11 of supply and of demand ale contlnunlly vnrying ,
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metals may conceivably circulate together in the form of coin;
either (1) the t,YO metals may be made legal tender at a fixed
rate, or (2) one may be taken as a standard while the other is
merely coined and currently accepted at its market-value. It
will perhaps be convenient to refer to tho former system as
Rated Bimetallism, and to the latter as Unrated Bimetallism,
The adoption of the latter plan has nothing, T conceive, to
recommend it, supposing the dearer metal-s-say gold-to be
taken as the standard: since the cheaper metal-say 8ilvo1'
"would only be used for payments too small to be conveniently
mediated by gold: and for such payments it would be both
more economic for the mint and more convenient for trade to
usc a token-currencq of silver. If, however, silver were made the
unlimited legal tender, u substantial nmonnt of gold might circu
late along-with it, O\ying to its greater convenience for large pay
mcnts : though I feel doubtful 110"\'': far this would be the case,
in a. country with a well-developed bunking system, if notes of
low value were not prohibited by law; since such notes would
have, as compared with gold) the great advantage of not fluctu
ating in nominal value. This latter advantage is secured if a
fixed ratio of exchange is established by law between the two
metals; and this) I believe, all Bimetallists now recommend.
In an earlier chaptor ' of this work I have tried to show that
such a ratio can be permanently maintained-in spite of what
English monometallists have nrgc(l to the contrary-if the flue
tuations that would otherwise take place in the relative market
values of the two metals \\'0111(1 not be very great in proportion
to the aggregate of the currency: since an increase in the
supply of either metal which would tend-if there were no
fixed ratio-to lower its value will, under the condition of a
fixed ratio, tend in the first instance merely to increase the
amount of it taken to the mint and to diminish the mint-supply
of the other metal j and so long as the increase of supply is not
more than enough to be absorbed by this readjustment of the
monetary demand, the market value of the two metals will
not tend to diverge from the mint-rate. On the other hand,
it seems equally indubitable that when the forces operating

1 Cf, ante Book II. ch, Y. § 2.
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to raise the value of either metal relatively to the other
go beyond a certain point, the metal in q uestion will begin
to be exported-c-or, if we suppose a rate fixed internationally
for the whole civilised world, will begin to be melted dow n-c- j

so that the nominally bimetallic currency will become sub
stantially a monometallic currency in the underrated metal.

The degree of probability that fluctuations of this magnitude
will occur is ha.rdly worth discussing in this abstract way;
since it depends mainly on two unknown elements-the future
conditions of supply of the two meta18, and the extent of the
commercial society accepting the bimetallic ratio. But I am
inclined to think that monometallists somewhat exaggerate the
probable mischievousness of such fluctuations if they shonldoccur.
The chief effects are two; (1) that the cmrency becomes tem
porarily monomctnllio in the underrated metal, (2) that in the
process, the expense already incurred in coining' that part of the
currency which consists of the ether metal is wasted. The
latter is, of course, a not nuimportnut loss: bnt it may 11c
observed that the same English economists who lay stress on
this waste of coinage here, for the most part hold with Lord
Liverpool that the community ought to be willing to incur a.
similar waste for the convenience of foreign traders. And, as
regards effect (1), it is evident that, given equal chances of
fluctuation for both metals, a nominally bimetallic currency that
from time to time becomes substantially monometallic will still
be, on the whole, more stable than a simply monometallic
currency.

There remains the argument from inconvcnionco. It is said
that if Rated Bimetallism should practically result in " mono
metallic currency of silver, the inconvenience of so bulky a
medium of exchange would be a serious evil. There seems to
be undoubtedly some force in this argument: but its importance
is much diminished if we overrule: as I should he disposed to
do, the objections generally entertained in England to an issue
of bank-notes for small amounts.

So far we have been considering the controversy of the Stand
nrds, as though the question were one of establishing a currency
de novo. Of course, it. is not in this form that it comes within
the range of practical politics. The trade of the world-even,



I Inay say: tho internal trade of the English empire-is actually
carried on under bimetallic conditions; and no one doubts t1Hu
this will continue to be the case for an indefinite period.
Indeed the most cug'cr monometallists do not appear to desire the
universal adoption of a gold currency. at the risk of a great rise
in the value of the medium of exchange. The practical issue
therefore, S0 far as international trade I,') concerned, lies not
between Monomctnllism and Himetallisrn. but between Rated
aIHI Unrated Bimetallism.

§ 7. Paper CllrI'ency and BUJlkin[l. The governmental
monopoly of metallic currenc.v has never, so far as I know,
been advocated by thcorists.c--though in earlier ages it. has been
cx tonsivcly used-e-ns a source of public rcvcnuc : in fact, as we
have seen. the practical quostiou is rather whether it should he
'" source of cXtJuU!::e to the nation, I.t is uuiversally admitted
that the. alarm <1.1111 disturbance to trade that would be
caused, if (lovcrnmcnt trier] Lo gaiu by reducing the amount
of metal in .coins while keeping UI) their value by liiuita
tiou iiI' issue, would far inore than outweigh any profit that
might be made by the operation. It is agreed, therefore, that
Government ought to COi11 metal into standard coins freely
for all applicants, at, a price at least not materially greater than
the cost of coiuiug. For similar reasons, i t is agreed that the
t.ompting source of gain offered by the power of issuing incon
vertiblc notes should be at any rate reserved for an extreme
crisis of national nuod. Hut the case is otherwise with notes
c.-nvcrtiblo into coin on dcnmn.l ; it has oftell been maintained

that tho State ought to keep ill its hands tho business of issuing
such notes, because the business is one easily rendered both safe
and highly profitable under Government management, and
would therefore afford a valuable and unexceptionable contribu
tion to the national income. And it is undoubtedly true that by
monopolizing this part of the business of banking a Government
can practically borrow a considerable amount of capital, at a
very low rate: i.c. at the cost of making and circulating the
notes, together with ordinary interest on the metal kept as a.
reserve in order to secure convertibility. This, however, does
uo t prove that it is the interest of the community that such
a monopoly should be exercised: thoro are many highly ob-
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jcctionablo goycrumeutfl,l monopolies which the State could
easily carryon with considerable profit to the exchequer.
Wlmt has to be shown is either (1) that governmental
management has some important snporioritics as compared
with iud iviclual or associative management 111 this busincss : 01'

(~) that, for some reason or other, die extra gail! that bankers
would make if free issue of bank-notes were allowed would not

be transferred to the consumers, by a more abundant and cheap
supply of the conveniences of banking. A~ regards (2) it is, as
we have seen, theoretically possible that this transfer might not
take place: the extra gains might (n) be retained by the hanks
so far as circumstances exempt them from competition, 01' (b)
might be divided among an excessive number of competing
businesses, :-:0 as to reduce average profits but not charges. I do
not, Jl0,,"0\,01', know of any genera,l ground:- for ~l1pposing that
these cllects would occur; or that competition would not operate
in the norma] way.

As regards point CJ), it certainly SCPnlS that the business
of issuing notes awl giving coin for them 011 demand is of
tho routine character suited to governmental mnnagcrnout ; as
admitting of being conducted safely under fixed rules, by which
(e.g.) the amount of reserve to be kept is once for all deter
mined 1. And a solvent Government seems to have an impor
tant advantage-as compared with private enterprise pure and
simple-in being; able to provide more complete security at a
smaller expense of roscrvc : p.1rt.ly from the generally greater
stability of Governments, partly because n. Government, in
the last resort, call snspcud payment and yet keep its notes
current: and it may be added that the greater confidence
that f\.. more stable currency inspires is likely to increase
its use. And it should be observed that it is not only
'with a view to more economic production that Government
ought to interfere to secure the convertibility of notcs; but
also fur the protection of the poor and ignorant who would
be unable to inquire into the circumstances of the different
bnuks whose notes they accept.

1 1 do not mean to affirm that this is the most economical moan of con"
ducting Ow business of i.sSLlillg notes. A" T shnll presently explain, t1LCl'~ arc
Qr"n3 1'(:1,:':(');:; for IwI,ling thnt n more olastlc system wo"H I)D more CCOI)('llljCU!.
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This argument for governmental interference on the ground
of security seems to me to have much force, as against abso
lutely unregulated issue: it seems, however, that adequate
security might be provided for the ordinary uotc-holder' while
still leaving to private enterprise the determination of the
amount of notes, (111(1 tho proportion of reserve, required from
t.ime to time, hy placing private issues under strict govern
mental regulation. Thus-to adopt a suggestion made by Mr
R. H. Patterson2-bank-notes might be issued by Government,
but for any bank requiring them, without Iiruit, but subject
to the condition that their value should be covered by a
deposit of government securities exceeding the nominal value
of the notes by an amount sufficient to obviate any danger
of loss from depreciation of the- securities. The bank for
which such notes were issued should be solely responsible
for the payment of gold for the notcs ; but they should be
legal tender until the bank stopped payment, Whenever a
bank stopped payment, its deposited securities would be ;It
the disposal of the Government for the paymcnt of the note
holders: the notes, in fact, would become practically a. kind of
exchequer bills; and they would probably continue to circulate
in this condition. But even if they did not circulate the
ordinary note-holder would at. any rate suffer no serious loss
from the collapse of the bank responsible for them.

Supposing the value of any note to be secured, either in
this "my or by full governmental responsibility, there would
seem to be no ground for prohibiting the issue of notes below
a certain amount; unless such issue should be found to carry
with it inevitably a material increase of forgery, which the ex
perience of Scotland docs not lead me to anticipate. Apart
from this latter danger, the issue of small notes is, of course,
an economic advantage to the bankers directly, and indirectly
we may assume-to their customers; no less than the issue of
notes for larger amounts is,

But although it seems manifestly possible, by such regula
tion as that above suggested, to protect the ordinary note-holder

l I distinguish tile' ordinary note-holder' from the man of business who is
chiefly liable to Buffer from a financial crisis.

2 Cf Science of Finance, chap. xx.
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from material loss; I hardly think that this-or any other
scheme for mere requlation of issues: as contrasted with absolute
limitation through State monopoly-would adequately secure
the result for which the commercial world is most keenly con
cerned, by providing a supply of good money in a financial crisis
to fill the gn.p caused by Q general collapse of credit, It is lrue
that the agony point of such a crisis in London is when the
Bnnk of England declines to leud even on Console. and that. the
dread of this point has a certain tendency to realize itself, as
it intensifies the earlier stages of the crisis: and it may be
thonght that such a scheme as the above would remove this
dread, as it would enable any bank to obtain legal tender by
depositing its own Consols. And it certainly seems to be quite
possible that tho pressure of a crisis might in this way receive
timely relaxation, so Lhat (he crisis might pass off without
J·ca.ching tho worst stage; hut I do not see how we call he
assured that this would happen; 'while if the worst stage were
reached, if the crisis became panic, the 'weak side of the pro
posed system of legal tender notes would become manifest.
Everyone would fear that the part-icular bank responsible for
his notes might stop payment, and thereby reduce his notes to
the condition of mere government debts, not immediately and
certainly available for meet.ing liabilities; there would therefore
be a serious clanger of a general run for gold, and general ruin.
This danger is avoided under the existing system in England;
since no one is afraid of the insolvency of the Issue Depart
ment of the Bank of England, even when the Bank Charter
Ad is suspended. And it. appears to me that only Holes issued
by Govemmeut, or by n. bank which was understood to be
practically secure of tho support of Government in the ultimate
resort, would have the unique quality required to resist the
'worst storms of distrust that experience shows to be possible.

§ 8. There seem to me, therefore, to be strong general
reasons for keeping the function of issuing notes-and of pro
viding a reserve of gold for their conversion-under the respon~

sibility of Government; instead of merely regulating the issue
on some such plan as that above proposed, If, however, we
yield to these reasons and assume that it. is desirable to have a
monopolized issue of notes, sustained <ill the last resort) by the
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credit and authority of Government, in order to guard against the
extreme perils of a panic; it is manifest that it step in govern
mental interference, beyond what we have so far expressly con
sidered, will become necessary. For in order that this end may he
attained, in order that the abnormal issues r.f notes required in
rt panic may be properly managed, the Government must under
tn.kc-dircctly or indirectly-i-uot merely the function of buying
gold with notes und redeeming notes with gold, but also the
function of lending notes on adequate security. Thus the depart
mcnt that issues notes must either (l) become :t regular bank,
or (2) be prepared to perform from time to time, under specially
difficult circumstances, the most delicate and important part of
the work of fL bank; or (:3) it must constitute, or enter into
alliance with, some individual bank doing ordinary banking
business, an.l entrust these duties to its management. The
third of these courses seerna tile best ; sincec in the first place,
the- business of lending nloney on credit does Hot seem to he
generally more suitable to govennueuta! manngemeut than any
other branch of C0I1U110rC(;; rather it, would seem to require the
close aml keen observation of the state of trade generally, anti
of individual traders, which it is the special advantage of private
enterprise to call forth. And, secondly, a department that had
no regular banking business at ordinary times, would hardly bo
likely to have the knowledge and trniucd skill required for
solving correctly difficult problems of banking at special crises;
it would have to depend on the advice of outsiders, linblo to bo
biassed by urgent private interests. But even the establishment
of a hank in special counexiou with-e-though not a dop.u-tmcnt
of-goverument tends to produce very important incidental
effects on the banking system of the country. The unique
security that such a governmental bank affords to depositors
gives other banks an inducement to usc it for the custody of
their reserves; money lodged with the governmental bank is
thought as safe as money in a strong box, and less troublesome;
and transfers of sums in its books are a very convenient mode of
settling accounts among banks. Thus we get the 'one-reserve
system' that actually exists in ~ng1and. I do not. venture to
decide whether this system is on the whole desirable or the
revcrsc ; hut two remarks may perhaps be made about it without
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provoking' controversy, On the one hand this oue-roserve system,
incre::v3ing as it clocs the iustability of the vast edifice of credit
that. is supported on this f1lDaJI basis of gold, renders the danger
of crisis and panic proportionally greater; that is, the yery
need, of which tho existence (as we have seen) forms the main
justificuuon for govorllllleutal interference with banking, must
he: partly attributed to that interference itself Oil the other
hand the same interference must to nu equal extent be credited
with the merit of the system, which lies ill its economy; it
enables a vast banking businoss to be transacted at a small
expenditure ill metallic reserve: and therefore those critics of
our Bank Act of -1t:l44- who complain of the large amount
of gol.l lying idle in the vaults of the Bank of Englaud, Ollght
at any rate to recognise that the aggregate expense incurred
by the community ill kccping' guld is less than it would
probably be under a system of f'toc ballJdug, under which the
leilliing' banks (at nIty fate) would he likely to keep each its OWlI

This does not. of course prove that the metallic reserve
actually kept under tlic English system Blight not be safely
rcduccd ; or that it might not be turned to better account, if
the couue xiuu between tho Government and what wo have
culled the c goverJ1ll1cnt,1l bank' were established 011 a different
plan. Indeed it seems evident that if the Bank of Englund
had full discretion ill determining the proportion of reserve to
notes issued, it would at least have the power of performing its
functions in a mnuucr more a(lvantligcolls to the community
than at pres€ut. To show this, wp will suppus.e that the Bank is
HOW keeping practically' about eleven millions of metallic reserve
tomeet the liabilities of the banking department, and about ten
millions more to meet those of the Issue Depnrtmont. It is
evident that as now the latter reserve cannot be used for banking
purpUi)CS, its existence does not give any additional strength to tho
banking department; so that any given drain of gold acts on the
banking reserve 'with 111110h gl'eatel' force than it would exercise
if tho hauk were loft froo to treat the two reserves as one.

I Of COl1n-;r, tho 1'0R01"Y0 in the Hankillg: Department actually consists mainly of
notcs i hut as r~ol,l corrcspondhur to these notes i.~ kept in the Issue Department,
the result is prtlctiurdl,r that statutI ill the lc xt .
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lIence it would scem that if the Bank were unfettered, the rate
of discount would ceteris paribus be decidedly less liable to be
affected by slight and transient movements of gold than is now
the case; so that the rapid and large fluctuations in interest,
which are recognised as a bad result of onr existing system,
would be reduced, other things being the same. On the other
hand it is hold to assume thut other things would remain the
same: or rather-a-for the present. reserve may very likely be
too large-that the Bank wonld take all due precautions to
avoid the risk of having to suspend payments. Indeed when we
consider merely from an abstract point of view the proposal to
give a particular joint-stock company an exclusive privilege of
issuing notes, the value of which will, in the last resort, be 811:-;

taincd by the authority of Government, without subjecting its
exorcise of this privilege to any governmental control whatsoever;
it certainly appears a very hazardous measure. If we suppose
the Bank to be governed hy the vulgar desire of private gain, it
will, in determining the proportion of notes to reserve, consider
the risk to itself and not the risk to the community j and though
the danger to itself from all inadequate reserve would. be serious,
it would be less than in the case of an ordinary bank-since we
have supposed that Government would, in the last resort, inter
vene to sustain the currency of the notes.

It remains to consider briefly whether, supposing that there
is a legally determined nor-mal limit of the uncovered note
issue, it is desirable that the relaxation of this restriction should
be only obtainable by irregular goveruruental interference, or
that iL shall bc rcgularly purchaseahle by thc Bank? If Lhe
price of the relaxation were placed sufficiently high, if (e.g.)
the blink had to pay 5 per cent. for any excess over the
normal amount of uncovered note-issue, the difference between
the two plans would seem to be chiefly political rather than
economical: neither resource would be brought into play except
in an extreme emergency, but the former would have tho
advantage of avoiding the bad constitutional precedent set by
the irregular suspension of a law. But the former measure
would work very differently, if the price paid were so small
that the extra issue could be counted OIl as an ordinary mode
of relieving the pressure on the money-market ; such a regula-
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tion would, I think, be an awkward combination of control and
freedom: just when the Bank's relations with the commercial
world became most difficult and delicate, the responsibility for
yielding to the pressure for loans would be partly taken off its
shoulders by what would appear to be express governmental
provision for extended issue.

r have said that that part or au ordinary banker's function
which consists in lending monoy to traders and other employers
of capital is not a, business in which governmental management
is likely to have allY special advantage. On the other hand, as
a borrower of money the Government of a well-ordered and
prosperons community is able to give a higher degree of security
to its creditors than even a lnrge joint-stock company C,U1 do.
Hence governmental agency is specially adapted for taking
charge of the savings of persons, to whom security is generally
of more importance than high interest, whether such ;.:,'wings
take the simple form of depositing money. or the more compli,
catcd form of payment for lifo-insurance, purchase of uunu ities,
&c. j.Ioreover there are particular departments of the business
of lending, where the risk may be reduced to a small amount,
which appea.r, from their rontine character, to be not ill suited
to governmeut.al management. Thus there seems to be no par
ticular reason why Government should 110t lend money on the
security of land, as I shall presently notice; 01' even, for short
periods, on moveable- pledges, the value of which is not likely to
change materially in a short time nor difficult to ascertain ap~

prm•. imu..tely: and in fact experience 1 renders it probable that,
by establishing a governmental monopoly of pawnbroking, loans
can be remuneratively made to the poor on easier terms than
opell competition would enable them to secure. There is the
further argument fOT such a governmental monopoly that It C01.1

si.lcrably decreases the difficulty of preventing pawnbrokers from
becoming practically receivers of stolen goods",

§ 9. I pass to notice certain important cases in which the
interference of Government has been widely exercised and still

I See statistics given in an article on raJ.cn~rokin[/ at Home tnul ~.j broad, by
Jtev. ·W.Edwards, in ~ViJ1et"'mt1i Crllfu)'y, June, IR::tl observing, however, that
the Monts-dc.I'iete in France are only pn.rt,i::dly self.support ing.

2 The distributtonal arguments for these measures wiii he nouced in ch. vii.
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more extensively solicited in tho interest of production; but
which yet hardly admit of being definitely classed under the head
that we are now discussing, because they have been so largely
advocated as means to other cnds-i-the relief of distress, the
increase of political security awl stability, tho amelioration of
the moral or intellectual condition of large classes of citizens,
or the at.taimnent of certain ideal aims of social human progress.
The departments that 1 ha.ve in view lUG,)' be briefly indicated
by the names Education, Emigration and Laud-tenure i-the
last two being to some extent connected.

Of these departments the first is undoubtedly the most
important, if we take the term in all extended sense, to include
all institutions or regnlutions for the promotion of culture, either
of adults or of children. Here first it should be observed, that
though the same mnclrincry Inay partly servo the two pllrpose~,

still the principles on which GO\'81'mnenL intervenes in tho
education of children arc importantly different from those upon
which its assistance is claimed for tho iutollectuul improvetucut
of adults. From the fundamental assumption of the system of
nntnral liberty, that a mall is the best guardian of his O\Hl

interests, it by 110 means follows that he is the best guaraia.n of
his chil.lrcu's interests; an-I, in fact, in the freest of modern
communities, it is found llecessary to sustain lly legal sanctions
the parent's obligation to provide even for the material wants of
his children. It is) therefore, 110 coutravention of natural liberty
to secure them a tuiuiunuu of education by the same legal 00111

pulsion j but the cxpew;c of this cducntiou, if not artificially
reduced by pecuniary nid from Ooverumeut, would-in almost
any civilised snciety-be so serious a burden on the poorest
class, that it would be practically impossible to make the com
pulsion universal: and, as \\,:1::; before pointed out, the commn nity
derives an economic gain 1 from the education of its younger
members-so far as they nrc thereby rendered more efficient.
labourers-which the self-interest of private employers can
not be relied upon to provide, owing to the difficulty of
appropriating the advantage of the increased efficiency. Hence

1 It ruuy be observed that a certain portion of this gain to the Community
will tend to appear as a definite national gain to the national exchequer, in
consequence of the inCTef18CU taxes paid by the more productive Inbourera.
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a national provision for education may to some extent be con
sidered and justified as a measure for improving national
production. The instruction, however, that is thus made
compulsory and artificially cheap on this principle should be
strictly confined to imparting aptitudes of incontestable utility
to industry ; and whatever it is made universally obligatory to
acquire should, of course, he universally useful.

But further; thoro may be the same general economic justi
fication for cheapening by governmental aid the special training
required for skilled labour, as there is for cheapening elementary
general cducatiou : that is, the C0l11111unity may gain an adequate
return for its expenditure in the greater abundance and better
quality of the skilled labour so provided. This argument would
hold, independently of any assumption that natural liberty is
not likely to provide the right kind of training for those who
can atlord to pay for it. In fact, however, this assumption has
been ycry generally made by those who 11<1\·0 defended or
solicited the intervention of modern Governments in the prepa.
ration for various trades and professions. Even in the case of
the lower kinds of skilled labour, it has been widely thought
that the traditional custom of learning a trade by apprentice
ship-i.e. by mere practice and the casual intermittent instruc
tion that persons engaged in the 'York can find time to give to
beginners-has actually led to very unsatisfactory results: that
the skill thus acquired tends to be mechanical and unprogressive,
and not even so cheap as it appear3, owing to the long time
spent in its acquisition: and that therefore it is a socially remu
nerative employment of public money to organize and artificially
cheapen systematic technical instruction '. In the case, again,
of the higher kinds of skill required for what arc called the
learned professions, the incapacity of ordinary persons to judge
of such skill has been generally recognised as a ground for
governmental interference to ensure a. certain degree of com
petence in recognised members of these professions: and most
civilised Governments have not .bcen content to secure this by
requiring certain cxaminnlious to be passed by such per8ons;
they have also given salaries to teachers appointed to impart

, Bcvoral C'iviJisNI gOYeJ'l1nJcnL;; spend considerable slims for this cnd : though
the details of ius employment are very different in dincrent countries.

:::i. E. au
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the required knowledge at low charge, in universities or other
wise. A modern university, however, is not merely an institu
tion for imparting special kinds of knowledge for professional
purp0f:cs; it has also the function of advancing knowledge
generally awl facilitating its acquirement by students whose
aims arc purely scientific. This speculative pursuit of know
le(lge is to a large oxtont-c-nnd to an extent incapable at any
given time of being definitely determined-indirectly useful to
indnstry ; and since, as was before noticed, its results cannot
usually be appropriated and sold. thoro is an obvious reason for
remunerating the labour required to produce these results, and
defraying the expenses incidental to tho work, out of public
funds-s-at any rate if a provision adequate for the purpose is not
available from private sources.

Besides oral instruction, in modern times, access to books
is a most important means of spreading and advancing know
ledge. Libraries, indeed, are among the essential instruments
of academic teaching; hut, as has been strikingly said, a library
apart from oral instruction is itself a cheap university. The
institution of free libraries and museums supported at public
expense is perhaps most frequently advocated, just as It national
provision for elementary or lligher education is, from a distribu
tional point of view, as a harmless and salutary form of com
munism ; still the great indirect advantage that the community
gains through the general spread of intelligence, and especially
through facilitating the acquirement of knovv-ledge by exception
ally gifted persons, is at any rate an important consideration
from the point of view of production. And even in the case of
galleries and museums of Art this consideration comes in to
some extent, so far as artistic cultivation improves artistic
prod notion,

Before leaving this subject it should he observed that by far
tbe most extensive application of public funds to the culture of
adults, in most modern European communities, consists of a pro
vision for religious worship and instruction. It would, however,
be obviously incongruous to dwell on this in the present con
nexion: and in fact the interference of the State for this purpose,
considered from a purely secular point of view, is rather to be
justiJied on account of tho value of the clergy as u spiritual
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,e police "-that is, from the indirect aid given by (hem to the
necessary governmental function of preventing crime.

§ 10. I pass to consider the interference of Government
in order to promote or regulate the migration of human beings
from densely populated districts to others that are wholly or
partially unoccupied. Such interference has sometimes been
prompted by considerations not primarily economic; thus tho
colonization of a region forcibly annexed, or unable to resist
the intrusion of strangers, has been fostered in order to facilitate
or confirm a conquest of territory: on the other hand, in S0111e
countries the immigration of foreigners generally, or of persons
of alien race or religion, has been prohibited or hampered,
in order to protect the native civilisation from the intrusion of
subversive clements; elsewhere, a.gain, immigration of a certain
kind has been encouraged in the interests of morality and
social well-being-ens (e.g.) when female immigration has been
promoted to prevent a great inequality of the Sexes in a new
colony. The grounds and limits of such kinds of interference
it is beyond my province to discuss: and the same may be said
of the measures now taken by our Government to secure the
sea-worthiness of ships, and the sufficiency of their supply of
provisions, water, medicine, &c, since these latter regulations
belong to the class of interferences fOT other than strictly
economic ends, which were briefly surveyed in the preceding
chapter. Confining ourselves to such governmental encourage
ment or control of emigration as has been undertaken or recom
mended on distinctly economic grounds, we may regard it
generally as u case closely parallel to that of education, which
'Ire have just been considering: the principle of either kind of
interference is that thero is a possible gain to the community,
which laisser [aire is not likely to realize, through the in
crease of the efficiency of certain labourers-in the one case
by developing their personal aptitudes, in tho other by placing
them in more favourable outward circumstances. In the case
of emigration, however, the distribution of this common gain
among the various classes of persons affected usually admits of
being somewhat more definitely foreseen than in that of criu
cation. If the benefit consisted exclusively in un increase of
income to the emigrants themselves, it would hardly, 1 C011-

30-2
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ceivc, be proposed to defray their expenses out of the general
taxes. But this supposition is very unlikely to be realised
in practice. In the first place, supposing the region of immi
gration and that of emigration to have the same government,
the increased taxes subsequently paid by the immigrants would
generally yield the public a certain rotnm on tho cost of con
voying them; against this, however. we have to set the in
creased expenditure required for the adequate fulfilment of the
functions of Government towards the immigrants under their
changcd circumstances; and since it is generally reasonable to
~uJlpose that a certain portion of the assisted immigrants would
have come at their own expense if they could have got no aid
from Government, it would only be under very special circum
stances that the increment of taxes really duo to the outlay
of Government in assisting them would amount to full interest
on the outlay. But generally speaking. when emigration is
successful, measurable advnutuges accrue from it, over and
above this increment of tn xntion, to other members of the
community, or to the community as n. whole.

Here it is important to distinguish (1) the advantages
gained by persons who employ the immigrating labourers,
(2) the gain of those who exchange products with them, either
as ultimate consumers or for purpose;:.; of trade and production,
and (3) the relief obtained from overcrowding. In England,
during the second quarter of this century, extensive govern
mental aid to emigration was often urged strongly with a view
to this last-mentioned benefit; but there is an obvious danger
that the desired relief would be merely temporary in the first
instance, and, if the aid were continually renewed, would cease
to produce the remedial effect, since it would operate merely
as a partial removal of the checks that normally keep down
population in an overcrowded district. Hence economists are
now generally agreed that, in a modern industrial society,
governmental aid to emigrants, considered as a relief to the
pressure of population in the region of emigration, is only to
be recommended as an exceptional eleemosynary measure, in
case of unexpected and abnormal distress ; unless it can be
undertaken on such a scale and in such a. manner that there
is a reasonable probability of its causing a change in the habits
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of tbe oyer-dense population sufficient to bring about a per
rnanent CUTe of the over-crowding. On the other hand, during
the long sway of the 'Colonial Policy' that Adam Smith
assailed. the chief advantage derived by the mother country
from color.isatiou was generally understood to consist in the
extension of trade that it brought about: and 110 doubt this
gain, if the colony flourishes, is gmlCl'ally likely to be in the
long run considerable": but it. CUll rarely be sufficiently certain
and definite to render it anything like a profitable outlay for
a. community to send out colonists at the public expense, for
the sake of the profit of their trade to the mother country;
even supposing this gain could be monopolized by the elaborate
system of restrictions on colonial trade and prohibitions of
colonial manufacture which the pre-Smithian policy developed.
There remains, ns the clearest economic gf\in resulting from
ornigl'ntioll to others besides the emigrants, thn.t which accrues
to the owners of land and employers of capital ill the region
of immigratiou ; the resources of this region being supposed to be
so far undeveloped, that considerable additions tothe labour and
capital employed in it may be made, with an increasing rather
than diminishing return to both. At first sight this would
seem to he a. reason for leaving the business of introducing emi
grants tv the private enterprise of the Iaudowners and capitalists
who might, obtain a full return for it, in labour; but there is a
serious obstacle to private enterprise in the uncertainty of the
profit on such outlay to any individual cupitulist, owing to tho
difficulty of enforcing lnhour-courracts for a considcrablo term
of year;j,-especicd1y in a very thinly inhabited country-without
iutrodnciug something like temporary serfdom. lienee, sup
posing all such serfdom-c-cvcn of criminals or men of lower
race-to be excluded on moral or political grounds, the inter
vcntion of the public purse is likely to be necessary for the
effective introduction of the required labour.

§ 11. This intervention will be facilitated, if the unoccupied
lands of the region of immigration are owned by the cunnuuuity,

1 The extent of tlue gain, as Merlvale points out, will he very different in
different cascs ; i~ is conceivable that large munbers of endgmnts may he settled
and comfortably maintained ill u colonv, where the net produce exported is yet
comparatively insignificant. cr. 011 Colonieatton, Lee, Ix. and. xlii.
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so that the sale or lease of them supplies a fund from which the
expense of importing colonists may be defrayed. And in fact
(as I hefore noticed) the question of governmental aid to
immigration has had a close historical connexion with the
regulation of the acquisition of land in a new country. Here
the theoretical problem of determining the groUIHls aIH] limits
of legitimate interference is complicated by a. peculiar diffi
culty of deciding 'what is, and what is not, interference; or,
to put it otherwise, what precise action on the part of the
Government would strictly conform to the principles of natural
libe-rty. At first sight it would seem that in new countries, as
Merivale' argues, "the 'natural' course of settlement is that
"\\'1Iio11 would take place, not if land were sold at the sum which
H it will fetch, but if it were grantell away without any purchase
I' at all. Free grant is the natural system; deviations from
II it. .. produce artificial, though perhaps vcrx useful effects."
But this view seems to me to overlook the peculiar character
istics of property in land which render it impossible or mani
festly unreasonable for Government to act on the simple
principle of securing it. to the first, occupant. In the first
place, how shall wo detcrmiue the extent of occupation? it
cannot. be said that a man is to be understood to occupy 'what
he is able to use, because the 'use' of land by any individual may
vary almost indefinitely in extent, diminishing proportionally
in intensity-i-e.g. it would be absurd to let any individual claim
possession of the whole ground over which he could hunt, as
against another who wished to use it for pasturage: hut if so,
ought the shepherd, again, to have possession as against a.would
he cultivator, or a cultivator as against a would-be miner? Even
if we confine our attention to one kind of usc, similar difficulties
occur: there is no natural and obvious definition of tho quantity
of pastoral land useful for a given number of sheep or cattle, or
of the quantity of tillage-land suitable for a given amount of
lahour--especially where the kind of tillage most immediately
profitable is that which exhausts the soil-or, again, of the
amount that a miner may legitimately claim. The settlement
of these questions must in any case require the intervention of

1 On ColonizaHon (edition of 1861) Lee. xiv. p. 41Q.
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Govcrnmeut : hut, apart from these difficulties of detail, the
general principle of allowing complete property Tights to the
first occupant docs not seem properly applicable to land. For the
economic gronu<l ou which this jural principle is based, iu the
case of the produce of hUllting, fi~hing, and other occupations by
which thillgt-; become properly that have hitherto been unappro
priated, is that the labour of search and pursuit thus receives its
natural remuneration, without which there would be no adequate
inducement to perform it: but. no such labour is required in
the case of ordinary land in a new country: there is no advan
tage to the community in allowing the first comer to appropriate
it gratuitously to-day, if some one else is likely to come to-morrow
who will he willing to pay for it.

In short, if land before it is occupied has a market-value,
it would seem that tho competition of the market is the 'natural'
method of determining what individual is lo posses::! it, the price
thus obtained hclongiug naturally to the commuuity ; and hence
t hn.t Government should undertake tho business of owning it, so
far at least as to arrange for selling it in the most economical
way. Xor docs it even seem clear that this ownership should
he as brief as possible, and should bo transferred at once by
sale to the highest bidder. Indeed, it is obvious that if more
than a certain limited amount of land were offered for sale at
once, at whatever price it would fetch, the value of it would
fall so low that the practical effect would be nearly the same as
if gratuitous occupation wore allowed. and if it be said that it
should only be sold to those who can really usn it, the before
mentioned difflcnltios arising from the great variatious ill inten
sity of use recur in a different form-c-c.g. a wealthy shepherd
could use a large province at the rate of 100 sheep per square
mile, which is taken to be the can-yiug capacity of pastoral land
in Qneenslanci , hut it would obviously not be fair to let him
have a. province for private property at a. nearly nominal price,
if in a few years the progress of colonizntion is likely to give large
parts of the same land a substantial value for agricultural purposes.
It is clear rather that whore land is likely to be in demand both
for agricultural and pastoral use, the claims of the different uses
can only be fairly adjusted by allowing the shepherd a tem
porary occupancy of land that is not yet. required fur agriculture.
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Shall we conclude, then, that Government is acting in accord
ance with tlie principles of Natural Liberty if it allows the alter
native of sale or lease, and the terms of either, to be decided by
purely commercial considerations, merely endeavouring to make
the best bargain for tho community? But if so, it may be
plausibly urged that it should never part with the laud at all,
but only sell from time to time the temporary use of it; in order
that the increment of value through the scarcity of land of
certain quality or position, which the increase of population has
continually caused, may be secured to the national exchequer.
Certainly it S88lllS that, on strictly commercial principles, land
ought only to be sold at a price that will fairly include the
present value of this prospective increment; and that if, as
seems probable, individuals are not sufficiently interested in
remote and doubtful gflin~ to rate this increment at its true
value, at any rate during the earlier stages of the economic life
of Do colony, Govcmmont ought, during this first period, not to
sell the land al. all, but ouly to let it all lease.

But further, assuming that land is to be sold out and out)
there is still a difficulty in saying how the quantity to be sold,
and the mode of selling-whether by auction or fixed price-are
to be determined in accordanco with the system of natural
liberty. Fur if ...ve say that they should be determined on
strictly commercial principles, so that the best bargain ma.y
be ninde for the community, it still remains to he considered
whether it lHay Hot be even fiuuucially better for the commnniry
to sacrifice immediate gain to the end of encouraging population.
The con trovorsy bot...vccn the advocates of low and high prices
and the discussions as to the best mode of securing bon(L fide
settlement, awl the extent of credit that should be allowed to
bond. fide settlers, would not be excluded even if the aim of
Government were limited to securing the greatest possible gain
to the national exchequer.

Actually, this aim has been generally quite secondary in the
colonization of England, the greatest colonizer among modern
oonnnunitics: the financial interest of the community has been
subordinated to the end of promoting immigration. Tho most
obvious way of doing this is by the system of free grants, or sale
at low prices} in such portions and under such conditions as are
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thought likely to secure the actual cultivation of the land. This,
in fact" is substantially the same thing as paying a. part of'the
expenses of the transfer of emigrants out of national funds, pro
vided the emigrants were of the class that would in any case
buy and cultivate laud-e-since it obviously makes no difference
to D. mau "whether it is the cost of Iris journey or the cost of his
purchase of land that, is artificially chccpeued at the public ex
pense. In practice, however, this system, in the form in which
it prevailed generally in the English colonies Juring the 18th
and the first quarter of the 1Dth century, was not effectually
guarded from being perverted to the profit of speculators": and
the system that has been more recently adopted of making the
benefit offered to settlers tv consist more in the deferring of
payment than in the lowering of price, seems in overy ",vay pre
fcrablo.

A different and more elaborate plan of promoting emigration
through the sale of nnoccupicd lands, which we m.ay call the
\\rakefieldian system 2, was urged upon the English Government

1 C. g. in Lower Canada, the regulations restricting the amount that could
be granted to a single penon were "0 effectually evaded that 1,4~5,OOO acres
were ma.le OY81' to about 00 individnals. during the government of Sir A. Milne.
(Merivalc, Lee, xv.]

2 The influence of Gibbon Wakefield on English Colonization deservedly
occupies nn important place in the history of political and economic speculation,
no less than in that of English colonial policy: but it. seems to be u matter of
con"icteralJle difficulty to ascertain exactly the fandamcutal principles or charac
teristics of his system. Thus ::\Ii:l (1'01. Ecou, Book v, c. xi. § H) represents it
as an essential point in Wnkefield's svstem that it promotes coneentmtlon of set
tlemcuts ; since ,. by diminishing the eagerness of agrioultnrn.l speculators to aad
"to thch- domain, it keeps tho settlers within reach of each other for p111'pOSOS of
"cooperation." But it would seem that the '<uniform price" on which Wake
fiokl insisted-c-as compared with the varying price tliat would result from sale lJy
auctionc-would tend against concentration, oy increasing the settler's induce
ment to select land for it" fertility rather than for its situation. And Wakefield
himself ()"it'lL' of tne Art ot Cotonisation, Letter r.xvnr.) expressly disclaims any
wish to promote concentration of settlements, provided that comblnntlon and
constancy of labour is secured to each settler by an abundant supply of hired
labourers. «With respect to the choloc of land for settlement," he writes, "the
'" sealers must he the best judges... I would if possible open the whole of the
«waste lnnd of the colony to intending purchasers .. .disperaion 01' concentration
"i~ n I111QStioll of locality alone." Again, it was ]10t really an essential part of
Wakefield's own scheme Llll1t the proceeds of the sale of lunds should he devoted
to the support of cmigrution ; though most W1'1"81'8 on the subject 880111 to regard
this as quite rundameutal to it. ::\h )Ierivale even speaks of this (On Goloni.
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by the Colonization Society from 1830 onwards, and partially car
ried into effect for a limited period in some of our Australasian
colonies. It will be observed that the immigration encouraged
by the system of free grants or low prices is that of labourers
who intend, and are expected, to become cultivators of their
o\V11 Innd at once. Now it was believed by 'Yakeflelcl and his
followers that the labour of immigrants so attracted tended to
lose materially in efficiency through want of cooperation; so
that it would be a distinct gain to production if they were to
a large extent prevented from bnying land and their labour
organized under the direction of capitalist employers. The
characteristic principle, then, of the Wnkcficldian system was
that it aimed at attracting such capitalist employers by pro
viding them with labourers willing to work for hire. With this
aim it was proposed to sell land at a price so high that the
mass of immigrants would not. for some yeu.rs afford to buy
enough to become cultivators 011 their own account ; and at tho
same time to devote tho whole, 01' n fixed and substantial part,
of the proceeds of such sales to the importation of immigrants,

wlioll, Lee. xiv.] as " the great discovery of Mr Wakefleld;" and at the same
time, while emplmsiztng its precticnl mine, urges as a theoretical objection
against Wakcflold's system that, while the "sufficient plicc" of which he habitu
ally spoke bad to serve a double purpose.c-fhat of restraining labourers for a.
sufficient, and not more than sufficient, timo from the acquisition of land, and
that of keeping up the supply of labourers by gratuitous importation-it was
nowhere shown that the price adequate for the 011e purpose might not be either
more or less than adequate for the other. But iu Wakcflcld'e own treatise this
second purpose is treated, ill the most express and emphatic language, as merely
seoondcry and incidental. 'I SO completely" he says (Letter LIV.) "is the
,I production of revenue a mere incident of the price of land, that the price ought
"to be imposed-e-lf it ought to be imposed uudor any circumstances.c.cvcn
"though the purchase money were thrown away:" since, as was explained in
the preceding letter, if only nll Iebourcre were under the necessity of remaining
labourers, it would be "possible and not difficult for capitalists to enforce contracts
«for labour made in the mother-country, " as "the temptation of the labourer
" to quit the employer who had brought him to the colony would he no longer
"irresistible." Uuder these clreumetances it seems to me a mistake to regard
the plan of dealing with waste land" that was temporarily carried out in the
Australian Oolontes as Wakefield's scheme: einee, as he retteratcdly affirmed, big
«sufficient price" was never renlty tried, and this was his cardinal point. But
since the plun actually adopted was due to the influence of Wakefield ani! his
friends, and bore a certain resemblnnee to his scheme, I han: still ventured to
speak of it as" wakeneldie,n."
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so that the immigrating capitalists might always find an ado
quate supply of hired labour ready to hand. The partial at
tempt that was made to carry out this system in our Australian
colonies, for the 15 or 20 years from 1836 onward, had, in the
opinion of competent judges, au important degree of success I,

And the fact that it was afterwards abandoned is hardly evi
douce that it ultimately failed ; since its abandonment may be
plausibly attributed to the mere desire of obtaining land on
easier terms generally felt by the labouring class, whose influence
over colonial administration became preponderant when 801£

government with universal suffrage was granted to the colonies.
§ 12. From considering the principles of governmental in

terference with land in fin early stage of a country's develop
ment, let us pass to examine briefly the economic reasons for
continuing such interference when this stage has been passed,
and the country has been fully occupied. 'Ve may conveniently
divide this question into two parts; asking first under what
limitations lund should he allowed to pass into private owner
ship, and secondly why and how far, after this transition has
taken place, government should still exercise a special control
over this particular kind of property. As regards the first
question, it is obvious that such portions of land as are mani
festly more useful to the community when thrown freely open
to common use should be retained in public ownership, and
under governmental management: e. g. roads, navig-able rivers
and inland lakes, natural harbours, public parks, commons, ,,::c.
So, again, there are strong reasons, discussed in the earlier pad
of this chapter, why the land required for railroads or other
similar monopolies should not be allowed to pass, except tern
porarily, out of p11blie owucrship : and a general right should
be reserved of taking hack from private owners any land that
may be needed for public uses, at It::> market-value as deter
mined independently of such need, with a slight addition by
way of compensation for any special utility that it may have
for its owner 2. Actually, W8 find that, in most modern European

I cr. Mcrivale, Lee. xiv., and Cairns' Political. FMays, Essay I.

2 This right has been extensively exercised in recent times in the. construe
tiou of r... ilwavs, and is now generally recognised ill the most advanced COIll.

rnuuitlcs.
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countries, considerable portions of the land used in ordinary
agricultural production have remained in the possession of
monarchs, and so have become practically the property of
communities, after the transition from feudalism to the modern
economic order of society. But, generally speaking, there seems
110 reason for keeping ordinary agricnltural land under govern
mental munugement.-c-siuce the general arguments in favour
of private management are at least as applicable to agriculture
as to •.w}' branch of production-except so far as some small
portions might advantageously be retained for purposes of
scientific experiment or technical instruction. Tho chief ex
ceptional case is that of land on which timber is grown: where
there appeal' to be the following special arguments in favour
of government management; first, the economic advantages of
conducting this business 011 a Ycr,)' large scale, as it gains much
by highly skilled and carefully trained labour which, at the
same time, requires a very htrgc area for its most economical
application: secondly (what was before noticed), the interest
which, in certain countries at least, a community is believed to
have in preserving a due proportion of trees to tho soil that
it inhabits, owing to their beneficial effect on climate", while,
thirdly, it is thought that even the marketable utilities of trees
-especially their utility, where coals are scarce, for fuel-are in
danger of not being adequately or most economically provided
for distant generations, if the provision is left eo private enter
prise, considering the slow growth of trees and the general un
attractiveness of remote returns to the private undertaker.

With the exception, however, of timber, it is generally
admitted that the ordinary products of agriculture) whether
animal or vegetable, are likely to be most economically sup
plied by private undertakers. But it is a different question
whether it would not be expedient to retain land in public
ownership, while leasing it to private persons; so that the
increase in its value which the increase of population tends to
cause may be continually secured to the community. This
measure is more usually advocated from the point of view of
Distribution, in which aspect lye shall have to consider it in

1 Tn England, I suppose, this consideration can scarcely have practical
importance.
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a subsequent chapter: from a productional point of view its
main advantage would consist in the saving to the community
of a portion of the cost of taxation; on the other hand, a cer
tain amount of loss to production seems an inevitable conse
quence of a system of leasehold tenure, owing to the difficulty
of framing, aud still more of effectively enforcing, such terms
of lease as will give the lessee as much inducement to treat the
land in the most economic way as the owner would have.
Actually the whole rent of land has never been retained by
any government; but in many cases :.1, considerable portion of it
has been reserved, either under the name of rent, or under the
rather misleading name of a land-tax '.

But again; it is quite possible to allow the surface of the
soil to pass completely into private hands, while reserving to
the counnuuity the rights of property ill certain of the minerals
contained in it: and in fact some reservations of this kind are
found in the codes of some of the most advanced oornmnuitios",
The general a.rgument for such reservations, from tho point of
view of production, is that the owner of the land, whether
engaged in the business of agriculture or not, may very likely
not be tho person best qualified either to ascertain the presence
of minerals hidden some way below the surface, or to decide
whether their extraction will be remunerative; so that produc
tion will gain if the right of discovering and working them
with due compensation to the owner for t.he loss of the land
thus rendered useless for agricu1tnre~-be allowed to members
of the community generally3.

J 'I'hc distiuctiou between this reset vcd share of rent and au ordinary lax
will be examined in a subsequent chapter (c....-iii].

2 Even in England, where this kind of interference is at its minimum, gold

and silver mines are legally reserved to the crown.
a In Prussia, for instance, according to the mining law of lSG5 any 0110

wishing to lore or dig (schihfcn] for any of tho minerals to which this" min-ing
"freedom " (Dcrg-bau-frcihcir) extends must IJC permitted to do so under con
dition or paying adequate compensation, provided that the operation is not
cnrrlcd on in certain specified places, as within a certain distance of buildings,
ill churchyards, gardens, I~:C. In liefar;lt (If agreement bczwccu the pat-tics as to
the compensation, it will be determined by the "Obcr-Ucrg-Amt." Such corn
pensauou \yia lake the form of rent, unless the operations arc continued-c-or
may ceruunly he expected to Inst-c-longcr Ullin three ycars : in this latter C:Liif'

the lnudowncr mar force the miner to purchase the lana. If the miner b.y
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In special cases, hO\\'8"81', governmental management of
mines may be expedient either to avoid the dmwhaoks of mo
nopoly in private hands-in the case of very rare minerals-or
to watch oyer the interests of posterity, as in the case before
discussed of forests.

§ 13. The restriction of private property in til" contents of
the earth may hereafter become a. matter of great practical
importance, through the progress of geology and the gradual
exhaustion of the stores of valuable minerals easily obtainable.
At present, however, much more attention is given to the ques
tion of governmental interference with land used for agriculture
or building. The interferences of this kind that have actually
been carried out arc to he classed under yery different heads,
even if we confine ourselves to those that have been recom
mended on strictly economic grounds and in the interest of
produclion. In the first. place we pnf aside, from our present.
point of view, the vcry important cases in which European
govcrnmcuts1 have intervened not to restrict tlre liberty of
individual owners but to render it more complete; by removing
relics of feudalism which divided the rights of ownership of
land generally in various complicated ways between lords and
cultivators, and further impeded its transfer through the restric
tion of particular estates to particular classes-nobles and
roiuriers, or nobles, burghers and peasants. Akin to these arc
more permanent !a,YS restricting the right of each generation
to restrict. the freedom of their successors, by such bequests 01'

contracts as would hamper the alienation of land, and tend to
prevent it from getting into the hands of the persons who would
make the best usc of it. For legislation of this kind, as was
before said, can not strictly be regarded as an interference with
natural libcrty ; it is rather a compromise adopted in an inevi
table collision of freedoms, to secure the fullest possible realisa
tion of the economic advantage of laisser faire. Similar to
this, again, is the aim of another class of minor intcrferences,
such as the compulsory registration of dealings with land-

laking portions of any given piece of land would destroy the value of the !'C

malnder, he mny be forced to paJ' rent for, 01' to purchase, the whole.
1 As in France at the Revolution of 1789; and in Prussia by the legislation

of Stein aud Ilardcuburg (1807_11), further developed and completed in 1850,
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which are designed to render the sale or mOTt-gage of land more
cnsy and loss expensive, by removing the necessity of compli
cated and costly legal proceedings. Along with the above,
again, we m:ty class the intervention of the legislature in order
to substitute, in the case of land cultivated by other persons
than its owners, a certain and definite tenure for one regulated
by more or less unocr-ain customs and understandings ; so far
as such legislation docs not override freedom of contract, but
merely interprets what is left vague in customary agreements,
or defines normal conditions of letting-as regards length of
tenure, compensation for improvements, &c.-in default of
express contract to the contrary. When, however, the govern
mental determination of the conditions of letting land is com
pulsory, and pl'O tanto prevents freedom of contract between
owners and tenants, the interference is of course of a much
gmver kind; and such as can only bc jnst.ificd by clear evidence
either that it is not for the interest of the landowner to grant
such terms of letting as would give the tenant the greatcst
possible inducement to make the laud productive, or that the
former, if let alone, is likely to mistake his own interest. The
very extensive interference with freedom of contract which has
recently taken place in Ireland has not, I conceive, been intro
duced altogether or perhaps mainly in the interest of agricul
tural production; its object has partly been to increase the
incomes of tenant-farmers, for the satisfaction of philosophic
sentiment or historic claims of justice, or to meet. political
exigences. So far, however, as it, has been advocated from a
productional point. of view, the contention has been that the
Irish landowners, under the system of free contract, have (1)
been often found to raise the rent so high as to leave the
tenants but bare subsistence, and so prevent them from having
the capitaP-or in bad times even the physical vigour-requi
site to render their labour adequately efficient; and so have
(2) diminished the tenants' inducements to treat the land in

1 It may be said thnt it would be profitable for the tenant to borrow capital
from his landlord-cor some one else-if he would be more than compensated
by the additional productiveness of hjr; labour: l.uf the eddirionul dement of
risk introduced by tho necessity of relying on merely personal security may
render this unprofitable,
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the most economic way, by not securing to him the value of his
improvements. 'I'he second of these defects is said to attach
also to the English system" of land-tenure and is now made the
ground I of advocating compulsory compensation for improvements
in England. How far these contentions are in fact valid, T
do not now inquire: but ,Y8 have before seen. that the first
mentioned result is quite a possible one, even on the supposition
that all parties are actuated by enlightened self-interest; since
even when an increase in the incomes of tenants or labourers
would lead to a more than equivalent increase in the value of
their labour, it is obviously not the interest of the landlord to
furnish the increment of income unless he is to profit by the
increased efficiency. Now in the case we are considering, the
increased produce would in the first instance be appropriated by
the tenant: and even where the loss to the landlord would ulti
mately be compensated by a rise in rout or perhaps by greater
regularity in its pnyment ; the prospect of this compensation
may easily be too remote and dubious to induce the landlord Lo
make an immediate and certain sacrifice of income in order
to obtain it.

So again, it rnay either he, or more probably still may seem,
inexpedient for the landlord to give the tenant, through lease
or otherwise, the fullest security of profiting adequately by his
improvement of the land; because such security cannot be
given without diminishing the former's control over his land
more than he likes or thinks expedient. The simplest method
of giving this security is by a long lease; but we have already
noticed the difficulty of framing- a lease that without hamper
ing the tenant will practically make it his interest to treat
tho land in the best way; and, where tenants are pOOl', a long
lease is open to the further objection, in the vie'''' of the land
lord, that the benefit of an unforeseen rise in the value of the
laud will uccruo entirely to the tenant for the period of thc
lease, while the landlord is likely to bear a considerable share

I This iutcncrcncc is sometimes demanded in the name of natural Jus Lice :
but such a claim appearR to me due to confusion of lhought-at any rate no
jurist t.hal I know of has ever propounded the principle that fL mun has n, right
to the ('('5UIt;, of his labour if it bas bocu knowingly nppltcd to the property of
nnotber,
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of the loss due to an unforeseen fall, through the actual or
threatened insolvency of the tenants.

Taking into account all difficulties of this kind, and not
overlooking the more indefinite loss of the stimulus given to
industry by the sentiment of property, we may conclude that
there are inevitable disadvantages to production involved in a
general separation of the ownership of land from the business
of cultivating it: which would probably prevent this from being
the common practice if land were held merely as an instrument
of production. But in England this consideration has been
outweighed by other powerful motives, in particular by the
traditional social prestige and political influence attaching to
the possession of land. Hence some reformers consider that an
important gain to agricultural production would be secured by
breaking down the tendency of large estates in England tu
remain ill the possession of the same families from gelleraliou
"to generation: and that this would be attained by assimilating
the luw of real to that of personal property, and conferring on
Iife-owners an inalienable right of determining the distribution
of the property thus owned among their children after their
death 1. It seems doubtful, however, whether even these
changes would have the desired effect in a wealthy country;
since the peculiar gratification of the sense of proprietorship
which the possession of land gives, and the attractions of
country residence and field sports would still tend to keep
great portions of it ill the hands of rich persons not desirous
of personally superintending its cultivation.

The question of interference on the grounds above men
tioned has been practically a good deal mixed up with one
which, theoretically considered, involves economic reasoning of
a very different kind: the question, namely, whether agricul
tural production should be carried on on a large or a small scale.
The ownership of land by rich persons ,vho do not personally
manage its cultivation, has a certain tendency to encourage

I This has also been proposed with the view of facilitating the alienation of
land : but this latter end seems to be sufflciently attained by securing to tho
life-owner of land "an inalienable right to I-;c11 any portion of it (under propel'
restrictions es to the investment of the proceeds of the salol-which is, speaking
broadly, the effect of Lord Cairns' Act just passed (li:lB2).

S. E. 3l
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large farms, since it is less troublesome for the owner to collect
Tents from a few large farmers than from many small ones;
and again, the large farmer> having more capital, is not so
likely, if holding under a lease, to throw the, greater share of
tillY unforeseen losses on the landlord. Hence it is a prior-i
probable that this system of ownership prevents the existence
of a certain umouut of small farming which might otherwise
be prosperously carried on; there are, however, no adequate
reasons for supposing that farming on a small scale is likely to
be generally more economical, at least as regards the chief
staples of agriculture.

1-Ter8, however, another consideration is often introduced,
which, as was before noticed, is not directly included within
the scope of the present discussion, as I have defined it.
It is maintained that the system of small fnrrning tends to
give it grcnter gross produce, though a smaller net produce,
than that of large farms ; and therefore ought to be encouraged
by Government, as tending to increase population-though not
average wealth-within a given region. Whether this result
ought to be aimed at, I shall not discuss: but it is certainly
<t possible result, if the increase in gross produce due to the
small-farm system decidedly outweighs the decrease in net
produce-unless, however, the latter difference were compara
tively slight, this organization of agricultural industry would
be always in a state of unstable equilibrium, since the greater
profitableness to employers of the large-farm system would be
continually tending to introduce it.

Finally we must notice" kind of interference which bas
actually taken place in England; and has often been advocated
in the interests of agricultural production; but which is not to
bc so regarded according to the definition of produce adopted
in the present treatise, I refer to the law that gives the occu
pier of agricultural land an inalienable right to kill certain
kinds of game, on account of the damage done by them to
crops. For this interference with free contract can only be
required for the end in view, on the ground that many land
lords prefer game and sport together to what they would get by
the extra produce which is expected to be obtained in COllse~

quence of the destruction of game by the occupiers. Hence
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-sport being a purchasable commodity-the ])l'ilml facie in
ference is that the aggregate of utilities actually obtuiued from
the land bears a higher value than the material produce to
which this legislation sacrifices it: so that the change is no
more beneficial to production (as I conceive it) than the con
version of valuable vineynrds into less valuable cornfields. It
is, in fact, rather an interference for distribution-as it tends
to cheapen the commodities consumed by tho poor, at the
expense of the luxuries of the rich: though its importance
from this point of view is not likely to be very great, under the
existing conditions of communication and transport, provided
the freedom of trade is maintained unimpaired ',

While considering tho caso of game, we may note tho legal
prohibition of killing certain kinds of wild animals during
certain parts of tho year: i.e. chiefly during the breeding
season, when the destruction of future supply that would result
from auy given amount of slaughter would he much greater
than at ,Uly other time. This interference exemplifies the
theoretical case noticed at the close of the second chapter of
this book: tho case, that is, of restrictions to which it would be
the interest of all-or almost all-to conform, provided that
each could rely on their observance by all others, hnt which
it would be vory much the interest of individuals to break if
they wore imposed by more voluntary mutual agreement, with
out stringent penalties for non-observance.

So far V.,'(~ have considered Government as interfering with
private management of land by way of regulation. But modern
governments have also exercised. an important and apparently
successful influence on agriculture by carrying out certain
extensive improvements of land (such as reclamation with
drainage or irrigation) or by assisting private associations for
this purpose with loans of capital, guarantees of interest, and

1 It may be observed that the obvious effects of such a measure on population
arc favourable, as it tends to primarily increase that. part of the gross produce
of land that is consumed by the working class: but its ultimate effects arc
often rather hard to ostimnte, as \\·0 lmvc to take into account the loss to
the agricultural producers in any diswict that would l'CSUIt from ruutcrially
diminishing the inducements offered to the rich to reside in the district. In all
cxrreuie (;!lSC, no doubt, a general passion for sport among rich men might
cause 0. senona and extensive dopopulatlon of certain regions.

·:H-2
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powers of compulsory interference with recalcitrant landowners 1.

This kind of interference seems to be theoretically defen
sible,-on the principles previously laid down in respect of
railways, &c.-wherever there is a decided advantage in carry
ing out the improvements in question on a single system over
a large urea. Again, as I have before said, there seems to be
no special reason why government should not carryon the
business of lending monoy to individual landowners, on certain
conditions: in the chief cases, however, in which operations of
this kind have been successfully undertaken by European
governments in recent times, the interference-though quite
defensible from the point of view of prodnction-has had so
markedly a distributional character, that I have thought it
more appropriate to reserve it for a subsequent discussion.

Before concluding this chapter I may perhaps observe that
governmental interferences of which the primary intention
had no relation to the production of wealth have often had
important productional effects, which a statesman ought care
fully to cstimate in considering their expediency. Thus
(c. g.) the restrictions placed in the English Factory Acts, on
the labour of women and children, in order to prevent delete
rious effects on their health, have practically had the effect
of reducing the normal day's labour of male adults in most of
the branches of industry to wbich they have been extended.
And in the succeeding chapters in which we shall be considering
measures designed. to render distribution more equitable or
more economical) we shall find that the chief objections to such
measures are drawn from the bad effects 011 production which
are found or believed to be inseparable from them. On the
other hand it should also be observed that the interferences to
promote production which we have discussed in this chapter
become in effect interferences with distribution, so far as the
gain resulting from them accrues to particular classes in the
community, or the expense they involve is similarly specialized
in its incidence. This last remark applies also to the operations
of govornmont discussed in the preceding chapter. 'Ve shall
have occasion hereafter to notice some cases in which this
consideration becomes important.

I In Prussia about £500,000 sterling was voted for laud improvements be
tween 1850 and 1867.



CHAPTER V.

PROTECTIOX.

§ 1. I xow pass to consider the question of Governmental
interference, by means of import duties, for the protection of
native-industry. Regarded from the statesman's point of vie-w, in
relation to the circumstances of a particular country at a par
ticular time, this is n question of much complexity and in
tricacy, requiring a precise ascertainment of facts and a careful
forecast of political as well as economic consequences, such as it
is quite beyond the scope of the present work to attempt. But
the general economic principles that ought to be applied in any
such practical reasonings are not, I conceive, open to much
dispute, if only they are stated with due caution; and it seems
to me the more desirable tbat tbey should be clearly appre
hended, because what may be called the ordinary "moderate"
view ou the subject-held by practical persons who wish to
avoid both extremes-is in my opinion a curious inversion of
the truth, at least on the practical issue most commonly raised.
The moderate view is that all protection is theoretically wrong,
so far as purely economic considerations are concerned; but
that practically a little protection here and there does more
good than harm to industry owing to influences which abstract
theory overlooks. I hold, on tbe contrary, that when tbe
matter is considered from the point of view of abstract theory,
it is easy to show that Protection, under certain not improbable
circumstances, would yield a direct economic gain to the
protecting country: but that from the difficulty of securing in
any actual government sufficient wisdom, strength, and single
ness of aim to introduce protection only so far as it is advan-
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tagcous to the community and withdraw it inexorably so soon
as the public interests require its withdrawal, it is practically
best for a statesman to adhere to the broad and simple rule of
'taxation for revenue only'-at any rate in a free community
where habits of commercial enterprise are fully developed.
T will grant that permanent protection, regarded from a cos
mopolitan point of view, is absolutely condemned by economic
theory, ,,0 far, at least) as the production of wealth is taken as
the end; that is, I will grant that the permanent stoppage of a
channel of trade which free competition would open, could not
tend to increase the wealth of the industrial society formed by
the aggregate of nations whoso trade is thus restricted-sup
posing such nations to be composed of {i economic men." And
the same might be said, even from an exclusively national
point of view, of any permanent, protection that completely
stopped trade: though, as wo shall sec, cases arc possible in
which taxes partly protective would tend to be advantageous to
the protecting nation for an indefinite period. What, however,
a statesman is usually called on to consider is merely temporary
protection in the interest of 11 particular nation; and to
affirm sweepingly that this is /I opposed to sound economic
"doctrine" appears to me a simple and palpable blunder. I
have already indicated in the preceding chapter the most im
portant class of cases in which such protection is economically
legitimate: but the importance of the subject renders it desirable
to exhibit their characteristics with somewhat more detail and
precision, In doing this, it: is very important to keep clear the
distinction just taken between the nutional and the cosmopdi
tan points of view; and though the former is the one which
we for the most part adopt in practical discussions, it is most
convenient theoretically to consider the question first in its cos
mopolitan aspect, as being the less complex.

To keep this aspect most easily before the mind, I will take
my illustrations-though they must be regarded as purely
hypothetical-from a country sufficiently extensive to render
the economic considerations in favour of protection within it of
some practical importance. Suppose then that a trade is at
present carried on within the United States-let us say, between
Pennsylvania and Micbigan-c-in which Pennsylvania sends
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manufactures to Michigan in exchange for corn: and consider
under what conditions it will be for the advantage of the United
States as a whole that similar manufactures should be es
tablished in Michigan. For simplicity, we will suppose in the
first instance that there is no material difference ill the average
returns to labour (of the same quality) and capital in the two
districts respectively; and tbuf the new manufactures can be
established out of floating capital previously existing or newly
created in Michigan, It is evident, then, that the change in
question will be economically advantageous on the whole-c
apart from any loss incurred while it is taking place-if the
saving it causes in the cost of carriage of corn and manufactures
is not outweighed by a loss of some other kind. And it seems
likely that this will be the case, if Michigan is in respect of natural
resources not materially less arJapted for the manufactures in
question than Pennsylvania, provided (1) that its superiority
over Pennsylvania in the production of corn falls decidedly
short of the degree that would render it profitable for the latter
to pay tho whole expense of a trade in corn from the former;
and (2) that no such advantages from division of labour would
be gained by the aggregation of all the manufactures in Penn
sylvania, as would materially outweigh the gain in effectiveness
of :1Iichigan labour, which may be expected to result from the
new opportunities of producing profitably various kinds of
agricultural produce, not well adapted for transportation, and
generally from the greater variety of occupations presented in
consequence of the change.

The transition itself will most probably involve some loss to
the community, through the diminished productiveness of the
Pennsylvanian capital that will now have to he employed in
corn instead of manufactures, or through the initial disadvan
tages (to he presently noticed) attaching to the introduction
of the manufacture into Michigan, or from both causes com
bined; but we may fairly assume that, in spite of this loss, there
will be a net gain to the community in the long run, in the
case above supposed. This being S0, it is apparent that the
intervention of government by protective duties or otherwise,
will be needed in order to realize this gain, if the privu.to un
dertaker has no prospect of securing a share of it sufficient
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to compensate him for the dised vantages against which he
would have to struggle, undor open competition, during the
earlier years of his undertaking. Many such initial disadvan
tages may be imagined; those which are ordinarily alleged to
exist are chiefly the following ;

(1) the difficulty of obtaining the requisite skilled labour
without payiug an extra price for it:

(2) the difficulty of establishing business connexion ; likely
to be aggravated by

(3) the clanger of a combination of manufacturers in Penn
sylvania, who may lower their prices temporarily to ruin their
rivals in ~iichigan :

(4) the difficulty of effecting simultaneously all the in
dustrial changes required for the commercial success of anyone
branch of inauutacture ; (e.g.) the manufacturers in Miehigan
Illny lose by having to outaiu iustruments or materials from
Permsylvunia or some neighbouring region, while yet l'-lichigan
lilay be no less well filled for the production of such instru
menta and materials.

If 011 these or other grounds the Michigan manufacturer
would have to incur a considerable temporary loss) it is easy to
show that this may not be adequately compensated by the share
he could secure of the subsequent gain to society, when the
manufacture is firmly established. }I-'01' this gain will consist
chiefly in the saving of the cost of transport of manufactures;
but of this he is only likely to secure a portion for a short time;
since, after he hall overcome his initial disadvantages, he would
probably havo to transfer a part of the saved cost to the con
sumer in lowered prices, in order to drive the Pennsylvanian
manufacturers out of the :t.Iichigan market; and he would only
enjoy his remaining extra profit for a short time, before it would
begin to be reduced by the competition of new men free from
the burden of thc initial disadvantages.

Under these circumstances, thc imposition of a protective
duty on manufactures in Michigan for a certain time, sufficient
to induce private capitalists to undertake UJ€ manufacture, may
be a profitable outlay for the community as a whole, very much
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resembling the payment of guaranteed interest on the capital of
a new milwey ; except that in the case of a protective duty
the outlay is incurred by the consumers of the article pro
tected, and ought to be considered, in the adjustment of taxa
tion, as a special tax on this class of persons.

So far we have been considering temporary protection as a
means of introducing an advantageous olumgc in industry. But
it is theoretically possible that it may be similarly useful to
prevent an inexpedient change. It is conceivable that under
open competition a certain industry-s-e.g. wboat-growing-c-sstal»
lished in one district PI) may become temporarily so un
profitable as to be abandoned, in consequence of an important
advantage enjoyed by the corresponding industry in another
district (1'); while at the same time this advantage may be so
transicnt,-as for instance if it consists in a natural fertility
that tends to be rapidly exhausted-that after a very limited
period the same industry will tend to be revived again in -It.
In this case it is manifestly possible that the loss to the
community through the waste of capital involved in the two
changes may outweigh the gain through the greater cheapness
of the products of tho industry during tho interval botween
the changes. This case, h01VeV01', differs from that previously
discussed; inasmuch as if it would be on the whole profitable
to P and M together to maintain the industry by protec
tion, it would equally be the interest on the whole for the
individuals whose capital is invested in it to go on working
at a loss for the limited period supposed; so that the only
general ground here for governmental interference would be
tho inability of individuals to precure the requisite capital.
It may be added that, actually, the difficulty of definitely fore
casting future changes of industry would at best render this
application of protoction a highly speculative employment of
social capital.

Let us now vary our fundamental hypothesis in one im
portant point; let us suppose the returns to labour and
capital materially different in the two districts. Under
these circumstances it is undoubtedly true, as Protectionists
urge, that it may be unprofitable for individuals in 1:f to
carry 011 a given branch of production, even when its cost,
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measured in labour and delay, would be less in 1l than in P.
But we cannot argue from this that the labour and capital,
which might be employed in this manufacture more produc
tively in 1\1 than in P, might not be employed still more
productively in M in some other kind of industry: and there
fore so lEU' as it constitutes u primti facie ground for govern
mental interference in the interests of production, it is for
interference to promote the transfer of labour and capital from
P to :VI, rather than to change the employment of the existing
labour and capital of }I.

Let us now consider how far the arguments previously given
in favour of protection are strengthened or otherwise modified)
if we suppose districts P and 1\1 to belong to different nations.
Here I may begin by noting that protectionists arc apt to treat
the third of the above-mentioned initial disadvantages of
manufacturers who start in a new place-s-viz. that arising from
the hostile efforts of existing muuufacturcrs-c-ns though its
operation depended on a difference of nationality between the
two groups of producers. This view seems to me mainly due to
the rather misleading habit of speaking, in discussions of inter
national trade, as if the processes: of industry were carried on by
CI England" and "Cermany " or H America." Hence when the
self-interest of English manufacturers prompts them to under
sell competitors in the United Statcs, the procedure is not
unnaturally regarded as a kind of commercial war between the
two countries; and thus the possibility of the self-interest of
Pennsylvanian manufacturers prompting them to a similar pro~

cedure towards a rising rival in JIichigan comes to be over
looked. So far as I am aware, the sentiment of fellow-citizen
ship is not strong enough to prevent proceedings of this kind,
within the limits of the same nation, whenever the required
combination among manufacturers is practicable: and this
would seem, ceteris paribus, to be more likely to be practicable
for the manufacturers of a province than for those of a whole
nation. The difficulty, however, of getting at first equally
efficient labourers, seems likely to be grcater where the
manufacture has to be introduced in another country:
though this, again, will var)' very much according to the situa
tion • the two countries, and the languages spoken in
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them ', On the other hand the disadvantage due to the
difficulty of obtaining conucxion is likely to be somewhat Joss
for producers starting in another country-a-though the dif
ference is probably not very important.

On the whole, I think that-if the practical arguments
against interpTo1.1ineial protection are so strong that no serious
party of protectionists have anywhere maintained that it would
be for the good of their country as a whole to introduce it,-\YC
may safely take it as practically certain that international pro
tection is not likely to promote the common economic interests
of the aggregate of nations affected by it.

§ 2. It is, however, a very different question whether it is
likely to promote the interest of the nation protecting: since
here a new and important consideration comes iu.c.-viz. how far
a share of the loss involved in protection can be thrown 011 the
foreign producers on whose products the protective duty falls.
I! is obvious that this result will be prima facie attained so
far as the reduction in the demand for the taxed foreign pro
ducts tends to lower their price and causes them to be sold
in the protecting country at a rate less than their previous
price plus the import duty. Free Traders are of course right in
pointing out that so far as this is the actual effect of import
duties, such duties do not also fulfil their supposed primary end
of protecting native industry; since to whatever extent the
foreign products are still purchased, to that extent the native
products arc not encouraged. But this in no \va! proves the
inexpediency of the duties in question, sincc they may very
'well give adequate encouragement to native industry without
completely excluding foreign products: and it cannot be an
objection to them from a purely national point of view that
a part of their effect is merely to levy a tribute on foreigners
for the national exchequer. A simple case will show how a duty
may at once protect the native manufacturer adequately and
recoup the country for the expense of protecting him. Suppose
that a 5 pCI' cent. duty is imposed on foreign silks: and that in
cOllsequence, after a certain interval, half the silks consumed

1 It is said to be often easier to get Iabonrcrs to emigrate from 11 given part
of Great Urltalu to America, than to another }lart of tln-ir native island.
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are the product of native industry, and that the price of the
,.... hole has risen 2! per cent. It is obvious that, under these
circumstances, the other half which comes from abroad yields
the state 5 per cent., while the tax levied from the consumers
on the whole is only 2A- per cent.; so that the nation in the
aggregate is at this time losing nothing by protection except
the cost of collecting the tax, while a loss equivalent to the
whole tax falls on the foreign producers.

It may be replied that the reduction in the foreign pro
duccrs' profits which must occur in the case supposed will drive
them from the industry in question, until either the price rises
again or the protecting country obtains its whole supply from
native sources: so that the 'tribute' obtaincd by a protective
duty will necessarily be transient. And no doubt this result
will tend to be brought about in course of time, if the producers
in the foreign country are competing freely and 011 equal terms.
But, firstly, the protection that we are considering is supposed
to be merely temporary: so that even a temporary sharing of
the expense of it by foreign producers may reduce the burden
of it to an important extent, AmI, secondly, if the industry
happens to be one in which a large amount of capital is so firmly
invested that it cannot be withdrawn from it without great loss,
except very gradually, the period during which the producers
will submit to lowered profits will be correspondingly prolonged.
And, thirdly, the foreign producers-or some of them-may be

in a varying degree exempt from the equalizing effects of compe
tition, either generally, or in the markets of the protecting
country: in consequence of which they may have been making
extra profits by their transactions in these markets; so that
even a. considerable and permanent reduction of profits may not
lead them to abandon their business. This may happen in
various ways-e-thus (e.g.) single producers, or combinations, in
a. country (A) may monopolize the manufacture of certain com
modities sold in B; and may be thereby enabled to sell their
products, if untaxed, for a price so high that even when
reduced by tho whole amount of :1 protective duty imposed in
B it would still remain fairly remunerative. Under these
circumstances there is no theoretical means of determining
generally how far the imposition of the duty will tend, even
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ultimately, to raise the price of the taxed commodities in
B J

• Again, some among the producers in question may have
special advantages, as compared with the rest, in producing
for the foreign markets. One obvious advantage of this kind
is that of situation. Thus, suppose that A has been supplied
with coal from two group8 of coal-mines in TI, one of which is
situated on the side adjoining A and the other on the side
remote from it: and suppose for simplicity that the mines yield
coal of the same quality at the same cost of extraction. Then
if a protcctivo duty of 48. a tou is laid by A on imported coal,
raising the price of coal in A 28. a tall, the result may be that
after a time it ceases to ue profitable to send coal into A from
the remoter mines of B, while it still remains profitable to send
it from t]IC nearer ones, though to a diminished extent, and for
a diminished profit.

To sum up; unless foreign products oro completely excluded
by import duties, such duties will partly have the effect of
levying a tribute on foreign producers, the amount and Juration
of which may in certain cases be considerable. Of course such
tribute-levying will generally be a game that both countries can
play at to a certain extent: hence the danger of suffering from
retaliatory imposts may render protective duties inexpedient
even when, apart from this danger, they would be economically
advantageous on the whole. On the other hand it may con
ceivably be expedient fur a country injured by the import
duties of another to impose similar duties in the way of retalia
tion even when they are in themselves economically disadvuu
tagcous-just as it may he expedient to incur a greater cost in
actual warfare, in order to prevent or punish morc violent
injuries to commerce. But to consider more particularly the
conditions nuder which such retaliatory measures axe to be
recommended belongs rather to the practice of state-craft than
to the Art of Political Economy.

But further, in estimating the loss and gain of protection, we
have to take into account certain secondary effects of protective
duties, which have not yet been considered. Supposing trade to

1 It is even possible, in the case supposed, thut the price of the taxed com.
modities may not rise in B at all-in which cnsc. or course, the tax would not
be protective.
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be in equilibrium at the time that the demand in A for B's com
moditics is artificially restricted by import duties raising their
price, and supposing that other things-iuclnding the demand
in B for A's commodities-remain unchanged, one obvious result
will be that B will import more than she exports; hence in order
to restore the balance of trade, a certain readjustment of prices
will be necessary by which n will in most cases tend to obtain a
somewhat smaller aggregate of imports on somewhat less advan
tageous terms. This restriction on B's import trade may pos
sibly not reduce materially the amount of her imports from A, if
the commodities supplied by A are strongly demanded in B; since
the price of such imports may be paid for indirectly by trans
ferring to the merchants of A tbe debts of other countries who
import from B. StilI, as there is always some loss involved ill
this roundabout arrangement, the merchants of n will tend
ceteris paribus to buy from a country to which they also sell:
and therefore if the products of A are closely pressed in the
markets of B by the competition of native producers, or of
other countries, the protection given by A to one branch of
her industry may very likely have the secondary effcct of
inflicting a blow upon another branch-viz. that which pre
viously supplied the imports to B.

§ 3. So far we have not considered the cffect of protection on
the population of the two districts. And, as was before said, I am
doubtful how far this should be taken into account in the preseut
discussion; since in England at the present time the increase 01'

maintenance of population within a. given area is not generally in
eluded among the ends at which a statesman should normally aim.
Still it may bo worth while observing that in the common argu
ment that tends to prove Free Trade advantageous to both the
trading communities the question whether its advantages will be
attained without some displacement of labour between the com
munities is often overlooked. 1'0 show the importance of this
question let us take an extreme case. Suppose a country (A) so
thickly populated that additional agricultural produce could not
be obtained from the soil except at a rapidly increasing expense;
and suppose that one-third of its actual produce of this kind
say, for brevity, its corn-is now consumed by the persons engaged
in its chief branches of manufacture. Suppose that the country
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having been strictly protected adopts Free Trade, and that
consequently the manufactures in question are obtained at half
the price from another country (B) in exchange for corn: and
for simplicity let us assume thnt the result of the fall in price is
that the same totalrnicc is pai.l for the manufactures annnully
consumed. 'Vhat then arc tho manufacturing labourers thrown
out of work by the change to do? The course most obviously
suggested by the circumstances is that they should emigrate
and supply the labour required in the extended manufactures of
B, or in the newly developed trade between A and B. If they
do not do this, there seems no general ground for assuming that
they will all be able to find employment in A, as remunerative
as that withdrawn from them. No doubt as the cost of pro
duction in agriculture may be assumed to increase continuously,
:1, ccrtai n amount of additional labour may now be employed ill
agricul! ure which will bo more productive OIl the whole than
some of the labour employed before the trade was opened-the
diminn tion in the amount of corn produced by each now
labourer being more than balanced by the increased power of
the corn to purchase manufactures. But if the additional labour
is only applicable at a rapidly increasing cost, the point will
very soon como at 'which this balance will be reversed: and it is
theoretically quite possible that a portion of the labourers thrown
out of manufacturing employment could not, in the present
condition of industry, be employed in .A in agriculture so as to
yield allY surplus above their own consumption. And if they
could not he profitably employed in agriculture it 1S thoorcti
cally possible that they could not be so employed at all; so
that the natural result of Free Trade may be that A will only
support a smaller, though wealthier, population-the economic
gain resulting from it to the community as a whole being 11 gain
which it would require violent governmental interference to
distribute :';0 as to retain the labourers thrown out of work.

This extreme case is, doubtless, an improbable one: but it
does not seem improbable that under a system of Free Trade, if
any important class of producers in one of the trading countries
is undersold by similar producers elsewhere, it rna.y be impossi
ble for some time to find employment for all of them at home
nearly as remunerative as that. in which they were previously
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engaged-even leaving out of account the loss of acquired skill,
which in some cases would constitute an important inducement
to emigration.

In the above discussion I have confined my attent.ion as far
as possible to such arguments as are strictly economic and
naturally lend themselves to an abstract and technical treat
ment. 'l'horo UTC, I need hardly say, several other considera
tions both for and against protection, which would have to he
carefully weighed in dealing with the question from a directly
practical point. of view. Among t.hese I have already (c. iii. § 2)
discussed the political advantage of rendering a nation's supply
of necessaries independent of foreign trade: and it may be
observed that the possibility of providing a greater variety of
occupatious by means of protection-which was treated as an
element in the economic argument in § 1 of this chapter-may
in some cases be important in other than merely economic
aspects; so far as these more varied opportunities tend not
merely to make labour on the whole THOre efficient, but also
to make the labourers more intelligent, and to raise the com
munity in the scale of civilisation. Again, the tendency of
protection to keep the conditions of production morc stable,
and prevent the great fluctuations in local demands for labour
of certain kinds which the changes of widely extended trade
are liable to cause, cannot but. be reckoned as socially ad
vantageous. On the other hand, the same extension of trade
tends to minimize the fluctuations in supply and value of
commodities, due to unfavourable seasons or other natural
causes: and the Protectionist cannot altogether evade the
force of this argument by limiting protection to articles which
are but little exposed to such fluctuations, or which, not being
necessaries of life or industry, may be allowed to fluctuate
without any serious evil consequences: since it must always
be borne in mind that any restrictions on trade have an in
definite but. important tendency to hamper its general develop
ment) and diminish its efficiency for rendering in time of need
any services that may be required from it. And this leads me
to notice another bad consequence of protection, which, though
similarly indefinite, would I think be regarded by most.
European statesmen as a very strong argument against
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it, over and above any definite economic loss that it might, r
cause 1: VlZ. its tendency to impair the moral independence and i

< selfhelp of producers, by leading them in all industrial crises
and dangers to look to government for aid, instead of exerting
to the utmost their own foresight, ingenuity and energy. This
tendency, too, would naturally-cand we may say reasonably
be increased by the disturbances in industry that transitions
to and frour protection, or changes in amount of protecting
duties must inevitably cause, however skilfully managed.
Some, indeed, would go so far as to say that this danger of
overrating the springs of selfhclp ought to be a decisive ar
gument against protection, even supposing we could rely on
adequate wisdom awl impartiality in the protecting govern
ment-but this is a point on 'which my psychological knowledge
does not enable me to form so definite 1. conclusion.

I I 11:).'e thought it right to qualify the stutcnicnt in the text, because it
docs nof nppcar that either the ingenuitj- or the enterprise of manufacturers
in the Cnite,l SbteR has been materially impaired by protection.

s. r;



CIIAPTEIl VI.

THE PRIXCIPLJ:<:S OF DISTRIBT:TIYE JCSTICE.

§ 1. IN the preceding chapters we have considered the grounds
and limits of governmental interference so far as its end is the
tnost economic production of purchasable utilities estimated at
any given time at their market value. ),Iany, however, of
the particular kinds of interference that we have had occasion
to discuss are commonly recormueuded not from this point of
view alone, but also as conducive to a bettor distribution of
produce; whether this better distribution is expressly judged to
be such because it is more economical (in the sense above
explained); or whether-c-as is more ordinarily the case-·it is
preferred and commended as more « J ust " or c< Equitable."
On the other hnnd such interferences arc often condemned
on grounds of -Iusticc ; as involving a violation of the
rights of indivicluuls. In the following chapter T propose to
discuss govcrnrucutal interference with distribution-s-including
the comprehensive sohcrnos fur such interference recommended
by Socialist or semi-socialist writers-from a purely economic
(or utilitarian] point of view; considering how far Individualism
or Socialism Inay be expected to lead to most happiness, so far
as this depends on the production and distribution of the pro
duce of industry. In my view this is the consideration that
ought to be decisive with the statesman and the philanthropist.
But it seems expedient to clear the way for this discussion by a
brief examination of other ethical views of the distribution of
wealth and of the social order on which it mainly depends j

since there arc still many thoughtful persons who consider
the present individualistic organisation of society to be abso-
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lutely right, regarJillg all interference with private property as
"spoliation," an.I all interference with free contrnct as li tyranny
"of the state over the individual.' On the other hand there arc
Socialists who, with no less sincerity, pronounce private pro
perty gcncrnl1y~or private properly ill the instruments of
pro.luction-c-to he 'i robbery," awl regard the wages-contrucia
resulciug from it as the mauifcstat.ion of the "enslavement of
"labour by capital."

The opposition between tho two views is violent and at
first sight irreconcilcable; I think, however, that it will be found
possible to reduce it materially by careful consideration of the
opposing doctrines, and so ultimately to find a common ground
Oil which a profitable discussion may be conducted between
them,

It Ina.vseem that such a discussion has not sufficient hearing
ou practical problems t.o be appropria.tely included in this part
of lily treatise. And no doubt the proposal to abolish private
property-even if limited to the iustrumeuta and muterials of
production-cannot be said to come as yet within the range of
a statesruuu's cousidcration ; except as an actual or possible
source of dangerous and c1isonlering agitation among the poorer
classes, But the proper application of the notions "just,"
" fair," u equitable," &c., to different parts of the existing distri
bution of wealth is uudeuinbly a matter fur practical considera
t iou ; siuce tLe demand that wages, profits, rents should be
;, Iair " is continually mudc and approved by large sections of
the counnuuity who would shrink from any scheme of whole
sale interference with the rights of pnJperty. And we shall, 1.
think, obtain a dearer awl fuller view of the general principles
of Justice or Equity which arc implicitly assumed on one side
or another in the discussion of such demands, if we examine
the broad issue between the individualistic ideal of society,
»pproxhuutely realised ill modern civilised communities, and
the various socialistic schemes that have been constructed with
the view of remedying its alleged injustices.

\Yo 1l1ny begin by removing a complication, by which the
argument is sometimes confused, arising from. the fact. that the
individualistio system is ill possession of the field. Some pcr
sons, if 1.110 abolition of private properly were proposed, would

3:!-2
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condemn the proposal as unjust, merely because the institution
actually exists and bas always existed from time immemorial.
Reflection, however, would probably convince them that this
position is untenable; since they would not deliberately main
tnin either that no cstnblishcd social order could be unjust or
that if unjust it ought ueverthclcss to be perpetual. That any
removal of leguliaed und loug-standiug social injus-iccs should
be managed with as much regard as possible to the legitimate
expectations of t]JQ persons profiting by such injustices would
be admitted uy all reasonable per.';ons; and more than this
'would hardly be demanded by any in the case of such generally
approved cbnuges as the nboli tiou of slavery, serfdom, absolute
despotism, or oppressive oligarchical privileges. Thus our ques
tion must clearly be whether the institution of private property
i, to be ranked with these; i.c. whether it is from an abstract
point of Y1Cl,Y,just or unjust. It would uot even be contended,
in the parallel cases just rueut ioued, that fall compensation
ought to be givt'u Lo tlre persous dnumified by the changes; for
such compensation as would secure them advantages equal to
those thn t they had lost would often be obviously impossible.
All that can be said is that the compensation for tho disappoint
ment of legitimate expectations should be as nearly adequate as
tho circumstances of the case allow.

On the other hand we may equally neglect tho argument
that the existing inequalities in the division of property have
hnd their origin in iujustice ; even jf we grant that this is
largely true in the case of the nutious of modern Europe. For to
disturb expectations based on ages of orderly pO::iSCSSiOl1, merely
ill order to remedy such ancient wrongs is. not defensible on any
even plausible principles of jurisprudence or morality: such a
measure could only be p1'imti. fade justifiable if it led to the
flual substitution of a 1110re equitable social order. Any plau
sible attack on private property must be based on objections not
to its origin, but to its actual operation; and similarly, if the
absolute justice of the institution is to be maintained, it must
Hot be merely because it actually exists, but because it is au
structly reasonable.

§ 2. Let us ask, then, on what grounds it can he argued that,
individuals Lave au inalienable right of property, which mnst
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avail always and everywhere against all considerations of equity
or expediency that may be urged in favour of Socialistic
schemes?

TIle most received positive 3JlS"YCf to this question is, 1
think, that which treats the full right of private property
including the right of frocly <11~p:)silig of it by exchange or
otherwise-c-as an indispensable clement of the right t.o Liberty.
'Vhat a Just social order (it is saidlsecures to individuals is
Equal Frccdom ; whatever inequalities in the enjoyment of the
material means of happiness may actually result from the
exercise of this Freedom are perhaps to be deplored and voluu
tarily alleviated, hut certainly not to be forcibly prevented by
the action of Government. This Equal Freedom, then, is held
to include the liberty of securing to oneself and transferring to
others the sole use of auy material lhings not. hitherto appro
priated.

Against this interpretation of Social Justice considornt ious
have often been urged which may be suuuned up in the follow
ing dileuuun. If, on tho ouc hand, we mean by Freedom simply
the antithesis of physical coercion, it does not a.ppear that the
most pcrfect realisation of tho' Freedom of each so Iru- as CuB\.

"patible with the Freedom of all otlicrs ' would include the cstab
li...lnneut of private property at all: it would he strictly limited
to protection (If the individual from interference while actually
using any portion of material wealth. in the same ,vay as he
would he now protected wh ile u~i!lg· roads, commons, &c. So
much Freedom as this is obviously con.patiblo with the cxt,rOlllcst
Communi-ru. If, on the other hand, we extend the notion of
Equal Freedom to include e(1I18,1 opportunity fur gratifying
desires, then it docs not nppe·a.r how Equality of Freedom can
be realised so far as any appropriation is a11O'yc\1 which renders
thi!lg;.; of the ltind appropriated uuatta.nnblo. or more difficult of
attainment, hy ethers. But, if this he granted, since lund is a
conunodiry of this kind-at. least in all but very thinly peopled
socicties-c-ancl since most ether property has come from appro
priated land, the supposed basis of die J·ight of private pro
perty call give hut very little support to the institution 111 all
advanced stag(~ of social progross.

Similar difficulties arise it: instead or Ute more general
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"realisation of Freedotu ", the special principle that II every
<{ man has a. right to the produce of his labour" is proposed
as fundamental. Human labour is obviously not the cause of
the matter of any material product, but only or its form; there
fore if n. man is to have right of propeft,y in the product he
must have already been allowed to appropriate tho muterial ;
and this preliminary appropriation will require justification.
To say that he has laboured in secking it is a manifest strain
ing of the principle that we are considering j since, as was before
said, land, the grand primary material or natural instrument
of that agricultural and extractive labour which is the pre
requisite of all other pro.luctivo work, is not something which
n, man would have to labour seriously in seeking, if appropria
tion in land IH1l1 not alrcnrly becn allowed ; and at any rate the
reward of the f rsf finder's labour cannot equitably involve
an uncompensated diminution of the opportunities of other
seekers. All that can be urged is r.hnt the easiest and most
obvious way of securing to a labourer the results of his labour,
is to allow him to appropriate the material to which it is
applied; and that this is not substantially unfair to other in
dividuals, because though they find the land appropriated, they
are placed in a better posit-ion than they would be in if there
had been no appropriation. Now it is, of course, incontrovertible
that labour in the aggregate has gained immensely by the
accumulation of the stored results of previous labour; and that
we must include in these accumulations a considerable portion
of the utilit.y and value which the land of any civilised country
has gradually acquired ]11 t.he course of its history. And as fOI"

what remains of the value of the land-the increment not due
to the labour spent on it-it may be plausibly maintained that
the community would have lost a more than equivalent amount,
from the consequent diminution of the inducements to industry!
if complete private ownership of land had never been allowed.
At any rate it is undeniable that existing labour, taken in the
aggregate, gains more through the accumulation of the results
of previous labour than it loses by finding the land ap
propriated.

§ 3. But granting that the encroachment on the opportunities
of existing labourers, involved in private property, is adequately
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compensated to such labourers ill the aggreg::de; the quostion
still remaius whether the individualist.ic system of private
property and free contract tends to give particular labourers
what their services arc fairly worth. TIllS is the contention of
advocates of laisser fairc geuerully : and it certainly seems to
me that the prevalent acquiescence in the results of compet.i
tive distribution-at least umoug persons whose principles of
conduct arc not consciously utilituriun-c-is largely due to the
more or less definite conviction that free competition affords
the best realisation possible, in a community of human beings,
of the principle that" every utuu should have the opportunity
" of obtniuing a. fair return for his lnbour."

i\uw the strength and importance of this conviction has, I
think, been underrated by those economists (chiefly English) who
have sought to exclude considerations of "fairness" altogether
from the scientific treatment of the problem of distribution. For
the couclueious of economic science have always been supposed
to relate ultimatcly-i-howcvor qualified and snpplcmcnted-c-to
actual human beings; and actual human beings will not per
manently acquiesce ill a social order that common moral opinion
coudemns ; and if common moral opinion is tolerably satisfied
with tho competitive system, this is surely because it is not con
scious of any wide aud glaring divergence bet weell the dis
tribution of wealth which the moralist approves and that
which the economist assumes. Political Economy, in fact, has
importantly modified popular ethical conceptions, by dcfiuiug
the common moral ideal of equity in exchange where pre~

economic; morality had left it vague and indeterminate. The
pre-ecouomio morality, whether of the vulgar or of philosophers,
considered services and products as possessing i'intrinsic
" worth;" and the same cone-option still governs the moral
judgments of tho vulgar, even ill the present stage of economic
culture-thus, one continually hears thrifty housekeepers agree
ing in moral disapprobation of tho present race of servants, for
their persistence in demanding H more than they are worth."
But. rcrlcction soon shows that the ordinary estimate of this
intrinsic worth is merely depeudeut 011 custom and habit;
so thut some other stand ard of value has to be found, unless
we are prepared to condemn [I,ny deviation from custom as
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ex tort.iouate. And this no one in modern times is prepared
to do: extended historical knowledge has shown us the
wide variations of such customs from place to place, and the
changes that time has conrinually wrought in them; and has
thus irresistibly demonstrated tho irrationality of setting up HS

a final standard the custom of a particular age and country.
In this difficulty the economic ideal of free competition has
been accepted as supplying the required staudard ; so that the
one price, 'which competition tends at auy time to fix as the
market-price of any kind of services, has been taken to re
present the universal or social-and therefore morally va1id~

estimate of the" real worth." of such services.
N01YJ if the theory of distribution expounded in the preced

ing book be correct, it is in a sense true that under free
competition every commodity tends! to be sold for "what it is
worth j but only in a certain special sense which requires to
be carefully distinguished and defined. The competitive
remuneration of the individual's service to society does not
tend to measure his share of the total utility of the kind of
services he renders-for in the production of necessaries this
might be infinite; since the entire subtraction of the labour used
in this production, if it could not he replaced, would obviously'
destroy the socicty-s-but it tends to measure its final utility;
that is, what tho community would lose by the subtraction of
a single individual's services. This view at once explains and
is illustrated by the advantage which under certain circum
stances it class of" labourers may conceivably obtain by a
combination which enables them to sell their services in the
nggregate; for they thus force society to reckon the total
utility of this aggregate, which may be indefinitely greater
than the sum of the additional utilities of the portions
supplied by the individual labourers, estimated separately.
And it would seem that when any set of scantily paid workers
complain of their wages as "unfair," this discrepancy between

I I have not thought it worth while to draw nttcmion again to the not un
common conditions under which this tendency docs not actually take effect.
Some of these conditions, and the consequent difficulties in dctcnninlng what is
a • fair contract' in particular cases, will he dlsoussed in thc" concluding
chapter.
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total and final utility is often vaguely present to their minrls ;

they consider the great importance to society of the aggregate
(If the services of their class, rather t.han the comparatively
it'iRing importance of the services of any individual worker.
1[01'e Ircquontly, perhaps, the complaint expresses simply the
moral dissatisfaction with the propon.ionmeut of reward to
final utility, which arises when the causes that influence the
latter are clcarlv understood and carefully considered. If a. -
man is as industrious to-day as he was yostorday, it seems herd
t.lmt he should suffer because some unforeseen decrease in the
demand for his commodity, or increase in the supply of Iris
particular kind of labour, has reduced the final utility of his
sen-ices. If; however, lye reject the measurement of "worth."
of labour by finn] utility, what other standard call lye take?
To determine the rownrd of any species of labour hy estimating
tho lOAS which the subtmctiou of the whole aggTeg'ate of such
labour would inflict on society is obviously futile and im
practicable. Tho pro.luotion of necessaries and that of luxuries
would from this point (of view he incommcnsurable ; all, if
permitted, would choose the fanner j awl no reason could be
given for selecting some rather Ulan others for this high fuuc
t ion and remuneration.

Tn this perplexity it may perhaps be suggested that we
should measure desert not by nchievemeut, by the utility
rendered to the recipient. of a service, but by the effort of the
"\"\'01'1;;:01'. And certainly this mcnsnrt-mon t is more in harmony
with the general notion of goo,l awl ill desert, outside the
region of exchange: we gencl"<l1ly consider- that the merit of
a descrying act lies ill its intention rather than its result,
since this latter rnn,y be mnteri.dly ch;lllgecl by causes for
which the agent cn.nnot be made rcsponsil.lo. But the attempt
to npply this principle to the distribution of social produce
involves us in difficulties that seen) even theoretically iusupcr
able. For not only 811<111 we have to abstain from rewarding
phj-sical strength and quickness, and iugeuuity, since these
are qualities indcpendeut of voluntary offorf, ; hut we shall
find it hard to justify the allotureut of higher remuneration
to those who have exhibited energy awl perseverance, as we
r-rmnnt prove that. those qualities. like the former, are not merely
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gifts of nature, rather than manifestations of the free choice
of the individual agent. Thus practically on this line of argu
ment the principle of rewarding desert will find no realisation,
through onr scrupulous anxiety to realise it exactly! Now,
whatever Illay be said, on the principles (If necessarianism
in favour of practically discarding tho attempt to reward
Desert.', it must be admitted that this conclusion is not in
harmony with our common notions of J nsf-ice. Still, t.he
reasoning which has gradually led to this conclusion seems
to she",' that tho demand for greater equity in distribution can
only be practically interpreted as a demand that differences
in remuneration, due to causes other than the voluntary exer
tions of the labourers remunerated, should be reduced as far as
possible.

§ 4. 1£, then, it be admitted that' fair wages' have to be
defined, for practical purposes, as <market wages obtained uuder
the condition of the least possible inequality of opportunity,' it
remains to consider how far such conditions nlay be expected to
result from cornplete laisser faire. Now it has certainly been the
firm and long-cherished belief of many adherents of the tradi
tional Political Economy, that unrestricted freedom of action and
contract would tend to reduce the actual and inevitable in
equality of economic opportunities to the lowest attainable
rniuimum-c-so SOOIl at any rate as enlightenment should be
sufficiently diffused by means of elementary education and the
spread of cheap means of'obtaining information by ncwsp.:1pers, &c.
They have believed that labour thus becoming approximately
mobile would flow when the demand for it-or its final utility-c.
was. greatest, neat-ly as easily and rapidly as water finds its owu
level ; so that no considerable class cf'perscns would for any length
of time obtain, as remuneration for their labour, materially more
or less than the market-price of the most useful services that
nature awl their OW11 or others' labour and care had qualified

I The reconstructors of society who discard Desert seem driven to adopt as
their principle of distributive justice either simple Equality, or Equality modified
by differences of Need. In thc ucxt chapter I have discussed briefly the commu
nistic institutions in which either of these views finds its natural development;
but I have not thought it fit!.ing to introduce them here, as I do not consider
Iheee principles to be even vaguely implied in the current notions of " just." or
" fair" distribution.
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them to render. They have admitted that vcr)' great inequalities
of income, due to inheritance: would probably continue to exist";
but they have thought it not unjust that A's income should be
augmented by the results of his ancestors' labour and care,
whether in the form of material wealth or personal aptitudes-c
assuming, of course, that 511('h augmentation did Hot tend to
make B'';j income less than it would otherwise have been.

Those who hold, on the other hand, tha l. this view of the
tendencies of laiseerfaire is far too optimistic, urge chiefly the
following objections. In the first place. it is impossible to
prevent tho effects of monopoly, especially monopoly resulting
from combination, from lllo(litj.·ing and disturbing to an indefinite
extent the effects of free competition, without placing the freedom
of exchange and ass iciation under restraints of a. kind that the
advocates of laisser fuire could not consistently recommend.
Awl "We may add that the attempt to impose :>110h restraints,
even if mndo in the style of the must despotic of modern
Governments, could never have more than a very imperfect aIHI

unsatisfactory kind of success, It could a.t most only prevent
exprc3s and open combination; hut, as we have before observed",
the effects of monopoly ma.y be largely broughf about by tacit
combination) which is obviously easier to the rich few than to
the many poor, and which, therefore, it would be highly objection
able and invidious to favour indirectly by suppressing the only
force that could effectively counteract it. On the other hand
comhinatiou can have no general tendency to bring about
a, just distribution of produce, according to any recognised view
of justicc ; since ([IS wo havo seen) the share of produce that a
successful combiuatiou, controlling the whole tlggn:g[lte of some
socially imlispcnsab!o k iud of labour, might exact is theoretically
limited only by the condition of leaving t,110 necessaries of
existence to tho rest of the community; while, again, a struggle
between opposing combinations can Duly he terminated by an
arbitrary compromise.

There is, indeed, one way in which the State may effectually
preve-nt the disadvantageous results of monopoly without vexu
tious and inquisitorial legislation; viz. by taking into its own
hands a business that 'would otherwise fall into the hands of

1 Itook 11. c. X.
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pri vale monopolists; since it is thus enabled both to manage
the business in the interests of the community, and to secnre to
the public purse whatever profit it is possible and expedient to
make out of it. In preceding chapters we have seen that the
absence of any general coincidence between the interest of the
monopolist. and that of the community, as regards the extent and
quality of the commodities supplied by hi 111, COI1StitlltCS a strong
argument for this kind of governmental interference from tho
point of view" of production; we hare now to note further that
the same measure is to be recommended as tending to remove
an important source of inequality in distribution. Against
these two cousideraticns we lin ve, of course, to weigh the general
drawbacks of governmental as compared with private manage
ment; as these, in certain cases, might be so great as to render
the loss to the community through dctcriomtod production
more important than the gain ill equity of distribution: such a
coinparison, however, cannot he proiitably made except in con
creto casos, [IS its results will vary very much both as regnrds
different countries and different businesses in the same country.

Hut further, the critic-s of lois-er [aire also lay stress on the
growing clement of f'uctuntion and uncertainty ill the relations
of demand fwd supply of commodities, in consequence of the
more extensive organization of iudusuy through international
exchange. In this way, they maintain, the complexity of the
causes affecting any worker's remuneration tends to increase in
a. far greater ratio than his intellectual resources for forecasting
their effects; so that tho clement of 'desert' in his gains and
losses of iuconre tends to become conl.iu uu..lly leas instead of
greater. The facts at present appear to bear out this view;
though we have hardly grounds for predicting the continued
increase of this fluctuation and uncertaiuty-c-rather it would
seem reasonable to regard this increase as probably itself
fluctuating and uncertain. But sudden and considerable
changes in the earnings of particular classes of producers, due
to unforeseen changes in the demand for (or supply of) their
commodity, must he admitted t.o be rt probably frequent in
cident of the world-wide extension of trade. All that can be
said is that it would be impossible to discriminate in such cases
between los-es really inevitable and those that could have been
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prevented or largely reduced by foresight, promptitude, and
versatility in adapting action to changed circumstances; and
therefore that government could not, without materially damug
ing production, successfully interfere to prevent the consequent
divergences from equity in the distribution of produce.

§ ,). It. is more plausible to hold that. such a remedy is pos
s.iblo where the changes are uiuiuly in oue direction, and result
in an "uncnruccl increment'; continually obtained by the owners
of a certain kind of property, t.lirough its increasing scarcity in
relation to the demand for it. The chief case of this is land in
a country where population is continually growing thicker. It
is true that the rise ill the value of' merely agricultural land,
which the increasing demand for agricultural produce tends to
bring about) may be more than counteracted by any kind of
sudden and extensive improvements in production, especially
hy tho cheapening of transport. awl the opening of now channels
of supply through trade from abroad. But the rise of land
Hear towns, or otherwise conveniently situated for the purpose
either of building or direct enjoyment, is not. 011 the whole
affected by this cause. lIcucc, taking all the varied utilities
of land into account, and assuming that tho existing tendencies
to increase of population will continue, we may confidently
infer that the aggregate rental of almost all existing civilised
countries will, at the close of any period sufficiently long to
allow for transient oscillations, have received a considerable
., uncurucd iucrerncut.'

:\ow) ;:;0 fur as this increment can be definitely foreseen and
measured, it would certainly he an important approximation tl~

equality of opportunities if tho landowners could be prevented
from appropriating it by any legislation not otherwise inequi
table. lt should, however, be observed that if the landowner
has uo claim to the portion of increased rent that is not due to
the labour 01' forethought of himself or his predecessors in owner
ship, no other individual member of tho community call urge
any more claim; hence uny attempt to secure any portion of
this increment. for the particular persol.ls to whom he huppens
to have lot his laud, by prescribing "fair rcuts " below the
market-rate, cannot be justified 011 this score. Tho equitable
claim must he taken to lJC that of the couuuun ily. }uul I do
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not doubt its abstract validity : but there appear to me to be the
following grave objections against any attempt to enforce it,
except as a. part of a much larger change, in the case of land
that lms once passed completely into private ownership. Firstly,
we have every reason to suppose that at least n. great part of
the futuro unearned increment of rent is already discounted in
the present market-price of land: and it would be manifestly
unjust to mulct the particular persons who keep their wealth in
the form of land, by taking from them a portion of the market
value of their property. It could only be unearned additions to

the existing market-value of the land that could fairly be taken
by the state-s-or rather whatever part of such additions could
be shewn to be due to unforeseen increase of rental": and
it seems doubtful whether t.his portion would be found worth
the cost and trouble of t[l,king it, even if it could be clearly
separated from the earned increment, But further, it seems to
me that in many cases this sepurutiou would not be oven theo
rcticnlly possible; since the increased ut.ility and value of the
laud would often he found to be only partly unearned, as it
would be due to favourable circumstances well turned to account;
and in such cases I do not, know how we could pronounce what
proportion of the increment was to be set down to circumstances
and what to the insight aud enterprise of the man who skilfully
availed himself of them.

The only practicable way, I think, of attaining the end ill
view would be for the state to assume the ultimate ownership of
lund generally, and reward the skill 1.\..11(1 enterprise of iurii
viduals in whose hands its value inci'eases,-according to the
method before proposed in the case of railways, &c.-byallowing
them to reap the whole advantage of such increase for a certain
limited period. It has been urged against this proposal that
thc financial operation that would be required, ill order to buy
back nearly the whole laud of a fully occupied country from its
private owners, would be beyond the resources eveu of Eugland ,
or at least that the community would lose by the increased rate
of interest that would have to be paid more than it could pos
sihly gain by unearned increment. Rut this diillculty may I

1 As we have noticed in an earlier purt of this work, a rise in the selling:
value of land might be merely due to a fall iu the rute of interest.
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conceive be avoided, as Cliffe Leslie has suggested 1, by deferring
the time at. which the community would enter upon the owner
ship of the land: and hence I do not think that the proposal
to " nationalise tho land" could be adequately encountered by
auy statomont of the cost and trouble of effecting the operation,
ifit were clearly shown thai, the laud wben nationalised would
yield fl. greater aggregate of utilities to the community than it
at present docs. What \YO rather have to ask is whether the
diminution in production to be expected from (1) the inertness
and jobbery incident to public management, (2) the inevitable
divergence of interests of owner and lessee respectively, and
(3) the loss of the special satisfactions, and allY special stimulus
to labour and care, which individuals now derive from the sense
of ownership, is not likely to outweigh any gain in equity of
distribution; even a,l]owing for any advantuges that may be
fairly hoped from govcruuiental administration, in spite of its
drawbacks-e.g. from greater economy in the collection of rents,
especially of small farms, the more uniform application of prin
ciples accepted by exports, and the power of borrowing on
Letter terms. And this que-stion, in my opinion, does not admit
of any certain general answer j though I should not hesitate to
answer it affirmatively in reference to most existing com
munities at the present time.

§ G. In any case the ){atiol1ali:m.tion of the Land would in
volve so large a transfer of private capital to public ownership that
its proposal must inevitably raise the further question whether
other portions of tile capital of iud i viduuls shoukl uot be simi
larly nat.ionalisod : especially since-in recent years at least
the loudest complaint against the existing individualistic system
of distribution has related to the undue share of the produce
of industry supposed to be obtained hy "capital" in its com
petition with "Tabour." This complaint, as usually formulated,

I Fortni[/hUy Revicio, October, 1830. Cli:'ie Leslie, Indeed, held that the
vroqulromcnts of justice and expediency would be satisfied" if it were simply
enacted that all bud should become public property in the ;year 2001. And
certainly the value of what the landowners would lose in this cnac would be
comparatively tritling; hut I do not f;CC why even this loss should be thrown
exclusively 011 the purtioular class or pef"ons who happen to own land, unless it
call be shown to he on other grounds just that their share of the burden of
In-cation should he somewhat increased.
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fails to discriminate between the two clements of the yield of
capital which we distinguished in Book II. under tIle terms
"interest. II and" earnings of management," If the view adopted
in the present treatise is SOlind, the causes that determine the
amount of those two elements of "profits" are so fundamentally
different, that it I:;:; lleces:-:ary to consider the present question
with regard to each separately.

As reganb "enrniug's of management," we certainly found
reason to believe that large capitalists engaged in business
obtain on the average a larger proportional remuneration for
their labour than any other class of workers. ..As we saw', this
is implied ill the assumption, commonly made both by economists
and by practical mcn.itl.at at least an equal percentage of profit
is earned by such copitalists ; since the labour of management
certainly does not increase in simple direct proportion to the
amount or capital nmuaged. At the same time t.ho question how
far these extra earnings are to be regarded as unfair is not one
that admits of a simple and doeieivc auswer; since-c-where
HO combination or other monopoly comes in-c-they must be
caused by the superior productiveness of businesses on a large
scale carried on Gy individual capitalists; and this greater pro
ductivcucss, rtgain, must he chiefly due to the keener concern
and more strenuous activity which men in general show in
the munagcmcut of affairs of 'which they have the sole con
trill and reap the sole profit, On the other hand, since the
amount of the employers' extra gaiu::) is caused not by the
scarcity of possible employers porsoually qualified end willing
to perform equally productive work, but to the scarcity of
persons who being thus qualified and willing are enabled by
the circumstance of owning capital to exert their energies in
this manncr; it can hardly be expected that other members of
the community should acquiesce patiently in this large re
muneration of the labour of capitalist employers, so far as it
admits of being removed by associated action.

Hence I should refrain from condemning as unfair the efforts
of labourers to reduce tho profits of employers by combinations
to raise wages: though, as has boen already said, the principle
(Ill which such combinations proceed is one which could not

1 Cf. allif, Book II. ch. ix,
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conceivably be employed :1S a general basis for an equitable
distribution of produce.

Hence, again, if allY reduction in the extra earnings of
capitalist employers can be effected by improvements in the
mnnagcmeut of associated capital, the resulting gain in aggre
gate produce tends to 1(~ accompanied by u greater appruxima
tion to equality of opportunities-at least as among owners of
different uruounts of capital. And from this point of view any
successful and profitable extension of governmental manage
ment of iudustry-; which we may regard as a peculiar species of
associative managcmcnt-i-would scem to be doubly desirable.

But further; we saw that it is nut only the large capitalist
wh030 services (as employer) tend to be at a scarcity price
as compared with those of smaller capitalists ; advantages
similar in kind arc possessed in various ueg-rec:':) by capitalists, or
rather by the children of capitalists, of lower grades ill the scale
of wealth-including' those who possess" personal capital" ill
the knowledge and skill acquired by industrial or professional
training. These advantages arc realized, whenever tho differ
ences in the an:l'age renmucration of different gracIes of labour
are in excess (If wlra.t would amount to onliuc.ry interest on the
additional outlay required for sustenance during an additional
period of education,awl for tho greater cost of the education
itself, ] Iero again we may say that so far as tho scarcities
which cause these differences can be diminished or removed by
governmental action that is socially profitable-as (e.g.) by
a system of free 01' cheapened education, of which the cost
would be repaid to the community in the increased productive.
Iles;; of labou r-the tendency of such action to realise greater
equity in distribution may be admitted as an additional argu
ment in its favour.

Rut even if such iuterfcrcucc could be carried to the point at
which there were no differences in the remuneration of different
kinds of labour except such as represented ordinary interest all
different outlays of capital, the question would still remain
whether this payment of interest ut all is not a. removable cause
of iuequaliby of opportunities; and whether, therefore, its re
moval would not hl'ing about a more truly just distribution of
produce, The grounds on which this has been denied by modern

H& 33
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Socialists are deserving of careful examina.tion; as they have
not, I think, been adequately apprehended by the individualist
writers who have replied to them '. It may be observed, in the
first place, that if tho market-rate of interest is attacked at all,
from the point of view of abstract justice, there is no reason for
stopping short of total abolition; it would be quite arbitrary to
select nny particular rate of interest as ideally more just than
any other. On behalf of total abolition, the contention of
the Socialist is that "the fnll produce of labour ought to go
"to the labourer," To this the Individualist sometimes thinks
it sufficient to reply by urging the helpless state in which
labour would be placed if deprived of the instruments of
all kinds which constitute the main part of the real capital of
tho community. But this answer is not really to the point; as
the Socialist can effectively rejoin that doubtless labour requires
instruments, and the labour of me..king instruments should be
remunerated as fully as any ocher kind of labour; but that
interest is certainly not the remuneration for this labour; being
in fact, as the economists of the luiseerfuire school have been
especially careful t.o explain, payment for what Senior and
others have called the "abstinence" of the capitalist; or, as I
have preferred to say, for the delay that he allows to intervene
between the application of the labour and the consumption of
its product. The real question therefore is not whether instru
ments ought to be made but whether it is fair that this delay
involved in making them should have to be paid for. On the
Individualist side it is nrged wi ell truth Hat Labour has gained
on the whole by the deby to a far great.oT extent than is repre~

sentcd by the interest paid, But the Socialist ca.n answer that
tho private ownership of 'producers" as distinct from l COIl

"sumcrs' wealth is not a necessary condition of this gain. He
can urge that if the community once for all took possession of
the producers' capital that is now in private hands, all future
accumulations of such capital might go on just as they would do
on the existing system, assuming that the community would
consent to devote as much labour as at present to the production

1 I ought to say, on the other hand, that the Socialist arguments that I have
seen have been wanting in clearness of distinction between iutcrcet and that
extra profit of employing capituliate that we have just been discussing.
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of remote utilities; so that, even supposing the present interest
to be paid to the dispossessed owners of tbe capital already
accumulated, the labourers might still divide among themselves
the increment of produce continually accruing from new accumu
huious of capital. In short, all lila ~ saving' required could be
done without h:;ling paid for, if it were dono by the community
previous to the division of the produce.

It. must he admitted, T think, first, that tl10 social accumula
tion of instruments might conceivably be carried on by the
community, and without any payment of interest; and secondly
that there is no principle of abstract equity which renders it
morally obligatory to carry it on as at present, by first allowing
iudividuals to divide up the whole produce of social industry,
and then promising them future payments if they will allow a
portion of their shares to take the form of fresb jnstrumcnts.
~ay I should go further and say that if the former method of
providing for the progress of industry could be trusted to work,
without flny counterbalancing drawbacks, the perpetuation of the
inequalities of distribution that we see to be inevitably bound
up with the existing system would be difficult to reconcile with
our common sense of justice, And even assuming, as Socialists
usually do, that it would be llCCCf:Sary fill' the cornplete attain
meut of their end to prohibit all lending of moncy at interest,
1 see no reasonable ground for treating this prohibition as
absolutely unjust. If the interference with freedom involved in
appropriation of land to individuals may be justified by the gain
r.o production thaL it has caused, this other iuterfereuce might
rquallj- he justified if without impairing product lOU it tended 10
bring about an adequate improvement ill distribution, Xor LIo
I think that the difficulties of transition frorn the one system to
tbc other, or the iuevi tublc disappointment of expectations
involved in it, would necessarily be more intcnse-c-though of
course they would be indefinitely greater ill extent-than those
which in the course of modern lnetory 11:1ve actually attended
the abolition of slavery ill our colonies, of serfdom in Russia,
01' of oppnssivc feudal privileges in other European States.
1 do not, inenn taimply that. rho transition to Socialism is
to be classed with the changes just mentioned. even if it be
regardcLI merely as a distant stage of social progress; but in

33-2
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urging the reasons for not so regarding it we have to pass-as
in the case of the remedies for inequality of opportunity that
we have before discussed-from the point of view of distribution
to that of production; and in so doing we necessarily shift the
controversy from the tribunal of abstract Justice to one where
utilitarian or, as T have called them, " coonomic " considerations
are taken as decisive,



CHAPTER VII.

ECOXO~lW DISTRID"LTIOK,

§ 1. Ix the preceding chapter we have considered the question
of governmental interference with a view to a more equitable
distribution of produce. I now pass to consider how far such
interference is desirable OIl economic- grounds: that is) as wua
explained in tho first chapter of this Book, in order that a
greater aggregate of utility or satisfaction ma,y be obtained
from the produce of the labour and capitol of the community.
It may appear that there is uo material discrepancy between
the practical conclusions to which we are led by reasoning from
either point of view: but the lines of reasoning themselves are
widely different. So far as we aim at realising .Justiec or
Equity-s-accordiug to the interpretation of these notions that
has been chiefly discussed in the preceding chapter-the
proportionmcut of the individual's share of produce to his
Deserts is the prim,'u'y end to be sought, and the removal of
inequalities only as a means to this; that is, only so far as
these inequalities arc due to other causes than the different
worth of the exertions unequally remunerated, \Vhereas from
a purely economic point of view the relation of Desert and
Equality is the reverse ; a more equal distribution is-subject
to certain important qualifications that will be presently stated
-more economic: and though the principle of rewarding
desert remains, in my view, paramount, it is rather as a stimulus
indispcnsoblc to tho most economic production) which thus
presents itself as a condition by which all efforts to make
distribution more economic ought to be confined. The dis
tinction is perhaps rather formal than material; but it is
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necessary to make it clear, in order that the relation of the
present to the preceding cha.pter may be understood.

The pri'11ul facie ground, then, on which the interference
of Government with the distribution of produce that results
from the individualistic organisation of industry appears ceo
nomically desirable, is the great and ever increasing inequalities
in income to which this organisatiou leads. The common sense
of mankind holds these inequalities to be objectionable;
implicitly adopting, as 1 conceive, a certain view of the relation
of wealth to happiness which it will be well to state explicitly,
in two propositions laid down by Bentham.

These propositions are (1) that an increase of wealth is
-c-spea.king broadly and generally-producti va of [til increase
of happiness to its possessor; and (2) that the resulting increase
of happiness is not simply proportional to the increase of wealth,
but stands in n. continually decreasing ratio to it.

TIle former of these propositions will be thought by many
to need no support j considering the vast and varied aggregate
of widely felt desires which wealth supplies the means of grati
fying. Still it is notorious that it has been roundly denied by
a. large number of thoughtful persons. Indeed) as was before
observed 1, even the author of the U"ealth of Xtuions has expressed
himself with remarkable decision in the opposite sense. I think,
however, that the sentimental optimism which held that happi
ness is equally distributed bct ..ween the palace and the cottage
with a preference, if at all} in favour ofthc cottage-has wellnigh
vn.rrishod before a more careful and impartial study of the facts of
social existence. At the present Jay, even those who most warmly
assail Political Economy on the ground of the exaggerateJ im
portance which it attaches to wealth, do not usually go so far
as to maintain that increase of wealth is not important for the
individual and for society so far as: it can be attained without
any sacrifice of other sources of happiness. All would admit
that there are many rich individuals who would be happier on
the whole if they were poorer; and, again, that the immediate
effect of a sudden and considerable increase in the wealth of
certain sections of the poorer classes might very likely be n
diminution of happiness, on account of the increase of pernicious

1 Introduction, c. II. § 3.
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indulgences that it would bring with it. But, making all
allowance for such partial or transitory exceptions, it remains
true that the practical reasonings of the great mass of mankind
-whether for themselves or for others in whom they are indi
vidually interested-s-procccd 011 the assumption that it is an
advantage to he richer; and, further, that the judgment of the
most highly cultivated, scrupulously moral and sincerely reli
gious persous-as expressed in their conduct-cdoes Hot diverge
materially from that of the vulgar in the mutter, The elite
certainly disagree very much with the vulgar as to the real
value of particular purchascablc commodities; but they do not
practically doubt, that additional control 0"131' purchasenble
commodities generally is an important gain to an individual
who obtains it. A man who chose poverty for himself, except
for some manifest special and unpurchascablc advantage, or at
the manifest call of some special duty, w0111d be deemed
eccentric: a tuun who chose it fur his wife and children would
be generally thought to deserve a harsher name.

On the other hand few, I concei ve, would estimate the
advantage of additional wealth so highly as even to dispute
the second of Bentham's two propositions above stated, and to
contend that on the average the amount of satisfaction derived
from wealth tends to increase in simple proportion to the in
crease of the wealth itself Awl from the two propositions
tnken togethcr the obvious conclusion is that the more any
society approximates to equality in the distribution of wealth
among its members, the greater OIl the whole is tho aggregate
of snt.isfacr.ious which the society ill question derives from the
wealth that iL possesses.

Reflection, however, shews that this inference is only legiti
mate under certain conditions: viz. that the total amount of
produce to be divided, and the number of persons among whom
it is to he divided, remains unaffected by the change in distri
bution; aIHI further that tile change has no tendency to
diminish the happiness of the commun itj- so far as it is derived
from other sources than increase of wealth. These conditions
require careful cxumiuntiou ; siuce it will be found that under
each of these heads important, if not dccisivc.consirlcrut.ions mil)"
be urgell in favour of the cxist,ing inequalities of distribution.
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§ 2. In the first place it is conceivable that a greater
equality in the distribution of produce would lead ultimately
to a reduction in the total amount to be distributed, in con
sequence of a general preference of leisure to the results of
labour on the part of the classes whose shares of produce had
increased. It may be suid that we should have no ground for
supposing in this case a diminution in average happiness cor
responding to the diminution in 'wealth; since! by supposition,
the increase of leisure would be chosen as likely to give more
happiness than the increase of wealth. There are, however,
two considerations of some weight which may lead us to doubt
the soundness of this lwimd facie view. In the first place
there is a wide-spread opinion among observant pereons that
human beings generally have a tendency to overvalue leisure
as a source of happiness. All those who maintain that riches
frequently fail to bring an increase of happiuess to their posse;:;
sors commonly Iny great stress on this tendency; they argue
that the rich miss happiuess largely through an undue pursuit
of passive pleasures and amusements, to the neglect of those
that may be derived from strenuous activity for a serious end.
I am myself disposed to take this view: and I should regard
it as highly probable that a sudden and large increase of the
income of the poorer classes might cause them to fall exten
sively into similar imprudence. But further, even supposing
that the diminution in their labour led immediately to a real
increase of happiness through increased leisure, there would still
remain the objection that it might diminish the provision against
social calamities causing great and sudden loss of 'wealth, which
is uow supplied by the superfluous consumption of the rich.
Such calamities whether due to natural causes, or to war, or
even merely to the changes of industries and trade, may now be
met by a restriction of the luxurious expenditure of the richer
classes generally-through their voluntary contributions or
increased taxation or both combined-by which the extreme
distress that they would otherwise cause to the poorer classes
may he mitigated. A community that had exchanged its
superfluous woal tlt for greater leisure would be likely to suffer
more severely under such circumstances.

But again, even supposing that the equalisation of shares
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did not diminish the average activity of the workers of the
community, it might still diminish the efficiency of labour
through its effect on the accnrnnlation of capital. At present,
the greatest part of the saving, by which the stock of iustru
rueuts ill the country is coutiuually increased and t lro benefits
(If invention realised, is made from the larger incomes of the
-ich . and consequently there is a. considerable danger that an
equalisation of incomes would lead to a. decrease in the propor
tion of tho aggregate income of tl.e community thus converted
into capital. It may be observed too that the tentative an.I
hazardous investments, which 11<1.\'c hitherto been necessary for
the progress of industry through invention, are more appropri
ately made ant of tho savillgs of persolls who suffer compara
tively little from the partial or even total loss of their capital.

This arglllncl1t, as just stared, assumes the continuance of
the present individualistic orguuisatiou of industry: since under
:) socialistic system the uccumulnticn of capital would he con
trolled by tho goycrnrncnt 3n<1 woul.l he independent of the
savings of individuals, But a. corrospon.ling objection would
seem to hold in this lutter case: since gCJvcrnmenLs have hitherto
shewn themselves timid aud unenterprising in ava.iling them
selves of the results of invention; and there seems no reason to
l'mppose that a. socialistic gO'i-ernment would be specially bold in
trying expensive experiments.

..Again, as we have already seen J experience would lead us to
conclude that, even supposing the nggl'egato of occuuiulation
not to be dimirrishod by a more equal .listributiou of produoo,
still a quantum of capitul umde lip of a number of small portions
in different ownership is less likely to be productively adminis
tered than an equal quantum divided arnong a few wealthy
owners. The small savings migkt no doubt. be masted hy asso
elation in amounts sufficiently large for the organisation of
businesses on any scale that. might be found mo-t economically
expedient; but theory and experience combine to shew that
the keenness of concern, and the power of prompt cud uu
fettered actiou, that private ownership giyes would still 1)(")
w:llltillg to the necessarily salaried and controlled managers of
these businesses. Unless these advnutagcs call be compensated,
to a grr'atcl' cvtcnt tlum thcv have hitherto been, cithr-r by some
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future development of the system of Cooperative Production or
otherwise, a more equal distribution of capital must necessarily
be attended with a decrease in its productive efficiency. And
this conclusion holds equally whether wo snppose the existing
individualistic organisation of society to continue as at present,
or to be wholly or partially superseded by socialistic institn
t.ious i so far as we have no gronnd for regarding governmental
mfiwlgcmcnt of capital as likely to he superior OIl t.he whole to
average jointstock management in the points in which the latter
is less efficient than management by private owners.

The objections above stated apply with increased force,
if we suppose-what experience shews to be most probable
that the increase through equalisation of the incomes of the
poorer classes will cause the population to increase at a more
rapid rate thnn at present: so that ult.iruntely t.he increment of
nn nvcrngc worker's share will be partly spent in supporting a
larger number of children, and p-u-tly reduced through tho de
crease in t.hc efficiency of the more crowded labour. Even apart
from the dangers of diminishing resources against unforeseen
calamity and checking the accumulation of capital, it seems at
least highly doubtful whether a mere increase in the number of
human beings living as an average unskilled labourer lives in
England can be reganled as involving a material increase in the
quantum of human happiness-but this is a question which
I do EOt sec how to decide exactly until we get some more
accurate measurements of human happiness than we at present
I iossess 1,

Finally we have to consider the importance of the social
functions-over and above the economic function of employing
capital-c-wlnch the wealthier members of a community actually
fulfil, however imperfectly and with whatever waste of resources,
in their customary employment of their leisure and their lux
urious expenditure. I do not now refer mainly to the function
of governing-including that of giving suggestions and admoni
tions to governmcnt-i-sinco I take it to be a disputed question

1 ~Iill and other economists who have laid stress on the expediency of limiting
population, appear to me often to assume a degree of knowledge as to the amounts
of happiness obtained in different classes which I do not myself poseeee, and
do not even know how to acquire.
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of Politics whether these functions in the present stage of social
development may not be better Fulfilled by salaried officials and
professional journalists, &0. J refer rather to what may be com
prehensively though vaguely designated as the function of main
taining and developing knowledge and culture. I distingnisu
kIlO'wledge from culture, though the latter notion WOl1](l naturally
include the former, bcoanso of the peculiar economic importance.
of the progress of science, as the source of iuveutions that
increase the efficiency of labour. This progress in past ages has
been largely clue to the unremunerated intellectual activity
assisted by liberal expenditure, of rich and leisured persons. At
the same time it is of course conceivable that the development
of knowledge should. bo adequately carried on-as it is chiefly
in Germany at the present time-by persons salaried and. pro
vided with instruments at the public expense, And the con
-iexion between scientific discoveries and technical inventions is
now so firmly established in the popular mind, that probably
even a government, controlled entirely by persons of small
incomes would not refuse the funds requisite for the support of
the study of physical science in universities, academics, &c.
The case is different with such knowledge a.s has no obvious
practical utility, and is therefore only likely to be valued by
persons susceptible to the gratifications of disintcrestod curiosity.
Such knowledge must be ranked, as a source of elevated and
refined gratification, along with literature, art, intellectual
conversation, and tlie contemplation of natural beauty. The
capacities for deriving pnjo)'ilH:Ut. from these sources constitute
what we call culture; they arc gencr:llly rega.rded by persons
possessed of them as supplying a. most important clement in
the hnppiucss of life; while at the same time, so far as we can
judge from past experience, it is only in a. society of compara
tively rich and leisured persons that these cnpacities-c-and, still
more, the faculties of producing excellent works in literature
and art-arc likely to be developed and transmitted in a.ny
high degree.

There seems therefore to he n serious danger that a
thoroughgoing ectualisation of wealth among the members of a
modern civilised community would have a tendency to check
the growth of culture ill. the community. The amount of
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loss to human happiness that is to be apprehended from this
effect is difficult to estimate; especially since those who estimate
it most highly would probably refuse to allow the question
to be decided by a mere cousideration of the actual amount
of hn..ppiuess that culture has hitherto given. They have a
conviction for which they could not give an crnpiricaljustifica
tion that a diffusion of culture may be expect-ed in the futnre
which has no parallel in the past: ana that any social changes
"\....hich cripple its development, however beneficent they may be
in other respects, may involve a loss to humanity in tho ag
gregate which, if we look sufficient-ly far forward, seems quite
i mmcasu rabic in exton t.

There arc, in fact, several distinct practical questions sug
gested by the connexion which history She,Y5 between the
development of culture and the existence of a rich awl leisured
class in Q, community of human beings, 'Ve may (1) balance
the additional happiness gained to the lives of t.hc few rich by
culture against the udditioual buppincss that might he enjoyed
by the poor if wealth were more equally distributed ; or C~) we
may consider how far whatever happiness is Jeri \'00 from culture
by the m::my poor depends at. :my gi\'(~n time on the maintenance
(If a higher kiwi of culture among the few rich; or (:)) we may
endeavour to forecast tho prospective ad.Iitiou to happiness
when culture shall have become more diffused, which would be
ondaugered by any injury to its present development among
the limited class who now have allY considerable slim-e in it.
From each of these three distinct points of view arguments of a
certain force Tnay he drawn in favour of the present inequality
in distribution of wealth.

The above mentioned :lflpefl.r to me the most important
considerations which render it doubtful how far any great ro
unction of the existing inequalities of wealth is to be desired
from a utilitarian or economic point of view, independently of
any evils involved in the process by which the equalisation may
be supposed to be effected. Any estimate of their force must
necessarily be very vague and conjectural j but it seems clear
that they apply far more strongly against any sudden sweeping
equalisation, than they do against u more slow and gradual
process of attaining tho same resnIt.,-accompanied (as it nature
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ally would he) by an improvement ill the a,verage intellectual
condition of the classes who would benefit pecuniarily by the
equalisation.

§ 3. Let us llOW pass to consider briefly the methods of
reducing the inequalities of wealth which have been urged Ly
social reformers or adopted by gov()rnment:~. The most extreme
measures which have been proposed for this end arc those
systems commonly designated by the terms" Communism" and
"Socialism;" which involve either the almost entire abolition
of private property, or its restriction to consumers' wealth, so
as to leave the instruments and materials of production in the
hands of the community. These terms. however, and especially
the adjectives Commuuistic and Socialistic, arc also used more
widely to denote the principle of allY modes of governmental
interference which have for their object the attainment of t.lrc

same result in n, more p!1rti:-t1 war. This practioo appeal's to
me conveuicut ; but. in order to prevent. vagueness it will be
well t.o give each of the terms as precise a siguificut.ion as
possible, without deviating materially from ordinary usage.

Of the two terms "Sociul ism ' is the more comprchcnsivo :
Communism being generally reganh}d as ali extreme form of
Socialism, in which the most thorough-going antagonism to
the institution of private property is manifested. It would,
however. be hardly convenient to restrict the term Ccnunuuism
to systems involving the complete abolition of this institution;
since uo OlW. I suppose, has ever seriously recommended that
(o.g.) [L 1'110..11 should not have private property in his clothes.
I think therefore that the rnovt useful \vay ill which WO cau
employ the terms Communism and Communistic, without
deviating materially from ordinary usage ", is to restrict them
to those schemes or measures of governmental interference for
equalising distribution which discard or override the principle
that a, labourer's remuneration should be proportioned to tho
value of his labour.

TIle proposal to organise society on a Communistic plan,
so as to distribute the auuunl produce of the labour and capital
of the C0I111Huuity either ill equal shares, or in shares varying

I cr. )Till, B. II. c. l, where the terms are used with It denotation substuu
tia.lly the same as that proposed in tho texe.
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not according to the deserts but according to the needs of the
recipient, is one of which the serious interest has now passed
away; though a generation ago it had not a fow adherents,
and was supported with earnestness and ability by more than
one competent writer. And, notwithstanding what has boen
urged in the preceding section, the proposition that a Com
uiuuistic distribution would produce more happiness than tho
present system, ifit could be realised without materially affecting
production, or removing needful checks to population, 18 at any
rate a very plausible one. But even if it were completely
true I cannot do ubt that the removal of tho normal stimulus
to labour (bodily and intellectual) and to care, which the
present individualistic system supplies, would so much reduce
the whole produce to be divided, that any advantage derived
from greater econolny of distribution would be decidedly out
\vcighcc1-ovon supposing that, 110 material change Look place in
population. Probably few of my reudcrs will dispute this; but
I may suggest to anyone who is inclined to doubt it, to compare
the average energy and perseverance in labour displayed by
even respectable and conscientious rich persons, even when they
select their own work, with the average energy and persever
ance of professional men.

If this objection be allowed to be decisive, there will be 110

necessity to raise the very uninviting ethical questions which
would he inovitably presentod by the practical problem of
preventing too great increase of population in a communistic
society. I do not indeed regard this problem as iusolublc ; but
I do Hot see how tho difficulties in which it is involved are t.u
be. overcome without such a revolution in the traditional habits
and sentiments regulating the relations of the sexes as no
thoughtful persoll could contemplate without alarm and disquiet.

The definition of Communism, as above laid down, is toler
ably distinct; nud it enables us to give a definite significance
to the adjective 'communistic,' in its wider application to
denote the tendency of minor governmental interferences. That
i.s wo shall classify as communistic any law or iustitution by
which a portion of the aggregate produce of a community
is) by the agency of Government, distributed to individuals
according to considerations of i\ccd, without regard to their
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Deserts or previous services. For instance, according to this
definition, tho English Poor-Law is communistic in its cffccts
though not, perhaps, in its principle'. So again, public roads,
parks, libraries, churches, &c'/ so far as they arc freely used
by l'erSOllS who are not taxed for their maintenance, must
be called communistic j though, as we shall hereafter (§ G)
notice, the Lad effects of communism arc thought to be avoided
01' outweighed ill these cases.

§ 4. There is somewhat more difficulty in defining in
accordance with usage the wider terms Socialism and Socialistic;
since any movement for substituting governmental for private
and cornpotiti vo management- in any department of industry
is liable to Go called Socialistic: while at the same time it
would seem paradoxical to apply the term to such established
institutions as the Post-Office,or the "Jfillt. And even if we
agI'(~e to restrict the term to those kinds of governmental inter
vention which not merely increase production hut also oqualiso
distribution, we still do not cbtaiu any broad line of demarca
tion. For any considerable extension of the sphere of govern
men t that is really successful from tho point of view of pro
duction, tends pro tanto to bring about the results aimed at by
the advocates of more economic distribution j so far as it tends
to increase the stock of capital owned by the community, and
to reduce the field of employment for private capital.

This tendency may perhaps be most easily exhibited by
malciug an extreme supposition. Suppose that governmental ad
ministration of all kinds of business were shewn to be economic
ally superior, in a marked degree, to the present competitive
mauagemeut.: it is obvious t.hnt the state might gradually buy
up the land and fixed capital of different industries, payiug fur
them out of the increased proceeds of its superior management j

and the process, when once commenced, would go forward with
continually increasing rapidity. The field of i nvestrnent thus
becoming gradually more and more limited, the return to
oapital-c-supposing savillg to continuo as at prescut-s-wonld
probably begin to fall. 'Spcnlling' 'would then increase at the
expense of ::.;avillg, and private capital would gradually diminish

1 Cf. aJlIt', chap. Ill. § 1, and ulsc §.::; of this chap.
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from being eaten up. It would he important that the State
should purchase the land of the community, and other penna
nent instruments of production tending to rise in value-if
there be any-at an early stage of this process: not merely
to gain the unearned increment, but because, as interest sinks
towards zero, tho selling value of land at a given rent tends to
rise proportionally. The proce~~ might conceivably go on until
the payment for the usc of capital, as distinct from insurance
against risk, became nearly evanescent; so that only such an
mnount of private capital would be kept up as men would be
willing to keep for security of future usc and enjoyment,
without any view tv profit. And finally when the instru
ments and materials of all industries had become the property
of the government, the aggregate of private savings-leaving
out of account the non-usurious lending and borrowing among
private perseus that might still go on-e-could 0111y be in LIlt)
form of 'consumers' capital '-house.:::, gardens, furniture, jewels,
pictures, &c. Suppose further t hut, at tho same time, by a
comprehensive system of Ircc education, elementary, technical
and professional, the present scarcity values of the higher
grades of labour had been reduced, so that all such skill as
average persons can acquire by training was remunerated by
merely it. fair return for the additional outlay or sustenance
during the period of education. \Vo should thus have arrived
at something very like the ideal of economic distribution which
German Socialists have put forward, without any sudden shock
to the expectations formed by the present system of private
pl"upeny. Society would voluntarily have converted its private
capital into consumers' wealth; and, through the agency of
its government would have produced for itself the public capital
used in its place. The income of all individual members of
the community would be entirely derived from labour of some
kind-or, in the current phrase of the Socialists, labour would
obtain its "full product" of consumable commodifies (subtract
ing only whatever additional public capital had to be provided
for the increase of its future produce).

Even Socialists, however, hardly venture to dream of auy
such increase in sooinl production through governmental
administration as we lmvc above imagined. But it is important
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to observe that any effective occupation by government of a
portion of the present field of employment of private capital
is a step towards the goal at which Socialists aim; i.e, it tends
to bring with it, whatever advantages attach to the reduction of
existing inequalities of distribution. AmI it is only such mild
and gentle steps towards the realisation of the Socialistic ideal
that I can regard as at all acceptable, in the present condition
of our economic knowledge. I have made clear ill the preceding
chapter that I do not hold the proposal, that the commnnity
should prohibit interest and compulsorily purchase with tor
minable annuities the land and instruments of production now
in private ownership, to be beyond the pale of theoretical dis
cussion as immoral; but I think that, considering the perils of
so vast [t. revolution, we ought to have milch more conclusive
evidence than has yet. been offered of the advnntnges to be
derived from it after the st.rnggle is oyer, before it can be
regarded as at all ripe for practical discussion. At the
same Lime, us I have tried to shew in an earlier part of this
book, there are many departments in which both abstract
theory and induction from experience combine to shew \Tery
serious defects in the existing competiti ve orgnuisation of in
dustry, from the point of view of production 110 less than from
that of distribution. I see no reason to regard laieser foire as
a. political ideal from either point of view: ar»l it seems to me
quite possible that a very considerable extension of tho in
dustrial functions of government might he in every respect
advantageous, without supposing an}' Utopian degree of moral
Or political improvement in human society. But, at any rate to
be successful such extension must, I think, be gradual; nnd the
first experiments in this direction ought to be mado in depart
mcnts in which the defects of private enterprise, and tile
advantages of unitary administration, have been shewn to he
greatest-e.g. in departments where there is a manifest ten
dency to the establishment of monopolies in the hands either of
single individuals or of associations. And, moreover, it ouglit ,
to be an object in any such extension to maintain as far as
possible ill the governmental organisation of industry an ade
quate stimulus to individual enterprise, and adequate oppor
tunii.ies for private enterprise and initiative.

S. E. ;JJ.
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This leads me to a point which I may seem to have over
looked in my sketch of socialistic progress, whereas many
writers have regarded it as the most fundamental objection
to Socialism j the difficulty, namely, of distributing the produce
of joint labour so as to apportion remuneration to desert. But
in the preceding chapter I have tried to shew that we call

only hope to realise a remote approximation to this ideal
of distributive justice, by getting rid of all removable dif
ferences in remuneration that are due to causes other than
the voluntary exertions of the lahourers. And this result might,
I conceive, be brought about through the assumption by govern
ment of the main industrial functions now performed by private
capitalists, without any fundamental change in the principle of
remuneration now adopted in respect of governmental officials,
if at the same time the means of training for the higher kinds
of work were effectually brought within the reach of all classes,
by a well organised system of free education.Jiberally supported
hy exhibitions for the children of the poor. For as the instru
ments of production would be mainly the property of the nation,
all the inequalities of income that now result from the payment
of interest to private capitalists as such, or of profit to employ
ing capitalists, would, speaking broadly, have ceased to exist;
and though it would be impossible, without intolerable con
straint on the freedom of action of individuals, to prevent the
children of persons earning larger incomes or owning accumu
lated wealth from having a somewhat better start in life than
the rest, still this advantage might he reduced to a minimum
by such an educational system as I have suggested. Of course,
nuder a completely Socialistic system, the governmental re
muneration of superior qualities of labour could not be deter
mined by any reference to the (market price' of such labour, as
there would be no market outside the service of government,
by which its price could be fixed; It would therefore have to
be determined economically by estimating the amount necessary
to stimulate adequately to the acquisition of the required
qualifications, and to compensate for any special outlay or
sacrifices involved in such acquisition. But I do not sec that
this method of determination would present any great diffi
culties, if gradually introduced; especially since the influence
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of competition need not be excluded altogether; there might
be competition between one locality and another for the best
employes,-or even between different departments of a central
government.

The question would remain, whether the need of organizing
118'·... checks to population-which we have seen t.o ho incident
to Communism-c-would also arise under such a Socialistic system
us I have just sketched. This question does not seem to me
easy to answer decisively on the basis of our present experience.
On the one hand, there is no positive necessity that any par
ticular department of a Socialistic gO\oTcrnment should be bound
to find work for any applicant: individuals might be left to
find for themselves where their services were wanted, relief
being provided for the unemployed under some such deterrent
conditions as those of our existing poor-law. Still, ill a. commu
nity in which all, or the most important branches, of production
were carried on by the govcrmncnt there would be a general
tendency among the unemployed to throw on the government
the whole responsibility for their situation; and if their number
became at any time considerable, a strong demand would arise,
very difficult to resist, that the State should provide work and
adequate wages for all applicants-c-should in fact establish the
'Right to Lahour ' which Socialistic agitators have at various
times loudly claimed. It does not, however, appear to me clear
that in a community successfully organized on a Socialistic basis,
the Right to Labour would necessarily involve the evils which
its establishment 111 any existing community would doubtless
entail. If the government in such a country as England
guaranteed even a minimum of necessaries to all who were able
and willing to give a normal day's work for them-without the
deterrent conditions under which such relief is actually offered
to able-bodied paupers in an English workhouse-we can hardly
doubt that the labour thus purchased by the State could not,
even by good organization, be made to pay the cost of its
support,. For a labourer employed under such a guarantee
could not be dismissed for mere inertness or inefficiency, out
only for such wilful und obstinate idleness as would justify his
being sent to prison. Heuce he wonld have much less motive)
than at present either for working energetically or for se0killg

:J+~~
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and qualifying himself for the employment in which he would
be most useful; and his labour would tend to be proportionally
less productive. At the same time the minimum of shelter
and sustenance that humanity would allow to he given him
would cost, more than tho earnings of the worst-paid labourers
at the present time; and. though tile difference would he partly
made up by the better work that would. result from more
adequate shelter and sustenance, we can hardly doubt that, on
the whole, the measure would both materially diminish aggre-
gate production and throw a serious burden on the public
purse-both which effects would, under existing circumstances,
tend continually to increase, as the security of employment
would give an important stimulus to population. But if we
snppose a couuuuuity in which the aggregate remuneration
of labour is increased by most of the share that now forms
interest on indi viduals' capital, while the emoluments and dig
nities attached to the higher kinds of labour nrc brought within
the hopes of all classes by n system of cdncatiou which at the
same. time makes general such a degree of foresight and intelli
gence as is now possessed by the higher grade of artisans-c-I do
not see why in such a community a minimum of wages should
not be guaranteed to all "..-l10 were unable to find employment
for themselves, without drawing an ever increasing crowd of
applicants to claim the guaranteed minimum, and without there
being any great difficulty in the way of making the work of
such as did apply self-supporting.

§ 5. Let us now return from imagining what may be in the
distant futuro, t.o notice the general economic advantages and
drawbacks of such measures for the mitigation of inequalities
of distribution as can be considered to be now within the
pale of practical discussion. The (Right to Labour' to which
we have referred in the preceding paragraph can hardly be
placed in this category, merely in virtue of the transient and
feeble experiment in this direction that was made in France in
1848 j since no serious politician would uow think of proposing
that labour and adequate wages should be guaranteed by
government for all applicants. And the same may be said of
all proposals to raise the wages of Hie worst-paid labourers up
to a. certain minimum by allowances. All such schemes are
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now generally seen to be open to objections similar in kind to
those urged against the Right to Labour, and no less con
elusive.

At the same time, in view of the distress which the worst
raid labourers in Dill' modern communities endure, a vague
demand continually arises for some kind of legislative remedy:
and some persons appearstill to think that government might
reasonably prescribe a minimum of ''lages for all labourers able
[lUU willing to give a full day's 'work, without incurring the
daugers connected. with a governmental provision of such a
rmunnum. But even supposing -that such a regulation did not
drive capital and enterprise abroad-as would probably be the
case if it were introduced in one country only-owe must expect
it to decrease the demand for labour by increasing its cost t to
the employer, not merely (as some have thought) temporarily
hilt permanently. For, as lye have seen 'a, there is no economic
law necessitating the craployrucut of a certain ql(.untum of labour
along with a given amount of capital; (Ill the contrary, the com
pulsory rise in its price would make it the employers' interest
10 adopt modes of employing capital which diminished the
proportion of labour to capital. Hence, to prevent widespread
distress, it would be almost necessary to supplement the pre~

scription of i1 minimum of wages by the governmental provision
of employment and remuneration; so that this method of raising
wages could hardly fail to land us in all the difficulties of the
Hight to Labour.

The dangers of the meusuree just mentioned may be partly
illustrated by the actual experience that hils boon gnined of the
dangers incident to a kind of governmental interference with
distribution which all modern communities have thought neces
sary, in some form or other, for the protection of their members
frum absolute want of the necessaries of life. I have already
pointed out that, according to the received view of Communism,
which I have tried to expres3 in a precise definition, the English

1 The increase in the labourers' efficiency resulting from their higher wages
migln. in some eases compcnsnto for the increase in the price of their services,
EO tl.mt the cost of these to the employer would not be enhanced. But this
dIl:ct could not. be relied 11pon ns 11 normal result of the rogntnt.o».

2 cr. ullt,', Book II. elmp. "iii. §, 2.
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Poor Law must be allowed to be communistic in its effects
though it does not follow tho ' :(.8 adoption is in any vvay due to
it communistic design or principle. In fact if we look merely
to the motive which prompts the community to grant all its
members a legal right to relief, we should rather classify this
measure with the interferences to protect life and health, which
I noticed in a previous chapter. But if we protect the health
of a starving person by giving him necessaries at the expense
of the community, our action inevitably involves to some extent
the evils of communism whatever its intention may have been:
that is, it tends to decrease the inducomonts to labour, fore
thought and thrift in two ways, (1) by distributing to paupers
a certain quaniuni of unearned commodities, and (2) by taking
from non-paupers a corresponding portion of what they have
earned or saved. The former of these bad effects lImy be in the
main averted, so far as the inducement to labour for present
needs is concerned, in the case of able-bodied panpers, by ex
acting work from them in return for relief under somewhat
disagreeable conditions; for though it is probably impossible to
keep this compulsory labour up to an average degree of energy,
there being no fear of dismissal for slackness, still any attrac
tiveness that might hence attach to the position of a pauper
may be more than counterbalanced by restrictions on freedom,
and by the prohibition of indulgences not necessary to health,
but yet so cheap that even the poorest can occasionally enjoy
tl.em : and, in filet, English experience seems to show that the
provision made for such able-bodied paupers as reside in a work
house docs Hot offer any serious tempta.tion even to the worst
paid labourers to relax their energies in seeking employment
elsewhere 1. On the other hand it seems impossible to prevent
even f indoor relief' from weakening the motives that prompt
the poorest class of labourers to earn and save an adequate pro
vision against sickness and old agc, or for the support of their

1 The vagrants, on the other hand, who spend single nights in the f casual
wards' of different workhouses, have a serious temptation to idleness in the
shelter and food thus provided without adequate enforcement of labour in
return. Efforts are now being made in Englund to reduce this evil, without
losing the productional edvantnge which this provision gives by increasing the
mobility of labour.
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families in case of premature death: and this is still more mani
festly the case with out-door relief. And it is the expense of
supporting those who axe wholly unable, or but very partially
able, to work, which causes by far the greater part of tho
burden of laxation entailed by pauperism though, for tho
reasons already stated, the value even of the labour of the able
bodied falls seriously short of the cost of their shelter and
sustenance.

Tho bad economic effects of this taxation on the persons
taxed depend mainly on its compulsory character: since a man
does not feel the reward of his labour to be lessened by the fact
that he voluntarily bestows it portion of it in alms. It would
seem, too, that if the destitute persons could be adequately
protected from starvation by any measure that did not give
them a definite legal right to relief, the disconmgernent to thrift
which such legally secured relief entails would he partly avoided.
Further, if the legal right, to relief be kept inseparable from the
deterrent conditious necessary to prevent its worst consequences,
it cannot be regarded as a satisfactory provision for the case of
deserving persons who have fallen into indigence either through
inevitable and irremediable disaster, or at any rate from causes
involving no serious blame to them. Aud in fact the most
ri6ticl supporters of the English poor-law have generally recog
nised the moral necessity of supplementing it by private almsgiv
ing. On the other hand private almsgiving, being largely
impulsive, unenlightened, awl unorganiscd, is found to give
serious encouragement to unthrift, and even to imposture.
These considerations suggest, first, that Government might
with advantage undertake. the oJ'gam:sat£(m of eleemosynary
relief, in order to make its distribution as economical, effective,
and judicious as possible; and, secondly, that the proL'ision of
funds for such relief-so far, at least, as they are used for the ordi
nary sustenance of adults in distresst-c-might be left mainly
to voluntary gifts and bequests, with a certain amount of assist-

1 By this phrase I mean chiefly to exclude the sustenance of (1) destitute
children, (2) the insane --who:,:o support Government ought to undertake as a
mere measure of protection to other members of the community, (~) pfll'ROnR
incapacitated by 6pc{'i:t1 diseases. I also exclude med'cul aid generally, of which
I u ltervvards speak.
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ance from government, if experience shews it to be necessary,
but without any legal right to relief. These two principles are
maintained in the treatment of pauperism adopted in France,
which is, I believe, generally approved by competent jndges
ill that country; especially bcenuso the experience of France
seems to shew that voluntary provision if carefully organised
Inay he relied on as nearly adequate for the purpose of practi
cally secnring the poor from starvation: and also that where
the applicants for relief have 110 legal right to it, the requisite
alms may be distributed to them in their own homes without
the demoralizing cOllsequcllces that out-door relief has under
(JUr compulsory system: since the absence of legal security
compensates for the absence of the deterrent conditions of
the work-house.

Rut 4lgain; assuming that government ought to make a
legally secured provision fur any :siek or infirm member of the
r-otcmunity who uw.j' 1)8 destitute of necessaries, it docs not
therefore follow that the expense of this provision must ordi
Baril)' be undertaken.' by the community, so far as adults arc
concerned: since it, udght be thrown, wholly or ill part, on the
individuals themselves uy laying a special tax 011 their earnings
for this pUl'p0f':e. Such a measure has been recently urged by
:.\11' ,Yo L. Blackley in a series of pamphlets. It must, 1 think,
be conceded to Xlr Blackley first, that though the poZ,t"tical 2

interference with natural liberty involved in such a measure
would be much more intense than that of our poor-law, the
economic interference would be yery much less, if the measure
Were completely successful; and, secondly, that the great majority
of male cud a considerable 1111mbcr of female, labourers ill England
might without painful sacrifices save enough to insure them
Against destitution in sickness or old age, before they attain the
age of 21. Xor can I see that there are insuperable practical
difficulties in the way of making such saving compulsory on all
pen'iOns in regular employment: out it appears to be admitted
that it could not be exacted from the class of persons who pick
np their livelihood by various irregular kinds of work; and the

1 Thnt is. in default of near relatives on whom it max properly be thrown.
2 For this distinctlou d. (/Ilt(", c. iii. [of this book] § 2, It- ·in.
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increase in the number of such irregulars that must be expected
to result from the proposed measure seems to me a serious
economic drawback. And further it does not seem that the
measure could be applied to the worst-paid labourers-c-chiofly
womcn-c-without reducing their wages below the amount re
(p1i1'011 to keep them in health I,

§ G. Besides providing the necessaries of life to l)(:rsons
completely destitute, modern governments have intervened in
various other ways, with the view of ameliorating the economic
condition of the poorer classes at the expense, more or less, of
the rest of the community. But such intervention, as I before
observed, has usually aimed at improving production as well as
distributiou ; and has, for the most part, beeu guarded in various
ways against, the bad consequences of COI1.l1ll1l111sm. In some
few cases it has involved no cost to the: public exchequer; in
other cases it has been concerned with the provision of com
mcdit.ies believed to be spec-ially conducive t.o the moral or
int ollcctnal improvement of the classes benefited, and which at
the same time hardly form an clement of that' standard of
comfort' which supplies the chief ordinary motive to labour and
thrift; in other cases it has aimed at making such a change in
the circumstances of tho persons assisted as would tend to
strengthen on the whole, rather than weaken, habits of ener
getic industry, thrift, and self-help in the individuals assisted.
Under the second head would come, for instance, the pecuniary
aid, before discussed, which modern states have largely given
to oducation-c- including the diffusion of culture by iueuns of
libraries, museums, &c.; under the third head I should place
assistance to emigration, and also most interferences with the
tenure uf land, especially those of which the object has been to
place the actual cultivators of the soil in a position marc favour
able to effective industry. As an example of this latter class we
may notice tho important assistance given in recent times by
the Governments of Prussia and Hesse Darmstadt to facilitate

1 Even in classes above the lowest in the scale of wages there wonld be many
exceptional cases in which such a measure as .:\11' Ulnckley proposes would cause
great hardslrip : as (o.g.) the case of young persons supporting widowed mothers,
infant brother.'\ [\llli slstera, &c. Hut special methods of treatment suited to
such r.:u;c::; mighl. perhups be tlcvj':cl1.
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the transition of their peasantry from feudal semi-servitude to
the condition of independent proprietors. This assistance did
not involve any direct pecuniary sacrifice on the part of the
community; but it was nevertheless a distinctly distributional
interference, since it gave the peasants the ndvnntago of the
superior credit enjoyed hy the community-and also of the
advantage in efficiency and cheapness which the governmental
collection of rents was found to possess, compared with the col
lection by private individuals. From these two sources a
margin was obtaiuod enabling the cultivator to refund to the
State, within a not very long period, the capital with which
his landlord's rent-charge had been bought up, without any
j ncrcaso of his rent.

The intervention just described was for a special and tempo
]"(lTy object. But experience has shewn that peasant cultivators
are liable to become loaded with debt to money lenders who,
either through the absence of effective competition-partly in
consequence of a certain discredit that often attaches to their
business-or perhaps sometimes through unavowed combination,
arc enabled to exact very onerous interest. This condition of
debt tenus to paralyse the productive energies as well as to
cause distress: accordingly, under these circumstances govern
ments luay operate for the benefit of production no Jess than of
distribution, by encouraging with special privileges the forma
tion of commercial companies for the purpose of lending money
on easier terms. Indeed, as was before said, the business of
lending on tile security of land seems to be of a kind that
might even be undertaken by government itself under certain
conditions, without the kind of risk that is involved in ordinary
banking business. So too, where the pawnbroker is the normal
resort in an emergency of poor labourers who have not saved or
have exhausted their savings, governments, by undertaking the
business of lending money at a moderate interest, may give
sensible relief without offering any material encouragement to
unthrift. Again, when the State subsidizes insurance-funds for
the poorer classes, it is possible that the practice of thrift and
forethought may be more importantly encouraged than the
principle of self-help is infringed '.

l It is noteworthy that ill France, where the principle of the English poor-
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Another important case of interference primarily distribu
tional, but which also admits of being defended as beneficial to
the community, is that of measures lor protecting the wealth of
the poor, so far as the cost of these is defrayed by taxation
falling 011 the rich. Thus the provision of gratuitous medical
advice and attendance hoth tends to benefit production by
iucreasiug the average physical vigour of the labourers, and
also affords those who are taxed to pay for it a certain protec
tion against infectious or epidemic diseases: and the same may
be said of other sanitary measures primarily affecting the poorer
classes, of which the cost has been, wbolly or partly, borne by
the community 1 on economic grounds.

How far the Stato ought, on economic grounds; to intervene in
the matters above-mentioned, and others to which. similar princi
ples may be applied, is a question which involves a. yery difficult
and complex comparison of various kinds of social utility. And T
do not think that it admits of a precise general answer; as the
balance of advantage in a.llY case must depend very largely on
particular circumstances and varying social conditions. One im
portant consideration by which the answer must partly be deter
mined is the extent to which provision has been made; or may
be expected to be made, for the ends in view, either through the
spontaneous association of the persons primarily concerned, or
the philanthropic efforts of other individuals, or both combined.
Thus experience has shewn that in important cases where mere
competition among producers fails to lower sufficiently the
price of certain corn.modi ties to the poorer consumers, the latter
may successfully relieve themselves of the resulting disadvan
tages by spontaneous association-as in the case of the (nrtisaus')
/ cooperative stores' of England, and the' cooperative banks' of
Germany;-and where this remedy can be successfully applied

law is jealously excluded as communistic, the state-s-under a law passed 18G8
has given subsidies proportionately large to funds for insuring workmen against
nccldcnts.

) An important example of such measures may be observed in the English
Act of 1873 for destroying and replacing unhealthy blocks of houses in towns ,
since the total cost of this operation ie.: necessarily much beyond what can be
met L,}' the rents of the new houses.c.dn« compensation being nuowcd to the
owners of such houses as are not judged to deserve penal destruction, and to
traders whose business conncxiou is impaired by dislodgement.
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it is doubtless preferable, both for its direct and its indirect
effects, to governmental intervention. Again, the promotion of
education and culture, and the cure of diseases, have been
largely provided for in modern civilised communities by the
voluntary contributions of individuals; partly by the donations
uf the living, pa-rtly by bequests. Over the gifts (or loans) of
the living the State can exercise but. very slight control-except
I))' offering to receive and adininist.er them-e-without vexatious
and dangerous interference with liberty; but the same danger
docs not attend interference with funds bequeathed for public.
objects: governments have always claimed the right of invali
dating testamentary dispositions that are held to be contrary to
public policy, and this principle might reasonably be applied to
prevent bequests of which the economic consequences arc clearly
seen to be disadvantageous. Further, as tile administration of
such funds is generally removed from the influence of the ordi
nary economic motives prompting to the most useful employ
ineut of wealth, it is important that it should he carefully
supervised by the State) in order to ca.rry out the real wishes of
tlie testators; anti also that the schemes of the latter should be
subject to thorough revision when a certain period has elapsed;
since Luman foresight is very limited, and the fitness of any
detailed rcgulutious-c-eveu if originally well-contrivcd-c-for
effecting any pUl'puse of social utility) is pretty sure to decrease
as time goes OIL Interference of this latter kind, however,
should be controlled by a careful regard for the testators' main
nims and wishes) [or fear of seriously checking the disposition
to make such bequests: since it is an important gain to society
that such expenditure as is desirable for tile purpose of amelio
rating the condition of the poor should be defrayed by this
means of supply so far as possible, rather than by taxation. On
this ground it may even be desirable that government should to
some extent encourage such bequests, where .tbc disposition of
the funds bequeathed is approved as on the whole socially
useful, even though the purpose served be 110t one for which
government would otherwise have thought it. needful to provide;
by relaxing as far as may he any rules of law that operate to
their discouragement, bearing the cost of their supervision and re
vision, and perhaps partially exempting the property bequeathed
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from taxation. Of the propriety, 11O\\"OV01', of this latter measure
we shall he in a better posi lion for judging when we have dis
cussed the principles 011 which a system of taxation should be
constructed.

Finally, we must notice a. special mode of governmental
action teudiug to benefit the poorer classes, which cannot
appropriately be classified as an r interference' either for pro
duction or for distribution: viz. the management of any branch
of industry carried on by Government, so as to increase the
supply of the commodities fumishod by it at a certain sacrifice
of the profit made by the business. One example of this is the
provision of cheap conveyance by railway for working men:
and, as this example suggests, the measure may be carried into
effect not merely in businesses under governmental manage
ment, but also in those managed by private companies which
have been compelled to submit to n certain amount of govern
mental regulation in return for special privileges conferred upon
them. The question, however, to what. extent it is expedient
for Government to make this sacrifice of profit-or to enforce it
as a part of the bargain made by the State with private com
panies-can hardly be separated from a consideration of the
ways and means of obtaining funds for governmental expcndi
ture generally: to which we shall proceed in the next chapter.



CHAPTER VIII.

PUBLIC FIXAXCE.

§ 1. I HAVE deferred to this chapter the discussion of
the subject which, in the view of Adam Smith and many of his
successors, is the main and almost the sole concern of the Art
of Political Economy; viz. the If provision for the expenses of
"fho Sovereign or the Commonwealth:" Of, as it seems con
vcnicnt to call it, Public Finance. T have adopted this course,
because it seemed clear that the general discussion of the prin
ciples of governmental interference, either for the improvement
of production or of distribution, ought, if introduced at all, to
precede the discussion of the principles of Finance: since most
known methods of providing for the expenses of the Common
wealth involve important effects both on production and on
distribution, and our judgment as to the expediency or legiti
macy of these effects cannot fail to be influenced by the COIl

elusions adopted on the questions discussed in the preceding
chapters of this book. It is true thal considerations of this
kind cannot always be decisive : the hard necessity of obtaining
supplies for the exigencies of Government may compel a financier
to adopt measures whose detrimental effects on industry are
generally recognised; but none the less is it desirable that he
should take account of these effects, in order that, if he is
unable to avoid them altogether, he may mitigate or compen
sate them as far as possible.

Some writers, again. have taken a somewhat narrower view
of the subject of the present chapter: confining their attention to
what they have designated as the "theory of taxation." And
no doubt, in any modern civilised community) taxation is the
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chief mode by which the ordinary pecuniary wants of Govern
ment arc supplied. But in no community is it the sale moue;
and it appears to me that we are likely to get a clearer view of
the principles on which a system of taxation ought to be con
structed, if '''-0 begin by considering other methods of attain
ing the Ilnaucicr's end. Indeed my doubt is rather whether
the scope of this part of our discussion should not be enlarged
still further, RO as to include the economic principles of govern
mental expenditure as well as the provision for defraying such
expenditure. It is, however, difficult in treating of the art of
economically organising governmental administration, to get
beyond the general principle that we onght to aim at pro
ducing the greatest possible result with the least possible cost,
without entering into the details of governmental business
to an extent which seems unsuitable to the character of this
treatise. I do not therefore propose to treat of the art of pnhlic
expenditure, except so far as it is specially connected with the
art of providing for such expenditure.

There are t\VO ways in which this connexion becomes 1111~

portant. In the first place, we have to make the general cbser
vation that we cannot properly take governmental expenditure
as something of "'·...hich the amount 15 fixed prior to the con
sideration of the methods of supplying it and their effects.
Practically. no doubt, the problem of finance is often presented
to a statesman in this simplified form: but theoretically we
must regard both expenditure and supply as having at least a
margin within which tho restriction or enlargement of either
must partly depend all the effects of the corresponding re
striction or enlargement of the other; within which, therefore.
the gain secured to the public by an additional increment of
expenditure has to be carefully weighed against tho sacrifices
inevitably entailed by tho exaction of an additional increment
of supply. This remains true even if the sphere of Government
be restricted to the 'individualistic minimum' given at the
outset of chap. iii. No doubt it is the worst possible economy
not to make adequate provision for the necessary and acknow
lodged functions of Government; but adequacy in such cases
cannot be defined by a sharp line. Most Englishmen are per~

sunded that they at present enjoy very tolerable protection of
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person and property against enemies within and without the
country; but it would be difficult to argue that our security
would not be enhanced by more and better-paid judges and
policemen, or more and better-equipped soldiers and sailors.
Proposals, in fact, arc continually made for increased expendi
ture in one or other of these directions: and it, is obvious that
in jullging of such proposals a statesman must balauco-e-roughly
no doubt, hut as well as he can-the advuntuges of increased
governmental efficiency against the difficulties and drawbacks
of obtaining increased supply. And it is still more evident
that any question as to the extension of what Mill distinguishes
as the" optional" functions of Government must be decided by
a similar balance of considerations.

But again, the theory of expenditure has another special
connexion with the theory of supply, so far as particular sources
of supply arc specially adapted to particular kinds of ex
penditure.

§ 2. Tn order to show the importance of this latter counexion
let us consider separately each of the chief modes by which
Government obtains the commodities it requires. These com
modities mny be divided into (1) Services, (2) :3[aterial products
requiring to be continually supplied. and (3) Land, buildings
and other comparatively pern1anent investments of capital; and
Loth services and material products may be outained either
(u) without purchase, or (b) by purchase with money previously
provided in some way. In rna,Hy civilised countries an im
portant part of the services required by Governruent is obtained
otherwise than by free exchange. Tn England, for instance, the
work of legislation is unpaid; and so is a. considerable S11<11'O of
the judicial work, whether performed voluntarily, as in the case
of magistrates, or compulsorily, as it is by jurymen. We are not,
however, concerned to do more than notice these facts: since the
desirability of imposing or accepting these unremunerated ser
vices is, I conceive, a political question in the decision of which
economic considerations Lave but a subordinate place. This
cannot be so decidedly said in the case, economically far moro
important, of labour obtained compulsorily for the purposes r f
military (including naval) service. The defenders of the cOJU

pulsory system have no doubt urged other than economic rea-
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sons in it.s favour-it has been said that the defence of one's
country is a. function which ought to be undertaken from
patriotism or a sense of duty, rather thau from mercenary
motives and a taste for the incidents of the painful business of
mutual slaughtcr; it OllgUL therefore not to be made the work
of a special profession rccmito.l in the ordinary way by free
contract , 1,uL rather imposed llpC'll all citizens, whom there is
110t some special reaS011 for exempting. It has been urged
further that this system dimiuishcs the constitu tioual dangers
inseparable from the existence of a large standing arlIlY; since
conscripts nrc less likely than professional soldiers to be seduced
into figlnlllg unjustifiably against the established political order.

But) whatever weight lllay be attached to these or other
non-economic argmllcllts, it seems undeniable, at any rate,
that under certain circumstances there llJa,y be overwhelming
economic considerations in favour of compulsory sen'ice. Where,
indeed, the number of soldiers and sailors required lor warlike
purpose,'> is not hrgc in proportion to the population, and their
services call be obtained at about the rate at which labour of
similar quality would be hired for peaceful industry, voluntary
enlistment seems clearly tho most economical system; since
it tends to select the persons most likely to be efficient soldiers
and those to whom military functions are least distasteful; both
which advantages arc lost by the adoption of the compulsory
system. But it unt.ion may unfortunately require an army so
large that its ranks coultl not he kept full If'y voluntary enlist
ment except at [L rate of remuneration rnuch above that which
would be paid in other industries for labour Lhul. requires no more
outlay in training and no scarcer qualifications: and in this case
the burden of the taxation requisite to provide for such an ann)'
nmy easily be less endurable than the burden of compulsory
service.

However to present even the economical argument on this
question completely we should have to cousider the respective
advantages of short and long service, the properrelation between
the regular <lrIuy and the reserve, cud other details of military
(nud uavul] orgn,nisa.tinn into which rny limits do not allow rne
to outer.

It. Ilia} be observed that even where the services of soldiers

KE.
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and sailors are obtained by a compulsory system, their pay and
equipment are chiefly provided at the expense of the nation;
though it has generally been thought expedient to reduce this
cost by allowing the wealthier members of the community to
serve for a shorter period of time- at their own expense.

The material products required by the state it seems ordinarily
expedient to obtain by purchase, leaving it, to private industry
t.o provide them; for tho reasons that lend lIS t.o recognise the
general economic superiority of the present individualistic organ
isation of industry. But in certain cases these arguments either
do not. apply or are out-weighed by special reasons in favour
of State manufacture: either where the articles required by
Government arc of a quite peculiar kind (such as thc instru
ments of wnrfarc, cannons, ironclads, &c.) so that the advantage
of free competition is not likely to be obtainable at all, or is
more likely to be obtained if Govommcnt. undertakes the Il1aJlU~

Iaclure , or whore lite quality of the article is 'very important,
ami ul. the same time difficult to test if obtained by purclrase ;
or where systematic and costly experiments in production arc
required.

In the case however of land, buildings, and other compara
tively permanent kinds of wealth what has practically to be
considered is often not how the state is to be supplied with it,
but rather how far it is desirable that it should retain possession
of it. Much of the land that now belongs to the public in the
form of roads. l;OUlnJOllS, forests, harbours, &:c 1 has never been
private property: other portions. of it, in modern European
couunuuitics, have hccu tho sciui-privute property of the royal
families ill feudal and semifcudnl times, and have since gradu
ally acquired, more or less completely, the c-haracter of public
propcrty ; other portions have been taken from individuals or
societies in the way of confiscation. nut. however such pro
perty may have been obtained, there can hardly be any valid
reason for keeping it now unless it is required for the due per
formance of necessary governmental functions or likely to he
more useful socially under governmental management. So far
as neither appears to be the case, it is obviously an economic:
gain to sell it, and employ the proceeds as capital in some
department of properly governmental business.
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§ 3. The greater part, however, oft-he material provision for
the needs of Government has to be obtained annually or from
time to time by purchase: and we have- HOW to consider the
different sources of the funds for defraying such purchases
and ulso IXlJ'ing the wages and salaries of the paid servants of
Government.

The chief sources arc

(1) Rent or Interest paid by individuals for the usc of
wealth that wholly or partially belongs to the community.

(2) Loans.
(:3) Payments for commodities: supplied by Government.
(4) Taxes (including tributes paid by foreigners).

Such minor sources as Fines nnd Voluntary Gifts are too
insignificant-so far, at least, as the maiu functions of Govern
mont arc concerned-to require more than a passing »otioe.'.

Under the first of the four Leads above given will come, of
course, oll rents paid for land or b1l1Jilings that are completely
public property. But besides these, wherever land has only
been allowed to pass into privnto ownership uu.ler the condition
of a periodical payment being made to the govcrnmcut.c-cor of
senices being rendered which have afterwards been commuted for
a pecuniary payment-this payment should <11 ways be regarded,
from the po-int of rieio of distriuut1:on, as a rent reserved by the
community and Hot as <1 tax on the owner of the land; since in
taking it t.lrc State does not take frum the landowner wealth
that has ever bdongcd to him) or to which he has any rightful
claim. Hut though this is tile true distributionnl view of tho
payment, it must be berne in mind that if it bo proportioned to
the value or rent of the land, it is liable to have tile productional
bad effects of a tax in the way of chocking agricultural improve
mcnt. On the other hand a payment of this kind that is
guarded from such effects seems to be a. most uuobjcctionable
mode of Tai;:-;ing funds for public expenditure.

Interest of any other wealth besides lnud has hardly a place
among t.hc sources of income of modern governments, though it
ligures importantly among the outgoings. If they lend, it is

1 Except in the case-uf which we shall presently epenk-c-where what is
formally a tax may be fairly cousldcro« La bc ;u substuucc.purfly a flue.
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usually borrowed money; but their borrowings have been vast.
In many cases such borrowing is economically quite justifiable ;
but the limits of prudent indebtedness have been found practically
difficult to observe.

'Ye l11ay sn,y gcncra.Ily that tbe conditions under which it. is
prudeut for a nation to borrow are, to a great.. extent, analogous to
those under which it is prudent fora private person to do so; hut
there are certain important differences. In the first place, a nation
can borrow without incurring any but a ,~ery trilling burden, to
whatever extent its obligations can be kept permanently current,
as a national medium of exchange. And secondly in tho case of
the nation, the matter is complicated by the difference between
what we may call the strictly financial and the social points of
view: i. Co between the estimates of gain and loss to the national
exchequer, and the estimates of gain and loss to the community
considered as an aggregate of iudividnuls. There nrc two chid
cases in which private bOlTowillg is recognised as legitimate:
first, where the luau is employed productively, so that the addi
tional profit obtained by the use of it supplies a fund from
which. the interest may be paid, aud a certain portion of the
principal annually repaid; awl secondly where it is em played to
meet an occnsionnl necessity for enlarged consumption, which
could not he defrayed without incouveuicncc or even suffering
out of the income of a single year) so that it is good economy to
spread it over several yea.rs. Each of these cases has its coun
terpart in public finance. II(~m, however, it is not always easy to
decide whether a 10,111 has been employed productively for th«
nation at large. For the returns on productive outlay by
govenllIH.'nt Inay take two quite different forms; they may
either appear as increased profits on some special business
carried on by [L governmental department, in which the loan
has been employed as capital-as when (e.g.) telegraphs 01'

railways are bought for the State with borrowed money; or
they IDay merely be realised in the increased produce obtained
by the labour and capital of the community governed-e-ns
when a Swiss canton borrows: to make a road without tolls
for the use of travellers) for which it is repaid by the increased
earnings of its innkeepers or tradesmen. This latter kind of
outlay, however, even when socially profitable, cannot be
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regarded as productive from a strictly financial point of view,
unless the Govornmont secures no share of the increase of
national produce, sufficient to pay something morc than the
interest on the loan. And it lIlay obviously be sometimes vcry
difficult to say how fer any particular increase, either in national
produce or in governmental receipts, is really due La the sup
posed productive outlay and not to other C<'11~SCS of national
prosperity. Borrowing for this latter kind of expenditure there
fore, though afton highly advantageous, requires to be very care
fnlly watched j especially if-as has too often heppencrl-c-the
borrowing government has some sinister interest in the expcndi
turc,

Still, on t1JC whole, the general principle for determining
productive outlay is clear, however difficult its application may
be in some iustances ; the increased receipts accruing t.o tho
community in consequence of the ontlay-c-whcthcr 'they are
obtained by the community iu its corporate capacity or as an
aggregate of individuals-ought to be more than sufficient to
repay the loan with interest by the close of the period required
to exhaust the productive effects of tlie outlay 1. It should be
added that when such borrowing involves loss from a strictly
financial point of view, we have to toke into account-as against
any advantages that may be expected from it to the community
at large-all the disadvantages attac1ling to the part of the
system of taxation that might he dispensed with, if the debt
were not coutructed.

I pass W consider LIte second case of legit.imate horruwiug ;
where the loan is required to meet an occasional need of extra
expenditure, not positively productive. In this case the rule to
he adopted appears ]JriIlH1, facie very simple; it would seem
that the number of years over which the sacrifice imposed by
the emergency mny prudently be extended ought to he limited
by the condition of paying off the loan before a similar emer
gency may be expected to occur again. Practically, no doubt,
the exact application of this principle in national finance is a
matter of extreme difficulty; since the chief emergencies which

1 In some cases no doubt Ilxcd capital may be actually permanent; but in
consideration of the frequent changes in industry it can never be prudent to
reckon it as such.
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necessitate such loans arc foreign wars (or menaces of wars)
and there are no known sociolocical laws bv which 'we could

o "

forecast the magnitude and frequency of a nation's future wars,
in the present stage of civilisation. Still, if we simply infer the
probability of future wars from past experience, it must be
admitted that the ubove-meutioued principle has been flagrantly
transgressed by most of the Im:1.Aling nations of modern Europe,
But the alarm 'which such tl'<l.nsgrc~sion might reasonably
arouse may be to some extent diminished by the con
sideration that we may equally infer from past experience a
probable reduction in the burden of any national debt already
coutracted-c-both an absolute reduction, from the decline of the
rate of interest, and a relative reduction from the increase of
the aggregnJo wealth of tlie borrowing nu..tion. At the same
time) t.hcro is so milch uncertainty ill all inferences of this kind
that I can hardly consider a ccmnnruity to be justified in
deliberately disregarding tile rule of repayment above laid
down ; except, perhaps, wheu the taxalion that would he re
qui red in order to conform to this rule would entail very serious
economic or political inconveniences\

,\Ve have already seen that. from a social point of view
borrowing may be profitable; by increasing the aggregate pro
duce of the cormnuuity, OY8n though it does not bring in an
adequate return to Government, either in the form of profits on
a special business in 'which the loan is employed, or more in
directly by an increase in the yield of certain taxes. In such
,.1, case, however, it is rnost probable that the increase in the
total income of the community will not he equally distributed
among the incomes of individual members; hence, unless the

1 I have not space to discuss adequately different modes of national borrow
ing: but I may briefly note the wastefnlnesf;. of borrowing in such a way that
the amount received is less than the debt incurred; since this method renders
the borrowing nation unable to take advantage of any subsequent fall in the
rate of Interest, except at a serious loss. It may he said that it gives a cor.
responding security to the lenders, so that what the nation loses in one way
will be compensated by its obtaining the loan on otherwise more favourable
terms : but the security to the lenders is an indefinite end (if I may be allowed
the phrase) Insecure one, and therefore likely to be undervalued. II a security
of this kind is to be given at all, it is more economical for the nation to
guarantee its creditors against repayment for a certain pcriod.i--or for CL period
varying within definite limits, the variations being determined by lot.
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interest and repayment of the loan can he provided by imposing
a rate on the persons who gain by its employment, fairly pro
portioned to their respective gains, it has a tendency to cause a
new inequality in the distribution of wealth which ought to be
considered in adjusting the gcucral burden of taxation.

There is another less obvious disturbance of preexisting
distribur.ion which borrowing, whether for profitable outlay or
to word off calamities, teeds to bring; viz. IJy ru..ising the rate
of interest, and thereby increasing the share of the aggregate
produce that falls to capital. 'Vhere the outlay is of the
profitable kind it is not necessary thn.t this increase should
La accompanied by a diminution in the reward of labour j as it
is possible that it may be entirely supplied from the increase in
the aggregate produce. But in the case of loans for wars or
similar purposes, the gain to capitalists from the rise of interest
inevitably involves a. corresponding loss to labour, supposing
Ihnt the capital is supplied by the members of the Lor
rcwiug community. and that it would in any case have been
saved and invested in some branch of home industry. These
suppositions, however, can rarely altogether correspond to the
facts; and so far as the capital borrowed is obtained from
abroad, or would otherwise have been sent abroad for invest
ment, it is quite possible that the immediate effect of the
borrowing may bo pecuniarily advantageous both to capitalists
and labourers; the aggregate of produce distributed within
the community being temporarily increased by the 1011TI, Thus
the first years of "... ar lllay be felt as years of prosperity by
all classes. Tho day of reckoning must of course como for this
expenditure; and the account HUlst ult.imatcly be paid in part
from the share of labour---unlcss in-Iced the interest on the
war-loan is supplied by taxes falling entirely on capitalists.

§ 4. In considering the different occasions for govern
mental borrowing, we have incidentally noticed that, while the
major part of the ordinary income of governments is derived from
taxes, a certain portion is actually in most civilized countries
obtained from payments for the products of governmental
industry, purchased freely by the individuals who need them,
just :1:; the commodities provided by private industry are pur
chased. It will be convenient to distinguish these payments
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as" earnings" of Government. Such "earnings" may be classed
under two heads, for the purposes of the present discussion. In
some- cases they are obtained by selling products or services at
their market-value. determined by the competition of private
industries, as (e.g.) where a government P()s~c:s:;es .lomnin-Iands
and sells tho agricultural products obtained by cultivating them,
or simil-u-ly sells wood out of its forests, &c.1 In other eases a.

government has established fur itself a. monopoly of certain
branches of industry, either to secure the full economic gain
obtainable by organising the industry under a. single manage
ment, or for the better prevention of fraud, or-as will he
presently explaiued-c-with a view to taxation. In Great Britain
tho only business thus monopolized, besides coinage, is that of
convoying letters and telegrams; in other countries various
other industries are similarly couducted, as (c.g.) certain kind:"
of mining, the maunfacture and sale of tobacco, opium, even
lottery-tickets.

The financial problem is olwiol1sly very different ill the CaSC8

of the first and second class respectively. 'Vben the price of
the commodity S1I pplied by the government is determined by open
competition with private industries, the only question is whether
the government ought to carryon the business at all; 'whether
it would not he more economically managed if handed over to
private capitalists. L ndcr ordinary circumstances, this question
may be decided by a mere calculation of the financial profit of
the governmental business: but, as 'we lmvo seen, there arc cases
where it may be desirable that (Iovcmmcnt should carryon a
certain brunch of iudusrry under- unremunerative conditions, for
the sake of some general utility which the competitive system
cannot be trusted to provide.

Where, on the other hand, the industry is protected by
a monopoly, there is more difficulty in determining what shall
be the amount and price of the commodities supplied. A pri
vate monopolist may be assumed to aim at the greatest net
gain to himself": and a governmental monopoly ought clearly to

1 We may alae include under this head the case of industries undertaken by
Government for the sole purpose of supplying government itself with certain
producta : where, therefore, there are no " eamlngs " in the ordinary sense of
the term.
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be mnnaged on the snmc principle, so far as it. is considered
strictly from a financial point of view, as a means of obtaining
1110ncy f01' governmental purposc:s. And though this ought never
to be the sole consideration for a government-since it has to
reg;ml the interests of those (If its subjects who buy the monopo
lized commodity, and allY others who are indirectly affected by
its lise-still there arc cases in which the finnuciul view may
reasonably be allowed to prevail; as for instance where the
commodity monopolized is a dangerous luxury. Even in other
cases it may be 011 the whole expedient to keep the price of the
monopolized commodity above tile point that it would otherwise
roach, for the sake of the profit to the treasury. But when this
is done, it is clear that the purchasers of the commodity are
substantially taxed for the benefit of their fellow-cit.izcns : in
fact the establishment of a monopoly is a rccoguiscd mode of
raising [I, tax on all article of cousuurptiou, which has important
fldvantages ill some cases, especially iu diminishing the cost
ani! trouble of preventing evasions of tho tax. On the other
hand if tho price be reduced below a. certain point, a special
bounty is conferred on the purchasers at the expense of the rest
of the community. It is not, however.quite clear at what point.
Govcrnrnent ought to fix the price, if it would avoid all inter
feronce with distribution, by neither taxing nor bcnefiting the
purchasers.

There arc two views that rnay plausibly be tuken.
(1) It is thought by SOllie tba.t Government avoids taxing one

part. of the community for the benefit of the other, if it sells the
commodity at tho lowest price which a.llows interest on the capital
employed, a.t the rate at which Government could borrow it,
after paying all the current exponses of production, including
the remuneration of all the officials employed nud allowance for
depreciation of capital. For-it is said-if the national exchequer
gains by the business, the extra price that provides the: gain is sub
stantially a tax on these who purchase the commodity for the
benefit of the rest of t.he community: while if it. loses the com
munity is taxed for the benefit of those pm-ticular purchasers.
There ought therefore to be neither gain 01' loss.

But (2) I should rather hold that Government avoids inter
fering 'with distribution, if it sells the cormn.ulitv at the price
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at which it would be sold if provided by pri vate industry. This
price, however, may very possibly be higher than that at which
Government could supply it without gain or loss; since the
article may be ono 'which either would be less economi
cally supplied 1111(1<:1' the conditions of free competition, on one
or other of the grounds explained in Chap. ii. of this hook, or
would he practically monopolised. III this case I should urge
that the advantage which the community gains through the
business being undertaken by Government is one to which the
particular purchasers of the article have no claim; and that
therefore if the price of the article is reduced, in the interest of
production, the reduction onght to be regarded as a special
benefit to them, for 'which allowance ought to be made in the
adjustment of the whole system of taxation I.

Sometimes, no cloubt, it may be the real interest of the
community, considered as an aggregahi of individuals, that such
a roduction should he rnadc ; and even that it should Lo carried
so far as to prevent tile monopoly Irom yielding ordinary interest
on the capital employed. Indeed if thi s capital were not bor
rowed, and if we had not to consider the need of raising supplies
for other branches of governmental expenditure, there would
seem to be no reason why the condition of paying interest should
be regarded at all, any more than it would be regarded in a
community socialistically organized; it would be economically
advantageous to extend the supply of the commodity by cheapen
ing its price so long as it more than repaid the total COSt of the
labour spent in furnishing it-c-iucluding the labour required for
keeping in repair and duly improving the instruments used ill
the business. But since actually any portion (If national income
sacrificed in this way,-lj'y a reduction of price below what
would have to be paid apart from gcwernmcntal interference
must be made up by some other tax, it. will only be desirable to
make such a. reduction under special circumstances; as (e.g.)
when the increase of supply would be very considerable in pro
portion to the diminution of net profit, or where such increase

I It must be admitted that the cr-iterion whioli I regard as the true one
cannot easily be made exact; since under ordinary circumstances "'0 can only
conjecture roughly the price at which any commodity would be supplied hy
private industry.
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is likely to be importantly beneficial to the community
generally.

§ ;'), 'Ye have just seen that the line between II earnings of
Govcnunont." awl fl taxes" is not altogether ea~y to draw, in the
particular cnsc of monopolized articles. ,Yo have now to observe
that the general distinction between these two terms is not
quite so dear as it appears at first sight. :0[0 onc, I suppose,
would apply the term Ii taxes" tu payments for gOOU8 or services
furuishod by Government which the payer is left perfectly free
to lake or to leave-except so far as the price of the service is
raised in the way just dircussed-c.; even where, if tho com
modifies are purchased at all, they must he purchased from the
government, as in the case of payments for postal services. But,
if so, it seems doubtful whether a payment of this kind acquires
the chnraetcr of a. tax merely because it is made compulsory ;
[I;;, for instnucc, where landowners nrc compelled to take it share
in the cost of \\'01'k.'3 of drainage or inigotion carried on by
(Iovcnnncut. On the other hand some ccouourists hold that
all taxes-c-i.e. a.1I compulsory contributions of individuals to their
(Icvcmmcut-c-ought to be regardetl as payments for services
received; and that tho burden of taxation ought to be dis
tributed on tho principle which is obviously equitable in the
case of such payrncnts : viz. that every individual should pay an
equivalent of the cost.' of the services rendered to hiLII. And I
quito admit that this is the most consistent ,yay of treating the
problem of taxation fl'0111 an individualistic point or view, so far
a.s the services rendered by (lovenuneut admit of being thus
individualised, TInt. when I try to apply this principle in the
case of the most important-c-and actually most costly-functions
of govcrnment, I find it to a groat extent impossible to deter
mine with even approximate exactness the amount of services
rendered to any particular individual. The difiiculty is greatest
in the case of defence against foreign foes; since modern wars
arc undertaken not muiuly fur protection of life awl property of
individuals, but for the maintenance of national existence,
extension of empire, &e.; and it is impossible to npporbion the

1 It should he observed thnt where different kinds and qualities of sen'iccs
nrc performed by the same organisation, the share (,f e:}(\11 corresponding to any
particular services cuu often In only roughly estimated.
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ad vantages thus purchased among the individual members of the
community. So again, how aro we decide who profits by the
sumptuous expenditure of the monarch and the royal family in a.
monarchical country 1 It is plausible to maintain with Bagehot
that this "ceremoninl" pad of guvennncut is kept up to give a
"human interest" to tho dull business of governing, and thus win
the sympathies of comparatively uneducated persons for the ostab
Iished political order, and call out their emotions of loyalty. On
this view the benefits of the expenditure accrue partly to these
uneducated persons themselves; partly to persons who ",Vould
otherwise have reason to fear their disaffection. On the other hand
there is something to be said for .Mr Sargant's view that it is the
people who go to COHrt that especially benefit by the expenditure
of the Court, and may therefore fairly bear a special tax in order
to defray it. And, on tho whole, without affirming that all
members of tho Hat-ion are equally concerned in maintaining
either its international position, or its monurclrical constitution,
T cannot hut regard as hopeless the utteinpt to apportion the
cost of either among different classes on what I may cull the
f fee-principle l_tl1i.tt is, the principle of payment in proportion
to services rendered. I hold, therefore) thai at any rate for the
taxation required to defray the expenses of the Court, the army
and lUn'y and diplomatic service, and the interest on national
debts incurred for warlike purposes, some other principle of
distribution must be sought.

It. may seem more plausible to apply the fee-principle to tho
support of the administration of justice 11n(1 tho police; since
both judges and policomeu are continually engaged in rendering
special services to certain individuals, On the other hand it
is contended, by Bentham and Xfill t, "fhat those who are
<I under the necessity of going to law are those who benefit least,
"not most, by the law and its cdministratiun :" and so far as
the necessity is in no ,vay brought on them by their own fault,
this EGCInS undeniable. It may be expedient, indeed, to check
litigation, that the cost of administering justice should fall
largely on individuals; as is actually the case so far as the ser
vices of solicitors and barristers are paid by the litigants. But
it is at any rate desirable that as little as possible of this

1 Xlill, c. \-. § 3.
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expense should fall on innocent individuals-c-innoccnt, that is,
not only of violation of rights but oven of undue litigiousness.
It seems clear, therefore, that the support of the Judicature aud
police cannot, at least in the main, be defrayed by fees from tho
persons whom judges and policemen arc more obviously occupied
iu protecting, At the same time, 1. do not think that. the pr-incipl0
of apportioning the tax-payer's couuibution to the services which
he receives so completely inapplicable here, as it is in the
caw of taxes fur national defence : and we arc almost compelled
to 11<lYC recourse to it to a certain extent when we como to
deal with the question of determining the area. of incidence of
taxation.

The ordinary answer to the question. II who ought to pay
"taxe;;; to a. government Jl is Adam Smirh's.e-." the subjects of
"the Srnto " governed: but when the sa.me question is raised
in reference to a local tax, the ordinary answer is "the persolls
"residing or possessing property in the district ;" uud a COlIl

parison of the two answers shews us the necessity of quulifying
the first. It seems clearly just that aliens residing or possessing
property in any country should pay something towards the
expenses of its government; and if so, unless aliens are to be
fined as such, it is clearly just, that they should pay propor
tionally less to their own government; and the only satisfactory
way of determining the ratio in which their contribution ought
to be divided between tho two governments is by regarding it as
a price paid for services received. An Englishman residing in
France is much less concerned than a Freuclnnuu with French
expenditure Oil armnmcn ts ; but he hns as much interest as a.
Frenchman has in the expenditure for maintaining internal order
and promoting wellbeing in France; aud he is also benefited
by this latter outlay if without re....iding in France he merely
holds property there. It seems therefore just that at least n
rough division should be made of the taxes ordinarily paid by an
Englishman into three parts; one part to be paid by him to
the English government wherever he may reside or hold pro
perty; another lo the government of the country in which he
resides ; while the third should be proportioned to tho proporty
that ho enjoys nnder the protection of his own, or any other,
statc.
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The same principle, again, may be applied-s-aud actually
has been applied to a considerable extent-in determining the
division between general and local taxation within any country.
Where expenditure defrayed by taxes benefits the inhabitants
in a certain locality almost exclusively, awl other persons only
so far [IS they resort La the pluce -c-thereby usually benefiting its
trndc-it seems in accordance with natural justice, individual
istically interpreted, that the taxes should be correspondingly
localised; as, for instance, in the case of expenditure on streets,
and bridges so far as they" arc not maintained by tolls. Where
on the other hand a more considerable share of the utilities
produced tenus to be diffused through the community, though
residents in a certain locality benefit more than others, a di
vision of the cost bet-ween local and general taxation is OIl

similar principles equitable : thus (e.g.] it is reasonable thnt the
pecuniary aid given by Government, to elementary education
should be furnished partly from national, partly from local, rc
sources, so far as it is given on strictly iudivicluu.list.io principles
-c-tluu is with the view of benefiting persollB other than the
children educated. .A similar division of cost would seem to
he also equitable ill the case of Poor-relief; but here considera
tions of justice appear to be overborne in England by the
special need and difficulty of maintaining a very strict economy
in poor-law administration.

To sum up: I do not think that any sharp line can be
drawn between taxes, ordinarily 130 called, and any compulsory
payments for services received from Government; and I accept
generally the principle of fixing the individual's contribution
to Goverurnent so as to be as nearly as may be equivalent to
the cost of the services performed by Government to him, so
far as such services can be properly rega.rded as rendered to
individuals. At the same time I think that this principle can
rarely be applied, except in a Tough and partial ,vay) to allY
payments that arc ordinarily called taxes; and that even where
it is most applicable, it must often be overborne by other con
siderations-c-sometimes by the economic advantage of more
uniform rates of payment, sometimes by the desirability of
reducing tho burden laid on the pOOTer class of contributors.
Nor does it seem that there is necessarily any sacrifice of
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justice, even from an individualistic point of view, in throwing
a part of tho cost of services which men are compelled to
purchase on persons other than the recipient; since from this
point of view tho only admissible reason for compelling any
individual to purchase such services is that the interests of
others will be damaged if he is allowed to dispense with them ;
lienee it seems not unfair that these other." should bear a, part of
their cost. AmI, finally, there is a large part of governmental
expenditure-much the largest part in our European nations,
loaded with war-debts, and armed to the teeth-the utility of
which cannot be thus distributed among individuals. Let us
proceed then to consider the method by which Government
ought to raise the contributions required for such public ex
penditure as cannot rcasouably or conveniently be provided
for by charging inclividuals in I roportion to services rcndcrcd ;
where there is no public income adequate to such needs derived
from land or other wealth owned by the community or from
the profits of goveruuiental business. It will be convenient to
call this the method of ' taxation' in the strictest sense.

§ 6. 1 ought, however, to promise that in the discussion
which follows I do not propose to deal with the problem of
constructing a system of taxation, as it. presents itself practically
to a statesman. It docs not seem to me that this problem can
be satisfactorily treated in a work on general economic theory;
especially because, as I shall shew, the cousiderntions that ought
to influence a statesman in choosing, rejecting or adjusting
particular taxes are very various and complicated ~ and though
we may usefully explain and classify them in a general thee
retied discussion, '\"IC cannot. pretend to estimate precisely their
relative importance without careful ascertniument of the par
tieular social and industrial conditions of the community to be
taxed. Indeed there are very important political reasons
for preferring some taxes to others, and for seeking to
realize certain ends in taxation generally, which lie beyond tbe
scope of n strictly economic discussion. Thus the third of
Adam SnliLh's Jruuous canons-c-that "tho tnx which each
"Individual i..; bound to pny" ought to be Ii clear and
"plain to the contributor" in respect of time, manner and
quantity-is a constitutional rather than an economic principle:
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its primary object being, as Adam Smith explains, to protect
ordinary citizens against illegitimate exactions and extortions on
the part of officials. So again, in a community. where represen
tative institutions are fully del-eloped, there is-an important con
stitutional ground for maintaining equal diffusion of the burden
of taxation; viz, that the citizens generally may he equally
interested in checking superfluous governmental expenditure,
which special classes of persolls are continually prompted by
strong selfish motives to extend. Indeed the force of this con
sideration has led some thinkers to hold seriously that the
burden of taxation ought to be as much as possible felt by
those who bear it, in order that they may have the strongest
possible motives for minimizing it; and perhaps in a very
orderly and law-abiding and lightly-taxed community this
might he desirable: but in most actual societies the dangers
arising from (I ignorant impatience" of taxation are so much
graver than any which" ignorant patience." could cause, that it
should rather be a maxim of statesmanship to avoid if possible
auy species of tax that is particularly disliked by the persons on
whom it falls, even if the dislike seems groundless and fuuciful '.
Further, it hardly seems within my province to deal with the
very important political question, how far a statesman in con
structing a scheme of taxation ought to take a cosmopolitan
point of view ; and Hot try to throw the burden of a tax
on foreigners, except so far as it is fair compensation for services
rendered to them, nor, in estimating injurious effects on pro
duotion, consider dctriment to foreign industries as indifferent
-or even advantageous, if they rival industries of his own
COUUlry. In apreviou:-) chapter (eli. v.), however, we have had
occasion to examine the manner in which a (tribute' may, under
certain circumstances, be obtained from foreigners by means of
import duties; and I shall refer to the subject again in a sub
sequent section: but for the most part I shall assume, for sim
plicity, that the burden of a. tax is borne by the nation whose
government imposes it.

III considering more particularly the mode of imposition of

1 It should be noted tllat there nrc ulso strictly economic grounds for this
maxim, so far as dislike of a tax causes it to be ccaded, legitimately or other
wise.

-;
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this bur.len, it will be desirable to keep in view our fundamental
distinction between effects on Production, or on the aggregate
wealth of the community, and effects on Distribution, or the
incidence of the burden of taxation; though, as we shall see, it
is impossible to separate the consideration of the one kind of
effects from that of the other. Under the former head, the
financier is chiefly concerned with effects which he would desire
to avoid as far as possible"; namely the different extra costs of
different taxcs-c--the burden they impose on the taxpayers, over
and above the net gain that they bring in to the treasury,
In estimating these we have to distinguish the strictly financial
cost-the expense of collect.ion-and what may be called
the extra-financial cost) i.e. chiefly the loss entailed on the
consumers by changes in products or modes of production
caused by taxes. The discussion of the former kind of cost,
and of the best methods of minimizing it, belongs to the
technical side of fiuauciul udmiuistration, and I shall not enter
upon it further than to notice one or two considerations, so
fundamentally important in constructing a system of taxation
that they can hardly be omitted: what I shall chiefly consider,
nnder the head of "effects on production" arc the-generally
detrimental-changes in the extra-governmental organisation
of industry which tho financial interference of government
entails.

It, is, however, with the problem of distribution that we nrc
primarily concerned, when treating of taxation in the most
general way. "'~lTects on production aro properly regarded in
relutiou to particular taxes taken by themselves; since a tax that,
from the point of view of production, is bad when contemplated
by itself, remains no less bad when contemplated as part of a
complex SYSt9Itl of taxation; it may be eligible as the least bud
among possible alternatives, hut its badness cannot bo neutralized
hy combining it with other taxes. But the case is otherwise with
effects on distribution; for when a tax is defective on account
of the unequal distribution of its burden, the defect can be at
least roughly compensated by the imposition uf some other tax:
with an opposite kind of inequality-awl, as we 311a11 sec, such

1 III SOJIle cases, however, we OUl.\" take into account the indirect gain that
results from the restriction of the consumption of harmful luxuries.

s. g. :JO
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rough compensation is all that the financier can practically aim
at. Hence, in considering taxation in the aggregate, the question
of distribution is the primary one.

§ 7. What then are we to lay down as the fuudamental
principle for the distribution of the burden of taxation in the
narrower sense-i-that is, of the burden that remains to he
allotted, when the principle of payment in proportion to services
received has been applied as far as is reasonable ? The ob
viously equitable principle-assuming that the existing distri
bution of wealth is accepted as just or not unjust-is that equal
sacrifices should be imposed on all; and this also obviously the
most economic adjustment of the burden, except so far as it is
thought desirable to make taxation a means of redressing the
inequalities of income that would exist apart from governmental
interference. The introduction, hov...ever, of this latter prin
ciple to any mm-kcd extent involves the danger of diminishing
the inducements to accumulation of capital j or, more imme
diately, of driving capital abroad, if the principle is applied
in one country only. And the danger is much greater here
than in the case of the partially distributional interferences
noticed at the close of the preceding chapter, because if the
principle is applied at all, any limit to its application seems
quite arbitrury ; if the burden of the rich is to be twice as great
as that of the poor, there seems no clear reason why-it should
not be throe times as great, and so on. Accordingly most
economists! hold that any such communistic tendency should be
rigidly excluded in the adjustment of taxation; and that what
ever government may legitimately do to remedy the inequalities
of distribution resulting from natural liberty should be done
otherwise than by unequal imposition of financial burdens. And
this is, in the main, the conclusion which I am myself disposed
to adopt; but I must interpret or limit it hy one important
proviso ,....hich seems to me necessitated by the acceptance of the

I Including, I suppose, J. S. Mill-though I do not exactly see how to recon
cile the following statements, which I find in separat-e paragraphs of hie
Book Y. chap. ii. S 2:

«Whatever sacrifices a. government requires should be made to bear as
'<nearly as possible with the same pressure upon all" ...

f< 'the true idea of distributive justice consists not in jmitating but in
,. redressing the inequalities and wrongf! of nature I' •••
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principle that the community ought, to protect its members from
starvation-a degree of communism which, as we have seen, is
legally established in England, and practically admitted, in one
form or another, by modern societies generally. It seems to me
to follow from this that, if possible, no one's income should
be reduced by taxation below what is required to furnish him
with the hare necessaries of life. For if Government is to risk
a serious instalment of the evils of communism in order to
secure all members of the community from starvation, it hardly
ought to aggravate its inroad on the motives that normally
prompt the poor to energetic industry, by tak£ng from those
who remain independent a part of what it would actually have
to give them if they sought its aid. And if on this ground
we exempt altogether from taxation incomes below a certain
low limit, it would be obviously unreasonable to exact a full
(luota of payment from those just above this minimum; for
this would lead to tho absurd result. that persons who could
only earn a. very little more than the minimum would lose the
iohole of such extra earnings. It seems therefore that we ought
to treat as taxable only that portion of any individual's income
which is not required to provide necessaries either for himself or
for those dependent on him j at least in a community where the
principle of the English poor-law is accepted. And even apart
from any question of poor-relief, I think that this principle of
adjustment w011Id tend to realize equality in the distribution of
the burden of taxation more nearly than the rule of proportioning
taxation to income; since deprivation of the necessaries of lifo is
an evil so indefinitely greater than cleprivation of luxuries that
the two may be fairly treated as incommcnsumble ; and we may
assume generally that if poor and rich alike are deprived of a
certain proportion of their resources available for luxurious ex
penditure, the loss thus incurred of purchascable satisfaction will
be at least as great. to the poorest class that will be taxed at. all,
as it 'will be to any other class. The question, I think, is rather
whether even this principle is not oppressive to the poor; and
whether ill order to equalize the real burden of taxation we
ought not to lay a progressively iucreasiug tax 011 the luxurious
expenditure of the rich; and I must admit that, in lily opinion,
such a tax would he justifiable from the point of view of distri-

~G-2
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bution alone : but it is open to the practical objection that
the progression if once admitted ,....ould be very difficult to limit,
owing to the impossibility of establishing any definite quantita
tive comparison between the pecuniary sacrifices of the rich and
those of the poor; and therefore there would be a serious danger
that the progression would be carried so far as to check accumu
lation or drive capital from the country'. thus causing a loss to
production which would more than outweigh the gain in equali
sation of sacrifice.

If, however, we allow strict equity in the distribution of
taxation to be overborne in favour of the rich by the advantage
of encouraging the accumulation of capital in the country, it
seems reasonable to aim at the same result more directly by a.
measure that will operate generally in favour of those who
derive their income mainly from labour: viz. by exempting
savings from taxation. .A certain minimum of savings, indeed,
-enough t,o prevent individuals from becoming a burden to
others in age or sickncss-c-should he included in the exemption
of necessaries argued in the preceding paragraph. Further than
this there would be no ground for carrying the exemption) if
what were saved were merely hoarded, in the form of coin
or durable consumer's wcalth ; since the portion of "wealth
that at any given time was so hoarded would at the time be
merely employed in gratifying the hoarders by giving them a
sense of pO\ver or security; and there would be no reason why
these personal gratifications should not bear along with others
the reduction required to supply the needs of government. But,
actually, since what is saved takes mainly the form of capital
that aids industry, tho savcr.c-ovhatevcr his motives may he
docs in fact render an important service to production; and it
seems desirable that this should at least be as little as possible
discouraged by taxation.

But again; if we exempt savings OIl this ground, it seems
reasonable to extend the exemption to what is spent by a father
of a family on the education of his children, so far as it tends to
make them more efficient labourers. Aud there would seem to

1 The latter of these would be the immediate practical danger, as it is not
likely that such unequal taxation of the rich would be introduced in most
civilised couna ies simultaneously.
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be even stronger grounds for encouraging by a similar exemption
the devotion of funds by gift or hequest to public objects of real
utility, provided that adequate security is taken that they arc
efficiently mlministorcd ; especially if the objects are of a kino
to which public money might reasonably be allotted, if private
liberality were wanting. It may oven be plausibly urged, that
a considerable part of the non-necessary expenditure of the rich
is actually iucurred in maintaining and transmitting culture,
and that this also is a function of sufficient social importance
to be properly encouraged by exemption from taxation. This
consideration is, I think, not devoid of force, in spite of tho
groat difficulty of distinguishing expenditure of this kind from
that which ministers to mere personal enjoyment; and the ex
pediency of providing for this ami the other exemptions before
mentioned seems to me a. strong reason for throwing a large
share of the burden of taxation on the consumers of commodities
that are neilher necessary nor promotive of culture; provided
that this can be done without material disadvantages of somo
other kind. Such taxes on commodities, however, tend to be
seriously unequal; especially since there are very strong technical
reasons for concentrating such taxation on a few articles largely
consumed, in order to minimize the cost-e-financial and extra
finnncial-c-thnt it involves; and it is almost inevitable that the
expenditure on these particular articles should form a very
variable proportion of the total expenditure of different classes
of the community en things that are. neither neceesnries HOI'

promotive of culture. So far as the classes thus over-burdened can
be disLiuguished as those receiving incomes of certain amounts,
the inequality may be roughly compensated by an income-tax
on other classes-as it is in the Englisll budget-; but there are
still liable to remain great variations in the consumption of taxed
commodities among persons of similar incomes-c-owing to varia
tions of taste, constitution, &c.-for which it is practically im
possible to make compensation. TJIC adoption, therefore, of this
method of raising taxes must be admitted to he incompatible with
any very exact equalisation of the lmnleu of taxation. But in
fact any such exactness is rendered practically unattainable, 011

the generaJ principle above adopted, by the vagucucss of the
distinction between necessaries and luxuries, and tho great
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differences in thc needs of different persons and of the same
person at different times; and the method of taxing commodities
has the merit of avoiding the 'VOIst inequalities which taxation
proportioned to income would cause, in consequence of these
differences of need; since it enables those persons whose needs
arc 'greatest to diminish their share of taxation, hy abstinence
from customary luxuries.

Generally speaking, it is desirable to select for taxation
commodities of which the consumption is not likely to be re
stricted to any great extent, through the desire to avoid payment
of the tax, as all such restriction increases the excess of the
loss to the public caused by tbe tax, over and above the gain
to the treasury; since the persons who are driven to consume
commodities which they do not like so well suffer a manifest loss
of utility. But there is one exceptional case, very important
in our own system of taxation, in which this principle does not
apply: viz. where the commodity taxed is largely consumed in
excess of what is salutary. So far as such excess is prevented
by the tax, the restriction of consumption is positively beue
ficial to the commuuity ; and though legislative interference
with the sole object of limiting the consumption of dangerous
commodities is emphatically condemned by advocates of natural
liberty, they have not, for the most part) pushed their an
tagonism so far as to maintain that the selection of taxes ought
not to be partly influenced by this consideration. On the other
hand, the burden of such taxes-c-as those on alcoholic liquors
and tobacco-is liable to fall with special inequality on different
members of the same class ; since not only do many persons shun
these dangerous commodities altogether, but. among those who
consume them the standard of strict moderation is vague and
variable, and there are many degrees of excess possible. It has
been plausibly suggested that the extra contribution levied from
the drunkard should be regarded as a fine t rather than a tax:
but if this be admitted, the difficulty of drawing a clear line
between moderate and immoderate drinking introduces a new
and peculiar uncertainty into the problem of determining the
actual distribution of taxation; especially since there arc many

I As suggested b:r ?Ill" Dudley Baxter, Taxation oj the Fllited Kingdom, ch.
xsi.
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other branches of luxurious consum.ption in which indulgence is
liable to pass tho limit of moderation, and in which excess is
unsalutnry, though not so palpably hurtful and dangerous to
society.

So 8. So far we have implicitly assumed that taxes on com
modities can be RO imposed as to fall entirely on those who
consnmo them; and similarly that an income or property tax:
will be borne by the persons on whose income or property it is
laid. 'Ve have now to notice a uew element of imperfection
and uncertainty in the equalisation of taxation, due to the fact
that we can only partially succeed in making the burden either
of I direct J or {indirect J taxes fall where we desire; the burden
is liable to be transferred to other persons "when it is intended
to remain where it is first imposed; and, on tho other hand,
when it is intended to be transferred the process (If transference
is liable to be tardy aud incomplete 1. Indeed this process is
often so complicated and obscure that it is a problem of consider
able i rrrricacy aTHI (lifficll1ty to ascertain where the burden of a
tax actually rests: and it is not even a simple matter
to state accurately the general principle for determining
the incidence of a tax, supposing all the facts wore known :
-c-us is evident 6'0111 the fact. that Mill has not been able
to arrive at a perfectly consistent view on the subject. Thus
he maintains (E. v. ell. iii. § :i) that a tux on profits, even
when through the stimulus it has given to invention it has
.: been realized without loss to anyone," must bo still" con
n sidered as paid from profits, because die receivers of profits are
"those who would be benefited if it were taken off"-thus ap
parently holding that the incidence of the benefit of remission
is a trustworthy criterion of the incidence of the burden of the
tax. But in ch. ii. § 6 he affirms that "there is not the
<I smallest pretence for looking on" the existing land-tax in
England" as a payment exacted from the existing race of laud
"Iords:" though it must be evident that it is the existing race of'
landlords 'who would benefit by its remission. And in fact
his criterion is neither plain nor always trustworthy. III

I The common classification of tuxes ns Direct and Indirect appears to me

liable to mislead the student, hy ignOl'ing the complexity Hod difficulty of the
problem of dctcnniuing the Incidence of inxution ,
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some cases, as we shall see, the persons who would reap the
whole benefit of the remission of a tax have never suffered
from its imposition; while, more frequently, both benefit
and burden tend to be wholly or partially transferred after a
varying interval of time, so that the renl incidence of the tax
may be quite different at different periods from the date of
imposition or remission.

For this reason, we cannot, I think, say that it. is the extra
income that the man who p:::tys the tax would gain if it were
taken off which gives. the true measure of the burden it imposes
on him, but rather the extra income that he would now be
enjoying if it had never bocn laid on. Hut to get even an
approximate estimate of this hypothetically determined burden
may require a very careful consideration of complex conse
quencm.; and the result must, often be at the best but partially
satisfactory. I "will iudicute by tukiug the most important cases
the kind of consideration that is nece~::;ury_

To begin with the simplest.

I. A special tax OIl a class of persons, distinguished by
characteristics either irremovable or of HO economic importance,
tends to be wholly borne by the persons who pa.y it. This would
be the case (e.g.) with a tax on Jews or Papists; for even if some
of the Jews left tbe country in consequence, or some of the
Papists became Protestants, the cxchnuge value of the services
of the remainder would not thereby be materially increased.

IT. Taxes of the above kind arc opposed to modern senti
merits of equity. A nearly similar inevitability, however,
attaches to a general tax on incomes, simply proportioned to
their amounts, so long as it is not heavy enough to induce any
particular class of the rx;rsons on whom it is imposed to diminish
materially the relative supply of their labour; either voluntarily,
through emigration or abstinence from matrimony, or involun
tarily ill consequence of the resources of' their families being
reduced below the minimum required to support life. But if any
considerable diminution in the relative numbers of any class
takes place throngh these causes; it will tend to raise the: market
value of their labour to some extent, and to that extent to
transfer the burden of the tax to other members of the com-
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muuity : but obviously v.... ith very different degrees of rapidity,
according as the effect is produced (1) by emigration, or (2) by
abstinence from matrimony or inability to rear children. Similar
consequences may of course follow from any taxation that falls
specially on the poorer classes of labourers; hence there is an
dement of truth in the old doctrine that: "taxes on wages
"teud to 1:111 011 profits"," if applied to the wages of unskilled
labour, supposed to he already at the minimum required to
"enable tho labourers, one with another, to 311 bsist and pcr
'<petuate their race." And some effect of this kind might no
doubt he produced even by taxes proportional (as above proposed)
to non-necessary expenditure: hut, unless such taxes were
extremely heavy, it would generally be of so indefinite and
remote [~ kind as not to be practically worth estimating.

III. A tax unnnully levied on the owners of nny particular
kind of durable wealth, of which the suppl), is absolutely limited,
will remain onerous to the persuns on whom it was originally
imposed oren after they have sold the article taxed. For instance
if Raphael's pictures were thus taxed, the amount of the tax
capitalised would tend to he subtracted from their price, so that,
after a single transfer by sale, the tax would not be really
onerous to the pC'T'son who actually paid it. A similar effect
will be produced by a special? tax au land of fixed amount, not
increasing with its value or rent: so far as land IH1S changed
haurls bv sale since its imposition, the burden of the tax will be
110 longer borne by the actual lan.lowucr; and therefore even if
the tax was originally unjust, the actual landowner will in ::;U1::11

Case have 110 claim to its remission. Hence where such a tax is
of old date, so that a considerable amount of land has changed

I Though in fact the burden thus transferred would be divided among (1) tho
employers of the labour grown dearer, (2) the consumers of its ultimate products,
(:~) labourers ill ether grades, and (-1) owners of capital ill proportions which
will vm-y yery much according to circuruscances ; and which, I may add, would
be VCl')" difficult to ascertain with even npproxnuate accuracy in any concrete
case, O\\~l1g to the intermingled effects of other causes.

2 The cncct of a tax on laud which i~ merely aile form or a more general tax
on property or income will he quite difIl'l'ent, f;in('C in thi·; Inucr cnsc the selling
price of the laud will not tend to be lowered, as its purchaser will have to puy no
-uore ta-xes in consequence.
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hands by sale,-and all by illheritance\-since its original
imposition, it seems best not to rega"rd it as really a tax at all,
but as a share of the Tent of land reserved to the community;
just as if it had been a payment imposed when the land was
allowed to pass into private ownership.

IV. When, however, a special tax is imposed on land,
varying ill proportion to its value, the case is different, and
the incidence of the tax more complicated; and it may be
of some practical interest to examine it in detail, on account
of the special burdens laid On land and houses-which
m.ay be regarded as a particular form of utility added to
laud-e-in our system of local taxation. At any given time
there is a certain amount of outlay of various kinds for the
pUlllose of increasing the utility of land, which would, apart
from the tax, be romunorative ; but a portion of which will be
unprofitable, if the tax be imposed, unless the price of the
produce of land rises. Hence the imposition of tho tax will
tend to prevent this portion of the outlay from heiug made, and
so to restrict the supply of the consumable utilities that, would
have resulted from it, and consequently to raise their price
somcwbat : but the extent of such rise will vary indefinitely
according to the conditions of supply and law of demand for the
produce in question. If (e.g.) the producers are closely pressed
by foreign competition, the rise rnay be very slight; while, if
the produce cannot be imported and the demand is inelastic,
the price 1110.y ultimately be increased by nearly the wholo
amount of the tax. But to whatever extent the price' rises from
this cause", the burden of the tax will be ultimately transferred
to the consumer or purchaser of the utilities furnished by the
land; i.e. to the occupier (who may, of course, be actually the
owner) of land used for enjoyment (parks, gardens, &c.), or to
the purchaser of the produce of agricultural land.c--who, however,
if he be a purchaser not, for consumption but for :-;[1,10 OT pro
duction, may, under certain conditions hand on the burden still
further, till it reaches "what we may call the ultimate consumer.

1 Cf. post. § 11 where the peculiar economic chnracterlstios of taxes on
inheritance arc pointed out.

Z Here again, it will generally be very difficult to nscertaiu in a concrete
case, how Iar ally rise in price has actually been due to this cause.
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The initial operation, however, of such a. tax may be some
what further complicated by its effects on the business of
producing the increased utility of the land. To illustrate this
complication, we may take the specially important case of land
used for building. Suppose that a new tax proportional to
yalne-not balanced by corresponding taxes on other sources of
income-is laid Oll owners of land generally, including owners
of land with buildings on it; and suppose for simplicity that
the tax is annual and rent is competitively determined afresh
from year to year. Then, as the imposition of the tax cannot
a.t once affect tho supply of houses or the demand for them,
the whole tax will at first tend to be paid by the owner; so that
the building of houses will become less remunerative, and will
consequently be reduced in extent. The resulting limitation of
supply-as houses cannot profitably he imported-s-will tend to
raise their price awl rent sufficiently to make building re
munerativo; that. is, if tho cost of building wore unaltered the
rent would tend to be increased by the amount of the proportion
of the tax that falls on the rent of the building as distinct
from the ground. But in fact, if the tax be a heavy one,
the rise will tend to be temporarily somewhat less than this;
since the cost of building will undergo some reduction in
consequence of the check given to the building industry by the
tax, which win tend to diminish for a time the returns to the
labour and capital employed in this industry'. Ultimately,
however, the whole portion of the tax that is paid for the value
of the house itself, will fall-in the case of private dwelling
houses'i-c-on the consumer or occupier. The portion, however,
that falls on the ground-rent will continue to be borne by the
owner of the ground (supposing, as above explained, that he has
not sold it) unless the tax has caused a rise in agricultural

1 If the tax were a yery heavy one, a sensible though fainter effect of the same
kind might also be produced on other industries auxiliary to the building trade:
1>0 that a small temporary wave of Ioes, diminishing in intensity as it extends,
would spread through the group of industries connected with building.

c So far as the Lax falls 011 hnildjnpa used as producers' capital, it will have
a certain tendency to he transferred through Industrial competition ~ but the
Incidcneo of OIG tnx supposed win be so general thnt the extent and manner of
its possible transfer is very difficult to detcrrnine-cespccinlly since producers who
use land will be more heavily taxed.
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produce and the laud is so situated that it could be as re
muneratively employed for agricultural purposes as for building.
Nay further, if the tax be not uniform but higher in some
districts than in others, the vvhole excess-and not merely the
proportion of the excess that falls on the ground-rent,-will tend
to remaiu 011 the owner; at least so long as tho fall docs not
render the laud more profitable for other purposes than it- is
fur building.

So fur I have supposed tbe tax to be formally paid by the
ownor. If, however, it be laid in the first instance on the
occupier, the effect will be substantially the same as soon as the
Tent comes to be determined afresh, after the imposition of the
tax.

§ D. V. In short, a tax on land and buildings proportional
to their value has partly the effect of a tax on the product of
certain industries: partly, again, so far as the laud or buildings
taxed are / producers' wealth' it bas the effect of a tax on the
instruments of certain industries. To whatever extent it
operates in either way, it comes within the large class of what
we may call Taxes on Production; which occupies tho most
important place in modern systems of taxation. This class
includes, besides (1) the important taxes before referred to on
the manufacture and sale of material products, also (2) taxes
on conveyance, (:J) payments (fees, licenses, &c.), for leave to
practise certain trades and professions, and (4) a great part of
the taxes (by means of stamps) on the transfer of pruperty
so far as these, falling with more weight on traders, may
be regarded as largely taxes on trade. Such taxes on special
lucrative callings are generally intended to fall, not on- the persons
who exercise them, but on the ultimate consumers of the
oommod itics that the former furnish, or assist in furnishing;
and it is obvious that industrial competition will tend to cause
this transfer of the burden, so far as it. tends to equalize romu
ncrations. Still the transfer ought not to be assumed, in
estimating the incidence of taxes, without important qualifica
tiona, "\Ve may indeed. take it as broadly true, in most cases,
that the burden of a long-eslablished tax on production does not,
rest on the class of persons who actually pay it i-though even
here it must be borne in mind that, owing to the limited know-
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ledge that producers have of each other's remunerations,
industrial competition, however open and active, cannot tend
to bring about any exact equalization of cnruings ; it call but
operate roughly to prevent large and palpable differences.
But it is only under special circumstances that a fle'w Lax 011

production can bo completely and at once transferred to the
consumer. For, firstly, whenever the rise in price required to
effect the transfer involves a material reduction in the sale of
the commodity taxed, some initial loss to producers must result;
which will be greater, ceteris paribus, in proportion to the
extent of the reduction. We have thus an additional reason for
selecting, in the imposition of fresh taxes, commodities for which
substitutes cannot easily be found and with which consumers
...vill not willingly dispense, in order that Ute incidental loss to
producers may be as small us possible. Agaiu, the extent of
loss to producers caused by a, reduction in the demand for their
commodities varies very much according to the degree of
mobility of their capital i-c-thus it is usually less for traders
than for manufacturers and agriculturists; which is a reason,
from a strictly national point of vievv, for taxing imports, ceteris
paribus, rather than the products of nati \'0 industry.

But again: the tendency of industrial competition to transfer
the burden of taxation from producers to consumers will not
operate where the former are enjoying extra profits to an amount
exceeding that of the tax; whether through monopoly, natural or
artificial, or through the possession of scarce natural resources or
social opportunities. Thus a. moderate tax on the produce of
famous vineyards would have no tendency to be transferred to
the consumer; the owners of the vineyards would still produce
as much as they call and get the market-price for it, as they do
now, so that the whole of the tax would be substantially paid
out of their incomes. Where, however, a inouopcly has been
constituted by means of a grant of special rights and privileges
gmnted by government, an exceptional paymf'nt by its owners
should not be regarded as, in substance, strictly a tax; it is
rather a share in the extra profits of the monopoly reserved to
the community.

It is to be noted further, that in the case of temporary
and partial monopolies, protected only by tho difficulties of
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profitable competition, it must often be very uncertain where
the burden of a tax on the monopolised production really rests,
after a certain interval from its original imposition. For the
tax operates as an additional obstacle to competition; and it
may possibly be decisive in preventing it-out this call hardly
ever he known for certai,;r. Thus if a tax be imposed on the
receipts of railways, where no other modo of conveyance
seriously competes with them, the burden will primarily fall
on the shoulders of the railway companies: for if it were profit
able for them to raise their fares after the tax had been
imposed, it would have been equally profitable for them to do
this independently of the tax: the tax can give no additional
motive of self-interest to adopt such a measure, except so far
as it removes from them the fear of competition; and this last
operation must always be of a vcry vague and uncertain kind.

Finally we must observe that taxes on commodities ,... hen
laid in certain ways may actually benefit certain classes of the
producers or sellers of such commodities, by giving them advan
tages ill the competition ,.... ith other producers. Thus a tax OIl

the materials of production or on products in an early stage of
manufacture, or on articles of trade some time before they are
sold, has a certain tendency to increase the advantage of large
capitalists, as it causes more capital to be required for a given
amount of business. Hence it is quite possible that the con
sumer may even lose by such a tax, through a rise in price,
considerably more than is gained by the cxchoquor ; the em
ployer being able to exact wages of management, as well as
interest} for the extra. capital employed. Licenses again, if the
charge for them is fixed independently of the amount of
business, are similarly advantageous to large employers.

§ 10. We have already had occasion to notice that, in a
complete estimate of the incidence of a tax, we ought strictly
to take into account not merely the burden laid on producers
or consumers of the article taxed, but also the loss to the com
munity through the non-production and non-consumption of
the greater quantity and better quality of commodities which
would have heen produced if the k1.X had not been imposed.
That is, we have to take into account those effects on produc
tion which we began by distinguishing from effects (merely) on
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distribution; so far as the former being unequally distributed,
really affect distribution as well. I shull now proceed to
indicate briefly the chief cases of the productional effects.

Let us take first tho case of taxes on the manufacture
awl sale of commodities. Such taxes cause an economic loss,
uncompeusated by any gain to the treasury, so far as they
admit of being evaded by the adoption of a less economical
mode of producing the commodity : or, again,-where this is
prevented-so far as the processes of production are impaired or
hampered, or improvements in t.hem precluded, by the necessity
of conforming to rules imposed to guard against evasion or
otherwise for the convenience of the tax-gatherer. For instance,
the production of oil in Asia )1inor is said to be seriously
deteriorated by the fact that the olives after han-est have to be
kept untouched until the tax-collector has found time to come
and ascertain their amount.

Again, we have already observed that production is affected,
so far as the demand for the taxed product. is decreased
by its rise in price; anel that this effect will be greater ceteris
paribus in proportion to t.he facility of finding substitutes for
the taxed product, and thus satisfying the same wants by
different means. So far as the production of such substitutes
is made to replace the production of the taxed commodity, the
consumer suffers an uncompensated loss similar to that caused
by the adoption of inferior methods of producing the same
commodity.

We may however notice that this loss will 1)0 proportionally
less, if the commodity belongs to the olnss of which the normal
expense of production increases with the total amount produced.
For in this case both the diminution of production and the
consequent loss of satisfaction to the consnmer is lessened by the
decrease in the proportional expense of producing the reduced
amount,

So far as taxation of this kind reduces the normal use of
materials or instruments of production, or of articles whoso
consumption conduces to the efficiency of productive labourers,
and for which only imperfect substitutes can be found elsewhere,
a loss results to production which may go on propagnting itself
at compound interest.
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On the other hand, there are certain taxes that, in various
ways, have a beneficial effect on the aggregate wealth of the
country. Thus, as we before noticed, taxes that reduce the
consumption of commodities liable to be abused, such as
alcoholic stimulants, may indirectly increase production by
diminishing the loss of efficiency caused by such production.
And of course, S0 far as consumers are thus prevented from
injuring themselves, their total satisfaction is increased by what
is primarily a privation.

,Vc may notioe again the special advantage that results from
taxing things that are partly esteemed as signs of wealth, awl
therefore of social status : since a tax imposed on such articles
pro tanto increases their utility in proportion as it increases
their exchange value; so that the consumers do not loso what
the Government gains.

And, finally, it must be admitted that the imposition of
import duties is, under certaiu circumstances, a method at least
temporarily effective of increasing a nation's income at tile
expense of foreigncrs-i-though on various grounds a dangerous
method: and the same is true of export duties, whenever a
country has a monopoly of any product keenly demanded.

The effects resulting from the other kinds of taxes on lucrative
occupations are for the most pad similar to these. Taxes on con
veyance, so far as they hinder the transfer of commodities, tend
to prevent such improvements in production as result from the
specialization of the labour of different places; and similarly, so
far as they hinder the transfer of labour, they tend to prevent
its most efficient employment. So again, the stamp duties on
bills of exchange, receipts, drafts, &c") have a tendency to hamper
the development of trade; though tlris effect seems inconsider
able, so long as such duties are trifling in proportion to the
amount of the transactions on which they are imposed.

\Ve have now to notice that important effects on production
are caused by other taxes besides those that fall primarily on
producers. In the first place, it is clear that direct taxes on
expenditure, such as the taxes 011 carriages, horses, plate, so far
as they reduce the consumption of these commodities, affect
their production ultimntcly-c though not altogether at the first
imposition-to the same extent as corresponding taxes OIl the
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production of these artioles '. These effects-generally disad
vautagecus-s-are avoided by a direct tax on incomes", but even
an income-tax-aswcll as any other that diminishes the available
resources of individuals-is liable to affect production generally,
so far as it reduces the amount saved and converted into capital.
And this effect cannot bc altogether prevented by proportioning
taxation (as before proposed) not to income as. a whole, but to
income with savings subtracted; since the encouragement thus
given to save may be practically much less important than the
diminution in the power to save which the tax inevitably causes.
On the other hand, when the proceeds of a tax taken mainly
from what would have been luxuriously consumed by individuals
are productively employed by Government, it may be regarded
as a mode of compulsory saving, by which the capital of the
('ormnunify-though not of indi viduals-s-may be materially in
creased.

It may he observed further that, so far as saving is an affair
of habit, a tax may actually cause a diminution in it not due to
its amount, but to the nature and circumstances of its incidence.
Thus it has been plausibly maintained that the taxes Oil in
heritance of property have a special tendency to produce this
effect; because the person inheriting ordinarily considers the
additional wealth thus acquired as an increase of capital, and
does not spend any portion of it, but only increases his expendi
hue by the annual interest on it.

§ 11. This leach 11S to the more general question of the
incidence of taxes on the acquisition of property by bequest or
intestate inheritance; which r have reserved for separate con
sideration, because of the important peculiarities that they
present, when we are considering the theoretical construction of
a system of taxation. According to the criterion above laid

1 Hence a certain share of the burden of these tasec, at least. when newly
imposed, will under most circumstances be borne by persons engaged in the
production of the commodities taxed: no less than in the case of the' indirect '
taxes, discussed in the preceding section.

~ 'l'he peculiar drawbacks of an income-tax, arising from the difficulty of
obtaining an accurate estimate of the Incomes of iud ividunls., belong to a more
tcchuionl di-cussi.m of the problem of taxation than I have hf'fP. nftmnpted.

:37
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down, it is plain that the pecuniary loss caused by any such
tax falls on the persoll who inherits, since he would have
been richer by the exact amount, of the tax) if that had not
been imposed; except so far as it is probable that the person
from whom he inhorits, being aware of the tax, may have left
him a larger property in consequence-a probability which, I
imagine, is not practically important in the case of most of the
property obtained by inheritance.

:Neycrthcless, the considerations that ordinarily would lead
us to limit carefully the burden of taxation falling on any
individual or class do not, I conceive, apply in the case of
persons taxed as inheritors. For Government, by taking a
portion of what would otherwise have come to a man by in
heritance, in no way diminishes the motives that prompt him
to produce find accumulate woalth-if anything, it. tends to
increase these motives; nor does it necessarily Cause even any
diso.ppoinnnent of expectations, except when tho tax is first
imposed. On the other hand we ought undoubtedly to take
iuto account the diminution in inducements to industry and
care which a heavy tax on inheritances may cause, in the view
of pCrS01l8 who look forward to leaving them. The Lad effect
of such taxes, 11I)I\,evo\" in this way is not likely to be at all
equal in proportion to tile similar effect that would be pro
duced by extra taxes on income; in fact the limits of taxation
on inheritances will be practicnlly determined fur the financier
rather by the dnuger of evasion tllr\Jllgh donationes inter vivos,
t hau by the d:,ulf;'C'l' of che(:king industry and thrift: aud either
daugor will generally be much less where there are no children
or other direct descendants to inher-it. Hence it seems ex
pedient, in the case of these taxes, to give up the ordinary aim
at equality of incidence so far as to place a. much heavier tax
on wealth inherited Ly pcrsons not in d1C direct line of descent
from the previous owners. But if this course be adopted, it
becomes theoretically almost impossible to include these taxes
in an adjustment of general taxation on the principles of dis
tribution before proposed: and it seems to me not only con
venient but equitable to treat these taxes as 3. special burden
on the class of persons owuiug capital in considerable amounts-
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inheritances below a certain value being exempted.'. For, as
was before said, the propcrtionment of taxation to non-necessary
expenditure scours certainly to make the burden of sacrifice
imposed on the puor heavier than that of the rich, though the
excess docs not, admit of being definitely estiuiatcd ; and it
seems equitable to balance this excess roughly by the special
burden that taxes on inheritance will lay on the rich.

Bequests to public objects of manifest utility should, I con
ceive, be exempted altogether from taxation proper-as distinct
from payments for services recei ved-c-since auy diminution of
these bequests that might be caused by the taxation would, by
supposition, be a clear loss to the community. But in propor
tion as the real utility of such bequests becomes doubtful, the
advantage of exempting them from taxation becomes also
questionable.

1 This exemption is expedient on other grounds besides that which I prooeot
to urge; viz. ill order to encourage thrift among the poor, and on account of
the greater proportional cost of collecting the tax on small inheritances.



CHAPTER IX.

POLITICAL ECOXO~IY AXD PUIYATE ~IOnALITY.

§ 1. We had occasion to notice in the last chapter hut one,
that in considering some important departments of governmental
interference it is practically nceessary to take account of the
unconstrained action of private persons lor public objects. 'Ve
cannot determine what Government ought to do without con
sidering what private persons rnay he expected to do; and what
they may be expected to do will, to some extent at least,
depend on what it is thought to be their duty to do. And,
more generally, it was before observed that in the performance
even of the ordinary industrial functions with which economic
science is primarily concerned men are not merely influenced
by the motive of self-interest, as economists have assumed, but
also extensively by moral considerations. Hence it would seem
that an Art of Political Economy is incomplete without some
consideration of the principles that ought to govern private
conduct in economic matters. But for a complete treatment of,
this subject, it would seem needful to begin by establishing
systematically certain principles of morality, and then consider
ing the relation of these to the principles of Political Economy
as expounded in the present treatise-a procedure which would
inevitably introduce the fundamental and unsettled controversies
of ethics to au extent that would be hardly suitable in the
concluding chapter of a work on Political Economy. I therefore
propose in this concluding chapter to confine myself to a hrief
reflective survey of the manner in which the morality of common
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sense has actually been modified by economic considerations, only
trying here and there to introduce somewhat more clearness and
precision than appears to be found in ordinary thought.

It is generally recognised that the current economic doc
trines, and the prevalent habits of thought connected with
them, have had an important effect in modifying that part of
current, morality which is concerned with the getting and dis
posing of wealth-otherwise than by merely enlightening and
rationalizing the pursuit of private pecuniary interest; which,
indeed) English Political Economy has for the most part rather
assumed to be enlightened than sought to improve by in
struction. The department of duty in which this influence has
been chiefly noticed is that of liberality or charity. By many
person:') "hardhearted Political Economy" has been vaguely
believed to dry up the sources of almsgiving; and it is UIl

doubtodly true that almsgiviug under certain conditions is
shewn to be opposed to the true interests of the community by
economic arguments fundamentally similar to a portion of those
on which the inexpediency of legally enforced communism is
usually rested. It is less commonly obscrvcd-c-though it is,I think,
no less true-that economic considerations have had an important
share in defining the current conceptions of the more stringent
duties of Justice and Equity: and it will be in accordance with
the received order of ethical discussion tu L~'gill by considering
these.

To begin with an uncontroversial definicion of .Iusticc-c-we
may perhaps say that "just" claims to wealth or services are
claims precise in their nat.urc, for the non-fulfilment of which a
man is. liable to strong censure, if not to legnl interference; in
deed we should agree that such claims ought, to be capable of
legal enforcement, if the benefits of this were not in some cases
outweighed by the incidental difficulties and drawbacks of
judicial investigation and governmental coercion-as is (e.g.)
largely the case with the mutual claims of members of a family.
The line between Justice and Equity is not sharply drawn ill
ordinary thought; but so far as we distinguish From strictly just
claims those th::lt we should rather call" fair" or "equitable,"
the latter would seem to be less definite and more freqncntly
beyond the sphere of lcgn.l intervention. but yet claims for the
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fulfilment of which gratitude is not to be expected, while their
non-fulfilment is blamed.

Both kinds of claims without distinction may be conveniently
classified according to their sources as follows: besides (1) claims
determined by 1:1\v independently of contract, with which we
need not here concern ourselves, the most important class is (2)
that of claims arising out of contract, express or tacit-the
notion of H tacit contract" being extended to cover all norma]
expectations which a man knows (or ought to know) will be
produced by his conduct in the minds of others. Such expecta
tions are of course largely determined by custom: while in (3) a
certain class of cases custom practically restricts freedom of
contract-as in the case of fees to a physician. Further, there
are (4) claims arising out of previous services rendered under
circumstances under which contract would have been impossible
or inexpedient: such as the claims of parents on children: [In(1
(5) claims to reparation for harm inflicted; along with which
we may class claims to the prevention of harm, where A has
done an act which 'Would injure B if no provision were made
against. its harmful conseqnences. Under this last head would.
COU10 the claims of children on parents for sustenance and
nurture during infancy.

The influence of Political Economy is, I conceive, chiefly
noticeable as regards the second and third of these classes. In
the first place the' orthodox' ideal of free exchange is neces
sarily antagonistic to the swa.y of custom a" such-except so far
as a cnstomury determination of the price of services, modifiable
from time to time by changes in supply and demand, is eco
nomically advantageous by saving time and trouble. But, as I
have already observed, in a modern industrial community
custom can hardly be regarded as an effective economic force,
except, so far as it blends with tacit. combination-or, I should
perhaps say, tends to turn into combination when resisted.
If A pays B for certain services a, customary price which he
believes to be above the competition price, it is generally under
the condition of both being aware that the majority of B'a fellow
labourers would if necessary combine with him in refusing to
:l.cccpt, a lower price. How far Political Economy, considered
as an Art or a doctrine of what ougllt to be, approves of Com-
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binations to raise prices, when prompted by self-interest, I
will presently consider: meanwhile there seems no doubt that
the influence of economic discussion has tended to invalidate all
quasi-moral obligations founded on customs pure and simple,
substituting for customary terms of exchange conditions deter
mined by definite agreements freely entered into.

The duty of observing such engagements was so clearly
recognised in pre-economic morality that it can hardly be said
to have been made any clearer through the teachings of ooouo
mists, though no doubt these have dwelt with strong emphasis
on the fundamental importance of this department of morality
in a modern industrial community. It is rather in the de
termination of certain doubtful points that arise when we try to
define exactly the conditions nuder which an agreement is to
be regarded as really embodying the. free choice of bot.h con
trading parties, that tho influence of political economy appears
to he traceable, It is admitted that, generally speaking, any
j really free' exchange of commodities which the exchangers
have a right to dispose of is legitimate and should be held valid,
and that r real freedom' excludes (I) fraud and (2) undue
influence: but how are we to define these latter terms? Is A
justified in taking any advantage that the law a11O'\\'s him
(1) of the ignorance and (2) of the distress of B-supposing
that A is not himself the cause either of the ignorance or of the
distress? If nut, Lo what extent is he justified in so doing?
In the answers that thoughtful persons would give to these
questions we n1ay, I think, trace the influence of economic
considerations, limiting the play of the natural or moral
sentiments of sincerity awl sympathy.

To begin with the case of ignorance: we should not blame
A for having, in a negotiation with a stra.ngor' B, taken ad
vantage of B's ignorance of facts known to himself provided
that i1.',-; superior knowledge had been obtained by a legitimate
usc of diligence and foresight, which B might have used with
equal success. We should praise A for magnanimity if he for
bore such udvuutage : but we should not blame him for taking
it, even if the bargain that B was thus led to make were posi-

1 I suy "l\ stranger," because even a "light degree of friendship between the
parties would Tender such 11 bargain a betrayal of implied confidence.
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tively injurious to the latter, supposing that the injury would
otherwise have fallen on A, so that there is only a transfer and
not an increase of damage. For instance, we should not blame
a man for selling in open market the shares of a bank that he
believed was going to break, if his belief was founded, not on
information privately obtained from one of the partners, hut all

his own observations of the Lank's public acts or on the judg
mont of other experienced outsiders. Again if a man has
discovered by a legitimate use of geological knowledge and skill,
that there is probably a valuable mine on a piece of land owned
by a stranger, reasonable persons would not blame him for
keeping the discovery secret until he had bought tbe land at
its market value. And what prevents us from censuring in this
and similar cases is, I conceive, a moro Of less conscious
apprehension of the indefinite loss to the wealth of the com
munity that is likely to result from any effective social restric
tions on the frec pursuit and exercise of knowledge of this kind.
Such use of special and concealed knowledge is only censured by
thoughtful men, eit.her (1) when it is for some particular reason
against the public interest-e-ns (e.g.) if members of a cabinet
were to turn their foresight of political events to account on the
Stock Exchange-; or (2} when the porson using it has obtained
it in some way having a taint of illegitimacy-as by betrayal
of confidence, intrusion into privacy, &c.-; or (3) when the
person of whom advantage is taken is thought to have some
claim on the other beyond that of an ordinary stranger.

§ 2. Let us HOW consider the question that arises when we
try to define the moral coercion or undue pres8ure that reuders
a contract unfair: viz. How far A may legitimately take advan
tage of the urgent need of B to raise the price of a commodity
sold to the latter, supposing that he is in no ,vay responsible for
this urgent need? The question is one, I think, of considerable
practical perplexity to ordinary minds; and it requires some
care in distinction and analysis of cases to give even a tolerably
satisfactory answer to it. In the first place, where B is under
the pressure of exceptional and sudden emergency, in which A
has a special opportunity of rendering assistance, while the need
is so urgent that there is no room for competition to operate, it
seems certain that A would be generally blamed for exacting
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for his service the full price which it is B's interest to pay: and
this would not only be true in cases of danger to l ife or health,
where humanity seems more obviously to dictate unbargained
assistance, hut even where it is a mere question of saving pro
pert.y. For instance we should consider it extortionate in a
boatman, who happened to be the only man able to save valu
able works of art from beiug lost in a. river, to demund for his
services a reward manifestly beyond their normal price: that is,
beyond the price which, under ordinary circumstances, competi
tion would determine at that time and place. Still, it is by no
means clear that such extortion is "contrary to the principles
"of Political Economy" as ordinarily understood. Economists
assume in their scientific discussious-s-frcquently with more
or less implied approval of the conduct assumed-that every
enlightened person will try to sell his commodity in the dearest
market: and the dearest market is, ceteris par£lms, wherever
the need for snch commodity is greatest. If therefore, tbe
need of a single individual is specially great, why should not
the price demanded from him rise proportionally ? It ap
pears to me that it is just at this point that there is a
palpable divergence between the mere abstract exposition of
the results of natural liberty which deductive economic science
professes to give, and the general justification of natural liberty
which Political Economy is traditionally held to include, awl
upon which its practical influence lnrgoly depends. Enlightened
self-interest, under the circumstances supposed, will prompt
a man to ask as much us he can get: but ill the argument that
shews the play of self-interests to lead to just and expedient
results it is assumed that open competition will prevent any
individual from raising his price materially above what is re
quircd for a due reduction of the demand. The price as thus
determined competitively ill an ideal market presents itself as
the fah' or morally right price, because it is obviously a.n

economic gain that the supply of any commodity should be
transferred to the persons who value it most and prim(L facie
just that all suppliers of similar commodities should be paid
the same. In exacting as much as this, the self-interest of the
seller seems to be working as it llCCCf.Sary factor in the realisu
tion of the economic bunnony of society; hut any further exac-
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tion which an accidental absence of competition may render
possible shows egoism anarchical and discordant, and therefore
no longer under the regis of economic morality.

The conclusion, then> would seem to be that while it IS ex
tortionate in an individual t.o take advantage of the exceptional
need of any other individual to drive a bargain with him on
harder terms than he could obtain if competition were effectively
open, it is not generally unfair for a class of persons to gain com
petitively by tho unfavourable economic situation of any class
with which they deal-at least when this situation is not due to
sudden calamity incapable of being foreseen, but to the gradual
action of general causes, for the existence of which the persons
who gain are not specially responsible. If such causes diminish
seriously the social value of the services of any class, some
clmnge in their industrial position is nndonbtcdly required ill
the interests of the counnuuity ; hut the corresponding diminu
tion of their remuneration is a natural method of bringing
about this change-a method which, though painful, is so
manifestly efficacious that morality hesitates to interfere with
it. by censuring the persons whose self-interest prompts its
application. I say" hesitates':' because in extreme cases, as
"where labour is remunerated nt a rate insufficient. to support
life, strong censure is undoubtedly passed by tho unreflective
moral sentiment of the community; and such censure may
perhaps be justified on reflection, if it, is applied with due
discriuriuutiou and sufficient extension of range. 11' we condemn
"sweaters.' slop-shop dealers, and other small traders who grim1
the faces of the poor by taking full advantage of competition,
it should be rather for want of benevolence than for want of
justice; and the condemnation should be extended vaguely to
all persons of wealth and leisure "who are aware of this disease
of the social organism and are making no efforts to remove it.
Or, at any rate, if we cannot but hold the employer who gives
the insufficient wages as more blameworthy than any rich mall
who, removed from the struggles of business, lives delicately
and decorously on the interest of his capital, it is not because
the former call be strictly said to owe the labourer more; but
because having special opportunities for relieving his distress,
he does not seize them.
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§3. There is another question remaining. If, 011 the grounds
above explained, the fair price of a. commodity is the price that
an ideal competition would determine, it seems to follow that a
monopolist who raises his prices by an artificial restriction of his
commodity-c-nut merely availing himself of the ad vantages of
natural scarcity-is to he disapproved as deliberately sacrificing
common to private interest. And I think some degree of dis
approval is generally felt for this procedure; except so far as
the total reward thus obtained by the monopolist is thought to
be possibly not more than a normal remuneration for the total
labour and outlay that he has been required to give in order to
bring his commodity to market-s-as may easily be the case with
monopolies secured by patents or copyrights. I am not sure,
however, that the teaching of 'orthodox' Political Economy
hns actually tended to support this disapproval : because it has
often produced a blind confidence in the economic liurrnony
resulting from natural liberty, 'which has obscured men's per
ception of the opposition between the pecuniary interests of
n. monopolist-even when the monopoly is natural-and those
of the community. This opposition, I think, has been more
clearly seen in cases where the monopoly results from combinn
tion: the raising of prices by Ie rings" is held to be 'sharp
I practice' by many traders and by the general sense of non
traders. In recent times, indeed, a disposition has prevailed
among philanthropic persons to exempt from this disapproval
combinations of workmen to raise wages, even when these hnvo
been seen to involve some restriction in the supply of the
commodity furnished by the combining workrncn ; but thoro arc
various special reasons for this exception. 1. So far as such
combinations have aimed at resisting a fall in 'wages rather than
obtaining a rise, the result sought-though no less divergent
from the normal effect of competition-has not offended the
moral sense of the community; partly from a general sympathy
with the distress caused by loss of income, and a sense of the
»dcantage of protecting the incomes of labourers from the
fluctuations that the changes of modern industry uaturally bring
with them ; partly too; perhaps, because the old pro-economic
identification of j customary price' <lIHI 'fair price' has not
altogether lost its influence even with the disciples of economists.
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2. Even when combinations of employed labourers have aimed
at. raising wages, the effort lras usually been made when their
employers have been believed to be making profits above the
average; and a vague notion of implied partnership among
producers lends to this attempt a certain air of resistance to
unfair division of gains among partners. :3. The difficulty of
preventing combinations of employers-especially tacit corn
binations-c-and the fact that large employers have frequently
a partial monopoly from the veTy magnitude of their business
confers on the counter combinations of the employed, to an
indefinite extent, the character of legitimate self-defence.
4. Even independently of combination on the part of em
ployers, their services tend to be purchased by society at high
scarcity values, owing to circumstances before explained; and
it seems not illegitimate that other perSOllS dealing 'with them
should make a systematic attempt to get some share of these
larger gains, if this can he done in the mere exercise of freedom
of contract'.

\·'7'"e have seen in an earlier chapter that there arc various
other ,,,ays, not strictly involving violations of law or contract,
in which individuals or combinations may promote their
interests at the expense of the community. Thus they may
raise or maintain the price of their services by increasing the
need that others have of them-as when solicitors encourage
litigation-s-or by resisting the introduction of more economical
methods of satisfying this need-c-as when artisans combine
against machinery; or agflin, within 11 margin allowed by the
inevitable vagueness of their contract, they may reduce the
quantity or quality of the services that they have engaged to
render"; or they may make what seems, rather than what IS,

I Cf. allte, Bk. II. c. IX. § 6, and DIe. JII. C. '\"1. § 6.
2 It is sometimes said that· every workman should always do his best work:'

but the principle seems ambiguous and misleading, since in fact one not un
common mode of enlarging uueconomically the field of employment for certain
kinds of labour, is to make products more finished and elaborate than is required
fur the purpose for which they arc to be used, and to charge accordingly. The
right principle seerus to he that every workman should do for the purchaser of
his labour the kind and amount of work which seems best adapted to the pur·
chaser's ends, provided the latter is willing to ptly t.he price which the requisite
labour would fetch if otherwise applied.
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useful, and endeavour to succeed by obtrusive advertisement
rather than superior workmanship. The vague condemnation
passed by the moral sense of the community on these and
similar anti-social practices tends to be sharpened by a keen
apprehension of their economic conscqllcncC'~: though It would
f'eern to huve been rather blunted than otherwise by the influ
euce of the writings of the laissez fa-ire school, owiug to their
too optimistic reliance on the ultimate tendency of mere self
interest to eliminate the evils condemned, It mny indeed be
truly ::;<11d that such practices are oflen, in the long run, contrary
to the interests of the persons who have recourse to them; but
in other cases, especially when rendered respectable by custom,
it seems impossible to pr0vc that they are not really the
readiest way to private gain; and certainly they are often
judged to be so by the majority of 1'er:,ons most keenly con
cerued in estimating their utility for this end.

§ 4. A consideration of facts like these leads us naturally to
the widest and deepest question that the subject of the present
chapter suggests; whether, namely, the whole individualistic
organization of industry, whatever its material advantages may
he, is not open to condemnation as radically demoralizing.
Not a few enthusiastic persons have been led to this conclusion,
partly from a conviction of the difficulty of demonstrating the
general harmony of private anti common interest-even if we
snrrose a perfectly administered system of individualistic jnsticc;
-partly from au aversion to tho anti-social temper and altitude
of mind. produced by the continual struggle of competition,
even where lt is ndmittcilly advantageous to production. Such
moral aversion is certainly an important, tbongh not the most
powerful, element in tho impulses tl.at lead thoughtful persons
to embrace some form of socialism, And many who are not
socialists, regarding the stimulus and direction of energy given
by the existing individualistic system as quite indispensable to
human society as at present consti tuted, yet feel the moral need
of some means of developing in the members of a modern
industrial community a. fuller ooner-iousnesa of their industrial
work as a social function, only rightly performed when done
with a cordial regard to the welfare of the whole socicty,-or
at least. of that part of It to which tho work is immc.liatelv
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useful. From this point of view great interest attaches to the
development of what is called, in a. special sense, ' co-operation,'
by which the conflict of interests-either (as in retail trade)
between producers and consumers, or (as in the' co-operative
'workshop,' or by means of "Iuclustrial Ptubnership ') between
different seta of workers engaged in the same productive
iudustry.c.-Jias been rnoro or less subordiuuted to the conscious
ness of associative effort for a common good. Any experiment
of this kind that is economically successful is to be welcomed
as a means of education in public spirit, no less than for its
more material advantages.

Meanwhile it is always open to any individual who dislikes
the selfish habits of feeling and action naturally engendered by
the individualistic organisation of society, to counteract them
in his private sphere by practising and commending a voluntary
redistribution of wealth for the benefit of others. This leads me
to the consideration of the influence exercised by Political
Economy on the moral sentiments and judgments of instructed
persons in respect of this redistribution,

§ 5. Ever since Christianity has been the established religion
of Europe, thoughtful and conscientious rich perSOllS have found
a serious difficulty in providing themselves with perfectly satis
factory arguments in support of the customs of luxurious private
expenditure to which they Itave commonly conformed, ill view
of the obvious happiness that might be produced by devoting their
suporfinous wealth in some wny to increase the scanty incomes
of the poor; and it is a matter of some interest. to consider how
far modern Political Economy has dirniuished or increased this
difficulty. I conceive that it has operated to a considerable extent
in both direotions ; so that its resultant effcct is rather hard to
ascertain. On the one hand, it has exploded the comfortable
belief that the luxurious expenditure of the rich is on the whole
the source of wages to the poor-it has pointed out that though
labour is no doubt employed in making the luxuries, but if the
money spent in them were given to the poor, labour would he
no less employed in making the additional comforts of the
latter; they would get, speaking broadly, the same wages and
the gifts as well. Again, apart from any particular doctrines,
the general habit of contemplating society in its economic aspect
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tends to impress powerfully 011 the mind the great waste of the
tuarcrinl means of happiness that is involved in the customary
expenditure even of the most respectable and moral persons
of wealth. On the other hnud. though Political Economy has
hardly had ,wythillg positively new to teach to experienced
persons with regard to die dangers of a1m::;giyiug, it has cer
tainly tended to make the common view of those dangers more
clear, definite and systematic. It has impressed forcibly 011

ius.tructcd minds the general rule that if a man's wants are
supplied by g-ift when he might have supplied them himself by
harder work and greater thrift, his motives to industry and
thrift Will] to IJe so far diminished; and not only his motives, but
the motives of all persons in like circumstances who are thereby
led to expect a like gift for themselves. If, indeed, almsgiving
could be confined to the relief of distress against which pro
vision could uol, have been mn.lc, this danger would be eliminat
ed j but it is obvious that any important and widespread source
of distress, though perhaps incapable of being foreseen in any
particular case, is-by the very fad of its frequency and im
portancc-s-capable of being foreseen as a general probability, so
that provision may be made against it by insurance or other
WIse. If, filially, it be said that the poorest, class of labourers
have no superfluous wealth from which to make such provision,
Political Economy answers with undeniable force that they can
at any rate defer the responsibility of increasing the population
until they have saved the minimum required for security
ogaiust the pecuniary demands of ordinary calamities. It is no
doubt possible for an almsgiver in particular cases to convince
himself that his gift. is nut, likely to entail auy material en
couragement to improvidence; but he can rarely bo quite sure
of this ; and the general sense that care and knowledge are
required even to minimize the danger has can sed almsgiving to
be now regarded as a difficult art, instead of the facile and
applauded indulgence of the pleasurable impulses of be
nevolence that it once seemed to be ;-an art in which even
expcrts rarely attain perfect success while the inexperienced arc
liable Lo frequent awl palpable failures, and from which, there
fore, selfish, inert, or frivolous persons, if duly instructed, have
a natural disposition to keep altogether aloof
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